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Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact Report 
 
 
Date:  October 8, 2008 
Case No.:  2007.1275E 
Project Title:  San Francisco 2004 Housing Element  
Block/Lot:  Citywide 
Project Sponsor  San Francisco Planning Department 
  Sarah Dennis, Project Contact, (415) 558‐6314  
Lead Agency:  San Francisco Planning Department 
Staff Contact:  Jessica Range– (415) 575‐9018 
  Jessica.range@sfgov.org 

 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
The City and County of San Francisco  is preparing an Environmental  Impact Report  (EIR) for  the 2004 
Housing Element, a proposed update  to  the 1990 Residence Element of  the General Plan. The Housing 
Element is a policy document that consists of goals and policies to guide the City and private and non‐
profit  developers  in  providing  housing  for  existing  and  future  residents  to meet  projected  housing 
demand, as  required under Government Code  section 65580  et  seq  (“State housing  element  law”). The 
attached information provides a description of the proposed policies. 
 
A Public Scoping Meeting will be held by the Planning Department pursuant to the Sate of California 
Public  Resources Code  Section  21083.9  and California  Environmental Quality Act Guidelines  Section 
15206 to receive oral comments concerning the scope of the EIR.  The meeting will be held on November 
6, 2008 from 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm at 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, Ca 94103, Room 431.  
Written comments will also be accepted at this meeting and until the close of business on November 12, 
2008.  Written comments should be sent to Bill Wycko, San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission 
Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103. 

FINDING 
This project may have a significant effect on the environment and an Environmental Impact Report is 
required.  This  determination  is  based  upon  the  criteria  of  the  State CEQA  guidelines,  Section  15063 
(Initial Study), 15064 (Determining Significant Effect), and 15065 (Mandatory Findings of Significance). 
 
  



STATE AGENCIES

We need to know the views of your agency as to the scope and content of the environmental information
that is germane to your agency's statutory responsibilities in connection with the proposed project. Your
agency may need to use the ElR when considering a permit or other approval for this project. Please
include the name of a contact person in your agency.

~~~lC) F
Date

c~/~4É/~--Bil Wycko /'
Acting Environmental Review Officer

Cc: Sarah Dennis, Citywide Planning and Policy; Kearstin Dischinger, Citywide Planning and Policy; Teresa Ojeda,
Citywide Planning and Policy; Distribution List; Bulletin Board; Master Decision File.
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INTRODUCTION 

San  Francisco’s General Plan  is  composed  of  ten  individual  elements  stating  objectives  and policies  to 
guide  the  physical  development  in  San  Francisco  that  are  applicable  on  a  citywide  basis,  and  eleven 
adopted  area  plans  with  policies  and  objectives  to  guide  the  physical  development  in  specific 
neighborhoods. The Housing Element is the section of the General Plan that addresses housing strategies 
and seeks to ensure adequate housing for current and future residents.  

The  City  and  County’s  proposed  2004 Housing  Element  update  is  an  update  to  the  1990  Residence 
Element. Although previously adopted by the San Francisco Planning Commission on May 13, 2004, and 
found in compliance with State housing element law by HCD on October 28, 2004, the California Court of 
Appeal found that the Mitigated Negative Declaration prepared for the element was inadequate and has 
required the preparation of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR). 

The EIR for this project will address the Court of Appeal’s mandate to analyze the potentially significant 
environmental impacts of the changes from the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the proposed 2004 
Housing Element.  

 

LOCATION 

San Francisco lies on the northern tip of a peninsula surrounded by San Francisco Bay on its east side, the 
Golden Gate on its north side and the Pacific Ocean on the west side. Daly City and the City of Brisbane 
abut San Francisco  to  the south. San Francisco  is approximately 49 square miles  in size. Although  it  is 
relatively densely developed, there remain developable vacant parcels for new housing construction, as 
well as underused parcels available for increased development, in various locations throughout the City. 
The Housing Element would be applied throughout the City and County of San Francisco, as illustrated 
in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Project Location within the San Francisco Bay Area 
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STATE-MANDATED HOUSING ELEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

State  law  requires each city and county  in California  to adopt a general plan containing at  least seven 
elements  including a housing element. Unlike  the other mandatory general plan elements,  the housing 
element must  be  updated  periodically,  usually  every  five  years  and  is  subject  to  detailed  statutory 
requirements and mandatory review by the State Department of Housing and Community Development 
(HCD). Housing elements have been mandatory portions of general plans since 1969. Housing element 
law  requires  local governments  to adequately plan  to meet  their existing and projected housing needs 
including their share of the “regional housing need,” described below. The law recognizes that in order 
for the private sector to adequately address housing needs and demand, local governments must adopt 
land  use  plans  and  regulatory  schemes  that  provide  opportunities  for,  and  do  not  unduly  constrain, 
housing development.  

Under state law, HCD is required to allocate the region’s share of the projected statewide housing need to 
Councils  of  Government  based  on  the  Department  of  Finance  population  projections  and  regional 
population  forecasts.  The  Association  of  Bay  Area  Governments  (ABAG)  is  the  regional  authority 
charged with preparing the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA), quantifying the housing need 
for  local  jurisdictions  in  the San Francisco Bay Area. HCD  recognizes  that while  land‐use planning  is 
fundamentally a  local  issue,  the availability of housing  is a matter of statewide  importance. Therefore, 
State  housing  element  law  requires  local Housing  Elements  to meet  regional  housing  projections  to 
balance the need for growth, including the need for additional housing, against competing local interests. 
Housing elements must at least include the following components: 

I. Housing Needs Assessment. The Housing Needs Assessment must address both the existing 
and projected housing needs as defined below.1  

a. Existing Needs: the number of households overpaying for housing, living in overcrowded 
conditions,  or  with  special  housing  needs;  the  number  of  housing  units  that  need 
rehabilitation; and assisted affordable units at‐risk of converting to market‐rate. 

b. Projected Needs: The City and County’s share of the regional housing need as established 
in the RHNA prepared by ABAG, to accommodate expected population growth over the 
planning period of  the housing element  (five years). The RHNA provides a benchmark 
for evaluating  the adequacy of  local zoning and regulatory actions  to ensure each  local 
government  is  sufficiently  designating  land  and  providing  opportunities  for  housing 
development to address population growth and job generation.  

 
1 State of California Business, Transportation and Housing Agency, Department of Housing and Community 
Development, Division of Housing Policy Development. Memorandum: State Housing Element Law. This document is 
available at the State of California Department of Housing and Community Development website: 
http://housing.hcd.ca.gov/hpd/hrc/plan/he/heoverview.pdf. Accessed 06/24/2008. 
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II. Sites Inventory and Analysis. The housing element must include a detailed land inventory 
and analysis,  including a site specific  inventory  listing properties, zoning and general plan 
designation, size and existing uses; a general analysis of  the environmental constraints and 
the  availability of  infrastructure;  and  evaluation of  the  suitability, availability  and  realistic 
development  capacity  of  sites  to  accommodate  the  jurisdiction’s  share  of  the  RHNA 
projections  by  income  level.  If  the  analysis  does  not  demonstrate  adequate  sites, 
appropriately zoned to meet RHNA projections, by income level, the element must include a 
program to provide the needed sites including providing zoning that allows owner‐occupied 
and rental multi‐family uses “by‐right” with minimum densities and development standards 
that allow at least sixteen (16) units per site at a density of at least 20 units per acre for sites 
needed to address the housing need for lower‐income households.2 

III. Housing Constraints Analysis. The housing  element must  include  an  analysis of housing 
constraints  including  land‐use  controls,  fees  and  exactions,  on‐  and  off‐site  improvement 
requirements, building codes and their enforcement, permit and processing procedures, and 
potential  constraints  on  the  development  or  improvement  of  housing  for  persons  with 
disabilities.3 

IV. Housing Programs. Programs identifying adequate sites to accommodate the locality’s share 
of  the  RHNA,  assist  in  the  development  of  housing  for  low‐and  moderate‐income 
households; remove or mitigate governmental constraints; conserve and improve the existing 
affordable housing stock; promote equal housing opportunity; and preserve the at‐risk units 
identified.4 

V. Quantified Objectives. Estimates of  the maximum number of units, by  income  level,  to be 
constructed, rehabilitated, and conserved over the planning period of the element.5 

The January 1999‐June 2006 RHNA prepared by ABAG provides the basis for the 2004 Housing Element. 
San Francisco’s  share of  the  regional housing need  for  this period was  calculated as 20,372 units. The 
housing need, by income, is distributed as follows:6 

 

 

 
2 Ibid. 

3 Ibid. 

4 Ibid. 

5 Ibid. 

6 Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG). ABAG Projections 2002: City, County and Census Tract Forecasts 2000‐
2025. This document is available online at ABAG’s website: http://www.abag.ca.gov/abag/overview/pub/p2002/. Accessed 
06/24/2008.  



 

 

Table 1. RHNA (1999‐2006)  Percentage 

Very Low  5,244  25.7% 
Low  2,126  10.4% 
Moderate  5,639  27.7% 
Market  7,363  36.1% 
Total  20,372  100% 

 

In June 2008, ABAG released new RHNA projections for 2007‐2014. The most recent RHNA numbers call 
for provision of an additional 10,800 units, a considerable increase in housing over the previous planning 
period. The RHNA allocation for 2007‐2014 is as follows: 7 

 

Table 2. RHNA (2007‐2014)  Percentage 

Very Low  6,589  21% 
Low  5,535  18% 
Moderate  6,754  22% 
Market   12,315  39% 
Total  31,193  100% 

 

 

 

 

 

EXISITING HOUSING SUPPLY 

Between 1990 and 2000, San Francisco’s population grew by almost 52,800 and approximately 55,250 new 
jobs were  created.  In  the  same period, only 10,800 new housing units were built  to accommodate  this 
growth. San Francisco, as a regional destination and a dynamic  job center, will continue  to attract new 
households, putting greater pressure on the already tight housing market.8  

Each  year  San  Francisco documents  the  status  of  San  Francisco’s  housing  inventory  and  provides  an 
analysis of housing production trends. San Francisco’s housing stock as of December 31, 2007 consists of 
approximately  360,399  dwelling  units  comprised  of  both multifamily  units  (approximately  70%)  and 

                                                           
7 Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG). San Francisco Bay Area Housing Needs Plan (2007‐2014). This 
document is available online at: http://www.abag.org/planning/pdfs/SFHousingNeedsPlan.pdf.  

8 San Francisco General Plan, Housing Element. San Francisco Planning Department. May 13, 2004. This document is 
available online at the Planning Department website: http://www.sfgov.org/site/planning_index.asp?id=41412. Accessed 
06/24/2008. 
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single  family  homes  (approximately  30%).9  Table  3,  below,  shows  the  existing  housing  supply  by 
Planning District as of December 31, 2007. Figure 2 depicts the location of each Planning District.   

 

Table 3. San Francisco Housing Supply by Planning District as of December 31, 2007 

No.  District Name  Net Housing 
Units 

No.  District Name  Net Housing 
Units 

1  Richmond  36,537  9  South of Market  19,530 
2  Marina  25,922  10  South Bayshore  11,439 
3  Northeast  39,857  11  Bernal Heights   9,427 
4  Downtown  29,435  12  South Central  25,701 
5  Western Addition  29,459  13  Ingleside  22,813 
6  Buena Vista  16,278  14  Inner Sunset  18,733 
7  Central  25,649 
8  Mission  23,538 

15 
 

Outer Sunset  26,081
 

TOTAL  360,485 

 

Figure 2. San Francisco Planning Districts 
 

                                                           
9 San Francisco Planning Department. April 2008. San Francisco Housing Inventory, 2007. This document is available on 
line at: http://www.sfgov.org/site/up21loadedfiles/planning/Citywide/pdf/Housing_Inventory_2007.pdf. Accessed 05/19/2008. 
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Approximately 2,567 units were added to San Francisco’s housing stock in 2007 (these units are included 
in the Table 3, above), representing an approximately 34%  increase from the number of units added to 
the housing stock in 2006.10 An additional 306 units were acquired or rehabbed in 2007, bringing the total 
new housing production, acquisition and rehabilitation to 2,873 units in 2007. This represents the largest 
annual increase in housing units since 1988.  

In order to meet the projected RHNA allocation, San Francisco must construct approximately 4,159 new 
dwelling units per year, an approximately 62%  increase  in annual housing production. Table 4, below, 
details  the  annual  housing  production  targets  needed  to meet  the  RHNA  allocation  for  the  current 
planning period (2007‐2014). 

 

Table 4. HOUSING PRODUCTION TARGETS, 2007‐2014 and ACTUAL PRODUCTION, 2007 
Including Acquisition and Rehabilitation of Existing Units as Permitted by HCD Guidelines 

ABAG/HCD Regional 
Housing Needs 

Determination (RHND) 
Production Goals 
2007‐June 2014 

Annual 
Production 

Target to Meet 
Total 

Production 
Goals* 

Actual New Housing Production 
and Acquisition/Rehabilitation 

2007** Income Category 

No. of Units  % of Total  No. of Units  No. of Units 
% of Actual 
Production 

% of 
RHND 
Goal 

Very Low  
(< 50% AMI) 

6,589  21.1%  879  718***  25.0%  10.9% 

Low  
(50‐79% AMI) 

5,535  17.7%  738  120  4.2%  2.2% 

Moderate  
(80‐120% AMI) 

6,754  21.7%  901  203  7.1%  3.0% 

Market  
(over 120% AMI) 

12,315  39.5%  1,642  1,832  63.8%  14.9% 

TOTALS  31,193  100.0%  4,159 

  

2,873  100.0%  9.2% 

*Annual production based on 7.5 year reporting period (1 January 2007 ‐ 30 June 2014) 
**Source:  Housing Inventory 2007 
***Includes 306 units acquired or rehabbed in 2007             

                                                           
10 Ibid. 



 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Part I of the 2004 Housing Element is the Data and Needs Analysis section, which includes San Francisco 
population and employment trends, housing data and inventories of land available for increased housing 
development. Data and information included in this section were collected from the U.S. Census Bureau 
(2000 Census),  the Association of Bay Area Governments  (ABAG Projections 2002),  the California State 
Employment Development Department, the San Francisco Department of Building Inspection and other 
government  sources.  This  section  functions  to  provide  a  foundation  for  the  proposed  changes  to  the 
objectives, policies, and implementation strategies in the Element. 

Part  II  of  the  proposed  Housing  Element  update  sets  forth  objectives,  policies  and  implementing 
strategies  to  address  the Cityʹs  housing  needs.  The  objectives  and  policies  are  revised  from  the  1990 
Residence Element  in  the  following ways:  1)  the  entire  section  is  reorganized;  2)  some objectives  and 
policies  are modified;  3)  five new policies  are  added;  and  4)  certain policies  from  the  1990 Residence 
Element have been deleted.  

Many of the policies and objectives in the proposed Housing Element update incorporated no text change 
whatsoever  from  the  1990  Residence  Element.  Attachment  A  is  a  comparison  of  the  policies  and 
objectives  in  the 1990 Residence Element and  the policies and objectives  in  the 2004 Housing Element. 
Based on the definition of a “project” under the CEQA (Section 15378 of the CEQA Guidelines) and case 
law  interpreting  CEQA,  environmental  review  of  an  amendment  to  a General  Plan  or General  Plan 
element  need  only  analyze  changes  from  a  previously  adopted  plan  or  element.  Thus  the  proposed 
Housing Element EIR will address the changes from the 1990 Residence Element.  

 

PROJECT APPROVALS 

Following certification of the EIR, the San Francisco Planning Commission would consider approval of a 
recommendation that the Housing Element be adopted by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.  Once 
adopted,  it would  be  formally  submitted  to  the  California Department  of Housing  and  Community 
Development for state certification, in accordance with Government Code section 65584.09. 

The Department is also initiating preparation of a revised 2009 Housing Element. This future revision to 
the Housing Element will be subject to environmental review consistent with state law, and will undergo 
the same approval and certification process as the 2004 Housing Element.  

 

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 

The proposed project may result in significant environmental effects. A program EIR will be prepared to 
evaluate  the  potential  environmental  effects  of  the  project,  including  those  that would  be  less  than 
significant or less than significant after mitigation, and to identify those potentially significant issues. A 
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program EIR, prepared in connection with a plan or program such as a general plan element, addresses 
environmental issues on a level of broad generalities. Due to the nature of the project, it is not as detailed 
as an EIR on a specific construction project. The intent of the program EIR is to allow the lead agency to 
consider broad policy  alternatives  and program‐wide mitigation measures  at  an  early  stage when  the 
agency has flexibility to deal with general policy concerns or cumulative impacts. Potential effects from 
the rezoning of specific sites can be predicted and analyzed in more detail, but the analysis here may be 
limited by the absence of specific development proposals in most cases. However, environmental impacts 
will be analyzed assuming the maximum potential build out under specific policies.  

The  EIR  will  address  impacts  related  to  land  use,  aesthetics,  cultural  resources,  transportation  and 
circulation, population and housing, noise, air quality, wind and shadows, recreation, utilities and service 
systems, public services, geology and soils, hydrology and water quality, biological  resources, hazards 
and  hazardous materials, mineral  and  energy  resources,  and  agriculture.    The  EIR will  also  address 
cumulative environmental impacts of the proposed changes from the 1990 Residence Element. The public 
is encouraged to comment on the scope of the environmental impacts during the public scoping period. 
The comments received during the scoping period will be considered during preparation of the EIR. 

 

MITIGATION MEASURES AND PROJECT ALTERNATIVES 

The EIR will analyze the potential environmental effects of changes to the 1990 Residence Element and 
identify  feasible mitigation measures  intended  to  lessen or reduce significant environmental  impacts of 
the  proposed  project,  if  any  are  identified.  These mitigation measures will  be  incorporated  into  the 
overall project.  

Pursuant  to CEQA and  the State CEQA Guidelines,  the EIR will also study a range of alternatives  that 
would  reduce or avoid  significant environmental  impacts  identified  in  the EIR, as described  in CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15126.6. The EIR will, at a minimum, include the following alternatives: 

• No Project Alternative. This  alternative  assumes  no  change  in  the  1990 Residence Element,  but 
would assume impacts from projects that could occur under the 1990 Residence Element.  

• Modified 2004 Housing Element Alternative. The EIR may analyze other alternatives  that consider 
revisions to the 2004 Housing Element.  

• 2014 RHNA Housing Goal Alternative. The EIR will also  include an alternative  that assumes  the 
adoption of changes  to  the 2004 Housing Element  to allow  the City  to meet or exceed  the 2014 
RHNA  housing  goals,  through  the  use  of  strategies  which may  include  height  and  density 
increases, and bonus options consistent with California State Law. The analysis of this alternative 
may be used as a basis for environmental review of the next Housing Element Update, which is 
due  to  the  Department  of  Housing  and  Community  Development  in  June  of  2009.
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ATTACHMENT A: COMPARISON OF 1990 RESIDENCE ELEMENT AND THE 2004 HOUSING 
ELEMENT 
For the reader’s comparison, the existing policies from the 1990 Residence Element are provided in Italics 
below each proposed revised policy, while the new objects and policies are provided in BOLD.  
 

HOUSING SUPPLY  

OBJECTIVE 1 (Modified Objective 1 of 1990 RESIDENCE ELEMENT) 

TO  PROVIDE  NEW  HOUSING,  ESPECIALLY  PERMANENTLY  AFFORDABLE  HOUSING,  IN 
APPROPRIATE LOCATIONS WHICH MEETS IDENTIFIED HOUSING NEEDS AND TAKES INTO 
ACCOUNT  THE  DEMAND  FOR  AFFORDABLE  HOUSING  CREATED  BY  EMPLOYMENT 
DEMAND. 

(1990  RESIDENCE  ELEMENT  OBJECTIVE  1:    To  provide  new  housing,  especially  affordable  housing,  in 
appropriate locations which meets identified housing needs and takes into account the demand for affordable housing 
created by employment growth.) 

POLICY 1.1 (Modified Policy 2.2) 

Encourage higher  residential density areas adjacent  to downtown,  in underutilized commercial and 
industrial areas proposed for conversion to housing, and in neighborhood commercial districts where 
higher density will not have harmful effects, especially  if  the higher density provides a significant 
number  of  units  that  are  affordable  to  lower  income  households.  Set  allowable  densities  in 
established residential areas at levels which will promote compatibility with prevailing neighborhood 
scale and character where there is neighborhood support. 

(RE Policy 2.2:  Encourage higher residential density in areas adjacent to downtown, in underutilized commercial 
and  industrial areas proposed  for conversion  to housing, and  in neighborhood commercial   districts where higher 
density will not have harmful effects, especially if the higher density provides a  significant number of units that are 
permanently affordable to lower income households.) 

POLICY 1.2 (NEW) 

Encourage housing development, particularly affordable housing, in neighborhood commercial areas 
without  displacing  existing  jobs,  particularly  blue‐caller  jobs,  or  discouraging  new  employment 
opportunities. 

POLICY 1.3 (modified Policy 1.2) 

Identify  opportunities  for  housing  and mixed‐use  districts  near  downtown  and  former  industrial 
portions of the City. 

(RE Policy 1.2:   Facilitate  the conversion of underused  industrial and commercial areas  to residential use giving 
preference to permanently affordable housing uses.) 

POLICY 1.4 (modified Policy 1.4) 

Locate in‐full housing on appropriate sites in established residential neighborhoods. 

(RE Policy 1.4: Locate in‐full housing on appropriate sites in established neighborhoods.) 

POLICY 1.5 (modified Policy 1.1) 

Support development of affordable housing on surplus public lands. 
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(RE Policy 1.1:   Promote  the development of permanently affordable housing on  surplus, underused and vacant 
public lands) 

POLICY 1.6 (modified Policy 1.3) 

Create  incentives for  the  inclusion of housing, particularly permanently affordable housing,  in new 
commercial  development  project. 
(RE Policy 1.3: Create incentives for the inclusion of housing, particularly permanently affordable housing, in new 
commercial developments.) 

IMPLEMENTATION 1.6 (New) 

The Planning Department will review the following incentives for commercial project developments 
in  the Downtown C‐3 District:  floor‐area‐ratio  (FAR) exemption  for housing; no  residential parking 
requirement; and no density requirements for residential projects. Housing in Excess of the base FAR 
in  the Downtown General  (C‐3‐G) and Downtown Support  (C‐3‐S) Districts has also been proposed 
by the Board of Supervisors. 

POLICY 1.7 (NEW) 

Encourage and support the construction of quality, new family housing. 

POLICY 1.8 (Policy 1.5, no text change) 

Allow  new  secondary units  in  areas where  their  effects  can  be dealt with  and  there  is  neighborhood 
support, especially if that housing is made permanently affordable to lower income households. 

POLICY 1.9 (modified Policy 1.7) 

Require  new  commercial  developments  and  higher  educational  institutions  to  meet  the  housing 
demand  they generate, particularly  the need  for  affordable housing  for  lower  income workers  and 
students. 

(RE Policy  1.7:   Obtain  assistance  from  office  developments  and  higher  educational  institutions  in meeting  the 
housing demand they generate, particularly the need for affordable housing for lower income workers and students.) 

 

HOUSING RETENTION 

OBJECTIVE 2 (Objective 3, no text change) 

RETAIN THE EXITING SUPPLY OF HOUSING 

POLICY 2.1 (Objective3.1, no text change) 

Discourage the demolition of sound existing housing. 

POLICY 2.2 (modified Policy 3.2) 

Control the merger of residential units to retain existing housing. 

(RE Policy 3.2: Control the merger of residential units.) 

POLICY 2.3 (merged Policies 3.4 and 3.5) 

Restrict the conversion of rental housing to other forms of tenure or occupancy. 

(RE Policy 3.4:  Restrict the conversion of rental housing to condominiums or other forms of tenure or occupancy.) 

(RE Policy 3.5:  Prohibit the conversion of rental housing to time share, corporate suite or hotel use.) 
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POLICY 2.4 (modified Policy 3.6) 

Retain sound existing housing in commercial and industrial areas. 

(RE Policy 3.6: Restrict the conversion of housing in commercial and industrial areas.) 

POLICY 2.5 (Policy 3.7 no text change) 

Preserve the existing stock of residential hotels. 

POLICY 2.6 (Policy 3.3 no text change) 

Consider legalization of existing illegal secondary units where there is neighborhood support and the 
units  can  conform  to  minimum  Code  standards  of  safety  and  livability  and  the  permanent 
affordability of the units is assured.  

 

HOUSING CONDITIONS 

OJECTIVE 3 (Modified Objective 5) 

ENHANCE  THE  PHYSICAL  CONDITION  AND  SAFETY  OF  HOUSING  WITHOUT 
JEOPARDIZING USE OR AFFORDABILITY. 

(RE OBJECTIVE 5:  TO MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OF HOUSING WHILE 
MAINTAINING EXISTING AFFORDABILITY LEVELS.) 

POLICY 3.1 (merged Policies 5.1 and 5.2) 

Ensure  that  existing  housing  is  maintained  in  a  decent,  safe,  and  sanitary  condition,  without 
increasing rents or displacing low‐income households. 

(RE  Policy  5.1:    Assure  that  existing  housing  is  maintained  in  decent,  safe  sanitary  conditions  at  existing 
affordability levels.) 

(RE Policy 5.2:  Promote and support voluntary housing rehabilitation which does not result in the displacement of 
lower income occupants.) 

POLICY 3.2 (modified Policy 10.2) 

Preserve at risk, privately owned assisted housing. 

(RE Policy  10.2:   Protect  existing  buildings  at  risk  of  losing  their  subsidies  or  being  converted  to market Rate 
housing.) 

POLICY 3.3 (modified Policy 5.4) 

Maintain and improve the condition of the existing supply of public housing. 

(RE Policy 5.4: Maintain and improve the existing supply of public housing.) 

POLICY 3.4 (modify Policy 5.3) 

Monitor the correction of serious continuing code violations to prevent the loss of housing. 

(RE Policy 5.3:  Assure correction of serious continuing code violations and loss of housing.) 

POLICY 3.5 (modified Policy 4.3) 

Improve the seismic stability of existing housing without reducing the supply of affordable housing. 
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(RE Policy 4.3: Improve the seismic stability of existing housing.) 

POLICY 3.6 (Policy 5.5, no text change) 

Preserve landmark and historic residential buildings.  

 

HOUSING AFFORDABILITY 

OBJECTIVE 4 (Modified Objective 7) 

SUPPORT AFFORDABLE HOUSING PRODUCTION BY INCREASING SITE AVAILABILITY AND 
CAPACITY 

(RE OBJECTIVE 7: TO INCREASE LAND AND IMPROVE BUILDING RESOURCES FOR PERMANENTLY 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING) 

POLICY 4.1 (modify Policy 7.1) 

Actively identify and pursue opportunity sites for permanently affordable housing. 

(RE Policy 7.1:  Create more housing opportunity sites for permanently affordable housing.) 

POLICY 4.2 (Policy 7.2, no text change) 

Include affordable units in larger housing projects. 

POLICY 4.3 (modified Policy 1.8) 

Encourage  the  construction  of  affordable  units  for  single  households  in  residential  hotels  and 
“efficiency” units. 

(RE Policy 1.8:  Encourage construction of new single room occupancy residential hotels) 

POLICY 4.4 (modified Policy 7.3) 

Grant  density  bonuses  and  parking  requirement  exemptions  for  the  construction  of  affordable  or 
senior housing. 

(RE Policy 7.3:  Grant density bonuses for construction of affordable or senior housing) 

POLICY 4.5 (modify Policy 2.3) 

Allow  greater  flexibility  in  the  number  and  size  of  units within  established  building  envelopes, 
potentially increasing the number of affordable units in multi‐family structures. 

(RE Policy 2.3:  Allow flexibility in the number and size of units within permitted volumes of larger multi 
unit structures, especially if the flexibility results in creation of a significant number of dwelling units that 
are permanently affordable to lower income households.) 

POLICY 4.6 (MERGED Policies 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7) 

Support  a  greater  range  of  housing  types  and  building  techniques  to  promote  more  economical 
housing construction and potentially achieve greater affordable housing production. 

(RE Policy 7.4:  Promote more economical housing construction to achieve affordable housing.) 

(RE Policy 7.5:  Encourage energy efficiency in new residential development and weatherization in existing housing 
to reduce overall housing cost.) 
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(RE  Policy  7.6:    Encourage  industrialized  housing  production  techniques  where  such  techniques  result  in 
compatible quality of design at lower cost.) 

(RE Policy 7.7:  Allow construction of unconventional housing types that reduce cost, if quality can be maintained.) 

OBJECTIVE 5 (modified Objective 6) 

INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY OF THE CITY’S AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
PRODUCTION SYSTEM. 

(RE OBJECTIVE 6:  TO IMPROVE THE CITYWIDE AFFORDABLE HOUSING DELIEVERY SYSTEM.) 

POLICY 5.1 (MERGED Policies 6.1 and 6.3) 

Prioritize affordable housing projects in the planning review and approval processes, and work with 
the development community to devise methods of streamlining housing projects. 

(RE Policy 6.1:  Reorganize and coordinate governmental activity related to affordable housing.) 

(RE Policy 6.3:    Improve  the planning  review  and  approval process  and give priority  to permanently  affordable 
housing projects.) 

POLICY 5.2 (Policy 6.2) 

Support  efforts  of  for‐profit  and  non‐profit  organizations  and  other  community‐based  groups  and 
expand their capacity to produce and manage permanently affordable housing. 

(RE Policy 6.2:  Expand affordable housing capacities of community based non‐profit organizations.) 

POLICY 5.3 (modified Policy 6.4) 

Create greater public awareness about  the quality and  character of affordable housing projects and 
generate community‐wide support for new affordable housing. 

(RE  Policy  6.4:  Create  greater  public  awareness  of  the  affordable  housing  problem  and  support  for  affordable 
housing.) 

POLICY 5.4 (modified Policy 6.1) 

Coordinate governmental activities related to affordable housing. 

(RE Policy 6.1:  Reorganize and coordinate governmental activity related to affordable housing.) 

OBJECTIVE 6 (Modified Objective 10) 

PROTECT THE AFFORDABILITY OF EXISTING HOUSING. 

(RE OBJECTIVE 10:  TO PROTECT THE EXISTING AFFORDABILITY OF HOUSING) 

POLICY 6.1 (modified Policy 10.2) 

Protect  the  affordability  of  units  in  existing  buildings  at  risk  of  losing  their  subsidies  or  being 
converted to market rate housing. 

(RE Policy  10.2:   Protect  existing  buildings  at  risk  of  losing  their  subsidies  or  being  converted  to market  rate 
housing.) 

POLICY 6.2 (modified Policy 9.2) 

Ensure that housing developed to be affordable is kept affordable 

(RE Policy 9.2:  Make affordable housing permanently affordable.) 
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POLICY 6.3 (modified Policy 10.4) 

Safeguard tenants from excessive rent increases. 

(RE Policy 10.4:  Safeguard tenants from excessive rent increases while assuring landlords fair and adequate rents.) 

 POLICY 6.4 (modified Policy 11.1) 

Achieve  permanent  affordability  through  community  land  trusts  and  limited  equity  housing 
ownership and management. 

(RE Policy 11.1:  Encourage non‐profit and limited equity ownership and management of housing.) 

POLICY 6.5 (NEW) 

Monitor and enforce the affordability of units provided as a condition of approval of housing projects. 

OPJECTIVE 7 (Objective 8, no text change) 

EXPAND  THE  FINANCIAL  RESOURCES  AVAILABLE  FOR  PERMANENTLY  AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING. 

POLICY 7.1 (Policy 8.1) 

Enhance exiting revenue sources for permanently affordable housing. 

POLICY 7.2 (MERGED Policies 8.2 and 8.3) 

Create new  sources of  revenue  for permanently  affordable housing,  including dedicated  long‐term 
financing for housing programs. 

(RE Policy 8.2:  Create new sources of revenue for permanently affordable housing.) 

(RE Policy 8.3:  Provide new mechanisms to assure long‐term financing for permanently affordable housing.) 

POLICY 7.3 (Policy 8.4) 

Develop  greater  investments  in  and  support  for  affordable  housing  programs  by  corporations, 
churches, unions, foundations, and financial institutions. 

 

HOUSING CHOICE 

OBJECTIVE 8 (modified Objective 13) 

ENSURE EQUAL ACCESS TO HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES 

(RE OBJECTIVE 13:  TO PROVIDE MAXIMUM HOUSING CHOICE.) 

POLICY 8.1 (modified Policy 13.6) 

Encourage  sufficient  and  suitable  rental  housing  opportunities  and  emphasize  permanently 
affordable units wherever possible. 

(RE Policy 13.6:  Provide adequate rental housing opportunities.) 

POLICY 8.2 (modified Policy 9.1) 

Employ  uniform  definitions  of  affordability  that  accurately  reflect  the  demographics  and  housing 
needs of San Francisco. 

(RE Policy 9.1:  Employ uniform definitions of permanent affordability.) 
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POLICY 8.3 (modified Policy 10.3) 

Ensure affirmative marketing of affordable housing. 

(RE Policy 10.3:  Ensure equal access to, protection for, and affirmative marketing of affordable housing.) 

POLICY 8.4 (modified Policy 13.5) 

Encourage greater economic integration within housing projects and throughout San Francisco. 

(Policy 13.5:  Encourage economic integration in housing by ensuring that new permanently affordable  housing is 
located in all of the City’s neighborhoods, and by requiring that all new large market rate residential developments 
include affordable units.) 

 POLICY 8.5 (modified Policy 13.1) 

Prevent housing discrimination. 

(RE Policy 13.1:  Prevent housing discrimination based on age, race, religion, sex, sexual preference, marital status, 
ancestry,  national  origin,  color,  disability,  health  (AIDS/ARC),  source  or  amount  of  income,  citizenship,  or 
employment status as a family day care provider.) 

POLICY 8.6 (modified Policy 13.3) 

Increase the availability of units suitable for users with supportive housing needs. 

(RE Policy  13.3:    Increase  the  availability  of  units  suitable  for  special  user  groups with  special  housing  needs 
including large families, the elderly, and the homeless.) 

POLICY 8.7 (Policy 13.4, no text change) 

Eliminate discrimination against households with children. 

POLICY 8.8 (modified Policy 13.2) 

Promote the adaptability and maximum accessibility of residential dwellings for disabled and elderly 
occupants. 

(RE Policy 13.2:  Promote adaptability and maximum accessibility of residential dwellings for disabled occupants.) 

POLICY 8.9 (merged Policies 11.2 and 13.7) 

Encourage  the  provision  of  new  home  ownership  opportunities  through  new  construction  so  that 
increased owner occupancy does not diminish the supply of rental housing. 

(RE Policy 11.2:  Support new affordable ownership programs.) 

(RE Policy 13.7:  Expand opportunities for home ownership without significantly diminishing the supply of rental 
housing.) 

POLICY 8.10 (modified Policy 13.8) 

Ensure  an  equitable  distribution  of  quality  board  and  care  centers,  and  adult  day  care  facilities 
throughout the City. 

(RE Policy 13.8:  Amend regulations relating to group housing to ensure a distribution of quality board and care, 
adult day care facilities and single room occupancies.) 

OBJECTIVE 9 (modified Objective 14) 

AVOID OR MITIGATE HARDSHIPS IMPOSED BY DISPLACEMENT 
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(RE OBJECTIVE 14:  TO AVOID OR MITIGATE HARDSHIPS IMPOSED BY DISPLACEMENT) 

POLICY 9.1 (modified Policy 14.1) 

Minimize the hardships of displacement by providing essential relocation services. 

(RE Policy 14.1:   Minimize  relocation hardship  and displacement  caused  by  the public  or private demolition  or 
conversion of housing.) 

POLICY 9.2 (modified Policy 14.2) 

Offer displaced households  the  right  of  first  refusal  to  occupy  replacement housing units  that  are 
comparable in size, location, cost, and rent control protection. 

(RE Policy  14.2:   Permit  displaced  households  the  right  of  first  refusal  to  occupy  replacement  housing units  of 
comparable in size, location, cost and rent control protection.) 

 

HOMELESSNESS 

OBJECTIVE 10 (modified Objective 15) 

REDUCE  HOMELESSNESS  AND  THE  RISK  OF  HOMELESSNESS  IN  COORDINATION WITH 
RELEVANT AGENCIES AND SERVICE PROVIDERS. 

(RE OBJECTIVE 15:   TO DEAL WITH THE ROOT CAUSES OF HOMELESSNESS, RECOGNIZING THE 
SOLUTION IS MORE THAN THE PROVISION OF EMERGENCY SHELTERS.) 

POLICY 10.1 (modified Policy 15.1) 

Focus efforts on  the provision of permanent affordable and  service‐enriched housing  to  reduce  the 
need for temporary homeless shelters. 

(RE Policy 15.1:  Shift focus from provision of temporary shelter to provision of permanent affordable housing.) 

POLICY 10.2 (modified Policy 15.2) 

Aggressively  pursue  other  strategies  to  prevent  homelessness  and  the  risk  of  homelessness  by 
addressing its contributory factors. 

(RE Policy 15.2:  Develop strategies to deal with root causes of homelessness including lack of financial resources, 
employment and health services.) 

POLICY 10.3 (modified Policy 15.3) 

Improve coordination among emergency assistance efforts, existing shelter programs, and health care 
outreach services. 

(RE Policy 15.3:  Provide emergency assistance programs including emergency access to food, clothing and shelter, 
improve coordination of services in existing shelter programs and expand health care outreach services.) 

POLICY 10.4 (Policy 15.4, no text change) 

Facilitate childcare and educational opportunities for homeless families and children. 

 

HOUSING DENSITY, DESIGN, AND QUALITY OF LIFE 

OJECTIVE 11 (modified Objective 12) 
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IN INCREASING THE SUPPLY OF HOUSING, PURSUE PLACE MAKING AND NEIGHBORHOOD 
BUILDING  PRINCIPLES  AND  PRACTICES  TO  CONTINUE  SAN  FRANCISCO’S  DISIRABLE 
URBAN FABRIC AND ENHANCE LIVABILITY IN ALL NEIGHBORHOODS. 

(RE OBJECTIVE 12:  TO PROVIDE A QUALITY LIVING ENVIRONMENT.) 

POLICY 11.1 (NEW) 

Use new housing development as means to enhance neighborhood vitality and diversity. 

POLICY 11.2 (modified Policy 12.1) 

Ensure housing is provided with adequate public improvements, services, and amenities. 

(RE Policy 12.1:  Assure housing is provided with adequate public improvements, services and amenities.) 

POLICY 11.3 (modified Policy 12.2) 

Encourage  appropriate  neighborhood‐serving  commercial  activities  in  residential  areas,  without 
causing affordable housing displacement. 

(RE Policy 12.2:  Allow appropriate neighborhood‐serving commercial activities in residential areas.) 

POLICY 11.4 (modified Policy 12.3) 

Avoid or minimize disruption caused by expansion of institutions, large‐scale uses and auto‐oriented 
development into residential areas. 

(RE Policy 12.3:  Minimize disruption caused by expansion of institutions into residential areas.) 

POLICY 11.5 (modified Policy 12.4) 

Promote the construction of well‐designed housing that enhances exiting neighborhood character. 

(RE  Policy  12.4:    Promote  the  construction  of  well‐designed  housing  that  conserves  existing  neighborhood 
character.) 

POLICY 11.6 (modify Policy 12.5) 

Employ  flexible  land  use  controls  in  residential  areas  that  can  regulate  inappropriately  sized 
development  in  new  neighborhoods,  in  downtown  areas,  and  in  other  areas  through  a  Better 
Neighborhoods type planning process while maximizing the opportunity for housing near transit. 

(RE Policy 12.5:  Relate land use controls to the appropriate scale for new and existing residential areas.) 

POLICY 11.7 (NEW) 

Where there is neighborhood support, reduce or remove minimum parking requirements for housing, 
increasing the amount of lot area available for housing units. 

POLICY 11.8 (NEW) 

Strongly encourage housing project sponsors to take full advantage of allowable building densities in 
their housing developments while remaining consistent with neighborhood character. 

POLICY 11.9 (modify Policy 2.1) 

Set allowable densities and parking  standards  in  residential areas at  levels  that promote  the City’s 
overall housing objectives while respecting neighborhood scale and character. 
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(RE Policy 2.1:   Set allowable densities  in established residential areas at  levels which will promote compatibility 
with prevailing neighborhood scale and character.) 

POLICY 11.10 (modified Policy 7.5) 

Include  energy  efficient  features  in new  residential development  and  encourage weatherization  in 
existing housing to reduce overall housing costs and the long‐range cost of maintenance. 

(RE Policy 7.5:  Encourage energy efficiency in new residential development and weatherization in existing housing 
to reduce overall housing costs.) 

 

REGIONAL AND STATE HOUSING NEEDS 

OBJECTIVE 12 (modified Objective 16) 

STREGTHEN  CITYWIDE  AFFORDABLE  HOUSING  PROGRAMS  THROUGH  COORDINATED 
REGIONAL AND STATE EFFORTS. 

(RE OBJECTIVE  16:   TO ADDRESS AFFORDABLE HOUSING NEEDS THROUGH A COORDINATED 
STATE AND REGIONAL APPROACH.) 

POLICY 12.1 (modified Policy 16.1) 

Work with localities across the region to establish a better relationship between economic growth and 
increased housing needs.  

(RE Policy 16.1:   Encourage  the balancing of  regional  employment growth with  the development and growth  of 
affordable housing in the region.) 

POLICY 12.2 (modified Policy 16.2) 

Support the production of well‐planned housing region wide that address regional housing needs and 
improve the overall quality of life in the Bay Area. 

(RE Policy 16.2:  Encourage development of housing in the Bay Area which will meet regional housing needs and 
contribute to the quality of life in the region.) 

POLICY 12.3 (modified Policy 16.3) 

Encourage  jurisdictions  throughout  the  Bay Area  to  recognize  their  share  in  the  responsibility  to 
confront the regional affordable housing crisis.  

(RE Policy 16.3:   Encourage the distribution of affordable housing throughout the Bay Area without diminishing 
efforts to expand such housing in the City.) 

POLICY 12.4 (NEW) 

Foster  educational  programs  across  the  region  that  increase  public  understanding  of  the  need  for 
affordable housing and generate support for quality housing projects. 

POLICY 12.5 (modified Policy 16.4) 

Support the State of California in developing and implementing state affordable housing plans and 
programs.  

(RE Policy 16.4:  Encourage the State of California to develop and implement an affordable housing plan.) 
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The following Objectives and Policies have been deleted from the 1990 Residence Element: 

1990 RESIDENCE ELEMENT OBJECTIVE 2 

To  increase  the  supply of housing without over  crowding or  adversely affect  the prevailing  character of  existing 
neighborhoods. 

1990 RESIDENCE ELEMENT POLICY 2.4 

Adopt specific zoning districts which conform to a generalized residential  land use and density plan and the 
Master Plan. 
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�
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The�City�and�County�of�San�Francisco� is�preparing�an�Environmental� Impact�Report� (EIR)�for� the�2004�
and�2009�Housing�Element.�The�Housing�Element�is�a�policy�document�that�consists�of�goals�and�policies�
to� guide� the� City� and� private� and� nonprofit� developers� in� providing� housing� for� existing� and� future�
residents� to�meet�projected�housing�demand,�as� required�under�Government� Code�section�65580� et� seq�
(“State�housing�element� law”).�Future�housing�demand� is�determined�by� regional�agencies.� In� the�Bay�
Area,�the�regional�agency�charged�with�determining�the�region’s�housing�needs�is�the�Association�of�Bay�
Area� Governments� (ABAG).� ABAG,� in� coordination� with� the� State� Department� of� Housing� and�
Community�Development�(HCD),�uses�population�and�job�growth�projections�from�the�State�Department�
of�Finance�to�determine�the�regional�housing�needs�for�the�Bay�Area�and�allocates�housing�to�cities�and�
counties� within� the� Bay� Area� through� the� Regional� Housing� Needs� Allocation� (RHNA).� Local�
governments� must� show,� among� other� things,� that� they� can� meet� their� projected� RHNA� through� their�
Housing�Element.�In�compliance�with�state�housing�element�law,�the�City�has�prepared�the�2004�and�2009�
Housing�Element,�an�update�to�the�City’s�General�Plan.��
�
The�attached�information�provides�a�comprehensive�Project�Description�that�details� the�state�mandated�
requirements�of�a�Housing�Element,�discusses�the�RHNA,�provides�background�information�on�the�City’s�
existing�capacity� to�absorb�new�housing�units,�as�well�as�discusses�housing�units� that�are�either�under�
construction�or�being�reviewed�by� the�Planning�or�Building�Departments,�and� introduces� the�2004�and�
2009�Housing�Element�policies� that�are� the�subject�of� this�EIR.�Some�policies,� such�as� those�directed�at�
affordability� of� housing� units,� would� clearly� not� result� in� significant� physical� environmental� impacts.�
Other�policies,�such�as�those�that�would�increase�housing�density,�could�result�in�physical�environmental�
impacts� to� transit,� transportation�and�cultural� resources� (depending�on� the�site).�Other�policies�such�as�
those� that� encourage� the� modification� of� physical� controls� could� impact� neighborhood� character� and�
aesthetics.�Those�policies�that�could�result�in�significant�physical�environmental�impacts�are�the�subject�of�
this�EIR.��
�
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IV. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The subject of this Notice of Preparation (NOP) of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is the proposed 
update to the Housing Element of the San Francisco General Plan (General Plan). The EIR will evaluate 
the environmental impacts of adoption of the 2004 Housing Element and the proposed 2009 Housing 
Element. This EIR will also analyze, at an equal level of detail, a modified 2009 Housing Element 
(Housing Element B) (collectively, “the proposed projects”).  

This section is organized into the following seven subsections: 

A. Introduction:  This subsection provides a discussion of housing element law, the project location, 
type of EIR being prepared, and the purpose of the EIR. 

B. Regulatory Setting:  This subsection describes the state mandated requirements of a housing 
element, the regional housing need, and the Court of Appeal decision regarding the 
environmental review previously prepared for the 2004 Housing Element.  

C. Background:  This subsection briefly describes the population and employment trends and 
projections that constitute the technical data used in developing the proposed 2009 Housing 
Element objectives, policies and implementation measures.  

D. Project Objectives:  This subsection provides a list of the project objectives. 

E. Approach:  This subsection briefly details the three housing element options to be analyzed in the 
EIR. In addition, existing capacity and pipeline projects are described. 

F. Project Characteristics:  This subsection describes each housing element option and how they are 
different from the 1990 Residence Element. 

G. Public Scoping:  This subsection summarizes the previously held public scoping meeting held for 
the 2004 Housing Element EIR and discusses the public scoping meeting and comment period for 
this EIR. 

The housing element is a public policy document that comprehensively addresses issues relating to 
housing needs for San Francisco residents and households. The housing element is prepared in response 
to California’s housing element law, Government Code sections 65580 et seq., which, since 1969, has 
required local jurisdictions to adequately plan for and address the housing needs of all segments of its 
population, such that all communities contribute to the attainment of the state housing goals.  

State housing element law requires that each city and county develop local housing programs designed to 
meet its “fair share” of housing needs for all income groups. The “fair share” allocation of regional 
housing needs are determined by regional planning agencies and seeks to ensure that each jurisdiction 
accepts responsibility for the housing that represents the number of additional dwelling units that would 
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be required to accommodate the anticipated growth in households, replace expected demolitions and 
conversions of housing units to non-housing uses, and achieve a future vacancy rate that allows for the 
healthy functioning of the housing market.  

State law requires the housing element to be updated periodically, usually every five years. The most 
recent update of the housing element occurred in 2004, when the City adopted the 2004 Housing Element, 
an update to the 1990 Residence Element. Subsequent to adoption of the 2004 Housing Element, the 
California Court of Appeal determined the environmental document prepared for the 2004 Housing 
Element inadequate, and directed the City to prepare an EIR for the 2004 Housing Element. The City 
must also comply with state housing element law and prepare a periodic update of the housing element. 
The City has undergone a comprehensive planning process and prepared the next update of the housing 
element, the proposed 2009 Housing Element. The EIR will satisfy the City’s legal requirements for 
preparing an EIR on the 2004 Housing Element and will also analyze the environmental effects of the 
2009 Housing Element.  

Location

San Francisco is a consolidated city and county. As illustrated in Figure 1, the City and County of San 
Francisco (the City) is located on the tip of the San Francisco Peninsula with the Golden Gate Strait to the 
north, San Francisco Bay to the east, San Mateo County to the south, and the Pacific Ocean to the west. 
The City is one of nine counties adjacent to San Francisco and San Pablo Bays. Daly City and the City of 
Brisbane abut San Francisco to the south. San Francisco is approximately 49 square miles in size. As 
illustrated in Figure 2, the City is made up several distinct neighborhoods and plan areas (areas which 
have undergone, or are in the process of, a comprehensive community planning effort). Although San 
Francisco is densely developed, there remain developable vacant parcels for new housing construction, as 
well as underused parcels available for increased development, in various locations throughout the City.  

Type of EIR 

The City has determined that the appropriate process for analyzing the proposed projects’ environmental 
effects is the preparation of a “Program EIR”. Program EIRs are prepared for programs composed of a 
series of actions related (1) geographically; (2) as logical parts in a chain of contemplated actions; (3) in 
connection with issuance of rules, regulations, plans, or other general criteria to govern the conduct of a 
continuing program; or (4) as individual activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or 
regulatory authority and having generally similar environmental effects which can be mitigated in similar 
ways. This Draft EIR constitutes a “Program EIR” under Section 15168 of the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines. Based on the definition of a “project” under the CEQA (Section 15378 
of the CEQA Guidelines) and case law interpreting CEQA, environmental review of an amendment to a 
General Plan or General Plan element need only analyze changes from a previously adopted plan or 
element. Thus, this EIR will address the changes of the proposed projects from the 1990 Residence 
Element. 
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Under CEQA, the Lead Agency (City and County of San Francisco Planning Department) is the public 
agency with authority to certify the EIR and approve or deny the proposed project.  

Purpose of the EIR 

The City has commissioned the EIR for the following purposes: 

� To satisfy CEQA requirements. 

� To inform the general public, the local community, and responsible, trustee, and state and federal 
agencies of the nature of the proposed Housing Elements, any potentially significant 
environmental effects that are associated with adoption and implementation of these documents, 
feasible policies and mitigation measures to reduce those effects, and reasonable and feasible 
alternatives. 

� To enable the City to consider the environmental consequences of approving the proposed project. 

� To allow for consideration by responsible agencies in issuing permits and approvals for the 
proposed project. 

� To satisfy legal requirements regarding the 2004 Housing Element. 

As described in Sections 15121(a) and 15362 of the CEQA Guidelines, an EIR is an informational 
document that will inform public agency decision makers and the public of the significant environmental 
effects of a project, identify possible ways to minimize the significant effects, and describe reasonable 
alternatives to a project. The purpose of the EIR, therefore, is to focus on the potentially significant 
environmental effects that could result from the proposed projects, as determined by the Lead Agency. In 
addition, the EIR will identify the feasible alternatives and mitigation measures, as applicable, that could 
reduce significant impacts to less-than-significant levels.   

The Lead Agency is required to consider the information in the EIR, along with any other relevant 
information, in making its decision on the proposed project. Although the EIR does not determine the 
ultimate decision that will be made regarding approval or implementation of the proposed project, CEQA 
requires the City to consider the information in the EIR and make findings regarding each significant 
effect of the proposed project. 

This Draft EIR will be prepared in accordance with Section 15151 of the CEQA Guidelines, which 
defines the standards for EIR adequacy: 

An EIR should be prepared with a sufficient degree of analysis to provide decision makers 
with information which enables them to make a decision which intelligently takes account of 
environmental consequences.  An evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed 
project need not be exhaustive, but the sufficiency of an EIR is to be reviewed in the light of 
what is reasonably feasible.  Disagreement among experts does not make an EIR inadequate, 
but the EIR should summarize the main points of disagreement among the experts.  The 
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courts have looked not for perfection; but for adequacy, completeness, and a good faith effort 
at full disclosure. 

B. PROJECT APPROVALS 

Following certification of the EIR, the City could re-adopt the entire 2004 Housing Element. In addition, 
certification of the EIR would also allow the City to adopt the proposed 2009 Housing Element or the 
2009 Housing Element B. Under Planning Code Section 340, general plan amendments must be approved 
by the Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors. In addition, in order to receive certain state 
funding or be eligible for certain state programs, the Housing Element must be certified as compliant with 
state housing element law by HCD.  

C. PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the proposed project are to: 

1. Provide a vision for the City’s housing and growth management through 2014; 

2. Maintain the existing housing stock to serve housing needs; 

3. Ensure capacity for the development of new housing to meet the RHNA at all income levels; 

4. Encourage housing development where supported by existing or planned infrastructure, while 
maintaining existing neighborhood character; 

5. Encourage, develop and maintain programs and policies to meet projected affordable housing 
needs;

6. Develop a vision for San Francisco that supports sustainable local, regional and state housing and 
environmental goals; and 

7. Adopt a housing element that substantially complies with California housing element law as 
determined by the California Department of Housing and Community Development.  

D. REGULATORY SETTING 

This section includes a discussion of the legal requirements for compliance with state housing element 
law and provides an overview of the Court of Appeal decision to require preparation of an EIR for the 
2004 Housing Element.  

State Mandated Housing Element Requirements 

The housing element is one of the seven required elements in a general plan, and its required contents are 
set forth in Government Code section 65583. Housing element law requires local governments to 
adequately plan to meet their existing and projected housing needs including their share of the “regional 
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housing need,” described below. The law recognizes that in order for the private sector to adequately 
address housing needs and demand, local governments must adopt land use plans and regulatory schemes 
that provide opportunities for, and do not unduly constrain, housing development. Specifically, Section 
65583 states that the housing element shall consist of “[…] an identification and analysis of existing and 
projected housing needs and a statement of goals, policies, quantified objectives, financial resources and 
scheduled programs for the preservation, improvement, and development of housing.” The housing 
element must also contain a schedule of actions that the local government is undertaking to implement the 
goals, objectives, and quantified objectives (i.e., the City’s required contribution to the provision of 
housing for the region) described in the housing element. As discussed above, state law requires that the 
housing element be updated periodically, usually every five years and is subject to detailed statutory 
requirements and mandatory review by the State Department of Housing and Community Development 
(HCD).�

Under state law, HCD is required to allocate the region’s share of the projected statewide housing need to 
Councils of Government based on the Department of Finance population projections and regional 
population forecasts. The Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) is the regional authority 
charged with preparing the Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA), quantifying the housing need 
for local jurisdictions in the San Francisco Bay Area. HCD recognizes that while land-use planning is 
fundamentally a local issue, the availability of housing is a matter of statewide importance. Therefore, 
State housing element law requires local housing elements to meet regional housing projections to 
balance the need for growth, including the need for additional housing, against competing local interests. 
Government Code Section 65583 requires that the housing element include the following components:

I. Housing Needs Assessment. The Housing Needs Assessment must address both the existing 
and projected housing needs as defined below.1

a. Existing Needs: the number of households overpaying for housing, living in overcrowded 
conditions, or with special housing needs; the number of housing units that need 
rehabilitation; and assisted affordable units at-risk of converting to market-rate. 

b. Projected Needs: The City and County’s share of the regional housing need, as 
established in the RHNA prepared by ABAG, to accommodate expected population 
growth over the planning period of the housing element (five years). The RHNA provides 
a benchmark for evaluating the adequacy of local zoning and regulatory actions to ensure 
each local government is sufficiently designating land and providing opportunities for 
housing development to address population growth and job generation.  

1 State of California Business, Transportation and Housing Agency, Department of Housing and Community  
Development, Division of Housing Policy Development. Memorandum: State Housing Element Law. This 
document is available at the State of California Department of Housing and Community Development website: 
http://housing.hcd.ca.gov/hpd/hrc/plan/he/heoverview.pdf. Accessed 06/24/2008. 
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II. Sites Inventory and Analysis. The housing element must include a detailed land inventory 
and analysis, including a site specific inventory listing properties, zoning and general plan 
designation, size and existing uses; a general analysis of the environmental constraints and 
the availability of infrastructure; and evaluation of the suitability, availability and realistic 
development capacity of sites to accommodate the jurisdiction’s share of the RHNA 
projections by income level. If the analysis does not demonstrate adequate sites, appropriately 
zoned to meet RHNA projections, by income level, the element must include a program to 
provide the needed sites including providing zoning that allows owner-occupied and rental 
multi-family uses “by-right” with minimum densities and development standards that allow at 
least sixteen (16) units per site at a density of at least 20 units per acre for sites needed to 
address the housing need for lower-income households.2

III. Housing Constraints Analysis. The housing element must include an analysis of housing 
constraints including land-use controls, fees and exactions, on- and off-site improvement 
requirements, building codes and their enforcement, permit and processing procedures, and 
potential constraints on the development or improvement of housing for persons with 
disabilities.3

IV. Housing Programs. Programs identifying adequate sites to accommodate the locality’s share 
of the RHNA, assist in the development of housing for low- and moderate-income 
households; remove or mitigate governmental constraints; conserve and improve the existing 
affordable housing stock; promote equal housing opportunity; and preserve the at-risk units 
identified.4

V. Quantified Objectives. Estimates of the maximum number of units, by income level, to be 
constructed, rehabilitated, and conserved over the planning period of the element.5

The proposed Housing Elements are each organized into two main parts. Part I of each Housing Element 
consists of the Data and Needs Analysis section, which provides a statistical baseline for determining 
appropriate housing objectives, policies and implementation strategies. This section includes San 
Francisco population and employment trends, housing data, and inventories of land available for 
increased housing development. Part I also functions to provide a foundation for the proposed changes to 
the objectives and policies contained in Part II of each Housing Element. In order to have an adequate 
housing element, it is necessary that the document contain an updated Data and Needs Analysis (Part I). 
Therefore, all housing element proposals analyzed in this EIR will include the most recent Data and 
Needs Analysis conducted for the 2009 Housing Element update.  

2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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Regional Housing Need 

As discussed above, the ABAG, in coordination with the HCD, determined the Bay Area’s regional 
housing need based on regional trends, projected population job growth, and existing needs. The City’s 
fair share of regional housing need is calculated for each established planning horizon. The housing needs 
determination effort seeks to alleviate a tight housing market stemming from forecasted household and 
employment growth as well as to allocate regional household and employment growth to jurisdictions 
with established or planned transit infrastructures. The RHNA determination includes production targets 
for housing to serve various household income categories. For more information on ABAG’s calculation 
of the RHNA, see the ABAG website at www.abag.ca.gov.  

San Francisco’s fair share of the regional housing need for January 1999 through June 2006, the planning 
period for the 2004 Housing Element, was calculated as 20,372 units, or 2,717 units per year. The RHNA 
for the 2004 Housing Element is presented in Table 1.  

Table 1 
2004 Housing Element Regional Housing Needs Assessment 

Household Income 
Category 

Percentage of Area 
Median Income (AMI) No. of Units Percentage 

Very Low < 50% 5,244 25.7% 
Low 50 – 79% 2,126 10.4% 
Moderate 80 – 120% 5,639 27.7% 
Above Moderate > 120% 7,363 36.1% 
Total  -- 20,372  100% 

Source:  City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department, Housing Element, May 2004, at page 80. 

The proposed 2009 Housing Element presents an updated calculation of San Francisco’s fair share of the 
regional housing need. This updated calculation of San Francisco’s share of the regional housing need is 
for January 2007 through June 2014 and shows a need for 31,193 housing units, or 4,159 units per year. 
The RHNA for the 2009 Housing Element is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 
2009 Housing Element Regional Housing Needs Allocation 

Household Income Category Percentage of AMI No. of Units Percentage 
Extremely Low < 30% 3,294 10.5% 
Very Low 31 – 50% 3,295 10.6% 
Low 51 – 80% 5,535 17.7% 
Moderate 81 – 120% 6,754 21.7% 
Above Moderate > 120% 12,315 39.5% 
Total  -- 31,193 100% 

Source:  City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department, Part I: Data and Needs Analysis, April 2009, at 
page 41. Data derived from ABAG “San Francisco Bay Area Housing Needs Plan 2007-2014, June 2008. Link: 
http://www.abag.ca.gov/planning/pdfs/SFHousingNeedsPlan.pdf  
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2004 Housing Element Court of Appeal Decision 

Prior to 2004, the City last updated its Housing Element in 1990, when it adopted the 1990 Residence 
Element. The EIR prepared to evaluate the 1990 Residence Element concluded that reaching the housing 
goals in the 1990 Residence Element could be achieved without any significant adverse effects to the 
environment. According to the EIR, meeting the housing goals in the 1990 Residence Element would 
reduce traffic congestion and thus improve air quality because people who work in the City would have 
shorter commutes.   

The City’s 2004 Housing Element was adopted on May 13, 2004, and deemed in compliance with state 
housing element law by the HCD. The San Francisco Planning Department prepared an Initial Study for 
the 2004 Housing Element, which examined several new policies that were proposed for addition to the 
2004 Housing Element. The Initial Study concluded that although proposed revisions were meant to 
promote increased housing production, no environmental impacts would result from the adoption of the 
2004 Housing Element because the element did not specify any development, rezoning, or area plans. The 
Initial Study stated that any environmental impact analysis would be conducted in connection with the 
approval of any future development projects, area plans, or rezoning. The Planning Department then 
prepared a Negative Declaration, which concluded that revisions to the Housing Element could not have a 
significant effect on the environment. 

Subsequent to adoption of the 2004 Housing Element, the California Court of Appeal found the Negative 
Declaration prepared for the 2004 Housing Element by the City to be inadequate and determined that an 
EIR should be prepared (per San Franciscans for Livable Neighborhoods v. City and County of San 
Francisco [June 22, 2007, A112987] [unpublished opinion]). In response to this directive, the Planning 
Department has prepared this EIR assessing the environmental impacts of the changes from the 1990 
Residence Element to the 2004 Housing Element.  

After the Court of Appeal’s determination, the San Francisco Superior Court, ordered the City to refrain 
from enforcing, relying upon, approving or implementing policies and objectives identified as changes 
from the 1990 Residence Element, together with their accompanying interpreting text and implementation 
actions until an EIR is prepared and certified for the 2004 Housing Element. As such, the 2004 Housing 
Element is a truncated version of the original 2004 Housing Element, similar in scope and focus to the 
1990 Residence Element, while utilizing an updated data and needs analysis.   

E. BACKGROUND 

This section briefly discusses the population and employment trends and projections for the City and 
County of San Francisco. 

Demographics  

As mentioned above, Part I of the 2004 Housing Element and proposed 2009 Housing Element contains a 
description and analysis of the City’s population and employment trends, existing housing characteristics, 
overall housing need, and capacity for new housing based on land supply. The discussion below provides 
a summary of the demographic information presented in the 2004 and proposed 2009 Housing Elements.
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Table 3 presents population and household trends between 1990 and 2030. As shown, the City 
experienced significant growth between 1990 and 2000. ABAG projects continued population growth to 
857,200 by 2020 or an overall increase of approximately 48,500 people that would require housing 
between 2010 and 2020.  

Table 3 
Population Trends and ABAG Projections, San Francisco, 1990-2030 

1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 
Total Population 723,959 776,733 808,700 857,200 922,600 
Population Change 52,774 31,967 48,500 65,400 
% Population Change 7.3% 4.1% 6.0% 7.6% 
Household Population  699,330 756,976 787,800 835,900 900,800 
% Household Population 
Change 

8.2% 4.1% 6.1% 7.8% 

Households 305,584 329,700 348,330 367,430 386,680 
Households Change 24,116 18,630 19,100 19,250 
% Households Change 7.9% 5.7% 5.5% 5.2% 
Source:  City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department, Part I: Data and Needs Analysis, April 2009, at page 4. 

The City’s population experienced a slight shift in ethnic composition since the 2000 Census. The 
percentage of residents claiming white racial affiliation increased 6 percent, totaling nearly 56 percent of 
the City’s population according to the 2007 American Community Survey (ACS), while the African-
American population continued to decline, dropping from 11 percent in 2000 to 7 percent in 2007. 
Residents of Chinese origin grew slightly, while the portion of residents identifying with Hispanic origins 
(any race) remained stable. In 2000, almost 70 percent of all households in the City were comprised of 
one or two people and household sizes are expected to remain proportionally the same as previous 
decades; however, the proportion of single person households is growing. The 2007 ACS estimates the 
median household income at just under $65,450 or about a 19 percent increase since 2000. However, 
when adjusted for inflation, incomes have remained relatively flat. 

Table 4 presents employment growth in the City between 1990 and 2030. According to Part I of the 2009 
Housing Element, the City’s population and employment dropped between 2000 and 2010, but the 
numbers are projected to return to a healthy level of growth between 2010 and 2030.  ABAG forecasts an 
increase in employment between 2010 and 2030. Approximately 90,940 new jobs are expected between 
2010 and 2020 and approximately 98,250 new jobs are expected between 2020 and 2030.  
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Table 4 
San Francisco Employment Trends and Projections, 1990-2030 

Year Total No. of Jobs Growth (Loss) % Change 
1990 579,180 26,980 4.9% 
2000 634,430 55,250 9.5% 
2010 593,370 (41,060) -6.5% 
2020 684,310 90,940 15.3% 
2030 782,560 98,250 14.4% 

Source:  City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department, Part I: Data and Needs Analysis, April 2009, at page 12.

The median age within the City was estimated to be 39.4 years old in 2006, an increase from the median 
age of 36.5 in 2000. In 2000, residents 14 years and younger constituted only 12 percent of the City’s 
population. The number of these residents is expected to grow, almost doubling to 184,700 in 2010 and 
making up 23 percent of the total population.  

F. APPROACH 

As discussed above, the Court of Appeal mandated that the City prepare an EIR for the 2004 Housing 
Element. Since preparation for the 2004 Housing Element EIR began, the City also completed a draft of 
the proposed 2009 Housing Element, as required by state housing element law. Because the proposed 
2009 Housing Element must also undergo environmental review under CEQA, the EIR will evaluate both 
the 2004 and the proposed 2009 Housing Element in the same EIR. This section outlines the three 
proposed projects that will be evaluated in the EIR. This approach facilitates a streamlined process in 
which the potential environmental impacts of implementing each housing element option are analyzed at 
similar levels of detail, meeting the requirements of CEQA and the Planning Department’s 
responsibilities under the court’s decision. 

Proposed Housing Elements Analyzed in this EIR  

As previously discussed, in order to be in compliance with state housing element law, a housing element 
must include an updated Data and Needs Analysis; therefore, each proposed Housing Element utilizes the 
most recent data on citywide housing found in the Draft 2009 Housing Element Part I Data and Needs 
Analysis. Further, in order to meet the project objectives of having a housing element that substantially 
complies with state housing element law, the proposed project must meet the most recent regional 
housing needs assessment. Therefore, all project options will be analyzed for their ability to meet the 
2007-2014 RHNA. This EIR analyzes the following three Housing Element proposals:  

1. 2004 Housing Element: This option includes the objectives, policies, and implementation 
programs of the 2004 Housing Element. For purposes of the EIR analysis however, the 2004 
Housing Element utilizes the updated Data and Needs Analysis (Part I) of the 2009 Housing 
Element and an updated RHNA.  

2. 2009 Housing Element: This option includes the objectives, policies, implementation measures, 
strategies for further review and RHNA of the proposed 2009 Housing Element. The purpose for 
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including the proposed 2009 Housing Element in this EIR is discussed in subsection F (Project 
Characteristics).  

3. 2009 Housing Element B: This option includes objectives, policies, and implementation measures 
that more aggressively encourage attainment of the RHNA. This option could include housing 
related policies introduced at the Board of Supervisors, or modifications to the 2004 or 2009 
Housing Element policies based on comments received during the public scoping period for the 
EIR. This option will be analyzed at a similar level of detail as the 2004 and 2009 Housing 
Elements.    

4. The No Project Option consists of the policies and objectives of the 1990 Residence Element 
coupled with Part I of the proposed 2009 Housing Element which utilizes an updated RHNA. The 
No Project Alternative assumes that the City would comply with state housing element law, 
which mandates the inclusion of an updated housing element in the City’s General Plan. Thus, the 
No Project Alternative will use the objectives and policies contained in the 1990 Residence 
Element coupled with the most recently identified RHNA allocation and an updated Data and 
Needs Analysis.  

Existing Capacity 

Housing element law requires local governments to prepare an inventory of land suitable for residential 
development to help identify sites that can be developed for housing within the housing element planning 
period. Using various data sources, the Planning Department has taken an inventory of land on which new 
residential development could occur under existing zoning. This was done to satisfy the HCD requirement 
to identify the supply of land still available to help the City meet its share of the regional housing need as 
projected by the RHNA.  

Existing Zoning 

Generally, the highest housing densities in the City exist in the Downtown area, at an average density of 
up to 283 dwelling units per acre, while lower densities (as low as 14 dwelling units per acre) exist in the 
western and southern areas in the City (see Figure 3). 

According to Part I of the proposed 2009 Housing Element, approximately 42,951 new housing units 
could be accommodated under existing zoning. Specifically, as presented in Table 5, there are 
approximately 1,780 parcels totaling 396 acres that are classified as vacant or near vacant (sites that are 
developed to less than 5 percent of their maximum potential) where over 14,970 new housing units could 
potentially be constructed. Another 4,095 lots are also seen as underdeveloped and could be redeveloped 
for residential uses, which could possibly yield another 27,980 new units. Underdeveloped sites are 
generally classified as soft sites, sites with development potential, or opportunity sites. The City identifies 
two levels of soft sites, sites that are built to only 30 percent of their maximum potential, and sites that are 
built to only five percent of their maximum potential, as determined by the zoning for that parcel. In 
addition, Mission Bay, Treasure Island, and Hunter’s Point Naval Shipyard (not included in Table 5) are 
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expected to be able to accommodate another 11,800 units, for a total of 54,751 units.6 These units 
represent the allowable number of new housing units that could be accommodated under existing zoning. 
The City is also in the process of updating zoning controls for many of San Francisco’s neighborhoods. 
These rezoning efforts will increase the existing capacity in those neighborhoods, allowing for the 
development of additional housing units.  

Updated Zoning Controls 

The City Planning Department has recently updated zoning controls for the following neighborhoods: 
Market/Octavia, Mission, East South of Market (SOMA), Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, Central 
Waterfront, and Balboa Park. These planning efforts have developed appropriate zoning, heights, bulks, 
and densities in balance with infrastructure and funding strategies to support new growth. A number of 
other planning efforts are currently underway including the Transit Center District Plan, Treasure Island, 
and West SoMa, which could result in increased residential development potential. Under existing zoning 
capacity, these planning areas could accommodate 5,014 net new housing units, representing about 9 
percent of the total citywide existing capacity of 54,751 units as described above. The additional potential 
capacity with rezoning initiatives currently underway is approximately 27,844 units (see Table 6). Should 
these rezoning initiatives be adopted and implemented, the City would be able to accommodate 83,595 
net new housing units; representing a 23 percent increase in the City’s housing stock.7   

Table 6 
Estimated New Housing Construction Potential with Proposed Rezoning of Select Neighborhoods 

Area

Under Current Zoning With Proposed Rezoning 

Undeveloped Underdeveloped 
Total 

Estimate 
Total New 
Estimate 

Additional 
Potential Units 
with Rezoning 

Executive Park 114 97 211 1,600 1,389 
Glen Park 5 6 11 100 89 
Japantown1 99 514 613 To be determined 
Park Merced 3 0 3 5,600 5,597 
Transit Center District 44 78 122 1,200 1,078 
Visitacion Valley 885 460 1,345 1,200 0
Western SoMa 466 743 1,209 2,700 1,491 
India Basin 1,200 1,200 
Hunters Point Shipyard 1,500 4,000 2,500 
Candlestick Point 7,500 7,500 
Treasure Island 8,0002 8,000 
Total 1,616 1,898 5,014 32,1003 27,844 
Source:  City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department, Draft Housing Element, Part I: Data and Needs Analysis, 
April 2009, at page 84. 

                                                     

6  This information is based on the Draft Housing Element: Part I: Data and Needs Analysis. April 2009. Draft for 
public review. Table I-55 (page 61). This document is available online at the Planning Department’s website at: 
www.sfgov.org/planning.  

7  City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department, Draft Housing Element, Part I: Data and Needs 
Analysis, April 2009, at page 24. The existing housing stock is estimated at 363,662 housing units citywide. 
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Table 6 
Estimated New Housing Construction Potential with Proposed Rezoning of Select Neighborhoods 

Area

Under Current Zoning With Proposed Rezoning 

Undeveloped Underdeveloped 
Total 

Estimate 
Total New 
Estimate 

Additional 
Potential Units 
with Rezoning 

1 Planning efforts for Japantown are currently underway and the estimated number of new housing units that could be 
accommodated with rezoning initiated as part of this area plan is currently unknown.  

2 This figure varies from that in Part I: Data and Needs Analysis, April 2009, page 84 because Treasure Island is now 
proposing 8,000 units instead of 7,000 units, therefore the totals have also been increased by 1,000 to reflect these new 
proposed units.   

3 This total does not include potential new housing that could be accommodated by implementation of the Japantown Better 
Neighborhoods area plan.  

Pipeline Projects 

According to Part I of the proposed 2009 Housing Element and the City’s most recent Pipeline Report 
(Quarter 2 2009), as of July 2009, there are approximately 324 projects under construction or with 
approved building permits in the City that could add up to 9,360 new housing units (see Table 7 and 
Figure 4). An additional 538 projects have been approved by the Planning Department, filed for Planning 
approval, or filed for a building permit. These projects could result in an additional 45,430 new residential 
units. Collectively, these 54,790 new units represent San Francisco’s pipeline projects. Pipeline projects 
include project currently under construction, projects which have approved building permits, projects 
which have building department applications on file, projects which have been approved by the Planning 
Department, and projects which have Planning Department applications on file. It is possible that some of 
these projects may not go forward due to shifts in economic and legislative conditions. However, 
production trends over the last decade show that as much as 85 percent to 90 percent of pipeline project 
units are completed within five to seven years.8

Table 7 
New Housing Construction Pipeline (2nd Quarter of 2009) 

Type of Activity No. of Projects No. of Units 
Under Construction 156 6,510 
Building Permit Approved/Issued 168  2,850 
Building Permit Application Filed 316 4,480 
Planning Department Approved 92 6,200 
Planning Department Filed 130 34,750 
Total Pipeline 862 54,7901

Source:  City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department, Pipeline Report, 2009 Quarter 2, 
July 2009, at page 3. 
1 Total No. of Housing Units as presented in the Pipeline Report. 

                                                     

8 City and County of San Francisco, Planning Department, Part I: Data and Needs Analysis, April 2009, at page 
83. 
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G. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS 

State law mandates that cities and counties have a housing element as part of their general plan.  In 
addition, state housing element law requires cities and counties to update their housing elements 
periodically, usually every five years, based on the RHNA provided by ABAG. Because an updated 
housing element is a mandatory obligation under state law, the EIR will assume that the City will update 
Part I – the Data and Needs Analysis – under any housing element alternative ultimately chosen for 
adoption. Part I, which was discussed previously under the “Regulatory Setting” and “Background” 
subheadings, provides background demographics and regional housing need information, but does not 
include objectives or policies. Part II of each housing element sets forth the objectives, policies, and 
implementing strategies intended to address the City’s housing needs. Part II of each option analyzed in 
the EIR is discussed below. Table 8 lists the policies of the 2004 Housing Element and the proposed 2009 
Housing Element that could potentially result in physical environmental impacts, together with the 
corresponding objectives or policies of the 1990 Residence Element (if any), the environmental impacts 
of which were addressed in a previously prepared EIR. For reference, a summary of the 1990 Residence 
Element objectives and policies are included as Appendix A to this NOP. 

2004 Housing Element 

The purpose of the revisions in the 2004 update of the City’s Housing Element was to reorganize, clarify, 
and update the 1990 Residence Element in order to guide the City in addressing its housing production. 
The update was one component of a comprehensive planning effort called the Citywide Action Plan 
(CAP) being undertaken by the Planning Department. As part of the CAP, the Housing Element was 
updated in order to provide a policy basis for more specific planning efforts, including the Better 
Neighborhoods Program; the Eastern Neighborhoods Community Plans for the Mission, Central 
Waterfront, East SOMA, and Showplace Square/Potrero Hill districts; and the Downtown Neighborhoods 
Community Plans for the C-3-O and Rincon Hill districts. The 2004 Housing Element update did not 
include any specific proposals for future development, but was rather a set of policies intended to guide 
the City's consideration of future development plans and proposals with regard to housing. 

The objectives and policies in the 2004 Housing Element were revised in the following ways: (1) Part II 
was reorganized; (2) 52 policies and nine objectives also included in the 1990 Residence Element were at 
least partially re-worded; (3) five policies and three objectives found in the 1990 Residence Element were 
removed; (4) seven new policies were added; and (5) a series of Implementation Measures were added to 
serve as a tool for implementing the policies and objectives. In general, the policies contained in the 2004 
Housing Element were intended to encourage increased residential density, especially in areas well served 
by transit, improve the livability of existing neighborhoods, protect the affordability of housing, 
streamline the housing production process, create mixed-income communities, provide more family 
housing, and manage homelessness. The 2004 Housing Element also identified areas for potential housing 
development throughout the City. The 2004 Housing Element objectives and policies are included in 
Appendix B to this NOP. 

The 2004 Housing Element focused on the following themes: housing supply; housing retention; housing 
condition; housing affordability; housing choice; homelessness; housing density, design, and quality of 
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life; and regional and state housing needs. Some objectives, policies, and implementation measures, such 
as those focused on housing affordability, would not result in physical environmental impacts. Other 
policies, such as those which could result in increased density, could result in physical environmental 
impacts to transit, transportation, and cultural resources (depending on the site). Policies, such as those 
that encourage modification of physical controls could impact neighborhood character and aesthetics. 
Those objectives, policies, and implementation measures that could result in significant physical 
environment impacts will be the subject of this EIR. 

The five policies from the 1990 Residence Element that were removed in the 2004 Housing Element are 
as follows: 

� Policy 1.6: Discourage development of new housing in areas unsuitable for residential occupancy, 
or on sites containing existing housing worthy of retention. 

� Policy 2.4: Adopt specific zoning districts which conform to a generalized residential land use 
and density plan and the Master Plan. 

� Policy 4.1: Build new replacement housing to compensate for the affordable housing rendered 
uninhabitable by the October 1989 earthquake. 

� Policy 9.3: Establish affordable housing priorities which emphasize the needs for very low 
income housing. 

� Policy 12.6: Modify proposed developments which have substantial adverse environmental 
impacts or otherwise conflict with the Master Plan. 

The seven new policies included in the 2004 Housing Element are as follows: 

� Policy 1.2: Encourage housing development, particularly affordable housing, in neighborhood 
commercial areas without displacing existing jobs, particularly blue-collar jobs or discouraging 
new employment opportunities. 

� Policy 1.7: Encourage and support the construction of quality, new family housing. 

� Policy 6.5: Monitor and enforce the affordability of units provided as a condition of approval of 
housing projects. 

� Policy 11.1: Use new housing development as a means to enhance neighborhood vitality and 
diversity. 

� Policy 11.7: Where there is neighborhood support, reduce or remove minimum parking 
requirements for housing, increasing the amount of lot area available for housing units. 

� Policy 11.8: Strongly encourage project sponsors to take full advantage of allowable building 
densities in their housing developments while remaining consistent with neighborhood character. 
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� Policy 12.4: Foster educational programs across the region that increase public understanding of 
the need for affordable housing and generate support for quality housing projects. 

2009 Housing Element 

Part II of the proposed 2009 Housing Element sets forth the objectives, policies, and implementing 
strategies intended to address the City’s housing needs based on the RHNA provided by ABAG in 2007.  

The objectives and policies are revised from the 1990 Residence Element in the following ways: (1) Part 
II is reorganized by grouping policies under different broad themes and objectives (see Table 8); (2) 18 
policies and one objective found in the 1990 Residence Element are removed; (3) 15 policies and one 
objective not found in the 1990 Residence Element are added; and (4) a series of Implementation 
Measures are added to serve as a tool for implementing the policies and objectives of the proposed 2009 
Housing Element. In general, the policies contained in the proposed 2009 Housing Element are intended 
to prioritize permanently affordable housing; recognize and preserve neighborhood character; integrate 
planning of housing, jobs, transportation and infrastructure; and maintain the City as a sustainable model 
of development. The 2009 Housing Element also identifies areas with development capacity under 
existing zoning (or soft sites, as discussed above) for future potential housing throughout the City. A 
complete list of the policies and objectives in the 2009 Housing Element are presented in Appendix C to 
this NOP. Additional information on the proposed 2009 Housing Element can be found at 
http://housingelement2009.sfplanning.org/. 

The proposed 2009 Housing Element also includes a series of “Strategies for Further Review.” These 
strategies are ideas which were raised over the course of development and outreach for the 2009 Housing 
Element. Most of the strategies require further examination, and potentially long-term study, before they 
can be directly implemented. In some instances, the strategies are more concrete and could potentially 
become implementation measures.  

The 2009 Housing Element focuses on themes such as adequate housing sites; conservation and 
improvement of existing housing stock; equal housing opportunities; affordable housing; removing 
constraints to the construction and rehabilitation of housing; maintaining the character of neighborhoods; 
and balancing construction and infrastructure. Some objectives, policies, and implementation measures 
focused on such issues as affordable housing would not result in physical environmental impacts. Other 
policies, such as those related to balancing development with infrastructure, could result in physical 
environmental impacts. Those objectives, policies, and implementation measures that could result in 
significant physical environmental impacts are the subject of this EIR. 

Table 8 groups the 2009 Housing Element policies that could potentially result in physical environmental 
impacts. 

The 18 policies from the 1990 Residence Element that were removed in the proposed 2009 Housing 
Element are as follows: 
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� Policy 1.2: Facilitate the conversion of underused industrial and commercial areas to residential 
use, giving preference to permanently affordable housing sites. 

� Policy 2.1: Set allowable densities in established residential areas at levels which will promote 
compatibility with prevailing neighborhood scale and character. 

� Policy 2.2: Encourage higher residential density in areas adjacent to downtown, in underutilized 
commercial and industrial areas proposed for conversion to housing, and in neighborhood 
commercial districts where higher density will not have harmful effects, especially if the higher 
density provides a significant number of units that are permanently affordable to lower income 
households.

� Policy 2.3: Allow flexibility in the number and size of units within permitted volumes of larger 
multi unit structures, especially if the flexibility results in creation of significant number of 
dwelling units that are permanently affordable to lower income households. 

� Policy 2.4: Adopt specific zoning districts which conform to a generalized residential land use 
and density plan and the Master Plan. 

� Policy 12.5: Relate land use controls to the appropriate scale for new and existing residential 
areas. 

� Policy 3.3: Consider legalization of existing illegal secondary units where there is neighborhood 
support and the units can conform to minimum Code standards of safety and livability and the 
permanent affordability of the units is assured. 

� Policy 3.6: Restrict the conversion of housing in commercial and industrial areas.  

� Policy 4.1: Build new replacement housing to compensate for the affordable housing rendered 
uninhabitable by the October 1989 earthquake. 

� Policy 4.2: Reduce seismic hazard in unreinforced masonry buildings without reducing the supply 
of affordable housing. 

� Policy 7.2: Include affordable units in larger housing projects. 

� Policy 9.1: Employ uniform definitions of permanently affordable.  

� Policy 9.3: Establish affordable housing priorities which emphasize the needs for very low 
income housing. 

� Policy 10.4: Safeguard tenants from excessive rent increases while assuring landlords fair and 
adequate rents. 
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� Policy 12.5: Modify proposed developments which have substantial adverse environmental 
impacts or otherwise conflict with the Master Plan.  

� Policy 14.2: Permit displaced households the right of first refusal to occupy replacement housing 
units of comparable size, location, cost and rent control protection. 

� Policy 15.4: Facilitate childcare and education for children of homeless families. 

� Policy 16.4: Encourage the State of California to develop and implement an affordable housing 
plan. 

The 15 new policies included in the proposed 2009 Housing Element are as follows:  

� Policy 1.1: Plan for the full range of existing and projected housing needs in the City and County 
of San Francisco. 

� Policy 1.3: Continue community planning processes to plan for housing growth. 

� Policy 2.3: Prevent the destruction or reduction of housing for parking. 

� Policy 5.1: Ensure all residents of the City of San Francisco have access to subsidized housing 
units.

� Policy 5.2: Increase access to housing, particularly for those who might not be aware of their 
housing choices. 

� Policy 5.4: Provide a range of unit types for all segments of need, and work to move residents 
between unit types as their needs change. 

� Policy 6.2: Prioritize the highest incidences of homelessness, as well as those most in need, 
including families and immigrants. 

� Policy 7.3: Recognize the importance of funds for operation, maintenance and services to the 
success of affordable housing programs. 

� Policy 7.6: Acquire and rehabilitate existing housing to maximize effective use of affordable 
housing resources. 

� Policy 8.2: Encourage employers located within San Francisco to work together to develop and 
advocate for housing appropriate for employees. 

� Policy 9.2: Continue prioritization of affordable preservation as the most effective means of 
providing affordable housing. 
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� Policy 10.4: Support state legislation and programs that promote environmentally favorable 
projects.

� Policy 11.3: Foster a sense of community through architectural design, using features that 
promote community interaction. 

� Policy 11.6: Reflect upon local culture, needs and values when planning for new uses and 
housing; strengthen each area’s sense of place and history. 

� Policy 13.3: Promote sustainable land use patterns that integrate land use and transportation to 
increase transit, pedestrian and bicycle trips. 

2009 Housing Element B 

The 2009 Housing Element B will analyze, in a similar level of detail, policies which more aggressively 
encourage attainment of the 2007-2014 RHNA. This option could include housing related policies 
introduced at the Board of Supervisors, or modifications to the 2004 or 2009 Housing Element policies 
based on comments received during the public scoping period for the EIR.

H. PUBLIC SCOPING 

The Planning Department printed and circulated a Notice of Preparation (NOP) on October 8, 2008 that 
solicited comments regarding the content of the proposed EIR for the 2004 Housing Element. The NOP 
for the Draft EIR was circulated for 30 days in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15082(b). 
During the NOP circulation period, a public scoping meeting was held on November 6, 2008.  

Subsequent to the circulation of the NOP, a Draft of the proposed 2009 Housing Element was completed. 
The scope of this EIR was therefore revised to include the 2004 Housing Element, the 2009 Housing 
Element, and 2009 Housing Element B. Therefore, the Planning Department printed and is recirculating 
this NOP to solicit comments regarding the content of the EIR for the proposed three projects (options). 
This NOP will be circulated for thirty days to receive public comment, with the public comment period 
ending on Monday, October 5, 2009. During the public comment period, the Planning Department will 
hold a second public scoping meeting on September 30, 2009. Information regarding the scoping meeting 
time and location are included on the cover of this NOP.  
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I. SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES 

Housing Supply 

OBJECTIVE 1 

TO PROVIDE NEW HOUSING, 
ESPECIALLY PERMANENTLY 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING, IN 
APPROPRIATE LOCATIONS 
WHICH MEETS IDENTIFIED 
HOUSING NEEDS AND 
TAKES INTO ACCOUNT THE 
DEMAND FOR AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING CREATED BY 
EMPLOYMENT DEMAND. 

POLICY 1.1 

Encourage higher residential 
density in areas adjacent to 
downtown, in underutilized 
commercial and industrial areas 
proposed for conversion to 
housing and in neighborhood 
commercial districts where 
higher density will not have 
harmful effects, especially if the 
higher density provides a 
significant number of units that 
are affordable to lower income 
households. Set allowable 
densities in established 
residential areas at levels which 
will promote compatibility with 
prevailing neighborhood scale 
and character where there is 
neighborhood support. 

POLICY 1.2 

Encourage housing 
development, particularly 
affordable housing, in 
neighborhood commercial areas 
without displacing existing jobs, 
particularly blue-collar jobs or 
discouraging new employment 
opportunities. 

POLICY 1.3 

Identify opportunities for 
housing and mixed-use districts 
near downtown and former 
industrial portions of the City. 

POLICY 1.4 

Locate in-fill housing on 
appropriate sites in established 
residential neighborhoods. 

POLICY 1.5 

Support development of 
affordable housing on surplus 
public lands. 

POLICY 1.6 

Create incentives for the 
inclusion of housing, particularly 
permanently affordable housing, 
in new commercial development 
projects. 

POLICY 1.7

Encourage and support the 
construction of quality, new 
family housing. 

POLICY 1.8 

Allow new secondary units in 
areas where their effects can be 
dealt with and there is 
neighborhood support, 
especially if that housing is 
made permanently affordable to 
lower income households. 

POLICY 1.9 

Require new commercial 
developments and higher 
educational institutions to meet 
the housing demand they 
generate, particularly the need 
for affordable housing for lower 
income workers and students. 

Housing Retention 

OBJECTIVE 2  

Retain the existing supply of 
housing. 

POLICY 2.1 

Discourage the demolition of 
sound existing housing. 

�

POLICY 2.2 

Control the merger of residential 
units to retain existing housing. 

POLICY 2.3 

Restrict the conversion of rental 
housing to other forms of tenure or 
occupancy. 

POLICY 2.4 

Retain sound existing housing in 
commercial and industrial areas. 

POLICY 2.5 

Preserve the existing stock of 
residential hotels. 

POLICY 2.6 

Consider legalization of existing 
illegal secondary units where there is 
neighborhoods support and the units 
can conform to minimum Code 
standards of safety and livability and 
the permanent affordability of the 
units is assured. 

Housing Condition 

OBJECTIVE 3 

Enhance the physical condition 
and safety of housing without 
jeopardizing the use or 
affordability. 

POLICY 3.1 

Ensure that existing housing is 
maintained in a decent, safe, and 
sanitary condition without increasing 
rents or displacing low-income 
households. 

POLICY 3.2

Preserve at risk, privately owned 
assisted housing. 

POLICY 3.3 

Maintain and improve the condition 
of the existing supply of public 
housing.



POLICY 3.4 

Monitor the correction of serious 
continuing code violations to 
prevent the loss of housing. 

POLICY 3.5 

Improve the seismic stability of 
existing housing without reducing 
the supply of affordable housing. 

POLICY 3.6 

Preserve landmark and historic 
residential buildings. 

Housing Affordability 

Objective 4 

Support affordable housing 
production by increasing site 
availability and capacity. 

POLICY 4.1 

Actively identify and pursue 
opportunity sites for permanently 
affordable housing.�
�
POLICY 4.2 

Include affordable units in larger 
housing projects. 

POLICY 4.3 

Encourage the construction of 
affordable units for single 
households in residential hotels 
and “efficiency” units. 

POLICY 4.4 

Consider granting density 
bonuses and parking requirement 
exemptions for the construction of 
affordable housing or senior 
housing. 

POLICY 4.5 

Allow greater flexibility in the 
number and size of units within 
established building envelopes, 
potentially increasing the number 
of affordable units in multi-family 
structures. 

POLICY 4.6 

Support a greater range of 
housing types and building 
techniques to promote more 
economical housing 
construction and potentially 
achieve greater affordable 
housing production. 

OBJECTIVE 5 

Increase the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the City’s 
affordable housing 
production system. 

POLICY 5.1 

Prioritize affordable housing 
projects in the planning review 
and approval processes, and 
work with the development 
community to devise methods 
of streamlining housing 
projects. 

POLICY 5.2 

Support efforts of for-profit and 
non-profit organizations and 
other community-based 
groups and expand their 
capacity to produce and 
manage permanently 
affordable housing. 

POLICY 5.3 

Create greater public 
awareness about the quality 
and character of affordable 
housing projects and generate 
community-side support for 
new affordable housing. 

POLICY 5.4 

Coordinate governmental 
activities related to affordable 
housing. 

OBJECTIVE 6 

Protect the affordability of 
existing housing. 

POLICY 6.1 

Protect the affordability of units in 
existing buildings at risk of losing 
their subsidies or being converted 
to market rate housing. 

POLICY 6.2 

Ensure that housing developed to 
be affordable is kept affordable. 

POLICY 6.3 

Safeguard tenants from excessive 
rent increases. 

POLICY 6.4 

Achieve permanent affordability 
through community land trusts and 
limited equity housing ownership 
and management. 

POLICY 6.5 

Monitor and enforce the 
affordability of units provided as a 
condition of approval of housing 
projects. 

OBJECTIVE 7 

Expand the financial resources 
available for permanently 
affordable housing. 

POLICY 7.1 

Enhance existing revenue sources 
for permanently affordable 
housing. 
POLICY 7.2 

Create new sources of revenue for 
permanently affordable housing, 
including dedicated long-term 
financing for housing programs. 

POLICY 7.3 

Develop greater investments in 
and support for affordable housing 
programs by corporations, 
churches, unions, foundations, and 
financial institutions.  



Housing Choice 

OBJECTIVE 8 

Ensure equal access to 
housing opportunities. 

POLICY 8.1 

Encourage sufficient and 
suitable rental housing 
opportunities and emphasize 
permanently affordable rental 
units wherever possible. 

POLICY 8.2 

Employ uniform definitions of 
affordability that accurately 
reflect the demographics and 
housing needs of San 
Franciscans. 

POLICY 8.3 

Ensure affirmative marketing of 
affordable housing. 

POLICY 8.4 

Encourage greater economic 
integration within housing 
projects and throughout San 
Francisco.

POLICY 8.5 

Prevent housing discrimination.

POLICY 8.6 

Increase the availability of units 
suitable for users with 
supportive housing needs. 

POLICY 8.7 

Eliminate discrimination against 
households with children. 

POLICY 8.8 

Promote the adaptability and 
maximum accessibility of 
residential dwellings for 
disabled and elderly occupants. 

POLICY 8.9 

Encourage the provision of 
new home ownership 
opportunities through new 
construction so that increases 
in owner occupancy do not 
diminish the supply of rental 
housing. 

POLICY 8.10 

Ensure an equitable 
distribution of quality board 
and care centers, and adult 
day care facilities throughout 
the City. 

OBJECTIVE 9 

Avoid or mitigate hardships 
imposed by displacement. 

POLICY 9.1 

Minimize the hardships of 
displacement by providing 
essential relocation services. 

POLICY 9.2 

Offer displaced households 
the right of first refusal to 
occupy replacement housing 
units that are comparable in 
size, location, cost and rent 
control protection. 

Homelessness

OBJECTIVE 10 

Reduce homelessness and 
the risk of homelessness in 
coordination with relevant 
agencies and service 
providers. 

POLICY 10.1 

Focus efforts on the provision 
of permanent affordable and 
service-enriched housing to 
reduce the need for temporary 
homeless shelters. 

POLICY 10.2 

Aggressively pursue other 
strategies to prevent 
homelessness and the risk of 
homelessness by addressing it 
contributory factors. 

POLICY 10.3 

Improve coordination among 
emergency assistance efforts, 
existing shelter programs, and 
health care outreach services.

POLICY 10.4 

Facilitate childcare and 
educational opportunities for 
homeless families and children. 

Housing Density, Design and 
Quality of Life 

OBJECTIVE 11 

In increasing the supply of 
housing, pursue place making 
and neighborhood building 
principles and practices to 
maintain San Francisco’s 
desirable urban fabric and 
enhance livability in all 
neighborhoods. 

POLICY 11.1 

Use new housing development as 
a means to enhance neighborhood 
vitality and diversity. 

POLICY 11.2 

Ensure housing is provided with 
adequate public improvements, 
services, and amenities. 

POLICY 11.3 

Encourage appropriate 
neighborhood-serving commercial 
activities in residential areas, 
without causing affordable housing 
displacement. 



POLICY 11.4 

Avoid or minimize disruption 
caused by expansion of 
institutions, large-scale uses 
and auto-oriented development 
into residential areas. 

POLICY 11.5 

Promote the construction of 
well-designed housing that 
enhances existing 
neighborhood character.

POLICY 11.6 

Employ flexible land use 
controls in residential areas that 
can regulate inappropriately 
sized development in new 
neighborhoods, in downtown 
areas and in other areas 
through a Better Neighborhoods 
type planning process while 
maximizing the opportunity for 
housing near transit. 

POLICY 11.7 

Where there is neighborhood 
support, reduce or remove 
minimum parking requirements 
for housing, increasing the 
amount of lot area available for 
housing units. 

POLICY 11.8 

Strongly encourage project 
sponsors to take full advantage 
of allowable building densities in 
their housing developments 
while remaining consistent with 
neighborhood character. 

POLICY 11.9 

Set allowable densities and 
parking standards in residential 
areas at levels that promote the 
City’s overall housing objectives 
while respecting neighborhood 
scale and character. 

POLICY 11.10 

Include energy efficient 
features in new residential 
development and encourage 
weatherization in existing 
housing to reduce overall 
housing costs and the long-
range cost of maintenance. 

Regional and State 
Housing Needs 

OBJECTIVE 12 

Strengthen citywide 
affordable housing 
programs through 
coordinated regional and 
state efforts. 

POLICY 12.1 

Work with localities across the 
region to establish a better 
relationship between 
economic growth and increase 
housing needs.  

POLICY 12.2 

Support the production of well-
planned housing region-wide 
that address regional housing 
needs and improve the overall 
quality of life in the Bay Area. 

POLICY 12.3 

Encourage jurisdictions 
throughout the Bay Area to 
recognize their share in the 
responsibility to confront the 
regional affordable housing 
crisis. 

POLICY 12.4 

Foster educational programs 
across the region that 
increase public understanding 
of the need for affordable 
housing and generate support 
for quality housing projects. 

POLICY 12.5 

Support the State of California in 
developing and implementing state 
affordable housing plans and 
programs. 
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ISSUE 1: ADEQUATE SITES

OBJECTIVE 1

IDENTIFY AND MAKE AVAILABLE 
FOR DEVELOPMENT ADEQUATE 
SITES TO MEET THE CITY’S HOUS-
ING NEEDS.

POLICY 1.1

Plan for the full range of existing and 
projected housing needs in the City and 
County of San Francisco.

POLICY 1.2

Work proactively to identify and secure 
opportunity sites for permanently 
affordable housing.

POLICY 1.3

Continue using community planning 
processes to plan for housing growth.

POLICY 1.4

Through community planning processes, 
establish land use controls that support 
efficient use of land.

POLICY 1.5

Support new housing projects on sites that 
are located close to major transit lines.

POLICY 1.6

Consider public health objectives when 
designating and promoting housing 
development sites.

POLICY 1.7

Include housing, particularly permanently 
affordable housing, in new commercial, 
institutional or other single use 
development projects.

ISSUE 2: CONSERVE AND 
IMPROVE EXISTING STOCK

OBJECTIVE 2

RETAIN EXISTING HOUSING UNITS, 
AND PROMOTE SAFETY AND MAIN-
TENANCE STANDARDS.

POLICY 2.1

Discourage the demolition of sound 
existing housing, unless the demolition 
results in a net increase in affordable 
housing.

POLICY 2.2

Retain existing housing by controlling 
the merger of residential units, except in 
instances where a merger clearly supports 
the need for family housing.

POLICY 2.3

Prevent the destruction or reduction of 
housing for parking.

POLICY 2.4

Promote physical improvements and 
continued maintenance to existing units 
to ensure their long term habitation and 
safety.

POLICY 2.5

Encourage and support the seismic 
retrofitting of the existing housing stock.

OBJECTIVE 3
PROTECT THE AFFORDABILITY OF 
THE EXISTING HOUSING STOCK, 
ESPECIALLY RENTAL UNITS.

POLICY 3.1

Preserve rental units, especially rent 
controlled units, to meet the City’s 
affordable housing needs.

POLICY 3.2

Maintain balance in affordability of existing 
housing stock by protecting affordable 
rental units while supporting affordable 
moderate ownership opportunities.

POLICY 3.3

Preserve “naturally affordable” housing 
types, such as smaller and older 
ownership units.

POLICY 3.4

Retain permanently affordable residential 
hotels and single room occupancy (SRO) 
units.

ISSUE 3: EQUAL HOUSING 
OPPORTUNITIES

OBJECTIVE 4

FOSTER A HOUSING STOCK THAT 
MEETS THE NEEDS OF ALL RESI-
DENTS ACROSS LIFECYCLES.

POLICY 4.1

Develop new housing, and encourage 
the remodeling of existing housing, for 
families.

POLICY 4.2

Provide a range of housing options for 
residents with special needs for housing 
support and services.

POLICY 4.3

Create housing for physically disabled and 
elderly occupants by including universal 
design principles in new and rehabilitated 
housing units.

POLICY 4.4

Encourage sufficient and suitable rental 
housing opportunities, emphasizing 
permanently affordable rental units 
wherever possible.

POLICY 4.5

Encourage integrated neighborhoods, 
with a diversity of unit types provided at a 
range of income levels.

POLICY 4.6

Consider environmental justice issues 
when planning for new housing and 
locating affordable and assisted housing.
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OBJECTIVE 5

ENSURE THAT ALL RESIDENTS 
HAVE EQUAL ACCESS TO AVAIL-
ABLE UNITS.

POLICY 5.1

Ensure all residents of the City of San 
Francisco have access to subsidized 
housing units 

POLICY 5.2

Increase access to housing, particularly for 
who might not be aware of their housing 
choices.

POLICY 5.3

Prevent housing discrimination, particularly 
against immigrants and households with 
children.

POLICY 5.4

Provide a range of unit types for all 
segments of need, and work to move 
residents up that housing ladder.

OBJECTIVE 6

REDUCE HOMELESSNESS AND THE 
RISK OF HOMELESSNESS.

POLICY 6.1

Continue to pursue both short- and long-
term strategies to eliminate homelessness 

POLICY 6.2

Prioritize the highest incidences of 
homelessness, as well as those most in 
need, including families and immigrants.

ISSUE 4: FACILITATE 
PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE 
HOUSING 

OBJECTIVE 7

SECURE FUNDING AND RE-
SOURCES FOR PERMANENTLY 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING, INCLUDING 
INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS THAT ARE 
NOT SOLELY RELIANT ON TRADI-
TIONAL MECHANISMS OR CAPITAL.

POLICY 7.1

Expand the financial resources available 
for permanently affordable housing, 
especially permanent sources.

POLICY 7.2

Strengthen San Francisco’s affordable 
housing efforts by planning and 
advocating at regional, State and federal 
levels.

POLICY 7.3

Recognize the importance of operations, 
maintenance and services funding to the 
success of affordable housing programs.

POLICY 7.4

Facilitate affordable housing development 
through land subsidy programs, such as 
land trusts and land dedication.

POLICY 7.5

Encourage the production of affordable 
housing through process and zoning 
accommodations, and prioritize affordable 
housing in the review and approval 
processes.

POLICY 7.6

Acquire and rehabilitate existing housing 
to reduce resources required to provide 
affordable housing.

POLICY 7.7

Support housing for middle income 
households, especially through programs 
that do not require a direct public subsidy.

POLICY 7.8

Develop, promote, and improve ownership 
models which enable households to 
achieve homeownership within their 
means, such as down-payment assistance, 
and limited equity cooperatives.

OBJECTIVE 8

BUILD PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SEC-
TOR CAPACITY TO SUPPORT, FA-
CILITATE, PROVIDE AND MAINTAIN 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING.

POLICY 8.1

Support all efforts to produce and manage 
permanently affordable housing.

POLICY 8.2

Encourage employers located within San 
Francisco to work together to develop 
and advocate for housing appropriate for 
employees.

POLICY 8.3

Create greater public awareness about the 
quality and character of affordable housing 
projects and generate community-wide 
support for new affordable housing.

OBJECTIVE 9

PRESERVE UNITS SUBSIDIZED BY 
THE FEDERAL, STATE OR LOCAL 
SOURCES.

POLICY 9.1

Protect the affordability of units at risk of 
losing subsidies or being converted to 
market rate housing.

POLICY 9.2

Continue prioritization of affordable 
preservation as the most effective means 
of providing affordable housing.

POLICY 9.3

Maintain and improve the condition of the 
existing supply of public housing, through 
programs such as HOPE SF.
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ISSUE 5: REMOVE 
CONSTRAINTS TO THE 
CONSTRUCTION AND 
REHABILITATION OF HOUSING

OBJECTIVE 10

ENSURE A STREAMLINED, YET 
THOROUGH, AND TRANSPARENT 
DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 

POLICY 10.1

Create certainty in the development 
entitlement process, through housing 
regulations that make community 
parameters for development clear.

POLICY 10.2

Reduce the need for discretionary 
processes such as conditional use 
approval, and ensure an effective decision-
making process that ensures adequate 
community review where discretion is 
warranted.

POLICY 10.3

Use best practices to reduce excessive 
time or redundancy in local application of 
CEQA review.

POLICY 10.4

Support state legislation and programs 
that promote environmentally favorable 
projects.

ISSUE 6: MAINTAIN THE UNIQUE 
AND DIVERSE CHARACTER 
OF SAN FRANCISCO’S 
NEIGHBORHOODS

OBJECTIVE 11

RECOGNIZE THE DIVERSE AND 
DISTINCT CHARACTER OF SAN 
FRANCISCO’S NEIGHBORHOODS.

POLICY 11.1

Promote the construction and 
rehabilitation of well-designed housing 
that emphasizes beauty, flexibility, and 
innovative design, and fits within existing 
neighborhood character.

POLICY 11.2

Ensure implementation of the good design 
standards in project approvals.

POLICY 11.3

Foster a sense of community through 
architectural design, using features that 
promote community interaction.

POLICY 11.4

Respect San Francisco’s historic fabric, 
by preserving landmark buildings and 
ensuring consistency with historic districts.

POLICY 11.5

Consider a neighborhood’s physical 
character when integrating new uses into 
residential areas, and restrict uses that 
disrupt the residential fabric.

POLICY 11.6

Reflect upon local culture, needs and 
values when planning for new uses and 
housing; strengthen each area’s sense of 
place and history.

ISSUE 7: BALANCE HOUSING 
CONSTRUCTION AND 
COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE

OBJECTIVE 12

BALANCE HOUSING GROWTH WITH 
ADEQUATE INFRASTRUCTURE THAT 
SERVES THE CITY’S GROWING 
POPULATION.

POLICY 12.1

Promote new housing that is located 
in close proximity to transportation 
infrastructure, to promote transit use and 
environmentally sustainable patterns of 
movement.

POLICY 12.2

Consider the proximity of quality of life 
elements, such as open space, child 
care, and neighborhood services, when 
developing new housing units.

POLICY 12.3

Ensure new housing shall be sustainably 
supported by water, sewer and power 
systems.

ISSUE 8: PRIORITIZING 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

OBJECTIVE 13

PRIORITIZE SUSTAINABLE DEVEL-
OPMENT IN PLANNING FOR AND 
CONSTRUCTING NEW HOUSING.

POLICY 13.1

Support “smart” regional growth that 
locates new housing close to jobs and 
transit.

POLICY 13.2

Work with localities across the region to 
coordinate the production of affordable 
housing region wide according to 
sustainability principles.

POLICY 13.3

Promote sustainable land use patterns that 
integrates land use and transportation to 
increase transit, pedestrian, and bicycle 
trips

POLICY 13.4

Promote the highest feasible level of 
“green” development in both private and 
municipally-supported housing.
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                                      -ooo-- 
 
                              P R O C E E D I N G S 
 
                  THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2008        6:30 P.M. 
 
 
 
 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
 
                                   I think we will get started 
 
                  and -- if everybody is all set. 
 
                              So, welcome come everybody and 
 
                  thanks for coming tonight.  This is the 
 
                  scoping meeting for the San Francisco 
 
                  Planning Department 2004 Housing Element. 
 
                              My name is Sarah Jones, and I am a 
 
                  Senior Planner in the Major Environmental 
 
                  Analysis Department of the Planning 
 
                  Department and I'm here -- I'm going to be 
 
                  working on the housing element and helping 
 
                  out Jessica Range who is going to bring you 
 
                  the case element on the project for the 
 
                  environmental review. 
 
                              We also -- we've selected 
 
                  environmental consultants to help out with 
 
                  this project.  They're from Christopher A. 
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                  Joseph and Associates. 
 
                                   We have Rob Carnahan here and 
 
                  Erin Efner and Joy Bacatarias (phonetics) 
 
                  from Kudacan (phonetics) doing the 
 
                  transportation analysis. 
 
                                   So, they are here tonight to 
 
                  listen to what you have to say because they 
 
                  are going to be taking your comments and 
 
                  considering whether the issues you bring up 
 
                  to my -- considering how we address them in 
 
                  the environmental review on the 2004 housing 
 
                  element. 
 
                                   A couple of logistical 
 
                  issues.  If you go out the door and to the 
 
                  left and around the corner that's where you 
 
                  will find restrooms and water fountain; and I 
 
                  think that should be about it. 
 
                                   I'm going to turn it over to 
 
                  Jessica now. 
 
                              MS. RANGE:        Hi. 
 
                                   I'm Jessica Range, like Sarah 
 
                  said.  Just one more thing is:  We have here 
 
                  from our Citywide Planning Division, Abigail 
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                  Keifer and Sarah Dennis-Phillips and they are 
 
                  going to give a brief presentation to you on 
 
                  what the 2004 housing element is in a moment. 
 
                                   We ask that you please turn 
 
                  your cell phones off or turn them on silent 
 
                  and, if you need to take a phone call, please 
 
                  leave the room. 
 
                                   I'd like to take a brief 
 
                  moment to discuss the purpose of tonight's 
 
                  meeting. 
 
                                   As required by the California 
 
                  Environmental Quality Act, we are to prepare 
 
                  an environmental impact report or EIR for a 
 
                  project that could potentially have a 
 
                  significant impact on the environment. 
 
                                   The main purpose of this 
 
                  scooping meeting is to get comments and 
 
                  feedback from you all on the scope of the 
 
                  analysis to be included in our EIR. 
 
                                   Your comments are very 
 
                  important to us as they will help to guide 
 
                  the direction of the analysis and help to 
 
                  determine which topical areas will require 
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                  in-depth analysis, which ones do not require 
 
                  in-depth analysis, and to give us feedback on 
 
                  the alternatives and any other impacts that 
 
                  you would seek. 
 
                                   All right.  As you came in, I 
 
                  hope you signed in.  The sign-in sheet is in 
 
                  the back and we also have agendas back there. 
 
                  So, if you don't have any, they are in the 
 
                  back. 
 
                                   Also, if you plan on making 
 
                  verbal comments tonight, we do have speaker 
 
                  cards for you and, you can just pass them 
 
                  forward or give them to Erin right there. 
 
                                   We will be -- we have a Court 
 
                  Reporter here who will be making a transcript 
 
                  of this meeting.  So, we will have a verbatim 
 
                  record of all verbal comments. 
 
                                   But, in addition, if you do 
 
                  not plan on speaking tonight, you can also 
 
                  submit written comments in our drop box in 
 
                  the back. 
 
                                   Also, as part of this scoping 
 
                  process, we will be accepting any sort of 
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                  written comment in the form of e-mails or 
 
                  letters to us before the close of business on 
 
                  November 12th, 2008.  So, that's next 
 
                  Wednesday, I believe. 
 
                                   All right.  So, I think we've 
 
                  told you all the logistical items. 
 
                                   Tonight, what we are going to 
 
                  do is we are going to give you an overview of 
 
                  the 2004 housing element by our planning 
 
                  staff and then we will give you an overview 
 
                  of the CEQA process and some of the potential 
 
                  impacts that we see with the housing element. 
 
                                   We will then open it up to 
 
                  public comment where you will have 
 
                  opportunity to make your verbal comment and 
 
                  we ask that you limit them to three minutes. 
 
                                   So, I would suggest a summary 
 
                  of the comment and, if you would like to 
 
                  expand on your comments, please, there are 
 
                  comment forms in the back and you can flush 
 
                  out your full comment and put them in our 
 
                  drop box. 
 
                                   Like I said, we do have our 
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                  Court Reporter here who will be making a 
 
                  transcript of tonight's meeting. 
 
                                   So, with that I would like to 
 
                  introduce Sarah Dennis-Philips who will give 
 
                  you an overview of the 2004 housing element. 
 
                                   MS. DENNIS-PHILLIPS:     Hi. 
 
                                   Given that I recognize many 
 
                  of you on an activity issue level, knowledge 
 
                  level, I'm only going to say hi so as not to 
 
                  take up too much of your time. 
 
                                   Just a quick overview of what 
 
                  the housing element is I think one of the few 
 
                  general plans, it is one of the few required 
 
                  elements which means it is a state mandated 
 
                  law that we have a housing element and that 
 
                  that element be updated every seven years on 
 
                  the period dictated by the State Department 
 
                  of Housing and Community Development. 
 
                                   What does it do?  The housing 
 
                  element basically provides the City vision 
 
                  for housing in the City of San Francisco. 
 
                                   It has a number of functional 
 
                  purposes.  It enables us to State funding for 
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                  housing. 
 
                                   It supports our grant 
 
                  applications for infrastructure when we are 
 
                  looking for money for new schools and 
 
                  approach. 
 
                                   Basically, any kind of money 
 
                  that you seeking at the State level requires 
 
                  an adopted and approved housing element. 
 
                                   So, that's one of the 
 
                  fundamental reasons why so many cities try to 
 
                  keep in line with State laws. 
 
                                   It is not used not just by us 
 
                  by, by the Planning Department, but by the 
 
                  entire City. 
 
                                   So, when we have an adoption 
 
                  housing element, all City business, not just 
 
                  planning improvements but all cities made by 
 
                  decision makers within the City and County of 
 
                  San Francisco should be consistent with the 
 
                  policies of that element. 
 
                                   2004 housing element has been 
 
                  in place -- it was adopted in May 2004.  We 
 
                  are currently reviewing both -- using both 
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                  the 2004 housing element and our 1990 housing 
 
                  element when we reviewed all decisions within 
 
                  the City and County. 
 
                                   All right.  What else can I 
 
                  tell you quickly about it? 
 
                                   Probably the best thing to go 
 
                  over is that we do have six objectives that, 
 
                  by the State, we are required to address in 
 
                  the housing element. 
 
                                   Those issues are kind of 
 
                  listed up here on this sheet that Abby 
 
                  prepared for us. 
 
                                   They include adequate sites, 
 
                  facilitate development of affordable housing, 
 
                  providing additional housing opportunities, 
 
                  maintaining existing housing stock, 
 
                  protecting at risk housing stock and removing 
 
                  constraints, including governmental or 
 
                  non-governmental constraints due to 
 
                  construction of housing. 
 
                              Now, in addition to those which 
 
                  the State requires a DEO list, we have a 
 
                  number of objectives in the 2004 housing 
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                  element that are local objectives that were 
 
                  important to the residents of the City and 
 
                  County of San Francisco, like maintaining our 
 
                  existing residential character, protecting 
 
                  our neighborhood, ensuring that 
 
                  infrastructure is balanced with housing 
 
                  growth. 
 
                                   Those are probably the 
 
                  primary ones.  I think some new ones will 
 
                  probably develop this year as well. 
 
                                   So, it is not say that we're 
 
                  toxic resistant and thus infected (sic) but 
 
                  those are the base lines we have to cover and 
 
                  then we decide from there what we enlisted at 
 
                  this time deem important. 
 
                                   We are -- we are working on 
 
                  the updates to the 2000-1999 housing element 
 
                  and I'd be happy to discuss those with anyone 
 
                  after the meeting. 
 
                                   It's not really appropriate 
 
                  with tonight's structure.  So, and I have 
 
                  business partners who would be happy to talk 
 
                  with you also after and to answer any 
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                  questions. 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             All right. 
 
                  Thank you. 
 
                                   For right now, we are going 
 
                  to move forward and give you an overview of 
 
                  the CEQA process.  So, CEQA or the California 
 
                  Environmental Quality Act process. 
 
                                   I have the process on the 
 
                  flow chart in the back and we also have it up 
 
                  on the board right there for all to see. 
 
                                   If we ran out of copies, 
 
                  please let me know and I could make 
 
                  additional copies for you. 
 
                                   So, the first step once you 
 
                  determine that a project may have a potential 
 
                  environmental -- significant environmental 
 
                  impact is you issue what's called a "Notice 
 
                  of Preparation" or NOP, and we issued our 
 
                  Notice of Preparation on October 8th, 2008, 
 
                  and that's this document and there is also 
 
                  additional copies in the back for those who 
 
                  want a hard copy. 
 
                                   So, the NOP includes an 
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                  overview of the state mandated housing 
 
                  element retirement. 
 
                                   It includes a brief project 
 
                  description, a list of the probable 
 
                  environmental impact, and potential 
 
                  alternatives being considered to date. 
 
                                   And tonight -- the purpose of 
 
                  tonight is to take comments on the scope of 
 
                  the NOP or the scope of the environmental 
 
                  issues to be discussed in the EIR. 
 
                                   It is not a time to discuss 
 
                  the merits of the project.  That is not what 
 
                  CEQA is intended to do. 
 
                                   It is intended to discuss and 
 
                  analyze the environmental impact of the 
 
                  proposed project. 
 
                                   After we issue an NOP, it is 
 
                  available for public review for thirty days 
 
                  and the NOP public review period will close 
 
                  on November 12th, like I mentioned earlier, 
 
                  and we will take comments until the close of 
 
                  business on that date at 5:00 p.m. 
 
                                   After we issue the NOP and 
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                  after the public comment period is over, we 
 
                  will consider all of the comments received 
 
                  throughout this process and we will draft 
 
                  what we call a "Draft Environmental Impact 
 
                  Report" or EIR. 
 
                                   The EIR will be prepared and 
 
                  it'll be published with a forty-five day 
 
                  public review period. 
 
                                   The EIR will present all 
 
                  interested parties, agencies and anyone else 
 
                  who so choses to receive one. 
 
                                   We anticipate releasing our 
 
                  Draft EIR sometime in the Spring of next 
 
                  year.  That will be the Spring of 2009; and 
 
                  after we release our EIR about thirty days 
 
                  into our public review period, we will hold a 
 
                  public hearing at the Planning Commission 
 
                  and, at that time, we will take public 
 
                  comments on the Draft EIR. 
 
                                   We will have a Court Reporter 
 
                  there as well during that time. 
 
                                   However, as soon as we 
 
                  release the Draft EIR, if you have comments 
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                  on the adequacy of the EIR, you will be 
 
                  sending those in at the end of the EIR public 
 
                  review period. 
 
                                   After the public review 
 
                  period, we then take all the comments that 
 
                  were received and we respond to them in 
 
                  what's called a "Comments and Responses" 
 
                  document. 
 
                                   So, the Comments and 
 
                  Responses document is basically the comment 
 
                  plus a written response from the Department 
 
                  on the comments received and we will respond 
 
                  to all comments that are relevant to the 
 
                  environmental review of the project. 
 
                                   It also includes a revision 
 
                  to the draft EIR and any timely idea for 
 
                  (sic) revision, the Comments and Responses 
 
                  documents will include that as well. 
 
                                   Comments and responses are 
 
                  sent to all the individuals who commented and 
 
                  then anyone else requesting a comment from 
 
                  the Comments and Responses document. 
 
                                   We will publish our Comments 
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                  and Responses document and, in about two 
 
                  weeks after that, we will go to the Planning 
 
                  Commission and request that they certify our 
 
                  final EIR. 
 
                                   The Comments and Responses 
 
                  document plus the Draft EIR is the final EIR. 
 
                                   So, with that, once the 
 
                  Planning Commission certifies our draft EIR, 
 
                  then we have a final EIR and I want to 
 
                  reiterate that certification of the final EIR 
 
                  does not mean that the project is approved. 
 
                                   The project's approval and 
 
                  correct me if I am wrong would mean that the 
 
                  housing element would go before the Planning 
 
                  Commission for approval followed by the Board 
 
                  of Supervisors.  Is that it?  Yes, okay. 
 
                                   All right.  So, what are the 
 
                  contents of the EIR? 
 
                                   Under CEQA, unlike other 
 
                  environmental laws like the Clean Air Act or 
 
                  Clean Water Act, we look at a range of 
 
                  different environmental topics.  So, it can 
 
                  range from air and water; not only that but 
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                  land use, historic resources, hazardous 
 
                  materials and on and on. 
 
                                   So, it is a pretty 
 
                  multi-disciplinary, multifaceted review of 
 
                  the project impact on the environment. 
 
                                   So, the Planning Department 
 
                  reviews a project impact and considers them 
 
                  significant based on our environmental check 
 
                  list form and so I have copies at the back. 
 
                                   If you want additional 
 
                  copies, I can also get those to you, but this 
 
                  is basically a modification of the Appendix G 
 
                  of the CEQA guidelines and this is how you 
 
                  review a project and if we determine that an 
 
                  impact is potentially significant or if it is 
 
                  significant, then we will have to -- then we 
 
                  will come up with mitigation measures to try 
 
                  to reduce those impacts. 
 
                                   For this project, we are 
 
                  anticipating detailed environmental analysis 
 
                  and in the following areas: 
 
                                   Land use.  Would the 2004 
 
                  housing element result in a change in a 
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                  change in land use of the surrounding 
 
                  neighborhood? 
 
                                   Population of housing.  Would 
 
                  the proposed project reduce substantial 
 
                  population and growth? 
 
                                   Visual qualities.  Would the 
 
                  project unnecessarily affect the area 
 
                  habitability, substantial demonstrable 
 
                  negative aesthetic affect? 
 
                                   Transportation and 
 
                  circulation.  What effect would the project 
 
                  have on transportation system, the 
 
                  circulation pattern? 
 
                                   Would it result in 
 
                  substantial changes to traffic or transit, 
 
                  volume or adversely affect circulation of 
 
                  surrounding streets? 
 
                                   Air quality.  Would the 
 
                  project result in elevated business 
 
                  concentration, public services and utilities? 
 
                                   Would the proposed project 
 
                  substantially increase the demand for police, 
 
                  fire, power or other public services and; 
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                                   Finally, cultural resources. 
 
                  How might the project affect historic 
 
                  resources, archeological resources, and 
 
                  paleontologic resources? 
 
                                   We will also be looking at 
 
                  all of the environmental topical areas within 
 
                  our environmental check list. 
 
                                   So, those are the ones that 
 
                  we have identified to date that would require 
 
                  more in-depth analysis. 
 
                                   However, until we go through 
 
                  and actually analyze the projects in all of 
 
                  these topical areas, we will not know which 
 
                  projects will have significant impacts on the 
 
                  environment. 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:         Are you 
 
                  working off this check list just now? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             Yes. 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:         Okay. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:           So, when 
 
                  you use the term "project", you are talking 
 
                  about the housing element? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             Housing 
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                  element, yes. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:      So that's not a 
 
                  specific project?  That's the general plan -- 
 
                              MS. RANGE:        That's the 
 
                  general -- 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:      Housing element? 
 
                              FEMALE VOICE IN AUDIENCE:  Yes. 
 
                              MS. RANGE:        -- project. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:      So, it's the 
 
                  super project? 
 
                              FEMALE VOICE IN AUDIENCE:     It's 
 
                  a public programmatic EIR where you would 
 
                  have a plan and a policy rather than a -- 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:      Right. 
 
                                   So, it's not a project.  It's 
 
                  the overall policy plan, general plan for the 
 
                  City. 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:         Yes, 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:       Right. 
 
                                   So, it is above -- it's a 
 
                  large -- covers the whole city, is the point 
 
                  I'm trying to make. 
 
                                   And one other quick question 
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                  while we're at this point. 
 
                              COURT REPORTER:        And your 
 
                  name, please? 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:      Demian QUESNEL, 
 
                  Q-u-e-s-m-a-l. 
 
                              What's the -- I don't understand 
 
                  the 2004 and the 2009 issue on the housing 
 
                  element. 
 
                              Why are we dealing with the 2004 
 
                  housing element rather than 2008?  And what's 
 
                  the 2009?  Why is that -- I mean, that 
 
                  doesn't seem on the surface to be logical. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             The 
 
                  Planning Department or the major 
 
                  environmental analysis division had 
 
                  originally prepared what's called the 
 
                  "negative declaration" on the 2004 housing 
 
                  element which is a statement that there are 
 
                  not potentially significant environmental 
 
                  effects or that all of them would be 
 
                  mitigated to a less significant level and 
 
                  that was challenged at the courts and the 
 
                  court felt that there could be potential 
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                  significant offense of the 2004 housing 
 
                  element that had not been adequately analyzed 
 
                  and so they sent it back to us to prepare an 
 
                  environmental report. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:      So, this effort 
 
                  is a response to the rejection of the 2004 
 
                  housing element? 
 
                              MS. JONES:          No.  To the 
 
                  rejection of the negative declaration. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:      Of the negative 
 
                  declaration, right. 
 
                              MS. JONES:         Yes. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:      Right. 
 
                              MS. JONES:        But the State is 
 
                  fine with the 2004 housing element but the 
 
                  environmental review is what is under 
 
                  question. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:       And the 2009 
 
                  element is?  That's the plan for the next 
 
                  one?  Or what's the -- 
 
                              MS. JONES:        Yes. 
 
                              In the meanwhile, of the time that 
 
                  it worked out, the citywide planning and 
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                  policy division is preparing the 2009 housing 
 
                  element -- 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:        Okay. 
 
                              MS. JONES:         -- which is the 
 
                  part of the state's cycle. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:           Which will 
 
                  supercede the 2004 one that you guys are now 
 
                  doing. 
 
                              So, I don't understand the logic 
 
                  or the process.  It's just a legal 
 
                  technicality.  You have to respond to this. 
 
                  So, you guys have to go through the motions 
 
                  of doing this effort and then it is going to 
 
                  be redone in 2009? 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Well, we 
 
                  would, you know, hopefully, we will be able 
 
                  and this is just the advanced parts to touch 
 
                  on this but, yeah.  Hopefully, we'll be able 
 
                  to supplement the work that we are doing now 
 
                  which is to adequately analyze this in 2009. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:        So, you are 
 
                  hoping you'll be able to piggy-back in 2009 
 
                  on this effort? 
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                              MS. JONES:             Yeah. 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             We are 
 
                  hoping to provide at least the base line 
 
                  environmental condition and use the new -- 
 
                  the RHNA numbers that will be the basis of 
 
                  the 2009 housing element so that we can at 
 
                  least get an understanding of what the 
 
                  baseline conditions are.  So that action work 
 
                  does not have to be redone. 
 
                                   Can we hold the rest of the 
 
                  questions until after we finish this 
 
                  presentation? 
 
                                   We do have -- and I'll remind 
 
                  you there speaker cards in the back, too. 
 
                                   All right.  So, where I left 
 
                  off was the different topical areas that we 
 
                  thought might have significant impact. 
 
                                   CEQA requires that if you 
 
                  have a project that has significant impact, 
 
                  that you come up with mitigation measures 
 
                  that would reduce or substantially lessen 
 
                  those significant impacts. 
 
                                   So, we will have mitigation 
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                  measures to reduce impacts that we find 
 
                  significant. 
 
                                   Additionally, CEQA requires 
 
                  that we have project alternatives and, in 
 
                  addition to the proposed project or plan for 
 
                  the 2004 housing element, CEQA requires that 
 
                  you have a no-project or no plan which is 
 
                  essentially equivalent to the 1990 residence 
 
                  element. 
 
                                   In addition to that, we have 
 
                  identified preliminarily some alternatives 
 
                  which were brought up in our EIR Notice of 
 
                  Preparation and one of those would be to -- 
 
                  one would be a modification of the 2004 
 
                  housing element and the other alternative 
 
                  that we are preliminarily looking at is an 
 
                  alternative that meets the 2007 to 2004 RHNA 
 
                  numbers. 
 
                                   All right.  And so that's the 
 
                  end of my presentation.  We will be opening 
 
                  this up to public comment now. 
 
                                   I want to reiterate a few 
 
                  things.  Once again, this is not a scoping -- 
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                  it is not a public comment period for you to 
 
                  discuss the merits of this project. 
 
                                   The purpose of this meeting 
 
                  is to identify what the degree of 
 
                  environmental review that we need to do on 
 
                  the 2004 housing element and there is 
 
                  multiple different opinions that might be 
 
                  expressed during this comment period.  So, 
 
                  please be considerate of others. 
 
                                   We will be limiting the 
 
                  public comment periods to three minutes.  So, 
 
                  please summarize your comments and, if you 
 
                  have additional comments, you can provide 
 
                  them in writing to us. 
 
                                   Written comments can be 
 
                  submitted by close of business November 12th, 
 
                  2008. 
 
                                   I ask that you please wait 
 
                  when it's your turn to speak.  Please state 
 
                  your name and your organization clearly so 
 
                  that our Court Reporter can provide an 
 
                  accurate transcript. 
 
                                   We will be keeping track of 
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                  time and, with that, we will start with 
 
                  comments. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             I just 
 
                  wanted to add we will -- if there are 
 
                  questions of clarification about the CEQA 
 
                  process or about the project description, we 
 
                  can answer those but, you know, it is not -- 
 
                  we are not here to give you feedback on the 
 
                  contents of the environmental -- on your 
 
                  comments about the environmental -- 
 
                              MR. GUITEL:            What I want 
 
                  to know is -- you have introduced these 
 
                  things.  I want to know the significance of 
 
                  them.  I'm Don Guitel. 
 
                                   So, you introduced this, 
 
                  right?  So, and you have told us what you -- 
 
                  all the things on it. 
 
                                   So, what's the significance? 
 
                  Is this going to be made public and signed 
 
                  off and presented to us at some point? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             That's 
 
                  what's called the Draft EIR. 
 
                                   So, what this is is a very 
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                  preliminary get-the-community, get agencies 
 
                  involved very early in the process and that 
 
                  we do not view an environmental analysis that 
 
                  -- with that last information that the public 
 
                  would provide that would help us in our 
 
                  environmental review. 
 
                                   So, what we are going to do 
 
                  is we are going to take your comments and 
 
                  then what we are going do is we are going to 
 
                  analysis this project and what's going to 
 
                  come from that is our Draft EIR which is 
 
                  going to be the conclusion. 
 
                                   Which ones of these are 
 
                  significant?  Which ones are less 
 
                  significant?  Here is our mitigation measures 
 
                  and here is how the project compares with all 
 
                  of the alternatives that we've identified and 
 
                  then, at that point, we will have a 
 
                  forty-five day public review period and 
 
                  that's when you can make your comments on the 
 
                  adequacy of the analysis that we have done. 
 
                              MR. GUITEL:         But what I was 
 
                  saying is the format of your presentation 
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                  will be this document completed and it will 
 
                  be presented to the public? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             The 
 
                  format-- 
 
                              MR. GUITEL:         And we would 
 
                  then -- 
 
                              MS. RANGE:        Yes. 
 
                              MR. GUITEL:        I mean, that's 
 
                  why you are showing this to us so we can 
 
                  asking to see this at some point before vote 
 
                  on it?  Or what is the significance of this? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:         The 
 
                  significance of this is -- okay. 
 
                                   Do you see all the questions 
 
                  here? 
 
                              MR. GUITEL:       Yes. 
 
                              MS. RANGE:        These are how we 
 
                  -- these are the questions that we use to 
 
                  identify whether a project's impact is 
 
                  significant. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             So you can 
 
                  see what the flow of -- spectrum of avoiding 
 
                  analyzing -- 
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                              MR. GUITEL:             That's the 
 
                  point.  That's what I am asking. 
 
                                   Are you going to present this 
 
                  to us at some point so the public can see the 
 
                  comment and then review it?  That's all I'm 
 
                  asking. 
 
                              MS. EFNER:             Yes. 
 
                                   We are going to answer all of 
 
                  these questions and then present that in the 
 
                  form of the draft EIR. 
 
                              MR. GUITEL:            Okay. 
 
                              MR. JONES:             Okay? 
 
                              MS. CLARK:          Okay. 
 
                                   Is there going to be a 
 
                  separate NOP and scoping on the 2009?  Or is 
 
                  this just -- 
 
                              MS. JONES:             If we -- we 
 
                  are going to, ultimately, depending on the 
 
                  environmental document that's prepared.  If 
 
                  it's a supplemental EIR, there's going to be 
 
                  a separate NOP on that. 
 
                              MS. CLARK:          So, is that 
 
                  like what happened?  I mean -- 
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                              MS. JONES:             At this 
 
                  point, we don't. 
 
                              MS. CLARK:         You don't want 
 
                  whether that's going to happen or not? 
 
                              MS. JONES:           At this 
 
                  point, we don't have a target set for the 
 
                  2009 housing element.  So, we can't determine 
 
                  that at this stage in time. 
 
                              MS. CLARK:             Oh. 
 
                              MR. FERGUSON:          I have just 
 
                  a quick question. 
 
                                   My name is -- last name is 
 
                  Ferguson (F-e-r-g-u-s-o-n); first name is 
 
                  Charles.  I have a card up here.  You can get 
 
                  my information. 
 
                                   Just briefly so that we all 
 
                  know we're speaking off of the same document, 
 
                  could you just give us an explanation -- 
 
                  you've given us wonderful explanations of 
 
                  these other documents of this Notice of -- 
 
                  what is this called?  Notice of Preparation. 
 
                                   Particularly, this gets a 
 
                  little bit confusing to follow, so if you can 
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                  just give us the structure of how all of 
 
                  these policies and objectives and explain a 
 
                  couple of the acronyms that you have got in 
 
                  here so at least we have some guidance here? 
 
                                   Also, this thing has 
 
                  horrendous typographical errors and there are 
 
                  words like "exiting" which could either be 
 
                  "exciting" or "existing." 
 
                                   There's obviously a missing 
 
                  letter but I don't know which letter is 
 
                  missing.  "In" I think "in fill" is printed 
 
                  in here like "in full". 
 
                                   I presume these are all typos 
 
                  that ought to be credited.  So, if any that 
 
                  you already know that make a significant 
 
                  difference, let us know what the real word is 
 
                  that you intended in here? 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
 
                                   Well, the policies and 
 
                  programs that are in the Notice of 
 
                  Preparation are the ones that are generated 
 
                  by our citywide planners and so in terms of 
 
                  clarification of any of those policies that 
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                  would be something to -- 
 
                              MR. FERGUSON:            No, no, 
 
                  no.  Just tell -- look, you guys dump stuff 
 
                  and you used this document and just run us 
 
                  through an example. 
 
                                   Why is some of this in bold? 
 
                  What do you mean by "modified objective"? 
 
                  What do you mean by the letters "RE"? 
 
                                   Just give us a basic 
 
                  structural -- 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             Yeah, yeah. 
 
                                   So, this is meant to be a 
 
                  comparison, a full comparison of the policy 
 
                  of the 1990 element in the 2004 -- well, the 
 
                  1990, what is called the "residence element" 
 
                  and so that's where RE comes from. 
 
                                   And the 2004 is the housing 
 
                  element.  So, that's HE. 
 
                                   So, what we have is we have 
 
                  the housing element and residence elements 
 
                  are divided up into different section, 
 
                  housing supply and then housing retention and 
 
                  so on and so what we have done is try to give 
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                  you a comparison. 
 
                                       So like, for example, 
 
                  objective one, the very first one we put in 
 
                  parentheses. 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:         Which 
 
                  page are you on? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             On Page 
 
                  A-1, the very first objective. 
 
                                   So, this is a modified 
 
                  objective one of the 1990 residence element. 
 
                                   So, it gives what the 2004 
 
                  housing element objective one is and then in 
 
                  parentheses, it gives the exact 1990 
 
                  residence element objective one.  So, it is 
 
                  meant to show a comparison. 
 
                                   There is a few different 
 
                  things that some words were deleted.  Some 
 
                  things were switched around between the 1990 
 
                  and 2004.  Policies were put in different 
 
                  places in some instances, am I correct? 
 
                                   So, we tried to show what the 
 
                  comparison of the two -- the two is because 
 
                  just to back up, we are doing this EIR based 
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                  on the changes from the 1990 residence 
 
                  element to the 2004 housing element. 
 
                              The 1990 residence element has a 
 
                  certified EIR, and so these are going to 
 
                  represent the changes from that residence 
 
                  element. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:           When you 
 
                  say policy 1. -- same page that you are on, 
 
                  the next one says Policy 1.1.  Then in 
 
                  parentheses "modified policy 2.2." 
 
                                   What is the modified policy 
 
                  2.2 source mean? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             So, if the 
 
                  modified policy is a residence element policy 
 
                  2.2, so if you look below that in 
 
                  parentheses, it says RE residence element 
 
                  policy 2.2. 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:         Okay. 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             So that's 
 
                  the full text of what that policy was. 
 
                              MS. CLARK:          And it 
 
                  changed? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             It is 
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                  modified. 
 
                              MS. CLARK:          So, what 
 
                  bearing does that have on -- 
 
                              MS. JONES:             It's 
 
                  providing the information about what changed 
 
                  from the 1990 to the 2004 housing element. 
 
                              MS. CLARK:          Is this a 
 
                  clarification? 
 
                              MR. GOODMAN:          It just 
 
                  looks like -- Aaron Goodman from the Park 
 
                  Merced Residents Organization. 
 
                                   It just looked like that 
 
                  document that was included in here.  It was 
 
                  not and you said something was -- somebody 
 
                  was working on kind of a four-page project 
 
                  and just stuck it in there anyway.  It looked 
 
                  like they actually started. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
 
                                   I think we can get on to the 
 
                  purpose of tonight's meeting. 
 
                                   I have a card from Carolyn 
 
                  Squveri? 
 
                              MS. SQUVERI:         That's me. 
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                              I have two specific questions are 
 
                  things that I think would have significant 
 
                  impact and what was looked at, one is policy 
 
                  11.7 and then one that talks about reducing 
 
                  minimum parking requirements and along with 
 
                  that policy 4.4 which is modified to now add 
 
                  parking requirement exemptions and, in both 
 
                  instances, we think that the reduction of 
 
                  parking and development will spill cars and 
 
                  parking out into our neighborhoods where we 
 
                  already are having parking problems and 
 
                  would, you know, I think the one-to-one 
 
                  parking is something that we can live with 
 
                  but the notion that someone could have half a 
 
                  parking space for a year and they are not 
 
                  going to have a part of San Francisco is 
 
                  we're not New York where they're dealing with 
 
                  the great transit system and Metro. 
 
                                   So, that's a very significant 
 
                  impact we would like to have looked at and 
 
                  then my second point is we think that great 
 
                  consideration ought to be given to the 
 
                  removal of the 1990 residence element 
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                  objective two which is removing the I guess 
 
                  -- well, I'll read it: 
 
                              "To increase the supply of 
 
                              housing without overcrowding 
 
                              or (and this is my point) 
 
                              adversely affect the prevailing 
 
                              character of existing 
 
                              neighborhoods." 
 
                              We think that the prevailing 
 
                  character of existing neighborhoods is 
 
                  something that definitely ought to be 
 
                  preserved and the impact of this removal has 
 
                  great consequence on neighborhoods. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
 
                  Thanks.  Next presentation is Charles 
 
                  Ferguson. 
 
                              MR. FERGUSON:            That's me 
 
                  and I'm going to build on what Ms. Squeri 
 
                  just talked about, Policy 11.27 and the 
 
                  off-street -- the effect of reducing 
 
                  requirement or off-street parking as more 
 
                  units are added into an area and I speak from 
 
                  the basis of having been a professional in 
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                  the energy industry for the last 
 
                  thirty-five years. 
 
                                   While it's laudable that the 
 
                  City is doing its best to reduce climate 
 
                  warming, I think that you have to get 
 
                  yourself coordinated by studying what the 
 
                  State is trying to do and what the industries 
 
                  are trying to do to reduce global warming and 
 
                  get coordinated with them rather than what I 
 
                  see as working at cross purposes with the 
 
                  State. 
 
                                   If you want to follow through 
 
                  with this type of a policy, you should 
 
                  analyze the impact that you are having on 
 
                  what we are trying to do at a state level and 
 
                  what we are trying to accomplish is to 
 
                  produce a transportation fleet that runs 
 
                  essentially on electricity backed up by a 
 
                  supply of electric power that comes from 
 
                  hydroelectric, wind, solar, and geothermal 
 
                  sources, none of which produce any C02. 
 
                              That's the whole concept but, in 
 
                  order to make that work, you need to have a 
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                  garage with an electrical outlet so you can 
 
                  plug the car in at night. 
 
                                   It will only cost maybe fifty 
 
                  cents to charge your car up and then you can 
 
                  drive around the City or wherever, maybe 
 
                  fifty to a hundred miles off of one charge 
 
                  like that but if what you are trying to do is 
 
                  reduce the number of off-street parking, then 
 
                  what is the alternative? 
 
                                   We plug in on some third 
 
                  story bedroom throw an electric cord out the 
 
                  window and walk it around the block and plug 
 
                  in wherever we happened to have plugged for 
 
                  an electric car? 
 
                                   It doesn't work.  You are 
 
                  working at cross purposes to what both the 
 
                  transportation industry and the electric 
 
                  power industry and the State of California 
 
                  are trying to accomplish. 
 
                                   So, I hope that the scope of 
 
                  this you will take a look at. 
 
                                   Now, I know that when you 
 
                  drafted this, technology had not advanced the 
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                  electric cars to the point that's now 
 
                  advanced but I think as long as you are going 
 
                  back to go square one and looking at the 
 
                  effect of changing some of the things in the 
 
                  1990 housing element and looking at what the 
 
                  effect is in 2004 and going on to 2009, you 
 
                  really have to come to grips with where the 
 
                  State is going. 
 
                              That's is the end of my comment. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Thank you. 
 
                              Demian Quesnel? 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:           Yes. 
 
                                   I would like to echo what the 
 
                  previous speaker said, that the scope look at 
 
                  beyond the effort to reduce cars by not 
 
                  building parking and I would like to add to 
 
                  that mix that the scope should also look at 
 
                  the impact on neighbor -- on nearby 
 
                  businesses because I know in our neighborhood 
 
                  the merchants are up in arms about the 
 
                  reduced parking because it is going to impact 
 
                  their ability to have customers come to the 
 
                  neighborhood and do business. 
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                                   So, I think the scope needs 
 
                  to look at the impact of that policy on the 
 
                  neighboring business as well. 
 
                                   Also, I see when I look at 
 
                  this document, it only very briefly 
 
                  references rental units in the City and the 
 
                  reality is the 2000 census showed that over 
 
                  sixty-five percent of the occupants or the 
 
                  citizens of San Francisco live in rental 
 
                  housing and the reality is that the housing 
 
                  that's being built is mostly ownership 
 
                  opportunities that's not affordable to those 
 
                  people in rental housing and that any EIR 
 
                  definitely needs to look at the rental units 
 
                  existing and how the building is being done 
 
                  impacts that rental stock and whether or not 
 
                  the building that's being done actually 
 
                  provides ownership opportunities for the 
 
                  residents of the City and the policy claims 
 
                  it's supposed to do but I think one of the 
 
                  things that's really necessary and that is 
 
                  that you -- that you actually take -- I know 
 
                  there's some effort Planning Department to 
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                  actually get a good inventory of rental stock 
 
                  in the City. 
 
                                   I think that absolutely needs 
 
                  to be done to be able to talk intelligently 
 
                  about that issue because the reality is the 
 
                  majority of San Franciscans live in rental 
 
                  housing and in this day and age, they're 
 
                  often doubled up, tripled up and/because the 
 
                  rental housing is so expensive. 
 
                                   So, that needs to be part of 
 
                  the scope of the impact of the housing 
 
                  element. 
 
                              MS. JONES:         Thank you. 
 
                              Aaron Goodman? 
 
                              MR. GOODMAN:           Aaron 
 
                  Goodman from the Park Merced Residents 
 
                  Organization. 
 
                                   I submitted comments already 
 
                  on a lot of the items that I could submit it 
 
                  on it's very cumulative. 
 
                                   It extends to item-by-item 
 
                  related to the EIR documents but the issues I 
 
                  want to emphasize is that you actually stated 
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                  here that you only need to analyze changes? 
 
                                   I don't think that's correct. 
 
                  You need to look at impacts of what's already 
 
                  occurred in terms of 1990 through 2008 
 
                  because the impact that's frozen changes on 
 
                  the curve has severely impacted the residence 
 
                  community in San Francisco, the 2007/2014 
 
                  projected housing needs they're showing up 
 
                  there, because of 1990 and all, because they 
 
                  showing an impact of what's happened to the 
 
                  rental units and the people who have lived in 
 
                  the units have doubled up and some are there 
 
                  rented out and I don't think that's 
 
                  appropriate. 
 
                                   There is also a number of 
 
                  policy items in here that's highly 
 
                  questionable.  I can briefly go over a couple 
 
                  of them. 
 
                                   One is them is Policy 1.9: 
 
                              "Require new commercial 
 
                               developments and higher 
 
                               educational institutions 
 
                               to meet the housing demand 
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                               they generate, particularly 
 
                               the need for affordable 
 
                               housing." 
 
                                   You guys always use the term 
 
                  "affordable housing" and "units". 
 
                                   There is no use of the term 
 
                  "affordable rental housing" or rental 
 
                  housing, in general, in any of these 
 
                  documents and that's the need that needs to 
 
                  be bound when we talk about that third item, 
 
                  "Equal Housing Opportunity," especially under 
 
                  Section Objective 8, "Ensure equal access to 
 
                  Housing Opportunities" and I'll read this: 
 
                              "Population diversity is one 
 
                               of San Francisco's most 
 
                               important assets. 
 
                                   "To retain this diversity, 
 
                               a variety of housing 
 
                               opportunities should be 
 
                               available. 
 
                                   "Households should be able 
 
                               to chose the form of tender 
 
                               most suitable to their needs 
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                               from either a rental or an 
 
                               ownership housing stock. 
 
                                   "A variety of unit size is 
 
                               also important so that both 
 
                               large and small households can 
 
                               be accommodated in adequate 
 
                               numbers. 
 
                                   "Units in varied costs are 
 
                               necessary to provide 
 
                               opportunities for households at 
 
                               different income levels. 
 
                                   "Finally, there should be 
 
                               units with special features and 
 
                               services suitable for households 
 
                               with special needs. 
 
                                   "Social and economic factors 
 
                               can discriminate against certain 
 
                               population groups and limit 
 
                               their housing opportunities." 
 
                              I feel it impacts ten to fifteen, 
 
                  nineteen -- eighteen to nineteen years that 
 
                  the number of rental units being built in the 
 
                  City and County of San Francisco constitutes 
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                  discrimination against renters at a certain 
 
                  point and unless we're seeing an adequate 
 
                  amount of rental units being created of 
 
                  sufficient size and quantity of affordable 
 
                  prices and appropriate remedies, then maybe 
 
                  we should stop letting the market rate force 
 
                  being built or our ratings go on until we can 
 
                  put up housing being built and that should be 
 
                  a part of this. 
 
                                   In fact, that one segment 
 
                  that Carolyn Squveri mentioned at the 
 
                  beginning, the last section where you're 
 
                  deleting the effect on prevailing character 
 
                  of the existing neighborhood. 
 
                                   Park Merced, why is there no 
 
                  land transfers or land trusts or other 
 
                  look-at-other opportunities to save and 
 
                  preserve as well produce new areas of 
 
                  housing?  Significant housing? 
 
                              MS. JONES:         There is one 
 
                  thing I want to clarify before we go on. 
 
                                   Just -- I know that we're in 
 
                  the Planning Department and those guys are 
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                  also in the Planning Department but our 
 
                  section of the Planning Department, the major 
 
                  environmental analysis is relatively 
 
                  economist portion of the Department in that 
 
                  we are doing objective environmental review 
 
                  of the project, whether they be building 
 
                  projects that are approved by project 
 
                  sponsors or plans that are developed by our 
 
                  Department or projects generated by other 
 
                  departments in the City. 
 
                                   So, just to -- I mean I just 
 
                  realized it was a point that we hadn't made 
 
                  earlier but, as people go through this 
 
                  process, they should be beware that that's 
 
                  our goal. 
 
                                   So, and then we will go on. 
 
                  Judith Berkowitz? 
 
                              MS. BERKOWITZ:          Judith 
 
                  Berkowitz for the Coalition of San Francisco 
 
                  Neighborhoods. 
 
                                   I'm submitting some comments 
 
                  of my own and I think the Coalition of San 
 
                  Francisco Neighborhoods will be submitting 
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                  their own written comments. 
 
                                   Basically, we are concerned 
 
                  about traffic and parking and the congestion 
 
                  with the mitigation measures standards will 
 
                  be but overriding everything, it is based on 
 
                  the data and we are concerned about the 
 
                  accuracy of the report that's going to be 
 
                  used for the based-on data, what will and can 
 
                  be specific on the term and the quality of 
 
                  the nature and degree of impact. 
 
                                    We are also concerned about 
 
                  water, increasing population and demand for 
 
                  increased water; how we can supply and be 
 
                  connected in a seismic event; noise, 
 
                  increased density and traffic will expose to 
 
                  future population to express an increased 
 
                  (inaudible). 
 
                              THE COURT REPORTER:        I'm 
 
                  sorry.  Your voice is getting softer and 
 
                  softer. 
 
                              MS. BERKOWITZ:         I'm sorry. 
 
                  Where did I leave off? 
 
                              THE COURT REPORTER:        (Record 
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                  read). 
 
                              MS. BERKOWITZ:         Fire, 
 
                  police, and emergency services, what's the 
 
                  master plan and evaluation and in the event 
 
                  of an emergency? (Sic) 
 
                                   What is the master plan for 
 
                  day-to-day fire, police, and major services? 
 
                                   And what will be the housing 
 
                  element implementation part, not just the 
 
                  objective in policies and implementations; 
 
                  that (inaudible) on the environmental air 
 
                  quality, traffic and -- air quality, traffic, 
 
                  density, crime when viewed in connection with 
 
                  the effect of the future with increased 
 
                  population and population density and 
 
                  traffic. 
 
                                   I'm going to submit these 
 
                  items.  So, thank you. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
 
                                   Catherine Devincenzi? 
 
                              MS. DEVINCENZI:        Okay.  I'm 
 
                  going to stand up. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
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                              MS. DEVINCENZI:          Hello. 
 
                                   I'm Kathryn Devincenzi.  I'm 
 
                  the attorney who represented San Franciscans 
 
                  for livable neighborhoods, the association of 
 
                  fourteen neighborhood organizations in the 
 
                  Court of Appeal proceedings which required 
 
                  the City to prepare this environmental impact 
 
                  report and I would like to request notice of 
 
                  all notices, the Draft EIR, your comments and 
 
                  responses and everything generated on this 
 
                  project to my address at 22 Iris Avenue, San 
 
                  Francisco 94118. 
 
                                   And I'd like to clarify that 
 
                  the written comments can be submitted to the 
 
                  desk out here, is that right?  The one on 
 
                  this floor, and it will be stamped until 
 
                  5:00 o'clock on the 12th.  Okay?  I just 
 
                  wanted to get the location.  Okay. 
 
                                   I think we should clarify the 
 
                  setting.  We are here because the City broke 
 
                  law. 
 
                                   The City violated the 
 
                  requirements of the California Environmental 
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                  Quality Act in 2004 when it approved 
 
                  historically significant amendments to the 
 
                  housing element of this general plan without 
 
                  preparing an environmental impact report and 
 
                  subjecting the proposed changes to the full 
 
                  EIR process. 
 
                                   The City had prepared EIRs 
 
                  when it approved far less significant changes 
 
                  to the housing elements of its general plan 
 
                  in 1990 and in 1984 and the 2000 amendments 
 
                  proposed to increase density and reduce 
 
                  parking requirements for housing to a number 
 
                  of measures, including approving about nine 
 
                  area plans with associated rezoning that 
 
                  would cover about a third of the City. 
 
                                   The 2004 amendments proposed 
 
                  to establish a policy basis for those new 
 
                  residential construction standards, including 
 
                  reduced parking and various high density and 
 
                  encouragement measures which will likely be 
 
                  in effect for decades. 
 
                                   Now, there is an important 
 
                  error in the City's Notice of Preparation of 
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                  this EIR. 
 
                                   Page 1 of this introduction, 
 
                  the introduction section erroneously states 
 
                  that the City approved a mitigated negative 
 
                  declaration for the 2004 housing element 
 
                  amendment. 
 
                                   The City actually approved an 
 
                  unmitigated negative declaration to the 2000 
 
                  house element amendment. 
 
                                   The May 13th, 2004, final 
 
                  negative declaration states: 
 
                              "Mitigation measures, if 
 
                               any, included in this 
 
                               project to avoid potentially 
 
                               significant effect:  None." 
 
                                   Now, under the Environmental 
 
                  Act, a public agency is prohibited from 
 
                  approving a project which would have one or 
 
                  more significant impacts on the environment 
 
                  if there are feasible mitigation measures or 
 
                  alternatives which could lessen or avoid 
 
                  those impacts. 
 
                                   So, due to these actions 
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                  forcing requirements of the Act, the Act does 
 
                  not merely require a disclosure of impacts. 
 
                                   The City must prepare an EIR 
 
                  to analyze each and every potentially 
 
                  significant environmental impact which could 
 
                  result from all the changes from the 1990 
 
                  residence elements that are embodied in the 
 
                  proposed 2004 housing element or their 
 
                  proposed project, including without 
 
                  limitation, all the matters described in the 
 
                  San Francisco Planning Commission Resolution 
 
                  16787 which is the prior 2004 approval 
 
                  resolution for the 2004 update and revision 
 
                  of the housing element and these include an 
 
                  assessment of housing needs and an inventory 
 
                  of resources and constraints to meet housing 
 
                  needs; a comprehensive set of objectives and 
 
                  policies addressing construction and 
 
                  conservation of housing affordability and 
 
                  citywide and regional housing concerns; an 
 
                  action program to implement the policies and 
 
                  achieve the goals and objectives of housing 
 
                  elements; and targets for construction of 
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                  20,400 approximate new housing units or 
 
                  whatever is the goal. 
 
                                   An accurate stable finite 
 
                  project description is required. 
 
                                   The City must clearly define 
 
                  the project which is under environmental 
 
                  review and the objectives of that project. 
 
                                   Is that project the 
 
                  re-adoption of the 2004 housing element 
 
                  without any changes to it?  And the 
 
                  re-adoption of the matters -- 
 
                              MS. JONES:        Finish up, 
 
                  please. 
 
                              MS. DEVINCENZI:        I'll just 
 
                  be a moment. 
 
                              MS. JONES:        Well -- 
 
                              MR. FERGUSON:          Let her 
 
                  speak. 
 
                              MS. DEVINCENZI:        I just have 
 
                  a couple more, please.  You know, you don't 
 
                  have an -- so, just let me finish. 
 
                              MS. BERKOWITZ:         Let her 
 
                  finish. 
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                              MR. FERGUSON:          Let her 
 
                  finish. 
 
                              MS. JONES:          Your attitude 
 
                  is so bad. 
 
                              MS. DEVINCENZI:        Yeah. 
 
                                   Well, all right.  As I said, 
 
                  is that project the re-adoption of the 2004 
 
                  housing element without any changes to it and 
 
                  the re-adoption of the matters set forth in 
 
                  the San Francisco Planning Commission 
 
                  Resolution 16787 without any changes to those 
 
                  matters? 
 
                                   It cannot be legally because, 
 
                  if so, the City's action and the 
 
                  environmental review process would be a 
 
                  prohibitive after-the-fact rationalization 
 
                  for an action taken in violation of CEQA. 
 
                                   The Court of Appeal 
 
                  invalidated the negative declaration and the 
 
                  2004 amendment approval upon which the City 
 
                  based its approval of those amendments. 
 
                                   So, is the project or the 
 
                  proposed increase in the City's capacity for 
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                  housing through the measures including 
 
                  re-zoning and the other measures which were 
 
                  encouraging increased housing capacity? 
 
                                   If so, what is the City's 
 
                  quantified objective for the amount of 
 
                  increased capacity sought? 
 
                                   What are the actual 
 
                  objectives of the project?  And what is the 
 
                  current data that support the asserted amount 
 
                  of housing needed? 
 
                                   You cannot use data from 2004 
 
                  before because it is out of date and economic 
 
                  conditions have changed. 
 
                                   I would also like to know how 
 
                  you modified Appendix G in proposing your 
 
                  analysis? 
 
                                   I just want to say that what 
 
                  the 2004 housing element actually said was 
 
                  that you intended to achieve a far greater 
 
                  rate of housing production than occurred in 
 
                  previous years and that the new policies 
 
                  strove to expand land capacity and direct new 
 
                  housing to certain locations, especially in 
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                  in areas well served by transit and City 
 
                  documents disclosed that the re-zonings and 
 
                  other planning efforts were intended to 
 
                  greatly expand the City's capacity for 
 
                  housing to about 78,000 units which is more 
 
                  than double its additional unrealized 
 
                  capacity under current zoning of 
 
                  29,100 units. 
 
                                   So, the question is what 
 
                  exactly is the project? 
 
                                   You know, you don't need all 
 
                  the nine-area plan rezoning if you only 
 
                  trying to achieve twenty or thirty thousand 
 
                  additional units. 
 
                                   So, let's be clear on what 
 
                  the project is and, also, I think that you 
 
                  should send a revised Notice of Preparation 
 
                  correcting the error that the negative 
 
                  declaration was not mitigated. 
 
                                   I will submit written 
 
                  comments because I can't address the subject 
 
                  in three minutes. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
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                                   Jed Lane? 
 
                              MR. LANE:         Well, actually, 
 
                  I will just comment on all of that and say 
 
                  how was any of that pertinent to the scope of 
 
                  this meeting?  But, be that as it may, thank 
 
                  you for my time being my time, also. 
 
                                   Okay.  I will ask you also in 
 
                  the EIR to look at the Department's situation 
 
                  in view of all the comments on parking. 
 
                                   I'm a realtor.  I work with a 
 
                  lot of people who can't afford to buy 
 
                  housing. 
 
                                   If you can reduce the cost of 
 
                  those houses down to size, so the 
 
                  (unintelligible) BMR because they don't own a 
 
                  BMR so you can build houses that's less 
 
                  expensive, you will get more people in the 
 
                  housing. 
 
                                   New rental spaces.  There are 
 
                  a lot of people who don't have a car in San 
 
                  Francisco. 
 
                                   There are a lot of people 
 
                  who'd love to live in a place like the 
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                  Europeans where you can walk in your 
 
                  neighborhood and get the services that you 
 
                  need. 
 
                                   We could have more 
 
                  businesses.  We could have higher income.  We 
 
                  could have more small businesses and more 
 
                  jobs if we could walk in our neighborhoods. 
 
                                   Thank you. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
 
                                   Hiroshi Fukuda? 
 
                              MR. FUKUDA:            Hi. 
 
                                   My name is Hiroshi Fukuda. 
 
                  I'm with the Richmond Community Association 
 
                  and also with the Coalition For San Francisco 
 
                  Neighborhoods. 
 
                                   Well, I think the -- Kathy 
 
                  Devincenzi really hit it on the nail, and I 
 
                  would like to add a few more things. 
 
                                   I have spoken of this 
 
                  environmental review to include -- to 
 
                  consider that the seniors will increase to 
 
                  forty percent in the year 2030. 
 
                                   So, what transportation 
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                  system will you have in effect for the 
 
                  seniors for that year? 
 
                                   Also, I would like to have 
 
                  considered or information in regards to the 
 
                  number of off-street parking presently in San 
 
                  Francisco and what you foresee in 2030. 
 
                                   And also the number of street 
 
                  parking that you have now and what you 
 
                  project in 2030. 
 
                                   Also, there was a projection 
 
                  of 782,000 jobs in 2030 in San Francisco. 
 
                                   Where are these people going 
 
                  to live?  And what is the median income of 
 
                  those people?  And what is the projected cost 
 
                  of housing?  Homes?  Condos?  Rentals in 
 
                  2030? 
 
                                   Are the people that this 
 
                  projected job increase, are they going to be 
 
                  able to afford to live in those alternatives, 
 
                  the condos, rentals and new homes? 
 
                                   Also, there was a statement 
 
                  in regard on Page 3 regarding the state 
 
                  mandated production target.  What is it? 
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                  ABAG?  Or whatever it is? 
 
                                   Now, these targets, how 
 
                  meaningful are they?  Can you explain is 
 
                  there a penalty or other jurisdictions 
 
                  following them?  Do we need to follow them? 
 
                                   And other people have 
 
                  mentioned the water supply.  What's going to 
 
                  happen to the water supply when we have 
 
                  increased population that you look at (sic)? 
 
                  And that the water needs of our partners, 
 
                  so-called partners in the Hetch-Hetchy 
 
                  system? 
 
                                   That they are demanding a lot 
 
                  more than we are and, you know, it is our 
 
                  water and, how is CEQA prioritizing that? 
 
                                   Where is the sewer?  Our 
 
                  sewer system is inadequate now and we 
 
                  understand that during the rainy season, that 
 
                  all sewers is going down in the wavy 
 
                  (phonetics) area, the area that expands (sic) 
 
                  at our meetings. 
 
                                   What's going to happen with 
 
                  the population increase in 2030? 
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                                   How are you going to address 
 
                  the sewer issue and seismic?  How are you 
 
                  doing on seismic? 
 
                                   Are these high rises going to 
 
                  just allow people to escape but not return? 
 
                  And as far as mitigation in these two 
 
                  neighborhoods, there is this whole section 
 
                  about -- what is it, Marilyn? 
 
                                   Overriding . . . . 
 
                              MS. AMINI:         Consideration 
 
                  of -- 
 
                              MR. FUKUDA:         Overriding 
 
                  considerations -- 
 
                              MS. AMINI:        -- adverse 
 
                  impacts. 
 
                              MR. FUKUDA:       -- of the 
 
                  adverse impacts, and they are not. 
 
                                   There is no mitigation.  All 
 
                  they say is, "well, if we do this project, it 
 
                  will be better than doing no project." 
 
                                   Now, is that acceptable, that 
 
                  type of mitigation? 
 
                                   And lastly, the market in the 
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                  eastern neighborhood plans, they sort of 
 
                  remind me in a sense of redevelopment in the 
 
                  Western Addition. 
 
                                   In the redevelopment, they 
 
                  evicted a lot of African-Americans and also 
 
                  Japanese Americans. 
 
                                   Now, these new plans, they 
 
                  seem to do it in a piecemeal way but the end 
 
                  result is the same and, again, 
 
                  gentrification. 
 
                                   I mean, this is, you know, a 
 
                  legalized -- well, I can't say lynching but, 
 
                  I mean, it is a legalized way to kick the 
 
                  poor out. 
 
                                   So, how is the City going to 
 
                  retain the diversity of San Francisco? 
 
                              MS. JONES:              Okay. 
 
                  Thank you. 
 
                                   Ms. Amini? 
 
                              MS. AMINI:          I don't agree 
 
                  with (inaudible). 
 
                                   Now, and I'm very 
 
                  disappointed with the presentation.  I was 
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                  expecting a lot of comments and you really 
 
                  don't present the information of the people 
 
                  that are coming out and having time to vent 
 
                  to work with that (inaudible). 
 
                                   I think it is very much 
 
                  indicative of your attitude toward this 
 
                  project which I don't think speaks well of 
 
                  your Department. 
 
                                   I think there needs to be 
 
                  certainly a far greater analysis of the 
 
                  discrepancy between the various categories of 
 
                  housing that are needed and actual 
 
                  percentages in each of those categories that 
 
                  are actually built and how on earth are you 
 
                  ever going to come up with the methods in 
 
                  your plan to try and make this coordinate in 
 
                  any fashion when you are reducing -- this is 
 
                  poorly done, but something like a hundred and 
 
                  fifty percent of market rate housing and 
 
                  fifty percent of all other housing, given all 
 
                  of your resources? 
 
                                   How do you anticipate being 
 
                  able to actually achieve the mix of housing 
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                  that is actually called for -- 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
 
                              MS. AMINI:             -- at this 
 
                  point because, frankly, there has been no 
 
                  time to digest any of this information in 
 
                  advance. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
 
                                   Well, your comments may go to 
 
                  (inaudible ) to effect the comment. 
 
                              MS. AMINI:           So, how do 
 
                  you plan to square this -- this is for the 
 
                  2009?  Are you doing an EIR for 2009? 
 
                              MS. JONES:           We are -- we 
 
                  don't have the -- the 2009 housing element 
 
                  has not been prepared. 
 
                                   We don't have enough 
 
                  information about what would be contained in 
 
                  it to know how much additional environmental 
 
                  review is beyond what we are doing right now 
 
                  until we get settled. 
 
                                   I just don't have the 
 
                  information right now. 
 
                              MR. GOODMAN:           Can I ask 
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                  one other question? 
 
                                   Is all of the other 
 
                  neighborhood plans and other neighborhood 
 
                  plans have been kind of pushed going through 
 
                  approved such as the eastern neighborhoods in 
 
                  the Market, Octavia, Downtown area, et 
 
                  cetera, how does this all impact that in 
 
                  terms of all the stuff that's been approved 
 
                  and shoved through and there's no analysis of 
 
                  what the effect has been on all of these 
 
                  communities since 1990? 
 
                                   How is that -- especially the 
 
                  rental or the environmental sustainability, 
 
                  although permanently used, I just don't see 
 
                  how preservation and the prevention is 
 
                  covered but not the units as been addressed 
 
                  and how do you actually analysis how many 
 
                  have not been (inaudible) in all of these 
 
                  different areas of housing such as different 
 
                  (unintelligible), in so many different 
 
                  factions of that affordable acceptable 
 
                  housing and living in different types of 
 
                  units. 
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                                   So, it seems like it is a 
 
                  very large scope of issues there.  It is very 
 
                  difficult. 
 
                                   I can't see how it can be 
 
                  done and when you have dealt with the San 
 
                  Francisco State master plan, it is a program 
 
                  EIR and that is ignored input, ignored 
 
                  community input, ignored issues that we 
 
                  brought up there and they had the choice of 
 
                  either they would at least select 
 
                  (unintelligible) to have at least picked some 
 
                  of the middle sized (unintelligible) and at 
 
                  least the largest of the plan. 
 
                                   So, to me, it's the 
 
                  programmatic thing that didn't address the 
 
                  project's specific development and the same 
 
                  way that this is going. 
 
                                   Seems like it -- it's just, 
 
                  you know, either could be that or something 
 
                  else or how do you actually address all of 
 
                  the stuff previously? 
 
                                   It is such a huge thing at 
 
                  the state wide level of what's going on.  It 
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                  is just so much stuff involved. 
 
                                   How do you actually come up 
 
                  with something and use the EIR to actually 
 
                  addressing it adequately? 
 
                                   Because if you just take the 
 
                  basic CEQA document, it seems like it's an 
 
                  impossible thing just to address how a 
 
                  hundred different little housing units and 
 
                  especially being manipulated in the closing 
 
                  in that's there (sic)? 
 
                                   It's just very difficult to 
 
                  address by any individual.  So, it definitely 
 
                  needs to be improved upon and I have only 
 
                  dealt with a two-binder packet, the two final 
 
                  (unintelligible) and San Francisco is the 
 
                  limitation (sic). 
 
                                   The eastern neighborhoods 
 
                  planned is an eight-ten packet section 
 
                  binder.  That's way too huge for entry in the 
 
                  organizations (unintelligible) and document 
 
                  as a guest. (Sic) 
 
                                   So, I don't know how you 
 
                  would do this as a small city entity without 
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                  government, federal, and other reviews, 
 
                  especially if you are in default from the 
 
                  previous suitable process. 
 
                                   So, maybe someone an look at 
 
                  it or review, take this and find out 
 
                  something you can address and come back to 
 
                  the communities and the organizations 
 
                  involved, especially having the 
 
                  (unintelligible) involvement, because of the 
 
                  paper notification. (Sic) 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay, thank 
 
                  you. 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             Did you 
 
                  have a comment? 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:      Yeah. 
 
                  I'll pass it up in a second.  Actually, I 
 
                  think that most of the questions have been -- 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Can you 
 
                  state your name, please? 
 
                              MS. AMINI:            Oh, Marilyn 
 
                  Amini (A-m-i-n-i), San Francisco residence. 
 
                                   Most of the questions have 
 
                  been raised about the adequacy and the 
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                  accuracy of the base line from which you have 
 
                  to assess impact and CEQA Section 15125 
 
                  states that you have to have an accurate 
 
                  description of an environmental setting. 
 
                                   There have been many changes 
 
                  to the environmental setting in San Francisco 
 
                  and Aaron alluded to some very real changes 
 
                  second to the impact of the market and 
 
                  Octavia adopted plan which is in litigation 
 
                  at this point because the environmental 
 
                  impact wasn't adequately analyzed for 
 
                  consistency, general plan, et cetera, and 
 
                  then you have the eastern neighborhood coming 
 
                  through. 
 
                                   You say that you are 
 
                  autonomous and you don't have that first 
 
                  connection with the planning but how can you 
 
                  come up with an adequate analysis of impacts 
 
                  if you don't know exactly everything that 
 
                  planning is doing, has done? 
 
                                   Cumulative impact requires 
 
                  that you look at all past projects, present 
 
                  projects, and reasonably foreseeable projects 
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                  and Planning Department material show and 
 
                  this is handed out by the group that's doing 
 
                  the 2009 that there are -- in the pipeline, 
 
                  there are 38,118 units. 
 
                                   Actually, the Business Times 
 
                  which the source of Planning Department is 
 
                  higher than that 42,812, and then the 
 
                  Planning Department to review of soft sites, 
 
                  at minimum move production is 8,929; at mass 
 
                  production 36,715. 
 
                                   And there are policies in 
 
                  2004 to encourage full density, full 
 
                  build-out along transit corridors and I don't 
 
                  really see an accurate presentation here 
 
                  compared to 1990 and 2004 in terms of the 
 
                  real emphasis on transit corridors because if 
 
                  you look at the Planning Department's Notice 
 
                  for agenda (phonetics) and, et cetera, it 
 
                  said the new policies are for increased 
 
                  density, reduced parking along transit 
 
                  corridors. 
 
                                   So, you really have to know 
 
                  what Planning is doing in order to analyze 
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                  adequately. 
 
                                   Since the baseline or since 
 
                  there have been so many changes, whether it 
 
                  be economic or water.  If Ms. Jones or Adele 
 
                  (phonetics), she can tell you that the water 
 
                  has been reduced from, I don't know, 
 
                  ninety-one to eighty-one but, in other words, 
 
                  the San Francisco allotment because of the 
 
                  requirements for the community. 
 
                                   Just today at Planning 
 
                  Commission hearing, they talked about the 
 
                  bi-county priority development area and this 
 
                  is Sarah Dennis' map from '07 which shows the 
 
                  encouraged -- what's going to happen with the 
 
                  encouraged development in the eastern area of 
 
                  the City with very high density development 
 
                  and high housing hope that they -- I'm sure 
 
                  they hold production. 
 
                                   And then, also, in -- just 
 
                  recently on the 7th of October, there was 
 
                  another amendment to that priority 
 
                  development area by Supervisor Elsberg for 
 
                  the Western part of the City, western 
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                  corridor in an area which has been mapped 
 
                  there which potentially is going to be 
 
                  setting up for an area plan there. 
 
                                   So, you've got the better 
 
                  neighborhoods which are being implemented all 
 
                  across the City and Japan Town is one that's 
 
                  on schedule for being implemented, the Geary 
 
                  corridor on Schedule 3-B implemented. 
 
                                   So, you're having impacts 
 
                  compounded and you have got to take these all 
 
                  into effect. 
 
                                   Actually, because the 2004 
 
                  data and needs analysis was presented in hard 
 
                  copy, draft form for public comment in June 
 
                  '01 which is what should happen with the '09, 
 
                  it's clear that that data which is eight 
 
                  years old is outdated and it was based on 
 
                  that data that the objectives were 
 
                  determined, the policies were set, and the 
 
                  implementations. 
 
                                   So, because the data is 
 
                  skewed, all together of the 2004 policies, 
 
                  objectives and implementations are totally 
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                  skewed as well, plus, you have got all the 
 
                  changes that have happened on the ground and 
 
                  Hiroshi, Kathy, everybody has been talking 
 
                  about the real significant impacts that have 
 
                  to be addressed by this and review, I think 
 
                  what you should do, number one, based on the 
 
                  comments here, you should extend time. 
 
                                   You shouldn't close comment 
 
                  on this critically important document by next 
 
                  Wednesday. 
 
                                   You should extend time on 
 
                  this and what you have got to do is take a 
 
                  look at all of these areas that are and where 
 
                  in there will be critically impacted and you 
 
                  have got to factor in all the multiple 
 
                  impacts that are going to be happening -- 
 
                  that are happening or going to be happening 
 
                  from these programs that are already adopted 
 
                  and for the programs that are already in the 
 
                  works. 
 
                                   And you have got to do a 
 
                  comprehensive job because I don't think the 
 
                  community is really happy with the fact that, 
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                  number one, you came up with a negative 
 
                  declaration. 
 
                                   I mean, that was totally 
 
                  murdered and if you try to push this through 
 
                  fast on a document, a 2004 document where the 
 
                  data needs analysis is totally inadequate and 
 
                  outdated and then you attempt to deal with 
 
                  objectives, policies, the implementations 
 
                  which is therefor by definition are outdated, 
 
                  you should really scrap the 2004, do adequate 
 
                  input, public input. 
 
                                   On the first part, the data 
 
                  in these analyses of the 2009 then develop 
 
                  policies -- objective policies and 
 
                  implementations from that and then publish 
 
                  the second part of it and let the community 
 
                  take a good look at it and respond until we 
 
                  feel like we are participating in this 
 
                  process. 
 
                                   Thank you. 
 
                              MR. QUESNEL:           Demian 
 
                  Quesnel. 
 
                                   I would just like to respond 
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                  to the remark you made earlier about being an 
 
                  objective part of the Planning Department and 
 
                  I assure no disrespect is meant toward your 
 
                  professionalism or your attempt to be 
 
                  objective and, yet, the reality is the scope 
 
                  which this meeting is supposed to be about, 
 
                  the scope of this EIR has an incredible 
 
                  impact that is not objective on these plans 
 
                  and on the housing element and I think you 
 
                  need to listen carefully to the feedback you 
 
                  are getting here, particularly about some 
 
                  significant items. 
 
                                   The parking issue, the 
 
                  rental, looking at the rentals, those are 
 
                  very significantly impacted by how you do or 
 
                  don't look at them in this EIR and you need 
 
                  to take that into account and be as objective 
 
                  as you can to give an objective evaluation of 
 
                  those elements so that they are factored 
 
                  properly and do an informal policy as an 
 
                  objective evaluation would. 
 
                                   So, I respect that you see 
 
                  yourself as objective and that you are trying 
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                  to do as professional a job as you can but 
 
                  this an important part of the process and the 
 
                  input here should be taken seriously. 
 
                              MR. LANE:               Just a 
 
                  point of clarification.  I'm Jed Lane. 
 
                  Miraloma Park. 
 
                                   When you come out with the 
 
                  proposed EIR, will the data that you use to 
 
                  make those decisions be available so people 
 
                  can look deeper in whatever section they want 
 
                  to question and within the five-day period? 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Sure. 
 
                              MR. LANE:              All right, 
 
                  and is this document on-line also -- 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Yes. 
 
                              MR. LANE:              -- at this 
 
                  point? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             Yes. 
 
                                   It is on-line on our website 
 
                  which the address is actually on -- it has 
 
                  already been noticed. 
 
                                   So, we actually sent out -- 
 
                  we did send out a one-page notice that had 
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                  the website where you could download this 
 
                  document and it is also gave contact 
 
                  information so if you just wanted a hard copy 
 
                  mailed to you. 
 
                              MR. FERGUSON:            I think 
 
                  if you look in Planning Department under 
 
                  house -- I think it is under the housing 
 
                  element 2009 is actually you can go there and 
 
                  where to find it. 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             It is 
 
                  actually on both of our MEA website as well 
 
                  as the 2009 website.  It is their sites. 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:       May we 
 
                  have the names of the people who are doing 
 
                  the consulting for you, preparation? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:           Yes. 
 
                                   It's in -- we can print it 
 
                  out for you so you don't have to scribble it 
 
                  down. 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:         It is 
 
                  on the agenda. 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:         Is it? 
 
                              MS. RANGE:             Yeah.  It 
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                  is on the agenda. 
 
                              MR. FUKUDA:             I want to 
 
                  make a comment in regards to a force of force 
 
                  what Demian said about staffing professionals 
 
                  and trying to be objective. 
 
                                   I think some of the staff, 
 
                  Planning Department staff from their comments 
 
                  have indicated, "well, you know, 2004 was 
 
                  approved." 
 
                                   It was just -- as a matter of 
 
                  fact, at a Japan Town meeting, one of your 
 
                  senior planners said when I asked -- when I 
 
                  questioned the housing element being 
 
                  invalidated, the response was, "well, there 
 
                  are some technicalities," you know, like it 
 
                  was nothing. 
 
                                   So, I think the attitude of 
 
                  the Department needs to be that, you know, 
 
                  they have to admit that they were wrong and 
 
                  that there was no difference.   So, you know, 
 
                  just a minor thing. 
 
                                   This is a major difference. 
 
                  I think the attitude has to be, "well, you 
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                  know, we really screwed up.  Let's get it 
 
                  right this time." 
 
                                   So, I think the Department 
 
                  has to think that way. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             On the 
 
                  objectives of the environmental review are 
 
                  part of the Department, is the part of the 
 
                  Department that is -- that our goal here is 
 
                  to do an objective review of the 
 
                  environmental impacts of this project. 
 
                                   So, you know, upstairs they 
 
                  can advocate the project in the review. 
 
                              MR. FUKUDA:             Well, if I 
 
                  may make a comment, on the market data 
 
                  environmental report, I recall reading a 
 
                  section about water and they just pooh-poohed 
 
                  it. 
 
                                   It was several sentence 
 
                  saying, "oh, the water supply is adequate," 
 
                  you know, to paraphrase and it didn't give a 
 
                  real detailed effort. 
 
                                   I mean, it was obvious that 
 
                  they didn't take it seriously. 
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                                   So, I hoe this new one will 
 
                  go into detail and take it seriously. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Okay. 
 
                              MR. GOODMAN:            May I add 
 
                  one other comment in regard to upstairs 
 
                  downstairs and what they want? 
 
                                   Because the City's adequate 
 
                  base here is no longer in good standing with 
 
                  institutions such as San Francisco State 
 
                  University, community colleges and other 
 
                  organizations and sometimes I look at such 
 
                  items such as Policy 2.3 here where 
 
                  beforehand, Policy 3.5 says it prohibits 
 
                  conversion of rental housing. 
 
                                   The time share corporate 
 
                  suite are both (unintelligible) and then it 
 
                  has changed gears in this document to 
 
                  restrict elements for conversion. 
 
                                   That seems like it is kind of 
 
                  allowing what has occurred already and, in 
 
                  the same screen, they have another item which 
 
                  had to do with institutional growth which I 
 
                  think is fairly accurate. 
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                                   On Policy No. 11.4 which it 
 
                  says before this RE Policy 12.3, "minimize 
 
                  disruption caused by expansion of 
 
                  institutions into residential areas," and 
 
                  right here, 11.4, it says now avoid or 
 
                  minimize. 
 
                                   So, you're advised then to 
 
                  avoid it but it has already occurred. 
 
                                   So, in this thing, we are 
 
                  just trying to accept what has already 
 
                  occurred in the development throughout the 
 
                  City even though, you know, like in Park 
 
                  Merced, we have lost over a thousand units, 
 
                  by the thousands, to the San Francisco State 
 
                  Unification Master Plan they bought up in 
 
                  some portions of Park Merced. 
 
                                   That is a big loss of 
 
                  housing.  The impact is still being felt in 
 
                  Park Merced. 
 
                                   We just haven't increased and 
 
                  the increases are assumed serious but they 
 
                  need housing, too. 
 
                                   So, how are institutions and 
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                  corporations developing housing for their own 
 
                  needs? 
 
                                   That's something that I don't 
 
                  think has been addressed at all by the City 
 
                  through conversion to Section 41-A of the 
 
                  administration, section of conversion of 
 
                  tenure and tenancies in other forms of 
 
                  commercial housing? 
 
                                   Because we have corporate 
 
                  suites down there.  We have hospitality from 
 
                  the University and the Stonestown Apartments. 
 
                                  So, none of that has been 
 
                  addressed to apartment projects. 
 
                                   So, the effects of this type 
 
                  of stuff has already and been discussed and 
 
                  people have been affected drastically by this 
 
                  and if you even just go to the current 
 
                  website, I think the information that is on 
 
                  here in terms of rental costs currently for 
 
                  2007, 2008, well, I looked at the website 
 
                  today on Park Merced. 
 
                                   There is some big numbers 
 
                  there for rent costs currently and these are 
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                  renovated units that just occurred last year. 
 
                                   So, the students moved in 
 
                  this year to the new units where the price 
 
                  has been jacked up so significantly they're 
 
                  saying there's no human rights control laws. 
 
                                   There is no rent control or 
 
                  control of how those units were raised up in 
 
                  price. 
 
                                   So, that's affected 
 
                  drastically once again when you go to these 
 
                  families on rental housing increase and that 
 
                  was your housing stock. 
 
                                   That was your rental housing 
 
                  stock in the Western neighborhoods.  So, how 
 
                  do we replace one-for-one?  Where do we find 
 
                  areas of density, et cetera? 
 
                                   It just seems like it allows 
 
                  a lot of the stuff in this document which has 
 
                  occurred already and it was just given carte 
 
                  blanche for what's already occurred there and 
 
                  that's why this needs to be addressed. 
 
                              MS. JONES:             Anybody 
 
                  have anything more to say about the scope of 
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                  the environmental review? 
 
                              AUDIENCE:         (No response) 
 
                                   Okay.  We are looking forward 
 
                  to getting written comments. 
 
                              VOICE IN AUDIENCE:     Thank you. 
 
                              (8:00 P.M. CONCLUDED) 
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MEA

Case No.: 2007. 1275E
Project Title: San Francisco 2004 Housing Element

November 4th, 2008

Comments Regarding the EIR;

The Parkmerced Residents Organization represents 3,500 units and over 191 acres of a master
planned rental garden apartment community in southwestern section of the city and county of San
Francisco. We are one of the largest rental communities in the city, and are a collection of seniors,
students, families, immigrants, transplants, that represents a multi-ethnic and multi-economic segment of
the general population of San Francisco. We are submitting comments on the SF Planning Departments
EIR as we have noted to the Planning Dept. and SF Board of Supervisors, as a Board the issues related
to the lack of affordable rental units citywide, and want to emphasize the issue that the specific language
on the "OPTION" of renting as a type of "home-ownership" as noted prior in the housing element not be
eliminated with the emphasis on the adequate and equal creation/preservation/enhancement of rental
housing, and the need to re-emphasize the inclusion of equitable and equal levels of the terms the
"OPTION" meaning that there is equitable and an equal level of such housing being created to choose
from, or have the ability live in. The terms of "RENTAURENTER/ENANCYffENURE' must be included
into the new proposal, and the re-jiggering of words that cause concerns for our community and for the
future of renter's and tenant's in the city of San Francisco including the rent control status emphasized in
the Prop 98/99 elections this last year. I will attempt to keep the items short by citing the referenced
section of the document 2007.1275E and the sections proposed for change and issue or highlighting the
statement the Housing element and changes are phenomenally huge for individual organizations to tackle
as policy, but we feel it is important to provide commentary, and suggestions as best as possible to assist
in the renewal of this document and legislation as the individual of our group tasked with the effort, I have
done my best to identify questionable items, and give examples of our concerns. i have also forwarded
this memo to the PRO board to gain their input and comment if any in addition to be sent separately as
individual members of our organization;

Notice Items:

15065 Mandatory Findings of Significance - it has been noted clearly in articles in the papers, and
through information distributed through numerous tenant sites, and the economic downturn, that in the
past years from 1990 onwards there has been a significant amount of "market-rate" units created in the
city and county of san francisco, and a minor, or non-existent amount of basic rental housing stock. This
issue has created not only the development and rush to build housing outside of the city limits but has
caused many families and renter's to be forced outside of the city limits. The implications and effects on
the loss of renter's and lack of rental housing being built in equal amounts is an issue that must be
brought to light through the "mandatory findings of significance". The lack of EIR's to include the issue of
rental housing and its loss as a significant effect, has become a class warfare, and social/economic
integration issue in the city of San Francisco. To allow segregation and elimination of rental housing, with
no increase in quantities being produced or projects that integrate rental housing within master planned,
and developments citywide is discrimination against renter's and rental tenure based housing as an
"option" of housing based on the cities general plan. We strongly urge the San Francisco Housing
Element to rectify this injustice to renter's and build into the language adequate resources and incentives,
to preserve, enhance and protect existing rental housing stock.

October 28, 2004 California Court Appeal found the Mitigated Negative Declaration as
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"inadequate" and has required the EIR. - The inadequacy comes from not mandating the equal amount

of rental housing to "market-rate" housing and its integration. 50% rental - 50% market rate developed
integrated in all developments. There is currently an un-equal development that has occurred since 1990,
and this is needed to promote "equal" housing opportunities city-wide regardless of developer angst
towards the building of rental units.

page 3 "local governments must adopt land-use plans and regulatory schemes that provide
opportunities for and do not unduly constrain housing development" - This statement does not
mention the need to balance preservation, and incentives for land-trusts or other trade-offs in lieu of
turning our communities into redevelopment plans, better neighborhoods, and transit oriented
developments, unrestrained. The need is to have COMMUNITY organizations assist local governments in
the best adaptation and integration within the communities.

The emphasis on "units" and affordable "units" vs. RENTAL Housing stock at initial baseline
prices - the need is to have equal development of market-rate units to base housing rental stock, that
starts at affordable initial levels such as $500-1,000 for a studios, 1,000-1,500 for a 1-bedroom, and
1,500-2000 for a 2-bedroom, 2,000-2,500 for a 3-bedroom etc. The need for a base number of units
created consistently in line with the cities "rent-controlled-status" and controls in place for neighborhoods
adjacent to universities is not apparent. Parkmerced has seen an undue increase in rental costs yearly,
and due to increases in student population.

TABLES 1-4 - does not break down the numbers based on rental units, created, taken off the market,
built or destabilized rental cost wise by adjacent developments. You state clearly the need and
availability, the requirement to balance growth with competing local interests (the real estate industry in
SF, vs. need for rental housing) but there has not been an accurate review of the rental housing markets,
and effects of the mortgage, and for-sale pressures that have taken units off the market, and been
stagnant in terms of rental housing growth per the requirements of the SF General Plan to create "EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY" and housing "CHOICE" in terms of the type of tenancy selected which is RENTAL vs.
FOR-SALE!

Project Description & Summary of Potential Environmental Effects - you note in similar fashion to the
SFSU Master plan which ignored public comment and input under their EIR process through the same
means by stating the definition of a "project" and emphasis on the only need to review "changes" in the
plans, is insufficient, as the effects of these housing element changes have and are discriminatory
towards renters in how they have NOT been followed and balanced in terms of the creation and follow
through of the general plan elements. The use of a "programmatic EIR" was used by the SFSU Master
planners in a similar fashion to ignore the project specific changes and effects on neighborhoods. The
National Trust for Historic Preservation wrote the SFSU Master planners specifically on the issue of
programmatic EIR's and that the individual projects must stand up on their own merits as individual case
project specific EIR's that affect resources. Although this may be seen as broad policy review only by the
planners and EIR reviewers, it has specific effects that have occurred already based on the ignoring of
some items in the 1990 Housing Residence Element such as balanced approach and creation of rental
housing, and protection and preservation efforts towards existing rental housing stock.

Mitigation Measures and Project Alternatives - Due to the lack of rental housing being created under
the Mitigation Measures and Alternatives we would suggest adding segments that a) review and analyze
the quantities lost and not created of rental housing based on the 1990 Residence Element up to 2008. b)
Provide a modified housing element that mandates balanced development of rental housing at base
stock/price levels to increase the quantities and integration in all neighborhoods and communities through
a variety of purchase, and non-profit models, such as co-op housing, neighborhood re-purchasing of
homes to turn them into multi-unit rental developments in ALL neighborhoods, especially near public
schools. c) A re-emphasis on the housing element densifying and creating housing especially rental
housing along public transit and station areas and transit corridors with the transit elements being
implemented prior to ANY development or changes in housing element wording. d) Including wording so
that business and corporations/institutions are required to build and develop housing within their original
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boundaries without expanding into neighborhoods, or finding suitable areas or neighborhoods lacking
such amenities. e) open space provisions that mandate required acreage of land per rental/housing
unit(s) so that neighborhoods are built with air/green space/and outdoor/indoor amenities in all areas,
giving vertical density bonuses and protection preservation incentives through land-trusts, or transfer land
swaps to save and preserve well designed and developed rental and for-sale housing at affordable levels.

Comparison of 1990 Residence Element and 2004 HousinQ Element Issues:

(Note: there were numerous s"ellna and arammatical errors that I wil not note due to the "revalence
throuahout the EIR 2007. 1275E document and in the ho"es that these wil be carefullv rectified "rior to its
final version)

Housina Su""lv
Objective 1 - should read to include - "permanently affordable base rental housing stock
consistently being developed equitably in all neighborhoods, yearly to increase the rental stock
available to meet the needs created by job/employment/nstitutional growth and demand in all
neighborhoods. "

Policy 1.1 (Modified Policy 2.2) - should read to include - "set allowable densities in ALL
established residential areas, at levels which wil promote compatibilty, and promote/preserve
neighborhood amenities, scale and character, and provide the method and means to engender
neighborhood involvement in decisions and support to assist in the inclusion of lower income
households for the generation of permanently affordable rental and for-sale housing.

Policy 1.2 (NEW) - should read to include - "provide funding, training, and assistance to include
neighborhood citizens in the new employment opportunities.

Policy 1.3 - should read to include - "giving preference to the creation of affordable rental housing
on and near downtown, and all targeted re-development areas to integrate rental and housing
built. "

Policy 1.4 - should read to include - "encourage and provide funding for transfer of land to the city
and county of San Francisco, so that adequate new rental opportunities are created in ALL
neighborhoods for integration of renters into the established neighborhoods. Encourage
re-zoning that allows for sub-division of large buildings and units into rental housing and
densification of existing residential areas adjacent to public transportation and amenities.

Policy 1.5 - should read to include - "discourage the sale of public land to private housing
development when it takes away amenities from neighborhoods without due compensation or
development of alternative sites for their re-inclusion in the re-development" (Ex: 700 Font
Frederick Burke Elementary sale of Public Site to housing developer which was a former amenity
and public school site adjacent to Pakrmerced)

Policy 1.7 - should read to include - "new family RENTAL housing stock at affordable introductory
levels of rent, along with vacancy de-control for units adjacent to institutions such as universities
and medical facilties so that adequate rental housing exists for the working communities they
serve. "

Policy 1.8 - should read to include - "Allow secondary rental units to be created especially if they
are affordable introductory priced rental units, which can be developed with assistance by the
city, in terms of financing and encouragement of neighborhood areas adjacent to transit to
densify for the benefit of the community. "

Policy 1.9 - should read to include - "OFFICE developments" and mandate that the "use of
Memorandum's of Understanding" between institutions and communities must include
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neighborhood and community input to address the financial and physical effects and "fair-share"
payment by the organizations due to their impacts. (Ex: SFSU Master plan annexed the recreation
area of Parkmerced with no compensation or reduction of rent, and no fair-share payment or
access and demand for the creation of a new community center on the Creative Arts Center Site,
or inclusion of land transfer rights so that Parkmerced tenants have open space and recreation
areas of equal measure in exchange or replacement for areas taken away by the SFSU Master
plan. Demand and accountabilty for expansion of institutions into neighborhood areas, must
account and be regulated and reviewed in terms of effects on the quantities available to the public
of rental housing, the deregulation and vacancy de-control of student housing when students
vacate units rapidly and repeatedly yearly on the rental housing pricing in the areas. Universities
should be encouraged to build within their existing prior boundaries, and use acquired property
for essential housing of staff, and educators, while providing new opportunities within the city for
student housing and facilties in neighborhoods where the need for educational expansion exists.

Housina Retention
Objective 2 - should read to include - "retain and expand upon the existing supply of rental and
affordable housing. "

Objective 2.1 - should read to include - "encourage the preservation of sound existing rental
housing through land transfers, and swaps, co-ops and land-trusts. "

Policy 2.3 - should read to include - "time share, corporate suite, or hotel use" These two items
should not be merged unless specific attention/wording is included to prevent the transfer of
rental housing stock to alternative forms of tenure and tenancy. (Ex: The SFSU
"hospitaliy-suites" and Parkmerced "corporate housing" subverts the admin. code section 41A
and does not review the effects on neighborhoods when 7-day min stays are allowed in former
rent-controlled neighborhoods, which subverts and does not control housing increased costs due
to no vacancy control on these types of uses.)

Policy 2.4 - should read to include - "create and provide preservation, and financial incentives to
retain the existing rental housing stock, and provide new units of affordable rental housing in
commercial and industrial areas"

Housing Conditions
Objective 3 - should read to include - "enhance the physical condition and safety of housing
without jeopardizing the current status of the units as rental or affordable housing, through
incentives to repair, and improve rental units and their condition, through preservation laws like
the mils act, and financial incentives such as land-trusts and transfer or land swaps, so that the
city can assist and maintain the quantities of rental housing stock and provide incentive for their
proper and well condition/upkeep on an annual basis. " (Ex: the concern is when such
"improvements" become impetus for large-scale changes that push out existing tenants, during
the renovations and "safety" improvements and provide means to pass-through deferred
maintenance onto tenants.)

Policy 3.1 - should read to include - (Ex: Parkmerced where conditions were left for many tenants
in sub-standard condition without yearly maintenance, and the recent "renovations" have caused
a major up-swing in rental prices throughout the property displacing tenants and low-income
households.) Incentives to keep the costs of these renovations, and maintain low rental stock
initial prices should be included so that owners maintain the units consistently, and provide
incentives for individuals to work on and maintain their units. Ownership through care and
maintenance, and transfer of public lands for new rental development should be encouraged and
incentives given.

Policy 3.2 - should read to include - "preserve and encourage rehabiltation of privately owned
rental housing neighborhoods" (Ex: Parkmerced)
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Policy 3.3 - should read to include - "maintain and improve the condition, and increase the
existing supply of rental public housing yearly to rectify years of imbalanced development
citywide ".

Policy 3.4 - should read to include - "provide and ensure laws/codes are enforced and penalties
levied and increased for code violations and to prevent the loss and condemnation of existing
sound rental and affordable housing. "

Policy 3.5 - should read to include - "without reducing the supply of existing rental and affordable
housing"

Policy 3.6 - should read to include - "preserve and provide incentive(s) for the landmarking,
preservation, rehabiltation, renovation, reconstruction, of historic residential buildings, districts,
neighborhoods, master-planned communities, and their landscapes, and cultural/physical
amenities through the Mils Act, and land-trusts so that rental housing, and culturally designed
areas of the city and landscapes of note are preserved and protected.

Housing Affordabilty
Objective 4 - should read to include - "not just the increase of capacity, but the inclusion of
amenities, open space, and public resources and funding so that the creation of affordabilty does
not decrease the quality of the neighborhoods being densified, and sites made available and
pushed to capacity. "

Policy 4.1 - should read to include - "for permanently affordable RENTAL Housing Units, and
permanently Affordable Housing Units. "

Policy 4.2 - should read to include - "affordable rental units in larger housing projects"

Policy 4.3 - should read to include - "affordable single rental units adjacent to industrial and within
the boundaries of institutional campus boundaries to increase densities without adversely
affecting neighborhoods. "

Policy 4.4 - should read to include - "grant density bonuses and transfer development rights for
the construction of affordable rental units, and senior housing within ALL neighborhoods. "

Policy 4.5 - should read to include - "allow greater flexibilty in the creation of a variety of units
types, within existing envelopes to encourage new affordable rental units being created in areas
where predominantly private housing has segregated communities based on real-estate values
and schools. "

Policy 4.6 -should read to include - "without reducing qualiy of construction, preservation
incentives, reduction in open space, and amenities, or segregation of these units of rental
housing and for-sale housing from being included in ALL neighborhoods.

Objective 5 - should read to include - "affordable rental housing production system"

Policy 5.1 - should read to include - "provide incentives, and prioritize/mandate the inclusion of
rental housing, and the development community's equal integration and creation of rental
housing throughout ALL neighborhoods.

Policy 5.2 - should read to include - "including tenant/resident organizations, to assist in their
co-op and community funding for management and incentives for increasing community
involvement in the maintenance and care of the rental communities and neighborhoods. "
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Policy 5.3 - should read to include - "RENTAL Housing Units"

Policy 5.4 - should read to include - "RENTAL affordable Housing."

Objective 6 - should read to include - "Existing and prior affordabilty of rental housing through
the creation of rental de-control legislation, and enforcement to provide base housing stock and
rental units at affordable base introductory levels. "

Policy 6.1 - should read to include - "of RENTAL units in existing buildings, at risk of conversion
to market rate housing ".

Policy 6.2 - should read to include - "Ensure that RENTAL housing developed to be affordable, is
kept affordable, and the creation of new units consistent to keep up with the quantities of market
rate housing being developed, in an equitable and equal quantities to rectify past years of
imbalance"

Policy 6.3 - should read to include - "safeguard tenants and communities of rental units from
excessive rent increases, and provide for means to ensure landlord's equitable availabilty of new
land through land-trusts, and incentives to maintain and preserve the existing housing rental
units and amenities such as landscape, facilties, community centers and the creation of new and
well-planned and integrated additions without the reduction or displacement of prior amenities
and community designed features such as landscaped community landscaped areas. "

Policy 6.4 - should read to include - "permanent rental affordabilty", and "through community
land trusts and preservation incentives and re-habiltationlrenovation of landscape and
amentias/features. "

Policy 6.5 - should read to include - "through the inclusion of renter's and tenancy organizations
as part of the enforcement efforts"

Objective 7 - should read to include - "Expand the financial resources available for permanently
affordable RENTAL housing."

Policy 7.1 - should read to include - "affordable RENTAL housing"

Policy 7.2 - should read to include - "long term financing for the creation of RENTAL HOUSING
PROGRAMS"

Policy 7.3 - should read to include - "and support for affordable RENTAL housing programs by
corporations, churches, unions, foundations, EDUCA T10NAL, MEDICAL, Business and financial
institutions. "

HOUSING CHOICE
Objective 8 - should read to include - "to provide max. housing choice, equal opportunity, and
equitable creation, and distribution of housing opportunities citywide, ensure equal access,
creation of and development financing and protection for RENTAL housing and Affordable
Housing Opportunities throughout the city and county of san francisco. To ensure that tenure and
tenancy as a form of housing and type of home ownership, remain and continue to provide
incentive and positive neighborhood and master planned designs for the rent-controlled laws of
the city and county. "

Policy 8.2 - should read to include - "employ uniform definitions of affordabilty that include
RENTAL and Tenureffenancyas equal and equitable integration of such units into the
demographic and housing needs of the city of San Francisco.
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Policy 8.3 - should read to include - "marketing of rental affordable housing"

Policy 8.4 - should read to include - "encourage and mandate laws and financial incentives, and
enforcement to provide greater economic integration of rental housing projects and affordable
housing projects throughout San Francisco's neighborhoods."

Policy 8.5 - should read to include - "prevent housing discrimination, including the adequate
creation of rental housing, and opportunities for tenure and tenancy in the city and county of san
francisco" (Note: the discrimination against renter's is based partially on income and partially on
the exclusion of renter's and rental tenancy organizations on boards and community group
organizations that should be open to renter and tenancy groups without discrimination.)

Policy 8.6 - should read to include - "increase the availabilty of rental and affordable units"

Policy 8.7- should read to include - "eliminate the discrimination against households with
children in rental neighborhoods, or areas adjacent to public schools of high-standing" through
the creation of equitable new rental and affordable units in these neighborhoods. "

Policy 8.8 - should read to include - "of residential dwellngs and rental units"

Policy 8.9 - should read to include - "the provision of new home ownership, and base rental
housing stock opportunities and creation of new units, so that increased owner occupancy, and
demoliion, renovation work and the sale of these units to institutions and master planning efforts
does not diminish the creation and new supply of rental and affordable housing created yearly.

Policy 8.10 - should read to include - "equitable distribution of amenities, open space, parks, and
their maintenance funding, new creation of facilties, and consistent development in and around
rental and affordable housing neighborhoods, so that these areas become beacons of well
planned and enhanced neighborhoods for communities without destroying their context, and
cultural amenities existing. "

Objective 9 - should read to include - "avoid or mitigate hardships imposed on renter's by
displacement, and encourage penalties and incentives to reduce displacement of existing
familes, seniors, and citizens, including immigrants and newly arrived citizenry, through
adequate informing of their rights as renters, and home-owners, so that displacement and
de-stabilzation of communities is reduced and eliminated in the creation of new units. "

Policy 9.1 - should read to include - "displacement of renter's and tenant's, and encourage
landlords and home-owners to create financial incentives and opportunities for density to
maintain to keep the existing tenants in place.

Policy 9.2 - should read to include - "displaced rental households" and "comparable in size
location cost, AND AMMENITIES, and rent control protection"

HOMELESSNESS - should read to include - "the creation of, incentives for, and provisions for new
units of SRO Job Creation, and medical, financial, physical, mental/psychological assistance, to
all homeless familes, and denizens of the city so that the imbalance effects on individual
communities is lessened and the entire city and community of residents pay equally in terms of
the facilties location and inclusion so that all SF citizens are vested in the eradication of
homelessness and the creation of adequate facilties citywide. "

Policy 10.4 - should read to include - "Faciltate childcare, educational, and rental/home ownership
opportunities in ALL communities of SF for the re-integration and inclusion of homeless familes
and children through housing design and development of life-boats for women and children, and
family services and programs supported by developers and taxation of luxury developments
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citywide. "

HOUSING DENSITY/DESIGN/AND QUALITY OF LIFE
Objective 11 - should read to include - "increasing the supply of RENTAL housing,... "pursue the
creation of well designed and master planned communities integrated in housing type, following
neighborhood and master planning principles, and practices that also include preservation, and
restoration of amenities and communal features, to continue San Francisco's desirable urban
fabric, modern sustainable design, and enhance livabilty and integration of communities
economically, socially, and environmentally through adequate amenities, and transportation
improvements throughout the city so that the network and infrastructure and physical barriers
become harbingers of integration and inclusion throughout all neighborhoods of the city. " (Ex:
Parkmerced as an example of shared dense urban design, open space, amenities, and integration,
and sustainabilty through its preservation and restoration by current owners, and future
continuity as a rental designed neighborhood and quality of life)

Policy 11.1 (NEW) - should read to include - "Use new rental housing development, to enhance
existing neighborhood tranquiliy, vitaliy, and diversity, through its integration in ALL
neighborhoods of SF. "

Policy 11.2 - should read to include - "ensure and require, provide incentives so that rental and
affordable housing created is provided with adequate open space, air-qualiy, public
improvements, transportation improvements, new school and educational youth facilties, and
amenities, and that preservation and restoration of existing facilties are incentivized to encourage
quick and well developed integration and enhancement for rental and affordable communities. "

Policy 11.3 - should read to include - "provide incentives for neighborhood commercial areas
existing, so that displacement and loss of services, is reduced and eliminated through the
creation of community requested facilties, and job creation in the commercial areas. " (Ex:
Commercial Area of Parkmerced, slated for development, when maintenance and care of the area
was reduced rents increased, and businesses that existed prior forced out, with no incentive for
new units to be created on site as a prior amenity to a rental community. This ended up becoming
a target for the creation of new commercialization in the parkmerced vision, and SFSU masterplan
for commercial land, that wil destabilze commercial areas along west portal, ocean ave, and
stonestown.)

Policy 11.4 - should read to include - "into residential and rental rent-controlled communities" and
provide incentives to develop these expansions into other areas of the city when there is
neighborhood opposition, or issues of qualiy of life, or impacts that have not been addressed in
MOU's or possible historical landmark, or preservation issues, that have not been resolved in
EIR's that are programmatic and not project specific. " (Ex: SFSU Master plan and expansion into
Stonestown Apartements and Parkmerced area (possible National Landmark Candidate, see
www.tclf.org under marvels of modernism, and Landscapes (t Risk)

Policy 11.5 - should read to include - "provide incentives to allow the enhancement
preservation/restoration of existing neighborhood character especially in rental communities, so
that new and existing rental housing is cared for, and incentives used to create new communities
based on these designs throughout other neighborhoods in SF.

Policy 11.6 - should read to include - "protect and discourage inappropriate land-use changes that
in-appropriately destabilze, and change master planned communities without adequate review,
do not allow better neighborhood planning processes that do not include neighborhood and
community organization involvement in ALL aspects, and provide options and EIR's, and design
charette's that ignore community input. Provide options and means to get community
organizations input into the mitigation and alternative proposals so that the neighborhood
concerns are vetted and integrated into any proposal for overall neighborhood changes so that
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rental master planned communities, are not targeted for such un i-lateral land-use changes without
overall review of location, and integration of transit and density is not balanced with adequate
preservationlrestoration and enhancement of community features and amenities consistently and
equitably created in other neighborhoods through land-use, trusts and transfer of land-ownership
to renters' and creation of new such communities citywide."

Policy 11.7 - should read to include - "prior to changing parking requirements, enforce existing
parking, areas, and provide new incentives to manage, and control improper parking, incorrect
and non-existent striping by city agencies, and consistent inclusion of effects of parking
elimination by institutions into their future planning on and within their existing boundaries. " (Ex:
SFSU master plan elimination of parking structure on site, and use of Parkmerced as a 'garage i
with no fair share enforcement and requirement of controls in parking off-site)

Policy 11.8 (New) - should read to include - "allowable building densities, without negatively

affecting qualiy scale and character of existing communities, in addition to not reducing rental
housing amenities." change the term "take full-advantage" out and replace with encourage
development of new rental housing units and affordable units within and outside of the
communities, through land-transfers and trusts, so that consistent neighborhood character can
be preserved and protected, and restored amenities, and land acquired to provide new amenities
and incentives for preservation of rental and affordable communities citywide ".

Policy 11.9 - should read to include - "respecting and preserving neighborhood scale and
character" including "respecting rental and affordable neighborhoods, by providing and
enhancing incentives for adequate transportation and infrastructure improvements at the
fore-front of any changes in requirements. "

Policy 11.10 - should read to include - "encourage weatherization, and its review and
post-installation performance to encourage sound and well buil energy efficient installations,
providing incentives and cost reduction programs, for tenants and affordable housing units, to
improve long-range stabilty, restoration, preservation of rental and affordable units. " and also
"Energy Efficiency and Green efforts should not be used to destabilze low-income and rental
communities, without due review and process of determining the best alternatives and methods
prior to tear-downs, of units, separate govt. and city sponsored review of energy efficiency of
units and their adequate improvements should be a separate entity, that includes renter
organizations so that the identification of such energy in-efficiency is correctly documented and
not biased against the renter's or rental areas without due review of all units in the area to
determine the best and most sound methods of restoration and incentives to reduce
pass-throughs to communities at risk of displacement by the efforts to "green" and make
"sustainable" the developments without review of the effects on the amenities themselves (EX:
green lawns, and landscape design, and possible historic landmark of Parkmerced and efforts to
green the area without due process on the needed changes and effects environmentally of the
work restoring the buildings, and proposals for tearing down fixed units)

REGIONAL AND STATE HOUSING NEEDS

Objective 12 - should read to include - "investigate incorrectly filed in ABAG/FOCUS applications"
and make sure that Priority Development and possible Conservation districts are adequately
vetted with preservationist groups prior to their designation as "development areas" "Ensure that
coordinated efforts in regards to conservation / preservation / restoration of master planned
communities are not targeted in-appropriately by local agencies without notifying state and
national agencies on the effects, and incomplete attention to possible national landmark
candidates (ex: Parkmerced) (***NOTE**** Ex: memo sent to ABAG/FOCUS regarding Supervisor
Sean Elsbernd's File 081281 designating Dist. 7 as a Priority Development Area, with a Transit
Town Center, with no information on location, and errors in the filing in of multiple sections
including part 3 and 5, the errors in the application should be rectified and the item notified to all
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community organizations with a 30 day notification period to provide adequate time for review, the
Land-Use Committee of the SF BOS approved and forwarded it to the SF BOS without all
documents being attached or proper and adequate notification period being sent to community
organizations and tenants for the 3 pieces of legislation related to district 7 and 19th ave.!)

Policy 12.1 - should read to include - "economic growth, conservation/preservation of existing
amenities, and increased rental housing and affordable housing needs, along with adequate
transportation improvements implemented prior to development. "

Policy 12.2 - should read to include - "well planned, mate planned communities and rental and
affordable housing integration region wide to integrate, and make equitable the rental vs. for-profit
housing issues that have divide and segregated renters as a class from the housing balance and
equitable distribution of such areas into all neighborhoods and communities region wide. "

Policy 12.3 - should read to include - "recognize their share of the responsibilty to confront the

RENTAL housing crisis in all regions, and promote restoration, preservation, new construction,
density in all areas and neighborhoods to balance the in-equitable development and integration of
rental housing state-wide. "

Policy 12.4 (New) - should read to include - "increase public understanding of the need for rental

and affordable housing being buil and integrated into existing communities and new master
planned communities for ALL qualiy housing projects. "

Policy 12.5 -should read to include - "developing and implementing state preservation,
restoration, enhancement and renovation of community amenities, rental housing, affordable
housing, and integration and development of existing and new neighborhoods through
competitions, and programs that generate jobs, corporate and institutional responsibilty, and
architectural and environmental stewardship of the resources and amenities of the natural
landscape of this state for all citizens, through adequate densification and urban growth
boundaries, re-inventing suburban growth models, and re-integrating landscape, and natural
amenities to all neighborhoods in cities surrounding and within the bay area and state urban
regions.

The Following Objectives and policies were noted as deleted from the 1990 Residence Element;

1990 Residence Element Objective 2 - should be read to include again - "to increase the supply of
housing in ALL neighborhoods and districts unilaterally and without bias to economic or financial
zoning/real-estate pricing so that over-crowding and the adverse affects on existing prevailng
neighborhoods is balanced and appropriately re-distributed into all areas of the city so that
individual neighborhoods such as rental or affordable, industrial or landscape and publically
zoned areas are not the target and location of such adverse density that affects prevailng
character of areas. The distribution and inclusion and integration of development of rental and
affordable housing and new housing at market rate, must be integrated within and throughout all
neighborhoods citywide so that discrimination, and biased development does not un-equitably
target neighborhoods without due process and integration for a sense of community and fair
distribution of development city-wide.

1990 Residence Element Policy 2.4 - should be read to include - "there is a need for a formal
land-use and density distribution plan or master plan that integrates rental and affordable
development and its amenities within all neighborhoods of san francisco, there needs to be a
review and analysis of past years so that the integration and balance of tenure and tenancy with
market needs is balance effectively judiciously and equitably citywide.
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This memo has been Submitted to note and identify issues/requested by the planning department
due to the implementation of this EIR and the revisions posted online, the response and
comments I have submitted are to identify and pin-point to the best of my abilty the very difficult
and complex issues of the SF General Plan Housing Element, and the proposed elimination and
changes of sections without a real change to date in the number of RENTAL units throughout the
region and city as basic housing rental stock being created since 1990. I have noted "should read
to include" to emphasize what I feel should or is lacking in the changes and statements. This is
not all encompassing to say the least, and I do hope other organizations and tenancy groups are
included in the "stake-holder" and meetings of the CAB 2009 and scoping hearing comments to
re-emphasize the need for new rental stock at affordable base rents, and planned and designed
with just the same number of amenities and qualiy level as the housing industry. To not have this
balance is "injust/unequitable/discriminatory" towards renter's and creates a strong economic
bias and division in the creation of housing citywide. The lack of Tenure and Tenancy units being
created by the past versions of the 1990 and 2004 Housing SF General Plan Element, demand
accountabiliy by the city planners to recognize the im1balance and provide adequate steps at
integrating, and providing for this segment of the population, which is ever increasing due to the
strains of the economy and housing crisis. The CAB 2009 information posted seemed both out of
date, and incorrect in its assumptions of the needs of renter's currently, and the price jumps we
have seen in the market for rental units due to institutional expansion, renovations, and a lack of
regulation on de-control of rental units or enforcement of the administration code section 41A
which states specifically the need to control the conversion of rental housing to other forms of
tenure.

7~
cc: File

PRO (President Daniel Phillps, & PRO Board)
TENANTS TOGETHER (Dean Preston)
SFTU (Ted Gullckson)
Housing Rights Committee SF (Tommi Avicoll Mecca)

SF Tenants Network (Robert Pender)
Senior Action Network
SF BOS (c/o Angela Calvilo)
State Representatives (1 copy to each)
ABAG/FOCUS organizations
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Bil Wycko
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

RECEIVED

Case No.: 2007. 1275E
Project Title: San Francisco 2004 Housing Element EIR
November 9th, 2008

NOV 1 0 200

(':ITY & COUNTY OF S.F.
'-LANNING DEPARTMENT

MEA

Additional (EIR) Comments;

My prior memo, was specific to the Housing Element specific changes/sections that were being proposed to
be changed by the 2004 element update. The following comments are in regards to the EIR checklist, and
issues we consider must be labeled as potentially significant impacts from the proposed changes;

A. Project Description (As a whole this EIR affects all proposed and pipeline projects and forseable future projects
and should state so in the description.)

B. Project Setting (this does not mention ABAG/FOCUS related projects or issues of the utilization of this document
to allow for proposed projects in multiple districts of San Francisco. The planning dept. should note the multiple
projects that are effected and state clearly the DR changes, and effects of the sub-division of SF into 4 sectors of
proposed development impacted by this EIR update.

C. Compatabilty with Existing Zoning Plans. - As noted prior the proposed changes in the eliminated Objective 2,
the changes proposed under Policy 2.3 that merges prior RE policy 3.4 and 3.5, the lack of enforcement in terms of
Policy 1.9 and Admin. section 41A, the lack of analysis and enforcement to ensure Equal access to housing
opportuities and sufficient and suitable rental housing opportunity cityide in Objective 8 and Policy 8. 1, the lack of
the use of land-trusts to acquire land and rental propert to protect existing housing stock, and the lack of
enforcement of policy 11.4 in relation to institutional expansion into neighborhoods all brings into question the
compatability of the proposed changes with existing zoning plans. The zoning currently in district 7 does not show the
SW portion of the city as a better neighborhoods plan, or redevelopment plan, yet the urgency of housing
construction has favored only for-profit and market rate, with limited effect in the rental or mid-affordable range for
renter's who would become home owners. The conflicts in this section deal specifically with Parkmerced and the
lack of protection or review of the submitted Bulletin No. 19 to the Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board in October
2006, and the ongoing EIR approval of the SFSU Masterplan by the state, with only a Memorandum of
Understanding that lacked community input, and removed portions of a masterplanned community utilizing a project
specific EIR when issues of possible landmark designation, and historical preservation of a National Landmark was
raised to the City and Planning Department, and the SF Board of Supervisors 800 Brotherhood Way development
approval without an EIR.

Summary of Environmental Effects: (all items listed below should be labeled PSi for Potentiallv
Sianificantl

Land-Use 1 a - This would physically through the elimination and merger of some sections, and a
lack of adequate review and analysis on the rental housing stock of the city, physically divide the
established masterplanned community of parkmerced. The proposed annexing by SFSU and
subdivision, along with proposed transit orientated development and routing of the muni through
the site threaten its design and planning and possible nomination as a national landmark design.

Land-Use 1 b - this conflcts with the existing general plan, as the Citywide Action Plan, and better
neighborhoods plans did not recognize this area as a "TOD" when it was submitted under 081281
by the SF Land-Use Committee, to the FOCUS/ABAG organization with incorret data submitted
under items 3A, 3B, and 3C. It also conflicts with due process and review for Historical Resources
in neighborhoods, and the use of land-trusts, and preservation (which is the most sustainable
method) of addressing older rental designed neighborhoods. It also conflicts with section 41a
regarding conversion of rental units, and rent control laws due to it creating an environment that
promotes development in an established rental community and instigates destabilzation, and
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gentrification of the largest rental community in SF.

Land-Use 1 c - this proposal has a huge impact on the visual character of this district and
neighborhood through a total tear-down of the existing housing proposed by the parkmerced
"vision" and proposals to densify on the existing portions where they were purchased by SFSU.
The low-scale character, and proposed high-density development on this rental neighborhood wil
block vistas, change view corridors, and turn the low-scale quiet neighborhood into an open
freeway and urban block tunnel of buildings with a loss of open space, and landscape
ammenities currently enjoyed by the community.

Aesthetics 2a - The scenic vista of parkmerced can be seen on site, and from air views of the area
in relation to its planning with beux arts radial streets and view corridors. (See ww.tclf.org under
Marvels of Modernism "Iandscapes at risk" Exhibition Nov. 19th at the george eastman kodak
gallery in NY)

Aesthetics 2b - the proposed changes wil significantly damage scenic resources which are the
landscape designs of thomas dollver church and robert royston who worked with leonard schultz
in the design of parkmerced.

Aesthetics 2c - the proposal wil through allowing density in the neighborhood cause a removal of
the landscape design and plan.

Aesthetics 2d - Density factors proposed wil create towers adjacent to towers and other buildings
that wil create additional light and glare and block views which wil impact neighborhoods,
existing units, and people living in the area, who are low-mid income renters. It wil also affect the
prior seclusion of the area as a rental neighborhood seperated by right of ways along holloway
and brotherhood way.

Population & Housing 3a - the proposed changes wil induce substantial population growth in the
area, and surrounding districts, by the increase in density, commercial, and impacts on
infrastructure.

Population & Housing 3b - the proposed changes have already displaced substantial numbers of
units in the annexing of Stonestown Apartments and University Park South, the effects of
increased students living in the remainder of parkmerced has not been analyzed or reported, and
created additional demand that has not been analyzed in terms of institutional growth in rental
residential neighborhoods by the SFSU masterplan and City College expansion plans in district 7.
Replacement housing off-site was not considered in relation to Parkmerced, and the MOU ignored
community input on the need to assess the impacts cumalatively on the adjacent rental
neighborhood and its aesthetic character.

Population & Housing 3c - there has been a large displacement of renters since the university
acquisistion which has not been documented accurately by the city, the university or parkmerced
management. Replacement housing proposed by the university impacts the layout and original
design of the area. no proposal was given as a mitigation measure by the SFSU master plan for
replacement housing elsewhere or off-site for the proposed student housing or displaced
community.

Cultural & Paleiontological Resources 4a - this proposal would have through the elimination of
objective 2 and other sections allow for the adverse change of a historical resource
(PARKMERCED) and its urban planning, architecture, and landscape design. per section 15064.5
and although not formally recognized by the SF LPAB, or State or National agencies it is a noted
design and its sister development in Fairfax Virginia is on the national register.
Transportation & Circulation 5a,b,c,d,e,f,g - it has been repeatedly stated and noted by ourselves
and other organizations of the western neighborhoods that the plans wil drastically affect and
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cause in increase in traffic, related to all systems and routes. The congestion currently is at
capacity at many intersections in and surrounding parkmerced, and the increased density and
proposed re-routing and cuts to our community based on the SF Muni Transit Effectiveness
Project has decreased accessibilty and access to seniors, disabled and commuters of this area
through cutting routes and overlapping routes, and requiring transfers when heading downtown.
The proposed density wil individually and cumulatively affect service standards which are
abysmal at present. Proposed developments have introduced concepts of changed traffic which
wil not improve the traffic levels in our neighborhoods, and wil significantly increase pedestrian
safety risks. There are noted significant intersections such as 19th and Holloway, and Juan
Bautista Circle (adjacent to a Montessori School) that would also increase risk to pedestrians,
accessing transit points, and children at the school. Another issue is that inadequate emergency
egress from the city wil be hampered by development in this area restricting egress from the
urban downtown and sunset areas. The current inadequate parking has been repeatedly
addressed to the SFSU master planners, and city agencies and wil only get worse with additional
density. ANY increase in population without adequate infrastructural increases first, wil make a
situation that is extremely dangerous at the transit and intersection at 19th and holloway and
pedestrian low-scale neighborhood areas of parkmerced.

Noise 6a,c,d,g - existing and future noise levels would be significantly increased in the area due to
densification, increase in population, and student increases proposed and already felt by
neighborhoods in the noise "spectrum". Parkmerced was a prior working class, quite residential
area, now proposed for "Vibrant" changes that are not conducive or wanted in a bedroom
community. The existing area is well serviced by surrounding commercial areas, and the
proposed density increases wil allow commercial that was prior not part of the zoning for this
area.

Air Quality 7a,b,c,d,e - Parkmerced as a neighborhood is a "micro-climate" that has major issues
of MOLD and fungus growth on buildings when they are tall or not able to receive sunlight. The
climate if density is allowed wil be an increase in mold, and a reduction in air-quality due to
congestion, reduction in low rise air flows, and increased wind-tunnel and heat sink creation in
the proposed rail, and density of cars that wil be impacting parkmerced from SFSU and
parkmerced's planned growth.

Wind and Shadow 8a,b - public areas would be significantly affected as a microclimate, with larger
buildings and shifting of the plan to linear streets from the radial system currently. The larger
scale buildings wil create new shadow areas and cause additional climate changes that would
affect the outdoor ammenities and walkable streets we now enjoy.

Recreation 9a - The proposed SFSU master plan and MOU annexed the Recreation Facilties of
Parkmerced without due compensation, or replacement of facilties for community use, the
recreation/community center, and loss of outdoor ammenities including land located along 800
Brotherhood (which prior may have served as open space landscape areas) has caused physical
deterioration, and a reduction in community facilties due to planned development. The sellng off
of the 700 Font School site also a prior ammenity and recreation area, is also a physical
deterioration and acceleration of development in our area without adequate review, and
replacement for the community.

Recreation 9b - the proposals allow for Institutional expansion and new facilties for the campus,
on existing rental neighborhood property, and the housing element changes wil enforce or allow
this to occur without adequate compensation, or replacement of these facilties, or adequate
review of the impacts upon a large scale rental communityy. The effects on the physical
landscape environment of parkmerced is already detrimental as the SFSU landscape crews, and
parkmerced crews do not maintain the landscape, and have accelerated changes that alter the
integrity of the original landscape design.
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Recreation 9c - the degradation of the existing resources of our prior recreation space has been
consistent and negative. The SFSU Housing group does not maintain or provide adequate access
to the prior facilties and has not provided access to other alternative areas on campus for
residents use. The ongoing changes and lack of maintenance has caused consistent degradation
of recreational resources of the open space in parkmerced. The proposed changes to the housing
element wil allow ongoing reduction in the physical landscape of parkmerced and accelerate its
gradual removal.

Utilties & Service Systems 10a,b,c,d,e,f,g - the infrastructure needs that wil be required based on
the proposed changes wil cause significant impacts on all infrastructure, water, wastewater, and
emergency facilties.

Public Services 11a - the proposed changes wil automatically tax and increase the impacts on the
governmental facilties in the are, affect response times, and has caused a reduction in schools
parks and police protection in the area due to increased student related issues in the
neighborhood.

Biological Resources 12a,b,c,d,e,f - There is noted sensitive areas around Lake Merced and
animal habitats within parkmerced, the proposed changes wil allow for densification that wil limit
such areas as natural resouces for habitats, and interfere with existing migratory routes of aviary
groups using parkmerced and surrounding areas, the increased density and height allowances
impedes further on provisions for habitat and conservation areas., the preservation of trees, and
the effect on numerous large scale fully mature tree canopy in parkmerced wil also be threatened
by large-scale landscape and design changes.

Geology & Soils 13a,b,c,d,e,f -i have notified the SF Board of Supervisors at the Land-Use
hearings of the effects of development and lack of proper and adequate maintenance of sloped
areas on the south side of parkmerced, the known area is a site of liquifaction and erosion, and
the area is at risk when large scale development and additional soil density and disruption
through development wil reduce and affect the existing buildings abilty to withstand seismic
activity. The increased density allowances wil accelerate development in areas such as 800
Brotherhood which are not stable areas, and have a history as a adverse area for development
due to insecure geological soils.

Hydrology and Water Quality 14a-j - the proposed development changes wil accelerate water
run-off into the lake merced area per the SFSU Masterplan and Parkmerced "Vision" the increased
drainage and retention systems proposed and the areas risk as a flood and tsunami area are also
impacted by development proposals, the elements changes do not take into account the impact
on the existing infrastructure drainage system, and wil accelerate impacts to local water quality
and protected areas such as Lake Merced.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials 15a-h - the aged construction and materials proposed to be
demolished through the changes and development density proposed in the neighborhood by the
housing element changes wil increase the significant hazards and emissions of materials due to
proposed large-scale demolition of rental housing built pre 1940's.

Mineral & Energy Resources 16c - the development activities wil consume large amounts of fuel,
energy, and water, that has been determined to be not controlled by municipaliies. The
improvements on parkmerced areas, were not controlled and complaints filed, due to inadequate
clean-up and wastefull use of water in cleaning roofs, and paved areas, and increased energy use
for such development and construction.

Agricultural Resources 17c - the proposed changes wil effect the existing environment and
natural designed elements of parkmerced as a master planned community and landscape design,
the additional proposed density proposes agricultural use and development in the area, but the
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produce and amount of land for units and housing created is not specified nor is there designated
lands made available to renters citywide and for all developments proposed in the future that
sustainably proposes land being made available for agricultural use by tenants and residents of
the city.

Mandatory Findings of Significance 18a - Less than significant with mitigation incorporation

Mandatory Findings of Significance 18b - the proposed changes would have a large scale impact
cumalatively with the proposed past, present and future proposals that have been approved and
are in the pipeline. The propsosed element changes allows the density and changes without
looking at the effects on RENTAL housing Tenure and Tenancy in the city and county and the lack
of Historical and Preservation alternatives through land-trusts, and transfer development rights.
The effects of the SFSU Masterplan EIR approved has been huge on the area, and proposed future
proposals wil only negatively impact the neighborhood further.

Mandatory Findings of Significance 18c - the proposed changes wil have largescale
environmental impacts on human beings, and has already caused large scale displacement of
renter's and existing community that has not been accounted for.

G. Public Notice and Comment - We stated at the scoping hearing Nov. 6th to the planners present
that the notification of groups in the "classifieds" is not acceptable or gets information and
notification out city-wide and to state and local organizations concerned with the housing element
changes and lack of rental housing such as tenancy groups. No listing of organizations
contacted, or information posted as to where this was published and the extent notification was
implemented. People attending the hearing Nov. 6th noted the need to extend the comment
period, and not limit the speakers to 3 minutes which does not suffice to address all the proposed
changes to the Housing Element that people wanted to submit verbally.

H. Determination - The proposed project WILL have a significant effect on the environment and an
environmental impact report is required. The project and proposal has not been adequately
reviewed prior, and the lack of adequate survey and review of the mentioned impacts and
implementation of the 1990 Housing Element and the proposed 2004 changes through current
data and current needs, and a lack of review of the impacts on renters and tenure tenancy as an
equal need for development of housing since 1990 is what is needed to be reviewed. The impacts
and lack of affodable base housing stock and rental units at affordable base rents has caused
major disruption and development in the valley of california, and outside city limits inducing
sprawl and over-development of state resources. The proposed element allows density to occur
without adequate cumalative impact review of the buil work post 1990 to today, and adequately
identify and address the current housing needs and what elements must be strengthened and
enforced with punitive and mandatory legislation to require and balance the needs of renters who
have b n discriminated against as a sociaVeconomic class by developers, city agencies, and
inves

luding these as comments, and responding accordingly.

an P tf PRO

WI.p r. ercedresidents.org
aatong parkmercedresidents.org
ct5 File ttn: PRO (President Daniel Phillps, & PRO Board)
TENANTS TOGETHER (Dean Preston)
SFTU (Ted Gullckson)
Housing Rights Commitee SF (Tommi Avicoll Mecca)
SF Tenants Network (Robert Pender)
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To: San Francisco Dept. of Planning
Att: Wm.Wycko, Env. Review Offce
1650 Mission St Suite 400
San Francisco, Ca. 94103

Fr: Berard Choden
85 Clea Ct., # 11
San Francisco, Ca. 94109

Re: Scoping Heäring on EIR for 2004 Housing Element of the General Plan response.

Nov. 6, 2008

Based upon the California Gov. Code 65580-65589.8, the following are noted as violations of the clea direcives from that
code with regard both of the 2004 Housing Element and proposed EIR. (HE. in initial form refers to the Housing Element)

65580: The purposes of the HE cited are varously unmet paricularly with regard the diverity of nees and mitigations
required.

65581: The limitations peritted loca goverment require clealy defned competitive priorities and resource limitations
The deparment's claim to resolve mitigations primarly through market force clearly ignores the possible use ofground
rents from almost $ 4 billions in public land equities and ether subsidy resource. A regional BU finding in 2003
indicated that 95% of households could net enter the rental or ownership market with a form of public subsidy.

As previously testified the 2004 HE does not suffciently identify the diversity in housing nees by cross-tabulation of
household incomes with such varables as disabilities, ages, tenure, occpations, location ofoccpations and condition of
faclities that would identify specal occpancy and vocational nees. For example, the 1990 HE. cited about 30,000
units occpied without perits; did they disappea in 2004 and what might one surmise about the condition of those

units?

65582(1): Requires a suffciency of water and sewer hookup. Current PUC heangs indicate that the city lacks suffcient
infrastructure and resource to acmmodate current and expanded populations. What is the holding caacty of the city
as to infratructure, serice and income/job generation? Clea commitment to such suffciency in advance is required but
is not furnished.

65583: Analysis is neeed as to nees and mitigation for all income levels with inclusion for dwelling requirements for
conseration and rehabilitation.

65583(2): Again, this requirement refers to the "availability offinancing" and the "price ofland" If below market

households canot maintain themselves in the open market becse of they lack financing and becse of the increasing
pri ce of i and, then there are envi ronm ental di spl ac ent issues not addressed in the HE.. That issue is exac ated
direcly by City Planning policy to increae the price of land through upscae zoning without mitigating for the efec
such price increases have on housing availability for ALL HOUSEHOLD INCOMES GROUPS REQUIING
HOUSING. To be perectly clea, the administration's desire to obtain increaed property tax revenues through an
increae in the price ofland violates in some degree the ability ofmost households to aford housing in their city. The
legal equivalent of such acion is "inverse condemnatiolL"

The deparment further indicates that an adequate supply of land exists to mee current and future nees. This is a non
sequitur. Such sites are not identifed to be suitable as to safety (say seismic events), adequate service, employment
location and infrastructure. Secndly, all city land has other usage claims on it, some of which have more substantial
ecnomic verty and community nees Further, the city deliberately lacks a commitment to the institutional and fisca
resources neeed to make such land available, by priority, for household developments when and where they are needed.

65583 (B): There are no stipulations for housing replaceents resulting from public actions or approvals.

65583 (D): The HE. must identify all acions neeed to make land available (as noted above) during the five yea perod of
the General Plan imp.ementation. Given that the Geeral Plan is beth obsolete and lacks an implementation policy
mechanism, one canot have an operable HE. within, in effec, a General Plan that lacks policy implementation meas
and, therefore, the Geeral Plan canot provide a mechanism for mitigation paricularly with regard such other required
elements of the Geeral Plan as transportation and capital programs. That is, the Planning Deparment deterines
"policies" to be a "goal", an encouraging wish. A legal and professional defnition of "policy" is "an administrative
order intended to be enforced." If you ca't enforce the Geeral Plan, it doesn't exist Without a Geeral Plan, there
canot be a HE..

The proposed HE EIR is not a good faith document.



STATE OF CALIFORNIA-BUSINESS. TRASPORTATION AND HOUSING AGENCY ARNOLD SCHW ARZENEGGER. Governor

DEPARTMENT OF TRASPORTATION
111 GRAD AVENUE
P. O. BOX 23660
OAKLND, CA 94623-0660
PHONE (510) 622-5491
FAJ (510) 286-5559
TTY 711

RECEIVEC1 ~
Flex your power!

Be energy effcient!

NOV 1 4 20U8

CITY & COUNTY OF S;:
PLANNING DEPAPT~"~t'.r,

ME' A

November 12,2008
SFGEN032
SCH#2008 102033

Ms. Jessica Range
Planning Department
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Dear Ms. Range:

San Francisco 2004 Housing Element - Notice of Preparation

Thank you for including the California Department of Transportation (Department) in the
environmental review process for the proposed City and County of San Francisco Housing
Element. The comments presented below are based on the Notice of Preparation for the Draft
Environmental Impact Report. As lead agency, the City and County of San Francisco is
responsible for all project mitigation, including improvements to state highways. The project's
fair share contribution, financing, scheduling, implementation responsibilities and lead agency
monitoring should be fully discussed for all proposed mitigation measures. Any required
roadway improvements should be completed prior to certificate of occupancy. While an
encroachment permit is only required when the project involves work in the State Right of Way
(ROW), the Department will not issue an encroachment permit until our concerns are adequately
addressed. Therefore, we strongly recommend that the lead agency ensure resolution of the
Department's concerns prior to submittal of an encroachment permit application. Further
comments will be provided during the encroachment permit process; see the end of this letter for
more information regarding encroachment permits.

Traffic Impact Analysis
In order to reduce traffic impacts on State facilities and meet the needs of all transportation users,
the City should consider and plan for multiple transportation modes including walking, bicycling
and transit use. Furthermore, the City should evaluate impacts on pedestrians, bicyclists and
transit users resulting from the transportation element update, in addition to the customary
analysis of traffic impacts. Mitigation measures aimed at reducing impacts on one mode of
transportation should also be evaluated for their unintended impacts on other modes of
transportation, such as traffic mitigation impacts on walking and bicycling.

The traffic impact analysis should analyze the effect this transportation element update will have
on State highway facilities and include, but not be limited to the following:

"Caltrans improves mobility across California"



Ms. Jessica Range/City and County of San Francisco
November 12, 2008
Page 2

1. Existing Conditions - Current year traffic volumes and peak hour level of service (LOS)

analysis of affected State highway facilities.

2. Proposed General Plan Only with Select Link Analysis - Trip generation and assignment for
build-out of general plan. Select link analysis represents a project only traffic model run,
where the project's trips are distributed and assigned along a loaded highway network. This
procedure isolates the specific impact on the State highway network.

3. General Plan Build-out Only - Trip assignment and peak hour LOS analysis. Include current
land uses and other pending general plan amendments.

4. General Plan Build-out plus Proposed General Plan Update- Trip assignment and peak hour

LOS analysis. Include proposed general plan amendment and other pending general plan
amendments.

5. Mitigation measures should consider highway and non-highway improvements and services.
Special attention should be given to the development of alternate solutions to circulation
problems that do not rely on increased highway construction.

6. All mitigation measures proposed should be fully discussed, including financing, scheduling,
implementation responsibilities, and lead agency monitoring.

We recommend you utilize Caltrans' "Guide for the Preparation of Traffc Impact Studies"

which can be accessed from the following webpage:
http://www . doLca. gov /hq/traffops/ developserv / operati onals ystems/reports/ti s gui de. pdf

We look forward to reviewing the traffic impact analysis, including technical appendices, and
Draft Environmental Impact Report for the City and County of San Francisco Housing Element.
Please send two copies to the address at the top of this letterhead, marked ATTN: Yatman Kwan,
Mail Stop #lOD.

Encroachment Permit
Any work or traffic control within the State ROW requires an encroachment permit that is issued
by the Department. Traffic-related mitigation measures will be incorporated into the construction
plans during the encroachment permit process. See the following website link for more
i nformati on: http://www.dot.ca. gov /hq/traffops/ devel opserv /permi ts/

To apply for an encroachment permit, submit a completed encroachment permit application,
environmental documentation, and five (5) sets of plans which clearly indicate State ROW to the
address at the top of this letterhead, marked A TTN: Michael Condie, Mail Stop #5E.

"Caltrans improves mobility across California"



Ms. Jessica Range/City and County of San Francisco
November 12,2008
Page 3

Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please call Yatman Kwan of my staff at (510)
622-1670.

Sincerely,

~ Cb~
LISA CARBONI
District Branch Chief
Local Development - Intergovernmental Review

c: State Clearinghouse

"Caltrans improves mobility across California"
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA Arnold Schwarzenegger, Governor

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

November 5, 2008
RECEIVED

505 VAN NESS AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3298

Jessica Range
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Ste. 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

NOV 0 7 2008

CITY & COUNTY OF S.F.
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

MEA

Re: Notice of Preparation, Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
San Francisco 2004 Housing Element
SCH# 2008102033

Dear Ms. Range:

As the state agency responsible for rail safety within California, the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC or Commission) recommends that development projects proposed near rail
corrdors be planned with the safety ofthese corrdors in mind. New developments and
improvements to existing facilities may increase vehicular traffic volumes, not only on streets and
at intersections, but also at at-grade highway-rail crossings. In addition, projects may increase
pedestrian traffic at crossings, and elsewhere along rail corrdor rights-of-way. Working with
CPUC staff early in project planning wil help project proponents, agency staff, and other
reviewers to identify potential project impacts and appropriate mitigation measures, and thereby
improve the safety of motorists, pedestrians, railroad personnel, and railroad passengers.

The Commission urges your agency to include consideration of potential project-related rail safety
impacts, and measures to reduce adverse impacts in the DEIR for the Housing Element update to
your General Plan. In general, the major types of impacts to consider are collisions between trains
and vehicles, and between trains and pedestrians. Changes in land use should not be allowed that
would permit housing adjacent to existing rail yards. Similarly, where a need for grade-separated
crossings is identified, new development should not be placed adjacent to at-grade highway rail
crossings, within the footprint of land needed for future grade-separation structures.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments. If you have any questions in this matter,
please call me at (415) 703-1306.

Sincerely,

~('\ ~Yì
Daniel Kevin
Regulatory Analyst
Consumer Protection and Safety Division



San Francisco Planning Department
EIR Public Scoping Meeting Written Comment Form

San Francisco 2004 Housing Element
Case # 2007.1275E

If you wish to submit written comments on the above project, you may do so on this sheet

(although use of this form is not required). Please submit written comments in person to Jessica
Range at today's public scoping meeting, or by mail to Bill Wycko, San Francisco Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103. All comments must be
submitted no later than 5 P.M., November 12, 2008.

Write your comments regarding the environmental review for the project here. Use the back of the sheet or
additional pages if necessary. .
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CSFN Land Use and Housing Committee
Hiroshi Fukuda, Chair
PO Box 320098
San Francisco, Ca 94132-0098

November 1 1, 2008

PROJECT TITLE: San Francisco 2004 Housing Element
CASE NO: 2007.l275E

tt€c~.. ll/III:))
0'1 ry & / ¡lODe

Pl.NN~~UNr'r
OPE:R~flotR¡ME:~f S. r

Mr. Bil Wycho, Environmental Review Officer
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission St., S.F. Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 9413

Dear Mr. Wycho:

The Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods (CSFN) urges the Planning Deparment to
update the House Element 2004 Data and Needs Analysis thought October 2008. An
Environmental Impact Report must be accurate, adequate, complete, and suffcient, and this
cannot be done unless a current data and needs analysis is completed. Data and needs analysis is
necessary to formulate objectives, policies and implementation plans. The data and needs
analysis needs to be updated in the follow areas:

i. POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT TRENDS..
A. Population changes: 1. Population Change, 2. Household Characteristics
B. Employment: 1. Jobs; 2. Employed Residents and Commuters; 3. Employed Residents,

Household Workers and Income
C. Demographics: 1. Age; 2. Ethnic Composition; 3. Income

II. HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
A. Existing Housing Stock: 1. Changes in Housing Stock; 2. Type and Location of New

Construction; 3. Pipeline; 4. Live/Work; 5. Ilegal New Construction; 6. Units Demolished
7. Other Changes to the Housing Stock; 8. Residential Hotel Stock; 9. New Construction of
Low and Moderate Income Housing; 10. Federally Assisted Units

B. Affordability: 1. Owner-Occupied Housing; 2. Rental Housing; 3. Loss of Publicly Assisted
Housing (Housing Element Table of Contents ii Adopted May 13, 2004-NEEDS UPDATE)

C. Vacancy
D. Coastal Zone Housing

II. HOUSING NEEDS
A. Overall Housing Needs
B. Housing Needs of Special Population Groups: 1. Homeless; 2. Mentally Il; 3. Physically

Disabled; 4. Elderly; 5. Persons With AIDS and Terminally II Patients; 6. Low Income
Ethnic Communities; 7. Immigrants, Refugees and Undocumented Workers
8. Multi-('~erational and Large Households; 9. Low Income Single Persons; 10. Students
11. Ais / Artisans



D. Housing Preservation Needs: 1. Private Housing Rehabilitation; 2. Public Housing
Rehabilitation; 3. Seismic Retrofitting

E. Replacement of Lost Units: 1. Loss of Units Through Demolition; 2. Loss of Units Through
Mergers; 3. Loss of Ilegal Secondary Units Through Code Enforcement; 4. Loss of Units
From Conversions to Commercial Use

F. Housing Affordability: 1. Affordability of New Housing Construction; 2. Household
Overpaying; 3. Overcrowded Households; 4. Expiration of Subsidized Section 8 Rental
Housing and Mortgage Subsidies
(Housing Element Table of Contents iii Adopted May 13, 2004-NEEDs UPDATE)

iv. INVENTORY OF LAND SUITABLE FOR RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
A. Determining Potential Housing Sites
B. Terms and Methodology: 1. Terms; 2. General Approach; 3. Specific Approach by Zoning
C. Suitability of In-Fil Housing Development Under Existing Zoning
D. Locating New Housing Development in Existing Neighborhoods and Planned Areas
E. Realization of Housing Potential: 1. Projects in the Pipeline; 2. Housing in Residential Areas

3. Housing in Neighborhood Commercial Districts; 4. Better Neighborhoods Program
5. Housing in Industrial Areas and the Eastern Neighborhoods; 6. Housing on Public Lands

VI. CONSTRAINTS TO HOUSING PRODUCTION AND CONSERVATION
A. Non-Governmental Constraints: 1. Land Availability and Costs; 2. Housing Development

Costs; 3. Infrastructure; 4. Availability of Open Space; 5. Access to Commercial and Other
Services

B. Governmental Constraints: 1. Entitlements and Permit Processing; 2. Permit Application Fees
3. Building Code Standards; 4. Transportation; 5. Infrastructure Standards;

C. Financing: 1. Private Financing Sources; 2. Public Financing Sources
D. Community Acceptance

(Housing Element Table of Contents iv Adopted May 13, 2004, NEEDS UPDATE)

VII. QUANTIFIED HOUSING GOALS

VII. APPROACHES AND RESOURCES AND TO MEET CURRENT AND
FUTURE HOUSING NEEDS

CSFN urges the Planning Deparment to extend the Housing Element 2004 scoping period to
allow full participation by the public in this extremely important process. Other CSFN members
wil be writing of other concerns. Thank you for this opportunity to paricipate in the scoping
process.

Yours truly,/~.~~
Hiroshi Fukuda, Chairman
CSFN Land Use and Housing Committee



RICHMOND COMMTY ASSOCIATION
146 18TH Avenue, San Francisco, Ca 9412 I Fax 4 I 5-386-2632

November 1 1, 2008

Mr. Bil Wycho, Environmental Review Officer
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission St., S.F. Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 9413

PROJECT TITLE: San Francisco 2004 Housing Element
CASE NO: 2007.l275E

.~U::: (;1:111120

¡ 2i/IT'(& 2008
Pl-ANN£qUNT'r 0

'ìP;:RDE:PARr~, 'F SF
Aì/ONs "/ËNì ..

Dear Mr. Wycho:

The Richmond Community Association urges the Planning Department to update the House
Element 2004 Data and Needs Analysis thought October 2008. An Environmental Impact
Report must be accurate, adequate, complete, and sufficient, and this canot be done unless a
current data and needs analysis is completed. Data and needs analysis is necessary to formulate
objectives, policies and implementation plans.

The Richmond Community Association also believes the following needs to be included in the
Housing Element 2004 environmental process:

1. What type of housing and transportation system wil there be for seniors who are
projected to be 40% of SF residents in year 2030? (Many Seniors don't bike &
hike)

2. How many off street parking spaces are there in SF now and projected for 2030.
3. How many autos are there in SF now and projected for 2030?
4. How many street parking spaces are there in SF now and projected for 2030?
5. How many of projected 782,560 workers in 2030 wil reside in SF?
6. What is median income of new jobs?

7. What is the projected cost of housing i.e. home, condos, rentals in 2030?
8. What is the penalty for not meeting State mandated production targets? Are

other cities and counties meeting their production targets, and if not how do they
compare to SF?

9. How will SF meet the water demands of its own increased population, and the
increased demands from the other cities that obtain their water from the SF water
system in 2030?

10. What is the sewer capacity now and what will it be in 2030?
11. How many of the residents in the new mid-rises and new high rises will be able

to reside in their homes after a major 7.5 earthquake?

The Richmond Community Association urges the Planning Department to extend the Housing
Element 2004 scoping period to allow full participation by the public in this extremely importnt
process. Thank you for this opportunity to participate in the scoping process.

Yours truly,

a~/I ¡;ÄL
£~shi Fhkuda, President

Richmond Community Association
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November 6, 2008

Bil Wycko
San Francisco Planning ~partment
1650 Mission Street Suite 400
San Francisco CA 94103

Re: Case No. 2007.1275E
San Francisco Housing Element EIR Public Scoping Meeting

Mr Wycko,

The following points should be analyzed in the 2004 San Francisco Housing Element EIR:

I.) How is the 2004 Housing Element in conflict with the General Plan?

2.) Is the baseline data accurate from which the city can accurately determine actual quality,
nature and/or degree of impact?

3.) Traffic and parking congestion: wil the EIR state what 1he mitigation measures will be?

4.) NC- T classification isnew to 2004 HE: what are the environmental effects?

5.) Water: With the proposed increase in population how will the demand for increased water be
met with drought occurring more frequently due to changing weathet?
a. How is the water 9.pply protected from seismic events?

6.) Noise: Wil increase density and trafc expose preset and future populations to excessive

ambient noise in residential neighborhoods?
a. What effect does this have on individuals, ie. stress

7.) Fire, Police and Emergency Services: What is the master plan for evacuatin out of the city

with increases in day workers and increased population with only one land exit?

8.) What is the master plan for heath and safety of the city's population that will need to leave the
city in emergency situations?

9.) How wil community safety be in!lired by the police and fire departments if there is an
increased population?

10.)00 the H.E. Implementations have cwnulative effects i.e. air quality, traffc, density, crime,
when viewed in connection with 1he effects of a future with increased population, population
density and trafc?

a.~Wh~at psychological effect mig~t this have on the population in the futue?

/ /i' ,r~/ ' ~~J ~l(¿j,,' 'L-4
Gary NOguer; (
President



JUDIT BERKOWITZ
1322 Florida Street

San Francisco CA 94110
(415)824~617

sfj berk(gac.com

November 6, 2008

Bill Wycko
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street Suite 400
San Francisco CA 94103

Re: Case No. 2007.1275E
San Francisco Housing Element EIR Public Scoping Meeting

Mr Wycko,

Please analyze the following points in the 2004 San Francisco Housing Element ElR:

1.) The interpretie text for Policy 111 calls for maximum paiing standards. This is one of 1he policies
the court said was new and had to be analyzed in 1he 2004 EIR. The new NC- T zoning classification
has one paking space 1 per every 2 units which is a maximum paiking standard. The 1990
Residence Element did not call for maximum paiing rezoning. Will the 2004 Housing Element EIR
analyze the potential environmental effects of the new NC- T zoning classification which you
adopted in connection wi1h the Maiet-Octavia plan?

2.) Wht work programs listed at the end of1he Housing Element will be analyzed as par of the project in
the 2004 Housing Element EIR: Market-Octavia area plan, 1he Eastern neighborloods area plan,
Rincon Hil, etc.?

3.) How do you define the project 1hat the 2004 Housing Element EIR will consider? The Housing
Element states that your goal was to increase the capacity of the city for housing by rezoning but
does not state how much increased capacity was sought. How much increased housing capacity was
your goal in 2oo4?

4.) Ifnew policies were added to the 2004 HE but nothing is built under 1hose policies until 2009, are you
going to evaluate 1heir environmental effects in the 2009 environmental document?

5.) How wil the 2009 Housing Element differ from that of2004, and wil you prepare an EIR on 1he
2009? Are you doing one big document for the 2009 update consisting of the 2004 proposa and 1he
propose 2009 update or two separate documents?

Than you.

~. cerely, L
.~ :~/a~lltJ

( J dith Beikowitz~/
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
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KATHRYN R. DEVINCENZI
A TTORNEY AT LAW

22 IRIS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94118-2727

Telephone: (415) 221-4700
Facsimile: (415) 346-3225

BY HAND DELIVERY N 0 v C rn h t:r 12, 2008

City and County of San Francisco
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Attn: Bill Wycko

Re: San Francisco 2004 Housing Element EIR

Case No.: 2007.l275E

I am the attorney for San Franciscans for Livable Neighborhoods, the association of
fourteen (14) neighborhood organizations, which successfully sued the City and County of San
Francisco ("City") and achieved the decision of the Court of Appeal which requires the City to
prepare the environmental impact report ("EIR") at issue. This EIR must comply with the
requirements of the decision of the Court of Appeal in all respects.

The EIR must analyze each and every potentially significant environmental impact which
could result from the changes from the 1990 Residence Element that are embodied in the 2004
Housing Element or the proposed project. Such changes include, without limitation, changes in
the language of objectives, policies, interpretative text, implementation actions, work programs,
data, needs analysis, narrative discussions, and all other language contained in the housing
element amendments under analysis in the EIR. The EIR must identify each and every change in
language from the 1990 Residence Element that is embodied in the 2004 Housing Element or
project, including without limitation changes in each of the previously described matters, Such
changes also include, without limitation, the changes described in the May 13,2004 San
Francisco Planning Commission Resolution No.1 6787 (the approval resolution for the 2004
housing element update and revision, a copy of which is attached as Exhibit 1 hereto). The
matters set forth in that approval resolution include without limitation the "update and revision of
the Housing Element" which contains:

"a) an assessment of housing needs and an inventory of resources and constraints to

meet housing needs;
b) a comprehensive set of objectives and policies addressing construction and

conservation of housing, affordability and citywide and regional housing
concerns;

c) an action program to implement the policies and achieve the goals and objectives

of the Housing Element;
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d) targets for construction of almost 20,400 new housing units...."

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND EIR SCOPE

CEQA requires an accurate, stable, finite project description in order to provide a baseline
for the analysis of alternatives and mitigation measures which could reduce or eliminate
significant effects of the project under analysis. The City must clearly define the project which is
under environmental review and the objectives of that project. The EIR must clearly state the
objectives of the changes to the 1990 Residence Element, including without limitation the
approximate number of new housing units which is the project's goal or objective, with any
pertinent affordability targets for such housing, and the time period in which the City seeks to
realize the pertinent construction targets.

The EIR must analyze each and every potentially significant impact on the environment
which could result from any and all changes in implementation measures, proposed zoning,
proposed area plans, area plans approved between May 13, 2004 and the date of issuance of the
notice of preparation of this EIR and any zoning approved between May 13,2004 and the date of
issuance of the notice of preparation of this EIR that relates to residential or mixed use housing.
The EIR must identify each area plan or rezoning which the City approved after May 13,2004 in
which the City relied in whole or in part on any change from the 1990 Residence Element.

The EIR must clarify the confusion as to the nature of the project. Is the project intended
only to produce enough new housing units to meet the City's share of the regional housing needs
allocation ("RHA") as determined by the Association of Bay Area Governments ("ABAG") or
the California Department of Housing and Community Development ("HCD") or other
applicable governent agencies, and, if so, for what time period does the proposed project seek
to achieve that goal? If not, what is the goal of the proposed proj ect and amendments to the
housing element at issue, including without limitation the quantified objectives for the new
housing unit goal which the project seeks to achieve? If the proposed project and housing
element amendments seek to increase the City's capacity for housing through measures such as
zoning changes or new area plans, the EIR must clearly state the amount of increased capacity
which is sought and identify the areas of the City which the City may seek to rezone or subject to
new area plans to achieve increased capacity.

Page 4 of the City's October 8, 2008 Notice of Preparation states that the "January 1999-
June 2006 RHNA prepared by ABAG provides the basis for the 2004 Housing Element" and
states that "San Francisco's share of the regional housing need for this period was calculated as
20,372 units." However, page 5 of the City's October 8, 2008 Notice of Preparation states that
ABAG's "new RHNA projections for 2007-2014" total 31,193 units, " an additional 10,800
units, a considerable increase in housing over the previous planning period." As part of a clear
project description, the EIR must explain that each new housing unit constructed (or permitted,
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depending on the applicable criteria, which the City must disclose in the EIR) after conclusion of
the January 1999-June 2006 planning period wil count toward the RHNA target for the 2007-
2014 period and that these targets are not additive. That is, over 50,000 units are not the RHNA
target for the two periods. The EIR must explain that at the conclusion of the January 1999-June
2006 planning period, the targets for that period no longer apply and the targets for the new
2007-2014 planning period are the only RHNA targets that apply. Obviously, since the January
1999-June 2006 planning period is over, it would make no sense to take actions designed to meet
those now-inapplicable targets. However, the EIR must analyze the potentially significant
impacts on the environment of the new residential units constructed from January 1999-June
2006 using different construction standards from those set forth in the 1990 Residence Element,
together with feasible alternatives and mitigation measures which could reduce or eliminate
impacts. Many members of the public are confused about the Notice of Preparation's reference
to goals for the prior planning period, and the resulting inadequate project description and
baseline, and the EIR must clarify these issues and provide a clear project description and
baseline.

The EIR may not merely propose to readopt the 2004 Housing Element without any
changes to it or readopt the matters set forth in SF Planning Commission Resolution No.1 6787
without any changes to those matters, because if it did, the City's action and environmental
review process would be a prohibited after-the-fact rationalization for an action taken in violation
of CEQA.

The EIR must specifically identify each area of the City, including each neighborhood,
neighborhood commercial area, transit corridor, or other area which could be subjected to the
changes from the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the 2004 Housing Element or proposed
project.

The EIR must contain a description of each and every subsequent project that would be
within the scope of the program EIR for the 2004 Housing Element amendments or proposed
project, and provide sufficient information with regard to the kind, size, intensity and location of
the subsequent projects, including but not limited to, all of the following:

A) The specific type of project anticipated to be undertaken.
B) The maximum and minimum intensity of any anticipated subsequent project, such

as the number of residences in a residential or mixed use development, and with
regard to a public works facility, its anticipated capacity and service area.

C) The anticipated location and alternative locations for any development projects.
D) A capital outlay or capital improvement program, or other scheduling or

implementing device that governs the submission and approval of subsequent
projects.
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The EIR must contain a description of potential impacts of anticipated subsequent
projects for which there is not sufficient information reasonably available to support a full
assessment of potential impacts in the program EIR. (Public Resources Code §21 157) The EIR
must state whether wil be used as or serve as a master EIR under Public Resources Code
§21l57. If environmental assessments for any anticipated subsequent projects would tier off the
EIR for the 2004 Housing Element amendments or proposed project, the EIR must identify all
such anticipated subsequent projects.

REASONABLE RANGE OF AL TERNA TIVES

Under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), Public Resources Code
§21,000 et seq., a public agency is prohibited from approving a project which would have one or
more significant impacts on the environment if there are feasible mitigation measures or
alternatives which could lessen or avoid those impacts. So, due to these action-forcing
requirements of CEQA, CEQA does not merely require a disclosure of impacts. The EIR must
analyze and mitigate or avoid each and every potentially significant environmental impact which
could result from each of the changes from the 1990 Residence Element that are embodied in the
2004 Housing Element or proposed project and all potential implementations of those changes.

The 2004 housing element amendments proposed major changes to the fourteen-year-old
housing element of the City's general plan which were designed to achieve a "far greater" rate of
housing production than occurred in previous years. (1 AR 82; 28 AR 7522)' "New policies
strive to expand land capacity" and "direct new housing" to certain locations, "especially in areas
well served by transit." (1 AR 82, 16,283,328) However, the proposed housing element
amendments did not quantify the amount of housing production intended. Consistent with the
requirements of Government Code §65583, the housing element must include "an action
program to implement the policies and achieve the goals and objectives of the Housing Element."
The action program portion of the City's 2004 Housing Element calls for, among other things,
imposing zoning changes in Downtown Neighborhoods (including Rincon Hill and Mid-Market
Redevelopment Areas), the Eastern neighborhoods, the Market-Octavia area, the Central
Waterfront, and in "transit-served corridors." (1 AR 328; Golick Dec.~~5-8, 10-14,41,42; 28
AR 7522; 1 AR 145; Slip Op. p. 13)

A City document discloses that these rezonings and planning efforts "will greatly expand"

, Excerpts from the certified administrative record in the legal action which required this
EIR are in the City's possession and wil be cited herein as (volume) AR (page number).
Excerpts from the Deposition of Paul McDougall will be attached as Exhibit 2 hereto and cited
as "McDougalL." The Declaration of David Golick fied in the legal action wil be attached as
Exhibit 3 hereto and cited as "Golick Dec.".
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the City's capacity for additional housing to 78,000 units, which is more than double its
additional unrealized capacity under current zoning of29,100 units. (lIAR 2806,2813-2819;
15 AR 4197) As a result of these planning efforts, the City expects to achieve construction of
30,000 new residential units between 2000 and 2025, which is 50% more than the growth
projected by the Association of Bay Area Governments ("ABAG") and believes that if it
aggressively implements its Citywide Action Plan, "more than 30,000 units could be built over
the same time period." (Id., lIAR 2813) The City has projected that the potential new housing
units under such rezoning efforts would consist of 17,000-29,000 in Eastern neighborhoods,
i 6,000 in "Better Neighborhoods/Transit Corridors," 22,000 in Downtown/Mission Bay and
10,000 in Residential Neighborhoods/Rest of City. (lIAR 2806) The staff report on the
Housing Element amendments makes it clear that "(i)ncreased housing production through
increased heights and densities wil be directed at those neighborhoods that have room for
growth, especially those that border transit and service rich districts." (8 AR 2276-2277) Further,
according to the City, eliminating the traditional requirement of one parking space for each
residential unit is "critical to meeting the City's projected housing need." (8 AR 2278)

For the first time, new and modified 2004 Housing Element policies call for
implementing increased heights and densities and reduced parking requirements in neighborhood
commercial districts throughout the City and in areas near transit corridors. (1 AR 214-217; IN
135,175; 8 AR 2276) To implement high density policies in neighborhood commercial areas,
the City designed a new type of zoning known as Transit-Oriented Neighborhood Commercial
"NCT" zoning, which provides financial incentives designed to stimulate construction by
increasing the height and density of structures and reducing or eliminating costly parking
requirements. (9 AR 2306-2307; 10 AR 2578-2580,2637-2639,2666-2667) The Housing
Element states that NCT zoning is a program under development that "should be used" to further
facilitate housing production. (1 AR 203-204) Proposed NCT zoning is also contained in the
Eastern neighborhoods planning effort. (lIAR 2833)

As the Court noted, the Housing Element was "updated to provide a policy basis for more
specifc planning efforts, such as Better Neighborhoods Program, the Eastern Neighborhoods
Community Plans for the Mission District, Bayview, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and the
downtown Neighborhoods, such as the C-3-0 District and Rincon Hill district," and that the
revised Housing Element would "frame the discussion of future Area Plans, rezoning proposals
and specific development proposals." (Slip Op. p. 7,12-13; 15 AR 4199,4186) The Court
recognized that the provisions of the revised Housing Element would guide virtually all
development, as future zoning must be consistent with the general plan under San Francisco
Planning Code § 101.I(d). (Slip Op. p. 7; see also San Francisco Charter § 4.105 mandating that
the city "prepare special area, neighborhood and other plans designed to carr out the General
Plan. ")

The EIR must analyze a reasonable range of alternatives to the proposed project,
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including without limitation an alternative which would produce enough housing to meet but not
substantially exceed the applicable RHNA target. The City does not need to approve
approximately nine (9) new area plans with associated zoning changes to increase the City's
capacity for new housing to 78,000 units. Even the 2007-2014 RHA seeks only half of that
amount.

The testimony of Paul McDougall, the manager at the California Department of Housing
and Community Development, who reviewed the City's 2004 housing element for compliance
with the requirements of State housing element law, makes clear that feasible alternatives are
available to the complete set of 2004 housing element amendments as previously approved on
May 13,2004. Mr. McDougall testified that the City's 2004 Housing Element contained
development standards designed to encourage further development or change the zoning to
increase housing capacity and that such "actions to increase the buildable envelope were beyond
the regional housing need allocation" allocated to the City of San Francisco. (McDougall p. 12,
lines 10-14, p. 13, lines 3-8; p. 34, lines 7-18, p. 60, lines 1-25, p. 61, lines 1-25, p. 62, lines 1-

25, p. 63, lines 1 -25) Standards to increase capacity are found throughout the Housing Element,
and Housing Element programs intended to increase the capacity of the City's zoning include
"different development standards, heights, bulk requirement, floor-area ratios" and "parking."
(McDougall p. 60, lines 14-25, p. 61, lines 1-3, p. 62, lines 18-25, p. 85, lines 9-25, p. 86, lines 1-
25, p. 87, lines 1-8) The City's 2004 Housing Element went further than required by HCD to
show movement toward attainment of the regional housing need allocation. (McDougall, p. 146,
lines 19-23) If the City's proposals to increase housing capacity or rezoning were omitted from
the Housing Element, the Housing Element would still be in compliance with state housing
element law because these "further encouragement policies" went "beyond the regional housing
need allocation." (Me Dougall p. 76, lines 10-14, p. 61, lines 11-25, p. 62, lines 1-25, p. 127,
lines 20-24)

Mr. McDougall explained that the City is able to demonstrate a buildable envelope
suffcient to accommodate the regional housing need allocation without changes to zoning, land
use, et cetera. (McDougall p. 58, line 25, p. 59, lines 1-25, p. 60 lines 1-25, p. 61, lines 1-25, p.
62, lines 1 - i 6) In the Data and Needs analysis of the Housing Element, the City presented an
assessment of adequate sites that demonstrated the ability to accommodate the regional housing
need allocation by relying on the existing capacity of zoning. (McDougall p. 126, lines 5-25, p.
127, lines 1-24, p. 66, lines 7-17, p. 67, lines 8-12, p. 145, lines 8-25, p. 146, lines 1-9) If 

the
land inventory in a housing element demonstrates adequate sites, then programs to make
additional capacity available are not required. (McDougall p. 58, line 25, p. 59, lines 1 - 15) Also,
the City's Housing Element did not identify constraints that required a State-mandated program
to address constraints. (McDougall p. 72, lines 4-8) If text encouraging increased capacity and
rezoning is omitted from the Housing Element, it wil still continue to comply with the 2004
requirements of state housing element law. (McDougall p. 127, lines 20-24) The City's reliance
on continuing programs was not crucial to HCD's determination, and was more in the periphery.
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(McDougall p. 53, lines 9-14)

The Housing Element itself admits that "there are more than enough in-fill housing sites
to meet projected housing needs and aggressive housing policies and programs are set to
encourage housing development." (1 AR 212; Golick Dec.~~1-4)) Government Code §65583
(a)( I) requires that a housing element contain an "analysis of population and employment trends
and documentation of projections and a quantification of the locality's existing and projected
housing needs for all income levels," and these "existing and projected needs shall include the
locality's share of the regional housing need in accordance with Section 65584." However, a
locality's Housing Element can go further than required to meet the state HCD requirements, as
the City did in the 2004 Housing Element. (Golick Dec.~4)

It is therefore clear that the 2004 housing element amendments went farther than needed
to meet RHA targets. An alternative which permits the City to meet but not substantially
exceed the applicable RHNA target must be analyzed in the EIR. The City does not need to
rezone about one-third of the City to meet RHNA targets.

The EIR must also analyze a No Project alternative consisting of continuing to implement
the 1990 Residence Element without change and without any of the area plans or rezonings
which the City approved after May 13,2004.

SIGNIFICANT IMP ACTS

The EIR must analyze in detail all significant effects on the environment that could result
from the changes to the 1990 Residence Element; any significant effect on the environment that
cannot be avoided if the project is implemented; any significant effect on the environment that
would be irreversible if the project is implemented; mitigation measures proposed to minimize
significant effects on the environment, including but not limited to, measures to reduce the
wasteful, inefficient and unnecessary consumption of energy; alternatives to the proposed
project; the growth-inducing impact of the proposed project and an explanation of any reasons
for determining that various effects on the environment of the project are not significant and
consequently have not been discussed in detail in the EIR. (Public Resources Code § 21 100)

The EIR must analyze all cumulative impacts of the project together with past, present
and probable future projects and analyze whether the project has the potential to degrade the
quality of the environment, curtail the range of the environment, or to achieve short-term, to the
disadvantage of long-term, environmental goals. The EIR must analyze whether the impacts of
the project are individually limited but cumulatively considerable. The incremental effects of an
individual project are cumulatively considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of
past projects, the effects of other current projects and the effects of probable future projects. The
EIR must analyze the effects of the changes from the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the
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proposed project's work programs, implementation actions, objectives, policies, goals and other
changes.

TRAFFIC IMPACTS AND PARKNG REDUCTION IMPACTS

The EIR must analyze the potentially significant impacts on traffic flow and intersection
conditions which could result from the project's proposed concentration of new residential
construction in neighborhood commercial areas, along transit corridors, and in the areas
described in the 2004 Housing Element work programs. The EIR must provide data as to the
baseline conditions existing on the date of issuance of the notice of preparation of this EIR as to
traffic flow conditions and traffc conditions at intersections in the morning and afternoon peak
periods in each area described in the 2004 Housing Element work programs or which could
receive rezoning or new housing construction utilizing the project's increased capacity or parking
reduction construction standards or any changes from the 1990 Residence Element. The EIR
must analyze and mitigate all potentially significant impacts on traffc flow and intersection
conditions in each such area and adopt feasible measures to mitigate or avoid all such impacts or
adopt feasible alternatives to project implementation actions which could cause such impacts.

The EIR must analyze the potentially significant impacts on traffc flow and intersection
conditions which could result from the project's addition of 

the total number of new residences
expected to be constructed using one or more project development standards that have changed
from those embodied in the 1990 Residence Element. The EIR must provide data as to the
baseline conditions existing on the date of issuance of the notice of preparation of this EIR as to
traffc flow conditions and traffc conditions at relevant locations in the City, including
intersections in the morning and afternoon peak periods in each area which could receive
construction using such development standards. The EIR must analyze and mitigate all
potentially significant impacts on traffc flow and intersection conditions in each such area and
adopt feasible measures to mitigate or avoid all such impacts or adopt feasible alternatives to
project implementation actions which could cause such impacts.

Although congested traffc conditions are expected to double in the future, (20 AR 5503,
5508, 10 AR 2741, 2746-Golick Dec. i/ 22 and Ex. G thereto), reducing parking spaces is a key
component of the 2004 Housing Element's increased capacity strategy. (Golick Dec. i/23)
Parking space reduction coupled with other proposed housing policies would increase the amount
of space available for housing development and permit taller structures. (Ibid.) San Francisco
Planning Code § 1 5 1 implements the traditional requirement of one parking space per dwelling

unit citywide, except in the downtown area or for senior and group housing arrangements. (Ibid.
and 8 AR 2278-Exhibit H attached to Golick Dec.) As explained by the Legislative Analyst to
the Board of Supervisors, the" 1 : 1 " parking requirement can reduce the height or density of
developments because only a limited number of parking spaces can be economically constructed
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given the geometry of the land parcel, thus limiting the units accompanying them. (Golick Dec. ~
23 and Ex. I thereto- lIAR 2941) The requirement can impede the ability to build up to the
height limit on a given parcel since the "total number of housing units can be limited by the
number of parking spaces that fit on the first leveL." (lIAR 2942) Relaxation of these
requirements could cause potential impacts because "(h )ousing development regulation allows
the City to control traffic and congestion and protect the environment." (lIAR 2937)

When parking spaces are scarce, vehicles spend more time circling seeking parking, and
cars traveling at low rates of speed cruising for parking emit more air pollutants than cars
traveling at higher rates of speed. (Golick Dec. ~ 24 and Exs. K thereto and J thereto, a study
finding that about thirty percent (30%) of the cars in the traffc flow were cruising for parking
and the average time it took to find a curb space was eight minutes). Allowing the City to
implement Housing Element reduced parking policies in areas identified as Housing Element
work plans would permit the City to approve projects with reduced on-site parking spaces that
could result in adverse impacts on traffic conditions and resulting air pollution from vehicle
emissions. The EIR must analyze all such potentially significant impacts and adopt feasible
measures to mitigate them. The EIR must also analyze mitigation measures for the "Transit
Oriented Neighborhood Commercial District (NC- T) Zoning" and for all Housing Element work
programs that could utilize less than one on-site parking space for each new residential unit.
(Go lick Dec. ~ 24) In connection with its Market Octavia approvals, the City approved a new
NC- T zoning classification that contains a maximum parking limitation of one parking space for
every two residential units, with parking sold separately form the unit as to new structures of ten
(10) dwelling units or more. (See SF Planning Code §§ 151. 1 and 167) Mitigation measures for
such impacts, which the EIR must evaluate and adopt, if feasible, include consideration of
retaining the traditional requirement of at least one parking space per residential unit to mitigate
the potential impact on City traffc conditions and air emissions from displaced cars cruising for
parking that could result from implementing the City's change in parking policy. (Ibid.) There is
a greater likelihood that alternatives and mitigation measures wil be adequately presented in the
citywide EIR process on the important Housing Element revision than if the City were permitted
to pursue a divide and conquer strategy of implementing the new parking reduction strategies
area by area, where citizen groups likely would possess less resources to adequately participate in
the environmental review process. (Ibid.)

Echoing comments made by Charles Ferguson at the scoping meeting on November 5, it
is essential that the City coordinate its efforts at climate control with those of 

the transportation
and energy industries as well as the state and federal governments. The direction of 

those
industries and government agencies for the next few decades, while affordable fuel cells are
developed, is toward so-called "renewable energy resources" which emit little or no carbon
molecules. The idea is to generate as much electric power nationwide as possible from such
resources. California has been and continues to be the leader in the U.S. in demanding that its
electric energy come from renewable resources. Furthermore, as the energy producers develop
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more renewable resources, the state and federal governments are seeking more and more use of
plug-in electric-powered vehicles to leverage the development of renewable energy resources
beyond the energy industry and into the transportation industry. That leverage will be
accomplished be devoting the renewable energy resources to charging up plug-in electric vehicles
at night when the electric generation resources would otherwise not be utilized. But this cannot
be accomplished if San Francisco proposes to prohibit or reduce the construction of off-street
parking in new residences. Plug-in vehicles are intended to be charged up over a five or six hour
period at night when the vehicles are parked off-street. It is impossible for residents to charge
such vehicles while parked on the streets. The effect of the City's espoused policy of
discouraging off-street parking in areas where it promotes higher density housing runs
completely counter to the effort that America at large is making toward reducing climate
warming. And, while there would be no carbon emitted were every resident of San Francisco
rode bicycles everyhere, there would also be no families, no seniors, no disabled, etc. in San
Francisco either. Accordingly, the Planning Department must assess the effect that its off-street
parking reduction or elimination policy wil have upon the greater effort to control climate
warming being made throughout the state and country. The EIR must analyze whether providing
one off-street parking space for each new residential unit is a feasible alternative or mitigation
measure which could reduce or avoid any significant impact which could result from the
proposed changes to the housing element or proposed project.

The EIR must also analyze the adverse visual impacts from vehicles parking on sidewalks
that could result from parking deficits potentially caused by changes from the 1990 Residence
Element embodied in the 2004 Housing Element or project.

Also, the City's argument that increasing residential densities in urban areas well served
by transit might significantly decrease impacts from suburban sprawl is questionable. (Golick
Dec.~ 30) The City has not submitted any data indicating that such strategy has successfully
persuaded significant numbers of families to give up the "suburban home with the white picket
fence." (Ibid.) It is highly unlikely that the types of families whose values lead them to live in
large residences in outlying suburbs such as Brentwood would choose to live in a densely
populated urban area such as San Francisco. (Ibid.) Such a family would more likely choose to
live in an alternative suburb closer to employment rather than in a densely populated urban area.
(Ibid.) The City has not pointed to any data showing that substantial numbers of people have
migrated from outlying suburbs to densely populated urban areas or changed their preference for
suburban living as a result of an opportunity to locate in dense housing in an urban center. (Ibid.)
The EIR must analyze whether the idea of constructing substantial numbers of new residences in
the City will likely have a significant effect on reduction of suburban sprawl and present any data
that supports that theory.
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The 2004 Housing Element's work programs include new area plans and rezonings for
downtown areas such as the Transbay Terminal and Rincon Hill areas. The EIR must analyze all
potential impacts on traffic from the construction of new residential units or mixed use
developments in these areas, including potential impacts on bridge approaches and arteries
leading into the downtown in both the morning and afternoon peak traffic periods.

AIR QUALITY AND NOISE IMPACTS

The EIR must analyze the adverse impacts on air quality and noise which could result
from the changes in the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the 2004 Housing Element or
project, including without limitation from the additional population which would likely be added
to the City as a result thereof and the increased vehicles miles traveled and increased noise
generated by such increases in population or traffc.

VISUAL IMPACTS
The EIR must analyze the adverse visual impacts which could result from the changes in

the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the 2004 Housing Element or project. These include
adverse impacts on neighborhood character resulting from the construction of new structures of
discordant height or bulk, or containing reduced setbacks or reduced private open space in
residential neighborhoods, neighborhood commercial areas, along transit corridors, in areas
covered by new area plans and all other potentially impacted areas. The EIR must analyze and
adopt feasible measures which would mitigate and avoid all such impacts.

The EIR must analyze the potential adverse impacts on neighborhood character,
architectural quality and historically significant structures caused by the incentives to tear down
existing structures which could result from the increased capacity measures contained in the
changes from the 1990 Residence Element, including without limitation the increases in heights
or densities and reductions in on-site parking requirements or private open space or set back
requirements the could result from the zoning changes and area plans described in 2004 Housing
Element work programs or other means which could implement the changes from the 1990
Residence Element.

WATER, PUBLIC UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES

The EIR must analyze the amount of water potentially needed by the project and whether
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the SF water system has the capacity to adequately supply the project's water needs, given the
demands for water expected from increased population of the City and the demands for water
expected from the City's customers, including the suburban jurisdictions having contracts for
water delivery from the SF PUC and any and all likely increases in those contractual
commitments to suburban customers as discussed in applicable environmental impact reports or
documents relating to negotiations for contractual water supply extensions or revisions. The EIR
must state the amount of water needed by the likely number of new residential units that could be
built in the City pursuant to the rezonings, area plans and other implementation measures
described in the 2004 Housing Element work programs and through all other potential
implementations of changes to the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the 2004 Housing
Element or project. The EIR must analyze whether the City likely can supply the water needed to
serve the expected number of new residential units that could be constructed in the City in
connection with the project or using development standards that are different from those
described in the 1990 Residence Element and analyze the effcacy of any measures proposed to
increase the City's water supply or availability

The 2004 Housing Element or proposed project call for the construction of a substantial
number of new residential units, which will cause a potentially significant increase in demand for
schools, police, fire, medical emergency, power, water, sewer, landfill, MUNI and BART
services. The EIR must analyze the potential increase which the proposed project could have on
each of these City services and other utilities and whether the City has the means or funds to
supply the anticipated increased demand for such services and utilities.

POPULA TION INCREASE AND DATA

The 2004 Housing Element contained an assertion of housing need based on 2002
economic conditions and population projections available in 2002, which is now six years out of
date. The EIR cannot base its assertion of the City's projected housing need based on out-of-date
data. (Golick Dec. ~20) Since 2004, there has been a significant change in the economic climate
and housing market, where housing prices have dropped. (Ibid.) According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, San Francisco's population declined from 776,733 in 2000 to 764,976 in 2007. (Golick
Dec. ~ 20 and Ex. E thereto) One purpose of the EIR process is to provide the public with the
opportunity to review and contest inaccurate data and analyses in the draft EIR. (Golick Dec. ~
20) If the City's Housing Element EIR were to base its objectives as to the amount of housing
needed, and analyses of alternatives thereto, on 2002 economic and population data, analyses of
alternatives calling for lesser or no expansion of the City's housing capacity based on current
population projections and economic data would be prejudiced. The project under evaluation in
the EIR must base its assertion of the need for housing on current population projections.
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The EIR must clearly state the estimated number of new residential units that could result
from construction using any project construction standards or implementation measures that have
changed from those set forth in the 1990 Residence Element, and the estimated increase in
population that would reside in those units and the estimated number of motor vehicles that
would be brought into the City by such new residents. The EIR must analyze and mitigate or
avoid all potentially significant impacts resulting from such population increases.

The Housing Element EIR must include the potential impact on the environment of the
new language in the Housing Element calling for extracting public benefits in return for
increasing the permitted density or intensity of housing, and alternatives thereto and measures
which could mitigate those effects. (Golick Dec. ~ 21) The Housing Element states that "these
density increases must be combined with the capture of some of the added development value
through the provision of public benefits." (1 AR 21 1) This statement follows the discussion of
the Citywide Action Plan ("CAP") and various areas proposed to receive increased density
housing and reduced parking requirements. (Golick Dec. ~ 21) The approach of extracting public
benefits in return for increasing permitted density of housing can create a powerful incentive for
the City to increase densities to generate additional revenues beyond the growth that they would
permit absent such an economic incentive. (Ibid.) An example of the types of significant public
benefits that can result from this approach are the new Community Improvement Impact Fees for
additional residential or commercial capacity recently adopted for the Market and Octavia
Community Improvements Fund in San Francisco Planning Code §§326-326.8 and the fees
charged for exceeding the allowable floor area ratio in the Van Ness and Market Downtown
Residential Special Use District as recently adopted in San Francisco Planning Code §§249.33,
as summarized in the excerpts from the agenda of the April 15, 2008 meeting of the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors. (Golick Dec. ~ 2land attached collective Ex. F thereto) It
appears that the increased housing capacity sought by the 2004 Housing Element is intended to
generate substantial revenue for the City rather than meet the RHA.

Very truly yours,

~~¿J~k .
Kathrn R. Devincenzi

Attachments
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Case No. 2000.4651 Resolution of Adoption

of the Update and Amendment of
the Housing Element of the General Plan.

SAN FRNCISCO

PLANNG COMMSSION

REOLUTON NO. 16787

Wheres, Secon 4.105 of the Charer of the City and Coooty of San Frcisco madates that
the Plang Deparnt sha periodically reommnd to the Boar of Supervisors for approval or
rejection proposed amndmts to the General Plan. Governt Coe 65583 requirs the Housing
Element to addrss existig and projected housing nees for all income levels and dictates some of
th content of the element. Housing Elements must also conform to periodc element update cycles

set by the stte; and

Wheres, puruant to the San Francisco Charer requiements, City Planing Commssion
adopts and matas, including necessar changes, its Gèneral Plan; and

Whereas, the Residence Element of the Master Plan (as th General Plan was then called)

was fist adopted by Resolution 6706 of 
the City Plang COllssion on Apr 8, 1971. It was later

amnded by Resolution 7417 on December 11, 1975; Resolution 8670 on July 31,1980; Resolution
8790 on Deember 11,1980; Resolution 9160 on Septembe 24, 1981; Resolution 9622 on Apr 

21,1983; and Resolution 1005 on June 28, 1984. The curent Residence Element of the General Plan
by Resolution No. 1200 on September 13, 1990; and

IWhreas, the update and revision of the Housing Element met the requirements of relevant
provisions of the Caiforna Governnt Code governing the Content of a housing element in that it
contais:

a) an assessment of housing nees and an inventory of resources and constraints to meet
housing nes;

b) a comprehensive set of objecives and policies addressing constrction and conservation
of housing, affordability and citywide and regional housing concerns;

c) an action progr to implement the policies and achieve the goals and objectives of the

Housing Element; .
d) taets for constrction of almost 20,400 new housing units, with aford ability goals

allocating housing production efforts at 26% for very low income households, 10% for
low income households, 28% for moderate income households, and 36% for above
moderate income households; and

Whereas, puruant to Plannng Code Section 340, the Planning Cormssion, in Resolution
No. 16554, initiated th intent to adopt an update and amendment of the Housing Element of the
General Plan of the City and County of San Francisco on March 27, 2003; and

OC7522
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Case No. 200.- .1M Resolution of Adoption
of the Update and Amendment of

the Housing Element of the General Plan

Whres, the Housing Element Proposal for AdopÌion incorrates commnts received by the
Plang Deparent at public heargs conducted on Marh 27, 2003, May 1,2003; June 5. 2003;
July 21, 203; and October 9.2003, and is fuer amended by the Actig Dirtor's Memoradum of
May 6, 200; and

Whre. the Plang Commssion has agreed to modifications to the Housing Element
Proposa for Adoption, speified in Exbit A. in response to neighborhoo comment, and

Wh, the Plang Commssion has agreed to additional moifications to th Housin
Element Prsal for Adoption. speified in Exbit B, following public hearg on May 13,200;
and

Whres, although cert policies have ben removed or mofied in the Housig Element,

by ths acton. the Commssion is not thereby indicating an intent to prelude futu actons; and

Whre. the Plang Commssion has reviewed, consider, and appved the inortion
contaed in th Envinmenta Review Negative Declaratioò and thus state in Resoluton No.
16786.

Now. Therefore Be It Resolved, Plannng Commssion adopts th propose updte and
amendments of the Housing Element Proposal for Adoptin; and

Be it Furer Resolved, Secreta of the Commssion shall recor the action taen in ths
Resolution on the adopted amndment and shall certfy a copy thereof to the Mayor and the Board of
Supsor, so tht the Boa of Supervsors may tae action on th amndmnt of th Genera Plan.

in accordane with the Charer.

I hereby certif that the foregoing resolution was ADOPT by the City Plang
Commssion at its reguar metig on May 13. 200.

(// ¿AV~' 'l
Commssion Secta .

AYE: Commssioners Antonini, Bradford Bell. Bil Le, and Sue Le

NOES: None

ABSEN: Commssioners Boyd and Hughes
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1 BE IT REMEMBERED, that on Tuesday,

2 August 19, 2008 commencing at the hour of 1 : 10 p.m.
3 theref, at the offces of DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
4 COMMUNllY DEVELOPMENT, 1800 3rd Street, Suite 430,
5 Sacrento, California, before me, LUANNE MEISSEN, a
6 Certified Shorthand Reporter in the State of

7 California, duly authorized to administer oaths and

8 affrmations, personally apped
9 PAUL McDOUGALL,

1 0 a witness called by the Petitioner/Plaintiff in the
11 above-entitled action, who, having been duly sworn by
12 the Certified Shortand Reporter to tell the trth,
13 the whole trth and nothing but the truth, testified
1 4 under oath as follows:

1 5 --000--
16 MS. PEARSON: Should I jump in and give my
1 7 objecions now?

18 MS. DEVINCENZI: Well, let's state all of
1 9 our appeaces first.
20 MS. PEARSON: Okay.
2 1 MS. DEVINCENZI: I think we should state all
22 of our appeces for the record since we have quite
2 3 a few counsel in the room.

2 4 I am Kath Devincenz. And I am the

25 attorney for the Plaintiff, San Fraciscans for

6 8

i Livable Neighborhoods, in the case where the Court of

2 Appeal required the Environmental Impact Report.

3 And now I would like to ask your counsel to
4 state their names for the record, please.

5 MR. LOVINGTON: My name is Mark Lovington.
6 I'm the Assistant Chief Counsel with the Deparment
7 of Housing and Community Development on behalf of the
8 deponent Paul McDougall.

9 MS. DEVINCENZI: Thank you.
10 MS. SMITH: My name is Shaleen
1 i Schmutzr-Smith. I'm Staff Counsel with the
12 Depaent of Housing and Community Development on

13 behalf of deponent Paul McDougalL.

14 MS. PEARSON: And I'm Audrey Pearon. I'm a
15 Deputy City Attorney of San Fracisco, representing
16 the Respondent, City and County of San Francisco.

1 7 --000--
18 EXAMINA nON BY MS. DEVINCENZI
19 Q. Okay. Mr. McDougall, would you please state

2 0 your full name for the record.

2 i A. Including middle?

22 Q. Sure.
23 A. Paul Sinclair McDougalL.

24 Q. Okay. Now--
25 MS. PEARSON: Can I jump in and give my

Esquire Deposition Services
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1 objections now? 1 don't believe there is any information that wil be
2 MS. DEVINCENZI: Yes. Counsel wishes to 2 elicited today that is confidential and would
3 make her general objection for the record. 3 outweigh the need for disclosure. And I am sure that
4 MS. PEARSON: I just wanted to object to 4 your counsel wil assert attorney-client or
5 this proceeding to the extent that it seeks discovery 5 work-product privilege to any question that I may ask
6 that is unavailable under the Civil Code of Procedure 6 that might invade it.
7 Section 1085. 7 And, clearly, the City submitted evidence
8 We object to the extent that any of the 8 outside the administrative record to the court in
9 questions call for testimony reflecting the 9 connection with a pending writ motion, and discovery

10 Governent's deliberative process or decision-making 10 is permtted as to this collateral matter of the
11 process. 11 scope of injunctive relief.
12 We object to the extent that any of the 12 I don't want to belabor the point, that's
13 questions call for testimony protected by Evidence 13 just a basic outline of my response to your
14 Code 1040, which provides the statutory privilege for 14 objections.
15 offcial information. 15 Q. Okay. Mr. McDougall, please tell us what
16 And we object to the extent it calls for 16 position you occupy here.
17 testimony protected by the attorney-client privilege 17 A. Housing Policy Manager.
18 or the work-product doctrne. 18 Q. And how long have you held that position?
19 And the City objects to the extent that it 19 A. Six year. Oh, excuse me, position

20 calls for testimony that's not relevant to the 20 roughly a year.
21 subject matter of this litigation. 21 Q. Roughly a year. But how long have you been
22 And Ms. Devincenz has stipulated that the 22 with HCD in total?
23 objections can be throughout this deposition, and 1 23 A. Since 2001. So seven year, I guess.
24 do not nee to state these objections after every 24 Q. 2001. Seven year. Okay. And what other
25 auestion that she asks. 25 Dositions have vou held?

10 12

1 MS. DEVINCENZI: I agree that you need not 1 A. Housing Policy Specialist, and Housing
2 restate them -- 2 Policy Representative II.
3 MS. PEARSON: Okay. Thank you. 3 Q. And what are you now again?
4 MS. DEVINCENZI: - after every question. 4 A. Housing Policy Manager.
5 I do want to make clear that I believe the 5 Q. Manager. Okay. Now, what are your duties
6 objections ar completely unwaranted, positively 6 as Housing Policy Manager?
7 Nixonian. 7 A. I review housing elements, review other
8 And as to the deliberative or 8 reviews of housing elements, in addition to
9 decision-makng process objection, the Planning 9 managing staff.

10 Deparent and Board of Supervisors were the decision 10 Q. Okay. Now, are you the person that is in
11 makers on the issue of whether an EIR was required, 11 charge of reviewing San Fracisco's Housing Element
12 and HCD was not the decision maker there. 12 at HCD?
13 And, fuer - 13 A. I was the reviewer as the
14 MR LOVINGTON: So you are not going to 14 representative, and also in the recent request.
15 inquire as to any decisions made by HCD; is that what 15 Q. Okay. Did anyone else at HCD paricipate
16 I'm getting from that statement? 16 with you that you were managing that reviewed the
17 MS. DEVICENZI: Well, HCD is a percipient 17 San Fracisco element?

18 witness in this case, and one of their letters has 18 A. No.
19 been submitted to the court and I wil be inquiring 19 Q. No. So you are the man?
20 as to the decision-making process behind that letter. 20 A. Well, it's a combination of, you know,
21 MR. LOVINGTON: And I'll preserve my 21 my boss, Cathy Creswell, me, and counseL.

22 objection. 22 MR. LOVINGTON: Can we clarfY as to what
23 MS. DEVICENZI: And you can preserve your 23 time fre we are talking about here as "the man"?

24 objection to that. 24 MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay.
25 As to the offcial information privilege, I 25 MR. LOVINGTON: Because this goes back to

3 (Pages 9 to 12)
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1 earlier. 1 is the proper response.
2 MS. DEVINCENZI: Yes. 2 MS. DEVINCENZI: Yes.
3 MR. LOVINGTON: So I guess since when have 3 MR. LOVINGTON: Is that right,
4 you been in charge of or the person charged with 4 Mr. McDougall?
5 reviewing the San Francisco Housing Element? 5 TH WITNESS: Yes.
6 THE WITNESS: I reviewed the Adopted Housing 6 MR. LOVINGTON: This appears to be.
7 Element, which I believe was around 2004, and then 7 MS. DEVICENZI: WelI, I have your original
8 also evaluated the recent request. 8 fies here. Would you like to compare it with the
9 MR LOVINGTON: But the 2004 Housing Element 9 original documents?

10 was your initial -- 10 MR. LOVIGTON: No, I'm not even sure--
11 THE WITNESS: Yes. 11 that would tae too much time.
12 MR. LOVIGTON: -- involvement with the 12 But is that suffcient for you?
13 Housing Element? Okay. 13 MS. PEARSON: That letter is in the
14 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. That's fine. 14 administrtive record. I don't think we need to

15 Now, as you know, I recently served a public 15 authenticate it.
16 records request to your deparment. And were you 16 MS. DEVICENZI: Well, we may have to
17 involved in assembling documents in response to that? 17 compar it with the original fie if we don't get a
18 A. Yes. 18 clear yes on a couple of them. 

19 Q. And did you review the documents that were 19 Q. Okay. I downloaded from your Web site the
20 produced in response to that request? 20 Housing Element Compliance Report which is a
21 A. Yes. 21 document that I have marked as Exhibit 2. And it is
22 Q. Okay. First, I'm going to ask you to 22 entitled, "Housing Element Compliance Report" as of
23 authenticate some documents from your fie that were 23 August 13, 2008.
24 produced to me. 24 Do you recognize Exhibit 2 as a copy of your 

25 What I'm going to suggest. Counsel. is that 25 DeDarents Housing Element Comoliance ReDort as

14 16

1 I just mark them for identification, then when we get 1 contained on your Web site as of August 13, 2008?
2 to the questions I'll hand you a copy. 2 A. Yes, I recognize it as that.
3 Is that all right? 3 (Exhibit 3 was marked.)
4 MR. LOVIGTON: Sure. 4 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. Now,
5 (Exhibit I was marked.) 5 Exhibit 3 is a memoradum from your fie from the
6 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Mr. McDougall, I'm going 6 San Francisco Planning Deparment, which I
7 to show you a document that has been marked as 7 believe is undated.
8 Exhibit I. It is a letter on the heading of the 8 Do you recognize Exhibit 3 as a copy of a
9 "Deparent of Housing and Community Development," 9 document in your fie? And by, "your fie," I mean

10 dated October 28, 2004, to Mr. Gerald Green, signed 10 the fies of the Department of Housing and Community
11 by Cathy E. Creswell, Deputy Director. 11 Development.
12 I ask you to pleas teii me if Exhibit I is 12 A. No, I don't recognize this one.
13 a tre and corrct copy of the identified document as 13 Q. Okay. By the way, I have here your original
14 contained in the fies of the Deparment of Housing 14 fies. And there is one here entitled, "San
15 and Community Development? 15 Fracisco Housing Element Informal-Received

16 A. Yes. 16 8-8-2007."
17 You want me to stk them over here or do 17 Do you know if any documents were removed
18 you want them back? 18 from this fie before it was produced to me?
19 Q. Yes, just leave them right there is fine, 19 A. Not to my knowledge, no, no documents
20 and we'll get back to them. 20 were reviewed - I mean, removed.
21 (Exhbit 2 was marked.) 21 Q. Mr. McDougall, the way your fies were
22 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Now, Exhbit 2 -- pardon 22 produced to me, in front of the fie I just mentioned
23 me. 23 there were a set of documents that were not in a
24 MR. LOVINGTON: I'm sorr, without reading 24 manila folder but they were inside of a rubberband.
25 this in its entirety, "This appear to be," I think, 25 Do you remember whether these documents were
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1 taen from some folder? 1 dated March 6, 2008.
2 A. Those were printed e-mails, I'm prett 2 Is Exhibit 5 a tre and correct copy of
3 sure. 3 an e-mail from the fies of the Deparment of
4 Q. Oh, those were printed e-mails. I see. 4 Housing and Community Development?
5 Okay. 5 A. It appear, yes.
6 Now, did you pnnt out the e-mails to 6 (Exhibit 6 was marked.)
7 respond to the document request? 7 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Exhibit 6 is a
8 A. Yes. 8 document entitled, "Draft" addressed to John
9 Q. Okay. 9 Rahaim, R-a-h-a-i-m, Director of Planning, with

10 MR. LOVIGTON: I note this is page 2. 10 the signatu line for Cathy E. Creswell, Deputy

11 Apparently, it's labeled as page 2. I don't know 11 Dirctor.
12 what page i might be. 12 And I ask you if you recognze Exhibit 6 as
13 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Yes. Well, it's from 13 a copy of a Draft document from the fies of
14 your files somewhere. Now, let's see, well, maybe 14 Deparment of Housing and Community Development?
15 we'll do the other ones and tae a break on this one. 15 A. Yes, to the best of my knowledge.
16 Let me ask you this: Ths document states 16 (Exhbit 7 was marked.)

17 here, "As we noted in previous letters (attched) the 17 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. Now, I show
18 substace of these policies and implementation 18 you a docwnent that has been marked Exhbit 7.
19 measures continue to exist elsewhere in our General 19 It is a letter on the letterhead of San Fracisco
20 Pian and in our City's continuing progr, so we 20 Planng Deparent, dated Augut i, 2007, to
21 would continue to pursue them in other ways." 21 Cathy E. Creswell, C-r-e-s-w-e-I-I, Deputy
22 Do you recall receiving a communication from 22 Director of the Deparent of Housing and
23 the City that said that? 23 Communty Development, from Matthew O. Franklin,
24 A. Possibly the fall correspondence 2007. 24 Director, Mayots Offce of Housing, and Dean
25 0. Yes. So what folder would that have been 25 Macns Plannl! Director.

18 20

1 in? 1 And it refers on page 2, "We have attched
2 A. It should be the same one, informaL. 2 for your consideration a version of the San Fracisco
3 Q. The informal, it should be in the informal? 3 Housing Element, that has been amended to address the
4 Let's tr it again. 4 policies which have been deemed by the Court to
5 A. It might also be par of your later 5 require an Environmental Impact Report," and it
6 exhibits. 6 contains an attchment consisting of Part II
7 Q. Okay. Well, we'll have to take a break, I 7 Objectives, Policies, and Implementation Progrms.
8 guess, and get back to that one. 8 And I ask you is Exhibit 7 a tre and
9 Let me get you to authenticate the other 9 correct copy of a document bearng that date

10 ones first. 10 contained in the fies of the Deparent of Housing 

11 (Exhibit 4 was marked.) 11 and Community Development?
12 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I' show you a 12 A. Yes, it appear to be.
13 document marked Exhibit 4. It's a letter dated 13 Q. Than you.
14 April 2, 2008, from the Deparent of Housing and 14 A. (Inaudible.)
15 Community Development, to Mr. John Rahaim, 15 THE REPORTER: I'm sorr, what?
16 R-a-h-a-i-m, Director of Planning, San Fracisco 16 THE WITNESS: I can't talk to my
17 Planing Deparent. 17 counsel?
18 And I ask you is Exhibit 4 a tre and 18 MS. DEVINCENZI: What you say is supposed to
19 corrct copy of a letter by that date that is 19 be on the record.
20 contained in the fies of the Deparent of Housing 20 TH WITNSS: I'm sorr.
21 and Community Development? 21 MR. LOVINGTON: We can go off the record if

22 A. It appear, yes. 22 you want to, Paul, or we can go out of the room if
23 (Exhibit 5 was marked.) 23 you want to.
24 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. Exhibit 5 is 24 MS. DEVICENZI: Yes, you can.
25 an e-mail from Sar Dennis to Paul McDougall 25 MR. LOVINGTON: If you want to do that, feel
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1 free to let me know or Shale en know. 1 (Exhibit 14 was marked.)
2 MS. DEVICENZI: All right. What number is 2 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. Now, I have a
3 that? 3 document that I've marked Exhibit 14, which is
4 MR. LOVIGTON: This is Number 7. 4 entitled, "City of San Fracisco Review of
5 MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. We have 7. 5 Proposed Inoperative Policies to the Adopted
6 (Exhibit 8 was marked.) 6 Housing Element Augut 2007."
7 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. Exhbit 8 is a 7 And I ask you is ths a tre and correct
8 copy of an e-mail from Sarah Dennis to Paul 8 copy of a document in the fies of the Deparent of
9 McDougall, dated Augut 8, 2007, with an attched 9 Housing and Community Development?

10 document called "City of San Fracisco Review of 10 A. Yes.
11 Proposed Inoperative Policies to the Adopted Housing 11 Q. And did your deparent produce that
12 Element 2007," which is a two-page document. 12 document?
13 I'd like to ask you if Exhibit 8 is a tre 13 A. Yes.
14 and corrct copy of that e-mail, with the two-page 14 Q. Okay. Did you write it?
15 attchment, as contained in the fies of the 15 A. Yes.
16 Deparment of Housing and Community Development? 16 Q. Okay.
17 MS. PEARSON: Could you state what the 17 A. I prepard it.
18 attchment is again? 18 Q. You prepared it?
19 MS. DEVICENZI: Sure. 19 A. Yeah.
20 MR. LOVIGTON: The attchment is, "City of 20 Q. Was it reviewed by counsel also?
21 San Fracisco Review of Proposed Inoperative Policies 21 A. By-
22 to the Adopted Housing Element Augut 2007" is the 22 MR. LOVIGTON: That's attorney-client
23 heading. 23 privilege. And I'll instrct the deponent not to
24 MS. PEARSON: Thank you. 24 answer that.
25 THE WITNSS: This isn't correct. 25 O. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: And is that the final

22 24

1 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: What's not correct about 1 version of the document?
2 it? 2 A. Uh-huh.
3 A. This is our internal review notes, the 3 THE REPORTER: Is that yes?
4 Deparent's. And then her attchments ar 4 THE WITNESS: Yes.
5 something different, that's from the City. 5 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: You have to answer
6 Q. What were her attchments? 6 audibly.
7 A. I believe they were the same thing as 7 A. Sorr .
8 this. 8 Q. It's okay.
9 Q. As in Exhibit 7 attchments? 9 (Exhibit 9 was marked.)

10 A. Corrct. This same e-mail got sent 10 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. Exhibit 9 is a
11 three times because it kept bouncing back. 11 five-page document dated August i, 2007, on the
12 Q. I see. It wasn't clear what was supposed to 12 heading of the San Fracisco Planning Deparent.
13 be attched to what from your fie. 13 It's a letter to Cathy E. Creswell, Deputy Director
14 A. Okay. 14 of the Deparent of Housing and Community
15 Q. Because the staples had been removed. 15 Development, from Dean Macris and Matthew O.
16 Okay. Let's break that one down then. 16 Frain.
17 Let's do that over again. We'll separte them. I'm 17 And I ask you if Exhibit 9 is a tre and
18 remarking Exhibit 8. 18 correct copy of the document from the fies of the
19 Exhibit 8 is now a two-page document 19 Deparent of Housing and Community Development?
20 consisting of an e-mail, a copy of an e-mail from 20 A. Yes, it appear to be.
21 Sar Dennis to Paul McDougall, dated Augut 8, 2007. 21 Q. Than you. Let me see the last number.
22 And is this a tre and correct copy of an 22 A. I'm sorr.

23 e-mail in the fies of the Deparent of Housing and 23 Q. I just got some of these this morning, so
24 Community Development? 24 pleae bear with me.

25 A. Yes, it appear to be. 25 A. Certinly.
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1 (Exhibit 10 was marked.) 1 document marked Exhibit 13. It's a copy of an
2 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Exhibit 10 is a 2 e-mail from Paul McDougall to Amit Ghosh dated
3 document entitled, "CAP San Francisco's Downtown 3 August 3, 2004, with handwnting on it.
4 Neighborhoos Initiative." 4 I ask you if Exhibit 13 is a tre and
5 And is Exhibit 10 a tre and correct copy of 5 correct copy of a document contained in the fies of
6 a document contained in the fies of Deparent of 6 Deparment of Housing and Community Development?
7 Housing and Community Development? 7 A. I have to admit four years ago is a bit
8 A. Yes, it appear to be. These are 8 fu, but it appears so.

9 attchments to the Augut 1 correspondence. 9 Q. Is that your handwnting?
10 Q. SO these were attchments to the August 1st 10 A. Yes, to the best of my knowledge it is.
11 correspondence, which is Exhibit 7? 11 Q. Okay. Now I'd like to tae a five-minute
12 A. No. 12 break to try to find where Exhibit 3 is in the fie.
13 MR. LOVIGTON: The e-maiL. 13 Is that okay with everybody?
14 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Oh, the e-mail? 14 MS. PEARSON: That's fine.
15 A. No. There is two Augut 1st 15 (Recess.)
16 correspondence that's referenced in the e-maiL. 16 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: By the way, I have your
17 Q. That's true. 17 witness fee here, $35. It's required by the
18 A. And the second in the bottom of your 18 Government Code.
19 stack has the links. 19 Mr. McDougal1, the documents that were
20 Q. Al1 nght. So the CAP was an attchment to 20 produced from your offce, most of them were in a
21 the Exhibit 9, is that nght, which is an August i 21 manila folder, but there was a set on the top inside
22 correspondence? 22 of this rubberband. And you said those were from the
23 A. Yes. I think these are the rest of 23 review file; is that what you cal1ed them?
24 yours. 24 A. Mostly my e-mail fies.
25 O. Ril!ht. Okay. So Exhibit 10 was an 25 0. Oh this was mostlv vour e-mail fies?

26 28

1 attchment to Exhibit 9; is that correct? 1 A. Yes.
2 A. I believe so. 2 Q. Did you put together the documents that were
3 (Exhibit i 1 was marked.) 3 contained within the rubberband?
4 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. I'll show you 4 A. I prepared - not prepared, but I went
5 a document that's been marked Exhibit 11, and 5 though the informal folder you have nght there,
6 it's entitled, "CAP Overview of the Cityide 6 and then pnnted out my e-mails, and then those
7 Action Plan 2006." 7 were provided to our legal division.
8 And I ask you if Exhibit I 1 is a true copy 8 MR. LOVINGTON: I believe I put the
9 of a document contained in the fies of the 9 rubberband around the e-mails.

10 Deparent of Housing and Community Development? 10 MS. DEVINCENZI: You put the rubberband
11 A. Yes, it appear. 11 around the e-mails?
12 Q. Yes. And was this also an attchment to 12 MR. LOVINGTON: Yes. The copies of the
13 Exhibit 9? 13 e-mail fie.

14 A. I'm prett sure. 14 MS. DEVINCENZI: Shal1 we cal1 it the

15 (Exhibit 12 was marked.) 15 rubberband set?
16 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. I'll show you 16 MR. LOVINGTON: Fine.

17 Exhibit 12, which is a copy of an e-mail from 17 MS. DEVINCENZI: The rubberband set begins
18 Sarah Dennis to Paul McDougal1, dated Fnday, 18 with an e-mail to Mr. McDougal1 from Sarah Dennis,
19 March 21, 2008. 19 then it has the August I Cathy Creswell letter,
20 I ask you if Exhibit 12 is a tre and 20 letter to Cathy Creswell, then another August I
21 correct copy of a document in the fies of the 21 letter to Cathy CreswelL.
22 Deparent of Housing and Community Development? 22 MR. LOVIGTON: Is that a copy of the same

23 A. Yes, it appear to be. 23 one or is that another one?
24 (Exhibit 13 was marked.) 24 MS. DEVINCENZI: No, there are two. There
25 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I show you a 25 are two August I letters, yeah.
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i MR. LOVINGTON: Because there were multiple
2 copies.

3 MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. And then after the
4 two different Augut I letters, then there is the
5 document entitled, "Draft," to John Raaim, two-page
6 document, with a signatue line for Cathy CreswelL.
7 And the next document is Exhibit 3, which is an
8 untitled letter purporting to be from the
9 San Francisco Planing Deparent, 1650 Mission,

10 Suite 400.
1 i Did you put the rubberband around the stack

12 with that document in it, sir?
13 MR. LOVINGTON: Perhaps I did. I don't -- I
i 4 didn't review all of them carefully.

15 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Does Exhibit 3 appear to
16 be an e-mail?
17 A. It appear to be an e-maiL.
18 Q. Okay. Could this be an e-mail where the top
19 of it is cut off
2 0 A. It could.
21 Q. The bottom of this says, "See attched fie:
22 Memo to HCD 8-1-07 San Francisco Housing
23 Element.doc." And it's from Sarah A. Dennis, AICP
24 Senior Planner Manager, Plans and Programs,

25 San Francisco Planning Deparment.

1 Do you recall receiving an e-mail from

2 Ms. Dennis to which there was a San Fracisco Housing

3 Element doc attched?

4 A. That says 8-1 on it?
5 Q. "Memo to HCD 8-1-07, Other Policies &
6 Progrms. doc. "
7 A. Yes.
8 Q. You do. Now, what was the attched memo to

9 HCD 8-1-07?
10 A. I believe the two pieces of
1 1 correspondence dated 8- 1-07.
12 Q. Okay. So, in all likelihood, this was an
13 e-mail sent to you on August I, '07; isn't that
14 right?
15 A. It's possible.
16 Q. Could you go check your e-mail?

1 7 A. I could.
18 Q. Could you do that and see if you can print
19 this document out, Exhibit 3, from your fie, so that
2 0 we can authenticate it? Because it's cut off.
2 1 A. Sure.
22 Q. Okay.
23 A. Another break?
24 Q. Yes.
25 (Recess.)

8 (Pages 29 to 32)
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1 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Let's go back on the
2 record.

3 Mr. McDougall, did you just check your
4 e-mail?

5 A. Yes.
6 Q. And did you just print out a copy of an
7 e-mail from Sar Dennis to you dated March 6, 2008,

8 to which was attched another e-mail?

9 And let me ask you this: The documents

i 0 marked Exhbit 5 and 3, did you just print these out
i i from your computer?

i 2 A. Ar they copies?

i 3 Q. Are the documents that are marked Exhbit 5

i 4 and 3 a tre and corrct copy of a document that you

i 5 just printed out from your e-mail?

i 6 A. Yes.
i 7 Q. And what do they consist of?

i 8 A. They ar the same.

i 9 Q. Yes. The document that's marked Exhibit 5,

20 what is that? Is that an e-mail?
2 1 A. Yes.
22 Q. And is that an e-mail to you?
2 3 A. Yes.
24 Q. And it was an e-mail from Sarah Dennis?
2 5 A. Yes.

30 32

1 Q. And what was attched to that?

2 A. Thee pieces of - three attchments.
3 Q. Okay. And if you look at the second page,
4 the document that is attched to Exhibit 5, that is
5 labeled Exhibit 3, what is that document?

6 A. That's correspondence from Sarah Dennis.

7 Q. And was that correspondence forwarded to you

8 along with the e-mail dated March 6, 2008 we have

9 marked as Exhibit 5?

i 0 A. It was par of the same e-maiL.
i 1 Q. It was par of the same e-maiL.
i 2 So the documents that have been marked

i 3 Exhibits 5 and 3 are tre and corrct copies of

i 4 e-mails that Sar Dennis of the San Fracisco

i 5 Planing Deparent sent to you at the Deparent of
i 6 Housing and Community Development?

i 7 A. On Marh 6th.
i 8 Q. On March 6th.
i 9 A. Yes.
20 Q. Than you. And tre and correct copies of
2 i these documents are contained in the HCD's business

2 2 records; isn't that correct?
23 A. Yes.
24 Q. Okay. Thank you. Okay. That solves that

2 5 mystery.
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1 Now, did you review San Francisco's Housing 1 that's been marked as Exhibit 1. That document
2 Element to detennine whether it was in compliance 2 reflects the State Deparment of Housing and
3 with the requirements of State housing element law? 3 Community Development's determination that the City's
4 MR LOVINGTON: Excuse me, could you be more 4 Housing Element approved September 28, 2004 was in
5 precise as to the date that you are referrng to, 5 compliance with the requirements of State Government
6 which housing element? 6 Code as they pertin to housing elements; isn't that
7 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. First of all, you 7 correct?
8 are familiar with the State requirements, the 8 A. Yes.
9 requirements of the State housing element law insofar 9 Q. Okay. Now, the statu of the housing

10 as they require certain contents that a housing 10 element compliance is also reported on HCD's Web
11 element must contain; isn't that correct? 11 site; isn't that correct?
12 A. Yes. 12 A. Yes.
13 Q. And how does your job relate to that? It's 13 Q. IS it all nght with you if I use the
14 one of the main functions you perform, isn't it? 14 acronym "HCD" for the Deparment of Housing and
15 A. Yes. 15 Community Development?
16 Q. Explain to me what your responsibilities are 16 A. I have no problem with that.
17 in that connection. 17 Q. Okay. Now, the document that we have marked
18 A. To review housing plans consistent with 18 as Exhibit 2 shows the curent compliance status of
19 statutory requirements. 19 San Fracisco's Housing Element as in compliance;
20 Q. And have you reviewed those statutory 20 isn't that correct?
21 requirements and been trained in them? 21 A. Yes.
22 A. Yes. 22 Q. And that's noted on page 8 of Exhibit 2;
23 Q. What kind of training have you received, 23 isn't that correct?
24 sir? 24 A. Yes.
25 A. It was auite a while ago but in the 25 Q. And that was current as of August 13 2008'

34 36

1 context we went over the contents of statute, and 1 is that correct?
2 review procedures, how to conduct conversations, 2 A. Yes.
3 and so fort. 3 Q. Okay. How often do you update your Web site
4 Q. Okay. And do you keep up to date on the 4 on the compliance status?
5 changes in the State housing element law? 5 A. I'm not certin.

6 A. Yes. 6 Q. Okay. Well, would it be within a month or
7 Q. Okay. Now, when San Fracisco adopted its 7 two months? Do you have any idea?
8 2004 Housing Element in 2004, did you review it at 8 A. Roughly.
9 any time dunng 2004 to determine whether the element 9 Q. Roughly. Okay. Roughly two months or a

10 as adopted by the Planing Commssion and the Board 10 month?
11 of Supervisors was in compliance with the 11 A. Month to two months.
12 requirements of State housing element law? 12 Q. Month to two months.
13 A. Yes, I reviewed the 2004 Adopted Housing 13 Now, you have heard that the Court of Appeal
14 Element. 14 held that an Environmental Impact Report was required
15 Q. And the Deparent found that that 2004 is with reference to changes in the housing element,
16 Housing Element was in compliance with the 16 haven't you?
17 requirements of State housing element law, correct? 17 A. Yes.
18 A. Yes. 18 Q. Okay. Have you reviewed the Court of
19 Q. Now, to change that compliance status, there 19 Appel's decision in this case?
20 would need to be a wrtten determination of 20 A. No.
21 noncompliance by the Deputy Director Creswell or 21 Q. Do you know whether anyone else in the
22 someone above her; isn't that right? 22 Deparment has reviewed the Court of Appeal's
23 A. Yes. 23 decision in the case of San Franciscans for Livable
24 Q. Okay. Now, the document that has been 24 Neighborhoods?
25 mared as an exhibit, I'd like to show you a document 25 A. I'm not certin.
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1 Q. But certinly no one in the compliance 1 their letter to us.

2 section has reviewed the Court of Appeal's decision, 2 Q. Some months prior to the Augut 1, 2007
3 because you are the manager and you are in charge of 3 correspondence?
4 the San Fracisco review; isn't that correct? 4 A. Yes.
5 MS. PEARSON: i have to object. How could 5 Q. Okay. So what was discussed at the meeting?
6 he possibly know what everyone has done? 6 A. I didn't really keep notes or anything,
7 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: I'm just asking as to 7 but mainly what you see in their request to us,
8 the employees under your management. 8 their fall 2007 request.
9 MR LOVINGTON: That's just as to your 9 Q. Well, what did the City say that they were

10 knowledge. 10 going to request of HCD?
11 THE WITNESS: Not to my knowledge. 11 A. An evaluation of their compliance
12 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Well, would you have to 12 statu, absent inoperative policies, in addition
13 assign someone to do that? 13 to their implementation effort and so forth,
14 A. I could assign someone to do that. 14 that's mainly what I remember.
15 Q. Well, have you assigned anyone, other than 15 Q. When you say, "absent inoperative policies,"
16 yourself, to review the Cour of Appeal decision? 16 you mean certin policies that the City would deem
17 A. I never assigned myselfto review it, 17 inoperative?
18 and I never assigned anyone else to review it. 18 A. Yes.
19 Q. Okay. So, to your knowledge, the Compliance 19 Q. And by, "in addition to the implementation
20 Deparment of HCD has not, to date, prepared any 20 effort," you mean that those would stil be

2 1 written evaluation of the effect of the decision? 2 1 operative?
22 A. Correct. 22 A. No, separte from that. I mean, they
23 Q. SO San Fracisco's compliance status is 23 were talking about some of the recent things they
24 currently in compliance; is that correct? 24 have done in housing.
25 A. Yes. 25 O. What did the City tell vou they had recentlv
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1 Q. Now, after the Court of Appeal ruled, 1 done in housing?
2 representatives of HCD had meetings with 2 A. I believe some pending projects, but I
3 representatives ofthe City, didn't they? 3 don't have a strong recollection.
4 A. Yes. 4 Q. Did they mention that they were moving
5 Q. How many meetings were there? 5 toward attinment of the 20,400-some-odd HCD ABAG
6 A. I believe one. 6 target?
7 Q. And where was that held? 7 A. I'm not sure.

8 A. Here. 8 Q. Did they mention the market Octavia project?
9 Q. And who attended that meeting? 9 A. Possibly, but I'm not sure.

10 A. I can't be certin of everybody. 10 Q. Did they mention Rincon Hil?
11 However, Counsel, me, Deputy Director Creswell, 11 A. I'm not sure.

12 Audrey Peaon, Sar Dennis, Matthew Frain. 12 Q. Did you tae any notes?

13 And, I'm sorr, I forget the Planning Directors 13 A. No.
14 name, Dean. 14 Q. Have you had any other in-person meetings
15 Q. Dea Macris? 15 with the City?
16 A. Yes. 16 A. No.
17 Q. What about Amit Ghosh, was he there? 17 Q. Let's look at Exhibit 4. Exhibit 4 is the
18 A. Yes. 18 April 2 letter to Mr. John Rahaim of Planning.
i 9 Q. Amit, that's A-m-i-t, G-h-o-s-h. 19 MR LOVINGTON: April 2, 2008?
20 And by "Counsel," do you mean Mr. Lovington? 20 MS. DEVICENZI: Yes.
21 A. Correct. 2 i Q. Now, the first pargrph says, "The
22 Q. Was anyone else there that you can remember? 22 Deparent also appreciates updated information about
23 A. Not with complete certinty. 23 the status of San Francisco's housing element as it
24 Q. Okay. And when was this meeting? 24 relates to the unpublished decision of the Court of
25 A. I'm not sure. Some months prior to 25 Appeal in San Franciscans for Livable Neighborhoods
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1 v. City and County of San Fracisco." 1 Court to require an environmental impact report under

2 What updated information was that? 2 CEQA."
3 A. Their correspondence. 3 So you are saying that those amendments were
4 Q. Well, which corrspondence do you mean? 4 strkeouts on the attched document; is that correct?
5 A. Augut. 5 A. I'm saying that I evaluated this

6 Q. Do you mean the Augut correspondence? 6 document with those strkeouts, but I didn't know
7 A. Correct. 7 it was an amendment. So I'm not sure what

8 Q. What did you understad the City was
8 languge you are referrng to.

9 proposing in their Augut corrspondence? 9 MR. LOVIGTON: This is the language right
10 A. Not proposing, requesting an evaluation 10 here.

11 of their housing element absent certin policies. 11 THE WITNESS: Oh. When we say, "amended"
12 Q. And the City determined which policies would 12 for housing law -
13 be deemed omitted under that evaluation; isn't that 13 MR. LOVIGTON: You mean not technically
14 corrct? 14 amended, but modified, if you wil?

15 A. Correct. 15 THE WITNESS: Yeah, modified for evaluation.
16 Q. HCD did not suggest that those were the only 16 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. So, in other
17 policies that the Court found were importnt changes, 17 words, Exhibit 7 has an attched excerpt from the
18 did it? 18 City's 2004 Housing Element consisting of Par II,
19 A. No. 19 Objectives, Policies, and Implementation Progrs,
20 Q. Now, this letter, Exhibit 4, lists eight 20 with strkeouts?
21 policies to be deemed excluded. 21 A. Yes.

22 Now, did HCD mean that if the City excluded 22 Q. And those strikeouts were stricken out by
23 the implementation measures that corresponded to 23 the City?
24 those eight policies, that the housing element of San 24 A. Yes.
25 Francisco would stil continue to be in comoliance 25 O. Now. the strikeout lanimaçe the language
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1 with law? 1 that was strcken out, is the language that the City

2 A. The policies and the implementation are 2 referred to as the seven or eight policies that they
3 basically the same. 3 were going to deem that the Court needed to be
4 Q. Okay. 4 reviewed in the EIR?
5 A. To what I remember. 5 A. Correct.

6 Q. Okay. Let's look at the August 6 Q. And those were the seven or eight policies
7 correspondence here, which is Exhibit 7. Yes, let's 7 that the Court was going to ask you -- that the City
8 tae a look at Exhibit 7. 8 was going to ask you to evaluate the housing
9 Now, Exhibit 7- 9 element's compliance in the absence of those; is that

10 MS. PEARSON: Kathy, were you going to give 10 correct?
11 us copies of these? 11 A. Yes.

12 MS. DEVICENZI: Sure. Here you go. Here's 12 Q. Now, some things on the attchment with the
13 a copy of Exhibit 7 for you. And here's a copy for 13 strkeouts are highlighted; that is, the strikeouts
14 you, sir. It's quite large. 14 to Exhibit 7. Please tae a look at the page marked
15 Q. Now, page 2 refers to an attched copy of a 15 134.

16 version of the housing element that's been amended; 16 Now, the highlighted sections on page 134
17 isn't that correct? 17 were highlighted by the City; is that right?
18 A. Policy section. 18 A. Not by me.

19 MR. LOVIGTON: Page 2 of which exhibit? 19 Q. Right. They were highlighted by the City;
20 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Page 2 of Exhibit 7 20 is that right?
21 refers to an attched copy of the City's 2004 Housing 21 A. Yes.

22 Element that's been amended; is that correct? 22 Q. Did you understand that the highlighted text
23 A. Not amended, but with strkeouts. 23 contained in this attchment were proposals and
24 Q. Well, the letter says, "it has been amended 24 provisions and terms that the City intended to leave
25 to address the policies which have been deemed by the 25 in the housing element and continue to rely on?
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1 A. I can't recalL. 1 A. I can't be certin. I went to the
2 Q. Well, when you evaluated this document with 2 previous element and looked at that in its, you
3 the strkeouts, did you evaluate its compliance with 3 know, entirety.
4 law with the text that's highlighted in the document 4 Q. SO the only par that you deemed strcken
5 remaining in the element? 5 were the seven or eight listed policies?
6 A. I'd have to compare that to the 6 A. Yes.
7 correspondence with the request. 7 Q. And everyhing else in the element you
8 Q. Okay. Well, you have the correspondence. 8 deemed par of it; is that right?
9 And can you pleae look at the corrspondence 9 MR. LOVIGTON: Counselor, I'm going to have

10 attched - 10 to go. Shaleen wil be here in my stead. This is
11 A. Yes. 11 Mark Lovington. I'll be back when I can.
12 Q. - and tell me what you deem the contents of 12 MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. Thank you, sir.
13 the housing element to be that you reviewed? 13 (Mr. Lovington left the deposition
14 A. Minus these listed policies. 14 proceedings. )
15 Q. Right. Okay. So when you reviewed the 15 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. So it's fair to
16 housing element attchment with the strkeouts to 16 say that when HCD determined, based on your review,
17 determine whether you would deem it in compliance -- 17 whether the City's 2004 Housing Element would be in
18 A. Yes. 18 compliance with law ifthe seven or eight policies
19 Q. - you omitted only the terms that were 19 were omitted, the only text that you considered
20 strcken out with the line through them? 20 omitted was the seven or eight policies which were
21 A. Yes, these listed policies and their 21 listed on the Augut 1, 2007 letter to Cathy
22 bullets. 22 Creswell -

23 Q. Right. So the text that was highlighted, 23 A. Correct.
24 staing on page 134 and continuing to page 136, was 24 Q. -- which is marked as Exhibit 7?
25 considered bv vou to be Dar of the housinl! element 25 A. Corrct.
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1 that would remain as part of the housing element; is 1 Q. Now, let's look at the document that we
2 that correct? 2 mared Exhibits 3 and 5, which is the e-mail you just
3 A. Yes. But I don't have a perfect 3 printed out so nicely for us.
4 recollection of it. 4 MS. PEARSON: Can we get a copy of that?
5 Q. Right. But the highlighted text would not 5 MS. DEVINCENZI: Yes.
6 be strcken out? 6 Q. Now, Exhibits 3 and 5 are an e-mail that you
7 A. Correct. 7 just printed out from your computer that you received
8 Q. Now, I notice here that the only par of the 8 from Sar Dennis; isn't that correct?
9 housing element that contains strkeout text that the 9 A. Yes.

10 City sent to you was Par II. Par I is not included 10 Q. All right. Now, the second page ofthat,
11 at all; is that correct? 11 which is marked Exhibit 3, states, "We are also
12 A. Yes. 12 hoping that given that commitment, HCD can give the
13 Q. Now, Par I is the Data and Needs 13 City assurace that you support our 2004 Housing
14 Assessment; is that correct? 14 Element as remaining in substatial compliance with
15 A. Backgrounds, yes. 15 State housing element law. We are submitting to the
16 Q. Okay. So when you reviewed the housing 16 Court that we would render the 7 policies and one
17 element to determine whether it would stil comply 17 implementation measure that were cited as
18 with law if the seven or eight policies were 18 objectionable in the Court's decision as inoperative
19 strcken, you considered the housing element to 19 pending environmental review, but hope that even with
20 include the entire Par 1 Data and Needs section; is 20 those provisions strck, you could, as discussed,

21 that correct? 21 continue to find our 2004 Housing Element in
22 A. Correct. 22 substatial compliance with State housing element

23 Q. And you also constred it to contain the 23 law. As we noted in previous letters (attched) the
24 entire Appendix C Preliminar Work Progr; isn't 24 substace of these policies and implementation
25 that correct? 25 measures continue to exist elsewhere in our General
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1 Plan, and in our City's continuing progrms, so we 1 stricken out under this evaluation --
2 would continue to purue them in other ways." 2 A. Yes.

3 Is that correct? 3 Q. -- they asked you to perfonn?
4 A. Is what you read in the e-mail read 4 A. Correct.
5 correctly? 5 Q. SO the CAP would continue to be par of the 

6 Q. Is that what the e-mail says? 6 housing element that you reviewed to detennine
7 A. Yes. 7 whether it would stil be in compliance with law
8 Q. Now, what did you understand were the 8 after the Cour decision?
9 "City's continuing programs" that were referred to in 9 A. The CAP isn't perfectly within the

10 that sentence? 10 housing element. The housing element references
11 A. To the best of my memoiy, mainly the 11 the CAP.
12 implementation actions though the, I believe 12 Q. Wel1, there are two documents here marked

13 it's the CAP, and other attcluents in their 13 Exhibits 10 and 11, which are two versions of the
14 initial corrspondence. 14 CAP, one for the downtown, and the other is the
15 Q. Okay. You mean in the other April the 1 st 15 cityide version.

16 letter? 16 Did you understad the City to mean that
17 A. These here. 17 those entire documents would be implemented?
18 Q. Right So the CAP is, Exhbit 10 and 11, is 18 A. Yes.
19 what you meat by the "City's continuing progr"? 19 Q. Okay.
20 A. What she meant. 20 A. Or they would purue implementation.
21 Q. What you understood she meant? 21 MS. PEARSON: Can we get copies of those?
22 A. Uh-huh. 22 MS. DEVINCENZI: Yes. Just a minute here.
23 Q. And what you had discussed, corrct? 23 Q. Okay. I'd like to show you documents marked
24 A. Yes. 24 as Exhibit 9, which is the Augut 1, 2007 letter to
25 o. So essential1v. what you understoo the 25 Cathv CreswelL.
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1 City to mean was that they would continue to 1 Now, this is one of the letters that the

2 implement the Cityide Action Plan, and that you 2 City sent to HCD indicating what policies they would
3 would tae that into account as a matter that would 3 continue to implement; isn't that correct?
4 be included within the 2004 Housing Element and not 4 A. Yes.

5 omitted along with the seven or eight policies; is 5 Q. And so when Ms. Dennis referred to the
6 that right? 6 "City's continuing progr," al1 of the progrms and
7 A. I'm not sure what you mean, I'm sorr. 7 matters that ar contained in Exhibit 9 were progrms
8 Q. Okay. Did you understad what Ms. Dennis 8 that the City would continue to implement, and that
9 meant here, "Our City's continuing progrs"? You 9 they would deem not omitted from the 2004 Housing

10 said you understood it to include the CAP. Did you 10 Element evaluation that you conducted; is that right?
11 understad that the City would continue to implement 11 Let me restate that one.
12 the Cityide Action Progrm? 12 MS. SMITH: Yeah, please.
13 A. Yes. 13 THE WITNESS: These are outside the housing
14 Q. And did you understad that the City would 14 element, right?

15 tae the position that the Cityide Action Prgr 15 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Well, not necessarly.
16 was not an omitted portion of the housing element? 16 Okay. Page 3 of Exhibit 9 refers to the
17 A. Was not an omitted portion? I'm sorr, 17 Cityide Action Plan.

18 can you restate that? 18 A. Okay.

19 Q. Okay. Did you understad that the - wel1, 19 Q. Isn't that corrct?
20 the housing element refers to the Cityide Action 20 A. Yes.

21 Plan, doesn't it? 21 Q. All right. Now, the references to the
22 A. Right. Right. 22 Cityide Action Plan on page 3 of Exhibit 9 were

23 Q. And so the references to the Cityide Action 23 policies that the City would continue to implement;
24 Plan in the City's 2004 Housing Element would not be 24 isn't that correct?

25 par of the text that the City would deem omitted or 25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. All right. And the City proposed to 1 Q. Well, when Ms. Dennis referred here in
2 continue to implement those policies and not to 2 Exhibit 3 to, "As we noted in previous letters
3 strkeout any references to those policies insofar as 3

(attched) the substance of these policies and
4 that they may appear in the housing element; isn't 4 implementation measures continue to exist elsewhere
5 that right? 5 in our General Plan, and in our City's continuing
6 A. No. The purse of this was just to 6 programs, so we would continue to pursue them in
7 show us their effort, not necessarly par of 7 other ways," did you understad what she meant by the
8 our evaluation. 8 "continuing programs set forth in the previous
9 Q. Yes. But didn't you say that their 9 letters attched" to be the August I letters marked

10 continuing progr were somethng that was taen 10 as Exhibits 9 and 7?
11 into accOlint by you in making your evaluation as to 11 A. I don't have a strong recollection of
12 whether the element was stil in compliance? 12 that.
13 A. I wouldn't say that it was cruciaL. It 13 Q. Well, when you got this e-mail -- well, even
14 was more in periphery. 14 now as you look at this e-mail, what do you think
15 Q. Okay. Well, page 4 of Exhbit 9 indicates 15 Ms. Dennis meant by the "City's continuing programs"?
16 that that there were several ara planing effort 16 MS. PEARSON: Objection, calls for
17 listed. 17 speculation.
18 And did the City tell you they were going to 18 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. What did you
19 purue and implement those effort? 19 understad it to mean?
20 A. They said that they had continued 20 A. I really - I really don't remember, I'm
21 effort in those areas, I believe. 21 sorr about that. I haven't reviewed all these

22 Q. Okay. And they reference the Market and 22 things. And I've been in 50 cities since then.
23 Octavia Better Neighborhoos Plan? 23 Q. Okay. Do you have a general recollection of
24 A. This correspondence does. 24 what the City would continue to do?
25 0. Yes. And the Transbav Plan and the Eastern 25 A. Not -- I can't Drovide you detail on
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1 Neighborhoods Rezoning and the Balboa Park Better 1 that, no.
2 Neighborhoods Plan and the Schlage Lock/isitation 2 Q. Well, you understoo that the City would
3 Valley Redevelopment Plan and the Executive Park Plan 3 continue to build housing, did you not?
4 and the Third Street Trasit Corrdor Planning 4 A. Yes.
5 Projects. 5 Q. And the City would continue to move towad
6 Did you understad from this letter that the 6 attinment of the 20,000 taget housing production
7 City would continue to implement those programs and 7 for the period 1999 to 2006, correct?
8 not to strke out any references to them insofar as 8 A. Yes.
9 they may appe in the 2004 element when you 9 Q. And thereafter?

10 undertook your review? 10 A. Certinly.
11 A. i don't remember specific conversations 11 Q. And you understoo didn't you, that the
12 about these not being stricken, or about them 12 Cityde Action Plan is one of the progr that the
13 being par of my, you know, par of my evaluation 13 City will use to move towad attnment of that 

14 specifically. 14 20,400 housing taet developed by HOC ABAG for the
15 Q. Well, par of your evaluation generally was 15 reporting period 1999 to 200; is that correct?
16 that they would continue to implement the work 16 A. Yes.
17 progrs? 17 Q. All right. And that it wa the City's
18 A. In the element. 18 position that it should be able to rely on the
19 Q. Yes. 19 Cityde Action Plan even though the seven or eight
20 A. Yes. 20 enumerated policies would be omitted from the housing
21 Q. Right. 21 element; is that correct?
22 MS. PEARSON: Can we show him the work 22 MS. PEARSON: Objection, calls for
23 progr perhaps? That might refresh his 23 speulation.
24 recollection. 24 llE WITNESS: No, I'm not sure.
25 MS. DEVINCENZI: Yes, I'll get to that, yes. 25 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Well, when you conducted
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1 your review of whether the element would be in 1 include an identification of adequate sites to meet
2 compliance. 2 the jurisdiction's housing goals; isn't that correct?
3 A. Right. 3 A. No.
4 Q. And you assumed that the eight listed 4 Q. Isn't that required by Government Code
5 policies would be stricken. 5 Section 65583(c)?
6 A. Yes. 6 A. Only if adequate sites are demonstrated
7 Q. Okay. What efforts did you think the City 7 as par of the land inventory.

8 would make toward attainment of the 20,000-some-odd 8 Q. If they are demonstrated or not?
9 unit housing production taget developed by HCD ABAG? 9 A. If the land inventory demonstrates

10 A. My review was mainly focused on whether 10 adequate sites, then programs to make additional
11 their existing element identified adequate sites 11 capacity available are not required.
12 or not, which it did, and required no progrs to 12 Q. Okay. Oh, I see. Now, the land inventory
13 make additional sites available. 13 is contained in the section on -- in the Data and
14 And, also, whether their existing element 14 Needs section of the housing element; is that right?
15 2004 identified constraints or not or whether it 15 A. Yes.
16 required progrs or not, which it didn't. That was 16 Q. And so how does San Francisco's land
17 the strongest par of our evaluation. 17 inventory demonstrte adequate sites?
18 MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. Could you read that 18 A. To additional capacity -- I mean, excuse
19 back to me? He went prett fast. 19 me, to capacity in their existing acreage and the
20 (Record read.) 20 residual capacity in zoning. So, in other words,
21 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. Now, let me ask 21 they are able to demonstrate a buildable envelope
22 you this: A housing element is more than a set of 22 enough suffcient to accommodate the regional
23 policies, isn't it? 23 housing need allocation without changes.
24 A. Yes. 24 MS. PEARSON: Without changes to what?
25 O. Okav. Now, by State law a housin!! element 25 THE WITNESS: Chan!!es to zonin!!. land use
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1 has to contain work progrms, doesn't it? 1 et cetera.

2 A. Yes. 2 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. So you are saying
3 Q. Now, these work progrms, a housing element 3 that the technical requirement of whether adequate
4 must contain a five-year schedule of actions to 4 sites are demonstrated is met by the process that you
5 achieve the goals, policies, and quantified 5 just explained?
6 objectives set forth in the housing element; isn't 6 A. Yes.

7 that right? 7 Q. But the City could have plans that were far
8 A. Yes. 8 grater than that; isn't that right?
9 Q. All right. And does San Fracisco's 2004 9 A. Correct.

10 Housing Element contain such a five-year work 10 Q. And the housing element could demonstrate
11 progr? 11 that there were programs underway to change the
12 A. Yes, it should. 12 capacity of the City; isn't that right?
13 Q. It should. It's a required component by 13 A. They could include, yes.
14 State law, isn't it? 14 Q. Yes. Do you know whether the housing

15 A. Yes. 15 element contains programs that are intended to
16 Q. Okay. Now, doesn't the work progr have to 16 increase the capacity of the City's zoning?
17 include an identification of adequate sites to meet 17 A. Yes.

18 the jurisdiction's housing goals? 18 Q. And what are those programs?
19 A. The analysis can demonstrate adequate 19 A. I don't have a strong recollection. But
20 sites, which may not require progrs. 20 a lot of it was around different development
21 Q. You mean the analysis of the implementation 21 stadards, heights, bulk requirements, floor-area
22 measures set fort in the - 22 ratios, et cetera, to further encourage
23 A. Analysis of existence - 23 development.
24 THE REPORTER: One at a time, please. 24 Q. Right. And so those standards to increase
25 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: The work progr must 25 capacity are throughout the housing element that the
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1 City adopted in 2004 in varous places; isn't that 1 forth.
2 right? 2 Q. Parking. Okay. Parking was a change?

3 A. Yes. 3 A. Well, there was all kinds of different
4 Q. Yes. Okay. 4 stuff in there. I can't recollect everying.
5 A. Thoughout our - you mean Par II? 5 Q. Right. But it's fair to say there are all
6 Q. Where are they? 6 kinds of development stadards throughout the 2004
7 A. I forget in the first par to what 7 Housing Element that you understand are intended to
8 extent. 8 increae the City's zoning capacity in various ways?
9 Q. But they are somewhere in there? 9 A. Or encourge development. Because

10 A. Yes. 10 development stadards doesn't necessarly
11 Q. It's fair to say that the City's 2004 11 increase capacity. Parking standard doesn't

12 Housing Element intended to tae certin steps to 12 increase capacity necessarly.
13 increase the City's capacity for housing by changing 13 Q. Right. So they are designed to either
14 zoning in certin ways and development standards as 14 encourage --
15 you mentioned; isn't that right? 15 A. Very good.

16 A. Yeah, to further encourge, yes. 16 Q. - encourage furter development or change
17 Q. To further encourge. What do you mean by 17 the zoning to increase the capacity, one or the
18 "to fuer encourge"? 18 other?
19 A. Because their background analysis 19 A. Yes.
20 demonstrted the adequate sites, so actions to 20 Q. Right. And those are throughout the housing
21 increase the buildable envelope were beyond the 21 element?
22 regional housing need allocation. 22 A. Paricularly policy document, as far as
23 Q. Okay. So these fuer encouragement mean 23 I can recollect.
24 that are in the housing element were beyond the 24 MS. PEARSON: Can I jump in?
25 re!!onal housinl! need allocation' isn't that right? 25 MS. DEVICENZI: You can have time later.
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1 A. That's fair to say. 1 Okay. It's kind of hard for me to keep transitioning
2 Q. Yes. 2 if you are going to do this.
3 A. That's what more my evaluation was 3 Q. Now, the Cityide Action Plan is one ofthe
4 focused on. 4 things that would either, if implemented, it would
5 Q. Right. So all your evaluation stads for, 5 either encourage furter development or suggest
6 basically, is that if those eight omitted policies 6 changes in zoning; isn't that right?
7 are omitted from the element, the element would stil 7 A. It could. But I can't be, you know,
8 substatially comply because the housing needs 8 confident with all of its contents.
9 assessment doesn't require demonstrtion or 9 Q. Okay. Now, do you recall having a

10 evaluation of the furter encouragement policies that 10 discussion with the City indicating that the Data and
11 are contained in the element; isn't that right? 11 Needs Analysis was an importt component of the
12 A. They would continue to demonstrte 12 housing element that you wanted to remain in effect?
13 adequate sites without those policies. 13 A. No.
14 Q. But the furter encouragement policies are 14 Q. Let me ask you this: When you conducted
15 still in the element? 15 this review of the eight omitted policies, you did
16 A. Yes. 16 not omit the Data and Needs Analysis section of the 

17 Q. Okay. 17 housing element, did you?
18 MS. PEARSON: And what do you mean by 18 A. Correct.
19 "further encouragement policies"? 19 Q. Do you remember any discussion with the City
20 THE WITNESS: I mean, beyond the regional 20 of the importce of the Data and Needs Analysis in

21 housing need allocation. 21 connection with your review?
22 MS. PEARSON: So such as? 22 A. No.
23 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Well, didn't you also 23 Q. Does the assessment of the City's capacity
24 say they had different development stadards? 24 under current zoning, that you referred to as
25 A. I believe I remember parking and so 25 necessar for the assessment of adequate sites, exist
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1 in the Data and Needs Analysis section ofthe housing 1 Q. And, generally, the height limit in a
2 element? 2 residential area is about 40 feet, isn't it?
3 A. Yes. 3 A. In San Francisco?
4 Q. SO that's where it is. Okay. 4 MS. PEARSON: If you know.
5 And the HCD taget was 20,400 units, 5 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Yeah. Do you know

6 approximately, wasn't it? 6 anything about it?
7 A. I can't be sure. 7 A. I have no idea.
8 Q. Something like that? 8 Q. Okay. Well, the unrealized capacity is
9 A. I could quickly find it for you, but I 9 basically the difference between the existing

10 can't remember the exact number. It was very 10 as-built environment and what could be built under
11 large. 11 the existing zoning but haven't been; isn't that
12 Q. It was very large. So basically, in a 12 right?
13 general sense, the Data and Needs Analysis section of 13 A. Yes.
14 the 2004 Housing Element of San Francisco contains an 14 Q. All right. So you have buildings all over
15 analysis which indicates it has suffcient capacity 15 the place that are built; isn't that right?
16 to move toward attainment of the HCD ABAG target of 16 A. In San Francisco?
17 approximately 20,000 units; isn't that right? 17 Q. In San Francisco, right. I'm asking you

18 A. Whatever the taget, but we say 18 only about San Francisco.
19 accommodate; it could accommodate the regional 19 A. Right.
20 housing allocation. 20 Q. SO to achieve this 20,000 taget, it's not
21 Q. SO the Data and Needs section stands for the 21 realistic to expect 20,000 of these buildings to be
22 fact that the City could accommodate the production 22 torn down and 20,000 new ones produced unless you
23 of20,400 housing units? 23 create some kind of incentives for new construction;
24 A. Uh-huh, accommodate the need for 24 isn't that right?
25 whatever the tarl!et yeah. 25 A. It deoends. When reviewinl! elements
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1 Q. It could accommodate the production as well? 1 sometimes jurisdictions can demonstrate a trck

2 A. Sure. 2 record or support assumptions without changing or
3 Q. Right. Let's tae a look at Exhibit 8, or, 3 providing incentives. So it depends.
4 excuse me, Exhibit 14. Why don't you familiarze 4 Q. Do you require a demonstration of that? 

5 yourself with Exhibit 14 for a minute. Let me ask you 5 A. Yes.
6 a general question first. 6 Q. Yes, you do. Okay.
7 When you talk about the unused capacity 7 Okay. This is Exhibit 14.
8 under existing zoning, this means the amount of the 8 A. However, I should clarfY that. There

9 unused capacity basically up to the height limits, 9 is new statutory requirements.
10 between the top of the existing buildings and 10 Q. What are they?
11 existing height limits. Is that a fair way to 11 A. AB 2348 has specific requirements on
12 explain it? 12 nonvacant sites.
13 A. Fair way. But what they are assuming, 13 Q. And what are they?
14 it should be realistic. So when jurisdictions 14 A. Evaluation of market trends, regulatory
15 ar assuming maximum densities, we want to make 15 frework and development trnds to demonstrate
16 sure that that's achievable or whether it's 16 the suitability and availability of nonvacant
17 reaistic. 17 sites.
18 Q. Well, isn't it generally tre that unless 18 Q. Okay. So the availability of nonvacant
19 you create an incentive for the demolition of an 19 sites was not required to be demonstrated when you
20 existing building, that it's not likely to be tom 20 reviewed the 2004 Housing Element for compliance?
21 down in suffcient numbers to make it regional 21 A. AB 2348 was after our review.
22 tagets? 22 Q. Right. So the answer is yes?
23 A. I'm not sure how to answer that. 23 A. Yes.
24 Q. Well, the City is all built up, right? 24 Q. Yes. Now--
25 A. Right. 25 A. However, I mean, it wasn't explicit in
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1 statute, but we did require an analysis of the 1 densities nea trasit. There is a host of

2 suitability of sites. That's part of existing 2 others.
3 statute, also. 3 Q. And the Cityide Action Plan also would

4 Q. Okay. Let's look at Exhibit 14. Now, 4 increase the densities near tranit, wouldn't it?

5 Exhibit 14 is a document that you prepard? 5 A. I believe so, but I don't have a strong
6 A. Yes. 6 recollection.
7 Q. Now, you say here under, "Key Findings," the 7 Q. Now, you understood that ifthe City were to
8 second bullet, "Without the 7 policies, the element 8 change a lot of zoning to increase capacity, that
9 continues to encourge increased housing supply and 9 there could be a potential environmental effect from

10 choices beyond their fair share though varous 10 the production of a lot of additional housing,
11 zoning and development standard implementation 11 correct?
12 measur. For example, exempting F AR, increing 12 A. You mean would they be subject to CEQA?
13 densities near trsit. Some of which are purued 13 I would assume, but -
14 through the Cityide Action Plan." 14 Q. Okay. You say here, "Without the 7
15 Was this your conclusion, that without the 15 policies, progratic commitments are not required
16 seven policies other portions of the element 16 to address governental constrints."
1 7 continued to encourge the implementation measures 1 7 What did you mean by that?
18 that you specify? 1 8 A. The statute requires an analysis of
19 A. Continue to encourage development 19 potential governental constraints. If
20 stadards and so forth or modification 20 constrints are found, then progrs are required
21 development stadards? I'm not sure what you 21 to address and remove, where possible, those
22 mean by that last par of your question. 22 constrints.
23 Q. Well, when you said here, "Without the 7 23 Q. What is a programatic commitment?
24 policies, the element continues to encourge 24 A. So, for example, a common constraint is
25 increased housini: sUDol V and choices beyond their 25 a conditional use oennit for multi-familv in
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1 fair shar through varous zoning and development 1 say, a suburban area, if that was found to be a
2 stadard implementation measures," did you include as 2 constraint, the progr should address that
3 development stadard and implementation measures 3 constrint, remove it where possible.
4 increases in densities near trasit? 4 And their existing element didn't identify
5 Let me sta over. Did you understad that 5 constrints that required a progr to address it.
6 without the seven policies, other portions ofthe 6 So this comes into play on modifications of different
7 element contained development standard and 7 development stadards, and so forth, which are fairly
8 implementation measures that increased densities near 8 common progrs to address constrints.
9 trsit? 9 Q. Okay. Now, the development standard

10 A. Or encouraged development, yes. 10 implementation measures - no, excuse me, the varous
11 Q. To encourage that? 11 zoning and development stadard implementation

12 A. Yes. 12 measures that you refer to here, would they be
13 Q. Okay. Let me say it again. You understood 13 reflected in the work progrms in the housing
14 that without the seven policies, other portions of 14 element?
15 the element contaned development stadard and 15 A. What bullet ar you looking at?
16 implementation measures that would encourage 16 Q. The second bullet, "Key Findings," when you
17 increased densities near trnsit? 17 talk here about, "varous zoning and development
18 A. Yes. 18 stadard implementation measures."

19 Q. And it also - 19 A. Are you saying this policy document?
20 A. Or encourage capacity or density, either 20 Yes.
21 way. 21 MS. PEARSON: Can you explain what the work
22 Q. Or encourage increased capacity. And what 22 progr ar that you are talking about?
23 were some of those? 23 MS. DEVICENZI: Yes.
24 A. I can't be certin, but I did provide a 24 Q. The work progr that are listed in the
25 quick list here; exempting F AR, increasing 25 housing element, are those - let me sta over.
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1 In the second bullet you refer to, "varous 1 approach language; isn't that correct?

2 zoning and development standard implementation 2 A. I don't remember. I mean, I remember

3 measures" that encourage increased housing supply. 3 looking at the letter, but to the extent that we
4 Are some of those reflected in the 4 used that I forget.
5 preliminar work programs that are par of the 2004 5 Q. Okay. Well-
6 Housing Element? 6 A. We independently did a review, not based
7 A. I would say the Policy and 7 on that letter.

8 Implementation section of the housing element. 8 Q. Okay. Fine. Exhibit 4 is the letter that
9 Q. Policy and Implementation section? 9 was issued based on your review; isn't that right?

10 A. Yes. 10 A. Yes.

11 Q. Okay. 11 Q. All right. Does that letter contain the
12 A. They ar included in this big thing. 12 sensible approach languge?
13 Q. Okay. And they are included in the portions 13 A. Can you explain the sensible approach,
14 of the Policy and Implementation section of the 2004 14 what you mean?
15 Housing Element that were not stricken out? 15 Q. Well, in Exhibit 5 didn't the City suggest
16 A. Correct. 16 that you say in this letter, Exhibit 4, that it was a
17 Q. Okay. Let's look at Exhibits 5 and 3. The 17 sensible approach to basically omit the seven
18 document mared Exhibit 5, this is an e-mail from 18 policies; isn't that right?
19 Sar Denns to you dated March 6, 2008. It states 19 A. Yes, I guess, suggested, yes.
20 in the pargrph staing, "The attched letter," if 20 Q. And the letter which Ms. Creswell issued did
21 you look down, it says - well, let me read the whole 21 not use the sensible approach language, did it?
22 sentence. 22 A. I guess not. I don't recall. I guess
23 "The attched letter is for your use or 23 I'd have to review it.
24 reference, and states: That if the above-listed 24 Q. It's right there in front of you. Can you

25 orovisions are inooerative oending environmental 25 tell me ifthe sensible approach lan!!uage is in
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1 review, that the City's 2004 Housing Element would 1 Exhibit 4?
2 remain in substatial compliance with State housing 2 A. I don't see it at this time.

3 element law." 3 Q. Okay. Let me ask you this: You were

4 "That the City's reliance on the remaining 4 talking about proposals to increase capacity. If all
5 2004 Housing Element policies would not adversely 5 the proposals which would rezone or increase capacity
6 affect San Fracisco's ability to comply with state 6 were omitted from the housing element, is it your
7 law." 7 understanding that the element would still be in
8 "That moving forward with a Housing Element 8 compliance with State law?
9 without the provisions listed above is a sensible 9 A. Yes.

10 approach to fully satisfying the Court of Appeal's 10 Q. Okay. And it is your understading that the
11 concerns related to environmental review under CEQA 11 City of San Fracisco's 2004 Housing Element does
12 while continuing to allow San Fracisco to comply 12 contain varous provisions designed to encourage
13 with its State law housing obligations." 13 increased capacity or rezoning?
14 Now, the sensible approach language was 14 A. Yes.

15 suggested by the City to be par of the letter that 15 Q. Now, the Data and Needs Analysis section of
16 HCD finally issued after your review; isn't that 16 the housing element contains an assessment of the
17 right? 17 housing development potential ofland; isn't that
18 A. Suggested. 18 right?
19 Q. Suggested? 19 A. Uh-huh.
20 A. Yes. 20 MS. SMITH: Make sure you verbally say yes.
21 Q. Yes? 21 THE WITNSS: Yes.
22 A. Yes. 22 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: And the City is, to make
23 Q. And HCD - 23 the 20,000-some-odd taget, the City is, in fact, to
24 A. It's in the attchment. 24 encourage the production of housing?
25 Q. Right. And HCD did not adopt the sensible 25 A. They demonstrted existing capacity
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1 without programs. 1 quantitative basis for the projected need?
2 Q. Okay. But the assessment of the housing 2 A. For demonstrating available sites to
3 development potential is contained in the Data and 3 accommodate the projected need. It's one
4 Needs Analysis section; isn't that right? 4 requirement.
5 A. Sure. 5 Q. Okay. And the formulation indicates the
6

Q. All right. And that's kind of the factul 6 number of new housing units needed to meet housing
7 underpinning for the effort to achieve the ABAG 7 demand in each of four income categories; isn't that
8 taget? 8 right?
9 A. Yes. 9 A. Correct.

10 Q. Isn't that right? 10 Q. And the needs assessment is contained in the
11 A. Yes. 11 first par of the Data and Needs Analysis section of
12 Q. Okay. And is the City required by law to 12 the housing element, right?
13 demonstrte effort to achieve the ABAG taget as a 13 A. Oftentimes.
14 condition of obtaining a determination of compliance 14 Q. UsualIy it's in the first section of
15 by HCD? 15 San Francisco's; isn't that right?
16 A. Not necessanly. But that's kind of a 16 A. Yes.
17 more complex question. So, for example, if they 17 Q. And ABAG alIocated San Fracisco's share of
18 have adequate sites, they don't necessanly have 18 the regional housing need for the compliance period
19 to increase capacity. However, there are certin 19 1999 to 2006 as 20,372 units; isn't that right?
20 policies and broader objectives that are 20 A. I would have to verity that.
21 importt to achieving housing goals 10calIy and 21 Q. Okay. I'm sure we can find it in here.
22 State goals. 22 A. Could we tae a quick break while you
23 Q. WelI, the assessment of the locality's 23 find that?
24 housing need is a numerical figue representing the 24 Q. How long do you need? Oh, here it is. I
25 number of housing units needed to meet the 25 did.
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1 community's projected demand for housing; isn't that 1 I'm going to show you San Francisco's
2 right? 2 Housing Element Adopted 2004, page 65 thereof.
3 A. Yes. 3 A. It's not normal allocation. Do you want
4 Q. And the locality's housing need is 4 me to -
5 calculated on a regional basis by a regional council 5 Q. Well, isn't that the page that contains -
6 of government, or HCD where regional council does not 6 A. It doesn't have the four income groups
7 exist, correct? 7 or the total, but I'm sure it's within here
8 A. Uh-huh. Yes. 8 somewhere.
9 Q. Okay. And the determnation of regional 9 Q. Okay. But that has the total, doesn't it?

10 housing need taes into account employment trends, 10 Well, isn't it tre that approximately 20,000 is the
11 commute patterns, current demand for housing, and the 11 figure that ABAG allocated to San Fracisco? You
12 availability of sites for residential development; is 12 remember that, don't you?
13 that right? 13 A. Again, I'd have to verity that. I don't
14 A. Yes. 14 remember every single number for the entire
15 Q. And the council governents then allocates 15 state.
16 this regional need among each jurisdiction in its 16 MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. What page was
17 region, right? 17 that that we were on?
18 A. Yes. 18 MS. SMITH: 65.
19 Q. Okay. And this allocation is the locality's 19 MS. DEVICENZI: Than.
20 fair shar of the regional housing need, and it form 20 THE WITNESS: That's your number.
21 the quantitative basis for the remaining components 21 MS. DEVINCENZI: Than.
22 of the locality's housing element; isn't that right? 22 Q. Okay. Page 80 contains the figure 20,372
23 A. Not all components, but the projected, 23 regional housing needs allocation; isn't that right?
24 yes. 24 A. Yes, page 80 contains those numbers.
25 Q. For the projected need then, it fonn the 25 Q. Okay. So ABAG's alIocation of
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1 San Francisco's share of the regional housing need 1 MR. LOVINGTON: Excuse me.
2 for the compliance period from 1999 to 2006 was 2 MS. DEVICENZI: Sure.
3 stated as 20,372 units in the Data and Needs Analysis 3 Q. - ABAG looks at the entire regional growth;
4 section of the 2004 San Francisco Housing Element; 4 is that right?
5 isn't that right? 5 A. Sure.
6 A. Correct. 6 Q. And they then allocate to San Francisco a
7 Q. Okay. Now, do you know whether 7 fair share of the regional growth?
8 San Fracisco's approval resolution adopted that 8 A. Yes.

9 taget? 9 Q. How do they detennine what San Fracisco's
10 A. If they adopted that element. 10 fair share of the regional growth is, in your
11 Q. Would it have to have been adopted? 11 understading?
12 A. The element? 12 A. My understading, based on the
13 Q. No, the taget. 13 methodology factors that you listed previously,
14 A. Along with the element, sur. 14 actually, and varous other factors.
15 Q. SO the taget, the 20,000 taget was a 15 Q. Is it intended to encourage people that
16 required component of the element? 16 would otherwise buy in some of the outlying areas or
17 A. Yes. 17 live in those aras to instead be attcted to the
18 Q. SO if the City adopted the element, they 18 urban core?
19 adopted a housing construction taget of 20,000 -- 19 A. I believe job housing balance is par of
20 A. Yes. 20 some of the methodology factors. I don't have

21 Q. - 400 approximate units? Yes? 21 them in front of me.
22 A. Yes. I'm sorr. 22 Q. What do you mean by "job housing balance"?
23 Q. Now, in the next penod, the San Francisco 23 A. Jobs and housing near each other. So

24 share of the housing allocation regional housing need 24 housing, locating housing near where jobs are and
25 is about 30.00. isn't it? 25 emnlovment centers and so forth.
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1 A. I have no idea. 1 But the objectives that you are discussing

2 Q. You have no idea? 2 were added after the 2004 adopted element. But you
3 A. I haven't looked at those numbers. 3 did list out the methodology factors previously in
4 MS. PEARSON: I'll stipulate that it's about 4 your notes.
5 30,000, if that helps. 5 Q. Let's look at Exhibit 6. Okay. Exhibit 6
6 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Now, some of this fair 6 is a draft letter to John Rahaim, R-a-h-a-i-m,
7 share allocation, do you understad how HCD decides 7 Director of Planning, from Cathy Creswell, Deputy
8 how much of the regional growth should be allocated 8 Director.
9 to San Fracisco? 9 Now, this is a draft that was contained in

10 A. I have an understading. 10 your fie, but it was not executed; is that corrct?
11 Q. Can you explain that to me? Because some of 11 A. Corrct.
12 it is regional growt that they ar tring to 12 Q. And this draft in the second to the last
13 encourage to go to the urban core; isn't that right? 13 pargrph contained the sensible approach language,
14 A. Under the new requirements? 14 didn't it?
15 Q. Under any requirements. 15 A. Yes, I see it in the letter.
16 A. Well, the statute was amended thugh AB 16 Q. Yes. But that was not executed by HCD?
17 2158 in 2004, with objectives, with infill, 17 A. It's not in our letter.

18 promoting infill and housing near trsit, as 18 Q. Well, it's not in Exhibit 4, is it, which is
19 being par of those objectives. 19 the final letter that was issued?
20 Q. Okay. Do you understad that basically- 20 A. Yes.
21 see, I'm tring to understand. 21 Q. I'm going to mark a series of other

22 A. Sur. 22 documents here. Well, I'll do them one by one.
23 Q. - that ABAG looks at the entire regional - 23 MS. SMITH: Paul, did you need to tae a
24 (Mr. Lovington re-entered the deposition 24 break while she's doing this?
25 proceedings. ) 25 THE WITNESS: That would be nice, yes.
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1 MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. Shall we tae five? 1 A. There you go.
2 Five minutes. I'll mark documents. 2 Q. SO if you increase the floor-to-ara ratio,
3 MS. SMITH: Yeah, while you are marking 3 you are increasing the building envelope?
4 documents. 4 A. Yes.
5 MS. DEVINCENZI: Yeah. Sure. I'm just 5 Q. And there were varous proposals in the
6 tring to get it all done. 6 housing element designed to encourage those kind of

7 Let's go off. 7 zoning changes; is that right?
8 (Recess. ) 8 A. I believe so, yes.
9 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: All right. Now, we 9 Q. That is specifically mentioned as a kind of

10 mentioned before that the City's 2004 Housing Element 10 zoning change that's set forth in the housing
11 contained varous measures designed to increase 11 element, isn't it?
12 capacity or rezoning. 12 MS. PEARSON: You mean mentioned in your
13 A. Uh-huh. 13 notes?
14

Q. Are you familiar with any of the kinds of 14 MS. DEVINCENZI: No.
15 the zoning changes that were suggested therein? 15 Q. Doesn't the housing element specifically
16 A. I don't - most of the time they stated 16 reference chages in floor-to-area ratios?
17 zoning changes. I'm not sure what you are 17 A. I believe I remember that, yes. I was
18 getting at. 18 just looking at my notes. However, it's been a
19 Q. Well, what were some of the kinds of zoning 19 while since I reviewed the entire Policy and
20 changes that were discussed in the housing element, 20 Progr section.
21 if you remember? 21 Q. Right. And since those are contained in
22 A. I don't - I couldn't list all of them. 22 zoning, then to change them you would have to change
23 But like, for example, my notes said like 23 some kind of zoning, wouldn't you?
24 increase FAR, parking standards, different 24 A. That is the zoning.
25 modifications. whathavevou. 25 O. That's ri~t. So to change it, you would
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1 Q. Now- 1 have to change the zoning?
2 A. Is that what you mean by zoning changes? 2 A. Yes.
3 Q. Yes. Yes. 3 Q. And that applies to tall strctures? What
4 A. Okay. 4 kind of strctures does that apply to, in the
5 Q. Now, by "FAR" do you mean floor-to-area 5 downtown, or does it apply to all structures, do you
6 ratio? 6 know?
7 A. Yes. 7 A. Usually they are looking at specific
8 Q. Can you explain how that would be changed? 8 zoning distrcts.
9 A. Usually to increase the buildable 9 Q. What zoning distrcts is it usually applied

10 envelope. 10 to?
11 Q. Okay. What do you understad a 11 A. You mea in San Fracisco?
12 floor-to-ar ratio restrction to be? 12 Q. Yes.
13 A. Not a restrction, it just sets 13 A. i can't recal i.
14 regulations on the amount of space that can be 14 Q. Now, what were the changes in parking
15 built. 15 stadards that you just referred to?
16 Q. Right. 16 A. i can't recall those specifically.
17 A. On a given parceL. 17 Q. You ca't recall specifically the tys of
18 Q. It usually limits the number of floors? 18 changes in parng stadards that the housing element
19 A. Not necessarly. That comes with the 19 discussed?
20 height limit. 20 A. Specifically from what number to what
21 Q. Okay. 21 number? No.
22 A. There is a combination of things 22 Q. No, generally.
23 involved there. 23 A. Generally, there appear to be reductions
24 Q. A combination of things, but it limits the 24 in parking stadards.
25 amount of space? 25 Q. Okay.
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1 A. However, I don't have a strong 1 Now, Exhibit 16 contains handwrting. Is

2 recollection. 2 that your handwnting?

3 Q. Okay. 3 A. Yes.

4 A. San Francisco is unique with its parking 4 Q. And the handwrting lists certain objectives
5 standards. 5 by number. Dos that list what objectives were met

6 (Exhbit 15 was marked.)
6 by the progrs that were listed in the left-hand

7 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'm going to show 7 column?
8 you a document that's been marked as Exhibit 15. 8 A. It relates to the objectives that

9 Is Exhibit 15 a document that's in your 9 address the six statutory areas of the housing

10 handwrting? 10 progr in the housing element law.

11 A. Uh-huh. 11 Q. Okay. So you have a colum on the left,
12 Q. Now, doe the top state, "Truckee Outline"? 12 "Progr Puse."
13 A. Looks like I stared notes for something 13 MS. PEARSON: Do you have a date?
14 else. I was doing a presentation in Truckee, 14 MS. DEVICENZI: I don't know that it has a
15 then there was a conversation, so excuse me. 15 date.

16 Q. Oh, no, that's all right. I was wondering 16 MR LOVINGTON: Looks like it's par of the 

17 if there was a meeting in Truckee. 17 element, isn't it?

18 A. Evidently I aborted the outline for the 18 TI WITNESS: This would be prior to our
19 presentation. 19 letter.

20 Q. Okay. Are these notes that you took during 20 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Why did you prepare this
21 any meeting or was it notes of a phone call 21 document?
22 A. Most likely a phone calL. However, I 22 A. It helped me apply the statutory

23 don't remember. 23 requirements.

24 Q. Okay. Your notation here, "No current 24 Q. Okay. What does it show?

25 timelines " do vou know what that means? 25 A. It comes from our housing element review
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1 A. Possibly based on what was happening in 1 worksheet, and covers the progr sections in

2 the cours. I don't know. 2 65583(c).
3 Q. Okay. It says, "Exploratory negotiations to 3 Q. Okay. In the second box under "Progr" on
4 address order. Trying to get to agee to take out 4 the left it says, "Assist in the development of
5 policies and do EIR as par of next one." 5 adequate housing to meet the needs of low- and
6 Does that refer to a statement that one of 6 moderate-income households 65583( c X2)."

7 the City representatives made to you? 7 And next to that you have written Objectives
8 A. Possibly. 8 4,7,8 and 10, and pages, page 159, 174, 178, and

9 Q. Do you have any recollection of what it 9 191.

10 means by "par of next one"? 10 Did you mean by Objectives 4, 7, 8 and 10,
11 A. Oh, yea, next update of the housing 11 that those objectives of the housing element were
12 element. 12 addressed to meet the progr listed corresponding to

13 Q. Okay. Is there a reason why they didn't 13 them in the left-hand column?

14 want to do the EIR right away? 14 A. Those were relevant aras of the housing

15 A. I have no idea 15 element that related to the progr requirements.
16 Q. That wasn't expressed to you? 16 Q. Okay.

17 A. I don't recalL. 17 A. It helps me shift through everying.
18 Q. Okay. And this is a true copy ofthe 18 Q. Right. And you listed the pages of the 

19 document that's in your fie? 19 housing element where those objectives appeared;
20 A. I believe so. 20 isn't that corrct?
21 Q. Okay. 21 A. Correct.
22 A. It's my writing. 22 Q. SO Objective 4 appeared on page 159?

23 (Exhibit 16 was marked.) 23 A. Though -

24 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. I'm going to show 24 Q. Though - you don't have an end.
25 you a document that's been marked Exhbit 16. 25 A. I just put that as sta review, that's
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1 how I review. 1 A. It appears to be. I really don't
2 Q. As long as it's in the beginning of the 2 remember. This is from a long time ago.
3 page? 3 (Exhibit 18 was marked.)
4 A. I just know where to sta. 4 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'm going to show
5 Q. That's fine. It's the sta page? 5 you a document that's been marked as Exhibit 18,
6 A. Yes. 6 which is a memo from Sarah Dennis to Paul McDougall,
7 Q. And Objective 7 sta at page 174? 7 dated May 9,2008.
8 A. Corrct. 8 Is this a tre and correct copy of a
9 Q. And Objective 8 sta at page 178, and 9 document contained in HCD's fies?

10 Objective 10 sta at page 191; is that right? 10 A. Yes.
11 A. Based on my notes, yes. 11 (Exhibit 19 was marked.)
12 Q. And the Progrm Purpose, "Address 12 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. I'll show you a
13 Governental Constrints" is addressed by Objective 13 document that's been marked Exhibit 19.
14 4, staing at page 159? 14 And I'll ask you is Exhibit 19, which is an
15 A. Is that a question? 15 e-mail from Sarah Dennis to Cathy Creswell, dated
16 Q. Yes. Is that right? 16 Augut 8, 2007, a true copy of an e-mail from the HCD
17 A. That's what's in my notes. 17 fies?
18 Q. That's what you wrote, right? 18 A. Yes.
19 A. Yes. 19 Q. Now, the first paragaph refers to an
20 Q. Okay. So this shows which objectives, which 20 e-mail, it says, "Hi Cathy, Matt just sent me your
21 policies and progr were served by which objectives 21 e-mail to him wondering if anything had been sent.
22 in the housing element; isn't that right? 22 While we did send a series of two e-mails last week,
23 A. Corrct. 23 one addressing the recent court decision," et cetera.
24 (Exhbit 17 was marked.) 24 The first paragaph, first statement, "Matt
25 O. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okav. I'll show vou a 25 iust sent me your e-mail to him wonderinii if anvthinii
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1 document we have marked as Exhibit 17. 1 had been sent." Did you search the files of Cathy 

2 I ask you if this is a true copy of a 2 Creswell for e-mails on the subject of the housing
3 document in your fie? It's an e-mail from Teresa 3 element?
4 Ojeda, O-j-e-d-a, to Eve Bach, dated Marh 3, 2003. 4 A. I did not.
5 A. It appear to be. I don't have a 5 Q. Do you know if anybody did?
6 recollection of this. You'll note that there is 6 A. I believe she did.
7 a housing element reviewer for HCD Paul Dirksen 7 Q. No e-mails from Cathy Creswell were
8 at the top. 8 produced, and this indicates there certinly was one
9 Q. And Mr. Dirksen was in charge of the housing 9 which Matt sent.

10 element before you -- 10 Do you understand the Matt to be Matt
11 A. Yes. 11 Frain?
12 Q. - took over? Where did he go? 12 A. Yes, I understand that.
13 A. You mean- 13 Q. SO this says Matt Frain just sent me

14 Q. Yea. Where is he now? 14 Cathy Crewell's e-mail to him wondering if anyting
15 A. The City of West Sacramento. 15 had been sent; is that right?
16 Q. Oh, I see. Here's his name. I see. Okay. 16 A. Yes.
17 What deparent for the City of West 17 Q. Is that how you understand that?
18 Sacramento does he work in? 18 A. Yes, it says that.
19 A. Essntially their housing deparent. I 19 Q. Okay. I did not receive Ms. Creswell's
20 forget the name of it. 20 e-maiL.
2 i Q. Okay. 21 MS. PEARSON: Perhaps it was deleted.
22 A. Maybe Housing and Community Investment. 22 MS. DEVINCENZI: What?
23 Q. Okay. And Exhibit 17 is a tre and corrct 23 MS. PEARSON: Perhaps it was deleted.
24 copy of a document in HCD's fies; isn't that 24 MS. DEVICENZI: Perhaps it was not
25 correct? 25 reviewed.
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1 THE WITNESS: Again, I believe she searched 1 nght?
2 her e-mails. 2 A. Yes.

3 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Do you know whether any 3 Q. And some of these State programs require a
4 were produced? 4 housing element to have been held in compliance by
5 MR LOVIGTON: This is based on a 5 HCD; isn't that correct?
6 third-hand statement. I'm not sure that e-mail 6 A. Yes.
7 exists. You know, we don't know that for sure. 7 Q. And others only provide points to the
8 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: So did Cathy Creswell 8 locality on the basis of whether their housing
9 tell you that she reviewed her e-maIls -- 9 element is in compliance; is that correct?

10 A. I said I believe. 10 A. Yes.
11 Q. -- for production? 11 MR. LOVINGTON: And others have no
12 A. I would have to go check. 12 requirement at all regarding housing element.
13 Q. Well, if she had done that, wouldn't you 13 MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. What are some of
14 have seen the final stack of matenal that was 14 those that have no requirement?
15 produced? 15 MR. LOVIGTON: MHP, I believe, has no
16 A. I didn't see anything. I didn't see any 16 requirement.
17 e-mails from her. 17 THE WITNESS: MH, TOD. I better go through
18 (Exhibit 20 was marked.) 18 the list that requires the housing element in
19 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'm going to show 19 compliance or the points.

20 you a document that is Exhibit 20. Oh, here's one. 20 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: So TOD is the
21 Maybe this is it. Here's one. Okay. 21 Trait-Onented Development Program; is that right?
22 Okay. Here's Exhibit 20. Ths is an e-mail 22 A. Corrct.
23 to Cathy Creswell from Sarah Dennis. 23 Q. SO the Trasit-Onented Development Program
24 Do you recognize Exhbit 20 as a tre and 24 does not require an adopted housing element in
25 correct copy of an e-mail from the HCD fies? 25 comnliance with law as a condition for eligibilitv?
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1 A. Yes. 1 A. Correct again.
2 (Exhibit 21 was marked.) 2 Q. Correct. Okay. Now, the Infill
3 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'm going to show 3 Infrtrctue Grant Program does require an adopted

4 you a document that's been marked as Exhbit 21. 4 housing element that's been found in substantial
5 Is the handwriting on Exhibit 21 yours? 5 compliance with State housing element law, correct?
6 A. On the other side. 6 A. Yes.

7 Q. On which side? The "Revisions"? 7 (Exhibit 22 was marked.)
8 A. No. You see the reversed lettering? 8 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'm going to show
9 Q. Yes. "Revisions"? 9 you a document that's been marked Exhibit 22. I'll

10 A. I used this as a cover sheet for my 10 let you see my copy.
11 fies. So it should be within probably an 11 MR. LOVIGTON: I' give it back.
12 attachment of all the different revisions. 12 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Do you recognize
13 Q. Okay. 13 Exhbit 22, "Incentives for Housing Element
14 A. This might even be something from a 14 Compliance," as a tre and correct document from the
15 different fie. i don't know what ths is 15 HCD Web site?
16 really. 16 A. Yes.

17 MS. PEARSON: This could be scratch paper? 17 Q. And this document shows that varous

18 THE WITNSS: Yes. 18 programs grt points for having an adopted housing
19 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: I was just wondering 19 element in substatial compliance; is that correct?

20 because I couldn't read these. Do you see the word 20 A. Or threshold.
21 "Overcrowding," is that in your handwriting? 21 Q. What do you mea by "or threshold"?
22 A. No. 22 A. Meaning not points, that they are
23 Q. No. Okay. All right. Now, there are 23 ineligible with housing and compliance.
24 certain progrs that provide financial assistace to 24 Q. SO this shows which, require a threshold
25 cities in the form of grants and loan; isn't that 25 showing for eligibility or which just give points for
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1 housing element compliance; is that right? 1 Q. Yes.
2 A. It should explain that. 2 A. Yes, I have a vage understading.
3 Q. Okay. Take a look at it and tell me if it 3 Q. Under your vage understading, are funds
4 does. 4 available under this progr for the constrction of
5 A. Yes, it does. 5 actul housing units or just infratrctue?
6 Q. Okay. I only have one copy of Exhibit 23. 6 A. I'm not sure.

7 (Exhbit 23 was marked.) 7 Q. Are funds available for the constrction of
8 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. I'm going to show 8 housing units?
9 you a document marked Exhibit 23 entitled, "Infill 9 A. I'm not sure.

10 Infrastrctue Grant Program," which I downloaded 10 Q. Okay. What is your vage understading of
11 from the HCD Web site. Okay. Page 2. 11 how it works?
12 A. Of what? 12 A. It's a progr to promote infill and
13 Q. Of Exhibit 23. 13 infratrctue, I believe housing-related

14 Do you want to see this? 14 infrtrctue, but I would have to review those

15 MS. PEARSON: Yes. 15 things to answer that.
16 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. Do you recognze 16 Q. Okay.
17 Exhbit 23 as a tre and correct copy of an Infill 17 A. It's not something I interact with on a
18 Infastrctue Grant Program document downoaded from 18 regular basis at alL.
19 the HCD Web site? 19 (Exhibit 24 wa maked.)
20 A. I'm not very familiar with those 20 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'm going to show
21 documents. 21 you a document that's maked Exhibit 24.
22 Q. Okay. 22 Do you recognize Exhibit 24 as a tre and

23 A. But it appear to be. 23 correct copy of a memoradum dated June 20, 2007 from
24 Q. Okay. It appears to be. 24 the Deparent of Housing and Community Development?
25 Page 2 states. as to the Infill 25 A. Yes.
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1 Infrtrcture Grat Progr, "Its primary 1 Q. And this is a tre and correct copy of a
2 objective" - let's see, oh, here, excuse me - it 2 document on HCD's Web site, isn't it?
3 states, "Under the progr, grts ar available as 3 A. I would assume.
4 gap funding for infratrcture improvements necessar 4 Q. Now, the next planning period for the
5 for specific residential or mixed use infill 5 housing element for San Francisco would be due about
6 development projects." 6 June 2009?
7 Do you know whether the funding under this 7 A. Correct.
8 Infill Infrtrcture Grat Progrm is limited to 8 Q. Now, this memo discusses this law that
9 infrtrcture? 9 requires sites to be rezoned within a year under

10 A. No. You are talking different divisions 10 certin circumstaces pursuant to Government Code
11 of the deparent here. 11 Section 65583(cXI).
12 Q. Do you know whether - 12 Are you familiar with the term 65583(cXI)?
13 MR. LOVIGTON: So when you say, "No," you 13 A. Yes.
14 are saying, no, you don't know; is that what you are 14 Q. Now, what are the circumstances under which
15 saying? 15 a locality wil be required to rezone or zone
16 TH WITNESS: No, I don't know all aspects 16 adequate sites within the first year of the new
17 of it 17 planning period?
18 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Do you know whether 18 A. Whether they fail to identify adequate
19 funds are available for the constrction of actual 19 sites or fail to make sites available, meaning
20 housing units from the Infill Infrtrcture Grat 20 implementation of progrs to rezone.
21 Progr? 21 Q. Okay. Now, is the implementation of sites
22 A. No, not with complete certinty. 22 to be rezoned par of the analysis of whether 

23 Q. Well, do you have any belief at all, even 23 adequate sites have been identified in a housing
24 vague? Do you have a vague understanding of it? 24 element?
25 A. Of the progr? 25 A. Not analysis, progr to identifY
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1 adequate sites. 1 don't know whether I can find it.

2 Q. What do you mean by "progrm"? 2 Now, will San Francisco's implementation of
3 A. If the element with the analysis 3 the past element be taen into account in determining
4 demonstrtes a shortfall of capacity, then 4 whether they have to rezone for adequate sites?
5 progr ar necessar to address a shortfal i. 5 A. You mean pursuant to this Government

6 If those progr are implemented, then it would 6 Code?
7 trgger these statutory requirements. 7 Q. Yes.

8 Q. SO in the 2009 element is San Fracisco 8 A. No.

9 going to have to demonstrate capacity for 30,000 new 9 Q. Their implementation of the past element
10 housing urts above the 20,000, or just 30,000 for 10 will not be taen into account?
11 the period? 11 A. For rezones puruant to this Government
12 A. They demonstrated adequate sites and did 12 Code 65584.09?

13 not require a progrm, so it wouldn't trgger 13 Q. Yes.

14 statutory requirements. 14 A. No.

15 Q. Okay. 15 Q. Okay. That's fine.

16 A. So, no. 16 (Exhibit 25 was marked.)
17 Q. Okay. So, basically, San Fracisco would 17 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. I have a document
18 not be required to rezone within one year of the next 18 marked Exbit 25, which is the Annual Report from
19 element for a shortfall, in your understading? 19 HCD's Web site regading Financial Assistace

20 A. Correct. 20 Prgrs.
21 Q. Okay. Now, in 2009, City of San Francisco 21 A. Right.

22 has an allocation of a certin number such as 30,000. 22 Q. SO basically let me ask you this:

23 If they have to demonstrate capacity to achieve 23 San Fracisco is now deemed in compliance with State

24 30,000 units, can any of that overlap the 20,000 that 24 housing element law, corrct?

25 was demonstrted in the last element. or does it have 25 A. Yes.
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1 to be 30,000 entirely new sites that were not 1 Q. SO they are free to apply for any State

2 identified in the prior element? 2 grt or loan or financial assistace progr of any
3 A. The planning period sta fresh, 3 kind?
4 assuming these requirements arn't trggered. 4 A. If they ar eligible, yes.
5 Q. SO the answer is they would not have to 5 Q. If they are eligible. But based on a need
6 demonstrte new sites, they could use some of the 6 to demonstrte compliance with the housing element,
7 ones they relied on before? 7 they satisfY that requirement for any State program,

8 A. Correct. 8 as far as you know?
9 Q. SO in 2009 if San Francisco's allocation of 9 A. Yes, where pertinent.

10 the regional need is 30,000, they will only be 10 Q. Pardon me?
11 required to demonstrte capacity for 30,000 sites? 11 A. Where applicable. Where the housing
12 A. Yes. 12 element is a requirement, right.
13 Q. Not 30,000 plus the 20,000 from the 2004 13 Q. Where it's a requirement, right.

14 element? 14 And a lot of these State funding progrms
15 A. Yes. 15 ar highly competitive among jurisdictions; 

16 Q. SO in 2009 San Fracisco wil not be 16 jurisdictions compete for the funding, don't they?
17 required to demonstrate capacity for 50,000 units? 17 A. In some progrms, yes.
18 A. Yes. 18 Q. In some programs they do.
19 Q. Okay. 19 So merely because a jurisdiction is eligible
20 A. Assuming that's not their allocation. 20 doesn't mean they are going to get funding?
21 Q. Right. But we are assuming that

21 A. Corrt.
22 San Fracisco -- I think the City Attorney stipulated 22 Q. Because there isn't enough funding to go

23 that allocation is 30,000. 23 around to meet all the requests in many cases; isn't

24 A. Based on her stipulation, yes. 24 that right?

25 Q. Well, I think I have that somewhere, but I 25 A. I couldn't say in many cases or give you
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1 specifically, but a lot of our programs are 1 column called, "Other funds leveraged."
2 oversubscribed, to the best of my knowledge. 2 Do you know what that means?
3 Q. SO as to the programs that are 3 A. I would assume funds outside the
4 oversubscribed, there isn't enough State fuding to 4 progrm. But I'm not completely familiar with
5 be actully granted to every locality that applies? 5 the contents of this document, nor did I prepare
6 A. Yes. 6 it.
7 Q. Okay. So eligibility doesn't mean you are 7 Q. Well, "Other funds levemged" you say means
8 necessarly going to get money? 8 are funds outside of the program?
9 A. Yes. 9 A. Progr listed.

10 Q. Okay. Exhibit 25 is a tre and correct copy 10 Q. Meang?
11 of the HCD Anual Report; isn't that correct? 11 A. i have no idea the contents of that,
12 A. It appear. 12 that amount or anytng.
13 Q. That's from the Web site; isn't that right? 13 Q. You mean outside of HCD programs?
14 And this list the varous financial assistace 14 A. I have no idea of those numbers
15 programs; isn't that right? 15 whatsoever.
16 A. It appear, yes. 16 Q. No. When you said, "outside the programs,"
17 Q. All right. On page i to 3 of this 17 did you mea outside HCD?
18 Exhibit 25, page i refers to, "$300 milion for a new 18 A. I asume.
19 Transit-Orented Development Implementation Progr," 19 Q. You assume?
20 and it refers to developing high-density housing near 20 A. Yea. I just said I would assume
21 transit stations. 21 outside the progr that was listed, like the
22 Do you know what they mean by "trasit 22 specific progr. But, again, I have no idea of

23 station"? 23 the contents of these numbers whatsoever.
24 A. I can't fully explain the requirements, 24 Q. Okay. Well, page 28 shows that
25 but buses and RaDid Trasit and so forth under 25 San Fracisco received 8. i milion in BEGIN.
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1 certin criteria. 1 B-E-G-I-N, funding; isn't that right?
2 Q. Well, it's not every bus line, is it? 2 A. Yes.
3 A. No. 3 Q. And a million in CalHome funding?
4 Q. It's certin bus hubs and major bus areas, 4 A. Yes.
5 isn't it? 5 Q. And a million in EHAP-CD funding?
6 A. Yea, high-interval locations. 6 A. Yes.
7 Q. "High-interval locations" you mean? 7 Q. And 29 milion in MHP-SH funding?
8 A. Every ten minutes, 15 minutes, not every 8 A. Yes.
9 twice a day. 9 Q. And $65,605 in EHAP funding, correct?

10 Q. Okay. Now, page 6 of this document 10 A. Yes.
11 Exhibit 25 shows that San Fracisco received $40.2 11 Q. Now, do you know what any of those kinds of
12 millon from HCD from 2006 to 2007; isn't that right? 12 funding entail? Are they for housing?
13 Page 6. 13 A. Yes. EHAP is Emergency Housing
14 A. Can you go over that again, please? 14 Assistace.
15 Q. Page 6 of Exhibit 25 shows that 15 Q. Do you know what MHP is?
16 San Fracisco received $40.2 millon - 16 A. Multi-Family Housing Program. Rental
17 A. I can read it now. Yes. 17 Constrction.
18 Q. - frm HCD funding for 2006 to 2007, 18 Q. Okay. Page 53 of that document, which is
19 doesn't it? 19 unnumbered but entitled, "Proposition 46," it comes
20 A. That's what the document reads. 20 after page 48. I guess these are excerpts.
21 Q. Okay. And page 28 also lists severa awards 21 Do you see the page following the numbered
22 of seveml millon dollar to San Fracisco; isn't 22 page 48?
23 that corrct? 23 A. The map?
24 A. Corrt. 24 Q. Yes. It's entitled, "Proposition 46." Do
25 Q. Now, in the far right column there is a 25 you see the title on that, "Proposition 46"?
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1 A. Yes.
2 Q. Okay. Good. Do you see San Francisco

3 received $120 million in Proposition 46 funding?

4 A. Yes.
5 Q. Okay. And then if you flp two more pages,

6 do you see Proposition I C?

7 A. Yes.
B Q. And San Francisco received one milion in
9 those funds? Do you see that?

10 A. Yes.
11 Q. Do you know whether those are highly

12 competitive fuds?
13 A. No, I don't know the contents of that
14 whatsoever.

15 (Exhibit 26 was marked.)
16 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. I'm going to show
1 7 you a document marked Exhbit 26.

1 8 Do you recognze Exhbit 26 as a copy of the

1 9 Deparent of Housing and Community Development's

20 press release dated Febru 28, 2008?
2 1 A. This isn't from the fies, right?
22 Q. No, it's from the Web site.
23 A. It seems familiar. I mean, i recognize
24 it. I'm not familiar with every press release.

25 O. Okav. The second Dage savs. under

"San Francisco/Bay Area Region," it says, "The
San Francisco/Bay Area Region wil receive more than

$45.5 million to provide housing and incentive units
for 838 famlies and individuals."

Is that corrct?
That's what it reads.

MS. PEARSON: Do you know what that
San Francisco/Bay Area region entails?

THE WITNSS: Possibly the nine counties. I
don't know, though.

MS. PEARSON: More than just San Fracisco
as a city?

THE WITNESS: Yes. I would assume by Bay
Area Region, yes.
Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Let's find Exhibit 12.
Well, we'll keep that last. Let's mark these and get
these identified.

(Exhibit 27 was marked.)
Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: I'll show you
Exhibit 27.

MR. LOVINGTON: Ms. Devincenzi, I don't know
what your schedule is, but we are going to have to be
out of this room at 5 o'clock, and we are going to
have all these papers picked up.

MS. DEVINCENZI: Right.

1

2
3
4

5
6 A.
7
B

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1 MR. LOVINGTON: You need to plan for that.
2 MS. DEVINCENZI: Right. I'm going as fast
3 as I can. I think we'll be able to do it.
4 MS. PEARSON: I have a few follow-up
5 questions, too.

6 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. Do you recognize
7 Exhibit 27, an Augut 19,2004 letter to HCD from the

8 Planning Deparment as a true and correct copy of
9 your fie?

lOA. That's been a while for sure, but it
11 looks like I recognize the communications.
12 Q. Okay.
13 A. i don't recognize the last page,
1 4 however.

15 (Exhibit 28 was marked.)
16 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. Let me show you
1 7 Exhibit 28.

18 A. Are you sure this is in there?
19 Q. Okay. Exhibit 28 is a letter dated
20 October I I, 2002 from HCD to Mr. Gerald Green,
21 Planing Director.
22 And it's a correct copy of a document in
23 your file; isn't that correct?
2 4 A. It appear to be, yeah.
2 5 O. Okav. The handwrting on that document on
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1 the inside, is that yours?
2 A. I'm prett sure. It looks like mine. I
3 remember it.
4 Q. It looks like yours?
5 A. That's my method, also. So, yes, it's

6

7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

mme.
Q. So were you involved in reviewing the draft
housing elements for compliance with law before the
final was submitted to HCD?
A. No.
Q. I see. So when did you put these notations
on?
A. These notations are my vehicle for

reviewing the adopted and the changes to
detennine whether the findings were addressed in
the draft review.

Q. I don't understad what you meant.
Did you put these on when you engaged in the

review that the City asked you to conduct concerning
the omitted policies or was it before that?
A. The adopted 2004 review.

Q. The adopted. Okay.
Page 7 of the document, "Implementation 1.

Cityide Action Plan," states, "This measure should

be strengthened to demonstrte the City's commtment
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1 to implement this program and provide a timeline for

2 its completion."

3 Did HCD wish the City to demonstrte

4 commitment to implement the CAP?

5 A. That appear to be the finding from the

6 draft yes.
7 Q. And did the City satisfy HCD's concern with
8 relation to the commitment to implement the CAP?

9 A. My notes indicate that in the left
1 0 column. I'd have to go back and figue out
11 exactly what's behind that detennination, though.
i 2 Q. SO the "Okay" means that somehow the City

i 3 satisfied HCD's concerns to implement the CAP?
i 4 A. Exactly.

i 5 Q. SO they indicated they would implement it?

i 6 A. Or notice that "should" is underlined.

i 7 So, again, I'd have to go back and review

i 8 everyng.
i 9 Q. Well, the "should" is "Ths measure should

2 0 be strengtened to demonstrte the City's
2 i commitment."

2 2 A. Right.
2 3 Q. SO it indicates that they wanted a

2 4 commitment. And you have an "ok," so that indicates
2 5 there was a commitment. doesn't there?

i i 8

1 A. No, that indicates that somehow the 1 A.2 finding was addressed. 2
3 Q. Okay. Now, under 1.7, "Encourage and 3
4 support the construction of quality, new family 4
5 housing," it states, "The element should be revised, 5

6 providing more specific information on the sites to 6

7 be rezoned and considered for elimination of density 7
8 requirements and provide a specific timeline to 8

9 provide flexible development standards to accommodate 9i 0 families with children." 1 0
i i Did the City provide information on the 1 i
i 2 specific sites to be rezoned? 12i 3 A. I don't recalL. 13
i 4 Q. Did this Policy and Implementation encourage 14
i 5 specific sites to be rezoned? 15i 6 A. I don't recall that. 16
i 7 (Exhibit 29 was marked.) 1 7
i 8 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'm going to show 18

i 9 you a document marked Exhibit 29. 19
20 Okay. Do you recognize Exhibit 29 to be a 20
2 i tre and correct copy of a Planing Deparent letter 2 i

22 to HCD dated September 30, 2004 that's contained in 222 3 your fies? 2 324 A. Yes. September 3D? 24
25 Q. Yes, September 30, 2004. 25

30 (Pages 11 7 to 120)
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i A. 011 yes, sorr.

2 Q. Exhibit 29 is a true copy of a document

3 that's contained in the HCD fies, correct?

4 A. Yes, it should.
5 (Exhbit 30 was marked.)
6 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Let me show you a
7 document marked Exhibit 30.

8 All right. Do you recognize Exhibit 30 as a

9 tre and corrct copy of a document contained in

1 0 HCD's fies that consists of a letter from the
1 i San Fracisco Planning Deparent dated Febru 13,
12 2008 to Cathy E. Creswell?
13 A. Febru 14, yes.
14 (Exhibit 31 was marked.)
15 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'll show you
1 6 Exhibit 31.

17 Okay. Do you recognize Exhibit 31 as a copy
18 of a document contained in HCD's fies consisting of
19 a Febru 13, 2003 memoradum from the Planing

2 0 Deparent to People Interested in San Fracisco
2 i Housing?

2 2 A. I reognize their stamp, but I don't
2 3 recall this correspondence.
24 Q. Right. But the HCD stamp is on the

2 5 docinent. and you recognize it. correct?

120

Yes.

(Exhibit 32 was marked.)
Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'm going to show
you Exhibit 32.
A. These are from the draft, right?
Q. What is this document from? Well, it's
dated 2003. So you mean it's from the process of
reviewing the draft, producing the draft?
A. I was asking you. I don't recognize
ths.
Q.
A. It's been a while. So I'm assuming that
you got ths stuff from the draft based on the
dates.

Q. Okay. Was Eve Bach an employee here?
A. Eve Bach is an advocate.

Q. Eve Bach is an advocate, okay.
A. Housing advocate.

(Exhbit 33 was marked.)

Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. Here's one with
the deparent stap. I'll show you Exhibit 33.

Now, the localities have to report to HCD on
their progrss in implementing housing elements,
don't they?
A. Some.

You don't recognize 32?
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1 Q. Some. Don't they give you an annual report? 1 Q. Okay. Let me ask you this: Let's go back
2 A. 65400 requires an annual report. 2 to the time that -- well, first, let me ask you this:
3 However, I'm not sure of its applicability to 3 When the City passed its housing element in 2004,
4 charer cities. 4 around, oh, September thereabouts, there had been
5 Q. Oh, I see. So charer cities may not have 5 some amendments made to it at the last minute. Do
6 to give you an anual report? 6 you remember?
7 A. I believe. I would have to double-check 7 A. It's adopted?

8 that. However, there was an eligibility 8 Q. Before it was adopted. There had been made
9 requirement for the Work Force Housing Program. 9 some amendments that had been made shortly before it

10 Q. Do they have to provide it anually to be 10 was adopted. Do you remember that?
11 eligible for th Work Force Housing Program? 11 A. Not too much. When you say amended
12 A. I would have to go back and check. I 12 before it was adopted, do you mean board
13 think it was for the specific application. 13 rejecting or accepting the planning boards?
14 Q. I see. Are those funds available every 14 Q. No, I mea changes to the document.

15 year? 15 A. No.Oh.
16 A. They were available for about three 16 Q. Changes in the language of the document.
17 year under Prop 36. They are no longer 17 A. I do remember that a little bit, yes.
18 available. 18 Q. Okay. After the housing element was
19 Q. No longer available. Okay. So that 19 amended, did you have an in-person meeting with
20 accounts for the fact that we don't have a curent 20 representatives of the City?

21 annual progrss report from the City. 21 A. Yes.
22 A. Correct. 22 Q. Did you go to San Francisco for that
23 Q. Okay. This is a progress report dated- 23 meeting?
24 well, Exhibit 33 is a letter from the Planning 24 A. I don't recalL. I know we had a meeting
25 DeDarment dated December 3 I 2004 to HCD enclosine. 25 here.
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1 an Annual Progress Report; isn't that correct? 1 Q. A meeting here. And who was at the meeting
2 A. Yes. Yes. 2 here shortly after it was amended?
3 Q. And do you recognize the HCD stap on that 3 A. Oh, boy. Well, do you have the

4 document? 4 corrspondence that follows up on that? Gerald
5 A. Yes. 5 Green, it was me, Deputy Director Creswell,
6 Q. SO that's a correct copy of the anual 6 Mr. Ghosh. And there were a few others, but I'd
7 report that was contained in the HCD fies; isn't 7 have to dig it out.
8 that right? 8 Q. Was the subject of the amendments that were
9 A. Annua report files, yes. 9 made shortly before the element was adopted discussed

10 Q. Yes. 10 at that meeting?
11 (Exhbit 34 was marked.)

11 A. The subject was more based on our
12 Q. BY MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. I'm going to show 12 preliminar review of the adopted and where areas

13 you Exhibit 34. 13 were marginal, if you wilL.

14 Now, 34 is a WFH Annual Progress Report on 14 Q. What aras were marginal?

15 Implementation of the Housing Element from the City 15 A. These are the things that are par of my
16 and County of San Francisco for the reporting period 16 review notes on the draft.
17 Janua to Deember 2005. 17 Q. Okay.
18 Does HCD maintain files containing those 18 A. One of them was -- the one that I
19 report? 19 remember the most was the SP 520, which was
20 A. Yes. 20 recent changes to housing element law.
21 Q. Were they searched? Because I don't think 21 Q. What do you mean by that?
22 they produced this one for me. I got it from the 22 A. There were changes in 2002 to
23 City. 23 specifically analyze potential constrints on
24 A. I was going to say that. I think the 24 housing for persons with disabilities.
25 only one we found was the 2004. 25 Q. Okay.
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1 A. And the other was expanding on the 1 sites have to contain?
2 analysis of potential government constraints in 2 A. Information - the requirements were

3 general. Those are the two that I recalL. 3 different back then. But analysis in
4 Q. Okay. How did it expand on the potential 4 relationship of zoning, acreage, suitability of
5 analysis of governent constraints in general? 5 sites, capacity of sites, and so forth, and
6 A. It lacked an expansion. It didn't have 6 abilty to accommodate the regional housing need
7 what we normally see on land use controls zoning 7 allocation.
8 mechanisms. 8 Q. Okay. So the adequate sites evaluation has
9 Q. You mean the San Fracisco's element did not 9 to demonstrte the abilty to accommodate the

10 have what you normally see on wning control? 10 regional housing need allocation; is that correct?
11 A. Right. Mainly due to the complexity of 11 A. Correct.
12 the City and its zoning distrcts. So these were 12 Q. Okay. And San Fracisco did that in 2004?
13 areas from our preliminar review that we further 13 A. Yes.
14 met on, and they provided clarfication on in 14 Q. By relying on the existing capacity of
15 support. 15 wning?
16 Q. And what clarfication did they provide as 16 A. Yes.
17 to zoning controls? 17 Q. And if that par of the element is kept in,
18 A. I can't recall all that. But the 18 it will continue to comply with law?
19 corrspondence from Gerald Green outlines those 19 A. That requirement, yes.
20 things. 20 Q. Yes. Okay. If the text, "Encourging
21 Q. Didn't the City basically tell you that they 21 increased capacity and rezoning" is omitted from the
22 didn't want to specifY the rezoning in the element 22 housing element, it wil continue to comply with the
23 because it would support the need for environmental 23 2004 legal requirements; isn't that right?
24 review? 24 A. Yes.
25 A. No I don't recall that at all. 25 Q. And when you evaluated the housim! element
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1 Q. Do you recall whether it was said or not? 1 for compliance, you evaluated it under the 2004
2 A. No. Like i said, I remember the meeting 2 standards because it was passed then, right?
3 being more about those few aras, not the changes 3 A. Correct.
4 to the, you know, certin policies. 4 Q. Just a minute.
5 Q. Okay. Now, let's go to the time that the 5 Now, did you have any discussion, either at
6 City came and initiated a process where they asked 6 HCD among staff or with the City, about what it would
7 you to review the housing element with the omission 7 take to find the 2004 Housing Element out of
8 of the seven or eight policies. 8 compliance?
9 A. Uh-huh. 9 A. No.

10 Q. And they asked you to determine if the 10 Q. No. Right now the next update is due June
11 element would sti1 comply with the State law if they 11 2009, right?
12 omitted those seven or eight policies? 12 A. Yes.
13 A. Sure. 13 Q. And the City intends to prepare an
14 Q. All right. That was not HCD's idea, it was 14 Environmental Impact Report on that, correct?
15 the City's idea to initiate that review; is that 15 A. I'm assuming.
16 right? 16 Q. Yes. Well, haven't they told you that they
17 A. Yes. 17 are going to include the same policies and
18 Q. Okay. Now, during that review, the Data and 18 implementation measures from San Francisco 2004
19 Needs Analysis was not considered omitted from the 19 element in the 2009 and build on those?
20 housing element; isn't that right? 20 A. We haven't had a lot of discussion on
21 A. Correct. 21 their update yet.
22 Q. Now, the Data and Needs Analysis contains an 22 Q. Okay. Well, we are about nine months away
23 assessment of adequate sites; is that right? 23 from the next update; isn't that right?
24 A. Corrct. 24 A. Yes.
25 Q. And what does that assessment of adequate 25 Q. Okay. At this point wouldn't you be
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1 surprised if the State Deparment of Housing and 1 identity alternative adequate sites; is that what you
2 Community Development found San Francisco's housing 2 said?
3 element adopted in 2004 out of compliance? 3 A. Yes.
4 A. I don't know what you mean by that, I'm 4 Q. Okay. What does that entail? What does
5 sorr . 5 that require?
6 Q. Well, wouldn't it surrise you if anyting 6 A. Governent Code 65583.1 was added in
7 happened at ths point to cause them to change the 7 1998 to allow up to 25 percent of the regional
8 compliance status at this late time? 8 housing need allocation to be accommodated
9 A. Why? 9 though thee trcks, including substatial

10 MS. PEARSON: What if we didn't have one? 10 rehabilitation, conversion of market rate to
11 MS. DEVICENZI: Well, you do have - well, 11 affordable units, and preservation, in addition
12 maybe you don't have one. 12 to some other stuff
13 Q. Did you ever evaluate whether the City's 13

Q. You say it required 25 percent of 
the 

14 1990 Residence Element is in compliance with the 14 regional housing needs?
15 curent requirements of State housing element law? 15 A. Not required, allowed up to 25 percent.
16 A. No. 16 Q. I see. Okay. So some of it could be
17 Q. It's unlikely that it is in compliance; 17 shifted to these other categories?
18 isn't that corrt? is A. It could.
19 A. I never evaluated it. 19 Q. Could. I see. Now, the more specific
20 Q. Nonetheless, there have been a lot of 20 listing of parcels, what did that entail?
21 changes in the law since i 990 and 2004, haven't 21 A. AB 2348 added Governent Code 65583.2,
22 there? 22 requiring a specific parel based inventory by
23 A. Oh. So if you are saying if I reviewed 23 size, General Plan designation, zoning, and
24 the i 990 element under current stadards would it 24 calculation of realistic capacity, added more
25 comolv? 25 sDecific reauirements for analvsis of suitability
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1 Q. Yeah. Well, I'm saying that there have been 1 for nonvacant sites, added more specific analysis
2 a lot of changes in State housing element law between 2 of realistic capacity, that's the capacity
3 1990 and 2004; isn't that right? 3 calculated on the sites, added more specific
4 A. Yes. 4 requirements when a shortfall of sites is
5 Q. Are you familiar with them? 5 identified to accommodate the regional housing
6 A. Yes. 6 need by writ provisions. I'm sure there are a
7 Q. What are some of the major changes insofar 7 few other things in there.
8 as they deal with the contents of housing elements? 8 Q. Okay. When did that come into effect?
9 A. Do you want 200 or to go back to 1 990? 9 A. 2005, 2004.

10 Q. Well, let's sta with 1990. 10 Q. Okay. But it wasn't in effect in i 990?
11 A. There is changes to requir more 11 A. No.
12 specific analysis of fan workers and sites to 12 Q. Did you discuss with City representatives
13 identity - or identify sites for fan workers, 13 what kind of a ruling on the writ might cause your
14 including zoning; more specific requirements for 14 deparment to find housing element out of compliance?
15 at-risk preservation; tlexibilities added to 15 A. I'm not really sure what you mean. I
16 identity alternative adequate sites; amendments 16 don't know.
17 for the persons with disabilities, SB 520; AB 17 Q. Well, you had meetings with the City?
18 2348 requiring a more specific listing of 18 A. Right.
19 parels; AB 2634 requiring a specific analysis of 19 Q. And they clearly wanted the Court to find
20 extemely low income households; and most 20 that everying was fine as long as eight or nine --
21 recently SB 2 requiring a more specific 21 excuse me, as long as eight policies were omitted,
22 demonstrtion of zoning to permt emergency 22 right?
23 shelters and encourage trsitional and 23 A. I thought it was seven, but whatever
24 supportive housing. 24 policies.
25 Q. Okay. Now, you mention flexibility to 25 Q. Yeah, whatever. Seven policies and one
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1 implementation action. 1 San Francisco, in general, are you familiar with
2 A. Uh-huh. 2 those, generally?
3 Q. Okay. And did you discuss what kind of a 3 A. I don't have a recollection. I remember
4 ruling could cause you to change the compliance 4 that Municipality Code. I don't remember every
5 statu to say out of compliance? 5 aspect of the zoning.
6 A. I don't recalL. No, I don't. What do 6 Q. Well, you reviewed this?
7 you mean, what kind of ruling would change the 7 A. Yes.
8 compliance? I don't understad. 8 Q. And when you reviewed this, did you have an
9 Q. Well, what portion ofa housing element 9 understading of what the current density

10 would have to be omitted by the Cour for you to find 10 requirements were?
11 the housing element out of compliance? 11 A. I did at the time of the review.
12 A. No, we didn't. We didn't discuss that. 12 Q. And what was your understading?
13 I don't remember that. 13 A. I can't give you a complete recollection
14 Q. Okay. Can you tell me what portion would 14 of that. You are talking about something very
15 have to be strcken? 15 specific.
16 MR. LOVINGTON: I think that's really highly 16 Q. Well, don't they generally establish a

17 speculative. And I would ask the witness not to 17 density of certin number of units per square footage
18 respond to that question. 18 of ground?
19 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. Did you 19 A. Sur.
20 understad in the meetings that the City wanted to 20 Q. Okay.
21 minimize the impact of the Court's decision? 21 A. Most cities do.
22 A. No. 22 Q. Right. And if the City was going to
23 Q. Has the City reported to you on any of the 23 eliminate density limits, didn't that mean that they,
24 new zonings that it's passed? 24 by "eliminate," means do away with them entirely?
25 A. I believe that was in some of the 25 A. I would assume that's what eliminate
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1 correspondence. They talked about some of the 1 means in this case.
2 recent effort in housing and so fort. 2 Q. All right. And if you would eliminate
3 Q. Okay. Do you have an understading of the 3 density requirements, then the City could decide how
4 meaning of the term "density limit"? 4 many units would be permitted in a building envelope,
5 A. Yes. 5 right?
6 Q. What is a density limit? 6 A. I would assume that, yes.
7 A. I would assume something that limits 7 Q. SO the City would have the subjective right
8 density. 8 to make that determination?
9 Q. Okay. 9 MR. LOVINGTON: I think that's speculative.

10 A. There could be a varety of mechanisms, 10 There are other limits on density that may come from
11 of course. 11 just direct units per acre limits.
12 Q. I'm going to read you a section from the 12 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: Okay. Well, when you
13 City's Adopted 2004 Housing Element. "Implementation 13 read this here, "Implementation 1.7, eliminating
14 1.7 states, "The Planning Deparent wil also 14 density requirements," you understood it to mean
15 propose eliminating density requirements within 15 doing away with them, didn't you?
16 permtted building envelopes in downtown aras and 16 A. I would assume that, yeah. I mean, I
17 areas subject to a Better Neighborhoods type planning 17 can't recollect exactly everying when I read
18 process to maxmize family units constructed." 18 that. But I would assume eliminate density
19 By eliminating density requirements, do you 19 requirements, that helps them increase or
20 understad that means that they would be proposing 20 maximize the building envelope.
21 zoning changes to eliminate density requirements? 21 Q. How does it do that?
22 A. That seems like, yes, changes to the 22 A. Well, I'm assuming. I mean, I can't go
23 zoning. 23 back and look at all the details. That the
24 Q. Now, the old density limits, the density 24 building envelope, through F AR, whatever, was
25 limits contained in the current Planning Code for 25 above the density requirements, and by
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1 eliminating that they are able to maximize their 1 a minimum stadad, that's what we call a minimum

2 space. 2 stadard; isn't that right?

3 Q. Excuse me, would you say that again? 3 A. Yes.

4 A. A building envelope allowed to, 4 Q. Okay. So under that minimum stadard, you

5 whatever, regulations on bulk, the density 5 could have more than one parking space for each

6 requirement might not allow you to get to and 6 residential unit?

7 maximize that. It might be a limit within the 7 A. Yes.

8 zoning. 8 Q. SO there is a big difference between a

9 Q. SO you are saying that the density 9 maximum and a minimin parking stadard?
10 requirement would prevent you from building as many 10 A. Is that a question?

11 floors as you could under the floor-area ratio? 11 Q. Yes.

12 A. Or whatever. I mean, I'm just kind of 12 A. Yes, that is correct, there is a

13 presuming, you know, based on what you are 13 difference.

14 reading there. 14 Q. Okay. Are you aware of whether the City has

15 Q. Has the City told you whether they 15 adopted any maimum parking stadards in any new
16 eliminated density limits in any of its new zonings? 16 zoning?

17 A. New zonings? 17 A. I know that it was definitely par of

18 Q. Yeah. Are you aware of that? 18 their effort. I forget exactly what was done at
19 A. No. 19 the time of review.

20 Q. Okay. 20 Q. Okay. Exhibit 12, which is the Sar Dennis

21 MR. LOVINGTON: We are going to have to be 21 memo, memo from Sar Dennis to Paul McDougall, dated

22 wrapping up, especially if Ms. Pearson wants to have 22 Friday, March 21, 2008. Here's my copy of it.

23 the opportty to ask some questions. 23 It says, "Paul, great! Thanks so much to

24 MS. DEVINCENZI: Okay. Hold on. 24 all of you for taing this on to support us. Sar
25 O. Policy 11. I. "Use new housin!! develoDment as 25 Dennis. "
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1 a means to enhance neighborhood vitality and 1 What did she mean, in your understanding,
2 diversity." Implementation I I. I talks about, 2 for "taing this on to support us"?

3 "Minimum density requirements and maximum parking 3 A. I would say evaluating -- you know,
4 stadards. " 4 basically honoring their request or taking it to
5 A. Okay. 5 evaluate the document policies.
6 Q. Do you see this here, "Minimum density 6 Q. Well, it's HCD's mission to produce housing,

7 requirements and maxmum parking stadards" is 7 isn't it?

8 referred to under Policy I I. I; isn't that right? 8 A. That's par of our mission.

9 A. Yes. 9 Q. Right. Is it par of HCD's mission to be

10 Q. Okay. Now, what do you understad maxmum 10 concerned about the environmental impacts on the
11 parking stadards to be? 11 urban core such as San Francisco?
12 A. Parking to not exceed a certin limit. 12 A. It's par of our mission to address a
13 Q. Right. So, in other words, there are zoning 13 request from cities and counties and a variety of
14 ordinances that limit the number of off-street 14 staeholders.
15 parking spaces permitted in a new strcture? 15 Q. Okay. I didn't ask you that. I asked you:
16 A. Yes. 16 Is it par of HCD's mission to be concerned about the

17 Q. To, for example, one space for every two 17 adverse environmental impacts of, say, congestion on
18 residential units? 18 urban cores such as San Francisco?
19 A. For exaple, yes. 19 A. I think those things are stated that way
20 Q. Right. So a maximum parking stadard is a 20 . ..in our mission.
21 limitation on parking? 21 Q. Well, you never consider it, do you, in your
22 A. Yes. 22 analysis?
23 Q. Okay. Now, under the old parking stadard, 23 A. Do we review the way things are adopted
24 which we call the i to I, that required at least one 24 and the sequence of adopted? No.
25 parking space for each residential unit. So that was 25 Q. Okay. It's your mission to promote -- it's
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1 HCD's mission to promote the construction of housing; 1 Q. Okay. That wa really all I had.
2 isn't that correct? 2 --000
3 A. That's part of it. 3 FURTHER EXAMINATION BY MS. DEVINCENZI
4 Q. Wouldn't HCD be loathe to make any finding 4 Q. Well, I have a question about what you just
5 or determination that would discourage the production 5 asked abut meeting existing capacity, about meeting
6 of housing? 6 the regional needs throug use of existing capacity.
7 MR. LOVINGTON: That's argumentative and 7 That's not exacly what you said.
8 speculative and I object. And I'm instrcting the 8 Didn't you say that there wa some
9 witness not to answer that. 9 determination based on stadads relating to the

10 MS. DEVICENZI: All right. Let's let 10 meeting new regional need based on the existing
11 Ms. Pearon ask some questions. 11 zoning?
12 -000- 12 A. Existing caacity, yea that they

13 EXAMIATION BY MS. PEARSON 13 identified sur, available capacity.

14 Q. I just have a couplejust before it slips my 14 Q. Okay. Well, what stadads did you use to
15 mind. 15 detennne whether they had identified adequate sites?
16 You said that there is a big difference 16 This is par of the adequate site assessment, isn't
17 between a minimum parking stadard and a maximum 17 it?
18 parking stadad? 18 A. Yes.
19 A. Uh-huh. 19 Q. Okay. So what stadads did you use to
20 Q. And that's just in the definitions? Or do 20 determine whether they identified adequate sites?
21 you mean - I mean, if the minimum parking stadard 21 A. Available acreae, relationship to
22 is i to i, and the maximum parking stadard is i. i to 22 zoning, caacity, available capacity.

23 i, is that a big difference? So I guess my question 23 Q. Right. But you didn't actully expect them
24 is: Wouldn't the difference and the size of the 24 to use the unused capacity, did you?
25 difference deoend on what the stadard was? 25 A. Expect them to use?
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1 A. Right. Yeah, I was referrng more to 1 Q. Yes, to actually build housing. You didn't
2 the fundaental difference between the minimum 2 actually expect the City to use the unused capacity
3 and the maxmum parking stadard. 3 under zoning for the new housing construction, did
4 Q. Okay. And then you also mentioned a while 4 you?
5 ago that you did not review the City's i 990 Residence 5 A. Wouldn't that be par of how they
6 Element? 6 demonstrte their available capacity?
7 A. Correct. 7 Q. Well, you require a demonstration of
8 Q. Okay. And so you've never done a comparson 8 available capacity, right?
9 of the i 990 Residence Element and the 2004 Housing 9 A. Right.

10 Element? 10 Q. And on a lot of these sites there is already
11 A. Not that I recalL. 11 a building.
12 Q. Okay. So you wouldn't know whether or not 12 A. Uh-huh.
13 policies that are in the 2004 Housing Element are 13 Q. SO you didn't expect a substatial amount of
14 also in the i 990 Residence Element? 14 the regional housing need allocation to actually be
15 A. Not that I recollect. I forget. 15 made up by using up the unused capacity, did you?
16 Q. And then the last question i have is - I 16 A. I really can't -- I can't really recall,
17 guess the last series -- you stated that 17 you know.
18 San Fracisco could meet its regional housing need 18 Q. That doesn't go into your determination,
19 allocation numbers though the existing capacity? 19 does it?
20 A. Correct. 20 A. I'd have to go back and look. The
21 Q. And do you know if San Fracisco considered 21 existing units on it?
22 as par of its existing capacity that housing would 22 Q. No. Does a determination of how much of the 

23 need to be demolished, housing that did not reach 23 existing capacity is likely to actually be used for
24 maxmum capacity would need to be demolished? 24 new housing go into your determination of whether
25 A. I don't remember that specifically. 25 adequate sites have been identified?
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1 A. Of the available capacity?
2 Q. Right.
3 A. Yes.
4 Q. How does that go in?

5 A. It's just whatever capacity is available
6 and how they demonstrate, you know, the number of
7 units that can be accommodated.

8 Q. Okay. So San Fracisco's available capacity

9 was, say unused capacity under zoning in the state,
10 say 20,000 unts, how much of that did you expect to
1 1 actually be converted to housing?

12 A. It relly wasn't par ofthe evaluation.
13 We just look at the capacity available, and
14 whether it's suffcient to accommodate the
15 regional housing need allocation.
16 Q. Okay. So you just look at the capacity
1 7 available, and you don't look at how much was
1 8 actually expected to be converted to housing?

1 9 A. It's more about planning to accommodate

2 0 the regional housing need allocation. Cities

2 1 don't necessarly build the units. So the

2 2 requirement is about whether there is planning
23 zoning capacity suffcient to accommodate the
2 4 regional housing need allocation.

25 O. Okav. But vou don't look at whether the

i City's likely to actually build on the unused

2 capacity or substatial amount of it?

3 A. It's not a specific requirement.
4 Q. And you don't look at that?
5 A. It's not par of our evaluation.
6 Whether they wil build is usually not par of
7 our review.

8 Q. Or ar likely to build?
9 A. Right.

10 MS. PEARSON: Can we go off the record for
1 1 one second?

12 MS. DEVINCENZI: Yes.
1 3 (Discussion off the record.)

14 Q. BY MS. DEVICENZI: We talked about how
i 5 San Fracisco's 2004 Housing Element had certin

16 policies to encourage expansion of the housing
i 7 capacity or rewning.

18 A. Uh-huh.
i 9 Q. Okay. So it's safe to say that
20 San Fracisco's housing element went furter than
2 1 required by the need to show movement toward
22 attinment of the regional housing need allocation?
2 3 A. It's safe to say that, yes.
24 Q. Okay.
25 MR. LOVINGTON: Are we done?
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i MS. DEVINCENZI: Well, I would like a minute
2 to look at my notes, but there is only two minutes

3 left so how about just holding on for a second.

4 MR. LOVIGTON: Are you done, Ms. Pearon?
5 MS. PEARSON: Can I ask one more question?
6 MR LOVINGTON: Certinly. While she's
7 checking her notes.

8 MS. PEARSON: Yeah.9 -000-
10 FURTHER EXAMINATION BY MS. PEARSON
1 1 Q. When you said that the housing element, even
12 without the seven policies and one implementation
1 3 measure that the City asked you to analyze on the
14 housing element, that there was policies in there for
1 5 increased density?

1 6 A. Or policies to furter encourage

1 7 development. I can't recall exactly what they
1 8 were.
19 Q. And are you basing that on just policies in
2 0 the housing development or are you basing that on
21 other policies in the City's General Plan that
2 2 outline to you in the letter?
23 MS. DEVINCENZI: When is my question. Are
2 4 you basing it when?
25 O. BY MS. PEARSON: When vou reviewed the
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i City's housing element without the eight policies,

2 did you base its compliance - you said that it was

3 in compliance and that there was other policies in
4 the housing element that encouraged higher density

5 housing or the production of housing.
6 A. Yes, in the housing element.

7 Q. Okay. And you have not reviewed the 1990

8 Residence Element?

9 A. Not that I remember.

i 0 Q. SO you don't know whether or not those

i 1 policies ar also in the 1990 Residence Element; is

i 2 that corrct?

i 3 A. Not really. I just don't remember that,

i 4 that far back.

i 5 Q. And did you also base the belief that the

i 6 housing element has other policies to encourage

i 7 higher density housing or to encourage the production

i 8 of housing, are you basing that solely on the housing
i 9 element itself or are you basing it on other elements

20 in the General Plan as outlined to you in Exhibit 9,
2 1 the Augut i st letter from the Planning Deparent to
22 Cathy Creswell?

23 A. Right. I mainly just evaluated the
2 4 housing element.25 -000-
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1 EXAINATION BY MS. DEVINCENZI 1 deadline?
2 Q. Oh, so when you engaged in this evaluation 2 A. I have no idea.
3 of the eight omitted policies for the City and 3 Q. You haven't heard that?
4 determned that the housing element would stil be in 4 A. I imagine there is some discussions to
5 substatial compliance without them, you didn't tae 5 align housing need allocation with the Regional
6 into accoiit the vanous provisions of the 6 Transporttion Planing, but the specifics I
7 tranporttion element or the other elements that the 7 haven't heard that.
8 City asked you to consider, did you? 8 Q. Okay. When the extensions were given
9 A. Not specifically, no. I mean, the 9 before, were they conditioned on using the new

10 biggest par of the review was about whether they 10 proposed policies durng the extension penod?
11 had suffcient sites and whether they needed to 11 A. The extensions before were a result of
12 identity additional sites, whether they had 12 aligning the housing need planning process with
13 existing constrints or whether they needed 13 the Regional Transporttion Planning process.

14 progr to address those constraints. 14 They simply took the end of the planning penod
15 Q. Okay. 15 and went ahead two year when the Transporttion
16 A. That was fundamentally the review. 16 Plan is due.
17 Q. But you did tae into account that they had 17 Q. Okay. So the extensions contained nothing
18 the Cityide Action Plan that they were going to rely 18 about what policy should be used dunng the extension
19 on? 19 penod?
20 A. Well, not as par - you know, the 20 A. For local junsdictions, no.
21 evaluation on those seven policies being -- not 21 Q. For any jursdictions?

22 being operative, you know. It was importt to 22 A. No. It's just due dates, new due dates.
23 understad the City's commitment to housing and 23 Q. Wel1, it's five o'clock. Thank you very
24 effort though the action plan, but not 24 much. I guess we have to go.
25 absolutelv cntical to what we would do based on 25 THE REPORTER: Coiisel do vou need a CODV?

150 152

1 the request. 1 MS. PEARSON: Yes, please.
2 Q. Well, what did you understad their 2 MR. LOVINGTON: No.
3 commtment was? 3 (The proceedings concluded at 5:03 p.m.)
4 A. Well, I ca't recall all the specifics, 4 --000-
5 but just the vanous effort to encourage housing 5
6 and the different implementation and whathaveyou. 6
7 Q. Okay. I have a question about extensions, a 7
8 quick one. 8
9 When an extension is given to a housing 9

10 element updte, so they don't have to say do it by 10
11 2001, they give them an extension to 2003? 11
12 A. Who is "they"? 12
13 Q. The HCD or ABAG, or whoever gives the 13
14 extensions. Who gives the extensions? 14
15 A. We don't give extensions. 15
16 Q. Who gives them? 16
17 A. There ar no extensions. 17
18 Q. There were a lot of extensions on the last 18
19 one. Who gave them? 19
20 A. Oh, that's the legislature. 20
21 Q. Did the legislature give the extensions? If 21
22 an extension is given, the legislature is the only 22
23 one that has authority, right? 23
24 A. Yes. 24
25 Q. Is there some talk about extending the 2009 25
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1 CASE: SAN FRANCISCANS YS. CITY AND COUNTY 1 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

2 DATE: August 19,2008 2

3 3 I certifY that the witness in the foregoing

4 Please be advised I have read the foregoing 4 deposition was by me duly sworn to testifY in the

5 deposition, and I hereby state there are: 5 within-entitled cause; that said deposition was taken

6 (Check one)
6 at the time and place therein named; that the

7 NO CORRECTIONS 7 testimony of said witness was reported by me, a duly

8 CORRECTIONS ATTACHED 8 Certified Shorthand Reporter of the State of

9
9 California authorized to administer oaths and

10 10 affrmations, and said testimony was thereafter
11 trcribed into tywrting.

11 PAUL McDOUGALL
12 I fuher certifY that I am not of counsel

12
13 or attorney for either or any of the paries to said

13
14 deposition, nor in any way interested in the outcome

Date Signed
15 of the cause named in said deposition.

14
16 IN WIlNESS WHREOF, I have hereunto set my

15
17 hand this 25th day of August, 2008.

16
18
19

17 --000- 20
18
19 21 LUANN MEISSEN
20 Certified Shorthand Reporter
21 22 State of California
22 Certificate No. 6479
23 23
24 24
25 25

154

1 DEPONENT'S CHANGES OR CORRCfIONS
2
3 Note: If you are adding to your testimony, print the
4 exact words you want to add. If you are deleting
5 from your testimony, print the exact words you want
6 to delete. SpecifY with "add" or "delete" and sign

7 this form.
8 DEPOSITION OF: PAUL McDOUGALL
9 CASE: SAN FRACISCANS YS. CITY AND COUNTY

10 DATE OF DEPO: August 19,2008
11 Page Line CHAGE/ ADD/DELETE
12 -
13 -
14 -
15 -
16
17 -
18 -
19 -
20 -
21 -
22 -
23 -
24 -
25 Deponent's Signature Date
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1 DECLARATION OF DAVID GOLICK

2 I, DAVID GOLICK, declare as follows:

3 1. I have been a professional city planer for nearly fort years and have practiced in the

4 Bay Area for over thirt years. During that time I served as Chief of Planning for the City of

5 Concord, the largest city in Contra Costa County, for ten years. Durng my career, I have either

6 prepared or reviewed approximately 1,000 Initial Studies and Environmental Impact Reports. I have

7 become familiar with and have a deep working knowledge of the California Environmental Quality

8 Act ("CEQA") and the CEQA Guidelines. I have coached subordinate employees regarding CEQA

9 requirements and have addressed CEQA issues at conferences of the American Planing Association.

10 The City of San Francisco retained me to paricipate in oral board examinations of candidates for

11 planing positions, such as the position of 
Planer III, Environmental Review. As Chief of Planing

12 for the City of Concord, my duties included overseeing the activities of the planing deparment staff

13 in updating the housing element of Concord's general plan as periodically required by the State of

14 California Deparment of 
Housing and Community Development. A copy of my resume is attached

15 hereto as Exhibit A.

16 PROPOSED SUBSTANTIAL EXPANSION OF LAND CAPACITY

17 2. The 2004 amendments to the San Francisco Housing Element are intended to

18 accelerate new housing construction, as the Housing Element itself states that its "(n)ew policies

19 strive to expand land capacity necessar to increase housing production, will direct new housing to

2 0 appropriate locations, especially in areas well served by transit and other urban amenities." (1 AR

21 82 ) The Housing Element also states that "meeting the estimated housing need wil require a rate of

22 housing production far greater than what has been achieved in previous years." (Ibid)

23 3. The above statements were confrmed by sworn deposition testimony of Paul

24 McDougall, a manager at the California Deparment of Housing and Community Development

25 ("HCD") who reviewed the City's 2004 Housing Element and found it to be in compliance with the

2 6 requirements of state housing element law, which I have reviewed. Mr. McDougall testified that the

27

28
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1 City's 2004 Housing tlement contained development standards designed to encourage further

2 development or change the zoning to increase housing capacity and that such "actions to increase the

3 buildable envelope were beyond the regional housing need allocation"allocated to the City of San

4 Francisco. (McDougall Deposition (hereafter "McDougall"), p. 12, lines 10- 14, p. 13, lines 3-8; p.

5 34, lines 7-18, p. 60, lines 1-25, p. 61, lines 1-25, p. 62, lines 1-25, p. 63, lines 1-25) Standards to

6 increase capacity are found throughout the Housing Element, and Housing Element programs

7 intended to increase the capacity of the City's zoning include "different development standards,

8 heights, bulk requirement, floor-area ratios"and "parking." (McDougall p. 60, lines 14-25, p. 61, lines

9 1-3, p. 62, lines i 8-25, p. 85, lines 9-25, p. 86, lines 1-25, p. 87, lines i -8) The City's 2004 Housing

10 Element went further than required by HCD to show movement toward attainment of the regional

11 housing need allocation. (McDougall, p. 146, lines 19-23) Ifthe City's proposals to increase housing

12 capacity or rezoning were omitted from the Housing Element, the Housing Element would stil be in

13 compliance with state housing element law because these "further encouragement policies" went

14 "beyond the regional housing need allocation." (Mc Dougall p. 76, lines 10- 14, p. 61, lines 11-25,

15 p. 62, lines 1-25, p; 127, lines 20-24) Mr. McDougall explained that the City is able to demonstrate

16 a buildable envelope suffcient to accommodate the regional housing need allocation without changes

17 to zoning, land use, et cetera. (McDougall, p. 58, lines 25, p. 59, lines 1-25, p. 60 lines 1-25, p. 61,

18 lines 1-25, p. 62, lines 1-16) In the Data and Needs analysis of the Housing Element, the City

i 9 presented an assessment of adequate sites that demonstrated the ability to accommodate the regional

20 housing need allocation by relying on the existing capacity of zoning. (McDougall p. 126, lines 5-25,

21 p. 127, lines 1-24, p. 66, lines 7-17, p. 67, lines 8-12, p. 145, lines 8-25, 146, lines 1-9) If the land

22 inventory in a housing element demonstrates adequate sites, then programs to make additional

23 capacity available are not required. (McDougall, p. 58, line 25, p. 59, linesl-15) Also, the City's

24 Housing Element did not identify constraints that required a State-mandated program to address

25 constraints. (McDougall p. 72, lines 4-8) If text encouraging increased capacity and rezoning is

26 omitted from the Housing Element, it will stil continue to comply with the 2004 requirements of state

27

28
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1 housing element law. ~jv1cDougaii, p. 127, lines 20-24)

2 4. The Housing Element itself admits that "there are more than enough in-fill housing

3 sites to meet projected housing needs and aggressive housing policies and programs are set to

4 encourage housing development." (1 AR 212) Governent Code §65583 (a)(l) requires that a

5 housing element contain an "analysis of population and employment trends and documentation of

6 projections and a quantification ofthe locality's existing and projected housing needs for all income

7 levels," and these "existing and projected needs shall include the locality's share of the regional

8 housing need in accordance with Section 65584." However, a locality's Housing Element can go

9 further than required to meet the state HCD requirements, as the City did in the 2004 Housing

10 Element.

11 5. The Negative Declaration explains that "(a)s par of the CAP, the Housing Element

12 is being updated to provide a policy basis for more specific planing efforts, such as Better

13 Neighborhoods Program, the Eastern Neighborhoods Community Plans for the Mission District,

14 Bayview, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, and the Downtown Neighborhoods, such as the C-3-0

15 District and Rincon Hill district. (15 AR 4186) Housing Element work programs also call for a new

16 Land Use Element and an amended Urban Design Element to "establish the policy basis" for the

17 CAP. (1 AR 328)

18 6. The Housing Element describes rezonings as designed to achieve the Housing Element

19 goal of increased capacities. The Housing Element estimates the "additional potential capacity with

20 re-zoning to be introduced in the Better Neighborhoods Program and Eastern Neighborhoods

21 Communty Planing Area processes" as increasing "these neighborhoods' capacity by some 18,300

22 to 38,800 more housing units. (1 AR 179, 178) The accompanying table lists the estimated increased

23 capacity for the Better Neighborhoods Program areas of Balboa Park, Central Waterfront and Market

24 Octavia and the Eastern Neighborhoods Community Planing Area of South of Market, Mission,

25 Potrero/Showplace Square, South Bayshore, and Visitacion Valley. (1 AR 180) The capacity of these

26 areas under current zoning is only 8,628 units. (Ibid.)

27
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1 7. Each of these areas is listed along with others such as "(b )egin Gear Boulevard Better

2 Neighborhood Program" as work programs for implementing the Housing Element. (1 AR 328) The

3 target date for approval of each of these work programs (except Visitacion Valley) is after Housing

4 Element approval. Since San Francisco Planning Code § 101. 1 (d) requires all new zoning to be

5 consistent with the City's general plan (Slip Gp. p. 23), all the new zoning adopted in these Housing

6 Element work program areas would have to be consistent with the policies and objectives of the

7 adopted 2004 Housing Element. Also, pursuant to San Francisco Charer §4.1 05, the Planning

8 Deparent "shall periodically prepare special area, neighborhood and other plans designed to carr

9 out the General Plan."

10 8. Thus, the City's 2004 Housing Element amendments call for a substantial expansion of

11 housing capacity which is greater than required by the state HCD.

12

13 GRATING THE CITY'S REQUEST TO RELY UPON ALL PROVISIONS OF THE 2004
HOUSING ELEMENT EXCEPT SEVEN POLICIES AND ONE IMPLEMENT A TION

14 ACTION WOULD PREJUDICE THE CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES AND
MITIGATION MEASURES AND FACILITATE AN INADEQUATE PROJECT

15 DESCRIPTION IN THE EIR ORDERED BY THE COURT.

16 9. In its decision, the Court of Appeal cited varous examples of significant changes

1 7 proposed in the 2004 Housing Element which triggered the need for a full environmental impact

18 report. Since the Cour used the terms "( fJor example," the cited changes were not an exclusive list

19 of the significant changes which the City had made to the Housing Element.

20 10. Examples of other important changes to its housing element that the City set forth in

21 the 2004 Housing Element, and which should be subject to the EIR, include the following. The

22 Housing Element states that "the Planing Deparment will address the housing targets developed by

23 HCD-ABAG through initiatives of a Cityide Action Plan (CAP)." (1 AR 210) Housing Element

24 Implementation 1.1 adopts the CAP to "provide a comprehensive framework for the allocation of

25 higher density, mixed-use residential development in transit-rich areas with stable urban amenities

26 in place" where "specific CAP strategies should include: higher densities and reduced parking

27
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1 requirements in downtown areas or through a Better Neighborhoods type planning process." (1 AR

2 216) The Housing Element discusses the CAP as a means to implement its strategy of increasing

3 densities in areas well served by transit:

4 "The CAP promotes housing by increasing densities in areas well served by transit. Specific
strategies in these areas include: reducing parking requirements; floor-to-area ratio (FAR)

5 exemptions; removing density caps in certain areas; increasing height limits; utilizing air-
rights for housing; and increasing density and height limits at key corner lots. These strategies

6 will be applied throughout the City. Generally, increased housing densities and reduced
parking requirements will be proposed in areas well served by transit. In the Central

7 Waterfront area, a mix of uses is being planed to accommodate housing in a largely
industrial area. Lands occupied by the former Central Freeway around Market Street and

8 Octavia Boulevard are being programmed for new housing while increasing existing
residential densities. In Balboa Park, new housing is planned capitalizing on city owned land

9 and an existing transit node. In the Downtown area, dense housing is planed on
underutilized parcels....The Eastern Neighborhoods, representing roughly one-quarer of the

10 City, are being studied and re-zoned ...In the Mission District and South of Market, residential
densities will be increased along transit corrdors and additional land will be re-zoned for

11 housing....These rezoning efforts can boost the City's housing capacity by as much as 12,000
additional housing units." (1 AR 210-211).

12

13
Each of the programs described above is a Housing Element work program scheduled by the City to

be approved after the adoption of the 2004 Housing Element. (1 AR 328) A 2002 version of the CAP
14

in the administrative record is a Planing Department plan which states that:
15

16
"The planning deparment is developing the CAP along two fronts:

17
. ClarifYing and updating General Plan policy including a revised Housing Element,

a new Land Use Element, and revisions to the Urban Design Element.18

19 . Preparing implementation measures including revisions to zoning, review procedures,
and Planing Code provisions that would implement the CAP." (1 AR 2310-2311-
Exhibit B attached hereto, San Francisco Planing Department August 2002 CAP)20

21

23

Durng the appeal of the preliminar negative declaration for the subject Housing Element

amendments, the City's environmental review staff characterized the CAP as a "pamphlet." (12 AR

3323, 3332-Exhibit C hereto, pertinent excerpts)

22

24
11. To achieve higher densities, the Housing Element also uses the Better Neighborhoods

25

26
program to "generate community support" for area plans and "specialized zoning" including the

27
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1 "Transit Oriented Neighborhood Commercial District (NC- T) Zoning" which will provide for

2 "increased housing densities" and "reduced residential parking requirements on linear shopping

3 streets and along transit corridors." (1 AR 204, emphasis added) Plans for the first three Better

4 Neighborhoods Program areas wil facilitate construction of "between 3,500 and 8,200 new

5 residential units." (l AR 303) On a cityide level, the Better Neighborhood Program aims to

6 encourage "new housing at an urban scale in transit-rich areas with good neighborhood services."

7 (1 AR 321) The specialized "Transit Oriented Neighborhood Commercial District (NC- T) Zoning"

8 was not proposed or used as implementation in the City's i 990 Residence Element and should be

9 subject to the Housing Element EIR.

10 12. The CAP and Better Neighborhoods program were not mentioned or used as

11 implementation in the City's 1990 Residence Element and should be addressed in the Housing

12 Element EIR.

13 13. I have reviewed the August 1, 2007 letter from City representatives to the Deputy

14 Director of the State of California Department of Housing and Community Development which

15 contains an attachment referred to as a "Revised San Francisco Housing Element" which consists of

16 Part II of the Housing Element with certain text struck out and much remaining text, some of which

1 7 is highighted. Among the highlighted remaining text on page 135 of the document is

18 Implementation 1.1 which adopts the CAP "for the allocation of higher density, mixed-use residential

1 9 development in transit-rich areas with stable urban amenities in place," and the detailed discussion

2 0 ofthe CAP including proposed rezonings on pages 130- 131 of the Housing Element was also retained

21 in the "revision."

22 14. I have also reviewed a second August i, 2007 letter from City representatives to

23 Deputy Director of the Deparment of Housing and Community Development which contains a

24 discussion of the CAP and a list of area planning efforts "underway" including the Market and

25 Octavia Better Neighborhoods Plan, the Transbay plan, the Eastern Neighborhoods rezoning, the

26 Balboa Park Better Neighborhoods Plan, and the Visitation Valley Redevelopment Plan. Each of
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1 these area plans is identified in the Housing Element as a "Work Program for Implementing the

2 Housing Element." (1 AR 328) All, except Visitacion Valley, were scheduled to be approved after

3 adoption of the Housing Element.

4 15. I have also reviewed the e-mail from Sarah A. Dennis of the Planning Department that

5 is marked as combined Exhbits 5 and 3 to the Deposition of Paul McDougalL. That e-mail states that

6 the City is "submitting to the Cour that we would render the 7 policies and one implementation

7 measure that were cited as objectionable in the Cour's decision as inoperative pending environmental

8 review" and that "the substance of these policies and implementation measures continue to exist

9 elsewhere in our General Plan, and in our City's continuing programs, so we would continue

10 to pursue them in other ways." (Emphasis added)

11 16. In its August 1, 2007 proposal that new policies callng for increased density and

12 reduced parking be excised from one portion of the Housing Element but that the City be permitted

13 to rely upon language to the same effect in other portions ofthe Housing Element (including reliance

14 upon the Planning Department's Cityide Action Plan and programs identified as Housing Element

15 work programs), the City seeks to evade CEQA's requirements that the "project" under evaluation

16 constitutes the "whole of the action" which has a potential for resulting in a "reasonably forseeable

17 indirect physical change in the environment" and that the local agency consider a reasonable range

18 of alternatives to the proposed project.

19 17. Public Resources Code §2 1002 states the policy of the Legislature that "public

20 agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are feasible alternatives or feasible

21 mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen the significant environmental effects

22 of such projects." "An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the

23 location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but

24 would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the

25 comparative merits of the alternatives." (14 CCR § 1 5 1 26.6(a); Public Resources Code §21 002. 1 (a)

26 and (b)) Under 14 CCR §15378(a), a "project" is defined as "the whole of an action, which has a
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1 potential for resulting in either a direct physical change in the environment or a reasonably foreseeable

2 indirect physical change in the environment."

3 18. The City's August 1,2007 correspondence indicates that the City would urge the Court

4 to restrict the scope of the Housing Element amendments that must be considered in the EIR to seven

5 policies and one implementation action, while ornitting the remainder of the Housing Element and

6 all its work programs from the scope of the project under environmental review. Language would

7 remain in the Housing Element which is to the same effect as the stricken text. Granting the City's

8 request would result in an inaccurate "project" description and would severely prejudice

9 consideration of alternatives to the project as proposed, since the City admits that the substance of

10 the stricken amendments is repeated elsewhere in the Housing Element which the City would deem

11 itself free to implement. In essence, the City seeks to be permitted to rely upon and implement,

12 without inclusion in the Housing Element EIR, expansionist changes in Housing Element language

13 which exist throughout the Housing Element and are to the same effect as the stricken changes.

14 Under this tactic, virtually all the implementation for the Housing Element amendments would be

15 omitted from the scope of the project under environmental review. However to comply with CEQA,

16 all the implementation for the Housing Element's new expansionist policies must be subjected to an

1 7 EIR since the implementations are the means by which the forseeable physical changes to the

18 environment would occur. A Housing Element policy does not implement itself.

19 19. Further, if the Cour were to permit the City to rely upon and implement the CAP

20 strategies or work programs identified in the 2004 Housing Element before the EIR process on the

21 Housing Element amendments is completed, the City would claim to be entitled to grant project

22 approvals which implement the Housing Element's increased capacity policies. The momentum for

23 such policies and work programs could build, increased capacity structures could be built and cited

24 as precedent, and physical impacts on the environment could begin to appear. If the City were to

25 permit a developer to build new residential units according to the Housing Element's new policies

26 and increased capacity strategies prior to the certification of the Housing Element EIR, other
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1 applicants will likely point to what the City permitted, and addnlOnal pressures will be put on City

2 decision-makers to approve similar projects under similar circumstances. While area plans or new

3 zoning could be modified, it would be very difficult to overturn a final entitlement or permit which

4 the City could grant for a project which would implement such Housing Element expansionist

5 strategies or programs. In view ofthe City's assertion that it "would pursue" such work programs and

6 CAP strategies in other ways, the City could prejudice the EIR's consideration of alternatives to the

7 full set of Housing Element work program area plans and rezonings by attempting to omit some of

8 them from the alternatives analysis and project description. To make an informed decision as to the

9 environmental consequences of the Housing Element and alternatives thereto, the general plan

10 decision-makers would need information on all the areas of the City that had not yet been built upon

11 according to the Housing Element's expansionist policies so that they could decide which areas

12 should be chosen for expanded capacity, the appropriate amount of increased capacity which should

13 be imposed on each area and the types of development strategies that should be employed in the

14 various areas.

15 20. The Housing Element ElR's definition of the "project" and consideration of

16 alternatives would also be prejudiced ifthe City's assertion of housing need based on 2004 economic

1 7 conditions and population projections available in 2004 was excluded from the EIR. The City's

18 projected housing need would then be asserted in the EIR based on out-of-date data. Since 2004,

19 there has been a significant change in the economic climate and housing market, where housing prices

20 have dropped. Also, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, San Francisco's population declined from

21 776,733 in 2000 to 764,976 in 2007. (See Exhibit E attached hereto) One 
purose of the EIR process

22 is to provide the public with the opportunity to review and contest inaccurate data and analyses in the

23 draft EIR. If the City's Housing Element EIR were to base its objectives as to the amount of housing

24 needed, and analyses of alternatives thereto, on 2004 economic and population data, analyses of

25 alternatives calling for lesser or no expansion of the City's housing capacity based on current

26 population projections and economic data could be prejudiced because the City could be expected to
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1 claim that the population and economic data set forth in the 2004 Housing Element is not included

2 within the seven policies and one implementation measure which the City asserts should define the

3 scope of the EIR

4 21. The Housing Element EIR's consideration of alternatives would also be prejudiced

5 if the scope of the EIR did not include the potential impact of the new language in the Housing

6 Element calling for extracting public benefits in return for increasing the permitted density or

7 intensity of housing. The Housing Element states that "these density increases must be cornbined

8 with the capture of some of the added development value through the provision of public benefits."

9 (1 AR 21 1) This statement follows the discussion of the CAP and various areas proposed to receive

10 increased density housing and reduced parking requirements. The approach of extracting public

11 benefits in retur for increasing permitted density of housing can create a powerful incentive for the

12 City to increase densities to generate additional revenues beyond the growth that they would permit

13 absent such an economic incentive. An example of the tyes of significant public benefits that can

14 result from this approach are the new Community Improvement Impact Fees for additional residential

15 or commercial capacity recently adopted for the Market and Octavia Community Improvements Fund

16 in San Francisco Planing Code §§326-326.8 and the fees charged for exceeding the allowable floor

1 7 area ratio in the Van Ness and Market Downtown Residential Special Use Distrct as recently adopted

18 in San Francisco Planning Code §§249.33, as summarzed in the excerpts frorn the agenda of the

19 April 15, 2008 meeting of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, attached hereto as collective

20 Exhibit F.

21 22. Notably, a draft EIR issued by the City's Transportation Authority projects that the

22 time spent in congested traffc conditions in the City will double as a result of projected population

23 and employment growth and planed growth that is "designed to complement and support the city's

24 proposals to concentrate futue development along transit routes and transfer points" according to the

25 "Cityide Land Use Action Plan." (20 AR 5503,5508, 10 AR 2741, 2746-Exhibit G hereto) Traffic

26 impacts should be addressed in the forthcoming EIR.
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1 23. Reducing on-site parking spaces is a key component of the Housing Element's

2 increased capacity strategy since parking space reduction coupled with other proposed housing

3 policies would increase the amount of space available for housing development and permit taller

4 structures. San Francisco Planning Code § 1 5 1 implements the traditional requirement of one parking

5 space per dwelling unit citywide, except in the downtown area or for senior and group housing

6 arrangements. (8 AR 2278-Exhibit H attached hereto) As explained by the Legislative Analyst to

7 the Board of Supervisors, the "1: 1 It parking requirement can reduce the height or density of

8 developments because only a limited number of parking spaces can be economically constructed

9 given the geometry of the land parcel, thus limiting the units accompanying them. (lIAR 2941-

10 Exhibit I attached hereto) The requirement can impede the ability to build up to the height limit on

11 a given parcel since the "total number of housing units can be limited by the number of parking

12 spaces that fit on the first leveL." (lIAR 2942) Relaxation of these requirements could cause

13 potential impacts because "(h lousing development regulation allows the City to control traffic and

14 congestion and protect the environment." (lIAR 2937)

15 24. It is well established that when parking spaces are scarce, vehicles spend more time

16 circling seeking parking. A study of eleven cities found that about thirt percent (30%) of the cars

1 7 in the traffic flow were cruising for parking and the average time it took to find a curb space was eight

18 minutes. (Donald Shoup, Cruising for Parking, 2007-Exhibit J attached hereto) Further, cars

19 traveling at low rates of speed cruising for parking emit more pollutants than cars traveling at higher

20 rates of speed. The attached tables produced by Ilingsworth and Rodkin, an air quality consulting

21 firm, demonstrate that the worst speed for pollutants from cars (reactive organic gases, carbon

22 monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide and PM 10) is up to about 15 miles per

23 hour. (See Exhibit K attached hereto)

24 25. Allowing the City to implement its reduced parking policies in areas identified as

25 Housing Element work plans would permit the City to approve projects with reduced on-site parking

26 spaces that could result in adverse impacts on traffc conditions and resulting air pollution, give
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i momentum to the new parking reduction policies and prejudice the consideration of mitigation

2 measures that could be advocated for the "Transit Oriented Neighborhood Commercial District (NC-

3 T) Zoning" that could be applied cityide and for all Housing Element work programs in the cityide

4 Housing Element EIR. Such mitigation measures would include consideration of retaining the

5 traditional requirement of at least one parking space per residential unit to mitigate the potential

6 impact on City traffic conditions and air emissions from displaced cars cruising for parking that could

7 result from implementing the City's change in parking policy. There is a greater likelihood that

8 alternatives and mitigation measures will be adequately presented in the cityide EIR process on the

9 important Housing Element revision than if the City were permitted to pursue a divide and conquer

10 strategy of implementing the new parking reduction strategies area by area, where citizen groups

11 likely would possess less resources to adequately paricipate in the environmental review process.

12 26. The Housing Element EIR should consider alternatives to the greatly increased amount

13 of housing capacity which Housing Element goals, work programs and implementation actions seek

14 to achieve. Alternatives which achieve the City's share ofthe regional housing need without any of

15 the rezonings proposed by the Housing Element should be evaluated.

16 27. Such an alternative could analyze whether increases in density, if warranted at all,

17 should be limited to the areas served by heavy-rail transit such as Cal-Train and BART stations. An

18 aricle by a former BART director explains that such areas in Rincon Hil and the Central Waterfront

19 may be appropriate for increased density, but that the Housing Element's proposal to ignore

20 neighborhood character and squeeze additional population into existing neighborhoods is based on

21 a fudamental misunderstanding of the concept of transit-based communities. (Michael Bernick, San

22 Francisco's Housing Element - Built on misunderstanding, November 23, 2004, San Francisco

23 Chronicle-Exhibit D attached hereto)

24 28. Alternatives should also analyze whether all the City's neighborhood commercial

25 distrcts should be subject to the Housing Element's one-size-fits-all policies designed to increase

26 densities and reduce required on-site parking in neighborhood commercial areas or whether some
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1 ofthe City's establishea neighborhood commercial districts are unsuited to increases in density and

2 reduced parking and should be excepted from such policies. The Planning Department map of

3 residential lots within i ,250 feet of "transit and commercial" depicts vast residential areas as

4 potentially impacted by such increased density and reduced parking policies. (10 AR 2797-Exhibit

5 L hereto)

6 29. Alternative growth proposals such as those described above should be evaluated in the

7 EIR regarding proposed amendments to the City's Housing Element. Such EIR should evaluate

8 alternate scenarios of where capacity for housing could be increased through rezoning, if at all, in a

9 cityide process with all the stakeholders present, instead of evaluating various areas separately

10 without all the stakeholders present.

11 30. The City's argument that increasing residential densities in urban areas well served

12 by transit might significantly decrease impacts from suburban sprawl is questionable. The City has

13 not submitted any data indicating that such strategy has successfully persuaded significant numbers

14 offamilies to give up the "suburban horne with the white picket fence." It is highly unlikely that the

15 tyes of families whose values lead them to live in large residences in outlying suburbs such as

16 Brentwood would choose to live in a densely populated urban area such as San Francisco. Such a

1 7 family would more likely choose to live in an alternative suburb closer to employment rather than in

18 a densely populated urban area. The City has not pointed to any data showing that substantial

19 numbers of people have migrated from outlying suburbs to densely populated urban areas or changed

20 their preference for suburban living as a result of an opportunity to locate in dense housing in an

21 urban center.

22

23 THE MEANING OF DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES SET FORTH IN A GENERAL PLAN
HOUSING ELEMENT IS GLEANED FROM POLICIES, INTERPRETATIVE TEXT,

24 IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS AND WORK PROGRAMS

25 31. A housing element is legally required to contain more than policies. Under

26 Governent Code §65 5 83 (c), the Housing Element must contain a "program which sets forth a five-
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1 year schedule of actions the local governent is undertaking or intends to undertake to implement

2 the policies and achieve the goals and objectives of the housing element through the administration

3 ofland use and development controls, the provision of regulatory concessions and incentives, and the

4 utilization of appropriate federal and state financing and subsidy programs when available" and other

5 means. Governent Code §65583(b)(l) requires the Housing Element to set forth a "statement of

6 the community's goals, quantified objectives, and policies relative to the maintenance, preservation,

7 improvement, and development of housing."

8 32. Interpretative text and implementation actions are often very important to

9 understanding the meaning of housing element policies. For example, the Court of Appeal cited as

1 0 a significant change, and subject to the EIR, new Policy 1 i .8, which provides: "Strongly encourage

1 i housing project sponsors to take full advantage of allowable building densities in their housing

12 developments while remaining consistent with neighborhood character." The Court of Appeal noted

13 that its explanatory text provides that the "Deparment should strongly support projects that creatively

14 address residential parking and open space requirements, resulting in higher densities with a full range

15 of unit sizes." (Slip Op. p. i 7- 18; 1 AR 284-285) The Deparment wil "study the impacts ofreduced

16 parking and private open space provisions and will consider revising the Planning Code accordingly."

1 7 (Ibid.)

18 33. With respect to "neighborhood character," the Cour of Appeal cited as a significant

19 change new policy 1 i. i to "( u )se new housing development as a means to enhance neighborhood

20 vitality and diversity" and noted that its interpretive text states that "( m )inimum density requirements

21 and maximum parking standards should be used to encourage a mix of unit sizes in areas well served

22 by transit and neighborhood retaiL." (Slip Op. p. 18) A maximum parking standard is a limitation on

23 the number of permitted parking spaces. An example of a maximum permitted parking space standard

24 would be one space for every two new residential units where the applicant could have less, but not

25 more parking. In contrast, the traditional requirement in San Francisco of at least one parking space

26 for each residential unit is a minimum standard that permits more than one parking space. (See also
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1 McDougall Deposition p. 138, lines 6-25, p. 139, lines 1 -13) 1 he interpretative text calling for

2 "maximum parking standards" is very important to understanding the meaning of new Policy 1 1.1.

3 The City's 1990 Residence Element did not propose to utilize new zoning containing maximum

4 parking standards for residential units.

5 34. Under the new implementation for new Housing Element Policy 1 .7, cited by the Court

6 of Appeal, to encourage the construction of new family housing, the "Planning Deparment will also

7 propose eliminating density requirements within permitted building envelopes in downtown areas and

8 areas subject to a Better Neighborhoods tye planing process to maximize family units constructed."

9 (l AR 142) Eliminating density requirements would be a major change because the absence of a

10 density requirement and only using floor area ratio standards would permit the City to allow very high

11 density housing with many small units. An example of what could result from high density and/or

12 a high floor area ratio is the 250 square foot condominium units which the City recently permitted be

13 built in the South of Market area ofthe City. (See James Temple, Home, small home: 250 square feet

14 in SoMa, San Francisco Chronicle, August 24, 2008-Exhibit M attached hereto) Such condominiums

15 are unsuitable for families and certainly have the potential for bringing large numbers of people and

16 cars into the area.

17 35. As the Court of Appeal also noted, interpretative text for new Housing Element Policy

18 11.1, to "(u )se new housing development as a means to enhance neighborhood vitality and diversity,"

19 explains that new "in-fill housing development should be compact, mixed-use." (1 AR 196) The

20 clarification that mixed-use development is intended is important to understanding the meaning of

21 the policy.

22 36. The 1990 Residence Element contained a policy to "(r)elate land use controls to the

23 appropriate scale for new and existing residential areas." The Court of Appeal noted that its

24 interpretive text stated that "zoning envelopes should be tailored to the prevailing built pattern to

25 maintain the low density character (of single- and two-family neighborhoods)." One stated objective

2 6 of the policy was to "allow some expansion" of height and depth controls in one- and two-family
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1 areas "to accommodate contemporary living space needs and still be compatible with the

2 neighborhood scale." Modified policy 11.6 of the 2004 Housing Element now states: "Employ

3 flexible land use controls in residential areas that can regulate inappropriately sized development in

4 new neighborhoods, in downtown areas and in other areas through a Better Neighborhoods type

5 planing process while maximizing the opportunity for housing near transit." The Court of Appeal

6 noted that its implementation action states: "The City will continue to promote increased residential

7 densities in areas well served by transit and neighborhood compatible development with the support

8 and input from local neighborhoods." (Slip Op. p. 18)

9 In contrast, the City's housing policy in the 1980s and 1 990s led to the "adoption of zoning

10 controls that retain existing residential densities in more established neighborhoods." (1 AR 203)

11 Under 1990 RE policy 11-4, density was only to be changed in the "Mission Bay area." (RE p. 175)

12 The Court of Appeal held the Housing Element's elimination of a i 990 Residence Element policy

13 to adopt specific zoning districts that would set density categories was a significant change that was

14 subject to the EIR which it ordered. (Slip Op. p. 1 7,22) This i 990 policy as to density categories is

15 not the equivalent of, or substantially similar to, the general priority policy set forth in San Francisco

16 Planning Code § i 01 .1 (b )(2) that "existing housing and neighborhood character be conserved and

1 7 protected in order to preserve the cultural and economic diversity of our neighborhoods."

18 37. Also, the Court of Appeal noted that, although policy i .6, to "( c )reate incentives for

19 the inclusion of housing, particularly permanently affordable housing, in new commercial

20 development projects," is almost identical to a policy in the 1990 Residence Element, an

21 implementation provision now calls for reviewing the possibility of removing parking and density

22 requirements as "incentives." (Slip Op. p. 1 9) The appellate court stated that this implementation

23 measure is subject to the EIR.

24 38. There are additional examples of interpretative text and implementation actions which

25 are important to understanding the meaning of policies. Changes made to Housing Element Policy

26 1.1 call for "allowable densities in established residential areas" to be set "at levels which wil
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1 promote compatibil ity with prevailing neighborhood scale and character where there is neighborhoods

2 (sic) support," and its new interpretative text states that "along transit-preferential streets" "residential

3 parking requirements" "should be, if appropriate, modified," and that there "is a reduced need for

4 automobile use" in "neighborhood commercial districts" where "parking and traffc problerns can be

5 further addressed by community parking facilities and car-sharing programs, and other creative

6 transportation programs." (I AR 215) New Implementation 1.1 -utilizes---adopts the "cityide

7 action plan(CAP)" to "provide a comprehensive framework for the allocation of higher density,

8 mixed-use residential development in transit-rich areas" and explains that in these areas "specific

9 CAP strategies should include: higher densities and reduced parking requirements in downtown areas

1 0 or through a Better Neighborhoods type planning process." (1 AR 215-216)

11 39. Similarly, new Housing Element Policy 1.2, to "( e )ncourage housing development,

12 paricularly affordable housing, in neighborhood commercial areas" contains interpretative text stating

13 that in "many cases, additional floors can be constructed to make full and effcient use of

14 appropriately scaled height limits" and "(i)fnecessary, private open space requirements could also

15 be modified" and that "(i)n the long term, neighborhood commercial district controls and standards

1 6 should be revised." (1 AR 216) In contrast, 1990 implementation for policy 2.2 only called for

17 "(m)ore study" in "neighborhood Commercial districts on how to accommodate residential parking

1 8 and transportation needs without weakening the cohesiveness of ground level commercial activities."

19 (RE p. 135, 175)

20 40. New Housing Element Policy 11.7, to "reduce or remove minimum parking

21 requirements for housing, increasing the amount oflot area available for housing units" where "there

22 is neighborhood support" contains Implementation stating that the "Planing Deparment will work

23 to reduce parking in older neighborhoods and in other areas through a Better Neighborhoods tye

24 planning process with the support and input from local neighborhoods." (1 AR 284)

25 41. New Implementation 1.3 for modified Housing Element policy i.3 states that

26 "(d)owntown areas and areas subject to a Better Neighborhoods tye planing process will be
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1 expected to absorb major office and residential developments over the next decade" and that

2 "(p)lanning and zoning changes should include floor-to-area ratio exemptions." (1 AR 217) That

3 implementation further states that the "Planning Department will introduce zoning changes in the

4 traditionally industrial eastern part of the City" and identifies the "areas under study" as the "Mission,

5 South of Market, Showplace Square/Potrero Hill, Bayview Hunters Point and Visitacion Valley."

6 (1 AR 2 i 7)

7 42. Implementation measures are described throughout the Housing Element. For

8 example, in the Housing Element's Par i. Data and Needs Analysis, among the "policies and

9 programs under development" to "further facilitate housing production" is a specialized tye of

10 zoning called "Transit Oriented Neighborhood Commercial District (NC- T) Zoning"controls that

11 "provide increased housing densities above the ground floor and reduced residential parking

12 requirements on linear shopping streets and along transit corridors." (1 AR 204) In addition,

13 "(n)eighborhood based Specific Plans that establish development profiles with completed program

14 EIRs," "rezoning certain former industrial areas near downtown to mixed use" and encouraging "the

15 development ofhigh density housing,""( a )llowing increases in housing densities in appropriate areas

16 cityide" and (r )educing parking requirements on residential projects" were tools that should be used

17 through planing processes such as the Better Neighborhoods program to increase availability ofland

18 for housing. (Ibid.) Also, permit processing was to be facilitated by "(p )reparing master

19 environmental impact reports covering all potential new housing in a selected area to streamline the

20 approval and construction processes." (1 AR 205) NC- T zoning was not used or proposed in the 1990

21 Residence Element.

22 43. Further, a discussion of approaches to meet housing needs in Part I of the 2004

23 Housing Element proclaims that the "Planing Deparment is dedicated to zoning changes cityide

24 that encourage new housing in areas paricularly close to transit." (1 AR 203)

25 //
26 //
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2
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RESUME

David Golick
4241 Dubhe Court

Concord, CA 94521
Phone (925) 798-6276

e-mail dlgolick~msn.com

Work Experience

1. Planing Consultant and Contract Planer, May, 2000 - Present

A. Interim Community Development Director, City of Benicia, 2005

Responsible for the operation of the Plang Division and Building Division.

Involved in preparation of deparental budget and work program.

B. Interim Community Development Director, City of Lafayette, December, 2000-
April, 2001

Supervised and coordinated the Planing, Building, Engineering, and Public Works
functions. Responsible for a major reorganization of the Planning Services

Division.

C. Interim Planning and Building Manager, City of Lafayette, April, 2001 - October,
2001

Managed Planing and Building progra. Responsible for hiring almost an entire
new staf. Major projects included three controversial subdivisions, a senior
housing proposa, and a downtown redevelopment commercial and housing project.
Conducted zoning administrator hearngs.

D. Major Lad Use Projects

. Managed contentious in-fill applications, including a proposed 23 unit
residential subdivision that required an Environmental Impact Report, for the
City of Lafayette, 2000-2008.

. Project planer for all 9,000 sq. ft. Home Depot commercial warehouse

development for the City of Hercules, 2002.
. Project planer for a 132 unit low income aparment project for the City of

Hercules, 2002.
. Critiqued environmental documents prepared for two proposed Contra Costa

County ordinance amendments, private sector clients, 2000-2003.
. Critiqued Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared for South Schulte

Specific Plan in the City of Tracy, private sector client, 2003.

EXHIBIT A



· Helped develop scopes of services for technical consultants involved in
preparation of an Environmental Impact Report for a large mixed use
development in the City of Fairfield, private sector client, 2003.

· Provided technical assistance to a consortium of 15 homeowner groups opposed
to revisions to the Housing Element by the City and County of San Francisco,
2004.

2. Chief of Planing, City of Concord 1990 - 2000
Director of Planing, City of Concord 1989

Responsible for the management and administration of planning functions.
Responsibilties included development of Planning Division priorities and work
programs, budget preparation and monitoring, personnel management, policy and
ordinance formulation, a complete revision of the General Plan, and management of
large scale development projects. Provided staff support to City Council, Planning
Commission, and Design Review Board.

Examples or Other Work Related Experience

1. Co-authored a guide for planners titled, "Free Advice for Young Planers Entering
Public Sector Employment", which has been often quoted and used as a teaching tool
by public planing deparments and universities.

2. Served on a review committee for development of a booklet titled, "Star at the
Source - Residential Site Planing and Design Guidance Manual for Stormwater
Quality", prepared by Bay Area Storm water Management Agencies Association.

3. Chaired a task force that developed innovative customer service approaches.

4. Speaker at American Planing Association national and state conventions as well as at
local events.

5. Served on Bay Arêa Council focus groups that analyzed economic development

potentials and constraints of the metropolitan area.
6. Member of the American Planing Association,. Bay Area Planing Directors

Association, and the Urban Land Institute.

Education

1. University of Massachusetts at Amherst, B.A. in Economics.
2. University of Rhode Island

A. Graduate Studies in Community Planing. All course work, 61 graduate
semester credits, completed

B. Graduate Studies in Public Administration. Nine graduate semester credits
completed.

3. San Francisco State University. Spanish language and cross-cultural training.
4. Participated in numerous technical seminars regarding Planning and Management.
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The Cityide Action Plan (CAP) explores comprehen-

sively the issue of how to meet the need for hous-

ing and jobs in ways that capitlize upon and

enhance the best qualities of San Francisco as a

place to live and work. The CA will direct a mix of

housing and neighborhoo-serving uses to places

with good public transit and urbn amenities; new

offce uses to the city's compact downtown core;

and industrial uses to core industrial lands in

portions of the city's east side, thereby releasing the

rest of the industrially zoned lands for other uses.

The planning department is developing the CAP

along two fronts:

Clarifyng and updating Generl Plan policy including

a revise Housing Element. 
a ne land Use Element,

and revisions to the Urbn Den Element.

Preparing implementation meures including

.
revlsions to zoning, review predures, and Planning

Code provisions that would impleent the CAP.

002311.
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THE CHALLENGES OF GROWTH AND CHANGE

San Francisco is at a critical juncture. About 800,000 people live in

San Francisco tooay-66,000 more than in 1990. By 2010, 32,500 new

residents and 56,00 new jobs are expected. As we grow, the city faces

some very real chalenges that affect our quality oflife. There is an

urgent need to find positive ways to accommodate growth, ensurig

that new development enhances the quality and character of our

neighborhoos and builds new places with the servces and amenities

that support urban living.

What are the challenges?
Increase the supply and diversity of housing opportunities

Despite the recent economic downturn, we have a housing crisis-

a crisis of afforoability. Housing production has not kept pace

with both numbers of units and employment and population

growt. We have among the highest housing pnces on record. To
catch up with exsting demand, we need to build 2,720 housing

units every yea for the nex five year, with the majority of these

units priced to be affordable to San Franciscans earnng the city's

median income ($86,100 for a four person household) or less. 

i

From 1991 to 2000, we built an average of 1,030 units per year,

with only 29 percent affordable below the median income.2

Build housing where it makes sense

The housing built in the city is often buit in the wrong places. The

curt marke is locatig housing in industral areas where land is

cheap and the is less opposition. We do not have adequate trsit

servce, open space, shops and seices in these areas, however, to

cTeate succes neighborhood. Instead, we need to locate new

housg. jobs and servces where the city has the transit, open space

and other seices that support urban livig.

i The me inor covers the San Franàsco Pri Metropolita Statistical Area

(PMSA), whi ines San Fraco, San Mateo and Ma Counties. Source: HUD.

2 "Exp and Modify the Affordable Housing Policy Requiements: Staff

Report aDd Findi" Source: San Francisco Pla Department, Januar 31, 2002.

OVERVIEW OF THE CITYWIDe ACTION PLAN
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Ensure space for all the vital functions of our economy

Whe housing and offce uses can pay more for space, modem

producton, distrbution and repai activities playa vital role in

supportg the citys economic vitality and provide a diverse job

base for San Francisco residents. Rather than alowing these

activities to be priced out of the city, we need to provide appropri-

ate space for them to thrive. Fortnately, the kinds ofland that

make sense for these activities are "grtt" places by nature-poorly

suited to support a residential population.

Ensure the effcient movement of people and goods on our streets

Streets prode us with space to move around the city. As San

Francisco grows, our street are reachng their capacity to move

car, and cannot be widened without knockg down buildings.
The solution, ultiately, is about geometr, not ideology. If our
streets are to continue servg our needs to get around, we must

give priority to travel modes that make effcient use of street

space, like public transit, bicycling, and walg, and ensur that

they can share our streets safely with cars.

Recognize the value of streets as civic spaces

Strets ar ak our most impot cic spaces-they ar wher we meet

and so, stll and ta in what the city ha to ofl. Stret should

be more th mea of ge frm place to place-they shoud be places
wort exeng. Adeq spce ror peesan tres for shade and
beuty, be and stoo fo RS and facades tht spil out with
actty and intrgue help to ma st saf and comfrtle places for

people.

1b Ff Dear's ai is to pl fu grth in a'l thai bi on th
positi qu afSa FrIl an strgt rh martU qf OU neWbv-

hoods. Ou plg efrt ar inteded to rend to human need-

eng th new development contrute to crtig a more lile

city. In re to the åtys housg cr we ar revitig plang

policies and proed citye to encourge housin in the be
poible locons at approprte denties and at prices afordble to
those who lie and woik in our city.

OVERVIEW OF THE CITYWIDE ACTION PLAN
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THE FIVE INITlAlES OF THE CA.P:

1. EncouragingHousing And Better Neighborhoods Cityide

Policy initàes to encourage and facilitate the develop-
ment ofling cityide, especially the development of

affordable lIusing.

2 The DoWf Neighborhoods
Planning fO new downtown neighborhoods south of the

downtmn offce core. This will include capturing housing
potential ..the downtown offce district as well as encour-- . _.
aging new l.using adjacent to downtown in areas such as
Rincon ll the Transbay Terminal area, and Yerba Buena

Center, aswell as lands designated for housing encourage-
ment th~ the Planning Department's community

planniniprcess.

3. Infil in Trait- and Service-Rich Areas

Policy iotives for supporting and encouraging higher-

density, i-ed-use-primarily residential-infill in selected
transit-r corridors.

4. New Pennent Controls For Core Industrial Lands

Land UK analysis and community planning process to

detel' which of San Francisco's industrially zoned

lands ;Kcentral to the city's economic health, and devel-
oping JI zoning controls for those determined to be core

industilands.

5. New Pernent Controls For Surplus Industrial Lands

Industlands determined though the departent's land

use ais and community planning process not to be

stratega critical to the citys economic health wil be made

avaifor other uses, primarly housing. New zoning

contrfur these new uses will be prepared.

OVERVIEW OF THE CITYWIDE ACTION PLAN 00231 Ii
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POLICY BASIS FOR THE ClTYWIDE ACTION PLAN

The fi iities ci th Cityde Acton Pl ar bas on the Geal Pl.

The Plg Co~on an th Boar of SupeIS wi son be
consder tw new Gmal Il elements tht wi upde and arcute the
åtYs lad us pd Th Housg Element wi updte the 1990 Redence

Element to reec mage in San Frci's popultion and housg stoc

and the dien of en housg procton tody and into the

futu The new Lm Us Elent wi suan the lad us poliåes tht
ar now foun thout the Gm Ra. The Ibg Dearent is in
the inti st c: mi th Uiban De Element, as wel. Thes new

dementS wipio ci aid deåon-in with a conci ard ea

under pic of the Gm PIs vion for how San Fråso wi

rend to gr an ch in th futu.

Whle these th new dements of the General Pla wil contain the

policy basis for San Francisco's future land use, the CAS five initia-

tives will can out the policies over the nex few years. The Housing

Element, the Lad Use Element, the revised Urban Design Element,
and the CA an al proceeding at the same time. They wil inform and

reinforce one mother as San Francisco grapples with the chalenges of

growth and chge.

Planning initiatives currently underway
The Better Neihborhoos Program

The Plan Dearent's Better Neighborhoods Progr is developing

specic plan fO thee neighborhoods: Balboa Park, the Centr Water-
frnt and Mai and Ocvi. The Better Neighborhoods Prgram is the

fit comm~ ara plang effort conducted by the City of San
Fracico th practel seeks to forge a shared viion of 

the best futue

for the åtys tr-sed neighborhoo. The Plang Deparent ha
been work&with lOC resdents to imagie a better neighborhood,

dicuss the ises raòog the åty and how they play out in each neighbor-

hood, sha id and concerns, and get feedback and suggestions from

special to fid solutions.

Goal and proposal have been developed from a senes of communty

workhops wag and bus touis, meetigs with communty groupS,

and dins with indidual residents, business owneis, agencies, and

OVERVIEW OF THE CITYWIDE ACTION PLAN
0023155



institutions.l1ghout the process, community members have been

engaged and enurged to comment and offer suggestions on the

evolvig propo and scope of issues being considered. Ths ongoing

dialogue has led to a strng set of goal and a frework for neighbor-

hood improvemnts for each of the neighborhoods.

Community Pling for San Francisco's Eastern Neighborhoods

Th San Fr Mag Dearent is engage in a commuity plang
efort for th C1s eaer neighrloo. TI la ar consg of the
Mion, SoMaBayvew, Visitaóon Valey, and Showplace SquaPotrer

Hi, ha a trous dierity of people, hous and busines. It is al
an ar th haøpced exord chge The goal of th commu-

nity plaipøes is to devop a se of perment zonig contrls for the

enti ar as -l as polióes and prour to gude futu development in

each of the fMneighrhoo

Rincon Hil Rening

The PlanDeparent is in the midst of rezonig Ricon Hi to
encourage thresidential development that was excted but did not

occur with th establihment of the Ricon Hi Special Use Distrct.
lbs new zoog is intended to encourage the development of thousands ';

of new hoUS units close to the Trasbay Termal and downtown.

TransbayTeninal Planning

The San FJ3sco Redevelopment Agency is now in the process of

testing coiøts for redevelopment of the Trasbay Tennal area. The

Agency an the Planing Deparent are undertakng a new plang
effort to surt the ara's trormation into a fu-srvce mied-use
commercmd residential downtown neighborhood.

Board of Survisors Initiatives

The BociSuprs ha inated a number 
of ¡xlicy intities tht

addr tl øe for jobs and housg in the åty. Thes intities include

reent legon to exempt housg in the dowtown fIm FAR contrls,

sp iø fo trit~riented neighrhoo commer (NCI dict,

legiatinio alow seconda unts without pag in ar wel-sed by
trit an neghrhoo serces reons to the citys inclusionar housin

poli, aodies to fees for trit impact housin chdca, par and

inclusoNl houing.

OVERVIEW OF THE CITYWIDE ACTION PLAN 00231ô
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
City and County of San Francisco 1660 Mission Street, Suite 500 San Francisco, CA 94103-2414

(415) 558-378
PLANNING COMMISSION ADMINJS1ATJON CURRENT PLANNING/ZONING LONG RANGE PLANNING

FAX: 558-6409 FAX: 558-626 FAX 558-609 FAX; 558-6426

DATE: May 6, 200
I ~D. 0(. .~~: .~~~:- (~iD' py~t \! '.' . " ,t
l D #~ ~. ... ~ ..." ,- ¡', ; i:i

I i. i. , . Ii ~, I i CO.

1.' ....0 . ,._;¡ IV v

fiLE NÜc2 O1_-,.f 6 S..
-~_.__._-_., ..._----.._...".,.-

TO: San Francisco Planning Commissioners

Cc: Appellants

FROM: Rick Cooper, Senior Environmental Planner, and
Paul Maltzer, Environmental Review Offcer

SUBJECl: Appeal of the Preliminary Negative.Declaration for the 2003 Update of
the San Francisco Housing Element

We have received the letter from David Golick, Planning Consultant, dated March 23,
200, which was submitted on behalf of the Appellants to support their appeal of the
Preliminar Negative Declaration the Planning Deparment prepared for the 2003 Update
of the Housing Element of the San Francisco General Plan (hereinafter "the PND"). After
review and consideration of the letter and its supporting exhibits, we believe that a fair
argument has not ben made to support the contention that adoption of the proposed
Housing Element update has the potential for significant adverse impacts on the
environment necessitating the preparation of an Environmental Impact Report.

Please note that, in response to discussions with community representatives, the
Deparment is proposing some additional modifications to the update of the Housing
Element. We have reviewed these proposed changes and have found that the analysis and
conclusions of the PND would remain unchanged with the proposed modifications.

Following is our summar of the contentions of the Appellants set forth in the March 23,
2004 letter and our responses to those contentions, and accompanying this memo is an
attachment which provides responses to the exhibits provided in the Appellants' letter.

Contention 1: While the PND states that it is not practical or meaningful to speculate on
and then analyze the environmental effects of housing production that would result from
the adoption of the 2003 Housing Element Update, CEQA and the Planning
Deparment's own procedures require that environmental reviews analyze maximum
buildout. Thus, the EIR for the 1990 update of the Residence Element assumed that it
would achieve its goals and conducted an analysis based on those goals, and the same
should be done for the 2003 update.

Response 1: As described in previous documents, the PND for the 2003 update is not
required under CEQA to analyze the objectives and policies of the i 990 Housing
Element which have been thoroughly analyzed in the 1990 EIR. The Negative

EXHIBIT
D03323

c



hibit 9

Plan, as a separate project under CEQA, will undergo its own
environmental review.
Appellants cite to a portion of the Market and Octavia Neighborhood
Plan for the proposition that the Board of Supervisors has already started
implementing the new Housing Element. This is not the case. The
document describes varous policy initiatives introduced by the Board
that address the need for jobs and housing in the City. All of those
ordinances are separate projects under CEQA. In addition, whiJe some
of those initiatives, such as the incJusionar housing legislation, went
forward and was passed by the Board of Supervisors, some pieces of
legislation, such as special zoning for transit-oriented neighborhood
commercial (NCf) districts has been inactive. The legislation to exempt
the downtown from FAR calculations has been delayed due to
inadequate funding to prepare an environmental impact report. As
discussed elsewhere, the legislation to allow secondary units is still in
the legislative process and, in any event, is not a direct result of any
changes to the Housing Element as the secondary unit language remains
the same from the 1990 Element. As to the reference to the Rincon Hill
Plan, that plan is currently undergoing its own environmental review. A
Notice of Preparation of an EIR was published on March 10,200 i, and
a Draft Em is stil bein re ared.
The Citywide Action Plan (CAP) pamphlet does describe a proposed
direction for the City, through varous community planning initiatives,
to accommodate future growth. The brochure does not, however,
provide the solutions for how and where such growth would or should
occur

'\
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San Francisco's I-lousing Element

Built on misunderstanding
By Michael ~ernick

Rect!ntlY' San Fracisco's Board

of Supervsors approved a
change to the city's General

rlan, with potentially far-reaching im-
pacts on the city's neighborhoos. Pro-
pollents of this change, known a~ the
Housing Element, claim that It beUet
connects tritnslt and land use by dens i-,.. . I ... . .

. survey of Caliornia rail-transit sta-
tions that Cervero conducted in 2003-

These studies, though, focus on rail
transit, particularly heavy-rail transit,
such as BART. 111e data on ridership

for light rail and buses, the main tran-
sit service In San Francisco, show a far
less signifcant tie between transit rid-
ership and station proximity.

More important, transit ridership is. .1 . . r.. _!i t . .

position. It assumes that many new res-
Idents will not own cars - even though
our research showed that transit vil-
lage r~sidents, while using transit for
many trips, do ow autos and need
parking.

S;li Francisco docs have IIrenS in
which higher density ho\lsing is ap-
propriate, primarily Rincon Hil and
the central waterfront. lliese areas are.1. _ _ .1. _ __ "An"" ,._1
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The 2007 population estimate for San Francisco County, California is 764,976.

Note: Infonnation about challenges to populatin estimates data can be found on
the Population Estimates Challenges page.

View population trends...
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2007
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2000
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2:00 PM

Regular Meeting

AARON PESKIN, PRESIDENT
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and 1 and 2 from 80 feet to 85 feet and Block 870, Lot 3 from 40 feet to 50 feet;
(3) amending the Generalized Residential Land Use Plan of the 1990 Residence
Element, the 2004 Housing Element, and of the Land Use Index to reclassify the
generalized land use of Block 857 from Public/Open Space to Residential and of
Block 870 from Public/Open Space to Mixed Use, predominantly
Commercial/Industrial; (4) amending the Residential Density Plan of the 1990
Residence Element, the 2004 Housing Element, and of the Land Use Index to

- reclassify the residential density of Blocks 857 and 870 from Public and Heavy
Industrial Areas to Moderately High Density; (5) adopting findings pursuant to
the California Environmental Quality Act; and (6) adopting findings that the
General Plan amendments are consistent with the eight priority policies of
Planning Code Section 101.1.

4/8/2008, PASSED ON FIRST READING.

Question: Shall this Ordinance be FINALLY PASSED?

9. 071157 (Planning Code Amendments to implement Supervisors Mirkarimi,
the Market and Octavia Area Plan) McGoldrick
Ordinance amending the San Francisco Planning Code to implement the Market
and Octavia Area Plan of the General Plan by amending Section 102.5 (District);
Section 121.1 (Development on Large Lots, Neighborhood Commercial Districts);
Section 121.2 (Use Size Limits (Non-Residential), Neighborhood Commercial
Districts); Section 124 (Basic Floor Area Ratio); Section 132 (Front Setback);
Section 134 (Rear Yards); Section 135 (Usable Open Space For Dwellng Units
and Group Housing); Section 144 (Treatment of Ground Story On Street
Frontages); Section 145.1 (Street Frontages, Neighborhood Commercial
Districts); Section 145.4 (Street Frontages Downtown and Mixed-Use Districts);
Section 151.1 (Schedule of Required Off-Street Parking Spaces); Section 152.

(Schedule of Required Off-Street Freight Loading Spaces in Districts Other Than
C-3 or South of Market); Section 153 (Rules for Calculation of Required Spaces);
Section 154 (Minimum dimensions for required off-street parking, freight loading
and service vehicle spaces); Section 155 (General Standards as to Location and
Arrangement of Off-Street Parking, Freight Loading and Service Vehicle
Facilties); Section 156 (Parking Lots); Section 166 (Requirements for Provision
of Car-Share Parking Spaces); Section 167 (Parking Costs Separated from
Housing Costs in New Residential Buildings); Section 201 (Classes of Use
Districts); Section 207.1. (Rules For Calculation Of Dwellng Unit Densities);
Section 207.4 (Density of Dwelling Units in Neighborhood Commercial Districts);
Section 208 (Density Limitations for Group Housing); Section 209.1-209.9 (Uses
Permitted in RTO Districts); Section 234.2 (Requiring CU Authorization for
specified uses in P Districts within the Market and Octavia Neighborhood Area);
Section 253 (Review of Proposed Buildings and Structures Exceeding a Height of
40 Feet in R Districts); Section 270 (Bulk Limits: Measurement); Section 303
(Conditional Uses: Determination); Section 304 (Planned Unit Developments:
Criteria and Limitations); Section 311 (Residential Permit Review Procedures for
RH and RM Districts: Applicability); Section 315 (Inclusionary Housing
requirements) including adding a fee on new residential development in the Plan
Area In addition to the existing Incluslonary housing requirements in a per square
foot amount of $8 in the Van Ness Market Special Use District, $4 in the
Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NCT) district, and $0 in the Transit-Oriented
Residential (RTO) district; Section 316 (Procedures for Conditional Use
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Authorization in Neighborhood Commercial and South of Market Districts and for
Live/Work Units in RH, RM, and RTO Districts); Section 603 (Exempted Signs);
Section 606 (Residential Districts); Section 702.1 (Neighborhood Commercial
Use Districts); Section 720.1 (Hayes-Gough Neighborhood Commercial Transit
District) to conform these sections with the new VNMDR-SUD, NCT and RTO
district controls; and adding new zoning district and a new special use district

_including Section 121.5 to establish controls for Development on Large Lots in
Residential Districts; Section 121.6 to restrict lot mergers in residential districts
and on pedestrian-oriented streets; Section 158.1 related to Non-accessory

Parking Garages in NCT and RTO Districts and the Van Ness and Market
Downtown Residential Special Use District; Section 206.4 to establish the
Transit-Oriented Residential District (RTO); Section 207.6 related to Required
Minimum Dwellng Unit Mix and Unit Subdivision Restrictions in RTO and NCT
Districts; Section 207.7 relating to Restrictions on Demolition, Conversion, and
Merger of Existing Dwelling Units in RTO and NCT Districts; Section 230
establishing Limited Corner Commercial Uses in RTO Districts; Section 249.33 to
establish the Van Ness and Market Downtown Residential Special Use District
(VNMDR-SUD) including providing that project in the VNMDR-SUD may exceed
allowable Floor Area Ratio (FAR) up to a certain ratio by paying $30 per gross
square foot into the Citywide Affordable Housing Fund but not by acquiring
Transferable Development Rights (TORs); and providing that projects may
further exeed FAR limits above a site FAR of 9: 1 by paying $15 per additional
gross square foot into the Van Ness and Market Neighborhood Infrastructure
Fund; Section 249.34 to establish the Fulton Street Grocery Store Special Use
District; Section 261.1 related to Additional Height Limits for Narrow Streets and
Alleys in RTO and NCT Districts; Section 263.18 creating a Special Height
Exception: Additional Five Feet Height for Ground Floor uses in NCT 40-X and SO-
X Height and Bulk Districts; Section 263.20 Special Height Exceptions: Fulton
Street Grocery Store Special Use District 40-X/SO-X Height District; Sections
326-326.8 establishing the Market and Octavia Community Improvements Fee
and Fund including community improvement fees of $10 per square foot for
certain new residential and $4 per square foot for certain new commercial
developments, and a springing fee for transit and parking impacts with a
maximum fee of $9 per square foot for transit impacts from residential
development and $5 per square foot for impacts from new parking spaces;
Sections 341-341.4 establishing a Better Neighborhoods Area Plan Monitoring

Program; Sections 731 and 731.1 creating an NCT-3 Moderate-Scale

Neighborhood Commercial Transit District; Sections 732 and 732.1 creating the
Upper Market Street Neighborhood Commercial Transit District; adding an
uncodified Section 4 adopting procedures for treatment of historic resources In
the Plan Area; and adopting environmental findings and findings of consistency
with the General Plan and the eight priority policies of Planning Code Section
101. 1.

3/4/2008, AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE BEARING SAME
TITLE.

3/4/2008, RE-REFERRED to Land Use and Economic Development

Committee. Re-referred as amended to the Land Use and Economic

Development Committee.

4/8/2008, AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE BEARING NEW
TITLE.

http://ww.sfgov.ofQ/sitelhcisiinvr~ n::op. "cn')i,1=7Q70')
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4/8/2008, PASSED ON FIRST READING AS AMENDED.

Question: Shall this Ordinance be FINALLY PASSED?

10. 071159 (Zoning Map Amendment In connection with Supervisor Mirkariml
the Market and Octavia Area Plan)

Ordinance amending Zoning Map Sheets 2, 2H, 2SU and 7, 7H, and 7SU of the
City and County of San Francisco Planning Code to eliminate use districts and
height and bulk districts within the Market and Octavia Plan Area; replacing them
with revised use districts, height and bulk districts, and special use districts,
consistent with those proposed in the Market and Octavia Area Plan; and making
various findings, including CEQA findings and findings of consistency with the
General Plan and Planning Code Section 101.1.

(Economic Impact)

3/4/2008, RE-REFERRED to Land Use and Economic Development

Committee.

4/8/2008, AMENDED, AN AMENDMENT OF THE WHOLE BEARING SAME
TITLE.

4/8/2008, PASSED ON FIRST READING AS AMENDED.

Question: Shall this Ordinance be FINALLY PASSED?

NEW BUSINESS

Recommendations of the Budget and Finance
Committee

Present: Supervisors McGoldrick, Elsbernd, Mirkarimi, Chu

11. 080219 (2008 Annual Fundralsing Drive)
Resolution designating those agencies qualified to participate in the 2008 Annual
Joint Fundraising Drive for offcers and employees of the City and County of San
Francisco.

Question: Shall this Resolution be ADOPTED?

12. 080333 (Ten Year Capital Expenditure Plan 2009- Supervisor Eisbernd
2018)
Resolution adopting the City's ten year capital expenditure plan for fiscal years
2009-2018. (City Administrator)

Question: Shall this Resolution be ADOPTED?

13. 080362 (Amending a contract with anticipated
expenditures in excess of $10 milion)
Resolution approving the Eleventh Amendment to the Agreement between the
City and County of San Francisco (Purchaser) and Sunset Scavenger Company

http://ww . sfgov. org/ sitelbdsuDvrs Da!!e .asn ?id=7R7Q) If 11 A '''''AO
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SEC. 326. MARKET AND OCTAVIA COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENTS FUND.

Section 326.1 to 326.8 set forth the requirements and procedures for the Market and Octavia
Community Improvements Fund.

(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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SEC. 326.1. FINDINGS.

A. Market and Octavia Plan Objectives. The Market and Octavia Area Plan embodies the
community's vision of a better neighborhood, which achieves multiple objectives including
creating a healthy, vibrant transit-oriented neighborhood. The Planning Department coordinated
development of the Area Plan objectives around the tenants of the Better Neighborhood
Planning process and within the larger framework of the General Plan.

The Market and Octavia Plan Area encompasses a variety of districts, most of which are
primarily residential or neighborhood commerciaL. The Area Plan calls for a maintenance of the well-
established neighborhood character in these districts with a shift to a more transit-oriented type of
districts. A transit-oriented district, be it neighborhood commercial or residential in character, generates
a unique type of infrastructure needs.

The overall objective of the Market and Octavia planning effort is to encourage balanced growth
in a centrally located section of the City that is ideal for transit oriented development. The Area Plan
calls for an increase in housing and retail capacity simultaneous to infrastructure improvements in an
effort to maintain and strengthen neighborhood character.

B. Need for New Housing and RetaiL. New residential construction in San Francisco is
necessary to accommodate a growing population. The population of California has grown by
more than 11 percent since 1990 and is expected to continue increasing. The San Francisco
Bay Area is growing at a rate similar to the rest of the state.

The City should encourage new housing production in a manner that enhances existing
neighborhoods and creates new high-density residential and mixed-use neighborhoods. One solution to
the housing crisis is to encourage the construction of higher density housing in areas of the City best
able to accommodate such housing. Areas like the Plan Area can better accommodate growth because
of easy access to public transit, proximity to downtown, convenience of neighborhood shops to meet
daily needs, and the availability of development opportunity sites. San Francisco's land constraints, as
described in Section 318.1 (A), limit new housing construction to areas of the City not previously

designated as residential areas, infill sites, or areas that can absorb increased density.

The Market and Octavia Plan Area presents opportunity for infill development on various sites,
including parcels along Octavia Boulevard known as "the Central Freeway parcels," some parcels
along Market Street, and the SoMa West portions of the Plan Area. These sites are compellng
opportunities because new housing can be built within easy walking distance of the downtown and
Civic Center employment centers and City and regional transit centers, while maintaining the
comfortable residential character and reinforcing the unique and exciting neighborhood qualities.

To respond to the identified need for housing, repair the fabric of the neighborhood, and support
transit-oriented development, the Market and Octavia Plan Area is zoned for the appropriate residential
and commercial uses. The Planning Department is adding a Van Ness Market Downtown Residential
Special Use District (VNMDR-SUD) in the Plan Area and establishing a Residential Transit-oriented
(RTO) district and several Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NCT) districts. New zoning controls
encourage housing and commercial development appropriate to each district.

The plan builds on existing neighborhood character and establishes new standards for

amenities necessary for a transit-oriented neighborhood. A transit-oriented neighborhood requires a full
range of neighborhood serving businesses. New retail and offce space will provide both neighborhood-
and City-serving businesses.

San Francisco is experiencing a severe shortage of housing available to people at all income
levels, especially to those with the lowest incomes while seeing a sharp increase in housing prices. The
Association of Bay Area Governments' (ABAG) Regional Housing Needs Determination (RHND)
forecasts that San Francisco must produce 2,716 new units of housing annually to meet projected
needs. At least 5,639 of these new units should be available to moderate income households. New

http://library4.municode.com/4201/DocView/1 4139/1/305/403 9/4/2008
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affordable units are funded through a variety of sources, including inclusionary housing and in
lieu fees leveraged by new market rate residential development pursuant to Sections 313 and 315. The
Planning Department projects that approximately 1,400 new units of affordable housing wil be
developed as a result of the plan. New Development Requires new Community Infrastructure.

The purpose for new development in the Plan Area is established above (Section 326.1 (a)).
New construction should not diminish the City's open space, jeopardize the City's Transit First Policy, or
place undue burden on the City's service systems. The new residential and commercial construction
should preserve the existing neighborhood services and character, as well as increase the level of
service for all modes necessary to support transit-oriented development. New development in the area
wil create additional impact on the local infrastructure, thus generating a substantial need for
community improvements as the district's population and workforce grows.

The amendments to the General Plan, Planning Code, and Zoning Maps that correspond to this
ordinance wil permit an increased amount of new residential and commercial development. The

Planning Department anticipates an increase of 5,960 units within the next 20 years, and an increase of
9,875 residents, as published in the environmental impact report. This new development wil have an
extraordinary impact on the Plan Area's infrastructure. As described more fully in the Market and
Octavia Plan Final Environmental Impact Report, San Francisco Planning Department, Case No.

on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 071157, and the Market and Octavia
Community Improvements Program Document, San Francisco Planning Department, Case No.

on file with the Clerk of the Board in File No. 071157, new development wil generate
substantial new pedestrian, vehicle, bicycle, and transit trips which will impact the area. The transition
to a new type of district is tantamount to the development of new subdivisions, or the transition of a
district type, in terms of the need for new infrastructure.

The Market and Octavia Area Plan proposes to mitigate these impacts by providing extensive
pedestrian, transit, traffc-calming and other streetscape improvements that wil encourage residents to
make as many daily trips as possible on foot, by bicycle or on transit; by creating new open space,
greening, and recreational facilities that will provide necessary public spaces; and by establishing a
range of other services and programming that will meet the needs of community members. A
comprehensive program of new public infrastructure is necessary to lessen the impacts of the proposed
new development and to provide the basic community improvements to the area's new community
members. The Market and Octavia Community Improvements Program Document provides a more
detailed description of proposed Community Improvements.

In order to enable the City and County of San Francisco to provide necessary public services to
new residents; to maintain and improve the Market and Octavia Plan Area character; and to increase
neighborhood livability and investment in the district, it is necessary to upgrade existing streets and
streetscaping; acquire and develop neighborhood parks, recreation facilties and other community
facilities to serve the new residents and workers.

While the open space requirements imposed on individual developments address minimum
needs for private open space and access to light and air, such open space does not provide the
necessary public social and recreational opportunities as attractive public facilities such as sidewalks,
parks and other community facilities that are essential urban infrastructure, nor does it contribute to the
overall transformation of the district into a safe and enjoyable transit-oriented neighborhood.

C. Program Scope. The purpose of the proposed Market and Octavia Community
Improvements Impact Fees is to provide specific public improvements, including community
open spaces, pedestrian and streetscape improvements and other facilities and services. These
improvements are described in the Market and Octavia Area Plan and Neighborhood Plan and
the accompanying ordinances, and are necessary to meet established City standards for the
provision of such facilities. The Market and Octavia Community Improvements Fund and
Community Improvements Impact Fee wil create the necessary financial mechanism to fund
these improvements in proportion to the need generated by new development.

National and international transportation studies (such as the Dutch Pedestrian Safety Research

http://library4.municode.com/4201/DocView/1 4 139111305/403 9/4/2008



Review. T. Hummel, SVvOV Institute for Road Safety Researcn (Holland), and University of
North Carolina Highway Safety Research Center for the U.S. Department of Transporttion, 1999 on
fie with the Clerk of the Board in File No. ) have demonstrated that pedestrian,
traffc-calming and streetscape improvements of the type proposed for the Market and Octavia Plan
Area result in safer, more attractive pedestrian conditions. These types of improvements are essential
to making pedestrian activity a viable choice, thereby helping to mitigate traffc impacts associated with
excess automobile trips that could otherwise be generated by new development.

The proposed Market and Octavia Community Infrastructure Impact Fee is necessary to
maintain progress towards relevant state and national servce standards, as well as local standards in
the Goals and Objectives of the General Plan for open space and streetscape improvements as

discussed in Planning Code section 318.1 (F). Additionally the fee contnbutes to library resources and
childcare facilities standards discussed below:

Library Resoruces: New residents in Plan Area wil generate a substantial new ne for library
services. The San Francisco Public Library does not anticipate adequate demand for a new branch
library in the Market and Octavia Plan Area at this time. However, the increase in population in Plan
Area wil create additional demand at other libraries, primarily the Main Library and the Eureka Valley
Branch Library. The Market and Octavia Community Infrastructure Impact Fee includes funding for
library services equal to $69.00 per new resident, which is consistent with the service standards used
by the San Francisco Public Library for allocating resources to neighborhood branch libranes. Child
Care Facilities: New households in the Plan Area wil generate a need for additional childcare facilties.
Childcare services are integral to the financial and social success of families. Nationwide, research and
policies are strengthening the link between childcare and residential growth, many Bay Area counties
are leading in efforts to finance new childcare through new development. San Mateo has conducted
detailed research linking housing to childcare needs. Santa Clara County has developed exemplary
projects that provide childcare facilities in proximity to transit stations, and Santa Cruz has levied a fee
on residential development to fund childcare. Similarly many research efforts have ilustrated that
adequate childcare services are crucial in supporting a healthy local economy, see research conducted
by Louise Stoney, Mildred Warner, PPIC, County of San Mateo, CA on file with the Clerk of the Board
in File No. . MOCD's Project Connect Report identified childcare as an important
community service in neighboring communities. Project connect did not survey the entire Market and
Octavia Plan Area, it focused on low income communities, including Market and Octavia's neighbors in
the Mission, Western Addition, and the Tenderloin. The Department of Children Youth and Their
Families projects new residents of Market and Octavia wil generate demand for an additional 435
childcare spaces, of those 287 wil be serviced through new child care development centers.

D. Programmed Improvements and Costs. Community improvements to mitigate the impact of
new development in the Market and Octavia Plan Area were identified through a community
planning process, based on proposals in the Market and Octavia Area Plan on file with the Clerk
of the Board in File No. , and on a standards based analysis, and on
community input during the Plan adoption process. The Planning Department developed cost
estimates to the extent possible for all proposed improvements. These are summarized by use
type in Table 1. Cost projections in Table 1 are realistic estimates made by the Planning
Department of the actual costs for improvements needed to support new development. More
information on these cost estimates is located in the Market and Octavia Community
Improvements Program Document. Cost estimates for some items on Table 1 are to be
determined through ongoing analyses conducted in coordination with implementation of the
Market and Octavia Plan Community Improvements Program. In many cases these projects
require further design work, engineering, and environmental review, which may alter the nature
of the improvements; the cost estimates are stil reasonable approximates for the eventual cost
of providing necessary community improvements to respond to identified community needs. The
Board of Supervisors is not committing to the implementation of any particular project at this
time. Projects may be substituted for like projects should new information from the Citizens
Advisory Committee, the Interagency Plan Implementation Committee, other stakeholders, or
the environmental review process illustrate that substitute projects should be priontized. Cost
projections wil be updated at a minimum approximately every five years after adoption.
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Table 1.
Cost of proposed community improvements in the Market and Octavia Plan Area.

TABLE INSET:

Market and Octavia
Community Improvements
Greening - $58,310,000
Parks $6,850,000
Park Improvements $TBD
Vehicle $49,260,000
Pedestrian $23,760,000
Transportation $81,180,000
Transit User

$TBDInfrastructure
Bicycle $1,580,000
Childcare $17,170,000
Library Materials $690,000
Recreational

$15,060,000Facilities

Future Studies $460,000
Program Administration $4,730,000
Total $258,900,000

Provision of affordable housing needs are addressed in Sections 313 and 315 of the Planning
Code. Additionally subsidized affordable housing may be granted a waiver form the Market and Octavia
Community Improvement Fee as provided for in section 326.3 (h)(3). This waiver may be leveraged as
a local funding 'match' to Federal and State affordable housing subsidies enabling affordable housing
developers to capture greater subsidies for projects in the Plan Area.

E. Sharing the Burden. As detailed above, new development in the Plan Area wil clearly
generate new infrastructure demands.

To fund such community infrastructure and amenities, new development in the district shall be
assessed development impact fees proportionate to the increased demand for such infrastructure and
amenities. The City will use the procees of the fee to build new infrastructure and enhance existing

infrastructure, as described in preceding sections. A Community Improvements Impact Fee shall be
established for the Van Ness and Market Downtown Residential Special Use District (VNMDR-SUD),
and the Neighborhood Commercial Transit (NeT) and Residential Transit Oriented (RTO) Districts as
set forth herein.

Many counties, cities and towns have one standardized impact fee schedule that covers the
entire municipaliy. Although this type of impact fee structure works well for some types of
infrastructure, such as affordable housing and basic transportation needs, it cannot account for the
specific improvements needed in a neighborhood to accommodate specific growth. A localized impact
fee gives currency to the community planning process and encourages a strong nexus between
development and infrastructure improvements.

Development impact fees are an effective approach to achieve neighborhood mitigations and
associate the costs with new residents, workers, and a new kind of development. The proposed Market
and Octavia Community Improvements Impact Fee would be dedicated to infrastructure improvements
in the Plan Area, directing benefits of the fund clearly to those who pay into the fund, by providing
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necessary infrastructure improvements, needed to serve new development. The net increases
in individual propert values in these areas due to the enhanced neighborhood amenities financed with
the proceeds of the fee are expected to exceed the payments of fees by project sponsors.

The fee rate has been calculated by the Planning Departent based on accepted profesional
methods for the calculation of such fees. The Market and Octavia Community Improvements Program
Document contains a full discussion of impact fee calculation. Cost estimates are based on an
assessment of the potential cost to the City of providing the speifc improvements described in the
Market and Octavia Plan Area. The Planning Department assigned a weighted value to new
construction based on -projected population increases in relation to the total population.

The proposed fee would cover less than 80% of the estimated costs of the community
improvements calculated as necessary to mitigate the impacts of new development. By charging
developers less than the maximum amount of the justified impact fee, the City avoids any need to
refund money to developers if the fees collected exceed costs. The proposed fees only cover impacts
caused by new development and are not intended to remedy existing deficiencies; those costs will be
paid for by public, community, and other private sources.

The Market and Octavia community improvements program relies on public, private, and
community capitaL. Since 2000, when the Market and Octavia planning process was initiated, the area
has seen upwards of $100 millon in public investment, including the development of Octavia
Boulevard, the new Central freeway ramp, Patricia's Green in Hayes Valley and related projects.
Additionally private entities have invested in the area by improving private propert and creating new
commercial establishments. Community members have invested by creating a Community Benefits
District in the adjacent Castro neighborhood, organizing design competitions, and lobbying for

community programming such as a rotating arts program on Patricia's Green in Hayes Valley. Project
sponsor contributions to the Market and Octavia Community Improvements Fund will help leverage
additional public and community investment.

As a result of this new development, projected to occur over a 20-year period, property tax
revenue is projected to increase by as much as $28 milion annually when projected housing production
is complete. Sixteen millon dollars of this new revenue will be diverted directly to San Francisco (see
the Market and Octavia Community Improvements Program Document for a complete discussion of
increased property tax revenue). These revenues wil fund improvements and expansions to general
City services, including police, fire, emergency, and other services needed to partially meet increased
demand associated with new development. New development's local impact on communit
infrastructure will be greater in the Market and Octavia Plan Area, relative to those typically funded by
City government through propert tax revenues. Increased propert taxes wil contribute to continued
maintenance and service delivery of new infrastructure and amenities. The City should pursue state
enabling legislation that directs growth related increases in property tax directly to the neighborhood
where growth is happening, similar to the redevelopment agencies' Tax Increment Financing tool. If
such a revenue dedication tool does become available, the Planning Department should pursue an
ordinance to adopt and apply a tax increment district to the Market and Octavia Plan Area even if the
Plan is already adopted by the Board of Supervisors and in effect. The relative cost of capital
improvements, along with the reduced role of State and Federal funding sources, increases the
necessity for development impact fees to cover these costs. Residential and commercial impact fees
are one of the many revenue sources necessary to mitigate the impacts of new development in the
Market and Octavia Plan Area.

(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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SEC. 326.2. DEFINITIONS.

The following definitions shall govern this ordinance:

(a) Definitions from Section 318.2 shall apply unless otherwise noted in this Section.

(b) "Community facilities" shall mean all uses as defined under Section 209.4(a) and
209.3(ci of this Code.

(c) "Commercial use" shall mean any structure or portion thereof intended for
occupancy by retail or offce uses that qualif as an accessory use, as defined and
regulated in Sections 204 through 204.5.

(d) "Commercial development project" shall mean any new construction, addition,
extension, conversion or enlargement, or combination thereof, of an existing structure
which includes any occupied floor area of commercial use; provided, however, that for
projects that solely comprise an addition to an existing structure which would add
occupied floor area in an amount less than 20 percent of the occupied floor area of the
existing structure, the provisions of this Section shall only apply to the new occupied
square footage.

(e) "In-Kind Agreement" shall mean an agreement acceptable in form and substance to
the City Attorney and the Director of Planning between a project sponsor and the
Planning Commission subject to the approval of the Planning Commission in its sole
discretion to provide a specific set of community improvements, at a specifc phase of
construction, in lieu of contribution to the Market and Octavia Community Improvement
Fund. The In-Kind Agreement shall also mandate a covenant of the project sponsor to
reimburse all City agencies for their administrative and staff costs in negotiating, drafting,
and monitoring compliance with the In-Kind Agreement. The City also shall require the
project sponsor to provide a letter of credit or other instrument, acceptable in form and
substance to the Planning Department and the City Attorney, to secure the City's right to
receive payment as described in the preceding sentence.

(f) "Net addition of occupiable square feet of commercial use" shall mean occupied
floor area, as defined in Section 102.10 of this Code, to be occupied by or primarily
serving, non-residential use excluding common areas such as hallways, maintenance
facilities and lobbies, less the occupied floor area in any structure demolished or
rehabilitated as part of the proposed commercial development project which occupied
floor area was used primarily and continuously for commercial use and was not
accessory to any use other than residential use for at least five years prior to Planning
Department approval of the residential development project subject to this Secion, or for
the life of the structure demolished or rehabilitated, whichever is shorter.

(g) "Program" shall mean the Market and Octavia Community Improvements as
described in the Market and Octavia Community Improvements Program Document.

(h) "Program Area" shall mean the Market and Octavia Plan Area in Map 1 (Land Use
Plan) of the Market and Octavia Area Plan of the San Francisco General Plan, which
includes those districts zoned RTO, NCT, or any neighborhood specific NCT, a few
parcels zoned RH-1 or RH-2, and those parcels within the Van Ness and Market
Downtown Residential Special Use District (VMDRSUD).

(i) "Waiver Agreement" means an agreement acceptable in form and substance to the
Planning Department and the City Attorney, under which the City agrees to waive all or a
portion of the Community Improvements Impact Fee, conditioned upon the project
sponsor's covenant to make a good faith effort to secure the formation of a Community
Facilities (Mello-Roos) District, if such a district has not already been successfully
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formed, and in any event to take all steps necessary to support the construction of a
portion of the improvements described in Sections 326.6 (the "CFD Improvements")

using the proceeds of one or more series of special tax bonds or moneys otherwise
made available by such a district ("CFD Funds"). Such agreement shall include a
specific description of the CFD Improvements and a specific date for the
commencement of such improvements. Such agreement shall also provide that the
project sponsor shall pay the full amount of the waived Community Improvements
Impact Fee plus interest in the event that CFD Funds are not received in amounts
necessary to commence construction of the CFD Improvements on the stated
commencement date listed in the Waiver Agreement. The City also shall require the
project sponsor to provide a letter of credit or other instrument, acceptable in form and
substance to the Planning Department and the City Attorney, to secure the City's right to
receive payment as described in the preceding sentence.

u) "Residential Space Subject to the Community Improvement Impact Fee" means
each net addition of occupiable square feet within the Program Area which results in an
additional residential unit or contributes to a 20 percent increase of residential space
from the time that this ordinance is adopted within the Market and Octavia Community
Improvements Fund.

(k) "Commercial Space Subject to the Community Improvement Impact Fee" means for
each net addition of occupiable square feet within the Program Area which results in an
additional commercial unit or any increased commercial capacity that is beyond 20
percent of the non-residential capacity at the time that this ordinance is adopted.

(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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SEC. 326.3. APPLICATION.

(a) Program Area. The Market and Octavia Community Improvements Neighborhood Program
is hereby established and shall be implemented through district-specific community
improvements funds which apply to the following areas:

The Program Area includes properties identified as part of the Market and Octavia Plan Area in
Map 1 (Land Use Plan) of the Market and Octavia Area Plan of the San Francisco General Plan.

(b) The sponsor shall pay to the Treasurer Market and Octavia Community Improvements
Impact Fees of the following amounts:

(1) Prior to the issuance by OBI of the first site or building permit for a residential
development project, or residential component of a mixed use project within the Program
Area, a $10.00 Community Improvement Impact Fee in the Market and Octavia Plan
Area, as described in (a) above, for the Market and Octavia Community Improvements
Fund, for each net addition of occupiable square feet which results in an additional
residential unit or contributes to a 20 percent increase of residential space from the time
that this ordinance is adopted.

(2) Prior to the issuance by OBI of the first site or building permit for a commercial
development project, or commercial component of a mixed use project within the
Program Area, a $4.00 Community Improvement Impact Fee in the Market and Octavia
Plan Area, as described in (a) above, for the Market and Octavia Community
Improvements Fund for each net addition of occupiable square feet which results in an
additional commercial capacity that is beyond 20 percent of the non-residential capacity
at the time that this ordinance is adopted.

(c) Upon request of the sponsor and upon payment of the Community Improvements Impact
Fee in full to the Treasurer, the execution of a Waiver Agreement or In-Kind Agreement
approved as described herein, the Treasurer shall issue a certification that the obligations of this
section of the Planning Code have been met. The sponsor shall present such certification to the
Planning Department and OBI prior to the issuance by OBI of the first site or building permit for
the development project. OBI shall not issue the site or building permit without the Treasurer's
certification. Any failure of the Treasurer, OBI, or the Planning Department to give any notice
under this Section shall not relieve a sponsor from compliance with this Section. Where OBI
inadvertently issues a site or building permit without payment of the fee, Planning and OBI shall
not issue any further permits or a certificate of occupancy for the project without notification from
the Treasurer that the fees required by this Section have been paid or otherwise satisfied. The
procedure set forth in this Subsection is not intended to preclude enforcement of the provisions
of this Section under any other section of this Code, or other authority under the laws of the
State of California.

(d) Fee Adjustments.

(1) Inflation Adjustments. The Planning Commission may adjust the amount of the
development impact fees set forth in the annual fee adjustments on an annual basis
before the annual budget is approved. The Market and Octavia Community
Improvements Impact Fee adjustments should be based on the following factors: (a) the
percentage increase or decrease in the cost to acquire real property for public park and
open space use in the area and (b) the percentage increase or decrease in the
construction cost of providing these and other improvements listed in § 326.1 (E)(a).
Fluctuations in the construction market can be gauged by indexes such as the
Engineering News Record or a like index. Revision of the fee should be done in
coordination with revision to other like fees, such as those detailed in Sections 247,313,
314, 315, 318, and 319 of the Planning Code. The Planning Department shall provide
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notice of any fee adjustment including the formula used 10 calculate the adjustment, on
its website and to any interested party who has requested such notice at least 30 days
prior to the adjustment taking effect.

(2) Program Adjustments. Upon Planning Commission and Board approval adjustments
may be made to the fee to reflect changes to (a) the list of planned community
improvements listed in § 326.1 (D); (b) re-evaluation of the nexus based on new
conditions; or (c) further planning work which recommends a change in the scope of the
community improvements program. Changes may not be made to mitigate temporary
market- conditions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, it is the intent of the Board of

Supervisors that it is not committing to the implementation of any particular project at this
time and changes to, additions, and substitutions of individual projects listed in the
related program document can be made without adjustment to the fee rate or this
ordinance as those individual projects are placeholders that require further public
deliberation and environmental review.

(3) Unless and until an adjustment has been made, the schedule set forth in this
ordinance shall be deemed to be the current and appropriate schedule of development
impact fees.

(e) Option for In-Kind Provision of Community Improvements. The Planning Commission may
reduce the Community Improvements Impact Fee described in (b) above for specific
development proposals in cases where a project sponsor has entered into an In-Kind
Agreement with the City to provide In-Kind improvements in the form of streetscaping, sidewalk
widening, neighborhood open space, community center, and other improvements that result in
new public infrastructure and facilities described in Section 326.1 (E)(a) or similar substitutes.
For the purposes of calculating the total value of In-Kind community improvements, the project
sponsor shall provide the Planning Department with a cost estimate for the proposed In-Kind
community improvements from two independent contractors or, if relevant, real estate
appraisers. If the City has completed a detailed site specific cost estimate for a planned

community improvement this may serve as one of the cost estimates, required by this clause; if
such an estimate is used it must be indexed to current cost of construction. Based on these
estimates, the Director of Planning shall determine their appropriate value and the Planning
Commission may reduce the Community Improvements Impact Fee assessed to that project
proportionally. Approved In-Kind improvements should generally respond to priorities of the
community, or fall within the guidelines of approved procedures for prioritizing projects in the
Market and Octavia Community Improvements Program. Open space or streetscape
improvements, including off-site improvements per the provisions of this Special Use District,
proposed to satisfy the usable open space requirements of Section 135 and 138 are not eligible
for credit toward the contribution as In-Kind improvements. No credit toward the contribution
may be made for land value unless ownership of the land is transferred to the City or a
permanent public easement is granted, the acceptance of which is at the sole discretion of the
City. A permanent easement shall be valued at no more than 50% of appraised fee simple land
value, and may be valued at a lower percentage as determined by the Director of Planning in its
sole discretion. Any proposal for contribution of propert for public open space use shall follow
the procedures of Subsection (6)(0) below. The Planning Commission may reject In-Kind
improvements if they do not fit with the priorities identified in the plan, by the Interagency Plan
Implementation Committee (see Section 36 of the Administrative Code), the Market and Octavia
Citizens Advisory Committee (Section 341.5) or other prioritization processes related to Market
and Octavia Community Improvements Programming.

(f) Option for Provision of Community Improvements via a Community Facilities (Mello-Roos)
District. The Planning Commission may waive the Community Improvements Impact Fee
described in 326.3(b) above, either in whole or in part, for specific development proposals in
cases where one or more project sponsors have entered into a Waiver Agreement with the City
approved by the Board of Supervisors. Such waiver shall not exceed the value of the
improvements to be provided through the Mello Roos district. In consideration of a Mello-Roos
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waiver agreement, the E:oard of Supervisors shall consider whether provision of Community
Improvements through a Community Facilities (Mello-Roos) District wil restrict funds in ways
that wil limit the City's ability to provide community amenities according to the established
community priorities detailed in the Market and Octavia Area Plan, or to further amendments.
The Board of Supervisors shall have the opportunity to comment on the structure of bonds
issued for Mello Roos Districts. The Board of Supervisors may decline to enter into a Waiver
Agreement if the establishment of a Mello Roos district does not serve the City or Area Plan's
objectives related to Market and Octavia Community Improvements and general balance of
revenue streams.

(g) Applicants who provide community improvements through a Community Facilities (Mello
Roos) District or an In-Kind development wil be responsible for all additional time and materials
costs including, Planning Department staff, City Attorney time, and other costs necessary to
administer the alternative to the direct payment of the fee. These costs shall be paid in addition
to the community improvements obligation and biled no later than expenditure of bond funds on
approved projects for Districts or promptly following satisfaction of the In-Kind Agreement. The
Planning Department may designate a base fee for the establishment of a Mello Roos District,
that project sponsors would be obliged to pay before the district is established. The base fee
should cover basic costs associated with establishing a district but may not account for all
expenses. a minimum estimate of the base fee wil be published annually by the Planning
Department.

(h) Waiver or Reduction:

(1) Waiver or Reduction Based on Absence of Reasonable Relationship.

(A) A project applicant of any project subject to the requirements in this Section
may appeal to the Board of Supervisors for a reduction, adjustment, or waiver of
the requirements based upon the absence of any reasonable relationship or
nexus between the impact of development and the amount of the fee charged or
for the reasons set forth in subsection (3) below, a project applicant may request
a waiver from the Board of Supervisors.

(B) Any appeal of waiver requests under this clause shall be made in writing
and filed with the Clerk of the Board no later than 15 days after the date the
sponsor is required to pay to the Treasurer the fee as required in Section 326.3
(b). The appeal shall set forth in detail the factual and legal basis for the claim of
waiver, reduction. or adjustment. The Board of Supervisors shall consider the
appeal at the hearing within 60 days after the filing of the appeaL. The appellant
shall bear the burden of presenting substantial evidence to support the appeal,
including comparable technical information to support appellant's position. The
decision of the Board shall be by a simple majority vote and shall be finaL. If a
reduction, adjustment, or waiver is granted. any change of use or scope of the
project shall invalidate the waiver, adjustment, or reduction of the fee. If the
Board grants a reduction, adjustment or waiver, the Clerk of the Board shall
promptly transmit the nature and extent of the reduction, adjustment or waiver to
the Treasurer and Planning Department.

(2) Waiver or Reduction, Based on Housing Affordability or Duplication of Fees. This
section details waivers and reductions available by right for project sponsors that fulfill
the requirements below. The Planning Department shall publish an annual schedule of
specific values for waivers and reductions available under this clause. Planning

Department staff shall apply these waivers based on the most recent schedule published
at the time that fee payment is made.

(A) A project applicant subject to the requirements of this Section who has
received an approved building permit, conditional use permit or similar
discretionary approval and who submits a new or revised building permit,
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conditional use permit or similar discretionary approval for the same property
shall be granted a reduction, adjustment or waiver of the requirements of Section
326 of the Planning Code with respect to the square footage of construction
previously approved.

(B) The Planning Commission shall give special consideration to offering
reductions or waivers of the impact fee to housing projects on the grounds of

affordabilty in cases in which the State of California, the Federal Govemment,
the Mayor's Offce of Housing, the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, or

other public subsides target new housing for households at or below 50% of the
Area Median Income as published by HUD. This waiver clause intends to provide
a local 'match' for these deeply subsidized units and should be considered as
such by relevant agencies. Specifically these units may be rental or ownership
opportunities but they must be subsidized in a manner which maintains their
affordabilty for a term no less than 55 years. Project sponsors must demonstrate
to the Planning Department staff that a governmental agency wil be enforcing
the term of affordability and reviewing performance and service plans as
necessary, usually this takes the form of a deed restriction. Projects that meet
the requirements of this clause are eligible for a 100 percent fee reduction until
an alternative fee schedule is published by the Planning Department. Ideally
some contribution wil be made to the Market and Octavia Community
Improvement Program, as these units wil place an equal demand on community
improvements infrastructure. This waiver clause shall not be applied to units built
as part of a developer's efforts to meet the requirements of the Inclusionary

Affordable Housing Program, and Section 315.

(C) The City shall make every effort not to assess duplicative fees on new
development. This section discusses the method to determine the appropriate
reduction amount for known possible conflicts. In general project sponsors are
only eligible for fee waivers under this clause if a contribution to another fee
program would result in a duplication of charges for a particular type of
community infrastructure. Therefore applicants may only receive a waiver for the
portion of the Market and Octavia Community Improvements Fund that
addresses that infrastructure type. Refer to Table 2 for fee composition by
infrastructure type. The Planning Department shall publish a schedule annually of
all known opportunities for waivers and reductions under this clause, including
the specific rate. Requirements under Section 135 and 138 do not qualify for
waiver or reductions. Should future fees pose a duplicative charge, such as a
Cityide open space or childcare fee, the same methodology shall apply and the
Planning Department shall update the schedule of waivers or reductions

accordingly. Additionally the City should work to ensure that fees levied on
development in the Plan Area through other fee programs should be targeted
towards improvements identified through the Market and Octavia Plan, especially
fees that allow project sponsors to obtain a waiver from the Market and Octavia
Community Improvement's Fund.

(i)

Table 2. Breakdown of Market and Octavia Community Improvements Fee

by Infrastructure Type.

Components of Proposed Impact Fee

TABLE INSET:
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-- Residential Commercial
Greening 34.1 % 50.2%

Parks 8.2% 13.8%

Park tb tbdImprovements
Vehicle 0.4% 0.4%

Pedestrian 6.9% 6.2%

Transporttion 22.2% 20.1%

Transit User tb tbdInfrastructure
Bicycle 0.5% 0.4%

Childcare 8.3% 0.0%

Library 0.9% 0.0%Materials
Recreational Facilities 13.1 % 0.0%

Future Studies 0.2% .4%

Program Administration 5.1% 8.6%

(ii) Applicants that are subject to the downtown parks fee, Section 139
can reduce their contribution to the Market and Octavia Community
Improvements Fund by one dollar for every dollar that they contribute to
the downtown parks fund, the total fee waiver or reduction granted
through this clause shall not exceed 8.2 percent of calculated contribution
for residential development or 13.8 percent for commercial development.

(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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SEC. 326.4. LIEN PROCEEDINGS.

(a) A sponsor's failure to comply with the requirements of Sections 326.3, shall constitute
cause for the City to record a lien against the development project in the sum of the fees

required under this ordinance. The fee required by Section 326.3(b) of this ordinance is due and
payable to the Treasurer prior to issuance of the first building or site permit for the development
project unless -a Waiver Agreement has been executed. If, for any reason, the fee remains
unpaid following issuance of the permit and no Waiver Agreement has been executed, any
amount due shall accrue interest at the rate of one and one-half percent per month, or fraction
thereof, from the date of issuance of the permit until the date of final payment.

(b) If, for any reason, the fee imposed pursuant to this ordinance remains unpaid following
issuance of the permit, the Treasurer shall initiate proceedings in accordance with Article XX of
Chapter 10 of the San Francisco Administrative Code to make the entire unpaid balance of the
fee, including interest, a lien against all parcels used for the housing development project and
shall send all notices required by that Article to the owner of the property as well as the sponsor.
The Treasurer shall also prepare a preliminary report notifying the sponsor of a hearing to
confirm such report by the Board of Supervisors at least 10 days before the date ofthe hearing.
The report to the sponsor shall contain the sponsor's name, a description of the sponsor's
housing development project, a description of the parcels of real propert to be encumbered as
set forth in the Assessor's Map Books for the current year, a description of the alleged violation
of this ordinance, and shall fix a time, date, and place for hearing. The Treasurer shall cause
this report to be mailed to the sponsor and each owner of record of the parcels of real property
subject to lien. Except for the release of lien recording fees authorized by Administrative Code
Section 10.237, all sums collected by the Tax Collector pursuant to this ordinance shall be held
in trust by the Treasurer and deposited in the Market and Octavia Community Improvements
Fund established in Section 326.6.

(c) Any notice required to be given to a sponsor or owner shall be suffciently given or served
upon the sponsor or owner for all purposes hereunder if personally served upon the sponsor or
owner or if deposited, postage prepaid, in a post offce letterbox addressed in the name of the
sponsor or owner at the offcial address of the sponsor or owner maintained by the Tax

Collector for the mailing of tax bils or, if no such address is available, to the sponsor at the
address of the housing development project, and to the applicant for the site or building permit
at the address on the permit application.

(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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SEC. 326.5. COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENTS IMPACT FEE REFUND WHEN BUILDING
PERMIT EXPIRES PRIOR TO COMPLETION OF WORK AND COMMENCEMENT OF
OCCUPANCY.

In the event a building permit expires prior to completion of the work on and commencement of
occupancy of a residential or commercial development project so that it will be necessary to obtain a
new permit to carry -out any development, the obligation to comply with this ordinance shall be
cancelled, and any Community Improvements Impact Fee previously paid to the Treasurer shall be
refunded. If and when the sponsor applies for a new permit, the procedures set forth in this ordinance
regarding payment of the Community Improvements Impact Fee shall be followed.

(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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SEC. 326.6. MARKET AND OCTAVIA COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENTS FUND.

(a) There is hereby established a separate fund set aside for a special purpose entitled the
Market and Octavia Community Improvements Fund ("Fund"). All monies collected by the
Treasurer pursuant to Section 326.3(b) shall be deposited in a special fund maintained by the
Controller. The receipts in the Fund to be used solely to fund community improvements subject
to the conditions of this Section.

(b) The Fund shall be administered by the Board of Supervisors.

(1) All monies deposited in the Fund shall be used to design, engineer, acquire, and
develop and improve neighborhood open spaces, pedestrian and streetscape
improvements, community facilities, child care facilties, and other improvements that
result in new publicly-accessible facilities and related resources within the Market and
Octavia Plan Area or within 250 feet of the Plan Area. Funds may be used for childcare
facilities that are not publicly owned or "publicly-accessible". Funds generated for 'library
resources' should be used for materials at the Main Library, the Eureka Valley Library, or
other library facilities that directly service Market and Octavia Residents. Funds may be
used for additional studies and fund administration as detailed in the Market and Octavia
Community Improvements Program Document. These improvements shall be consistent
with the Market and Octavia Civic Streets and Open Space System as descnbed in Map
4 of the Market and Octavia Area Plan of the General Plan, and any Market and Octavia
Improvements Plan. Monies from the Fund may be used by the Planning Commission to
commission economic analyses for the purpose of revising the fee pursuant to Section
326.3(d) above, to complete an updated nexus study to demonstrate the relationship
between development and the need for public facilities if this is deemed necessary.

(2) No portion of the Fund may be used, by way of loan or otherwise, to pay any
administrative, general overhead, or similar expense of any public entity, except for the
purposes of administering this fund. Administration of this fund includes time and
materials associated with reporting requirements, faciltating the Market and Octavia
Citizens Advisory Committee meetings, and maintenance of the fund. Total expenses
associated with administration of the fund shall not exceed the proportion calculated in
Table 3 (above). All interest earned on this account shall be credited to the Market and
Octavia Community Improvements Fund.

(c) With full participation by the Planning Department and related implementing agencies the
Controller's Offce shall file an annual report with the Board of Supervisors beginning 180 days
after the last day of the fiscal year of the effective date of this ordinance, which shall include the
following elements: (1) a description of the type of fee in each account or fund; (2) Amount of
the fee; (3) Beginning and ending balance of the accounts or funds including any bond funds
held by an outside trustee; (4) Amount of fees collected and interest earned; (5) Identification of
each public improvement on which fees or bond funds were expended and amount of each
expenditure; (6) An identification of the approximate date by which the construction of public
improvements wil commence; (7) A description of any inter-fund transfer or loan and the public
improvement on which the transferred funds wil be expended; and (8) Amount of refunds made
and any allocations of unexpended fees that are not refunded.

Every fifth fiscal year following the first deposit into the account the following account reporting
shall be made by the Controller's offce in coordination with the Planning Department: (1) Purpose to
which the fee is to be put; (2) Demonstrate a reasonable relationship between the fee and the purpose
for which it is charged; (3) Identify all sources and amounts of funding anticipated to complete financing
in incomplete improvements identified in this ordinance and subsequent reporting; and (4) Designate
the approximate dates on which the funding referred to above (3) is expected to be deposited into the
appropriate account or fund. The reporting requirements detailed in this section refer to the current
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requirements under AB 1000; and are detailed here to insure that this fund fulfills all legal
obligations as detailed by the State of California. Any amendments to A81600 automatically apply to
the reporting requirements of this ordinance and the ordinance should be amended accordingly.

(d) A public hearing shall be held by both the Recreation and Parks Commissions to elicit
public comment on proposals for the acquisition of propert using monies in the Fund in the
Fund or through agreements for In-Kind or Community Facilities (Mello-Roos) District that wil
ultimately be maintained by the Department of Recreation and Parks. Notice of public hearings
shall be published in an offcial newspaper at least 20 days prior to the date of the hearing,
which notice shall set forth the time, place, and purpose of the hearing. The Parks Commissions
may vote to recommend to the Board of Supervisors that it appropriate money from the Fund for
acquisition of property for park use and for development of property acquired for park use.

(e) The Planning Commission shall work with other City agencies and commissions,
specifically the Department of Recreation and Parks, Department of Public Works, and the
Metropolitan Transportation Agency, to develop agreements related to the administration of the
improvements to existing and development of new public facilities within public rights-of-way or
on any acquired property designed for park use, using such monies as have been allocated for
that purpose at a hearing of the Board of Supervisors.

(f) The Director of Planning shall have the authority to prescribe rules and regulations
governing the Fund, which are consistent with this ordinance. The Director of Planning shall
make recommendations to the Board regarding allocation of funds.

(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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SEC. 326.7. DIRECTOR OF PLANNING'S EVALUATION AND STUDY

The Planning Department shall fulfill all relevant evaluation, reporting and study requirements to
insure that the fee program remains up to date. These requirements include those outlined in Section
326.6(c), 341.2, and 341.3 of the Planning Code, and Section 36.4 of the Administrative Code.

Fulfillment of these reporting requirements shall be coordinated to minimize staff time. Funds to fulfill
these requirements should be considered monitoring and program administration.

(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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SEC. 326.8. TRANSPORTATION STUDIES AND FUTURE FEES.

(a) Purpose. Studies conducted by the City including the Transit Impact Development Fee
nexus study, the ongoing Eastern Neighborhoods studies, and others indicate that new
residential development and the creation of new commercial or residential parking facilties
negatively impact the City's transportation infrastructure and services. The purpose of this
Section is to authorize a nexus study establishing the impact of new residential development
and new parking facilities, in nature and amount, on the City's transportation infrastructure and
parking facilities and, if justified, to impose impact fees on residential development and projects
containing parking facilities.

(b) Timing. No later than October 15, 2008, the City shall initiate a study as described below.
The agencies descnbed in subsection (c) shall develop a comprehensive scope and timeline of
this study which wil enable the Board of Supervisors to pursue policy recommendations through
the legislative process as soon as twelve months after the study's initiation.

(c) Process. The study shall be coordinated by the Municipal Transportation Agency (MTA)
and the City Attorney's Offce. The study shall build on existing Nexus Study work including

recently published nexus studies for parks and recreation, childcare facilities, the existing
Transit Development Impact Fee Nexus Study, and all relevant area plan nexus analysis. The
MT A shall coordinate with all relevant government agencies including the San Francisco County
Transportation Authority, the Planning Department, the Mayor's Offce of Housing, the
Controller's Offce, the City Attorney's Office and the City Administrator by creating a task force
that meets regularly to discuss the study and resultant policy and program recommendations.
The MTA shall hire consultants as deemed appropriate to complete the technical analysis.

(d) Scope. The study shall determine the impact, in nature and amount, of new residential
development and new parking facilities, including new individual parking spaces, on
transportation infrastructure and services within the City and County of San Francisco. The
study shall not consider or develop specific transportation infrastructure improvement

recommendations. The study shall make policy and/or program a recommendations to the
Board of Supervisors on the most appropriate mechanisms for funding new transportation
infrastructure and services including but not limited to new residential transit impact fees and
new parking impact fees.

(e) Springing Condition Projects Subject to Future Fees, Based on the findings of the above-
referenced is study the City anticipates that the Board may adopt new impact fees to offset the
impact of new parking facilities and residential development on San Francisco's transportation
network. As the Market and Octavia Plan Area is one of the first transit oriented neighborhood
plans in the City and County of San Francisco the City should strive for a successful
coordination of transit oriented development with adequate transportation infrastructure and
services. All residential and commercial development projects in the Market and Octavia Plan
Area that receive Planning Department or Commission approval on or after the effective date of
this ordinance shall be subject to any future Cityide or Plan-specific parking impact fees or

residential transit impact fees that are established before the project receives a final certificate
of occupancy. The Planning Department and Planning Commission shall make payment of any
future residential transit impact fee or parking impact fee a condition of approval of all projects in
the Market and Octavia Plan Area that receive Planning Department or Commission approval
on or after the effective date of this ordinance, with the following maximum amounts;

(1) Parking Impact fee no more than $5.00 per square foot of floor area dedicated to
parking.

(2) Transit Impact fee no more than $9.00 per square foot of residential and
commercial floor area.
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(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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SEC. 249.33. VAN NESS AND MARKET DOWNTOWN RESIDENTIAL SPECIAL USE
DISTRICT.

(a) Purpose. There shall be a Van Ness & Market Downtown Residential Special Use District,
which is comprised of the parcels zoned C-3-G in the Market Octavia Better Neighborhoods

Plan area, and whose boundaries are designated on Sectional Map No. 2SU and 7SU of the
Zoning Map of the City and County of San Francisco. This district is generally comprised of
parcels focused at the intersections of Van Ness Avenue at Market Street and South Van Ness
Avenue at Mission Street, along with parcels on both sides of Market and Mission Streets
between 10th and 12th Streets. This district is intended to be a transit-oriented, high-density,
mixed-use neighborhood with a significant residential presence. This area is encouraged to
transition from largely a back-offce and warehouse support function to downtown into a more
cohesive downtown residential district, and serves as a transition zone to the lower scale
residential and neighborhood commercial areas to the west of the C-3. A notable amount of
large Citywide commercial and offce activity wil remain in the area, including government

offces supporting the Civic Center and City HalL. This area was initially identifed in the
Downtown Plan of the General Plan as an area to encourage housing adjacent to the
downtown. As part of the City's Better Neighborhoods Program, this concept was fully
articulated in the Market and Octavia Area Plan, and is described therein.

(b) Use Controls.

(1) Non-residential uses. For newly-constructed buildings or additions which exceed 20
percent or more of an existing structure's gross floor area, non-residential uses are not
permitted above the 4th story, and at least two occupied square feet of residential use
shall be provided for each occupied square foot of non-residential use. In order to
accommodate local government offce uses near City Hall, publicly-owned or leased
buildings or lots are exempted from the requirements of this subsection.

(2) Residential Density. There shall be no density limit for residential uses by lot area,
but by the applicable requirements and limitations elsewhere in this Code, including but
not limited to height, bulk, setbacks, open space, and exposure, as well as by the Market
& Octavia Area Plan Fundamental Principals for Design, other applicable design
guidelines, applicable elements and area plans of the General Plan, and design review
by the Planning Department. The limitations of Section 215 shall not apply.

(3) Residential Affordable Housing Program. All projects in this district shall be subject
to all the terms of Section 315 and following of the Residential lnclusionary Affordable
Housing Program. Not withstanding the foregoing, projects within the Van Ness and
Market Downtown Residential Special Use District shall at a minimum fulfill the
requirements to the levels specified in this Section. Should Section 315 require greater
contributions to the affordable housing program, those requirements shall supercede this
section. Proposed exceptions to these requirements due to hardships associated with
construction type, specifically heights above 120 feet, are not applicable in this Special
Use District because parcels are receiving an up zoning through increased density and
benefis through the general transformation of the district to a transit oriented
neighborhood with a mixed use character. Requirements and administration of this
program shall follow the conditions outlined in Section 315 of the Planning Code unless
otherwise specified in this Section.

(A) On site housing requirements and benefis. For projects that choose to fulfill
the requirements of Section 315 through the provision of onsite housing, the
Planning Department shall require that 15% of all units constructed on the project
site shall be affordable to qualifying households so that a project applicant must
construct .15 times the total number of units produced in the principal project
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beginning ".ith the construction of the fifth unit. If trie total number of units is not a
whole number, the project applicant shall round up to the nearest whole number
for any portion of .5 or above.

(8) Compliance through in-lieu fees. Projects in the Van Ness and Market
Special Use District may choose to fulfill no more than fifty percent (50%) of the
requirements of Section 315 and following through the payment of in-lieu fees as
provided in Section 315.6.

\C) Compliance through off-site housing development. For projects that choose
to fulfill the requirements of Section 315 through the provision of off-site housing,
the Planning Department shall require that 20% of all units constructed on the
project site shall be affordable to qualifying households so that a project applicant
must construct .20 times the total number of units produced in the principal
project beginning with the construction of the fifth unit. If the total number of units
is not a whole number, the project applicant shall round up to the nearest whole
number for any portion of .5 or above.

(4) Open Space Provider. The off-site open space permitted by this Section may be
provided individually by the project sponsor or jointly by the project sponsor and other
project sponsors, provided that each square foot of jointly developed open space may
count toward only one sponsor's requirement. With the approval of the Planning
Commission, a public or private agency may develop and maintain the open space,
provided that (i) the project sponsor or sponsors pay for the cost of development of the
number of square feet the project sponsor is required to provide, (ii) provision
satisfactory to the Commission is made for the continued maintenance of the open
space for the actual lifetime of the building giving rise to the open space requirement,
and (iii) the Commission finds that there is reasonable assurance that the open space to
be developed by such agency wil be developed and open for use by the time the
building, the open space requirement of which is being met by the payment, is ready for
occupancy.

(A) Off-site provision of required open space. Up to 40 percent of usable open
space required by Sections 135 and 138 may be provided off-site if it is within the
SUD or within 900 feet of the project site and meets the standards described
below for publicly accessible open space described below.

(8) Publicly-Accessible Open Space Standards.

(C) Open space must be of one or more of the following types:

(i) An unenclosed park or garden at street grade or following the natural
topography, including improvements to hillsides or other unimproved

public areas according to the Market and Octavia Area Plan;

(ii) An unenclosed plaza at street grade, with seating areas and
landscaping and no more than 10 percent of the floor area devoted to
food or beverage service;

(iii) An unenclosed pedestrian pathway that meets the minimum
standards described in Section 827(g)(3)(A)--(E);

(iv) A terrace or roof garden with landscaping;

(v) Streetscape improvements with landscaping and pedestrian
amenities that result in additional space beyond the pre-existing sidewalk
width and conform to the Market & Octavia Area Plan, such as sidewalk
widening or building setbacks; and

(vi) Streetscape improvements with landscaping and pedestrian
amenities on alleyways from building face to building face, beyond basic
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street tree planting or street lighting as otherwise required by this Code, in
accordance with the Market & Octavia Area Plan.

(0) Open space must meet the following standards:

(i) Be in such locations and provide such ingress and egress as wil
make the area convenient, safe, secure and easily accessible to the
general public;

(ii) Be appropriately landscaped;

(iii) Be protected from uncomfortable winds;

(iv) Incorporate ample seating and, if appropriate, access to limited
amounts of food and beverage service, which will enhance public use of
the area;

(v) Be well signed and accessible to the public during daylight hours;

(vi) Be well lighted if the area is of the type requiring artificial
illumination;

(vii) Be designed to enhance user safety and security;

(viii) Be of sufcient size to be attractive and practical for its intended
use; and

(ix) Have access to drinking water and toilets if feasible.

(E) Maintenance. Open spaces shall be maintained at no public expense,
except as might be provided for by any community facilities district that may be
formed. The owner of the property on which the open space is located shall
maintain it by keeping the area clean and free of litter and keeping in a healthy
state any plant material that is provided. Conditions intended to assure continued
maintenance of the open space for the actual lifetime of the building giving rise to
the open space requirement may be imposed in accordance with the provisions
of Section 309.1.

(F) Informational Plaque. Prior to issuance of a permit of occupancy, a plaque of
no less than 24 inches by 36 inches in size shall be placed in a publicly
conspicuous location outside the building at street level, or at the site of any
publicly-accessible open space, identifying said open space feature and its
location, stating the right of the public to use the space and the hours of use,
describing its principal required features (e.g., number of seats, availabilty of
food service) and stating the name and address of the owner or owner's agent
responsible for maintenance.

(G) The Zoning Administrator shall have authority to require a property owner to
hold harmless the City and County of San Francisco, its offcers, agents and
employees, from any damage or injury caused by the design, construction or
maintenance of open space, and to require the owner or owners or subsequent
owner or owners of the property to be solely liable for any damage or loss
occasioned by any act or neglect in respect to the design, construction or
maintenance of the open space.

(5) Lot coverage. The rear yard requirements of Section 134 shall not apply. Lot
coverage is limited to 80 percent at all residential levels except on levels in which all
residential units face onto a public right-of-way. The unbuilt portion of the lot shall be
open to the sky except for those obstructions permitted in yards per Section 136(c).
Exceptions to the 20 percent open area may be granted pursuant to the procedures of
Section 309 for conversions of existing non-residential structures where it is determined
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that provision of LÙ percent open area would require partial demolition of the existing
non-residential structure.

(6) Floor Area Ratio.

(A) The maximum FAR allowed, except as allowed in this Section, shall be that
described in Section 123(C), provided that it shall not be greater than 9:1. The
definition of Gross Floor Area shall be that in Section 102.9 as of the date of
approval of this Ordinance, and shall include all residential uses. The provisions
of Section 124(g) shall not apply in this special use district.

(8) Floor Area Bonus Permitted for Public Improvements or In-lieu Contributions
to the Van Ness and Market Neighborhood Infrastructure Fund and In lieu
Contributions to the Citywide Affordable Housing Fund.

(i) The gross floor area of a structure or structures on a lot may exceed
the maximum ratio described in Section 123(c) through participation in the
Van Ness and Market Affordable Housing and Neighborhood
Infrastructure Program, according to the procedures described below in
Subsection (b)(7).

(ii) Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 127 and 128projects in
this Special Use District are not eligible to acquire Transferable

Development Rights from a Transfer Lot or Lots pursuant to the
provisions of Sections 127--128 for that increment of FAR above the base
FAR limit in Section 124 up to the maximum FAR described in Section
123(c). Instead, a project may pay to the City's Citywide Affordable

Housing Fund thirty dollars ($30.00) per additional gross square foot for
that increment of FAR above the base FAR limit in Section 124 up to the
maximum FAR described in Section 123(c). Any monies deposited into
the Citywide Affordable Housing Fund shall be administered as provided
for in Section 315 et seq.

(7) Van Ness and Market Affordable Housing and Neighborhood Infrastructure
Program.

(A) Purpose and Findings.

(i) Affordable Housing: The Van Ness and Market Residential SUO
enables the creation of a very dense residential neighborhood through

significant increases in development potentiaL. This increase in
development potential permits an increase in market rate housing
development. As described in Section 315.2 affordable housing is a
priority for San Francisco and additional demand for affordable housing is
closely correlated to the development of new market rate housing. At the
direction of the Board of Supervisors and as part of a larger analysis of
development impact fees in the City, the City contracted with Keyser
Marston Associates to prepare a nexus analysis in support of the
Inclusionary Housing Program, or an analysis of the impact of
development of market rate housing on affordable housing supply and
demand.

The City's current position is that the City's Inclusionary Housing Program including the in lieu
fee provision which is offered as an alternative to building units within market rate projects, is not
subject to the requirements of the Mitigation Fee Act, Government Code Sections 66000 et seq. While
the City does not expect to alter its position on this matter, due to past legislative actions supporting
such a study, the Citywide study being undertaken to conduct nexus studies in other areas, and a
general interest in determining whether the Inclusionary Program can be supported by a nexus type
analysis as an additional support measure, the City contracted to undertake the preparation of a nexus
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analysis.

The final study can be found in Board of Supervisors File No. and is
incorporated by reference herein. The Board of Supervisors has reviewed the study and staff analysis
and report of the study and, on that basis finds that the study supports the current inclusionary housing
requirements as specified in this Section 249.33 combined with this Affordable Housing FAR Bonus
Program. Specifically, the Board finds that the nexus study: identifies the purpose of the fee to mitigate
impacts on the demand for affordable housing in the City; identifies the use to which the fee is to be put
as being to increase the City's affordable housing supply; and establishes a reasonable relationship
between the use of the fee for affordable housing and the need for affordable housing and the
construction of new market rate housing. Moreover, the Board finds that the current inclusionary
requirements combined with the Affordable Housing FAR Bonus Program are less than the cost of
mitigation and do not include the costs of remedying any existing deficiencies. The Board also finds that
the study establishes that the current inclusionary requirements combined with the Affordable Housing
FAR Bonus Program do not duplicate other City requirements or fees.

Moreover, according to the study undertaken by Seifel Consulting at the direction of the
Planning Department, increased development potential in the Van Ness and Market Downtown
Residential Special Use district through the increased FAR allowance enables an increased
contribution to the Citywide Affordable Housing Fund wihout discouraging the development of new
market rate housing. A copy of said study is on file with the Clerk of the Board of Supervisors in File No.

(ii) Neighborhood Infrastructure. The Van Ness & Market Residential
SUO enables the creation of a very dense residential neighborhood in an
area built for back-offce and industrial uses. Projects that seek the FAR
bonus above the maximum cap would introduce a very high localized
density in an area generally devoid of necessary public infrastructure and
amenities, as described in the Market & Octavia Area Plan. While
envisioned in the Plan, such projects would create localized levels of
demand for open space, streetscape improvements, community facilities
and public transit above and beyond the levels both existing in the area
today and funded by the Market & Octavia Community Improvements
Fee. Such projects also entail construction of relatively taller or bulkier
structures in a concentrated area, increasing the need for offetting open
space for relief from the physical presence of larger buildings.
Additionally, the FAR bonus provisions herein are intended to provide an
economic incentive for project sponsors to provide public infrastructure
and amenities that improve the qualit of life in the area. The bonus
allowance is calibrated based on the cost of responding to the intensified
demand for public infrastructure generated by increased densities
available through the FAR density bonus program.

(iii) Public Improvements. The public improvements acceptable in
exchange for granting the FAR bonus, and that would be necessary to
serve the additional population created by the increased density, are

listed below. All public improvements shall be consistent with the Market
& Octavia Area Plan.

(a) Open Space Acquisition and Improvement: Brady Park (as
described in the Market & Octavia Area Plan), or other open
space of comparable size and performance. Open space shall be
dedicated for public ownership or permanent easement for
unfettered public access and improved for public use, including
landscaping, seating, lighting, and other amenities.

(b) Streetscape and Pedestrian Improvements: Streetscape
improvements within the Special Use District as described in the
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Market & Octavia Area Plan, incluoing Van Ness and South Van
Ness Avenues, Gough, Mission, McCoppin, Otis, Oak, Fell, 11th
and 12th Streets, along with adjacent alleys. Improvements

include sidewalk widening, landscaping and trees, lighting, seating
and other street furniture (e.g. newsracks, kiosks, bicycle racks),
signage, transit stop and subway station enhancements (e.g.
shelters, signage, boarding platforms), roadway and sidewalk
paving, and public art.

(c) Affordable Housing. The type of affordable housing needed in
San Francisco is documented in the City's Consolidated Plan and
the Residence Element of the General Plan. New affordable rental
housing and ownership housing affordable to households earning
less than the median income is greatly needed in San Francisco.

(B) The Van Ness and Market Affordable Housing and Neighborhood
Infrastructure Program ("Program") is hereby established and shall be
implemented through In-Kind public improvements, participation in Community
Facilities (Mello-Roos) District, or in-lieu payment into the Van Ness and Market
Neighborhood Infrastructure Fund ("Fund") or in lieu payments to the Cityide
Affordable Housing Fund.

(i) The Program shall be administered by the Board of Supervisors,
except for the in lieu fee payments to the Citywide Affordable Housing
Fund which shall be administered as provided for in Section 315 et seq.

(C) Value, Form, and Timing of Contribution to the Program.

(i) The total value of the contribution ("contribution") to the Program shall
be equal to $15.00 per additional gross square foot above a site FAR of
9: 1. The contribution must be made or the fee paid prior to issuance by
the Department of Building Inspection of the first site or building permit for
the subject project. Except as provided in Section 7(C)(vii), $0.00 must be
paid as a fee to the Citywide Affordable Housing Fund as described

below in Subsection (7)(C)(v); and $15.00 or its equivalent must be paid
or contributed to the Van Ness and Market Neighborhood Infrastructure
Program in one of the ways described below in Subsections (ii) through
(iii) including any form of any combination, either in whole or in part, of an
In-Kind Agreement to provide neighborhood improvements, In-Lieu
Payment to the City Treasurer, or a Community Facilities District
Agreement to participate in a Mello-Roos Community Facilities District.
The fee may be adjusted in accordance with the procedures described in
Section 326.3(d) or 315.6(b)3.

(ii) In-Kind Improvements. The Planning Commission may allow the
provision of In-Kind Improvements, through the approval of an In-Kind
Agreement in accordance with the procedures outlned in Section 326.3
(e).

(iii) In-Lieu Payment. Because the total cost of the individual public
improvements (e.g. a public park or a streetscape project) may be greater
than the proportional contribution to the Program or the need created by
anyone project, and becuase it may be infeasible or impractical to make
a fractional public improvement (e.g. acquisition of a fraction of a park) it
is necessary to allow direct payments, at the rate described in Subsection
(7)(C)(i) above, in-lieu of providing In-Kind Improvements, as a form of
contribution, either in whole or in part, to the Program. Such payment
shall be made to the City Treasurer for deposit in the Van Ness and
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Mell Ket Neighborhood Infrastructure Fund. Upon payment of the In-Lieu
Payment in full to the Treasurer, the Treasurer shall issue a certification
that the credit has been paid.

(iv) Community Facilities District. The Planning Commission may allow
the participation in a Community Facilities (Mello-Roos) District through
the procedures described in Section 326.3(f) and (g).

(v) Zero dollars per square foot ($0.00) except as provided in 7(C)(vii)
shall be deposited in the special fund maintained by the Controller called
the Cityide Affordable Housing Fund as established by Section 313.12.

Except as specifically provided in this Section, collection, management,
enforcement, and expenditure of funds shall conform to the requirements
related to in lieu fees in Planning Code Sections 315 et seq., specifically
including, but not limited to, the provisions of Section 315.6.

(vi) The sponsor shall present Treasurer certification of In-Lieu Payment,
a signed In-Kind Agreement and/or Community Facilities District
Agreement totaling the full value of the contribution to the Planning
Department and Department of Building Inspection prior to the issuance
by OBI of the first site or building permit for the project. A failure of the
Treasurer, OBI or the Planning Departent to give any notice under this
Section shall not relieve a sposnor from compliance with this Section.

(vii) At the close of the fiscal year in which the Market and Octavia
Community Improvements Program has generated funding for no less
than $211 milion for expenditure in the plan area, including revenue

generated through Planning Code Section 249.33 and Section 326 fee
payment, In-Kind and community facilty district contributions; public
grants; San Francisco general funds; assessment districts; and other
sources which contribute to the overall programming; all future funds
generated through this Section, 249.33 of the Planning Code shall be
redirected one hundred (100) percent to the Citywide Affordable Housing
Fund.

(D) There is hereby established a separate fund set aside for a special purpose
entitled the Van Ness and Market Neighborhood Infrastructure Fund ("Fund"). All
monies collected by the Treasurer pursuant to Subsection (7)(C)(i) above shall
be deposited in this fund to be maintained by the Controller. The receipts of the
Fund are hereby appropriated in accordance with law to be used solely to fund
public infrastructure subject to the following conditions:

(i) All monies deposited in the Fund, plus accrued interest, shall be used
solely to design, engineer, acquire and develop neighborhood open
spaces and streetscape improvements that result in new publicly-
accessible facilities within the Van Ness and Market Special Use District
or the area bounded by 10th Street, Howard Street, South Van Ness
Avenue, the northeastern line of the Central Freeway, Market Street,
Franklin Street, Hayes Street, and Polk Street. These improvements shall
be consistent with the Market and Octavia Area Plan of the General Plan
and any Plan that is approved by the Board of Supervisors in the future
for the area covered by this SUO, except that monies from the Fund may
be used by the Planning Commission to commission studies to revise the
fee pursuant to Subsection (7)(C)(i) above, or to commission landscape,
architectural or other planning, design and engineering services in
support of the proposed public improvements.

(ii) No portion of the Fund may be used, by way of loan or otherwise, to
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pay any administrative, general overheaa, or similar expense of any
public entity.

(iii) The Controller's Offce shall fie an annual report with the Board of
Supervisors beginning one year after the effective date of this ordinance,
which report shall set forth the amount of money collected in the Fund.
Monies in the Fund shall be appropriated by the Board of Supervisors and
administered by the Director of Planning.

(iv) Expenditure of funds shall be coordinated with appropriate City
agencies as detailed in Section 326.6 (d) and (e).

(v) The Director of Planning shall have the authority to prescribe rules
and regulations governing the Fund, which are consistent with this
ordinance. The Director of Planning shall make recommendations to the
Board regarding allocation of funds.

(Added by Ord. 72-08, File No. 071157, App. 4/3/2008)
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Expendiiure P'.,n: Draft ErR

Methodo1oQY an Assumptions

'f uansprtation impact analy,; is b""d on modelig and nnmcroOS asnmptons abut £Utin

conditions. 10 mder to "" the impac 01 the propod Expenditure Plan 00 the ex;.g
tmnponaion network, it is necessa to develop a luture u-.sportation scaro that is bas on
projeed growt in the Óty and Iuture employment treods In adtion, it is ;mponat to J.k at

(he future 2025 basline condirìons. without the proposed Exnditure Plan, as a mean to
deteODine tbe siif=ce of the varons mnsportation improvements and p.-s in the Plan

in either improving or exeroatig curent tr.c flow conditions.

To examine future year condiuons, the most reasonable horizon yea avaiable is 2025. This is the
horizon year for the RTP, as well as for the Countywide Plan analysis. While the Expenditure
Plan borin is 2034.tbe year 2025 is the mos reble l- that inco,!""ates adopted reonal

plans and gmwt foreca. and is tbus the approprie honz.n for quantitative ..uation for all
future scenarOS. For year beyond 2025. a qualit:1iive analysis is used to esimate funue conditions.

Future Growth Paitern

As Sw Fraciso grOVlS, minsponation problems wil continue to de'lelop. Not only wil the City
need to accommo&te new residents :ad workers, but the existing system will still need extensive
upkeep, including the need to acquire new trait vehicles and repave and rehabilitate streetS.

Sig,üficant gmwt in employment ;n the City betwee 200 and 202S is expectd- MTC pred;ct
over 110.00 new jobs wiU be created in Sa Fr.cio, growing from approximately 630,00 to
740,00. Hgu" 3.2-2 shows the g,owtb in employment in 26 nógh!io,hoo ""tOSS tbe city. This
i~"'e demonste. tbat, wbile all neigbborhoo experience some gmwtb in employment, the

van ma;oniy and intensity in employment gt"wtb is expected in the existing Downtown and
. South of Market core, around Mission Bay, in Bayview/Hunters Point, and in the Mission
District.
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San francisco County TranspuTUltiol' Au/horicy

ExpmdiiuIY PLm: Draft EIRI
I To assess and compare the No Project Alternative, it is necessar to determine future conditions

without the proposed Expenditure Plan. As the MTC RTP horizon year is 2025, it is not possible
to model speific projects/programs beyond that year. Since this ErR analyzes an Expnditure
Plan with a horizon year of 2034, a qualitative assessment of the years 2025 to 2035 is made, basd
on some genera assumptions as to what would liely occur under the No Project scnaro durig
those yean. Since the bas year for the EIR modeling effon is 200, some projecs that were
constructed since 200 were aàded to the RTP network in order to construct the 2025 No Project
Alternative. Simiar to the assumption for the proposed Expenditure Plan, the analysis :ames

. that all major physical trasponation improvements associated with the No ProjeCt Aherniiive
would be completed by the year 2025. Continued maintenance and programmatic improvements
would ocur durig 2025 - 2034, but at lower levels than the proposed project.

i
ì

-
I Exenditure Plan Alternative: Although the Expenditure Plan contai numerous projec and

progras (derailed in Chapter 2), only a few can adequately be represented in the San Fracisco
Tnvel ModeL. Even in these cases, an approximation of the project panicuar is often requied.

Until a project has ben adequately studied and funded, a final design cannot be determined.-
For this EIR, project assumptions were eStablished that were the most likely to result in notable
impacts to transit or vehicle penormance, or a reasonable worSt case scenario. For exaple, in

some cases the model asumed that a trafic lane would be removed in the proposed project
condition for tr.sit corudor projects, although this may not be required upon final design.

II

I Projects and improvements assumed in the 2025 No Project Alternative and Proposed ProjeCt
Alternative are shown in Appendix B: Comparison of Expenditure Plan and Alternatives.

I Imact and Mitiation Measure 
i

I
1mpact 3.2-a: The Exenditure Plan would result in incease in average travel times for auto

travel and decrease in average travel time for transit travel. (Lss than

significant.)

I
Tnve1 time is a centra measure of mobility since trasponauon improvements are genenilly
intended to reduce travel times, particularly in highly congested corridors. Travel time for
individuals are reponed as average tICvei time per trip by mode. In addtion, an aggregate meare,
total vehicle hours traveled, also reflects travel time. This measure is also related to :Jr pollution
and energy consumption.I
The SFCf A develops aver.e travel time for San Fr.cisco residents as a sianmrd reporting item
in the San Francisco Travel Demand ModeL. Travel time measurements are provided for

agregated vehicle (auto) and transit categories.I

I
With the proposed Expenditure Plan, trasit riders will experience a 24 second reduction when
compared to the estimated 2000 conditions, while auto dnvers are expected to need an additional
26 seconds in additional travel.
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San Francisco County Transporttion Authority

Expnditure Plan: Draft EIR

When compared to the 2025 Baseline (No Project), implementation of the proposed Expnditure
Plan would result in :i decrease of averae travel time for internal San Fracisco trips. The decrease
is about 0.8 percent, or 8 seconds. The averae travel time for auto drivers is anticipated to increase
by about 0.1 percent or 2 seconds. This is offset by a reducton for an averae trsit ñder by 4.9%
or 98 seconds.

No significant impac is thus expected with the adoption and implementation of the proposed
Expenditu Plan, becuse it will improve trait travel times compared with the No Project

Alternauve.

TlbI 3.2-4: Averi. Travel Tim Ccmpon -Internal SF Trips Only

200 2025

No
Prj~t

3J.b
11.2

Perrot Difere
No Projc: to 2025 Ex Plan

1000 Ba to 2000 Bi:
O.7eyo

3.8%

2025 £xp Plan
to No Projet

-4.9%
0.2%

Ævg Travel Time
T ranDt

AutO

So: SFTl SFA. Ily 21

&u
33.0
10.86

Ex Plan
32.03

11.30

...2,...
4.0%

Mitigation Measure

No mitigation is required as this impact is less than significant.

Impact 3.2-b: The Expenditure Plan would result in reducrion In vehicle hours crav.eled.
(Bnefcial)

Because San Fracisco population and employment are projected to increase, the tota number of
vehicle tnps generated within S:i Fracisco is anticipated to grow by 6.0 percent between 2000
and 2025, with the Expenditure Plan. However, this increas in trips is not attributable to the
Expenditure Plan itself. As shown in Table 3.2-4, implementation of the Expenditure Plan is
anticipated 1: reduce vehicle trips by 1.4 percnt, relative to the future baseline (2025 No ProjeCt)
scenano.

As a result of the increase in vehicle tnps, the amount of vehicle miles and vehicle hours traveled
on San Fracisco roadways will also increase. It is estimated that there will be an increase of 28.1
percent of vehicles hours traveled in 2025, assuming that the proposed Expenditure Plan is
approved and implemented (see Table 3.2-5).

However, when compared to the futue 2025 Baseline, adoption and implementation of the
proposed Expenditure Plan will result in a slight reducíion of vehicle hours traveled, larely
because vehicle trips are projected to decrease 1.4 percent under the Expnditure Plan Alternative.
The reduction is forecased to be a drop of 0.7 percent or over 4,00 bours a day for San Francisco
roadways. Thus, implementation of the Expenditure Plan will have a beneficial impact.
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Tabl 3.2.5: Dally Vthiel. Miln and Vehicle Hcur Compansn - San frineisç links

I

1000 2025 Percent Differce
No Projeci 2025 Ex Pln 2025 £r plari

A urbu ie 
Ba No ProjtCl Exp plan to 200 Bae io 200 Bas to No Projec

Total D2Iy V ~lude 1,)2),400 1,423,600 \,403,00 7.6% 6.0% -1.4%

Tnps
O2y V chicle Mies 9,342,200 10,638,00 10.5~6.00 13.9'.. 13.0~0 -0.8"1

of Travd
Dai V~hicle liur~ 482.100 f.21.600 617.400 28.9% 28.1% -OJ'"

of Trnel 

So: SF TT verA. Jb 2mi

i

i i",pact 3.2-": i",pl.rniaiio. of th EiditH'" Pia. will ",.1' i. decrase i. vehicle ",i/£
iraveled (V at le1el of sa-ice (L05) F. (benefidal)

ì
. By 2025, a substntial inc,ease is apened for vehides miles traveled at LOS F, ..ithout the
proposed Expenditure Pla (se Table J2-6). Although the aggrgate VMT is only projeted ro

g'ow by n pe=nt with the Expediture Plan, the VMT on ,,,dways with congestion (defined as
Level of Servce F) ;ne anticipated to grow by 117 percent 'With the Exenditure Plan.

~

As much of this traffic is a result of forecas popuhnion and employment growth in San Fracisço
and through""t the Bay Area, the incrase in VMT caOt be a'Hibuted '0 the p,opod
Expenditure Plan. In fac, implementation of the bpediwre Plan Project is expected to redue
overal VMT in San Fr.ciseo by 0.8 pe..ent, and VMT at LOS F by about 2 pe",ent, compaied
'0 the fowre hasline (2025 No Projec). Thus, implementation of the Expeodi,ure Plan will have

a beneficial im pact. .

l

I

~

Tabe 3.2-6: VUi am VM LO c.mptrUns - $ii FrancÎ¡to link

2000 2015
Perceni Diernce

2015 ~ 2025 Exp Flan 2025 Ex PlafJ to

MoUJnt! Bae No 170jecr Exp Plan io 200 BaSt to 200 Bas 2025 Base

YMT 9,342,200 10,638,000 iO.~5¡',OO 13.9% n.O% -0.8%

VMí LOS F 920,900 2.039,40 i ,002,500 121.'Yo
117.4o~

.1.8°""

'Y of VMT 9.')% 19.2% J9.0% 93.9't0 91.9% -i.O'o

So: SfT1 SfA lby 2f

~

-
I"'pact 3.2.d: I",plemen,alion of the ExndU." plan wOHld i.aease n.",ber of work

opportunities within 30 minulc by auto and transit. (beneficial)
-

AccesSibility measures describe the effect 01 t.-sponation improvements on gcne",1 accessibilit
of San Fracisco residents. Changes in accessibility measure how easy it is to get to different types
of activities 0' opponunities arund the region. Accesibility can be defined fo, personal ",vel as
,he '¡i1'y to teach desired destinations sucb as jobs, shopping, or ,ecrational opponunities.
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Vehícla hours traveled

Beause S:i Francisco population and employment are projected to increae, the tota number of
vehicle trips increass by the year 2025, compared to year 200. As a result, the amount of vehicle
miles :ad vehicle hours traveled on San Francisco roadways wil also increas_ The results for al
alternatives ar summarize in Table 4-2.

The E:ienditure Plan Alternaúve results in a significat reduction in vehicle trips and the fewest
vehicle hours of travel, though the amount of vehicle hours of travel is only slightly higher in the
One Cent Alternative. However, as vehicle miles of mivel are higher in the ExptndilUre Plan
Alternative than in the One Cet Alternative, this implies bigher average speeds in the
Expenditure Plan.

Table L2: Daily VehIcle MDes and v.hlle Houri CImpiirilun - San Frincisco lib

200 . 2025

No Projea
Altrw

1.423,60
10,638.100

621,600

ExmdiiHT' Pl
Alu:alw

1,403,00
10,5S6,oo

617.40

On Cent
AlielÍve

1,400,700

10,55,800
617,600

A urbu
Tou Daiy veh Trips
Dai V dùde Mil, of T ravd
Dai Veh.cl Hour of T nve1

St. ~Tl SFA, Mai 2f

Ba
1,323,400

9,3-12,200

"'82.100

Vehicle miles lrave1ed (\Y) 8t level of semce (LOS) F

By 2025, a substatial increas is expected in vehicles miles trveled at LOS F as a result of
populauon and employment growt. Table 4-3 descnbe the anticipated measures for all

. alternatives. Although the aggregate VMT is only projected to grow a smal amount, the VMT on
roadways with congestion (defined as Level of Service F) are anticip:icd to grow sigificwtly by
2025.

The Expnditure Plan Alternative results in almost twO percnt less VMT at level of service "F"
compared with the No Project Alternative. The Oñe Cent Alternative results in a slight
improvement over the Expenditure Plan.

Table 4-: VUT and VMT LOS F CompalÚon - San Frncico Unks

2000 2015

No Projecr

Measrl Bas AhemlÍve
VM 9.342,200 10.6)8,100
VMT LOS F 920.900 2,039,400
% of VMT 9.9% 19.2%
Sorc: SF.TOP. SFTA, IJy 2UOL Perr ma nut li exac due 10 fUunlf

£x Plan
. AlieiVt

10,556,00
2,002,500

19.00.

One Cer AlieiiVt

10,545.800

1.993,00
18.9'0
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5.1. GROW-INDUtING ANALYSIS

With respect to popul:nion growth, San Francisco is likely to continue experiencing population
changes with or without major trasporuuon improvements. The factors mos affecing potential
&ro~h include housing cost and availabiliy, as well as in-migrtion, birth and death rates, and job
opportunities, etc. The qualty of the loc trasportauon system has a lesser impact on overa
gro~b compared to thes other factors.

All faors considered, it is unlikely that the transporttion improvements proposed in the

Expnditure Plan will be of suficient magnitude to. stimulate growth beyond the projected

popuhiiion and employment increaes. There are three main reasons for this:

Firs, it is evident that transportation investment in genera - and increased capacity in panicul -
cuntly lag behind the growth that has already occurred in San Francio and in the Bay Are.

This situation exists because of the genera constrant on trasportation fundig avable for
sysem capacty expaion given other prionties for maintaining and susuining the vas
trasponation network, as well as physical constrats to expanding roadway capacty in San

Francisco. At an aggregate level, while improvementsidcntified in the Expenditure Plan wil have
slihtly benefìc~:,J transporution impacts comp-led to basline, 

thes impacs are smal compared

to chanes in population and employment - for example, population and employment in the City
are projected to grow 2.8 percent and 16.4 percent respectivel between 200 and 2025, while
differece between the 2025 Expenditure Plan and20lS Basdine for avenge travel time (s Table

3.2-4) and tota vehicle hours of travel (see Table 3.2-5) ar less than one percent. Thus,
improvements featured in the Expenditutt Plan wil help suppOrt the projected population rod
employment growth, rather than induce it.

Second, increasd congestion may actualy discourage an increase in employment in San Francisco
beyond current pro;ecüons. For exple, the percent of vehicle miles traveled at LOS F (see Table
3.2-8) are projected to increas over the next 25. years, with or without the Expendiure Plan.

Finaly, the transportation improvements identified are consistent with the projected and planed
growth in the Bay Area as identified by ABAG through consultation with the City and County of
San Francisco, which determines the land available for new development. The Project would not
alter the amount of land identified by the city for future development; rather, it is deigned to
compliment and support the city's proposals to concentrate futu development along trasit
routes and trasfer pointS (see Figure 5.1. Proposed Ciryide Land Use Action Plan and Figure 5.2
Proposed Rapid Trasit Network).

In general, enhanced transponaion capacity does not per se c.eate more growth, but rather can
affect the timing and distribution of growth. Furthermore, land l1se distribuuon effects of trasit

changes (as opposed to roadway improvements) are likely to be somewhat limjted. Thus, there
may be some localized effec relating to the timig and location of development in areas of the city
that need more direct, convenient roUleS and expanded trasit service. However, this situation

5-3
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San Franciso County TrttnspTt j Authority

Expdi iure Plan: Draf £fR

does not imply that such improvements would induce additional growth beyond what is a.e2dy
planed. Thus, the Project is responsive to travel demands resulting from existing land us while
also supportive of future plans. The Project will not direct future growth to neW' unplanned and
undeveloped areas.

5.2 SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS

According to CEQA Guidelines, an ElR must discs any significant envionmental impactS that
cannot be avoided under full implementation of the proposed project. Each issue are:i analysis in
Chapter 3 categoris the significance of identified impacts. Accordig to thes analyses, no
significat un2voidable impacts are identified for the proposed saes ta reauthorization and
associated Expenditure Plan.

5.3 SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES

The EIR must also exine irreversible change to the envionment. More spedflely. CEQA
Guidelines require the EJR to consider whether "uses of nonrenewale resources durig the initial
and continued phass of the project may be irreersible since a lare commitment of such
resources makes removal or nonuse thereafer unlikely" (CEQA Guidelines 15126.2(c)).
"NonrentWable resource" refers to the physical features of the natural environment, such as land.
air, waterways, etc.

5.3.1 ENERGY SOURCES

NeW' transporttion facilities under the proposed Expenditure Pla would result in the
commíunent of exisung and pbnned sources of energy, which would be necessar for the
construction and daly use of the transit system. Energ use is fully analyzed in $ecúon 3.6 of this
EJR. As described in Section 3.6 and compared in Seaion 4.2, energ use under the propoed
project would be less than for other alternatives considered in this analysis. Sínce the proposed
project would be improving the trait syStem, fewer pnvate vehicle trips would occur (compared

to the No Project Alternative) and less overal energ would be consumed for operation of the
transponatlon system.

5.4
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S4n 17", :0 C'.ounty Transprtation Authority
Expercure Plan.- Draf ErR

Methodology an Asumptions

The transprtation impact analysi is based on modlig and numerous assumptions about futur
conditions. In order to asess the impac of the propo Expnditure Plan on the exisg
trasportion network. it is necessa to develop a future trasportation scearo that is basd on
pro;ec growt in the city and future employment trends. In adtion. it is impOrut to look at
the future 2025 basline conditions, without the proposed Exnditu~ Pla, as a mean to
determine the siifcace of the various transprtation improvements and progra in the Plan

in either improving or ~rhaúng cunt trac flow conditions.

To exaine future year conditions, the most reaonable horizon yea avaiable is 2025. This is the
horizon year for the RTP, as wen as for the Countywide Plan analysis. While th Exnditu
Plan horion is 20J4.the year 2025 is the most relible yea that incorprates adopted reonal
plans and growt fore. and is thus the approprite honzn for quantitative evauation for all
future scenaros. For yea beyond 202, a quiucve anis is used to esmate funie conditions.

Fiae Growth Pattrn

As Sm Fracio grws, traonation problems wil continue to develop. Not only wil the City
need to accommodate new resdents and workers, but the existing system will stll need extensive
upkee. includig the need to acquire new trait vehicles and repave and rehabilitate streets.

Signific21t growt in employment in the City between 200 and 2025 is expeted. MTC predicts
over 110,00 new jobs will be crted in Sa Fr:o, growing from approximately 630,00 to

740,00. Figure 3.2-2 shows the growth in employment in 26 neighborhoo acroSs the city. Ths
figre: demonstrates that, while all neighborhoo experience some grwi in employment. the
vas majority and intensity in employment growth is expect in the existing Downtown and
. South of Market core, around Mission Bay, in Bayvew/Hunters Point, and in the Misson
District.

3-11
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San francico Couniy Transr14tin Auihoriry

Exp=diillTt PLtn: Draf EIR

To assess and compare the No Project Alternaiive, it is necessar to determine future conditions
without the proposed Expenditure Plan. As the MTC RTP horiron year is 2025, it is not possible
to model speific projects! progras beyond that year. Since this EI analyzes an Expnditure
Pla with a horiron year of 2034, a qualitative assssment of the years 2025 to 2035 is mad, basd
on some genera asmpuons as to what would liely occur under the No Project scnaro durig
those yean. Since the bas year for the EIR modelig effon is 200, some projecs that were
constcted since 200 were added to the R TP network in order to construct the 2025 No Projtc
Alternative. Simiar to the assumption for the propoed Expnditue Plan, the aIsis 2Smes

. that all major physical muispon3Uon improvements assocated with the No Projec Alternative
would be completed by the yea 2025. Continued maintenance and programmatic improvements

would ocur durig 2025 - 2034, but at lower levels than the propose project.

Exnditure Plan Alternative: Although the Expediture Plan tontas numerous projec and
progras (deed in Chapter 2), only a few can adequately be reprented in the Sa Fracisco
Travel ModeL. Even in these cas, an approximation of the project partcu is often requid.

Unti a projec has ben adeately studied and funded, a final deign cannot be determined.

For this EIR project asumptions were established that were the most liely to result in notable
impact to trant or vehicle performance, or a reasonable worSt ca scnaro. For exaple. in

some cas the modl asumed that a trafic lane would be removed in the proposed project
condiúon for tr.sit corrdor projects, although this may not be required upon final design.

Projects and improvements assumed in the 2025 No Project Alternative and Proposed Projec
Alternative are shown in Appendi B: Comparisn of Expenditure Plan and Altematives.

Impact and Mitation Measures

Impact .3.24: The Exeniture Plan would result in incease in average tra()el times for auto
trafJel and decrease in average travel time for transit travel. (Ls than

significant.)

Tr.el time is a centra measure of mobility since trasponation improvements are generally

intende to reduce travel times, parcularly in highly congested corridors. Travel time for

individuals are reponed as averae travel time per tnp by mod. In adtion, an aggregate mere,
total vehicle hours traeled, also reflects trael time. This measure is also related to air pollution
and energ consumption.

The SFCT A develops averae tr:vel time for San Fracisco residents as a standard reponing item
in the San Fracisco Tl'vel Demand ModeL. Travel time measurements are provide for

agregated vehicle (auto) and transit categories.

With the proposed Expenditure Plan, trasit riders will experience a 24 second reducton when
compared to the estimated 200 conditions. while autO dnvel' are expected to need an additional
26 seconds in additional travel.
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Expnditure Plan: Draf fIR

When compared to the 2025 Basline (No Project), implementation of the proposed Exnditur
Plan would result in:i decrease of avera travel time for internal San Fracisco trips. The decreas
is about 0.8 percent, or 8 seconds. The averae travel time for autO Mvers is anticipad to increase
by about 0.2 percnt or 2 seconds. This is offset by :l reducton for an :iverae trsit rider by 4.9%
or 98 seconds

No signifiant impac is thus expected with the adoption and implementation of the proposed

Expenditu Plan, becus it will improve trait trel times compare with the No Projec

Alternauve.

Tabl 3.2-4: Aver. Tra rIß Ccnnpwon -Inrnl SF Trips Only

200 1025

No
Prject

33.67

11 .2

Pert Dift:
No Proj~ to 2025 Ex Pla

100 Ba to 200 ~
0.7Cf. -4.2".
3.% 4.0%

1015 £%1 Pln

to No Proje
.A.9'
O.2'.

A'Vg Trave Tim

T nDsit

Auto
St: SFTl SFA. /b 2f

Ba
3M3
10.86

£x Pln
32.03

11.30

Mitigation M~asure

No mitigation is required as this impact is less than signiicant.

Impact 3.2-b: The Expenditre Plan would result in reduction in vehicle bours crafJeled.
(Bcul)

Because San Fracio polation and employment are projected to increase the tOta number of
vehicle tnps generated within San Fracisc is anucipated to grow by 6.0 percent beween 200
and 2025, with the Expediture Plan. However, this incre in trips is not attributable to the
Expenditure Plan itsclf. As shown in Table 3.2-4, implementation of the Expenditure Pl3 is
anticipated to reduce vehicle trips by 1.4 percnt, relative to the future baseline (2025 No Projec)
scenano.

As :. result of the increas in vehicle trips. the amount of vehicle miles and vehicle hours traveled
on Sa Fracisco roadways will also increas. It is estimated that there ""ill ~ an increae of 28. i
percent of vehicles hours traveled in 2025, assumig that the prQposcd Expenditure Plan is

approved and implemented (see Table 3.2-5).

However, when compard to the furoe 2025 Basline, ~dopcion and implementation of the
proposed Expenditure Plan wil result in a slight reducÜon of vehicle hour traveled. larely
because vehicle trips are projected to decrease 1.4 percent under the Exnditure Plan Alternative.
The reducúon is forecased to be a drop of 0.7 percent or over 4,00 hours a day for San Frwcisco
roadays. Thus, implementation of the Expenditutt Plan wil have a beeficia impact.
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San Franâsco Coimty Transr.tionAuzhriy

Expnditure PLm: f)aft EJR

Tabl 3.2-: Dally Vtliclt MillS and Vehicle Hciiin Comparin ~ San Frlntiii Unb ç
c:
i:
i;

Impat J.2-c: Implciation of the Erenditie P14" will result in decrase in 'Vt:hile mile ai
traveled (V at level of saWce (LOS) F. (bendal)

By 2025, a substntial increas is expected for vehicles miles traveled at LOS Fi without the l¡

proposed Expenditure Pla (see Table 32-6). Although the agegate VMT is only projete to
grow by 13 percnt with the Expenditure Plan. the VMT on ro~dways with congesion (defined as i:

Level of Servce F) are anticipated to grow by 117 percent with the Exenditure Plan.

1000 2025 Peent Di~Ct
No Proje 202 ~ Ex Pún 2025 £x Pln

Aurbute Ba No Project Exp PLm io 100 Ba to 200 Bas to No Projec

ToW D:ay Vehide 1,323,40 1,423,600 1,403,00 7.6% 6.0"10 -1.4%

Tri
D:y V dik Mies 9,342,200 10,638,00 10,556,00 13.~D 13.0% -O.8~

of Tnvd 

Dai Vehicle Houn 482,100 "21,60 617,400 28.9% 28.1ar '(J~
of Tra"d 

$t: SF T1 SFA.1b 2I

As much of this trafic is a result of foreca population and employment growth in San Fracisco
and throughout the Bay Area, the increase inVMT caOt be attributed to the propod
Expenditure Plan. In fac, implementation of the Expenditure Plan ProjeCt is expeed to reduce
overal VMT in San Fraciso by 0.8 percent, and VM at LOS F by about 2 percent. compared
to the future baseline (2025 No Project). Thus, implementation of the Expenditure Plan wil have
a benefidal impat.

I:
I:
i:
w:

i:
i:

Tab 3.-&: vaii end VI LO Clparins - San Fmi:to Link

200 2015 Perent Dierc~
202j &m 2025 Ei; Pln 2025 Ex prAl to

M~uTe Bae No Projm Er Plan ic 100 Base to 200 Ba 1025 &fe

VMT 9,342,200 10,&38,000 iO,~5¡',OO 13.9% 13 .O' -0.8%

VMT LOS F 920,900 2,039,400 2.002,5 121.% i 17.4% .1.%

% of VMT 9.9% 19.2% 19.0% 93.9% 91.9% -1.0%

~: SfTO SF~ lir 2f t
i:

¡:

i:

Impact J.i.d: Implementation of the Exenditure Pl4n would increase number of work
opporlunicies within 30 minute$ by auto and transit. (beneficil)

Accessibility measures describe the effect of transponation improvements on general accessibilit
of San Fracisco residents. Changes in accessibility measure how eas it is to get to different types
of activities or opportunities arund the region. Accessibility can be defined for personal travel as

the abilty to reach desired destinations such as jobs, shopping, or recreational opponunities.
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San Franciso County TTansriationAuthri

Expediture p!an; Draft £/R

Vehicla hours traveled

Beause S:: Francisco population and employment are projected to incree. the tota number of

vehie trips increas by the year 2025, compard to yea 200. As a resul~ the amount of vehicle

miles::d vehicle hours traveled on Sa Francisco roadways wil also 

increas. The rests for :i

alternatives ar summari in Table 4-2.

The Exenditure Plan Altemaúve results in a significat reducon in vehicle trips and the fewes
vehi hours of travel, though the amount of vehicle hours of tra",el is only slightly higher in the
One Cent Aliemauve. However, as vehicle miles of travel are higher in the Expenditure Plan
Altemauve than in the One Cet Alternative. this implies higher average spds in the
Expediture Plan.

Tibi 4-2: Dail Vtliide "Des and V.hkIe Houn Cempl- Sa Frni: liki

200 . 2025

No ProjetA~ Exmdiiure Pla
A lieail'!

1.403,00
10,5S6.oo

617..f

On Cet
Alieve

1.4000
10,55.80

617.600

Âurbu
ToW D3I v ehdc Trip

Da Velue Mi, of Tr.vd
Dai Vehide Hour of Travel
St. ~Tl SFA, 1b121

ll
l,Jn..l
9,32,200

482.100

1...23.60
10.638,100

621.60

Vehicl miles lrele (Vij it leve of servce (LOS) F

By 2025. a subsiual increas is expected in vehicles miles traveled at LOS F as a result of
populauon and employment growt. Table 4-3 describe the anticipated meaurs for al

. alternatives. Although the aggreate VM is only projected to grow a smal amount. the VM on
roadways with congestion (defined 2S Leel of Service F) are anticipad to grow siifiantly by

2025.

The Expnditure Plan Alternative results in almost twO percnt less VMT at level of sece "F"
compared with the No Project Alternative. The One Cent Alternative results in a slight
improvement over the Expenditure Plan.

Table 4-: VUT ami VM LO F CompinlOl - Sa Fni:iio Unks

200 2015

No Project

Meart Bas Alteriive
. VM 9.)42,00 10.(,38.100
VM LOS F 920.900 2.039,400% olVM 9.9% 19.i'Yo
So: SF.TDII SFTA, lby 20U Ptrc ma nf IJ ex due tr fDlfg

. Ex p14n
A ltew .

10.55(OC
2,002,500

19.0%

Om Cei Alunilve

10.5.5.800
1.993,00

18.9%
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San Francisco County Transprtation Authority
ExpeitJTe P14n: Draf EJR

5.1. GROWINDUCING ANlYSIS

With respect to population growth, San Francio is likely to continue experiencing population
changes with or without major traporttion improvements. The factors mos afecing potential

growth include housing coSt and anilabiliy. as well as in.migruon, birth and death raes, and job

opportunities, etc. The qualty of the loc trasportuon system has a lesser impact on overa
growth compaed to thes other factors.

All faors considered, it is unlikely that the transporttion improvements proposed in the

Expditure Plan will be of suficient magnitude to' stimulate growh beyond the projected

populion and employment increas. There are three main reasns for this:

Firs it is evident that transportation investent in genera - and ineased caac~ty in panicub -
cumly lag behind the growt that has alredy occurrd in San Francio and in the Bay Are.
This situation exist beause of the genera constrant on trasporttion fundig avable for
syem capaty expaion given other prionties for mantaining and susaining the vat
trasportatn network, as weD as physica constrats to exanding roadway capacty in Sa

Francisco. At an agate levd, while improvements identifed in the Expenditure Plan wi have

slihtl beneficia traspnation impacs comp~ed to baslie, thes impacs ar smal compared

to chanes in population and employment - for exaple, population and employment in the City
an projeted to grow 2.8 pecent :md 16.4 percent resecivel between 200 and 2025, while

differece between the 2025 Expenditure Plan and 2025 lbseline for avcl2e travel time (su Table
3.2-4) and totl vehicle hours of travel (see Table 3.2-5) ar less th3l one percent. Thus,

improvements featured in the Expenditure Plan wil help suppOrt the projected population :ad
employ~ent growth, rather than induce it.

Second, increas congesion may actuay discourae an increas in employment in San Francisco
beyond currnt projecúons. For exple, the percent of vehicle miles traveled at LOS F (see Table
3.2-8) are projected to increa over the next 25. yea, with or without the Expendiure Plan.

Finaly, the tr:sportation improvements identifed are consent with the projected and planed
growth in the Bay Area as ickncified by ABAG though consultation with the City and County of
San Francisco, which determines the land available for new development. The Projec would not
alter the amount of land identified by the city for future development; l2ther, it is desiged to
complient and support the city's proposas to concentrte futu development along trasit
routes and trasfer pointS (see Figure 5.1. Proposed Cityide Land Use Action Plan and Figur 5.2
Proposed Rapid Trasit Network).

In general, enhanced transportion capacity does not per se create more growth, but rather can
afec the timing and distribution of growth. Furthermore, l~d use distòbuùon effects of trasit
changes (as oppose to roadway improvements) are likely to be somewhat limited. Thus, there
may be some localized effec rdating to the timig and location of development in areas of the city
that need more direct, convenient routes and expaded trasit service. However, this situation

5-3
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San Fram-io County TranspTtiicn Authril'
Expdiiure Plan: Draf f,JR

does not imply that such improvements would induce additional growth beyond what is :aeady
planed. Thus, the Project is responsive to travel demands resulting from exsúng land use while
also supportive of future plans. The Project wil not diret future growth to new unplaned and
undevelope are.

5.2 SIGNIFICAN UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS

Accordng to CEQA Guidelines, :a EI mUS discs any significat envionmental impactS that
cannot be noide under full implementation of the proposed project. Each issu area an:lysis in
Chapter 3 catcgonzs the significace of identified impac. Accordig to thes analyses, no
signific:t unavoidable impacts are identified for the propose saes ta reuthorization and
assoiated Expenditure Plan.

!~
r.
~

~
,.

lt.

5.3 S1GlUACAN IRREVRSIBLE EtllRONumAl CIWGE

The EIR mus also exine irreversible change to the envionment. More specificly, CEQA
Guidelines require the ElR to consider whether "uses of nonrnewale resources durig the iniual
and continued phas of the projec may be irrersle since a lare comuútment of such

resources makes removal or nonuse thereafer unkely. (CEQA Guidelines 15126.2(c)).
"Nonrn~:ale resource. refers to the physica features of the natural environment, such as land,
31r, waterways, etc.

5.3.1 ENERGY SOURCES

Ne'" transporution faciliues under the proposed Expnditure Pla would result in the
commitment of exiung and planed soures of energ, which would be nece for the

construction and ~ly use of the transit system. Energ use is fully analyzd in $ccúon 3.6 of this
EIR. As described in SeCtion 3.6 and compad in Section 4.2, energ use under the propod
projec would be les than for other alternatives considered in this analysis. Since tbe proposed
project would be improving the trait sysrm, fewer private vehicle trips would occur (compared

to the No Project Alternative) and less overal ene~ would be consumed for operation of the
uansponanon system.
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Figure 5.2: Propoiid TrinlÌl Priority Network Acion Pla
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT
City and County of San Francisco. 1660 Mission Street, Suite 500 · San Franciso, California · 94103-Z.i14

:lIAIN ÑUMBER

(415) 558-6378

DIRECTOR'S orner ZONING ADMINISTRATOR PlAING INFORMATION
PHONE: 558-11 PHONE: 558-350 PHONE: 5511-6371

COMMISSION CAlE:-DAR
INFO: 5511-6..l12

-I1H FLOOR
FAX: 55&-6426

5TH FLOOR
FAX: 55&-64

MAJOR ENIRONMENAL lNERET WEB SITE
FAX: 55&-5991 _ _ 5~V.ORGIPNNING

TO: The Planning Commission

FROM: The Planning Deparment

REVIEWED BY: Amit K. Ghosh, Chief of Comprehensive Planning

DATE: October 2, 2003

In San Francisco, the Planning Commission is required to maintan and update a
. comprehensive, long-term General Plan for the physical development of the City and
County. The Housing Element is one of the seven elements mandated by the State to be
included in the local General Plan. Housing element law, enacted in 1969, further
requires that local govemments adequately plan to meet the existing and projected
housing needs of all economic segments of the community. The law acknowledges that,
in order for the private market to adequately address housing needs and demand, local
governments must adopt land use plans and regulations that provide opportnities for,
and do not unduly constrain, housing development. As a result, housing policy in the
State rests largely upon the effective implementation of local Genera Plans and, in
paricular, local housing elements. Housing element law also requires the State
Deparment of Housing and Community Development (HCD) to review local housing
elements for compliance with State law and to report its written findings to the local
government.

The current directive from HCD imposed the deadline for compliance-now long past-of
December 31, 200 1. Without the updated Housing Element, the City is not only out of
compliane with state law but has to forego access to needed federal and state affordable
housing funds.

In Februar 2003, the Planning Deparment released the Housing Element Final Draft for
Public Review. Since then, the Planning Commission has received written comments and
has taken hours of testimony in three public hearngs all duly noticed an held
specifically for the Housing Element. The Planning Deparnt Staff also attended
numerous community and neighborhood meetings on the update and revision of the
Housing Element. In addition, in an extraordimiry effort, Planning Commission members

EXHIBIT H
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have giv.en Staff their own comments in writing, most of which were publicly circulated
in the July draft of the Housing Element.

While a considerable amount of public testimony stressed the continuing and urgent need
for affordable housing - especially for very low and low-income households, and for
larger households - a comparble number of people voiced apprehension and disapproval

of specific policies in the City's plan for housing. This memorandum wil summarize
major concerns from the Commssion and the public, offer Staff response to these
comments. and provide the Commission the basis for taking the next steps towards the
adoption of the dr Housing Element. including the environmental review process.

This memorandum is accompanied by thre documents:

1. Housing Element Final Draft for Publi£ Review dated September i8~

2003: This document. referred to as the "Green Document" for its green
cover, contains updated tables as well as new and deleted text clarfying
issues raised as a result of public testimony and Planning Comrnssioners'
comments. Text changes made by Sta to the drt released last Februar
have been underlined. or if deleted, shown as striketlumlgB. In Staff s
opinion. thes alteraions do not constitute a substantial change in the policy

thrust of the Februar draf of the Housing Element.

2. Sta Respons to Plannng Commssioners' Comments on the February
and July Dra: Complete text of wntten comments submitted by members

of the Planning Commssion before August 25. 2003 and Sta s response
and s~ggested changes in the Green Document ar annotated here for easy
reference.

3. Appendices: Appendix I - Provides a description of recent outreach
effort in the development of the Housing Elemet dr. It also outlines the
adoption, approval and state certification process of the Housing Element.

Appendix ß _ "Realization of Housing Potential," a section of the draf
Housing Element Par I (Section IV. E.), which incorprates changes
suggested by the State Deparment of Housing and Community
Development (Hen). It replaces the section on pages 95-99 of the Green
Doument

Appendi m - Addendum to Staff Response to Planning Commssioners'
Comments on the Februar and July Drafts.

The first two documents were submitted to the Commissioners and made available to the
public on September 18.2003 while the Appendices ar atthed to this mc~morandum.

* * * * *

i

,
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DISCUSSION OF KEY ISSUE: -
The main concerns that have been expressed are summarzed, and Staff responses to
these have been organized. under the following headings:

I. Outreach and public process.

2. Data analysis and the assessment of need for housing.

3. Proposals for density. parking requirements. secondar units and their effect on

established neighborhoo.

4. Linking neighborhoo amenities and public benefit to increased density of
development.

5. Policies for iocal hiring and their relationship to housing and workforce commute

patterns.

1. Outrch and Public Proces

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

An overarching complaint pervading public hearngs, meetings and testimony was about
the extent of outreach and opportnity for the public to paricipate. Appeals to postpone
the process and extend the review period were brought up at the Marh 27, 2003 public
hearng. On that day. the Planning Commssion, based on its review of facts pertaining to
outreach and public process. overrled these petitions (see attached Appendix I).
Pursuant to the provisions of the Planning Code and State regulations. the Commission
initiated its intent to hold duly noticed hearngs to consider imd adopt the proposed
update and revision of the Howing Element. The Commssion' s action officially
formalized the public process that is underway towards adoption.

Nevertheless. the Deparment takes these concerns seriously and has taken the following
extra steps:

a) Attend community and neighborhoo meetings regarding the draft Housing
Element. This is documented in Appendix 1

b) Respond to issues raise at community and Planning Commssion hearngs. This
is being done in as public a way as is possible. This memorandum. its
acompanying documents and the fourt draf of the Housing Element since its
initial release in August 200. (the "Green Document") ar examples of Staff
response.

c) Even wider outreach conducted since the Februar 2003 release of the Housing
Element dr, including an extensive list of ethnic and minority media that have
ben added to the Planning Deparment's mailing list (see Appendix n

The Staf believes that although there can always be more outreach and public process.

given the reurces.that were available. the outreach achieved is reasonable and sufficient

002274
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and satisfies the requirement of the law requiring adequate public paricipation in the
development of the Housing Element.

~-

2. Data Analysis and the Assssment of Need for Housing

Another recurrng criticism of the proposed Housing Element focuses on data and the
housing needs analysis, which is based on the 200 Census and the Association of Bay
Area Governments (ABAG) Projections 2000. The critics further contended that because
of the dot-com bust and the consequent job losses, there is reduced demand for new units
and that the housing crisis is over. Current vacancy rates are cited as evidence of this
diminished need for additional housing. Thus, there is no rush to adopt the Housing
Element.

The validity an.d currency of the data used in the housing needs analysis, in paricular that

of ABAG figures. were frequently questioned. But if past performance can be a measure
for the validity of ABAG numbers. its projections in 1990, and the basis for the 199
Residence Element. were just a little under the 200 Census counts. There were i % more.

people and abut 0.5% more households than forecast by ABAG. In absolute numbers.
this meant San Fracisco grew by some 8,90 more people and about 1,40 more
households than ABAG predicted in 199, even though there were many year in
between when jobs were lost and populations fell. (See Appendix A of the "Green
Document.")

The Regional Housing Need Determnation (RH) numbers are also being challenged.
The RH procèss is a State mandate devised to establish the total housing need of a
region. It sets the housing prouction targets for which to plan across a range of
affordabilty criteria. These numbers ar equitably applied throughout the State and
within each region. The San Francisco Bay Area's regional housing need is specified by
the State HCD and finalized though negotiations with ABAG to ensure that no
jurisdiction is given an unfair housing burden. Each jurisdiction in the San.Fracisco
Bay Area (lOt cities and nine counties) is given its fair share of the anticipated regional
housing nee Housing elements are multi-year plans predicated on long-term. 20-year
foreasts. The timefram for this current RH process is Januar I, 1999 through June
30. 200 for all San Fracisco Bay Area communities. We ar now in the fifth year of the
7l/-year plan period without an approved Housing Element and no one can be reasonably
accused of rushing the adoption of the Element.

In ordr to be certfied, housing elements must meet the terms and regulations set by the

State. including the RH housing production targets. More importantly, the ABAG
and RH figures are the housing numbers recognized and accepted by state and federal
government funding schemes. In light of the concerns raised. Staff has reviewed the
needs analysis section of the draft Howing Element and ar of the opinion that it
constitutes a sound and complete basis for the formulation of policy.

4
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3. Policies Regarding Density, Transit Corridors, Secondary Units, and Parking

Requirements and their Effects on Established Neighborho

The contention that San Francisco noJonger needs additional housing leads to the
contested policies in the Housing Element draft: Policies l. land 1.8 under Objective i
which support increasing housing production. The concerns raised relate primarily to
densification of transit corrdors, secondary units, and parking requirements. Although
the proposed revision and update of the Housing Element contains 12 objectives and ï2
policies, only eight policies are new. The remainder are slightly modified or brought
forward unchanged from the 1990 Residence Element. Modifications were made to

simplify language and organization. Objective i and Policies 1.1 and 1.8 were, in large
par. taken from the existing 1990 Residence Element:

While these contested policies favor increasing housing 

production. that does not mean

neighborhood building, amenities and livable communities are no longer a concern of ¡he
Housing Element. The objectives and policies of the Housing Element'are not prioritized
but equally applied. Each policy takes on different significance depending on the
parcular circumstances of the decisions to which they pertain. That is why the Staff
organized the proposed dra differently than it was in the previous element. In
paricular, instead of repeating the language with each policy that spoke to neighborhood
input and acceptance, Objective 1 1 was greatly expanded to address more holistically the
issues of neighborhoo conservation, livability, amenities and acceptace of proposed
change.

Policy 1. l, which addresses the intensification of housing densities along transit
corrdors, has been redrafed with clarfying language added in both Par I and Par II of
the Green Doument. Policy 1.8, addressing secondar units, remains unchanged .
because Staf detennned that the concerns raised did not relate to the content of this

policy. Rather, these comments are related to pending legislation at the Board of
Supervisors.

Density: San Francisco neighborhood' scale - the height and sizes of structures,
and the number of housing units within its set boundares - contributes to neighborhood
livabilty. San Fracisco's boundares prevent it from growing outward; it can, however,

grow upward. Building unts to accommodate the population and household growth
forecast for the City wil pecessarly involve raising height and density limits in certain
neighborhoo.

Existig stadads in most neighborhoo surrounding downtown. especially those

distrcts where additional housing make sense, can easily support taller buildings and
higher reidential densities. Studies are already being conducted to look into appropriate

controls for thes neighborhoos: As with other planning efforts, rezoning of these
distrcts wil have to undergo public scrutiny and involvement. Similarly, recently

launched studies in neighborhoo commercial distrcts and transit-rich areas wil identify
neighborhoo with comparle potential to accommodate growth at scales appropriate to
these aras.

5
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Increased housing production through increased heights and densities will be directed at
those neiglibohoods that have room for growth, especially those that border transit and
service rich districts. Building up these neighborhood will be have to be enhanced by
supporting place-makng elements detailed in Objective 1 1 that could be provided
through public benefits requirements, as wil be discussed later in this memorandum.

Trasit Corridors: The Housing Element draft's definition of "transit corrdors"
is patently general, as are most citywide objectives and policies. The current Residence
Element refers to similar areas as "transportation corrdors" and "commercial districts
along transportation corrdors, " and refers to the aras near Van Ness, Market, Mission
and Gear as transit corrdors.

The policies and supporting texi in question have ben amended to emphasiie the
distinction that "appropriate areas near downtown and near certain transit corrdors" and
"proximity and access to suffcient and reliable transit' wil be identifi~ in due time.
following specific ara community planning processe. In the interim, the Better
Neighborhoo progr and the Eastern Neighborhoo Community Planning efforts
have identified transit and service rich corndors in their respetive districts.

Preliminar studies of other potential transit and service rich areas ar currently being
conducted by the Deparment as a prelude to the soon-to-OO launched speific area transit
corrdors program. These progrs wil initiate community planning efforts to refine the
general references to transit corrdors in the Housing Element dra Until these studies
are completed and defined in plans for 

these areas, all mention of transit corrdors in the

Housing Element draft objectives and policies wil remain genera, geographically
undefined ar.

A related secondar clanfication of "transit corrdors" involves Map 1-5 in the draft
Housing Element. This map is a schematic representation of the preliminar land use
survey initiated by the Planning Deparent in 200. This study identified aras of
generic land use typ, including "industral lands," "downtown," "northeast," following

more or less customar boundaes; the remaining unspeified aras surrounding transit
spines were designated "trsit corrdors." The individual aras shown are not related to
any planning progr. Map 1-5 doe not represent the transit corrdors referred to in
Par n of th~ Housing Element draft.

Secnda Units: The subject of secondar units also drew objection. This
practical modificaton of existing Residence Element Policy 1.5 recognizes that the
addiuon of seonda units, also known as in-law ~r granny units, can be easily
accommodd in transit and service rich areas and with little or no impact on existing
neighborhoo charter. Such proximity allows for the reduced need for motor vehicles,
hence the possibility of waiving parking requirements for these additional housing units.
While just a policy guideline, Policy 1.8 it has been confused with pending legislation
from Supervisor Aaron Peskin's offce and has been taken to be an automatic and blanket
rezoning of residential neighborhoo.

More importantly, draf Policy 1.8 complies with recent State mandate - Assembly Bil
i 866 that went into effect July 2003 - requiring all California jurisdictions to have in

0022'7Yl
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place provisions allowing for secondar units. The State HCD also decrees that housing:
elements address the merits of secondary units in the provision of new. affordable ~
housing. The St~t thçefore. endorses retaining Policy 1.8 as proposed.

Parking Requirements: The draft Housing Element is not recommending an end
to parking as many fear. But revisiting residential parking requirement is critical to
meeting the City's projected housing need. The draf Element is simply putting forth that
parking should be made available in the places where it makes sense and not required
where it may not be necessar.

The Planning Code currntly takes a "one size fits all" approach to park.ing, requiring one
parking spac~ per dwellng unit citywide', except in the downtown C-3 offce districts,
where the requirement is one parkig space for every four units. Paring reqirements
ar also reduced for senior and group housing argements. This "one size fits all"
requirement poses a major obstale to increasing housing production. Given that San
FracisCo has scare land available for housing, space devoted to parking substantial-y
reduces spac available for housing. Simply put, if we build just one parking space for
every new dwellng unit needed by 2020, we wil nee i 30 acres of land just for parng.

Providing for parking also makes housing less affordale. A parking space adds $20,00
to $30,00 to the cost of building a unit of housing-upwards of $50.00 in some pars of
the City. These costs are passed directly on to residents. even in areas well served by
transit and services, and where existing vehicle ownership rates ar far below one car per
household. Building one parking space per unit of housing also elevates the importance
of car as a way of moving abut, encouraging increased trac and congestion.

The dra Housing Element advocates expanding the place-based approach to parking
established for the downtown offce districts. This stance would consider relaxing
parking requirements in selected distrcts - especially those well served by transit and
services, where peple can realistically rely less on private automobiles. By enabling
more housing without parng to be built within the prevailing charcter and scale of
these area, ths approach wil allow us to meet our citywide housing needs more

efficiently.

If new residential parg standads are set, developers wil have the option of building
more houing for peple and offer residents the choice to live without a car in aras well
served by trit and services. Those who must drve wil stil have parking, while those

who choose not to drve wil have a dignified and real alternatve means of getting
around.

4. Linkg the Prviion of Neighborhoo Amenities and Public Benefits to

Incr Development Densites

A number of the Planning Commissioners and numerous members of the public have
cited the need to link the provision of neighborhoo amenities and other residential

7
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infrastructure to proposals that increase development densities. The Staff agrees that
additional benefits afforded to private developers also calls for reciprocal benefits
devoted to the public realm. Such physical improvements could include community
facilities (schools. community centers, librares, etc.), open space (neighborhood and
pocket parks. sidewalk open spaces, shared streets), improved streetscaping, and
affordable housing.

New development. especially residential expansion. impacts city services and
infrastruture. Investment in new parks. community facilities and street improvements -
far beyond what the City can provide through propert tax revenue - will be essential to
meeting the needs of new residents. These needs would be most acute when new housing
is brought into neighborhoo with little or no residential presence and would therefore
lack essential place-makng elements. Putting together a public benefits package, as part
of greater development capacities. could be a highly effective alternative financing
strategy in the provision of needed neighborhoo'amenities.

In areas where residential development capacity is increased. private development should
be required to contrbute its fair shar toward mitigating these impacts and creating
neighborhoo that meet the needs of new residents. The public benefits package must
be made par of the cost of development. In a city like San Fracisco, which is
geogrhically compact and nearly fully built-out. land is a scarce resource and must be
allocate in ways that offer the greatest return on social capital.

. Language supporting Housing Element policies that propose increasd development
capacity have been amended to stress mandatory provision of public amenities in return
for incrasd benefits obtained by private development.

5. Policies for Loal nirig and Their Relationship to Housing and Workforce

Commute Pattern

A signficant charge in the update and revision of the Housing Element concerns the jobs-
housing balance. specifically to reduce the number of workers commuting into the City.
San Fracisco must provide housing to support its growing workorce. It is a regional job
center and that means far more jobs wil be created here than in other jurisdictions of
comparle ara. A grater shar of these new jobs must be taken on by current San

Francio residents or by those who can aford to move here in order to improve
commute patrns. By producing and providing appropriate and afordale new housing
to mee the demand created by the forecast incree in new jobs. it is assumed that there
would be a matching dereas in the amount of commuters.

This addiuonal workforce wil be comprised primarly of offce workers, followed by

retal/service and industral workers. The typical new San Fracisco worker will not be
able to aford th~ average aparent renta. much less buy a home here. For example,

with the average asking rent for a two-bem aparment at $2,057.-the renting
houseold would have to be earing at least $98..40 a year. Service work - which
include hotel workers, waiters. cashiers. and cooks - pay from $ i 5,00 to $70,00 a year.

8
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All these additional details on forecast jobs and wages have been added in the Data and
Needs Analysis section of the draft Housing Element.
--

-San Francisco residents, through the First Source Hiring Program, can absorb a small
portion of the new job growth. This local hiring program is limited to jobs associated
with new construction and other employment opportunities created by city contracts and
city property contracts. Apprenticeship programs can also provide training and
employment opportnities to unemployed San Franciscans, and such ventures must be
encouraged and supported. These programs, however, tend to be limited to the
construction trades, which wil grow just some 3% of the forecast new jobs in the next 20
years. Addressing the need fòr housing affordable to future San Fraciso workers would
come about largely with effective jobs-housing linkage programs and appropriate
enforcement of inclusionar affordable housing program. .

* * * * *

THE NEXT STEPS

L

I

l

I
I
I,

I

The Staf trusts that the Planning Commission wil carfully consider our responses and
the propose text updtes and changes resulting from the Planning Commissioners' ànd

the public comments received in the last eight months. We hope the Commission will
give directions on our proposed modifications to the dr and instrct the Staff to

proceed with environmental review on October 9,2003. Commencing environmental
review, however,. does not mean furter modifications cannot be made to the Housing
Element Under the Commissioners' direction. the Staf wil improve and amend the
proposed update and revision of the Housing Element of the General Plan, and draw up a
Housing Element Draftfor Final Adoption. The Planning Commssion's adoption of the
Housing Element drat can only come afer their certification of the asociated
environmental review discussed in Appendix I. Following its adoption by the
Commssioners. the Housing Element can then be forwarded to the Board of Supervisors
for their c.onsideration and approval. After the City's adoption and approval of the
propose Housing Element updte, the State HCD will çertify the document for
compliance within 6Oays.

I

Envinmnta Review Proces and Schedule:

On October 9,2003, the Planning Deparment's Major Environmental Analysis Staff wil
inform the Planning Commission about the opuons for environmental review of the draft
Housing Element. If a negauve dèclartion of environmental impact. is the appropriate
detennnation. this would result in the publication of a Prliminar Negative Delartion
by the end of November 2003. Following a 30-~ay review period. the Commssion may
certify this document. However. if the negative declartion is appealed. additional
hearngs could extend into March 200.

.. 9
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Howeve_r. if a full environmental impact report (EIR) is required. then its preparation will
take from i8 months to two years. including the time for any anticipated appeal of the
EIR before the Board of Supervisors. However. there are no funds allocated for the
necessar consultant contracts for such a document. This would mean that the final
Environmental Impact Report could be completed and certified by October 2005.

10
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-- APPENDIX I:
PUBLIC OUTREACH EFFORTS AND- SCHEDULE FOR NEXT STEPS

This Appendix contains two sections. The first describes the outreach effort made to
involve the community in the planning process for the proposed update and revision of the
Housing Element. The second section outlines the process, schedule of hearngs at which
the Housing Element has been presented, and next steps towards adoption. approval and
certification of this document.

I. OUTACH EFFORTS

The Planing Deparent has engaged in a varety of public outrach initiatives as par of
the process of developing the Housing Element. Appendix B of the Housing ElementFinal
Draft describes public outreach and paricipatinn up to the Februar 2003 Final Draft,
which included revisions based on the August 2002 Draft Housing Element. Between the
publication of the Februar 2003 Final Dr For Public Review and the July 2003 Final

Draft For Public Review. a couple of public hearngs were conducted and the Staff
paricipatd in several community and neighborhoo meetings (se list below).
Neighborhoo present;itions were announced with potcards and flyers. Commssion
hearngs were announced more widely. similar to the efforts made since the publication of
the July 2003 Final Draft.

The eight months since the Februar 2003 releas of the Housing Element draft can be
considere more than suffcient time for public review and comment. This is especially
valid as the process of adopting. approving and certifying the proposed update to the
Housing Element staed almost three year ago with the initiation of the regional housing
needs determnaton proess, wherein varous jurisdictions in California were mandated by
the stat to provide houing for projected growth.

The Housing Element Draft for Public Review was first issued over a year ago in August
200. Ths releas was announced with a message solicitation for input/feedback in
brightly-colored notices sent to the varous neighborhoo and community groups. The new
publicaton was also duly noted in the weekly Planning Commssion Calendar. Over a year
earlier. in June 2001, the dra's first pa - the "Housing Data and Needs-Analysis" - was
published. Appendix B of the Housing Element drt notes the public hearngs before the
Planning Co~ssion and the Boar of Supervisors that introduced the process of updating
the City's housing plan. Loal media coverage al~o noted the publication of a Draft
Housing Element.

The parlel grevance of insuffcient public noticing. with frequent references to Sections
31 i and 312 of the Planning Code an the need to notify each citizen of San Francisco.
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stems from a misunderstanding of the Housing Element adoption process and noticing
requirements for amending the General Plan. Sections 31 1 and 312 refer (0 noticing
procedures for re-zoning.

An added concern about the proposed update of the Housing Element involves the
perceived lack of full parcipation in the development of housing objectives and policies.
Appendix B also details the development and preparation of the proposed changes to the
existing Residence Element. Crafting the new policies could only have occurred in an
organized setting that would then lead to wider, citywide inpuL Our limited resources
forced a situation wherein responding to the City's housing nee was gauge from the
vanous setungs of eight San Francisco neighbOrhoos. These neighborhoo meetings. as
noted in Ap~dix B. were called in conjunction with then newly launched Better
Neighborhoo .progr and the Eastern Neighborhoo community planning. These

neighborhoos ar the foc of concerted planning effort and would be the immediate

beneficiares of the effects of proposed changes in the Housing Element.

Meetings and Planning Commssion hearngs held between Februar 2003 and July 2003
are listed below:

. Planning Commssion Hearng
March 27. 2003/ City Hall

. Coalition of San Fracisco Neighborhoo

April 15, 2003,7.30 pm I Northern Distrct police Station

. Planning Commssion Hearng
May I, 2003 I City Hall

.

Coalition of San Fracisco Neighborhoo Lad Use Committee Meeting
May 6, 2003, 7 pm I Northern Distrct Police Staton

Board of Supervisors Distrct 1: Jake McGoldrick Town Hall Meeting
May 7, 2003. 6.30 pm

Laeshore neighborhoo group

May 8. 2003. 8 pm I

Coalition of San Fracisco Neighborhoo
May 20, 2003, 7.30 pm I Northern Distrct police Station

Council of Distrct Merchants
May 19,2003, 7 pm I Nortern Distrct police Station

Boar of Supervisors Distrct 7: Tony Hall
June 9, 2003, 7 pm I St. Brendan's

Coalition of San Francisco Neig~borhoo
July 14,2003, 7 - 9 pm I St. John's Church

.

.
~

I

I

I

I

I

.

.

.

.
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MOST RECENT EFFORTS

The following is a summar of what has been done or is in the process of being
implemented since the publication of the July 2003 Final Draft Housing Element:

Public Service Announcements:

The Deparent has requested public service announcemenrs (PSAs) for the October 9.
2003 Planning Commiss~on hearng to be aired or published by the following:

. Citywatch Public Service Announcement/Community Calendar (cable television),

. KRON and KQED TV

. KQED and KNR radio

. 153 local and neighborloo newspapers

Paid Advertisements have been taken out in the following:

. San Francisco Chronicle

. San Francisco Examiner

. The Independent

I

Postcards and Flyers:

The Deparment has created flyers and postcards that are being distrbuted to the following:

. City Hall. Board of Supervisors - flyer

. All 30 braches of the Public Libra - postcards and flyers

. Community grups - postcards. flyers, and telephone reminders

. General maig

I.

I

I

Website:

Announcements of all public heanngs have been posted on the Deparnt's website.

Current and up-to-date draf of the Housing Element have been made available for
download.

I

I 002284 13
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II. HOUSING ELEMENT PROCESS SCHEDULE
--

Production of Housing Element Draft and Public Outreach:

May 24, 200 1

June 2001

June 2001

August 2002

December 1O~200

Januar 23, 2003

Februar 2003

March 27. 2003

May l. 2003

July 14,2003

July 21,2003

September 2-18,2003

September 18,2003

l

l

October 9, 2003

I
00228'5

I

Planning Commission Hearng

Release of Housing Element Draft
Part 1: Data an Needs Analysis

Board of Supervisors Hearng

. Releas of Housing Element Draft for Public Review
This is the first complete dra and it incorprates
comments on Par I: Data and Needs Analysis.

Planning Commssion Hearng

Board of Supervisors Hearng

Releas of Housing Element Final Draft for Public Rev.iew'
We received input from the public and agencies and have
incorprated their comments into this drft.

Planning Commssion Hearng

Planning Commssion Hearng

Releas of Housing Element Final Draft for Public Review
(July 2003).. This draf included some commssioners'
comments on the Housing Element.

Planning Commssion Hearng

Public Outrach
Announcement of hearng (posters and postcards) sent to
librares. community organizations. government agencies.
and public included in Housing Element mailing list.

Revi Housing Element Firu Draft

("Green Doument') relea
Distnbution of document to Planning Commssion. Board
of Supervisors. Mayor's Offce of Housing. Redevelopment
Agency. and public. librares.

Publication wil be available at Planning Deparment and
mailed upon request. Publication is also be available on-
line.

Public: Heag
. Planning Deparment Staf summarzes Planning

Commission and public comments, offers Staf
response to these comments. and provides the

14



After October 9, 2003

.

Commission information on the nex.t steps toward the
adoption of the Housing Element.

Environmental Review Offcer reports on options for
environmental review.

. Planning Commission directs Staff to proceed with
revisions and endorses Housing Element Final Draft
for environmenta review.

Prepare Final Housing Element and Environmental
Review .

Incorporate final public and Planning Commission
comments and releas~ final document for adoption

. If minor comments, final document could be released

by November 2003.

Environmental Review Offcer decides to proceed with
Negative Declaration or Full Environmental Impact Report

. IF Negative Delaration: 30 day review period before

Commission action. Commssion can set date for action
within a month. Negative Delartion might be
adopted by Marh 200.

. IF full Environmental Impact Report: Final report

might be completed and certified by October 2005

ACTIONS AFR ENVIRONMNTAL REVIW APPROVALS

Planing Commion adoption of the Housing Element

Board of Supervisrs' approval or the Housing Element

Submitt to the State Department of Houing and Community Development
(HCD), for certcation

. i

15
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APPENDIX II:

REVISION OF PART I: DATA AND NEEDS ANALYSIS SECTION
SUBMITIED IN RESPONSE TO HCD RECOMMNDED CHANGES-

The State Deparment of Housing and Community Development (HCD) recommended
specific changes to Section E of Par I of the draft Housing Element. The following
replaces pages 95-99 of the Green Document.

E. REALIZATION OF HOUSING pOTENT

1. Projects in the Pipelie

Housing projects move through a multi-tiered approval procesS. A development proI?osal

is first reviewed by the Planning Deparment for compliance with the Planning Code and

consistency with the General Plan. The prQject then goes through review by the

Deparment of Building Inspetion (OBI) for approval and issuance of a building permt.

Once constrction is finished and the project passes inspection by OBI, it is issued a

certificate of final completion. Only when a project receives a certificate of final

completion can the housing units be officially counted as par of San Francisco's housing

stock.

L

L

I

I

I
I
I

As of March 1,2001, the City Planning Deparent was reviewing 88 projects.

comprising of 4,801 residential units. At that time, 153 projects. consisting of 1,792

units, had ben approved by the Planning Commssion but had yet to apply for building

permts. Additionally, the Deparment of 

Building Inspetion was reviewing 192

applicaons for 1,300 units. A total of 2,747 units in 279 projects had received Planning

Deparnt approval and had building pennts issued or approved. A number of these

projects have alady stared construction, and severa are nearly complete, but are yet to

receive OBI's certficate of final completion. It is also possjble that some of these

projects have not gone forward due to shift in economic and legislative conditions.

17
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I

I

I

I

I

I
I

For the purposes of this report. the new housing construction pipeline consists of projects

that have been approved by the Planning Deparmenãid have been appro'/ed or filed

permit applications with OBI. As of March 1. 2001. the new housing construction

pipeline totaled 4.047 units. It should be noted that project applications and permitting

activities in the near future could increase the number of new housing propuction in the

next five year.

TABLE 1.50

New Housing Constrction Pipeline

NEW HOUSING CONSTRUCTION PIPELINE
No of

ProJec No. of Units

Building Permit Applications Filed

Building Permits Issued or Approved

192

279

1,300

2.747

Total Pipeline
471 4,047

2. Housing in Residenti Areas

Housing development on remaning vacant, residentially zoned sites wil continue as

maret pressur intensifies to build on available residential sites throughòut the City.

These site generaly have low or moderately low density residential-house zoning

designations (RH-I, RH-2 or RH-3), which permt only one, twO or three units per lot in

most cases. Most housing - especially famly housing - is already loçated in these

residential distrcts~ It is estimated that there is an infil1 housing potential of

approximately 2,700 units on vacant and underitilized RH-l and RH-2 parcels. which

allow for single~famly and duplexes, respectively. Typical densities range from a

002289 18
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maximum of 14 units per acre for RH-l districts and 39 units pe acre for RH-2. An

additional 1.44 can also be accommodated in RH-3 parcels that allow for development

of triplexes at about 43 units per acre density.

Residential mixed distrcts (RM) and residential commercial combined districts (RC)

pennit non-residential uses but remain predominantly residential in character. These

areas are generally adjacent to commercial zones and can have intense. compact

development. Medium density residential districts typi~ally contain à mixture of

dwellng typs. found in RH distrcts but have a significant number of aparment

buildings. Over 2.100 new units can be developed in low-density residential mixed

districts (RM-I). This zoning category allows for a maximum of 54 units per acre.

About 520 and 220 additional new units can be in the RM-2 and RM-3 districts

respectively. Over 1,500 new units can be in-fill development in RC districts ringing the

City's downtown core. where higher densities - 108 units per acre in RC-3 and 2 i 7 units

per acre in RC-4 - are penntted. All told. there is the potential for 6.500 new units on

vacant or underutilized parcels in these medium- and high-density residential zones.

3. Housing in Neighborhoo Commercial Districts

l

I

I

I

I

.

Both Planning Code regulations and General Plan policies encourage housing over

commrcial spaces in distrcts throughout the City. More recently. regional and national

intere in transit-oriented development has grown considerably. The close proximity of

neighbooo commercial districts to transit preferential streets make in-fill sites in these

distrcts paricularly suitable for development. There is also a proven strong market for

mixed-use development. Mixed-tiseprojects. with commercial and residential

components. accounted for a significant amount of the new building constrction

between i 990 and 200. Opportnity sites in neighborhoo commercial districts cover

over 90 acres of land in the City. This represents the potential for roughly 4,800 new

housing units over ground floor commercial spaces.
00229G
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4. . Better Neighborhoo Program

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
II

.

.
II

II

.
l.

The Better Neighborhoods 2002 Program was initiated by the Planning Department to- . .--
address the City's related housing and transportation challenges. It seeks to do so by

strengthening the linkages between land use and transportation planning, so that each one

effectively support the other. Market and Octavia, Balboa Park. and the Central

Waterfront were chosen as three pilot neighborhoods and selected to serve as a model for

other areas iri the City. These neighborhoods' proximity to transit and essential services,

are ideal for additional housing. including units in upper storeys above commercial uses.

Combined. ~hese three areas could represent between an additional 6,200 to \4.400 units

in potential housing opportnity sites.

a. Market and Octavia: The proposed Market and Octavia Neighborhood Plan

envisions new housing as a dnving force in the strengthening and overall

improvement of the area There is enonnous potential for new housing here

espeially with the removal of the Central Freeway and construction of Octavia

Boulevard. The freeway demolition wil release about seven acres of land on 22

publicly owned parcels and an estimated potential housing development capacity

of some 900 units. Approximately one-half of these public lands have been

eararked for affordable housing. including a substantial amount of senior

housing.

The land inventory survey and potential housing estimates described on pages 70-

8 i included abut 2,045 units in the Market and Octavia Neighborhood Plan area.

Th tally included a number of the Central Freeway parcels. The Market and

Octavia Neighborhoo is estimated to have the physical capacity for new housing

development raging from 7,500 to 13,00 under proposed new zoning standards.

b. Balboa Parle: New housing development under the Balboa Park Neighborhood

Plan's proposed zoning could mean some 800 to 3,150 units. This includes as

much as 1.00 new units with the develppment of the surplus reservoir land~ and

another i .050 units on MUI and BART parels as well as in-fill development on

ü0229i 20



Ocean Avenue. The land inventory of this area, using current zoning thresholds.

resulted in an estimated housing-poteti~l of about 485 units.

c. Central Waterfront: The Central Waterfront Neighborhood Plan allows for the

potential development of about 1, i 00 to 1,500 new housing units. While the land

inventory survey estimated the potential capacity of the area's vacant and

underdeveloped parcels to be about 760 units, the Centr Waterfront - including

much of its "vacant" or underdeveloped parcels - hosts a varety of viable

production, distrbution and repair activities. Furthennore, environmental and

urban design concerns also discourage development of new housing near

freeways or power plants. For example, perceptions of environmental hazards

cause apprehension about siting housing near the Potrero Power plant located in

an eastern spur of this neighborhoo. However, if the power plant is eventually

phased out over time and toxic matters alleviated, its site could accommodate a

new neighborhoo of as much as 1,500 to 2,00 units of housing. Should Muni

consolidate or relocate its Wood facility, about eight acres of public lands could

be released for development. This site, adjacent to the 22nd Street CalTrain

Station and at the end of the Dogpatch's main neighborhood commercial street,

makes it ideal and appropriate for high-density, mixed-use residential

development and can accommodate about 1,00 new units.

5. HousiÎg in Inustrial Areas and the Eastern Neighborhoo

A significant porton of new housing construction (25%) over the last i 1 year occurred

in the aras south of Market Stret. These industrally zoned par of the City provided a

ready supply of flexible and inexpensive industral space well suited for conversion to

office space required by dot-com star-ups. At the same time, these sam~ aras became

highly desirable residential locations, especially for live/work or loft-style housing.

Many traditional occupants of industral space.: notably production, distrbution and

repair businesses (PDR) - were displaced by rising rents brought on by new office and

00229;: 21
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residential uses. Conflcts between new residents and remai,ning businesses, especially

over noise an smells associated with many PDR activities made it difficult for

businesses to operate. Some businesses found space elsewhere in San Francisco, many

others left the City altogether, and a number went out of business.

Interim zoning controls and Planning Commission policies underscored the importance of

retaining PDR activities and encouraging these uses on certain industrally z.oned parcels

while permtting housing and mixed-use activities on ~ther industrially zoned parcels.

Current community planning in the Eastern Neighborhood, where most industrially

zoned lands are located. wil result in nèw zoning controls that define uses. permitted on

these parcels. Vacant and undenitilzed parels in the interim mixed-use housing zones

total 70 acres and have the potential for about 2,700 new housing units. Proposed re-

zoning scenanos estimate an additional potential of 12,100 to 24,400 new housing units

in industral lands.

The table below details the estimated additional potential capacity with re-zoning to be

introduced in the Better Neighborhoo Program and Eastern Neighborhoods Community

Planning Area process. Completion of these two initiatives could increase these

neighborhoo' capacity by some 18,300 to 38,800 more ~ousing units.
\

Tabl \-SO
Estited Ho Potential Wil Pr Re-Zon 01 Selec Nei

I

I

I

I
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6. Housing on Public Land

Most San Francisco city agencies do not own large tracts of land that do not serve as pan

of their stated mission. There are occasional exceptions, for example when new

technology results in operational changes or when deparmental objectives change over

time. A few city agenc.ies, notably MUI and the San Francisco Unified School District,

have found over time that some of their parcels can be disposed of or can be utilized for a

mixture of other uses.

a San Francisco Municipal Railways: MUNI, in paricular, has been exploring new uses

for its surplus sites where future housing development might be possible.

1. Phelan Loop - Alternative use options ar being explored for MUNI property

near Balboa Park as par of the Better Neighborhoo 2002 program. The 1.4-

acre Phelan Lop (Ocean and Phelan Avenues) is currently used to park buses

from the 49-Van Ness and 15-Third Street lines. This site has the capacity to

accommodte.ground floor commercial uses and some 80 dwellng units.

I

L

I

I

I

In addition, MUNI and Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) properties

collectively called Upper Yard and BART Station ara. with some in-fill

development along San Jose A venue can together have capacity for some 400

new units.

2. Prsidio Trolley Division (at Gear and Masonic) - covers 5.4 acres and

service about 170 trolley coaches. It is an attrctive location for retail, offce

and housing development. This site may be vacated if plans for a new city

offce building around the Civic Center turn out.

002294
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.- 3. Woods Facility (adjacent to the 220d Street CalTrain Station) - at the end of

the Dogpatch's main neighborhood commercial street. this JUt. acre site is

ideal for high-density, mixed use residential development. It lies within the

Central Waterfront Better Neighborhoods program area and is estimated to

have a housing potential capacity of about 1,00 new units.

4. Potrero Yard (Marposa and Bryant) - currently housing about i 80 trolley

buses oÍl 4.4 acres. MUNI is looking at a ml11ti-story parng garage above

the.yard. or market-rate and affordable housing.

b. San Francisco Unified School Distrct (SFUSD) I San Francisco Community College

District (SFCCD): The SFUSD is currently preparng a Facilities Master Plan that wil

identify possible surplus land that could become available for housing development.

Also, both the San Francisco Community College District and the Public Utilties' Water

Deparment have interests in the Balboa reservoir site. The reservoir is also within the

Planning Deparment's Better Neighborhoo study area. Estimates put 575 to i ,00 new

housing units in this 25-acre site.

c. Central Freeway Parcels: As noted abve, demolition of the Centra Freeway will free

up some seven acres of public lands for residential development. The freeway parcels

have an estimated housing development potential capacity of 90 units. About half of

these public lands wil be dedicated to affordable housing.
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APPENDIX III
ADDENDUM TO

"STAFF'S REPONSE TO PLANNING COMMISSIONERS' COMMENTS
ON THE FEBRUARY AND JULY DRAFTS"

-

A. Commissioner Kevin Hughes, .at the September 25, 2003 heang, not that the
second of two comments cited as Comment No. 20 ( "Staff Response to Planning
Commissioners' CommentS," page 23) should rightflly be attributed to Commission.er
Michael Antonini.

Commissioner Hughes also noted that another comment he submitted had not been
addrese. This comment, repeated below, has beèn addrssed as par of 

the Staffs
Response No.5 ("Sta Response to Planning Commissioners' Comments:' page 10).

;;.:.;.~ik~~~~!fJ~:;~1.,,~~-~ gmt¡. ~~.__ ....__._. .. ;i"_~__._ !

The Staff apologizes for these errrs.

B. A few days afer the September 2003 Housing Element draft (the "Green

Document") was sent to the printers. the Planing Deparment Staff received additional
comments from Planing Comnssioner Lisa Feldstein. A number of Commissioner
Feldstein's commnts relate to comments submittd by other Commissioners and the
public an have therefore ben addressed in the Green Doument and the "Staffs
Respons." The other Comments wil be addressed in a subsequent Final Draft Housing
Element.

The following summares Commssioner Feldstein's comments on Par II of the
Housing Element dr

i. Concered with definition of "family" in:
· CenSus beause we may be undercounting self-defined or non-traditional

famlies
· Affordable housing definitions - i.e, .famly units should only mean 3+

bedrooms and not include 2 bedrooms.

\. \'
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-
2. In areas where we maintain a maximum density cap, "restrictions based on unit count

wil be replaced by bedroom counts. thus encouraging larger units". She suggests
developing a "number of bedroom" based credit system for new housing projects.

3. Insert "affordable housing" and "permanently affordable housing" in language

throughout the documettt.

4. Support the construction of new SROs.

s. Limited equity cooperatives with resale restrctions should be exempt from the policy

discouraging conversion of .eXisting rental housing to other fonns of
tenure/occupancy.

6. Explore the idea of legalizing (bringing up to Code) existing illegal units.

1. Planning should work with DPH on health and safety issues in housing.

8. Designate Planning Deparment staf person to expedite afordable housing projects.

9. City should encourage lenders to support community land trsts and other alternative
ownership models for housing.

i

l

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

10. Deparment should be more accommodating of supportve housing; review the
currnt Code in such a ligh. '"

11. The City should expand the Renta Assistance Fund.

12. Add policy and implementation language addressing the shelter needs for two
speific homeless subpopulations: elderly and famlies with childrn.

13. Discussion and support of location effcient mortgages should be in document.

14. Lagua~e'encouraging the State of California to review the allocation of its housing
dollar to populatons in the state least-served by existing housing markets.

15. Th the document could benefit from a "Monitoring and Reporting" section.

Feats to such a progr could include: .
. A senior staf person designated as HE implementation offcer

. Better data trking on all afordable housing development

. Produce annual housing inventory, summaring newly collected data

l5. Truly implement a transit first policy in the approval proess.

16. Support the pursuit of an effective public benefits progr.

. l1. City should ex.amne ways of expanding the inelusionar housing program.
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San Franciso Housing Development

(OLA .: 005-03)
1ir~I-lTI "N"I_Y£JL.~.

To: Mibc of ti Bod of Supisrs

From: WiIw Schrer, Meli SiI an Greg Wii with Ada Van de Wat, Ofice of ti Leistive Anlyst

Date: Jwi i i, 2003

RI: S.. Frallo Hou$løg Denlopment

S,..II'IrV aDd ScIW of Work 

Sup Mcld re th ti OfIC of th Lelavc ADst (OL). wog with grte stls at UC Bcdi's GoJd
ofPuJi Poli, n: beloiclililJo.. ...d~i . ;"8mri..iw,",,'~ 'I ~ II .411!l or action thBe.o-.~ ai ta to ovac th. As pe of this 8Dsi, di OLA ÍI n: .. ll Sa FI1 to olb COIc cia an to
co wi apprte stehld in th developrt of imy reçnitill or coiilusii,

Euaitie Summai:

Sa Fraicis ronsstdy faD sh of it hous prn goab. Over th pa de, hous pructi bas -i ke pa with emJo~lt
and poti grwt As a res hous ha beme imordle for may of th cíi's re, roniuti to jobs in th city ha iw-rease
an may of di cits housld ar beii overwd, Th lr tI di ~ of th Cit's ecOJlOY, citen, an notun\!

JDYÌL If th Cit do no ta oe st to stla hous prodn, thse tr lire expte to contiue.
1b ar ii lI di C., C8 Jl lD mi ho pr.. Th stteie involve tt 1h dit co 0( c: and
di wi C0 of th dedoJl pr. By rciD ti co, di City ca coc bo pructin an crete more COipetitiD iiith dedo ID .. ic dd di foUowi iite for idm"i.IÌI bo prtin:

~ RC Ji us,
. ReJ lJ-~area res for hoing deelot do\\ntWD

/I~ Ji an de ~Iiowa alng majo tr corrrs;

./ Prvi dit suli to afordble housing deel
/. Ab pi uqui
. Mi roii of deelopm fee

. Pu pr 'ovini imt rep

. Revse ~l us reats an

. Mù lD deys iI with diretina review.
May of di poJíy chies wi cre sian to si io li deele The City befit frm di Co savin beaus moe
prfitale declpnl op drw new develo into th mat ai inre the over hog supply. The City ca al bet bymaking reulto chages dc to ii~ afordabl hous prtin or ii in develope fee th can be us to fu City sees.

Ma of th stlq i: be pab¡cd to aea COe ap to iibodioo deelt Comprebensve lIacli invo oueCUIi.liiliity-wi pi pr 1I III fw 3U~ ~ II.. eoun in IDd re siif up ~esl- th plin
di Dcelope are wi 10 fu suh pr, howeer, in exchge for the cost-savins tly crelc in th long-ru Th Cil alsbefii in di lo-ru from inre hous dcvelo wellpla coimti, an happy reidts.

hltp:l/stgov.orgsite/-i.as?1d17966 002933
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Ii ai mote inome levels wil contiue .. oulpo: ....uv~ - .

iblc 3. Projec Occupatinal Gr~1b by IDcom~ Cateory

bim~ Categl) Job Grwtb Pnca N~w Job.

48%

9"/0

29"1

14"1

Vay Low

Lowl.
Al~ Mo
TOTAL

_. 11,770

2,070

7,120

3.310

24,270 100"1

-i

./~~'- . .
) osqrce: ColonÙ/ Emnt DeloiI DepDnL Avøk: 1i/l-.c:.~

As shwn in Table 3, Sa FiaicÌSo's woilorce wi cont to De housg growt at an income levels an esia for ver low inome .
wo. Cit ~ffOÅ 10 incr.:se housing affordabil an grwt shul bein with an unde of 

bow Cit regns impact hous pres

an suly.

Effdi or Reglatin OD Housln Pr and Supply

Growt contls an reultins drve up th pr ofb0. Beus regJans can red th abilty of hous su to respnd to th
de for bous viiailCY rate delin as de com for ex mits and ho pr ri ocrdly. The is a ~.-bstal boy of
ccol rcsh shwi di wh c;ntroll for ot facto, bÏ levels of reglan prevei hou: constr from respii to
DI in de an cons drve up hous pr In th late 1980s Lawrence Katz an Kei Roseii fow tht 

the prese of stng

grwt coniS inea hous pres be 17 pe im 38 pet In a more reent ansi of 56 U.s. citi, S1 Ma lpei foun SaFllis to have ib h¡ leyd ofhous re of any cit an cotl, th hi n: ao puha pres for Iiusin. Ba on
th st, Ma conclud ti a bireultion cit wold have re pr 17 pet hi an puha pr S 1 pet hiher th a city
wi low leel of regn. -
In adti to J: pr high leyels of reulti aJ afect th qu of housg supli In ~ sa st dius above. Mi
esle di hireD enviioøts reduce deelict pels by 42 pet relative 10 Iow-regu1n cnvicnls. Thus, fewer prjets
win go forw in deelopmt ",1i~e regulti is hi an honsi suly wibè rete. Th Ma1p st al s1iowed tht hi re
level have th in efect of rein home own ia by abut 1 0 ~e pots.~
Altoug re bas be shwn to increase hous pr sD rr housg supply. iqulD may al ciea ~nli,,1 bcefil for th C
ll di~ rcgul ai_ th Ci ~ CO ti" OOc: ii prl tb cnvii Rq al alw. di Cil k) P-i;HT V-.., ~ j..l-..øln..hi- -ipa _..~.o i:. ..ii neie dedo Iftb--vlaK "ii lI saÏl D/ reis wi oe; fo cx it -l be beia to iiw po lb iq Fiiy ,miy of Sa ,Fi-'s qu 00 hous delo be cu rets by gnti th th powe to ma ib oc clta 1h1dev~
Resti ho grwl, howeer, ca al im a owbc of cos OD th Cit. Th curt di be ho supply an ne di
to we th ecno by givi oth cit a coYC adanlage in th la nll Hïb hous pr le to commutg an overwd
which reuc th prtivity an li of emyee an cit.1D ødn, th trsprttion syste an natu aivirt of th Bay Arc
contiue to be bevil bued by hih leyeb of COlmnnting lh dic: of th Cit is ali tb_ i.~ e"a1ate aD
ccou 1evanlBed gr aic pu 

out ofll Sa Fi-ix hø ni Th grup may iilu lo-income woden, ni an

el miti,lage famlIors, an youn adi. li-i, whi -y c: DU so befi inlud imed
1I of ib hous slt, gr po1i sl, an Je p1 is vay low in Sa Frais. .

Wb th Cit cli to Cfli or main1a rqulti OI lb bous mi it shuld do so be th beefits of th regulations outwtig the
cost. S. t ri~'" iq bo, Rq ßOCI to have cive inomn abut ma co iw..ídi Th reppiv~
inoilÏ ab tb CO an bc of th cUl iq CI in Fniis-U, di rCl.. sltc ii dise tht
wil ic cost whil mpmlainin or in ba to tl Cit)'. .

D1Rd .. Uaartbaty COJ or 
Hou_1D Dedopi-t

Hous 9l wi inre in Sa Friiso as be k) develpmt ar li or al. Ba to deelopme inhi hi diec cost of.
consti ui bi ui cost asiate wi th deelo pr. Di CO ar tb èx f'....ial co'i oiw--l-; im
, ii iI Il _ l- ~ ÇO ii ad fee. bi Se Fnuis, di di CO to li de"~ ~ aI di lut i:
_. ib DB Sa Fi-å8 .1 Jl ci ao..h of 1h .. avai ""..l die~- i- li \ioa tii ac1I ·
. ..~ PD 1b si by Wlia, wi li ein. ~~ ti .... - UI idc1 ciVC II lo hi ~ waes-l

1ow- IlIi Th facto drve up tb pie of dee1o an, as a res red the su of hoUS oven beausc few i-ojet:
at profdahle. May of tb dit cost cat fea be re thug lo policy, at le in th sb te). For c:p1e. tbe cost of
ConstiD mab are de in 1h nana oi an Iabo cost at dd thugh neotlins lael outs of th Cit's conlr
La co ar ooe of th few dit c;st tht C8 var substi ov~ ti. Unle constin cost, whh arc revel fIX over ti1J ~
of acq a pvai pK of la is de by lb val of th ho 1h cm be bu OI it ma la muc nio.: exvc ÎD a eife
Si FJlo wb hous pr ale ßi To ib c:let tht ne housing supply can lower housing prces, lond valiies ..il decli over li,
furer lower costs an aDowi e\\ more iiew hoin to be bu. '.. i:

hltp:lISfgov.orgsil~_page;op?id i 7966
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c;ll of pa th may be more li \0 mae th deisio to foio piin for il, \\bib in ti woul ka deelopc \0 favor hous
aiti wi lowe pa nití. Ooe sty of Sa FJlis n: este da fi !bt de for UDb WIui pi is si: 00
nc:.: si fa un wi paki sold S days fas du lI with pa, 8D conminium unts without paing sold 40 days

fas di unts wit pag. ~ AIdu¡ deelope ar Cldy alwe to IUbu pa, may ar l- 10 do so. So ¡kveJope
JI fea lowe rdU OI pe sp if di pi is dd exliit OI di iiet ra di be fold ÌD hous pi. In
-l bo Ic ao devcl may be -i ol-l-l1io li di ;, Ji .i to prvi l.-i ~ 0( dipr _.. n~. f.. sp wi fd lI !b i- r. od Ml DI dDvd ar si he lI e:il WI..DOinti mc or pa prviso. Expliii aiUlem of uo in Cit policy may help to kg di prti.

" ..ra.. Deelepmt Fee

11 Cit cha devdo a vi of fee for pe an to offse develo imts. It is wi1l th~ Cits powe to ree or waive those
re ÌI or to lowe i: ao stte ho develot Ho-.er. fee reuctins would have substil neatve impats on the City's .

pJ an apval futins, an are unlikly to le to . silCt in in hous prtio.
Cu feelU for apxitely 3 pet of deelpm cost on 'vere. Wh th ca be . mei amun it is sm idtive to
odi co suh as la (19 pet) an bu constio (SO percent). fee in Sa Frais ar roly in li with thse of other calrl cities.
ao ar muh lowe tb those in sub ars, wbe inratue do not ex an mus be buit along with ne housin.iI

Ec tb hold th if fee ar c1e defme an còntl aplied, tb \\in be abs in lowe la cost an wi not be D baer to
dieloit Fee ar 81 exte co of develpnt, an wi no imul disoure housg deelot if th are predble and ca be
pi for at di ea stes of th devclt pr.
Dec:io fee arc: an im sour of fuo for Cit Pli futins, an si th ca be apli in ways th do DOt dioume
dodo di co to li Cit of waiv or red fee woul outweigb th befii. In ma ca, develope woul be ha to accept
iica fee in cxhac: for greate ce in otb iits of th devdq pr Th Cit ca howeer, euougc: hous dcvc:lopn by
lI si to ene tht fee are plbl tnt, an even apli. Any ii in fee shuld be ph in so as not to impat housingilm io it WI tIug 1b deelot pr.

St~ to Reduce th Uncertabitv Coits or Deeloiiciit

Sa Fiiis ca pu a mi of st to reduc th uiin cos of deelopmt, inlug:

(I) Puin prgr envirnmtal imt rcpm,

(2) Rc: cotiona use reuits an

(3 Rcin th co of discIl' r~vi.

Ui in th pe pres, bo in ie of lili of apval an th estimate legt of th ¡iOCC:, is ooe of ih grte clienges
for deel in Sa Frais. Be of th coplal ii poliized ii of th appva pr in Sa Frasc, developes can neith
pm th lc of di pr ii th fmal oume. Th re is to ma th cost assia wi Ib pr hi uo wh mea
iire ri for devclpc, 1c, an inves. As wi an cc vcutu, highe ri mus be boed by th poteti for luhe ixfit. This
uic: is a silCt be to hous pructi, an pa accolDb for th hig picc coner face: it for dcvelo¡i an ledes to
ra lb required prt nia on al prjets to cover th loss 00 prjets lb arc: IIprtaly delayed Th ineas in piofit magin are
iitd pa on to reilc and homebuyCl.

The cot of dela to dnlon call range lrl S100 to 11500 per da.

Pr to ii di pet apval poes deel mu seur la ii pa for e: an arhitu de. Th upfrnt "soft
cos" oft ca be fi an ar lost entily if deelpm do not go foi. Bu even more costly th losi th invc:ts dUe to a
deive retin by th Cit are th co asiate wit ongoin des dw th appval pr. Ever ti tht peit or revie is
delaed develpe oUl conl to pa io on fmain,lc fee, an must coutÍii to pay th lawn to hold tb la ("la canin
cos"). Th cost ar hi varble bu reasonable este pla lhem ne S i 00 to S2SO pe da, de on th spifics of ib

deve1o21
Sa Frais is ki\lD, an in so ca fea by devel, for it complex an poliized pett proc. Ouid develope tryin to c:nter
th Sa Fnis hous iu fa trus bes du to di lak of pahil unin. In orde to imve their chace of appval
aø miniz ddys im assia mo cost. deelpe mus be weD ver in th intrie of th City's apval pres ni lol
deel c: auia to sues. Developc pote fa be beore 1b dieren ele1e an po1i apinle review hord',
reardl of ti compce with al wr zooi regulati. As . res politi connectins ar often anth ne conditin for apoval.
Though th tw avenueth oa of loal exe an poli c;notinsun in th pett proces work to lit comptin
in th ho deelopm ma in Sa Fraiso.
If th Cit ca inea ce, ree deys, an delitiize th pe appval proc, lower c;sts to de\'elos and inrea comptitiu
with th housin develot inet wiD resul Rein wacinty an delitiizin the dev~lopinent proc wil drw l~w develope into
th int, crtig comti tht lower prfit margins, -.uilc at th sa ti minimizing loss of prfit dUe to unpredtable outcomes. TIies
chages wi tilaie into lowe costs to rete and buer and wil stulte hous pr\Itin.

1. Punue Prognm EDvirnmDtal Imp.ct Report

hltp;llsfgov.Orgsie/~.as?k17966 002833
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'~r ni..1I icti (F ARl, ~ to prlel aisp~ an li off devc\l downwn coul be relaed for boii deveJpm
\. c., ib Cit pI li OI th io iiwit of sqc foo of buiJ sp th ca be bu OI . givCD blk. In some ca deelopc

). .' aD cø ih Ii bu ib mu pubu di ai sp fim biri bu in di am Be off sp is mo prfible 1I housg,
. ì ii is oI PO pria to ac la ii ai for hous downwn Relaxi th FAR for hous, bu iit for coiiia spe, woul give
, lii ço,c adii¡c. nlis ii of tb cit is i deble IotiOD for ne bousg bcus it is a ti-iiye an an emloym

c.. 11 doWDwn area is ii one of lb f9W lons in th cit di coul ac1c ver b.ty i-~ls in close prxi to tnil
Yl al 1I cbta of th ii

Hø dedo as di ii th FAR for hous wo have i si imct on hous develpmt Wb in, develpe
CI di ne ii pnti coul be as hi as 10,00 an 25,00 ui over ti.1l11 II on es, an th tn in i
Ii poli di woul res fr . clie in ib FAR woul de on seer a;noøi lKlo in£ludii how tb de for resl
.. ori- ii downtown 'M che idvc to COia us an wh adna re.1b Cit wo pla on deelo. At ·
ii we Cl ÇOJi lh if th li of FAR le to an lI inea or CYCD ooe hi dcdopi lh th poJKy cbae "
.illi iD ii prti for th City. For c: OD ii ver lae deeJpm in downwn roul pr tb hun 0
II IMlin-l bo wi wh ia abi20 pe of di Cit's an housin sbB.
Rd ib FAR ",'O ma hous deelopm more prfitblc downtown ii alw deelo to ta suti ga. Th City ca sh
di pi wi deel by requi iic afordable hous ii or inrc fee th could be tide towu atord hous dee\oi
il Cl for re 1b FAR If 1b Cit do iit pla suh requirements OD develope, some of 1b ga wi IITU to Iiwn Ùl
downWD ti 1h may now be ible to chae hi pn for th la. Any iina rcq\U on deelpe Ùl downwn howcve
i.ii icui an ccii st to cn ih new bu wiD no be se at. led so hi as to outw 1b befit of ih chic, ma
dcvdo uneasi. A1tlivel. di Cit coul st by ii deelo 10 includ more aforbl un in exhage for re1a¡ off AR and
obKc ib re of devel. Ba on th reii, di Cit ooul ille Ih ori re

i Iirø ßdl ..d De..1t AlIwanc:
'--

Ma, Sa Fi- ii have st reti OD th dc of ii bo dedopø 11 retius II oft de to
maii di cbita of th iiboib an reble leel or congn ai 1i. Al hi-1nt coir howcver, th cit is bc
ab to aclJ mo ie ai hi -d hous. Hi de hous sb be al be Iielc at hitn iiboib anar wi so publi seic ii ii in pla to su ne rests. If imJe we aI de allowi for so ue of
ib ci wo re lb iJl cost iiia wi develot iu thfore,le to moe hous prtin. Figme 2 shws how inn:
dc aJWl couJ iise hous prtion:

Figure 2. Increaed Dety Alowæces Produce M.re Housng at Lower Costs

40 ft
Less
Density

5 6

3 4

1 2

Par

7 8 9

4 5 6

1 2 3

P~kig

40 ft
More
Density

--

iri dc alwa allow for more wiits to be bu an mae more prjets prfi by sp some of th co acss mo iuts. The
City coul bu tb inrea dety allVl'8ces with bi level of idordblc housg. Fui, lowe co pe ui me lh deelope
wi nol have to comp as much for ib prouctin or an afordable unt as ih value or ih un wi be clo to lh co5t of prducin tb unl

Ra ib cu bc lila a1 trt corr en in rein ne woul .is erowaeÙlrea in IiÙlg
prti genii an could allw for th coiili of more afordb1c WU As Fïs 3 shws di City coul raÎ: hdt litin from 40
fee 10 50 fed wlh wold alw deelope to build an e: flr orhous.

hl tp:lls1gov.orgslte~..ge.asp?idc 17966 002933
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/ rigure,j. mcreased Height AlowancesProduce More Hou5lng at Lower Coss

, 7 8

5 6

3 4

i 2

Paring

50 ft
Height
Limit

40 ft
Height
Limit

5 6

3 4

1 2

Pain g

Cbes to ciit he reti woul alw deelo to tae oil some prjects tht or DO cui prfible. For niy developmts, th
cost of ad an aditinal stry or a small nuinbe of adtinal mits is si in propon to th cost of di deelpmt as a \\tile. Beaus

ad un ar but at 10MI cost th avere co pe un in th deelo is us lowe as deelos ar able to build upwad.ll In
cxcle for tb adil prfi higb het lits may br deelpe coul be n:uirc: to prvid moe afor hog wib or inre
fee to fun afordle how.in,. For exple a develope coul be alwed to bu aD extr st, prvi lbt some oftb uits on tht adnal

SI ar ""rIM as aforbli De an li cbes alng tr co wi have posive imts on gen an afforle hoUlÍD¡rti an aD for th intrti of ne ho wi \l in an sa aiea in pla to see ne reils.
4. Prvie DIre Subsidie to Affordable Boas" Deelopen

Constin or affordable housing is oft diectl suided by goveml Hi la an con cost in Sa Fraiso in direct
si piu1ly imt to hoUS prucliD for low inom resÏd. Alugh olh poliy chaes coul stiul both aforle Bnd
in ra bous developit, one of th pr ba to afordable hous c~tin 15 th limit pol of mon availAhl.. rnr itir.,t

¡a ii:nh~idig..

Affordabl bo develpe in 8m) Frais fac may of tb sa bi æ develop of uit rate ho Th ma en\Ute high
comptitin for avaible ii unin in tb a val , an opsi from neby re. Bu afordle hous develoconsined th fact th reover . re .
New iiordabl ho, paully housg reed for res at vay low inme leeb, wi not be prvide by th inet without signicant
puli iienti It can cost weD over S200,OO pe UI to deelo affordale hous. However, hous th sees a family ma 2S peent
of th Area Mcii In (AM) (or SI 9,375 for a fam ofth) ca be re for onl S~33 pe month, wt Il to onl $6,396 pe yc:.
Giai 1I wi di be develt co an di lI of mo tht ca be rever duua ti reta pr of thes imtl it is
impossble for deelo to prvi th at a prfit: hi fac a su or well over S 100,00 pe un \\'Oul be reui to nie suh a develent
feale. A develt wilb bous iÙts pr for io -ivel ~ ne 70 pet of AM woul be reqed for a dedopcea
evai an rever ba developmnt cosls3 Even at th inme leel it woul be imssible to obin fuiÏD 011 th inet for soch a
development, sice finer wi not mae 10 for devel¡m withut a substati projete prfit ma

Some aforble hous prtin ha be achived thug ~Iu hous poli, whh reui deelo to prvid a cein petae
of afordable ui in uict rate housin develo. Howeer, onl about S pecc: of affor hous ba be pred thug inluna
requiie in di la few yea an althug di ne inlu hous policy adpt in 2002 is exile to inre diat 8JWIL, it wil1 not
be eiugh to me th cits lae iiordb1e hous deit ~

Hi, th fed govem ha provi si fun for affordale houin consti Over th la few de, however, aiua
fcd fu for hous constin ha deli by nely SJ S bilevi lo govem responsible for a sigicant amount of new

consti Ü In 20200 i, 10 funding sour wa renslt for 86 pe of publily sued aforle hous coiin. In n:
yea Sa Fnmo ba prvi fu for affor bous eoti pi thug Ii-iia rlDio from Revelt Ars
an tb i 99 Prsitin A affordble hotlSir bond, wi adna su from other soures su lI th hold lax aDd job-housin lieprgr 16 .
Th mnnbe of im pro usg loal fudin sour de on a num of factors. On suh facto is di inme leel tht th ne housin
sees Housq for vay low inome reiJts (bew 50 en of AM) requies CI subsid pe wi th hous for bi inme caor.Thus th c v ew imits see pe mo wto low to . TI queon 0 C'wer' su 1Ul or
the lowest income cateori or a laer nwnbe of imrs for sltl hi inii ciigori is a poliy deison dit DlIlst be nui by City Jc.

So- "desi" stte \\1iich aim to ma bousii aforbl by in th piba power of Iowa-inome individuals, have be
st ùi gr dell. For exmple, subsdi coul be us to help iner1e inme invid puha new homes. Wh siih apoahes do not
diiectl increase bous~ prodtin, th can have an impat on th she of new wits diat are cone by low- iind uirali inome invi.
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,~ JUii J!gn are:.o~ ui ~ 01 ~ pi, wac: J: II W¡c: UU)' Vi .."".....11' Ul.... c:~1Q....~.. .. ....1 ~1 YO.. -: --
6a as . coiili to poliies c:g hoUS prti It shul be DOle, however, 1b us subs \0 CI pe aßordabilty

, iiia 1l ca in may cas dibu di.bc ofdi su over a laa num ofinvi an ova a grcalt ie ofti. Foe
cø deliii OI bow tb an st do--ym assi.c pr may bc an invdi to pu a bo at an afor pr,
iù ii alw du invil \0 ia se it housg wit at macl rate. Whle suh prgn he to bu we ii lo~u-ioD)c rets,l ta c;er di be of it suy to on pen at one ti, ",idioii maintin th affoidiJly ofdi ho ui ova di long-ta

1k Pr A ii ha be a pr sp of aford bo su si di fi bo wa is in 199, im wil conti to
~~lk--~ I- -l ~ 0\ Ih l-Jè~ l1 bo __ -l ID su ~ el Oft 1)0 WU of afwdbk
li ci ro ~OW lUl yC8 wo ot auorbk bou~n at th city's averge: ra of 320 un pa yea over th la 10 yca. A i.
fG of1l im fi by Prposi A have be deiiat \0 ver low inme levels. Bond fi ca als be an efecüve mes of inves
-ii potill beaus th Cl be us \0 lcvClge: oth fun soum. Th is pila b1 in li of StaÍDpose rens on ~~.Iøoventstoac~"" -
AD of di fu fr 1b Prsition A bond ar IlW eílh spt or con. As B re th Cit wi fii a dn redtin in th pol of
IU .nibJ for afordle hous consti in th comi yea. Prpositiu B, whh \W lie aut a send afordle hous
aa obn bo is in 

200, di notrecvc th lwo-th of vole rcqii for iioval ui Sta Jaw. Howeer, some State Ieìilators

Ir ci oons B prposal tb \Wuld alw lol goverts to de for tIves th 1Ild for vo1l apval or ne
c:~. If sih a ¡rposa wer adpt Sa Frais coul potetily lower th 1b1d for vola appval of bog investm fuds
fr ih twn67 pelcve1 inea ih li ihii fun sources wi be awrovcd.

lD my cu Sa Fnmis wi face c: bi to me th prjcte ne for aforbl housin wiul idtiyi sit De
fui so in th l1 fu, even if other regulry cbies are nu to stnulte affordabl hous pntill

5. Alr I' aequlmmti
Cu)l n:-lti ar a nvijr 'L:' " ~ oeeio m Sa Fniis be me bi~ ~¡r_l N'm to

~'elOpC;' JC tJe 10 ma hoUs prn on a given pic ofla - .
Cull, di Cit rees on pa sp for ever ne hous un in may zoDÍ clans (th rc: is al knwn as th
Oll-lll pi ra). Th req is muc li th in may de ur ii. lD gen la, stt pa rats re B
deelos abi to adpt physic de of B ne build (an t1 th fiial vi~ of a ne develpm) to match th pi
cbitcs of a given pael ofli lb ar t\ ways th pe reuiem ca inhibit devel ûo ma'U th howi pola
. givci si. ir' ar relav 10 c ial in a de iu ar sih as Sa F . .

Es 0 th cost oconsti g rae 17,00 to $50,00 pe sp. This

c: ad \0 tl avc:e: develpo cost pa un an thor ii th ii of mone th mæ be icvcr in sa pr or ra
ni. For aforle mits, th increase co me gr subs mus be prvi 10 mae deelopo fiia vile. Send pain
occup physil sp th coul odi be ii- for adna hous un. In additn, ih reuits ca n: th bc or de of
declo bcux onl a li num of pa spes ca be C(onomialy conslrte giVCI ih geome of th la piel, thus 1í
th un accompyin them.

The C()lofProiJrn PurliJ/g

At a cost ofSl7,OO to $50,00 pe sp, pa constion can be a siic compiit of deve:1o cost. Tl costs mus be rccvercd
by develo eier thugh inea sa valu of th ne hous, or thug in deelot subs inlb ca of afordbl or
rcrrcic un.

I'.'

,.

I

r In ind ra develpments, esialy thse SC hig in level, a parking sp oft ad sutil vii to th sale pre pa housin
unt A 199 sti analysi of home sale pr estile th a pa sp can Ílrca th sale VWII pe unt by~ $38,00 to $46,00,

aldug some deelpe anota cs1e th fi at a hi am 11 Th in some ca pi c: ca be n:ver thug lùgh
sa vii, an ma e:ven be dile to dielope wh tl c; be sold at a prfit Howca, in so ma øt prjets deelope woul be able
to inrea prfit by redin pa an adg aditna hoing unit. Th ext to whh th wi ocur wi dc on tJ spific
chatcs of si an developmts, an is ve dificult \0 csic. However, some poit of maet 18te dedots woul suely ti
advontae of ii nex in pag reuiemts.

f

Table 4 below cilat. ih cost savins for n: pa UD th 9Cs, an comp 1hse savins to 1l cstÏII1"tPd amlDt of subs
ne \0 pre th unts. Wh imect, th compn gives II roug es ofth possible rcdcti in afordle housin cost tht coul
res frm lower pain reuic:ts. Lowe susi could save loal gover mone, or th savin couk be us to fud additina
aiTordabl hous prjets. Th thnie scc:s as rediins of 25 pecmt, 50 pet an 75 pecet in th aniot of pa spes
con,,1ruct. for afordable housin uiùt aft elintig ih one-toe pllikng reqt

Table". Co.t SniD' from Parl ReductiO.. in Affordable ~Q'~ Developments as a PerceDta of AnDual Subsidies
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'AnAvc:e Prn. Totl Cait Su pe COJ Savis or Pai1989-1998 y~' Retin Cost Savings as a P~cet or
Anua Subidies

(Miions or $) (Mions of $)
Vay Low Low Inom i Yay Low Low Inom Ver Low Low Inome Yay Low Low IncomeIi ID In Inme

Sc 1: 25% 220 152 37.29 7.9 1.75 .950 3.7-1_ 12°/.rc ii
i- sp
Sc 2: SO 22 152 37.29 7.9 2.75 1.9 7.4-1_ 24.1-1.IÑ
Sc 1: 75% 220 152 37.29 7.9 4.125 2.5 11.1-/_ 36.1-/.mb

So: A1111 ciemge pructi mi capitl $Ibiiày "eeds eiiilei an from SF Plani Depar1elil Hoiing Eleme"t Draft/or PublW
Jùir~lI. 1001. p. 100 and 101. respeC'lively. 11len figurei alSe a 115,00 COIl per pmg spcøs, which is hOled on esiiniales jr, In'Bml

~ei iI/duJing th Housing Element. SPUR Reduing Hoiing Cosu by Reihilwng Parl Reqi~ii/enu aiid No./profti Hoiing A.soci
cfNorem Californio, Rethinkng Resíde/itl Par¡'iiig.

TIb 4 slWl di dit cost savis 10 aforble ho deelo re fr in ßa in pa r.e could bav" a major
dreç ii oO' tb oi for cata su fr 1h publ sclo. Wid matc, COnsÛO lI la cosl somet fL'U over di nieiiu
ta pu is OD of th few dit cost to deel tbt coul be re by a relavely cos poliy cbae.

Fu lb lowe cost as wi i- ia retins ca Rd ll pn ofbo, ma it more accessible to peple wi lowe
ii For ci ooe econo st roun tb 20 pe moe Sa Fnmis housld woul qua for mortgages for wu withut

pi di for un ~itJ pa.12

Un cfFl Ana/or Parkng

A pø sp ca occu 40 sq fed of flr spe or mo, inluii cirulti sp an th ar us for ri and drveways in pa

slti~ Given ho un or 80 squa fed or le, lb pi spb ca tae up a la prpon of sp tht could be dete
hous. Fig 4 sbws how ic pig reqirts ca be us to aUow for a grte numba of hous un in a development on a L
la pu wi . se heig li

F1pre 4. Redu.:ed Parkig RequlremfJts Can Allow for More Housng

Hei gh t

Limit

H H H

H H H

H H H

H H H

Pa ing

Paing

q
H H H

H H H

H H H

H H H

H H H

Paing

Height
Limit

lo some develpm, pa reuicmits mø al res housg by impeg a developcs abil 10 bu up to th heht li on a given
\a pal. It ca be ver exp"nsiv" to bui multi-level pakin facilti an even more cxvc to bu paig iuromid As a rest, th
totaiiuubc oflius unts ca be liiiæd by di numbe ofpa sp 1Jt fit on fuc fir lieL For example, Figure 5 modls a develpment
on a piee or ia lb is lage enoug to accomm i 0 pi spes oli1h fir led, bu wilh a he li th would allw more lbn 10
imts of hous. Iii th ca, t1 develope wi have to dein wh it is "Coooniicl to bud adtina paii facilti that wi allow
consttin of adtional unts. For ih adtina unts to be built, th revenue th cre woul have to outweig ih cosb of constrctiadtina ~.

li tp:llsl90v.orglsite/bdsu..ge.;¡p7i.17966 002942
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'. or ia 10 low- im ii-ii~ residents. Thus. for-prfit develope raly li on prjets beiting low- and in inome
icts bc di projets æs1b lowe rule or reti - '
\h co iøJi tl leel or ri develpe ta on wben di cbose to bu AD devclo c:c unty in dw: buil pI

l Ii ø: cs i- ca cle in si pe of tm ai thore deel buld ui inlo tb prfit es to prtet ag
Ib Ou~ l1 dev~ po ii Sa Fnmis. howeer, inll ii ri su lb pc ii apval pres. Wb
cldo ~ is Jù im ~ 1l~ bi hi ~ (20 pc ~ mo) in diei es to pr a¡iu po~ible I
ai onl ta on prjCls 1b aDw di maii at du leel Rcdui th unty m th pr wi alw dcvelo to red tha ma
ai tic on ii prjets, iilu prjels !bt inlu moe afork: imts

Tùa Iogct, hi dit ii uiinty co red coin in Sa Frais's ho ma Competilin is red by hih diect c(
bc ne develpe bave gr diicul iii fiià bøki even for sm (bu cost) s1up deelpmts. Th inili of t ----
rq a bi tø CO to ente tl ma Com1iti is als re by hig miin cost beus ne deelpe fac th cost of
IC poli c- ~ 10 inse ccty swun th deelpu pr. Ne develpe mus al ac inomin ab a
co se of iqns in Sa ~niis. -n io~es in polial capitl ~ info~!, al n:est rix cost of ente die mad.
an tbcfor, iit as bi. sti rein bi to developmt an macamg compebon wi imprve th Iong-ti hca of the loBl
housg mi

Slnlqie to Redce tbe Dire Cost. orDenloDment

Sa Fniis ca pu a num of stteie 10 rede th diec cost of develpment, inlud:

(1) Rcioi 1m us to iø di suly of la BVaiiale for ho dcvelopmt

(2) Reli Fl-toAr resti for bo deelopiit do"'nto~

(3) Ii Ji im dety a1wa along majo irai corrs,

(4) Prvi iicet su to afordabk: hous develope;

(5) Alt pa ieUJts an
(6) Mainta cony of deelopmt fees.

The cu deveJ condti oße cre a lose-lose scen for bolb deelope an th Cit. Redin th dit cost wi reslt in an
overll gain wbh ca be sh Gain to ¡kvelope \V kad 10 inrea in hous su an mo compti in tb nl8ln some cas, if
dii cosl ar ¡e for develpe. ib Cit wi befit from 1hse gai lhug hi fee ii 1h inre prvin of afordable Bud
re pr un asiate wi a hi hous miel 1l City wi al bet beus Iowa dirt cost mea tht B grte niimbe ofiiordble hous un ca be bi 1l cut su leels. l
i. RaGDe iaad use

\

La us iq ~ la !bt ca be us for coinial, inustrl, or reti puse. Altug zoni ca befli th Cit,
ecno anlyse bave revea tht la us reultins al drve up th pr of 1a In th ~ 199s, Kr Gui, Jii Sh, and
C.F. Sïr shwe !bt tl averc lot pr in unesctivc cites Wl $23,842, compare to $50,659 in restve cities.fi Wh lad us

reuJns have a dit efect OI la pr. th als havc an indit effect 00 housg pr beus tI iD lb di cost of building
housg. Alng wi Phil Sivll Shi als foim tb cit wilb lad us reous have hous pr 3 peent hier thn citi

wiut th rens.Z
In Sa Frais, abut 6S pet of la avaibl for developmt is zoned for coia ns, an le th 3 pet of th City's la

is cu uado an availe for reti deeJopm ll On way to ii th dit co of 1i in Sa Frais is to rcoue some
la for reti puse. Muh of th la in tl Ea ar of Sa Fra is curtl zo on for ii or coinial pusc.
Th Ji us rqns we ae de ago 10 prtet in sp in th city. Ho_vcr, th mitw in ba delied ovcr tiie
an adtm co to be ma to enc die be us of availle la

Th Pl Des Cit-Wid Actn Pl iilud numus optins to rene sonle of th Ea iis of th cit to acommte
rel 1i an mi us bu. Th sI oul1 th opons for reon th Ea nebo to prvid more la for
~id pu AU of th opns mata io sp bu some offer mo hous lb otb. 1b pJ ui considtin shw thi
reni in di ar coul bayC a lie dIcet on poia houg coustItin. For ex, iflb City pu a øi optn (Opii D, se
Fig 1), th ho1l cait of th cit woul in by abut 22,60 un Mo la us reonig or Ea neborh could result in
8,00 ne un pr 0';% th next tw de, which would mae up alsi25 peent oftl øiua shal in ne hous pructin.2
Ot op un coudc woul allow even hi mnounls of new consttin.

Be to di Cay wil be ma if efort to chae la us taet ar tht bave suiciet infn 10 acommod rets wilhut
tnus pu cost anor alw for appr tine horins to create th ne intie. Al, chaes in 1i us shoul focus on
lad lhl is uned for in puse so th dipla of curent la us is minimized. Th renig effort wi be most effecuve
if th ta a neib apacb 1h focus on pring jobs ODd commia cele in adilin to resti spce. Although th pli of
th ii wo be costy for th City. ib new neborhoo coul genaa signBDt reCIUC for th Cit in 1h long-ru
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L _._ H;,'." :

In ord to iee a CU p prject de fits al P1 Cod
an G.ieral Pla po\iies _ .. I. ." ~.. . ....un.. _.. . D' ... 5,(0) for a deision by th
comn- In adtin, aU acuon taen lW\\! ~ eo~n JqrcTlg ¡ ale'ljient wiui a LU pe arc sujet to app to ib Board
ofSt ~lh 30 days. 1b comp. yet 81~ rev~ of a dcvelo~ tht ~ ~ CDvirnmta reie, be ~ved by th .
PI Co. an sc no exembo 10 Cll relans. 11 aidr revie rets ad anth de of po\i uoty
ii ri inlo th apval pocs_ Revi th 4O(oot CU reuiem in ar th arc aha zon for bi-dty retil woul reve
Ib ri -l sb th review ti, wh simulus wod: to delitiize th apval pres lId cncoune deelopc to confoi to
e¡¡ st.
It is difcu to prjet th effectivalC of suh a poliy chae in t. of inre in nwnbc of unts develope but this policy clie wil save

ti an ie uity, which wi trlnte into doi~ savings. Th facto woit loget wil enourge bigl residti
de\'eIpmls.

Iss Prip\c Per in of Condtina Use Pc: in ca whee develomels al met zoni requirem an Gecn Pl
pi al ba ii poteti to save th City a lo of 

money, Tim requied for PI Coinssiooe to review an deid 011 th 1ae nlUube

ofCU ca an th Supeisrs ti for th Bod to be upls is cxve.

i. Mllmlle TIe Delays Associted with DbcreDaf) Revie

Direna Revi (DR) in anth soun of uiinty into il pett proc. DR allws an invidual to ap a deelopmen
prjet for a mir fee of S 125, an br th app beore a Cit commn (se Fig 7). Dietna Revie come ne th en of thbuiling pe appliti proç, af a develpe bas alea pa for bu de an compkti an EI with iiiclad tBin cost.
At th poin wb a dcvelopinci is con "apvab1e" by the City, th appliant is reuied to ma a noti to couuun membe
debiiis th prje an si with th copie of th pla. Th is a 30-

DiCl'eiairy Re comes neor ihe en of the appliCDøon pr'OeD. aftr a developer OOS signifCDlll simk cosu.

day puli reviw pe in wJh anyone in th City ma deide to fi a DR re with th Pla CommiolL Th Zoni Admistor then
sels a heag da "lI 90n as feasible.il Th pet is eith iived by th Plnuuis Commn, approved subjet 

10 modificatins, de, or

th case is contiue at a futu date. Any of tb deis may tb be up to th Bod of Appls. 1ñ total tik: for th pres before
appl to th Boar or Appls may be up to 5 month. whh me addinal caing cost to developo of S i 45.00 to $362,50. If no DR
reue is rue, a projet may st be appio: to tb Bod of App oiie th pet is is Such an appe mus be fioo with 15 day s of the
da of paÏl is OO\\'ever. offcial issuance of a peiit by th Cetr PennÏl Bureau may be well af PIa~ appval.
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; deelopmet an improve comDumity paiptin in the pll pres and coun accce of new housig. ii deribe below.

ComDrelllve ADpi-di to BoUI_ DeveloDmelil

, Spcif ar pJ ar a co ofti:ially od un th Calior Envital Qu Act (CEQA) in i rn9, althug tl have be us
iiiatl in Sa Fiao. Sper¡¡ ai pla alws lo govemls to forte plas for neborhwi deelopment, an to conduct
Iifi for th cbes to di iiboii as 8 ~lc ra tl OD. pojct-by-pjct ba Th aph ca ab be us to buid COD3W
diug puli involvc: prr to develol, allowi dtcJ to ta pi smth onc deelpe Ç( to spil-ic prjc
T1 an seer adim to the coDipe aph of in residl develoenl Fii it help aeJue cous arou a VisOD for
che, idtiyin iipr amun of ii hous dcvelopmt in appprte kitins. Scnd. if done corrtl. it anows for extve
tomÌl involve: du th pli pres. Dot on in dete ova spif prjets. Thd, it redes uncein for develope ii_ - .-
tbor eies ho developn.

Spif ii pli ba be us.wi ui ou ii Sa FJrit.. _Ing di Van Nes corr. Rion ~. an more r~entJ ib th .Bd Neth pi ~ m Hayes Val.Ba P.-ili Cc Waoul E.'q us of spific ar pla cold prv1 8
ma bo to hous ~ ÍD . YJ li iicc to nc rets

1l rc pi po for th Octivi Boule ar iI th poti for ar pi to maUDe coun ii and achie
,.S"ho surt fo DJ bowi 'IPl ~ døøl uiifV'Ant i- -i ~ to . .....m ouch, an in genic have reud with su for ~ boll deeJ Th wi be potæ for 1,.00 to 13,00 ii bo__its
ui th pi 4,5 to 5)0 of whh are e:k: to be dcdo ova ih ii io yeall Ma peple involved have note tl th proc ha,

Ii to es1i a vtr positive reti bd th Pli Det an De rets.
If. DC\e EI is fu dcel wi have th advitae of gr ca about deelopt co Deelope will save 8
rìii am of 

ti an mOD by knwi tbim EI ba be coi. FUJe, th wi knw tht crve coimnwùty outrh
ii al ta pl. aD tb th COØDim is gc:ll surtve ofdi neborh pla. Th wi red 1he probailty of ii prjet bein
be up tbng a¡ an pc apval prkm.
Alug 1b coui input an coosbu pr ",intmÌ7J! the ri of a long DR pro, a neigbòibIeel ElR alne wi notre an uiin aste wi CoD81 Use re and I) Revie. Ii orde to reve un an stea housin
developm th Cit may wi to al CU im DR requiemts in ar ~ an c:ve coauUDty pla proces ba ta pla. For
ci th Cit to wae tb im cu tr for buld ova- 40 fed im 1i DR for prjets tb me cn explicitl se fort in
th DC pl. A li publ pI pr wi see tb sa goa th CU iid DR retins, naly 10 allw publi in an
rev or prjets di co have netie iits OD c:st rcid Thus II lilaD OD CU ieuiem an DR woul be jusufei If
suh liitati ar pu in plae, hovra, it is cria tht th Cit conduct agesve outeah mid allow ample opprt fOT coiiunwùty input
dur th p1 phse.

\

Speif ii p1 an th asia coiiununit oulrb pr wi be more cost to the Cit tliø the curt prject-by-prject p1i tliiit
is dot in Sa Fri. Th cost re fr in exitnre for cowiit outb an stmg. If th proßl is to be ex or
c: ne fu soun wi be nc. ùi exdiiiqe for th bcts develpe in th iiboib wi deve fr the inre
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DRIVING IN CIRCLES

Perhaps because cruising is a disguised source of congestion, most transportation

planners and engineers have ignored it. Cruising creates a mobile queue of cars waiting

for curb vacancies, but cruisers are mixed with trafic that is going somewhere, so no one

can see how many cars are in the cruising queue. Nevertheless. a few researchers have

analyzed cruising by videotaping traffc flows, interviewing drivers who park at the curb,

or dnving test cars to search for a curb space. Sixteen studies of cruising behavior were

conducted between 1927 and 2001 in the central business districts of eleven cities on four

continents (see Figure 1). The average time it took to find a curb space was eight
minutes. and about thirty percent of the cars in the traffc flow were cruising for parking.

The data varied ,videly around these averages, however; on some uncrowded streets no

cars were cruising, while on some congested streets most of the cars were cruising.

Cities have changed since these observations were made, and the data are selective

because researchers study cruising only where lhey expect to find it. Nevertheless,
cruising itself has not changed, and the studies show that cruising for parking has wasted

time and fuel for many decades.

Even a small search time per car can create a surprising amount of trafc. Consider

a congested downtown where it takes three minutes to find a curb space and the parking

tùrnover is ten cars per space per day. For each curb space, cruising thus results in thirty

extra minutes of vehicle travel per day (3 minutes x 10 cars). If the average cruising speed
is ten miles an hour, cruising creates live vehicle miles traveled per space per day (10
mph x 0.5 hour). Over a year, this driving in circles amounts to 1,825 VMT for each curb

space (5 miles x 365 days), greater than half the distance across the United States. ~

FIGURE i

Twentieth.(eniury cruising
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CHOOSING TO CRUISE

Suppose curb parking is free but all the spaces are occupied, so you have to cruise

until you find a space being vacated by a departing car. Off-stred parking is available but

you have to pay the market price for it. How no you decide whether to cruise or to pay?

If off-street parking is cxpensive, many drivers will hunt for curb parking, an entirely

rational response to priccs. Thus, by underpricing their curb parking, cities create an
economic incentive to cruise. To study this incentive, i collected data on the price of curb

and off-street parking for an hour at noon at the same location-City Hall-in twenty
cities ihroughoutthe United Slates. -nw average price of curb parking was only twenty

percent of the price of parking in a garage. Cruising saved drivers the most money in

New York, where the price of off-stred parking was $14.38 for the first hour, but curb

parking was only $1.50.

Consider the high price of off-street parking in downtown Boston ($11 for the first

hour), which stems in part from the city's cap on the number of off-street parking spaces.

This supply cap drives up the market price of off-street parking and produces an
unintended outcome: the combination of Jaw prices for curb parking and high prices for

off.street parking increases the incentive to cruise. Boston limits the private off-street

parking supply, but fails to charge the market price for its own public curb parking.

A survey in 2006 found the average price for off-street parking in the Boston central
business district was $31 a day. In contrast, Boston charges a flat rate (81 an hour) for all

metered parking spaces in the city.

Boston's off-street parking cap makes sense as a way to reduce congestion on routes

to the city, but the failure to follow through with market prices for curb parking increases

congestion in the city. Everyone would criticize off-street paFking operators if long lines

of cars regularly spilled into the streets and snarled traffc because the lots and garages

were always fulL. Cities create the same result with underpriced curb parking, but the

O"uising cars are hidden in the general traffic flow.

A C ( E S 5 .



CRUISING IN Los ANGELES

To learn more about cruising, my students and I made 240 observations of how long

it takes to find a curb parking space at four sites in Westwood Village, a commercial

district next to the UCLA campus. Curb parking in metered spaces was only fifty cents

an hour during the day and free in the evening, while the cheapest off-street parking was

$1 an hour. For each observation we drove to the site and then circled the block until we
found a curb space. Because the curb spaces were occupied almost all the time, we rarely

found a vacant space when we arrived. Instead. we usually searched until we found a

parked car about to vacate a space. and then waited for it to leave.

Most drivers who arc cruising for parking try to avoid following directly behind

another car that appears to be cruising, so as to maximize the chance of being the first

to see a vacant spot. Driving a car to measure cruising times may therefore influence the

behavior being studied. To avoid this potential pitfall and to get some exercise, we
decided to make most of the observations by bicycle. The average cruising speed by car

in Westwood is only eight to ten miles an hour because every intersection has a stop sign

or traffc light, so a c-yc1ist can easily keep up with vehicle traffc. For the tests, we
equipped each bicycle with a cyclometer to measure elapsed travel time, distance
traveled, and average speed.

The average cruising time to find a curb space was 3.3 minutes, and the average
cruising distance was half a mile (about 2.5 times around the block). The small distances

cruised by individual drivers add up quickly, because the turnover rate for curb parking

was seventeen cars per space per day. With 470 metered parking spaces in the Village,

almost 8,00 cars park at the curb each day (17 x 470). Because so many cars park at the

curb, a short cruising Üme for each driver creates an astonishing amount of traffic.

Although the average driver cruises only half a mile before parking. cruising around the

fifteen blocks in the Village creates almost 4,000 VMT every weekday (8,000 x 0.5).

Over a year, cruising in Westwood Village creates 950,000 excess VMT -equivalent

to 38 trips around the earth, or four trips to the moon. The obvious waste of time and fuel

is even more appalling when we consider the low speed and fuel effciency of cruising

cars. Because drivers average about ten miles an hour in the Village, cruising 950,000

miles a year wastes about 95,000 hours (eleven years) of drivers' time every year. And

here's another inconvenient truth about underpriced curb parking: cruising 950,000

miles wastes 47,000 gallons of gasoline and produces 730 tons of CO2 emissions in a small

business distrct.

THE RIGHT PRICE FOR CURB PARKING

When drivers compare the prices of parking at the curb or in a garage, they usually

decide the price of garage parking is too high. but instead the reverse is true. The price

of curb parking is too low. Underpriced curb spaces are like rent-controlled apartments:

they are hard to find, and once you find a space you'd be craz to give it up. This makes

curb spaces even harder to find, and increases the time cost (and therefore the conges-

tion and pollution costs) of searching for them. Like rent-controlled apartments. curb

spaces go to the lucky more than to the deserving. One person might find a curb space

and park there for days, while others are left to circle the block.

The left panel of Figure 2 shows a typical commercial block in Westwood where

curb parking is underpiíced and all the curb spaces are occupied. The block has ~
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eight curb spaces on each side, the average cruising time to find a curb space is 3.3
minutes. and two cruisers are circling the block. In contrast, the ,-ight panel shows what

happens if a city charges the lowest price that will produce a few vacant spaces. Drivers

have no reason to cruise because they can always find a vacant curb space near their

destination, search time is zero, and cruising cars do not add to trallc congestion.

Only trial and error will reveal the right price for curb parking. Initially, if all the curb

spaces are always occupied, a city might periodically raise the meter rate by 25-cent

increments until occupancy at some hours is about 85 percenL If spaces are still full

during other hours, the city could continue to nudge meter rates upward during those
times until the occupancy is about 85 percent all day. We can call this balance between

the varying demand for parking and the rixed supply of curb spaces the Goldilocks

Principle of parking prices: the price is too high if too many spaces are vacant, and too

low if no spaces are vacant. 'W1ien only a few spaces are vacant, the price is just right, and

everyone will see that curb parking is both well used and readily available_

Pricing curb parking to ensure a few vacancies does not mean that travel will

become unaffordable. Drivers can use several strategies to economize on curb parking

without reducing their travel. They can (1) drive at off-peak hours when curb parking is

cheaper, (2) park where prices are lower and walk farther to their destinations, (3) park

for a shorter time, (4) park off-street, (5) carpool and split the cost of parking, or (6) take

public trasit, ride a bike, or walk all the way to their destinations. Diverting some
trips to caools, public transit, cycling, and walking will reduce vehicle travel without

reducing human travel, and all real travel is by people. not cars.

fiGURE 2

Curb ¡iurking prices und cruising
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CRUISING IN NEW YORK

In 2006, surveyors interviewed drivers stopped at a traffc signal in the SoHo district

of Manhattan, and 28 percent reported they were cruising for curb parking. A similar

study in Brooklyn found that 45 percent of drivers were cruising. The same results might

be found on many other streets in New York because off-stTcet parking is generally far

more expensive than on-street parking. In midtown Manhattan, for example, the price

for the first hour of off-street parking is often about $20. while curb parking is only Sl.

Parking for an hour at the curb saves $19, but drivers first have to cruise to find a space

on the street.

The high price of off-street parking in midtown Manhattan doesn't mean the right

price for curb parking is also $20 an hour. Private operators can charge a disproportion-

ately high price for short-term parking only because the curb spaces are always full. If

the city charges the lowest price for curb parking that will yield a few vacant spaces every-

where, the price of short-term parking off-street will fall to compete will the curb rate.

LOCAL REVENUE RETURN

In addition to its transportation and environmental benefits, right-priced curb
parking can yield ample revenue. If a city returns some of this revenue to pay for added

public services on the metered streets, residents and local merchants will be more likely

to support charging the right price for curb parking. The added funds can pay to clean

and maintain the sidewalks, plant trees, improve lighting, remove graffiti, bury overhead

utility wires, and provide other public improvements.

Consider the case of a Business Improvement District (BID) in an older area where

curb parking is free and customers complain about a parking shortage. Suppose the
city installs meters and charges the lowest prices that will produce a few vacancies.
Everyone who wants to shop in the district can park quickly, and the meter money pays

to clean the sidewalks and provide security. These added public services make the busi.

ness distTict a place where people want to be, rather than merely a place where anyone

can park free after they cruise long enough to find a space. Noone can say this policy will

drive customers away if almost all the curb spaces are always occupied.

When meter revenue goes into a city's general fund rather than going back to the

BlD or neighborhood that generated it, the city can be careless about collecting it. In

downtown Sa Francisco where the curb spaces always seem full, an audit in 2006 found

that drivers paid for less than an hour a day per meter. A similar audit in Los Angeles in

2002 found that 96 percent of the vehicles parked at expired meters did not receive cita-

tions. If every BID received a share of the meter revenue it generated, business leaders

would pay closer attention to enforcement. Consistent parking enforcement wiI create a

culture of compliance with parking regulations.

Some cities have begun to charge performance-based prices for curb parking and

return the meter revenue to its source. In Redwood City, California, for example, the city

sets meter rates to achieve an 85 percent occupancy rate for curb parking downtown; the

rates differ by location and time of day. depending on demand. The city returns the ~
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revenue for added public services in the metered district, and downtown Redwood City

will receive an extra $1 millon a year to pay for increased police protection and clean

sidewalks. The merchants and property owners all supported the new policy when they

learned the meter revenue would pay for added public services in the downtown

business district, and the city council adopted it unanimously. Performance-based prices

create a few curb vacancies so visitors can easily find a space, the added meter revenue

pays to improve public services, and these public services create political support for the

performance-based prices.

Most cities keep their meter rates constant throughout the day and let occupancy

rates vary in response to demand. Instead, cities can charge different prices at different

times of day to keep occupancy at about 85 percent. In Redwood City, the meter rates are

higher in the central spaces because demand is higher there. The goal is to balance
supply and demand everywhere, all the time.

Most cities also limit the length of stay at meters so long-term parkers won't
monopolize the underpriced curb spaces. But after Redwood City adjusted meter rates

to guarantee the availability of curb spaces, it removed the time limits at meters. This

unlimited-time policy has turned out to be popular with some drivers, who can now park

for as long as they are wiling to pay. The demand-determined meter rates create turnover

at convenient curb spaces, and most long-term parkers tend to choose cheaper spaces

in off-street lots.

PARKING INCREMENT FINANCE

Most cities now put parking meter revenue into the city's general fund. How can a

city return meter revenue to business districts without shortchanging the general fund?

The city can keep all the existing meter revenue and return a share of the subsequent
increment in meter revenue-above and beyond the current meter revenue-that arises

from right-priced curb parking. We can call this arrangement parking incrementjinance.

More meters, higher rates, longer hours of operation, and better enforcement wil
increase the parking revenue in business districts. The added public services paid for by

increased parking revenue wiI promote business activity, and the increased demand for

parking will further increase meter revenue.

GET THE PRICES RIGHT

Where curb parking is underpriced, drivers cruise for a curb space rather than pay

to park off-street. Charging the right price for curb parking can eliminate this cruising

and all its harful side effects. Because city governments set the prices for curb park-
ing, they choose whether drivers win cruise.

Because its curb parking is underpriced, Westwood Village generates almost a
milion miles of cruising every year. And because its curb parking is value-priced,
Redwood City wiI generate $1 millon a year for added public services. Which is the

better pOIÎl.-y? If cities want to reduce congestion, clean the air, save energy, reduce

greenhouse gas emissions, improve neighborhoods, and do all this quickly, they should

charge the right price for nub parking and spend the resulting revenue to improve local

public sen;ces. Getting the price of curb parking right will do a world of good. .
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SoNia condos downsize
the American dream

on SFGate.com

that lets you find, research,

lunteering. Homelessness.
-e causes joining the site

'n more. And take actiof'.

., CUBIK
From Page HI

windows of varying shapes and
sizes break up the blocks of color.

The units themselves feel, well,
small, but stylish and functional.

The kitchen area includes a
mini sink, two-burner electric
cooktop, half fridge and micro-
wave-£onvection oven. The appli-
ances are stainless steel; the count-
ertop synthetic lnown stone.
There isn't room for a bed and a
sofa, so each studio is staged wiih a
sofa-bed. They colle with a ward-
robe but no closets.

The concrete-floored rooms
have windows the height of ihe
nearly 9-foot ceilings, and all but
two have small balconies, which
look out onlo Harrison or
Fourth, or buildings to the east.
The bathroom is fairly large,
squared off with translucent
glass walls and adorned with
slate or quartz tile.

Building amenities include a

cafe on the ground floor, with ad-
ditional retail spaces to be leased,
and a comiiunity rooftop with
glass-enclosed terraces, outdoor
tables, drought-resistant plants

and a grilL.
The units cost $279,000 to

$ 3 30,000. (Monthly homeowners'
association dues are around $270.)
By comparison, the median price
for all hOlles in s'm Francisco was
$749,000 in July, according to
MDA DataQuick of San Diego.
Given the generally high cost, on-
ly 39.3 percent of city residents

own their homes, the lowest level
among the stale's counties, ae-
cording 10 a California Budget

Project repOlt released in Febru-
ary.

Projects like the Cubix aren't
the end-all soluiion to San Fran-
cisco's affordability challenges,

but do offer one answer fOf one

part of the market, said Sarah Kar-
Iinksy, policy director at the San
Francisco Plaiiiing aiid Urban

Research AssocialioJL
"Whal it's doing is providing

iiiddle-income housing witliout a
subsidy," she said. "It gives theiii a
toehold."

Affordable housing groups,

Imsiness proponenls and city lead-
D"~ ..1;1-0. I........ l"u... I..."n..l",. .1."

lIú/t;,;1 .\,,"iilld~

CuhiK Verba Buena, at Harrison and Fourth streets in San
Francisco, is a modem, eighi-story bnilding of 1.1) tiny condos

shriiikllg middle class in San
Francisco, a category that gener-

ally encoiipasses nurses, teachers,
cops a il! firdighicis. The nuiiiber
of people making less ihan
$150,000 in San Francisco fell be
tween 3.9 percent and 7.4 perceiit
between 2002 and 2006, while
those making ahove that aiiouiit
surged by at least 40. i percent, ac-
cording 10 Cellus Bureau esti-
mates.

The projeCi inihe Yerba Bueiia
Center Redevelopment I'rojeCi
Area was desigiied as a single-resi.
dence occupaiicy IiUildllig, which
gave lIanser Architectiire grealcr
flexibility ¡lithe nuinbcr of iiiils it
could Iiuild 011 thc slk, as well as

the amoiiiit 01 p.irldll!4 spaces it
didii'thave to ¡ir(Jide. For gciieral
resiileiitial de\': I o¡iiie i iis, the

city's plaiiiiing aiid building codes
ofteii mandate ;¡ ccrtaiii iiumber
of units, bedrooms aiid parking
spots with co lit yards of a spccilic
size, accordiig to a SlLJ 1(. policy

Siich riiles have tended 10 dis
courage ihe t1evclopliiellt 01
small, af(lInl.blc units in iite ciiy,
I\ailinksy said. But the swec¡iiiig
bliieprint for the city', e,bleni

iieighborhoO\h receiiil~' appiiied
by the Planning Deparliiieiit plO
vides soiie addiiional flexibiliiy iii
ihis regaid, she said.

Hauser complcled 7íi6 ILirli-
son SL iii lilly and opciied the
building's sales office two wecl"
ago. Three 01 the fiist 12 relc.l:iCd

units ;irc in contract or CSClOlI'

Ecl~oiiig the dCl'clopniciils
iiailciiiig tagliiie, 1i.lll)el ,.IIS,

,.It's your siiiall piece 01 ilie hig
city."

I':.ii(/¡J l'lIles Teliiple (//
jteiii plc(blcli nill ii:lc.c(JI 11

For more information about
the Cubix Yerba Buena,
visit cubixsf.com or call
(877)-282-4973



FROM: Mary Miles (SB#230395)
and
Coalition for Adequate Review
364 Page Street, #36
San Francisco, CA 94102

TO: Bill Wycko
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

DATE: November 12, 2008

Re: Public Comment on Scoping/Notice of Preparation of EIR dated October 8, 2008
Case No. 2007.1275E, San Francisco 2004 Housing Element

This is public comment on the Notice of Preparation and proposed scope of the EIR on
the 2004 Housing Element.

1. The Project Description (NOP, p.8) incorrectly states that "environmental review of an
amendment to a General Plan or General Plan element need only analyze changes from a
previously adopted plan or element. Thus the proposed Housing element EIR will address the
changes from the 1990 Residence Element." The EIR must analyze the entire Project, which is
not just "changes" but is the 2004 Housing Element and every part of it. The EIR needs to begin
with an accurate Project Description. The Project is the 2004 HE. The NOP and its "Attachment
A" do not meet this basic CEQA requirement.

2. Since the NOP says it is using the analysis in the 1990 RE EIR for what it claims is
unchanged, is the EIR using the same baseline data that was in the 1990 RE? What are the
"existing conditions" for purposes of the EIR on the 2004 HE? This basic information is absent
in the NOP.

3. At p. 9, the NOP says the "EIR will analyze the potential environmental effects of changes to

the 1 990 Residence Element and identify feasible mitigation measures intended to lessen to
reduce significant environmental impacts of the proposed project, if any are identified. These
mitigation measures will be incorporated into the overall project." The Project's unanalyzed
pro-growth policies have already caused several massive "better neighborhoods" rezoning
projects, including Market Octavia and the Eastern Neighborhoods projects that use the new
zoning classifications recommended in the 2004 HE. The EIR must identify all of the direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts from the 2004HE, and must mitigate them and/or provide
alternatives that will eliminate or significantly lessen the impacts.

4. The EIR must analyze the direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of the Project (the 2004
Housing element) on traffic, parking, congestion, transit, water, sewers, infrastructure, historic
resources, open space, community services, noise, air quality, including greenhouse gas
emissions, emergency services (such as fire, police, earthquake, evacuation, etc.), community

i 1- i 2-082004 HE NOP/Scoping Comment



facilities (such as schools, parks, libraries, medical facilities, community parking) displacement,
crowding, blight, growth and growth inducement in San Francisco. The impacts need to be
analyzed in depth, with evidence to back up any conclusions.

5. The cumulative impacts analysis must accurately take into account the Project's (the 2004
Housing Element in its entirety) past, present, and foreseeable future impacts. (E.g., 14 CaL.Code
Regs. ("Guidelines") §§15l30, l5064(h)(l), l5065(a)(3), l5355(b).) A careful cumulative

impacts analysis must include the cumulative impacts on resources listed above and others. The
EIR may not rely on past EIR analysis ifit is inaccurate or outdated.

6. At the NOP scoping meeting on November 6,2008, a number of points were made that we
agree must be included in the 2004 HE EIR. For example, several speakers noted impacts on
parking and transportation from growth-inducing policies and anti-parking policies.

7. Anti-parking policies must be analyzed for their direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts on
parking, transportation, traffic, and air quality. One speaker noted that the HE policies conflict
with the state mandate to encourage use of electric vehicles, because the HE's anti-parking
policies will not permit recharging of those vehicles which requires parking. That is an impact
on air quality and transportation that should be analyzed and mitigated by removing the anti-
parking policies from the HE.

8. Several speakers at the scoping meeting on November 6,2008, noted that the policies in the
2004HE encourage development and growth and give density bonuses, but have not resulted in
affordable housing development in San Francisco. The impacts of the HE's policies that have
resulted in bonuses for developing market rate housing must be analyzed and mitigated in view
ofthe HE's (as well as past residence elements')failure to meet their goals of providing
affordable housing and integration of economic classes in every neighborhood of San Francisco.
The removal of older, smaller structures containing affordable dwelling units and their
replacement with larger, denser, higher, bulkier, generic, hard-edged modern condominium
structures must be analyzed for its impacts on human beings from growth, displacement,
transportation, parking, jobs/housing imbalance, and impacts on the historic, architectural and
aesthetic resources and neighborhood character of San Francisco, and must be mitigated.
Economic segregation by rezoning is illegal and must be mitigated. One speaker suggested a
moratorium on all market rate housing development until the unmet need for affordable housing
has been completely achieved. That and other alternatives to market-rate housing development
should be analyzed in the EIR.

9. The direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of exclusionary zoning policies that have
resulted in mostly market-rate development must be carefully analyzed and mitigated with
respect to impacts on human beings from growth, displacement, transportation (commuting)
problems of people who must travel to work from outside San Francisco because the cost of
housing is prohibitive. The direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts on growth, displacement,
transportation, etc., of removing older structures that may be rental units and replacing them with
ownership units must also be analyzed.

11- i 2-082004 HE NOP/Scoping Comment 2



For the above-described and other reasons, the NOP and scope of the EIR as described do not
meet the requirements of CEQA.

Mary Miles

11-12-082004 HE NOP/Scoping Commcnt 3



San Francisco Planning Department
EIR Public Scoping Meeting Written Comment Form

San Francisco 2004 Housing Element
Case # 2007.1275E

If you wish to submit written comments on the above project, you may do so on this sheet

(although use of this form is not required). Please submit written comments in person to Jessica
Range at today's public scoping meeting, or by mail to Bill Wycko,. San Francisco Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA94103. All comments must be
submitted no later than 5 P.M., November 12, 2008.

Write your comments regarding the environmental review for the project here. Use the back of the sheet or
additional pages if necessary. .

Policy 1.1 advocates higher density in residential areas adjacent to downtown, but does
not identify them in paricular, indicating that that means all adjacent residential areas.
Promoting "higher density" and "prevailing neighborhood scale and character" are
inerently incompatible. What constitutes "neighborhood support"? Is the Planning

Department intending to promote potential higher density in North Beach, Russian Hill
and Telegraph Hil-areas adjacent to downtown--where there is clearly no neighborhood
support (if this means support by actual residents). What is the justification for this?

What is the possible environmental impact of totally ignoring the use of some surplus
public lands as needed open space-public parks-and only advocating use for
affordable housing (as enumerated in POLICY 1.5)?

How does the Planning Department reconcile up-zoning of areas where there is currently
affordable housing which is not as high density as area plan up-zoning would allow?
Would there not be the temptation to demolish existing affordable housing for new, more
lucrative, higher density, mainly market rate housing?

( ~) ~ Ë-l2 /'~ l.
Name' tC.- ~ \ V~''- __ ( __ I ~,,- k-

c ~:S; JOrganization (if any):

Address: :S L/y L i,,\JvN\lAcf ìh s r= (llfI :)5

www.sfplanning.org



According to the ABAG Regional Housing Needs Allocation, from the period 1999 to
2006, San Francisco produced 153.4% of the needed Market Rate housing, while only
producing 47.5% of the needed lower and moderate income housing. Using these actual
production percentage numbers, what ~ be the environmental impact ofthis
unbalanced production of housing typ~ caried into the future?

Given that the voters recently tured down a ballot measure to fund moderate housing,
what policies can be made to correct the future production imbalance of moderate income
housing.

If Market Rate housing is used as a significant source of funding for lower income
housing, how wil the extreme over-production of market rate housing impact San
Francisco?

If the policy of increasing housing density and reducing parking requirements in
neighborhood commercial districts is promoted, how can this not have harmful effects on
the quality of life for those living in adjacent residential areas. Studies have shown that
people who own their own homes (or condo's) tend to own cars, and private (for profit)
development in NCD's is virtually all condo's.



San Francisco Planning Department
EIR Public Scoping Meeting Written Comment Form

San Francisco 2004 Housing Element
Case # 2007.1275E

If you wish to submit written comments on the above project, you may do so on this sheet

(although use of this form is not required). Please submit written comments in person to Jessica
Range at today's public scoping meeting, or by mail to Bill Wycko, San Francisco Planning
Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103. All comments must be
submitted no later than 5 P.M., November 12, 2008.

Write your comments regarding the environmental review for the project here. Use the back of the sheet or
additional pages if necessary. -
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SAN FRANCISCO FIRE DEPARTMENT
DIVISION OF FIRE PREVENTION & INVESTIGATION

Date: November 4, 2008 RECEIVED

NOV 0 5 2008

CITY & COUNTY OF S.f
PLANNING DEPARTMENl

ME!'.

To: Jessica Range
1650 Misssion Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, Ca 94103

Regarding: San Francisco 2004 Housing Element

The SFFD is requiring clearance for the permission to build structures. The
applicant must follow the guidelines showing adequate hydrants, fire flow, fire
department connections, and access roads. Please see the enclosed documents
for guidance.

~frt/t~
Captain Wiliam Mitchell



Ms. Range and Mr. Wycko:

Please consider whether there is sufficient water supply to provide for those who would fill the
housing that is proposed. Specifically please consider:

· That today SF uses about 91 million gallons per day, average, water.
· That in ten years SF has promised to use 81 million gallons per day (mgd), plus recycled

water (estimated at between 1 mgd (Urban Water Management Plan) and 2 mgd (WSIP
documents), and perhaps groundwater, estimated by the Urban Water Man. Plan as 3.5
mgd). This is less water to be used, by a growing, aging population.

· That SF's population will age, and the percentage of residents over 60 will increase
dramatically. As people age they are more likely to have health problems, and require
more water use.

· That job growth is expected to occur. Businesses will use water.
· That San Francisco counts on "water transfers", that is, buying water, during dry periods

(droughts), yet has no contracts for water transfers.
· That San Francisco, through its SFPUC, has promised to use 81 mgd or less in 2018, but

it has no plan for how to accomplish this.
· That SFPUC plans to do a great deal of construction (the WSIP program) between now

and 2015, but none of its schedules for this construction have held, all have slipped, and
its present schedule has greatly compressed the bulk of construction into a shortened
time-span, the accomplishment of which as scheduled will surely faiL.

Thank you, Steve Lawrence

~
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                  P R O C E E D I N G S 

  WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2009, 

   

           MS. JONES:        Okay.  Welcome, 

  everybody.  Jessica is going to start. 

           MS. RANGE:        Thank you for coming 

  tonight to the 2004 and 2009 Housing Element 

  Environmental Impact Report Scoping Meeting. 

           Before we begin, I just want to let you 

  know that the restrooms are down the hall to the 

  left and our receptionist is leaving at 7:00. 

           So, if you need to go beyond the reception 

  area, you'll probably get locked out.  So I just 

  wanted to let you know that. 

           Also, in the back we have a number of 

  different items if you were able to pick them up, 

  one of which is a Speaker Card. 

           So, if you wish to speak tonight, please 

  fill out the Speaker Card and you can bring them to 

  Erin over there. 

           Also, we have a sheet back there for 

  written comments and we will be accepting written 

  comments tonight as well as until October 5th. 

           There is also a copy of the Notice of
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  process. 

           I will begin now with -- just so you -- 

  with instructions.  I'm Jessica Range.  I work with 

  the Planning Department Major Environmental Analysis 

  Division and I'm the Project Coordinator. 

           Tonight we have Sarah Jones.  She is the 

  Project Supervisor also with Major Environmental 

  Analysis, and we have Viktoriya Wise and Greg 

  Reissen who are our Transportation Planners.  They 

  are here to listen and we also have Kearstin 

  Dischinger who is the statewide division and they 

  are the ones that are the project sponsors and we 

  also have Rod Carnachan, Erin Efner and Jessica 

  Viramontes here in the back.  They are our EIR 

  consultants. 

           So, let me just begin with the purpose of 

  our meeting tonight.  The purpose is to take public 

  comments on the scope of the analysis to be 

  connected in the Environmental Impact Report. 

           What we will do, first, is we will present 

  the 2004 and 2009 Housing Element.  Kearstin will 

  give you a brief presentation and, at that time, we 

  will take some Q&A. 

           Then, Sarah and I will both present the
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  process and, specifically, questions just related to 

  the process at that time and then we will open it up 

  for public comment on the scope of the EIR. 

           So, to begin, if you have Speaker Cards, 

  you can hand it to Erin here.  So, to begin, 

  Kearstin? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           Okay. 

           If everybody can hear me?  If not, move up. 

  There are a lot of spaces available tonight. 

           I know my key role tonight is to just kind 

  of go over the project description, what is the 2004 

  and what is the 2009 housing element since there are 

  a lot of clear basics, I'm just going to over it 

  real quick.  If I'm going too fast, please let me 

  know. 

           Now, our main focus tonight is really the 

  scope.  So, our main point tonight is, you know, the 

  environmental analysis of these two projects and 

  really getting comments on the focal points but 

  we're interest in anything on that project. 

           So, I just wanted to point out if you 

  haven't yet, on the back table there is two 

  documents which have descriptions.  So you have got 

  the 2004 and 2009 descriptions.  I think these are
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           So, to start, what is the housing element? 

  Why are we doing this?  What is the general idea? 

  As we all know, the component of the City's general 

  plan, there are seven elements. 

           The housing element is the -- important in 

  this state and, obviously, the operators' staff and 

  I'm sure that everybody is -- they have had a lot of 

  infrastructure's funding, redevelopment agency 

  funding, affordable housing funding to a 

  municipality compliance with the housing element, as 

  well. 

           So, this is something every municipality in 

  the State of California must do. 

           We completed a draft in 2004 which was 

  adopted and then we also have a working draft for 

  2009 which we plan to develop in the draft that now 

  is within the community to talk about but we will be 

  coming back to the Commission to revise it and 

  there's some work on that and some future public 

  comments. 

           It serves as a tool for -- to tell you 

  today what we are doing, what is the City of San 

  Francisco doing to help meet our housing goals.  It 

  serves as a regional tool for planning.
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  Area governments.  We are going to talk a little bit 

  about doing that later. 

           We're the folks that generate that list and 

  we coordinate with the MTC, the Metropolitan 

  Transportation Commission.  Thank you.  I was like 

  "committee"? 

           It's a tools for us.  We work with the 

  City.  We work with all the different agencies 

  involved. 

           We work with the Mayor's Office in Housing, 

  the Mayor's Office of Economics and Social 

  Development the Department of Building Inspection, 

  the PUC folks, MTA, the Human Services, all of those 

  -- many of the different agencies to talk about 

  their work for the next five years and how it can 

  help us reach our housing goals. 

           So, it's also that tool and then local 

  development and advocates use the housing element to 

  guide their actions.  It helps them understand what 

  the community's vision is for the next five years 

  and things to happen. 

           And again, this is something that you 

  probably have looked at the Draft for 2009 and 2004, 

  so you have seen this but both of them have
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  implementation measures are really action stuff. 

  So, it's the action plan on how do we think that 

  within the City, you should act in order to issue 

  the policies and objectives that we have identified. 

           If you have questions on this, I'm 

  available and we do have in the back also a copy of 

  the 2004 and the 2009.  It's a Department copy but 

  if you want to page through it while I'm up here 

  talking, please feel free to do so. 

           So, why do we need to do it?  Again, we 

  also think the State wants us to do it as a planning 

  tool but we also -- it's important to how the City 

  bill us on their ads. 

           So, we have a growing population and we 

  have diversity and one thing the housing element in 

  2009 needs to look closely at is how do we address 

  not just the number of housing units we need but 

  very different kinds. 

           We have a growing senior population.  We 

  have a lot of concerns about being able to maintain 

  family housing elsewhere in the City and one of the 

  issues raised about housing and diversity and 

  through culture and time. 

           We also have a very old housing stock.  If
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  you when the housing units were built. 

           You can see that fifty percent of our units 

  were built before 1939.  That alone raises a lot of 

  issues about maintenance, housing assistance 

  development and a lot of policies in the housing 

  elements and we will address these issues. 

           You can see if you go up to six -- well, 

  no.  Seventy-five percent is almost fifty years. 

  So, we have a very old housing stock but we need to 

  be correct at about maintaining its fundamentals in 

  that unit.  It's one of largest working with housing 

  happening today. 

           So, that's another reason we need to be 

  constant in thinking about our policies. 

           The affordability question, this is just 

  one chart.  If you look at Part 1 about the need for 

  analysis, you will see a lot of ways that we've 

  tried to think about affordability in San Francisco 

  and the entire Bay Area. 

           Affordability is a critical issue and in 

  San Francisco, it is very heightened for middle 

  income, low income, very low income.  It's a tight 

  housing market. 

           So, we have a lot of policies that really
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  you don't mind? 

           MR. DUTIL:           I think that's better, 

  yes. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      Thank you. 

           MR. DUTIL:           I'm glad you asked. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           So, I'm just 

  going to spend just a little bit of time talking 

  about the house description for 2004 and 2009. 

           I think Jessica and Sarah are going to go 

  into more why we're doing both in the EIR.  So, I'm 

  just going to kind of defer to them on that topic 

  but one of the things that we try and do on the 

  housing element is look at our regional housing 

  neighbor allocation and see how and if we can 

  accommodate that. 

           So, I was talking about ABAG earlier, the 

  Association of Bay Area Governments or regional 

  entity and they kind of connect the City with the 

  State and they say, okay.  The State thinks that our 

  region, our nine-county region, will have 

  such-and-such growth and they divide it among the 

  nine counties. 

           For 2004 in San Francisco, they project an 

  approximately 20,000 housing units.  For 2009,
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  through 2014, a seven-year period. 

           So, one of the things that both for 2004 

  and 2009 do is take their separate set of 

  projections and ensure that our existing land use 

  controls can accommodate that and many of you have 

  been to our shops and can say that and almost all of 

  you are nodding.  So, you know those 2009 housing 

  elements. 

           This isn't a really big question.  That 

  31,000 isn't a big question.  We have the money to 

  accommodate that. 

           Our big question is the rows that sum up to 

  31,000.  How do we accommodate the extremely low, 

  the very low and the lowest?  Our poor economy 

  require subsidies of some sort and, again, it's a 

  tough housing market.  So, that's where our economy 

  area is for this. 

           This map kind of show you where we do 

  things, so 31,000 housing units will go and so on. 

  You will recognize this map if you are a fan of the 

  Planning Department. 

           It shows all of our work and all of the 

  regional agencies work. 

           I think these are the -- the green ones are
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  that were just adopted and I felt to there and these 

  manifolds which includes SOMA, the Mission Showplace 

  for Central One of them. 

           It also includes Ray Thomson area and then 

  we also are currently working on a few more. 

  Actually, where we're working are around this Park 

  Merced, Glen Park, Bayview, Hunters Point, Treasure 

  Island, and the Mission Bay, back to there. 

           Those are the areas that we think those 

  31,000 housing units can be accommodated and the 

  heart of the housing unit for 2009 is figuring out 

  how to make sure they are the right kind of units 

  for the projected housing units. 

           Question? 

           MR. DUTIL:           Yes, question. 

           Will we be able to refer back to that in 

  our question? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           Yeah, sure. 

           So, this is a summary of the 2004 program. 

  If you read through why your project description 

  that you can get in the back of this, so I'm not 

  going to have to read it to you but these are the 

  main goals, reduced uncertainty for housing, 

  increased availability of land, facilitate the
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  is, again, getting at that same issue of 

  affordability. 

           So, these are the housing issues that the 

  State asked us to look at and we have constantly in 

  our responses to in the red sheet in 2004. 

           And then summary, you know, hit all of 

  these issues.  This is, again, hopefully, the right 

  project description but in 2004, we called out eight 

  key areas for this program. 

           Housing supply, that talks to can we 

  accommodate it?  The retention is the issue of our 

  existing housing stock and making sure it works and 

  availability, affordability. 

           Homelessness is a big issue and that kind 

  of gets folded into affordability in 2009. 

           In 2009, you would think there is 

  recommended and I think that's how most of you in 

  the room right now but we had a brief housing 

  community plan process.  We started with the 

  community advisory body.  Judy Berkowitz was one of 

  our cabinet groups. 

           We had a representative from each of the 

  eleven districts that was appointed by the board's 

  program and then they had a few folks that were
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  achievement community. 

           These folks have been with us about ten 

  times between September and January.  They helped us 

  really come up with our first draft. 

           They helped us think through what the key 

  issues were, what the objectives are.  We started 

  from ground zero.  We said, hey, do you know what? 

  These are our projections that the State wants us to 

  look at. 

           What are other ones that we haven't thought 

  of?  They thought of the three great ones that they 

  are going to see as one of our two things, molding 

  of character and balancing housing infrastructure. 

           Those are two of the four achievements that 

  we added on as San Francisco specific and, if you 

  look through the policies, you will see a lot of the 

  definite and information that we're at ground level 

  of those ten working sessions. 

           Sort of at the same time, we held 

  stakeholder sessions.  So, we held any group, any 

  special interest group, any advocacy group, any 

  group -- policy group with the cabinet we hear more 

  from, we held a group session for. 

           So, that we had market rate developers,
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  had four sessions from neighborhood organizations. 

           We had a renter's group.  We had a family's 

  housing group, any group that we could think of.  We 

  had the seniors, the elderly.  So, we had the 

  homeless. 

           So, we basically used them as a source of 

  information.  We only had -- I don't know if I 

  mentioned data analysis where you pull these things 

  on the website.  The State sessions were sort of on 

  the ground, tell us your perspective, your -- your 

  -- you spend a lot of time thinking about how you 

  were seniors or whatever the group was.  So, they 

  were informed of our process as well. 

           Once and by February, we had a draft of the 

  2009 and that's when we started our tour of the City 

  of San Francisco. 

           We did thirty community meetings, thirty -- 

  thirty-five community meetings throughout the City. 

           Many of you had spoke with us or came out 

  to some neighborhood organizations and also who 

  helped some of our own. 

           I think we had about at least two in every 

  super-video history and maybe more if there was a 

  range.
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  to Environmental information and the key themes, 

  again, housing affordability.  It's that the Board 

  has come up to that issue. 

           How do we reach those directly in the 

  Basin?  And how do we identify the revenue and 

  ensure that we are able to house those folks? 

           There is a lot of policy work on that, and 

  I'm kind of sad to say that one of our answers is we 

  need a lot of policy in the region to provide that 

  and we need a lot of help from the State.  Locally, 

  we can't do it on our own. 

           Neighborhood character.  This is the one 

  that through the work we had became a really 

  important issue. 

           It's an open issue heading just a few 

  objectives and this is talking about maintaining the 

  diverse character of each individual in the City. 

           There is a lot of bridge policy language in 

  the 2009 draft that will speak to these issues. 

           Balancing infrastructure with housing 

  directive.  They're not only the ones germane to 

  that account and the idea is that housing units for 

  any of the upper State, we recognize that but we as 

  a City want to coordinate to make sure that as we
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  space, the library, the childcare, infrastructure 

  that we need to support that growth and for those of 

  you that followed our planning efforts, you know we 

  started in -- in fact, you had elected them to do 

  that. 

           This section and the policies but we are 

  going to identify a few other mechanisms and 

  strategies for the City to pursue and this is the 

  one that I would say we worked the most heavily with 

  other agencies because it directly involves the MTA, 

  including the Department of Public Works and ABAG. 

           So, we have done a lot of coordination on 

  those policies and the coordination issues. 

           And then, finally, the sustainability. 

  This one actually also came from the categories 

  where these are kind of looking at how we as a City 

  are -- we were in the sustainability movement. 

           The ideas that are under this issue area 

  include both on a very local level like green 

  building and how do we help folks get solar panels 

  and make personal choices that are more sustainable 

  for the City and then also how do we grow on a 

  regional level in a sustainable way, having jobs and 

  a housing unit transit so that people can rely on
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           So, lowering big house gap.  There are a 

  lot of bridges and we'll be assessing that. 

           This is definitely a new topic for housing 

  element throughout the State and an opportunity for 

  growth for this iteration and also for 2014 which 

  will be recognized. 

           I think that's it.  I just wanted to close 

  with a little bit about the process and the next 

  steps from the policy side and then, of course, I'm 

  here for questions and project description but we 

  will be coming back to the Planning Commission and 

  to the public in the Winter, early Winter to do post 

  sessions and working group sessions. 

           You will be given a draft for you folks to 

  become involved and read through it, generate some 

  ideas. 

           We have been working in the back with some 

  of the other agencies on the environmental measures 

  and we will be coming back and then take the final 

  set of comments from you folks, draft another 

  version of the draft, the final draft, and then we 

  will be bringing that to the Commission and that 

  will be in the Spring sometime for the adoption 

  process.
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  the environmental housing, we also be working on the 

  environmental policies issues. 

           So, with that, questions? 

           MR. DUTIL:      Can you go back so we can 

  focus on the different prices for the housing and 

  different groups? 

           I was just wondering how you decide to have 

  that many groups and how did everything connect with 

  those. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           That's a really 

  good question. 

           So, actually, there will be appropriation 

  of Bay Area Government, ABAG, who gives us the 

  original number. 

           They give it to us with some of these 

  breakouts and they base it on the kinds of jobs that 

  we have and the kinds of demands that we have in the 

  City. 

           So, there is an idea of enabling a sort of 

  balanced economy, that people live where they are 

  and live where they work. 

           So, with every new type of housing that you 

  can kind of imagine or with every new set of jobs, 

  those are work jobs.
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  exact studies?  Or did you interpret them to be -- 

           MS. DISCHINGER:            They gave us two 

  us two less categories and we added two categories. 

           We added the -- if we broke the extreme one 

  and the very low one came out because San Francisco 

  has a lot of specific knowledge about our needs and 

  the financing tools and the delivery tools that we 

  have for the different populations are very 

  different.  So, we felt that it was important. 

           We also broke out -- 

           MR. DUTIL:           Well -- 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           Let me finish. 

           MR. DUTIL:           Oh, okay. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      We also broke out the 

  middle income from the market because San Francisco 

  has a very different market rate than others, than 

  other communities because of our incredible demand 

  of the market. 

           So, we felt that this middle income which 

  is sort of above a hundred percent of the medium is 

  still something that we actually do have policies 

  that are actually showing the housing that's 

  generated for that group. 

           In other communities, those folks are kind
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  developers, we just kind of build for that income 

  category that high amount but, in San Francisco, 

  because land values are so high and sales can go so 

  high and be focused, we really wanted to pull out 

  that population. 

           MR. DUTIL:             Okay. 

           Well, the question I asked is about this 

  and I would like an answer to that.  In the sense 

  that if you continue to chop things up, where do we 

  lose the most housing percentage-wise to the number 

  of homes if you're ready to model that? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      Oh, how did -- how did 

  we separate it? 

           MR. DUTIL:           No, no. 

           Isn't that what we're losing most?  In 

  percentage and the size of that population, that is 

  the biggest diminished number of people that we are 

  not servicing in proportion to the overall category. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       I hear what you are 

  saying.  Your production is the middle income 

  categories, the one where we're seeing the lower 

  rate population. 

           MR. DUTIL:           Right.  Is that true? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       The data needs
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  different categories have a hard time finding 

  housing and are -- they are various provisions for 

  folks who may be more likely to outline various data 

  because they have the resources to where other folks 

  from other income categories may be more likely to 

  overcrowd or live in the middle situations. 

           So, I don't know if I could make -- 

           MR. DUTIL:            Well, isn't that the 

  group that was not so strong under here, right? 

  They have urban planning to do. 

           Now, they are also the biggest -- making up 

  the majority of the community so we're back into 

  this thing, added to our drainage of cash flow and, 

  if you look at the amount of subsidiaries and 

  everything that you are going to give them, that 

  group is probably the cheapest for the City to 

  service because they do -- they probably pay -- 

  those residents will be taxed and paying for the 

  services. 

           If you consider to drop the lower to 

  lowest, you now compete against the region 

  surrounding us and -- for the housing and, in many 

  cases, they just have no land to be built which is 

  the biggest problem that we are faced with.
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  approaching this? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      Yeah.  I mean, I want 

  people to focus on this, describing the project and 

  not just policy language and the 2009 housing 

  element that talks about the importance of 

  developing programs to help retain and encourage 

  construction for that group. 

           MR. DUTIL:           Oh, wouldn't it be 

  better for us to spend a hundred thousand dollars in 

  a lower land area and be able to provide housing for 

  people than to try and buy expensive property and 

  subsidize the housing and not even collect property 

  taxes on it? 

           Wouldn't that make a little bit of sense? 

  I mean, has -- why, you know, nobody is talking 

  about these types of things. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           Yeah.  I mean, I 

  think that's it.  Those are a tough -- tough sort of 

  questions.  I think it's a full quality discussion 

  and we're going to have a -- 

           MR. DUTIL:           That is the Planning 

  Department's, right? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       No.  I'm not saying 

  that we haven't thought of it.
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           MR. DUTIL:           Oh, you have? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           -- it's a tough 

  set of questions and I think the goal of the housing 

  element is to balance a variety of meetings, not to 

  just pick the one set of housing needs and focus on 

  that and that's sort of a tough stage -- 

           MR. DUTIL:           Well, you have focused 

  already on the low end.  You haven't focused on the 

  middle. 

           I think we have been following your 

  discussions for the last two years and, as far as 

  the west side of San Francisco, you haven't focused 

  on our areas. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       You feel like there 

  is more programs and policies areas that we haven't 

  met yet? 

           MR. DUTIL:           Well, I think you have 

  to be a little creative, is what I am saying. 

           I'm not saying that it is wrong but I guess 

  -- I think you keep falling into this lower end; not 

  that these people don't need to be addressed or this 

  group doesn't need to be addressed.  I'm not saying 

  that. 

           I'm just saying that maybe for the cost
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  instead of keep slicing the pie the way you have it 

  there. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           Okay. 

           MR. DUTIL:           Okay? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           Well, I have your 

  comment and there will be more listening questions. 

  So, I'd like you to publish that. 

           MS. DEVINCENZI:           Sure. 

           First of all, I'd like to say that the 

  gentleman is correct. 

           What she has got up there are the 

  production goals but she hasn't shown you the actual 

  realization of what they have been building and it 

  is true that the middle moderate is making the least 

  amount of those goals and there are statistics on 

  that but I was wondering if you could go to the 

  slide before that and, in that connection, you know, 

  can we get a copy of this Power Point?  The whole 

  thing and any Power Point that you are reviewing 

  now? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           We're going to 

  put it all on our website. 

           MS. DEVINCENZI:                Oh, good. 

  We can get it, great, thanks, and these comments --
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           Can we fax them in by 5:00 p.m.?  Or do 

  they have to be hand-delivered? 

           MS. JONES:           So, that's a question 

  that will be the scoping -- 

           MS. DEVINCENZI:           Scoping by EIR? 

           MS. JONES:           You can email them and 

  send them however, you know, whatever is the way 

  that's the most convenient for you to get them to 

  us. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:           Well, there's no 

  fax number on your notes.  So, is there a fax number 

  that we can use? 

           MS. RANGE:           Yes, there is. 

           You can go ahead and fax them to my fax 

  number which is the Department's fax number and I 

  have your question -- 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:           Okay. 

           MS. RANGE:         -- is on my cards and 

  there are more cards up here, too.  So, just feel 

  free to take back whatever. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:           Okay. 

           You know, there's no court reporter here. 

  So, I hope that you -- 

           MS. RANGE:           Oh, we do have a court
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           MS. DEVENCENZI:           Oh, there you 

  are.  I didn't see you, okay. 

           And then my question -- the real question I 

  have is when do you think you will have your work 

  programs?  There are no work programs in these 

  drafts. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:             The work 

  programs for the Department?  Or -- 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:             For the 2009 

  housing element.  Do you think you have proposed 

  work programs? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       The implementation 

  measure?  I'm not sure what you mean by "work 

  programs". 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:           Well, in the 

  2009, you have policies, implementation actions and 

  preliminary work programs in the back which show 

  various areas where you intend to implement your 

  policies and work programs are a part of the 

  statutory requirement. 

           Are you intending to revise this draft 

  after this next hearing and come up with some work 

  programs? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           You mean the --
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  implementation measures and what we're going to do 

  is take what we call "implementation measures" and 

  create a one-page document which provides a 

  time-line and an estimate of costs in which parties 

  of the City family, will it be planning for the or 

  it will be MTA and so that's part of the work that 

  we are doing right now and we will be -- we will be 

  providing that in the Winter and the Spring.  Okay? 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:           Thank you. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      Bernie? 

           MR. CHODEN:            Oh, thank you. 

           I'm Bernie Choden and I generally represent 

  San Francisco, the Bar, and sometimes the coalition 

  at UC. 

           Well, today and I would like to commend 

  you, by the way, for pointing out plenty of ways and 

  carving it and your patience at this meeting. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:        Thank you so much. 

           MR. CHODEN:               And we will try 

  to help you and so this can go on.  Take advantage 

  of that. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       Thank you. 

           MR. CHODEN:            I have turned in my 

  proposed comments and I would like to get -- want to
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  cards. 

           I have really most of two statewide housing 

  plans, if you've got others.  As a former client of 

  record, there will be part of that of the City that 

  was built and worked them curiously and this time, 

  it will on this one.  I think I have some expertise 

  to present in different phases. 

           But the fact is when you go back -- by the 

  way, I wrote much of the State law regarding what 

  you need to do.  So, I think I have expertise there 

  in interpretation. 

           That law says all housing needs, not just 

  growth needs as you indicated there, but housing 

  losses due to loss of affordability. 

           For example, the City wishes that seismic 

  retrofit of wooden houses, soft style surface 

  houses, be implemented without subsidies that would 

  remove these two to 3,000 units from affordability 

  and rental control. 

           That is not a mere housing element.  When 

  you look at the mitigation measures which I have 

  detailed at some length before several times, you 

  need to look at housing losses, code enforcement 

  deterioration, unemployment, economic recession and
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  infinitum. 

           Secondly, you used zoning as the only 

  hammer that the Planning Department knows about and 

  every map has a zoning problem.  This is not new. 

           The City has resources which need to 

  explored as you look into the remedial possibility. 

           For example, the City will be out 

  $600,000,000 on the central subway and accepted 

  $900,000,000 as stipulated. 

           There is no legal way to offset that cost 

  which was as operating things, including taking 

  money from the Third Street rail which is hemmed in 

  by the bond statement.  This is what that money can 

  be used for. 

           Saying you can get away with it is not a 

  solution.  All the DRT investments. 

           It's a question of political priority that 

  shouldn't guide you.  You are the professionals, are 

  required to look at the best suggestion for remedy 

  and eliminate the mediation of need, regardless of 

  what the tenant and the separations are.  This has 

  not been done over nineteen years and should not be 

  continued.  You will be challenged on that, 

  probably.
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           MR. CHODEN:            Now, I also indicate 

  that you go into the scoping statement, all right? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       Let's wait until 

  Jessica gives a presentation for comments on the -- 

           MR. CHODEN:        You don't want all this 

  now? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      Right.  We are doing 

  it in two parts.  So, I did the study, was the 

  project. 

           I think, Judy, you had a comment on what is 

  the project?  And then we'll -- I will let Jessica 

  do her presentation. 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:         At this point, I 

  just had a general comment and that's regards the 

  two speakers already and I think that Item 2 on the 

  ground rules should be observed because if anybody 

  tried to read the transcript from the November 6th, 

  2008, 2004 scoping hearing, it was impossible. 

  Nobody was identified. 

           So, my name is Judy Berkowitz, 

  B-e-r-k-o-w-i-t-z. 

           The previous three speakers for your ease, 

  should probably identify themselves now and every 

  time one of us speaks, we say our name.  Before we
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           The Court Reporter will have the spelling 

  right out front.  We don't have to go into anything 

  else.  Thank you. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       Thank you, 

  absolutely.  Do you know who they were in order, the 

  speakers? 

           MR. DUTIL:      Oh, Don Dutil, West of Twin 

  Peaks. 

           MS. JONES:       Spell it for the first 

  time. 

           MR. DUTIL:      D-u-t-i-l. 

           MS. DEVINCENZI:      Kathy Devincenzi, 

  D-e-v-i-n-c-e-n-z-i. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      And your name? 

           MR. CHODEN:       I did, Bernard Choden. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      Can you spell it, 

  please? 

           MR. CHODEN:          All right. 

  C-h-o-d-e-n. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      Thank you. 

           MR. CHODEN:          Owner in principle, 

  policy planning for this department, for 

  thirty years ago. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      Are there anymore
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  go into the -- 

           MS. JONES:       Questions? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:         Thank you. 

  Hiroshi? 

           MR. FUKUDA:          My name is Hiroshi 

  Fukuda. 

           THE COURT REPORTER:       Spelling? 

           MR. FUKUDA:          Spelling, F as in 

  "Frank" u-k-u-d as in "David" a. 

           You had a chart in regards to all of the 

  different levels of income and now, I imagine you 

  have a purpose for having that type of chart and/but 

  you never said what the consequence of not meeting 

  those goals.  Is there any consequence? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      These are planning 

  goals and I think you have been in prior workshops, 

  so you've heard this a little bit but these are our 

  planning goals and we have to report to the State in 

  five years whether our program did actually achieve 

  as these goals and if they didn't, why not and 

  sometimes the answer is, well, the market wasn't 

  very active and so nobody was building and that's 

  why not and that's a fine admonition, too, but we 

  have to show that we have the capacity and that we
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  screen, the goals that the ABAG has given us, the 

  goals that the State has given us. 

           If we don't do that, then, yes, there are 

  penalties.  If we show that -- if we don't show that 

  we can accommodate it...  I'm going to go right back 

  here -- there is a lot of State funding that's tied 

  to having a housing element that is approved by the 

  State. 

           The State will only approve it if we show 

  that we can meet -- if we can accommodate the 

  potential growth. 

           If we don't have an endorsed -- State 

  endorsed City adopted housing element, we are not 

  only going to lose for our infrastructure, we are 

  going to lose money for affordable housing. 

           We are not going to be able to do a lot of 

  the redevelopment planning that we've been talking 

  about, Treasure Island, Candlestick, a lot of the 

  areas. 

           So, there is a -- there is a consequence on 

  that. 

           MR. FUKUDA:       All right. 

           In that regard, you haven't had an improved 

  housing element for -- only since 1990.  So, how
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           MS. DISCHINGER:        We are going table 

  this question for the group and you and I can talk 

  about this afterwards because I think we've had this 

  conversation a number of times. 

           MR. FUKUDA:          Not with me, no. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           And the answer is 

  that the 2004 lawsuit was -- I don't know the dates 

  but the 2004 was in effect until the lawsuit was 

  completed and then following that, I think there was 

  an agreement made where all but certain policies of 

  the 2004 could still be effectively on the State 

  enforced housing element.  So, the City does have 

  that housing element. 

           MR. FUKUDA:      Well, the thing is since 

  1990, you know, you never had one until 2004 which 

  really wasn't approved. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      That predates my 

  knowledge of San Francisco, but that's true. 

           I'm not sure what I -- I'm not sure how we 

  got through that but the State, like I said, has 

  become more and more serious about it.  So, they are 

  tying in more and more things to having -- 

           MR. FUKUDA:           But all this time, 

  you know, Planning keeps on saying if the housing
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  this. 

           Well, you have had one approved for all of 

  that time since 1990 and so, I mean, is this a 

  threat?  Or is it for real?  Or just phoney baloney? 

           MS. JONES:        It's for real. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       Okay.  You have heard 

  me say what my perspective is on it. 

           So, I'm just going to ask for other 

  questions about the project description and then if 

  there are no other questions, I'll hand it back to 

  Jessica to go ahead and talk about the program. 

           MR. DUTIL:             Well, wait a minute. 

           This is rejustification for this whole 

  program and you'll telling -- and he is asking what 

  is the ramification. 

           You are saying that you are not getting 

  State Funding because you don't meet these criteria 

  and not -- knowledge of the law is not an excuse. 

  You are in this Department.  I expect you to know 

  the history of it. 

           So, is there a -- is this reality we are 

  talking about?  Or is this a goal we are going for? 

  What are exactly items on that board that we would 

  lose if we don't accept the plan or reach these
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           MS. DISCHINGER:           We -- these are 

  -- this chart is a little maybe confusing but this 

  chart talks about how you're going use it in the 

  housing element. 

           The State requires we hand in a housing 

  element which is our City's vision of how we are 

  going to manage books. 

           If we don't have a plan that they approve 

  that they feel adequately manages growth in response 

  to the goals that they have set out for us, they 

  will refuse to give us a number of funding sources. 

           Why they didn't do that in 1995, I don't 

  know but I do know now that they are threatening to 

  take away affordable housing funding, infrastructure 

  funding, and our ability to leverage a lot of the 

  tools we use to do redevelopment if we don't have an 

  endorsed housing element. 

           MR. DUTIL:           Okay.  Now, the reason 

  why I -- 

           MS. DISCHINGER:            That assessment 

  may be right.  Excuse me.  Let me finish what I'm 

  saying. 

           MR. DUTIL:           Okay.  The reason I'm 

  getting in this stuff -- I don't mean to put you on
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           I'm paying taxes.  I live -- I pay taxes. 

  I've lived here.  So, I come here to find out. 

           Now, you've said the justification on this 

  is these agencies can, in effect, parties coming to 

  us, State funds are provided, and I'm asking -- 

  okay. 

           If that's the case, is that reality?  And 

  if it is, what are we looking at here?  Does it only 

  count for the low end of the people in that scale? 

  That group?  Middle group?  Or if we can't meet any 

  of that, what is the impact of that so that we have 

  a concern as citizens to protect this funding and 

  protect, you know, support your interests and your 

  work? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           It doesn't have 

  just to do with meeting these goals.  It also has to 

  do with meeting goals of the twenty-nine existing 

  housing, of coming up with seismic sustainability 

  strategies. 

           It has to do with whether we are 

  demonstrating to the State that we as the City are 

  acting responsibility and planning for all the 

  housing issues and I know that there is a focus on 

  theses numbers because they are -- they're scary.
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  sure how it is going to happen but the whole point 

  of the housing element is for us as a community to 

  talk about how do we do that and the State wants us 

  to prove that we are having that conversation and we 

  are thinking about it. 

           So, there is a lot of nuances to how the 

  conversation goes between the City and the State but 

  it is very important not only for us to have it but 

  the stick is they'll take away our funding.  The 

  plan is that we'll have a City vision of how we are 

  going to operate. 

           If we don't have a housing element, people 

  will build real stuff.  We have less of a strategy, 

  we have less of a coordinated vision. 

           So, I'm not sure if that answers all of the 

  points because you had a lot in there. 

           MR. DUTIL:        Well, the thing is you 

  present these issues to us and we have questions 

  about it. 

           We want to know if this is reality there or 

  if there is not reality there and I think the 

  gentleman's position back there is certainly valid 

  if you have been operating all these years without 

  it and what are the consequences?  And you said,
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           MS. DISCHINGER:           You know, what? 

  I think -- 

           MS. JONES:        May I interrupt here? 

           The purpose of tonight's meeting is to talk 

  about, you know, what -- what the public face needs 

  to be looked at as the physical environment and, 

  actually, the housing element. 

           So, you know, this is -- I'd totally agree 

  with all of you.  This is a very valid discussion 

  and I think there are a lot of outreach 

  opportunities that the Citywide group is providing 

  but I would love it if we could -- if each of us 

  could start talking about the things -- 

           MR. DUTIL:       I agree with that. 

           MS. JONES:      -- we'll be out of here 

  quick. 

           MR. DUTIL:           But just take what you 

  just said. 

           This is an impact.  I want to know why I'm 

  spending time in here?  Why I'd recommend Committee 

  Chairmans to come to these meetings in the last 

  two years and you are putting up documentation for 

  us to be knowledgeable about. 

           We are questioning the validity of these
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           MS. JONES:           Okay. 

           MR. DUTIL:           And how -- how -- 

  what's important?  What should be emphasized?  Not 

  the question that you did anything wrong. 

           We want to know whether we are supposed to 

  clap or are we supposed to sit down? 

           MS. JONES:           Yeah. 

           MR. DUTIL:           So, if you show us 

  something and you don't know whether you are 

  supposed to clap or we are supposed to clap, that's 

  the reason why the question is. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       Yeah.  I think there 

  is a lot of confusion because it's a meaty topic, 

  just the element itself, but what Sara is pointing 

  out is tonight is the EIR scoping. 

           So, this is the project description and 

  these guides, they're going to do a whole bunch 

  analysis on it and tonight we are talking about, 

  given this project description which we can talk, 

  you and I and anyone else in the room can talk about 

  offline why we're doing it this way, whether there 

  are ways we can strength it but given this sort of 

  high level objectives, what should the environment 

  of you folks be sure to think about in covering your
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           So, I will be here at the end of this 

  meeting if you want to continue this and I will -- 

           MR. DUTIL:           Now, this is not an 

  answer that I want. 

           The answer I want is I represent 16,000 

  homeless.  They aren't going to show up at the 

  meetings.  They are trusting me to give them 

  direction. 

           You put this on a website and I tell them 

  to go to it, I've got to know that there is 

  justification there because I don't want somebody 

  putting me in your position and asking me questions 

  and I'm not sure that the presentation, the material 

  you are putting out there I can justify. 

           So, that's the only thing I'm saying and 

  I'm sorry if I have taken up so much time. 

           MS. DISCHINGER       and thank you. 

           MS. JONES:           There is one other 

  question.  In fact, is that about the project 

  description? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           Sure.  About the 

  project description? 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:       Well, it was just 

  about one thing that you said.  You know, I just was
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           MS. DISCHINGER:      Okay.  What about -- 

  if it's not about project development? 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:      Well, it is part of 

  the project funding. 

           You said the State was threatening to take 

  away funding.  Has that threat been made in writing 

  anywhere? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:      I'm not sure exactly 

  how that information came here.  So, I will be happy 

  to provide that to you tomorrow or the next couple 

  of days.  We can -- 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:       I can't do that. 

           You have to tell me in the public meeting. 

  Has that threat been communicated by the State in 

  relation to the 2007, 2004 team? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           I don't 

  personally work directly with the State, so I told 

  -- as I said, I don't have that information here 

  and I can provide it to you afterwards. 

           I would be happy to also post it on our 

  website. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:      Okay. 

           Let me just say briefly to the members of 

  the public that this kind of an argument was made
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  all the changes were enjoined and, after that, the 

  State said that they weren't going to lose any 

  funding, that they were going to still let them 

  apply for all of their grants.  That's all I want to 

  say. 

           MS. JONES:             Thank you. 

           MS. RANGE:           All right. 

           So, we are going to move on to the CEQA 

  process.  CEQA is the California Environmental 

  Quality Act and I'm going to let Sarah start. 

           MS. JONES:        Okay. 

           Well, I think there are probably a number 

  of you in the room who are pretty familiar with 

  this, so if that's the case, then please bear with 

  me because it would be helpful for those who aren't. 

           First of all, talking about what is the 

  California Environmental Quality Act meant to 

  accomplish? 

           Why did we engage in this effort?  One 

  aspect of it is and one of the -- I think one of the 

  most important aspects is information, informational 

  document that will describe the physical 

  environmental effects of the project or other 

  programs that our government is considering
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           We are also trying to look into ways to 

  reduce substantial environmental impacts of 

  projects.  There are a number of ways to do that. 

           You can apply mitigation measures that 

  would reduce those impacts.  You need to look at 

  alternatives to a project that would result in fewer 

  impacts to begin with or changes to the project to 

  begin with. 

           So, various aspects of that effort to 

  attenuate environmental impacts. 

           Also, going through the CEQA process 

  provides confirmation to the public that 

  decision-makers have been informed and are aware of 

  the consequences of their decisions when they make 

  an action to approve or otherwise support a project. 

           So, that was legislative of what CEQA was 

  intended to accomplish and right now, we are 

  engaging in that process for the housing element for 

  the City and County of San Francisco. 

           What the legislation requires is that we 

  prepare a document called an "Environmental Impact 

  Report". 

           When there is a possibility that a project 

  can result in a significant, that is, a substantial
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  reduce that effect to a less than significant level. 

           In 2004, the Planning Department visually 

  prepared a negative declaration on the housing 

  element at that time.  We concluded that the housing 

  element would not result in a substantial aspect of 

  any kind. 

           So, at that time it did not adequately 

  support it and directed the City to prepare an 

  Environmental Impact Report on the 2004 housing 

  element. 

           So, we began that process of preparing that 

  Environmental Impact Report and I recognize some of 

  you from our scoping meeting last year. 

           We put out a Notice of preparation called a 

  scoping -- a Public Scoping Meeting, and we received 

  public comments on the scope of the EIR in the 2004 

  housing element and I just want to confirm to 

  everybody here that the comments that were submitted 

  at that time during that scoping period will be 

  considered in framing out the draft EIR that we are 

  preparing now.  So, any comment that you made in the 

  past will still be considered. 

           We have now added to our EIR the 2009 

  housing element.  Basically, as the analysis has
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  range planners have reached a point with the draft 

  2009 housing element.  This is also ready to be 

  analyzed for environmental purposes. 

           So, we decided to analyze both of them 

  which is the reason that we re-issued the Notice of 

  Preparation and are going through the scoping 

  process again. 

           Basically, this slide describes the kind of 

  EIR that we are going be preparing.  It's a 

  problematic EIR.  It's looking at the full scope of 

  an action rather than individual pieces. 

           So, we are not analyzing individual 

  building projects that may be considered around San 

  Francisco. 

           What we are looking at are the overall 

  fiscal changes in the physical environment that 

  could result from the policies, the implementation 

  actions in the housing element. 

           More specifically, what we're looking at 

  are the policy changes in both the 2004 housing 

  element and in the 2009 housing element as compared 

  to the 1990 residence element. 

           Now, I'm going to hand this are over to 

  Jessica.  She is going to talk a little bit more
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  housing element. 

           MS. RANGE:       All right.  The next slide 

  just basically shows you what we will be looking at. 

           For this EIR, we will be doing a 

  comprehensive EIR that's going to cover all of the 

  CEQA topics. 

           So, we will have a chapter on public 

  services, a chapter on population and housing, a 

  chapter on cultural resources. 

           We will be covering all of the topic as it 

  relates to both the 2004 and the 2009 policies and 

  then the CEQA process, if you didn't pick up this 

  little cheat sheet that I have back there, this just 

  explains the CEQA process and where we are right now 

  is we are at Step 1 which is preparing a Notice of 

  Preparation and that's what you all might have 

  received in the mail. 

           The NOP which is there are copies in the 

  back, is this document, and it's the notice to the 

  public, to decision-makers, to other agencies that 

  we are going to be preparing an EIR on the housing 

  element and attached to the interplea we have the 

  project description. 

           The next step is to hold the Public Scoping
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           We are taking comments on the scope of the 

  analysis to be conducted in the EIR, after which we 

  will take all of the comments, comments done from 

  the last scoping meeting and comments from this 

  scoping meeting and we will prepare a draft EIR. 

           This draft EIR will be -- it will be going 

  out for public review again for forty-five days at 

  which point you will have time to make public 

  comments again on the analysis that we did conduct 

  and we'll also be holding a hearing in front of the 

  Planning Commission and we will have a Court 

  Reporter there and we will produce a transcript of 

  that hearing. 

           After we have the public scoping or the 

  draft EIR public hearing and the public review 

  period, we are going to prepare a response to all 

  the comments that were submitted. 

           So, what we prepare is called a "Comments 

  and Response" document and we basically take all the 

  comments and respond to each of them. 

           We will also in that document most likely 

  prepare a staff initiated text changes to the draft 

  EIR. 

           So, when you have the comments and response
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  call the final EIR.  It's the changes that we make 

  to the draft as well as responses to all of your 

  comments. 

           After we prepare the comments and response 

  document, we will circulate that and then the final 

  EIR will go to the Commission for approval of the 

  certified EIR. 

           After we certify the EIR -- well, before we 

  certify the EIR, we'll also be preparing a 

  mitigation and monetary report for any mitigation 

  measures that come out of this process. 

           So, if we identify significant impacts that 

  we can mitigate, we will be preparing a mitigation 

  monitoring report to track the mitigation of the 

  significant impact. 

           Then once we publish the final EIR, the 

  lead agency which is the Planning Department will 

  file a Notice of Determination and after that, then 

  the -- under CEQA, you can begin project 

  implementation and mitigation monitoring. 

           So, this one is just to let you know once 

  against that our scoping period for the -- as a 

  public coordinating period for the NOP ends on 

  October 5th.
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  also have copies in the back and please send written 

  comments to Bill Lycos (phonetics) at this address. 

  That slipped. 

           Okay.  You can call it the 2004 and 2009 

  housing element.  My apology. 

           You can fax in your comments.  You can send 

  them to email -- by email.  However, if you so 

  chose, they all have the same equal weight. 

           So, at this moment, we are not actually 

  going to take public comment on the scope of the 

  EIR.  What we are just going to ask is if there is 

  any very basic questions on the process itself, 

  where we are right now and where we are going to be 

  in the next couple of months. 

           MR. CHODEN:           I takes aspirins on 

  the process itself. 

           It is fundamentally dysfunctional to 

  undertake a scope of EIR before all of the 

  mitigations are presented to us. 

           Therefore, we don't know what, in effect, 

  the environmental review will consist of. 

  Therefore, you are out of place. 

           You're going to be finished with your 

  document in the Spring.  That's when you need a
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  lie. 

           We don't have, in effect, shall we say a 

  full array of mitigations to comment on.  That's the 

  purpose of the scope hearing. 

           In other words, what should you consider 

  during the scope of an EIR?  You don't know. 

           MS. JONES:        You will, of course, have 

  an opportunity to comment on the draft EIR which you 

  will be able to spell out all of those. 

           MR. CHODEN:          Given departmental 

  policy in past behavior, particularly on the central 

  subway, we can't trust that.  You cannot put the 

  horse before the cart. 

           First, let us know what you are going to 

  do.  Then we can comment on it. 

           MS. JONES:        We will certainly hold a 

  public comment meeting.  So, we will certainly -- 

  there will certainly be a public comment -- 

           MR. CHODEN:       That's a legal challenge. 

           MS. JONES:        -- on the draft EIR. 

           MS. RANGE:        And please just state 

  your name. 

           MS. GIRARDOT:        Joan Girardot, 

  G-i-r-a-r-d-o-t.
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  impacts?  And if you believe or if your procedure is 

  to address those solely through monitoring? 

           MS. RANGE:        Unmitigable impacts are 

  basically after we have done the analysis in the EIR 

  and we have determined that there is an impact, we 

  can look at that impact and see if there any 

  mitigation that can be applied that could mitigate 

  this impact, and there is a specific requirement 

  that this mitigation measure needs to be under CEQA 

  and, if we determine that no, in fact, it cannot be 

  mitigated, then what's what we call an "unmitigated 

  impact", an "unmitigable impact". 

           MS. JONES:        Significant unavoidable. 

           MS. GIRARDOT:        And so that then just 

  goes to the decision-makers -- 

           MS. RANGE:           Yes. 

           MS. GIRARDOT:          -- as to whether the 

  project has more public benefit in spite of the 

  unmitigable impact. 

           So, it's a judgment call then on the 

  decision-makers.  Is that correct? 

           MS. RANGE:        Exactly. 

           So, our job is to disclose the impact so 

  that the decision-makers, that would be the Planning
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  look and say, "okay.  Well, what is the impact?" 

  And okay.  Well, you know, weigh the consequences as 

  approving a project or a program. 

           MR. DUTIL:           I'm a little -- Don 

  Dutil, West of Twin Peaks. 

           I'm a little bit confused here.  So, this 

  scoping meeting is to figure out what the EIR will 

  cover?  And am I right in this, what you are talking 

  about here? 

           MS. RANGE:        Yes. 

           We need your help in identifying what you 

  think are the significant impacts that we need to 

  analyze. 

           We are going to analyze all this topic but 

  if you have an idea or if you have specific 

  knowledge on, you know, maybe local knowledge on a 

  certain issue that you don't know about, then that's 

  why we hold public meetings. 

           That's why, you know, we would not know 

  about that unless it was brought up during this 

  public scoping meeting. 

           MR. DUTIL:           So, not to get the 

  horse before the cart, after the EIR is completed, 

  then it will be presented to the public for comment?
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  a 45-day public review period. 

           There will be a hearing before the Planning 

  Commission and there will be a complete transcript. 

           MR. DUTIL:             Thank you. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:        Kathy Devencenzi. 

           I have a question as to the proposed 

  project that you propose to analyze in this EIR and 

  that you propose to approve and against which 

  alternatives shall be measured. 

           Is the proposed project the changes from 

  the 1990 element that are embodied in the 2009 

  housing element plus the changes from the 1990 

  embodied in the 2004 which the court enjoined and, 

  if that the case, what do you do about conflicts 

  between the two sets of changes? 

           Or is the project that you propose to 

  approve merely the changes embodied in the 2009 from 

  the 1990? 

           MS. RANGE:        No.  Okay. 

           So, we are analyzing two separate -- two 

  separate sets of policies, the 2004 policy and the 

  2009 policy, and we are analyzing the changes from 

  the 1990 to the 2004, the 1990 to the 2009 and we 

  are also going to be including some other
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  you here today, is we want other alternatives using 

  -- need to be analyzed in the EIR. 

           So, we don't have the scope of the 

  alternatives completely, you know, that we know what 

  we are going to analyze. 

           We would like to hear from you, you know, 

  what are some of the alternatives that we could also 

  be looking at. 

           Did that answer your question? 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:            No.  It's 

  completely unclear.  I'm sorry. 

           MS. JONES:        We are looking at one -- 

  call it a version, say, of the project that's the 

  2004 housing element compared to 1990 and we are 

  looking at another version of the project that's the 

  2009 housing element compared to 1990. 

           So, we are essentially looking at -- we are 

  not looking at it as an additive from 2004 to 2009. 

  It's too -- we are looking at it as two separate 

  documents. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:           I don't 

  understand because you can't just look at something. 

  You have to tell the public what you propose to 

  approve and you haven't told them that.  So, what
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           MS. JONES:        Well, what is being 

  proposed to the -- what is being proposed for 

  approval would be the 2009 housing element. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:      So, you don't intend 

  to propose for approval the changes to the 2004 that 

  had been enjoined by the court? 

           MS. JONES:        That's a decision that 

  the Citywide planning and the Planning Director 

  would make. 

           We are looking at the physical impact of 

  the project and providing information about them but 

  it is not up to us to propose any project.  We are 

  not in this EIR advocating any project. 

           It's an informational public disclosure 

  document. 

           I mean, we work for the same department but 

  our responsibility just because my responsibility is 

  to consider the environmental impact and disclose 

  them and not advocate one way or another for any 

  project. 

           MS. RANGE:        Hiroshi? 

           MR. FUKUDA:          Hiroshi Fukuda. 

           All right.  Since you want comments on what 

  you think should be included?
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           MS. JONES:        We are just trying to do 

  Q&A on -- 

           MS. RANGE:           Yeah. 

           MS. JONES:           -- so people can 

  understand the process and then we will get to the 

  public comments. 

           MS. RANGE:           All right.  Judy 

  Berkowitz? 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:       I'd like to reiterate 

  Mr. Choden's remark that this scoping hearing is 

  very premature, that we should -- there's no use 

  having a scoping and the resultant work on the EIR 

  until after a final draft because the documents that 

  -- a lot of things found in here are just really 

  rough -- it's a rough draft.  It's not even a first 

  draft, and a lot of padding that doesn't even belong 

  in a housing element; examples that are nice but 

  they are rough. 

           I'd also like to also note that there has 

  been no presentation to the public of the 2009 

  housing element, not -- no one has come before 

  anybody anywhere and said this is the details of 

  part one needs analysis. 

           These are the details of the objectives,
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  objective one says and does. 

           We have had a variation after the housing 

  element was -- the first draft was written.  We have 

  had a presentation that was basically a 

  regurgitation of everything that was up -- that the 

  -- that Ms. Dischinger gave but we haven't had a 

  presentation of the meat of this document which we 

  asked for. 

           I think that one of the things that we've 

  asked for -- another thing we have asked for several 

  times and we have been put off quite a bit saying 

  that MEA we provided is the -- you called the matrix 

  or the MAP or the comparison contrast of the 1990 to 

  2004 to 2009 objectives, policies and 

  implementations. 

           Now, this came to us in the CAD in a very 

  short space of time, a week or two, I believe it 

  was. 

           However, we have been told even though we 

  have asked several times and the Planning Commission 

  has requested of the Department several times for 

  this matrix that it would take months and months and 

  months to do and we can't start work on this until 

  we have this matrix and neither can the Planning
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           So, to expedite matters, we need to have 

  this matrix, this MAP provided.  I would expect you 

  to have it as an in-house document and have been 

  using it for quite sometime. 

           Like I said, there is one existing but not 

  for the current document.  I would like to see that 

  with all alacrity, please. 

           MS. RANGE:           All right. 

           MR. DUTIL:           Yeah. 

           I'm a little confused.  I'd like to know 

  the relationship of your group to the Planning 

  Department. 

           I mean, you have just said that whatever 

  you do here may not be accepted by your bosses or 

  your Department heads? 

           I mean, what is the criteria that you are 

  doing this on and do you have so little faith that 

  you don't think you can get it to the head of the 

  Planning Department? 

           MS. JONES:        No. 

           We're -- our -- the role of the major 

  environmental analysis division is to serve as the 

  -- the role of the major environmental analysis 

  division is to conduct environmental review of all
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  development projects, that includes projects that 

  are proposed or implemented by other agencies and it 

  also includes projects that are proposed by the 

  Planning Department. 

           So, we are part of the Planning Department. 

  Environmental review is a planning function and I, 

  you know, many of us are -- have -- are planners by 

  background but we, you know, but our responsibility 

  in conducting environmental review is to identify 

  what the effects of the project might be. 

           So, we are not talking about the merits of 

  the project.  We are not talking about whether it is 

  providing public benefit or not. 

           What we are looking at is what physically 

  could happen on the ground if this project is 

  implemented. 

           MR. DUTIL:       You know, you said you are 

  not commenting on that but you are commenting on it 

  whether it gets public benefit or not when you 

  brought up about the function not being part of the 

  State funding. 

           So, that is going to be very important to 

  us and what bothers me is that we put in all this 

  effort, along with yourselves.
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  to act on it and we have to make the next 

  recommendation on it and there has been a casual 

  work on it.  That's very disappointing to hear. 

           I would hope there is a little more than 

  just making them walk away from this.  I mean, 

  wouldn't this be a major policy making decision for 

  the department head? 

           MS. JONES:        Well, what the State 

  provides is a mechanism. 

           When you have a situation and I think as 

  Ms. Girardot referenced, when you have a situation 

  where there is a project that would have significant 

  environmental impact, the decision-makers have the 

  -- do have the ability to weigh those impacts that 

  have been disclosed in the environmental document 

  against the other considerations they have in 

  approving the project. 

           So, it's not that a project that has 

  significant environmental impacts cannot be approved 

  but it is our responsibility to disclose those 

  impacts and also to disclose any way that those 

  impacts can be reduced. 

           So, and that is all information that needs 

  to be provided before -- before the decision-makers
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           MR. DUTIL:           So, you have got to 

  have a contract and you shouldn't rely on that? 

           MS. JONES:           That's it. 

           MR. DUTIL:           Okay. 

           MR. LANE:            Jed Lane, Miraloma 

  Park, L-a-n-e. 

           This question is about, you know, the cart 

  before the horse and timing and everything.  So, it 

  occurs to me that this is a little beyond the scope 

  but is there a deadline when the housing element 

  needs to be in to the State? 

           Is there a time that, you know, when we 

  have to get this finished and turned in? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           Sure.  There is a 

  time line. 

           We are a little bit past that.  We can 

  limit it in our draft and we let them know that we 

  are doing a full environmental review process and 

  that piece is sort of kind of transitioning the time 

  line. 

           So, we are very aware of our schedule and 

  they want us to complete the full environmental 

  review in a comprehensive way and then make the 

  final draft for them and that's the way it goes in
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           MR. LANE:            So, from that guide, 

  there is hesitancy to stop the EIR from using a 

  matrix, have discussion and then do the EIRs?  We 

  don't need to move along, is what I am hearing? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           That's right. 

           MS. RANGE:            Who is next?  I don't 

  quite remember.  Ernie? 

           MR. CHODEN:          Okay.  I'm sorry.  I'm 

  Bernie Choden and I need clarification. 

           From what I understand, you want 

  recommendations for mitigations based on those needs 

  to date? 

           MS. RANGE:        We want recommendations 

  for the scope of the environmental review. 

           So, we have policies.  We have -- that we 

  are looking at but we are analyzing what are the 

  physical impact of those. 

           So, we want to know what you think we need 

  to analyze in the EIR and when we analyze those 

  impacts in the EIR, if we find significant impacts, 

  we will propose mitigation. 

           MR. CHODEN:             That's based on 

  policy recommendations?  All right. 

           I need to -- again, specify further then
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  policy is not I would legally usable. 

           The federal government during the race 

  society passed a definition for policy that the 

  State must adhere to in order to receive federal 

  funds. 

           That definition is an administrative 

  directive intended to be enforced.  It must be 

  actionable, not fake, provoked, researched, 

  recommend, that's vague.  That's not a policy.  It 

  is not an actionable item. 

           Go back to a hundred and one policies that 

  you have that are vague and say make them specific. 

  How do you intend to make them workable?  Then you 

  have something to comment on.  They are measurable. 

           The other thing is, of course, what you 

  term "objectives".  Objective is not a measurable 

  event.  Otherwise, it's a broad goal. 

           That's a professional definition.  If you 

  don't know what you're, in effect, doing, then how 

  can you go to work? 

           MS. RANGE:        Thank you.  Judy 

  Berkowitz? 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:       I wanted to follow up 

  on Mr. Dutil's comment mainly about the physical
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           Are we going to be looking at two 

  documents?  We are going to be looking at one 

  document divided into two? 

           MS. RANGE:        No.  You will be looking 

  at one document. 

           Under each of those topics, you will have 

  an analysis that looks at the land use and land use 

  study impacts of the 1990 compared to the 2004 

  policy and then a separate set of the 1990 compared 

  to the 2009 policies but they will be one document. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           It will be very 

  clear which is which. 

           MS. JONES:        Yes. 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:            Okay, and the 

  second thing I wanted to follow up was when may we 

  expect the comparison contrast map matrix of the 

  1990 to the 2004 to the 2009? 

           MS. RANGE:        I'm not sure about the 

  schedule for the matrix. 

           MS. JONES:        Well, you know, our 

  intent is to -- the next document that MEA publishes 

  is going to be the draft environmental impact 

  report.  If, you know, but that is written in the 

  matrix.
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  MEA was producing the matrix. 

           MS. JONES:        We have been working on 

  preparing it for our purposes to use in creating 

  this document but we are not intending to publish 

  that as a separate document.  That's not our role 

  here but that is something -- 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:            So, this will be 

  available under Sunshine? 

           MS. JONES:        That's something to 

  discuss with Citywide Planning Department. 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:            This -- well, I 

  have been asking for this document for months. 

           You have been putting me off for months. 

  Now, I'd like to refer you to the first part of the 

  ground rules.  Be respectful of all speakers.  So, 

  you have shown me no respect. 

           So, I would really really appreciate it if 

  you would respect me enough to answer that question. 

  You didn't respect me enough to answer my question 

  that I asked a year ago in September at the CAD.  No 

  one did. 

           You, Sarah, Dennis, Abigail, Kefer, none of 

  you did. 

           However, I need to have this.  You provided
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  it now? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           As I said before, 

  and as I think it was communicated by the Director 

  at the last Commission hearing when this was raised 

  at the assurance meeting is something that we are 

  working on in-house and we will produce and present 

  to the public as soon as it is available. 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:            And when will 

  that be? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           We don't have a 

  specific time line for it.  That's the best I can 

  offer you. 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:             How can you do 

  the work if you don't -- if you don't have the time 

  line? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:           I wish that this 

  was my only project but it's not.  So, that stands. 

           MS. RANGE:        All right. 

           I think at this point we're kind of running 

  a little behind and -- 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:            It's okay.  We'll 

  stay. 

           MS. RANGE:           -- only if they're 

  related to the CEQA process itself, all right?  Yes?
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           MS. DEVENCENZI:           Kathy Devencenzi. 

           Can you tell us whether an extension has 

  been obtained of the deadline for the update of the 

  housing element for the 2007 to 2014 period? 

           MS. DISCHINGER:            I'm not 

  communicating with it, and we'll have to get back to 

  them. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:       You don't know?  Does 

  anybody know? 

           MS. RANGE:        There has been some 

  requests made to Bill Lycos.  I don't know whether 

  or not he is going to extend the deadline but -- 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:           No, no.  I mean 

  like to the State. 

           MS. RANGE:        Oh, to the State? 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:       No.  The legislature. 

  I mean the people -- 

           MS. RANGE:           Oh, I'm sorry. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:      -- that give the 

  extension of the hearing.  You have a deadline to 

  update it -- 

           MS. RANGE:           Yeah. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:      -- every five years. 

           MS. JONES:        Yes.  I was thinking
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           MS. DEVENCENZI:      That's what I meant. 

           MS. JONES:           That's not a question 

  we are -- that's not the -- 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       That's a question for 

  John Rams.  So, you can contact him for that. 

           MS. DEVENCENZI:       Well, I'm sure that 

  he would know. 

           Has an extension been obtained from the 

  State or at CD or anybody of the 2007 to 2001 for 

  update deadline?  Somebody should know this. 

           MS. RANGE:        I am not aware of it. 

           MS. DISCHINGER:       That's a question 

  for -- 

           MR. FUKUDA:          Yes.  Hiroshi Fukuda. 

           That chart that you have on the board says 

  that we will address all the following topics 

  analyzed under CEQA. 

           Now, where exactly does parking fit in 

  there? 

           MS. RANGE:        That would be under 

  Transportation and Circulation. 

           MR. FUKUDA:       Okay, because I think in 

  the past when I asked about parking, the response 

  was something about, "well, we don't consider
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  cause a decrease in the quality of air and that way 

  it affects the environment," but the several land 

  use plan that passed in the Market Octavia and 

  eastern neighborhoods, they made a big issue on the 

  fact that we need housing.  We have got to get rid 

  of the garages, put housing in there and we will 

  build them by, you know, transit-rich corridors but 

  the thing is how can any CEQA review be taken 

  seriously if you don't address parking in itself? 

  Not as a part of transportation circulation, because 

  it's a big deal. 

           I mean, Market and Octavia, when they said 

  one space for every four units, I mean, I think 

  that's a little bit far fetched but, you know, some 

  people on Market, they don't wanted that and I know 

  that the -- these folks from MTA they have 

  information which I just got today but I think the 

  information is a little bit dated. 

           Looks like the same thing, same information 

  from 2000 and here we are, 2000 -- this is a 2008 

  fact report. 

           This is the San Francisco Transportation 

  Fact Sheet, May 2008, and when I look at the number 

  of parking spaces on sight -- off street, on street,
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           It's as though you just rolled it over and 

  so I would like to, you know, to have one of the 

  topics as parking. 

           MS. JONES:        Well, these are -- just 

  to clarify, these are topic areas. 

           There are several questions within each of 

  these topic areas that we need to address.  I think 

  there is a copy of the check list in the back that 

  spells out all of the issues. 

           MR. FUKUDA:          But I would think 

  parking is very important.  It is not even there. 

           MS. JONES:        Well, parking is 

  addressed under the topic area of Transportation and 

  Circulation. 

           MR. FUKUDA:          Well, it's something 

  that's sort of a minor issue? 

           MS. JONES:       Yeah.  That is a 

  suggestion for the scope of the CEQA.  So, parking 

  is number one.  Go ahead. 

           MS. RANGE:        Yeah, right. 

           All right.  So, it sounds like we got all 

  the CEQA process out of the way. 

           Now, we are going to take comments on the 

  scope of the EIR.  Hopefully, this helps to direct
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           So, if you have speaker cards, please pass 

  them forward and, if you have already passed them 

  forward, we will begin. 

           Do people need a couple of more minutes to 

  fill out their speaker cards?  Or you guys -- we 

  have a handful of them already, right? 

           MS. JONES:        And we do have a -- 

  everybody's comments are being taken as they have 

  been all evening by our Court Reporter. 

           So, we are and then it will be addressed in 

  the context of the draft environmental impact 

  report. 

           MS. RANGE:        And I want to just go 

  through these ground rules one more time. 

           Please be respectful of everyone who is 

  speaking.  State your name and spell it if you 

  already haven't.  Speak clearly. 

           We are proposing a -- we are having a time 

  limit of about three minutes.  We are a bit behind 

  schedule.  The meeting was supposed to end right now 

  but I hope we got a lot of the initial questions 

  answered and so that we can focus on the 

  environmental analysis and that's the last ground 

  rule that we have, is please focus the comments for
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  the environmental issue. 

           Did you have one more question real quick? 

           MS. GIRARDOT:        Joan Girardot.  I have 

  a question. 

           We are way behind schedule and I have more 

  than three minutes of comments.  I have sat here and 

  I may not be able to get them in writing to 

  accommodate your schedule by Monday. 

           May I have more time?  I will wait until 

  the end of the speaker's list and then it will be 

  your decision. 

           MS. JONES:      Oh, more time on the -- 

           MS. RANGE:        To speak. 

           MS. GIRARDOT:        How many speakers -- 

           MS. JONES:        I would like to keep it 

  to three minutes and I think, you know, if you can 

  just get it in as close to October 5th, that will be 

  very helpful. 

           MS. RANGE:        We will still consider 

  your comments. 

           MS. JONES:        It is honestly in terms 

  of our ability to address comments, written comments 

  which gives you, you know, the full ability to frame 

  your thoughts or, you know, really give us the best
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           MS. GIRARDOT:         Are you extending the 

  deadline past October 5th? 

           MS. RANGE:        There has been a request 

  and that would be really up to our environmental 

  review Officer but that said, it is not like we 

  won't consider your comments after October 5th. 

           If you can just get your comments in as 

  soon as possible, that would be very helpful. 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:       Judy Berkowitz. 

           I will save my three minutes to Ms. 

  Girardot. 

           MS. RANGE:        Thank you. 

           All right.  So, with that, why don't we get 

  started?  Rob is going to call your name out. 

           MR. CARNACHAN:        Yeah. 

           If you have any more speaker cards, just 

  send them up this way.  I'm going to just use first 

  names but I don't want to run the risk of offending 

  anybody by mispronouncing your last name. 

           MR. CHODEN:          Diversity, it's okay. 

           MR. CARNACHAN:       Okay.  First card is 

  for Bob? 

           MR. FRIESE:          Yes.  Bob Friese, 

  F-r-i-e-s-e.
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  Beautify but I'm speaking individually, not as a -- 

  formally behalf of the position San Francisco 

  Beautiful. 

           I'm also here as someone who the Mayor 

  asked a year and-a-half ago to meet with Michael 

  Cohen, the Mayor's head of Economic Workforce 

  Development, John Rame and, at that time, Matt 

  Franklin now Doug Schumacher to try to avoid a 

  continuation of litigation which fourteen 

  neighborhood groups had brought against the City and 

  represented by Kathy Devencenzi. 

           We attempted to do that in certain meetings 

  and we failed, was unable to do it and part of the 

  reason I'm convinced even more so tonight that the 

  reason we failed is there is a seemingly deep 

  distrust in the Planning Department by a major 

  element of the City of San Francisco. 

           It's reflected in the fourteen neighborhood 

  groups that filed suit.  It's reflected back and 

  forth here and that I think, you know, if we are 

  going to really have a goal of trying to achieve 

  something at the EIR level and if there's a dispute 

  at the EIR level, I think it can be achieved beyond 

  the EIR level.
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  were brought out and the comments tonight but it 

  also has to do with some very specifics. 

           The 2004 housing element all but about five 

  or ten of them seems seventy-two hours were trying. 

  The ones that weren't trying were a disaster which 

  is why you got sued which is five years later, the 

  2004 housing element was going no where. 

           The 2009 housing element will be sued and 

  it will be probably the subject of the citizens' 

  initiative if it's going in the direction that it 

  seems to be going and I say that with some 

  knowledge, having tried to avoid this. 

           I know where the potholes are.  I know 

  who's going to be doing it to a great degree and I'm 

  going to try to help you avoid it. 

           There are certain things you can do to 

  avoid them.  You can take your hands off of the RH1, 

  RH2 neighborhoods.  That may seem like a kind of 

  extreme request but, basically, that's the core 

  because when I hear John Rame who I think very 

  highly of and when I see the emphasis on the areas 

  where development could be done to generate 

  31,000 units, I say this sounds good. 

           When you hear, however, the idea that the
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  is not exactly clarified, that major thoroughfares 

  are defined in such a way that they're going to be 

  not major thoroughfares, the 2004, I mean, it's set 

  back to 1250 feet off either side of the 

  thoroughfare. 

           That is taken right of suburban rules but 

  has nothing to do with the City, one of the reasons 

  they got sued. 

           Also, I would point out that San Francisco 

  is the only North American city that was found to be 

  one of happiest cities in the world. 

           I'll just say one of the reasons that we're 

  happy is we like our neighborhoods.  We like what 

  Michael Cohen refers to as an urban development of 

  San Francisco. 

           We don't view them as ghettos which is a 

  term I heard from someone who represented the City 

  and that can be disturbing. 

           No.  The thing to be protected is the 

  neighborhood character which has been referenced to 

  as something to be protected seems to be 

  contradicted by the first page of the document which 

  was handed out tonight which reads with regards to 

  policies --
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           MR. FRIESE:          All right. 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:        Let him go on.  We 

  want to hear that. 

           MR. FRIESE:          Please let me 

  continue.  It is going to be worth it to you and if 

  you don't hear it, you're going to hear it later and 

  to your detriment. 

           The developmental support that you need has 

  to come from the private sector as well.  The ACD 

  funding which you're at risk of losing, maybe and 

  I'm not convinced of that either, is something which 

  can be retained if you focused on who is going to do 

  the development as well. 

           We have talked to developers.  There are 

  developers who will go against the 2009 housing 

  element not because they really think it is totally 

  wrong but because they want to build things. 

           They don't want to get involved in the next 

  round of litigation.  So, what I would ask you to do 

  and I'd be happy to help is avoid the RH1 or RH2 

  neighborhood problem. 

           Focus on the area and be specific as to the 

  areas you're going to deal with.  Talk about the 

  areas where you realistically can put those kinds of
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  gathering the areas where you have integral spilling 

  and the height involved in more gentrification and I 

  think we will make some progress and we and I will 

  be here to help you in spite of the hardships of my 

  comments. 

           MR. CARNACHAN:       Okay, thank you. 

           Next is Judith. 

           MS. BERKOWITZ:       No.  I saved my time 

  to Ms. Girardot.  Thank you. 

           MR. CARNACHAN:       Okay. 

           Next is Bernard. 

           MR. CHODEN:          Oh, thank you. 

           I'm Bernard Choden and I'll be bring you to 

  Page 2 of the document that I had already submitted. 

  One is the housing element, the housing capacity for 

  the City is limited. 

           The basic analysis was being down with the 

  environment and infrastructure constraints for San 

  Francisco in terms of proposed density. 

           Seismic switch in terms of their impact on 

  affordability have been annoying and one point, the 

  official proposal and Girardot can confirm this is 

  that the population of the City will be 200,000 

  people greater than it is now, a twenty-five percent
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           The 200,000 is the one that the City is 

  officially using for its capital program 

  implementation of infrastructure. 

           Two:   These analyses fully recognizes the 

  diversity of San Francisco, who can pay, who can't. 

           Your needs analysis is not sufficient. 

  Evaluation of past efforts as required by the State 

  code hasn't been done at all; what works and what 

  doesn't work. 

           The policy is clear enough to be 

  implemented and evaluated.  The intent of the 

  implementation for policies must be identified and 

  progress must be measurable.  Policies should not be 

  so vague as to -- I think that the emphasis on 

  financials, who's this and institutional changes. 

           If you can't pay for it, you can't mediate 

  it.  Therefore, to do an EIR implementation, you 

  must identify the resources to make it happen.  This 

  has been very very limited and, as I have already 

  said, very very much in order. 

           I think that will be enough.  You will have 

  more details here, of course, as you go through it 

  if you'd like. 

           MS. RANGE:           Okay.  Thank you
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           MR. DUTIL:       Don Dutil, West of Twin 

  Peaks. 

           I'm going to focus on the RH part of the 

  study that's come to light and the fact that it is 

  mentioned is the secondary units in RH1 which is an 

  illegal status currently under the laws of San 

  Francisco and to include it as a solution and it 

  isn't even legal seems way out of line and, as 

  represented by the Homeowners Associations in the 

  west part of City, we really really object to that 

  being brought forward. 

           The Planning Department is supposed to 

  enforce laws.  They neglected to do that and now 

  because they can't enforce it and they say, "well, 

  we will just make it legal," I think it is very 

  short-sited and it would have a big impact on the 

  neighborhoods as they exist today and I think it has 

  to be included in the environmental impact study 

  because it does change to made up the neighborhood 

  when these things have occurred. 

           Now, it doesn't mean that you can't legally 

  under 912, you still have family members to a home 

  but making it a secondary unit is a revenue act and 

  it should either be taxed and corrected or it
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  Thank you. 

           MR. CARNACHAN:            Thank you. 

           Next is Hiroshi? 

           MR. FUKUDA:          Several comments with 

  regards to the policies and the implementation plan. 

           They need to be in concert with the data 

  needs analysis. 

           There have been -- you have reports in 

  regards to projection population and also the type 

  of jobs that would be produced in the next area and, 

  yet, the type of policy that's being proposed, 

  mainly market rates, are way beyond the means of the 

  jobs that are being presented for this period and 

  for the population, I mean, entries for that period 

  which is way out of line. 

           I mean, it's one thing to, you know, to 

  make a report and then to have a plan that doesn't 

  make sense is -- it's a little bit far fetched.  The 

  housing element needs to address what's going to 

  happen. 

           They can't just say, "well, this is what we 

  project."  Unfortunately, this is what is being 

  built.  You need to change that. 

           Land in San Francisco is limited.  You have
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  can't just build eighty-five percent market rate 

  housing. 

           Are the -- the population being projected, 

  are they eighty-five percent -- are they the ones 

  that can afford the market rate housing? 

           I think that, for example, there's de facto 

  demolition.  I think there's de facto 

  discrimination. 

           The population of the African-Americans in 

  the -- from what I saw many many years ago when I 

  grew up, they were approaching twenty percent and 

  now they are seven percent and you can't just pull 

  -- put a -- close your eyes to that. 

           That's a fact and a good part of that is 

  because of discriminatory housing policies and the 

  fact, you know, that's due to income also but you 

  also have the same situation going on with moderate 

  middle class families. 

           They were saying forget about them.  We 

  want the rich folks.  We don't know where they're 

  coming from but look at -- let them buy the condos 

  as second homes or time shares is ridiculous. 

           The population of San Francisco, almost 

  seventy percent are renters and here you have all
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           Now, if that were so simple, you know, 

  there is a reason why seventy percent or so are 

  renters.  It's because they can't afford it.  So, 

  why are you building more homes? 

           You have got to build rental housing, you 

  know?  And that's the reality.  This whole thing is 

  ignoring that all these people who are moving in are 

  going to be renters. 

           So, you have to be realistic and answer 

  that and that chart has to be expanded to rental 

  housing.  Let's see and the environmental impact has 

  to address it. 

           Too much of the impact involving building 

  that's been going on since 1990.  Every year we hear 

  this thing about, oh, there is no cumulative impact. 

           Well, there has been a number of houses 

  built and, yet, where's the cumulative impact on the 

  City's infrastructure? 

           The sewer lines are terrible.  Ask people 

  in Bayview.  There's raw sewage coming out on Third 

  Street. 

           One last thing.  Emergency services.  We 

  don't have a viable evacuation plan for where we are 

  now.  What's going to happen when we get 50,000 more
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           MS. JONES:        Thank you. 

           MR. CARNACHAN:       All right.  Next card 

  I have is for George? 

           MR. WOODING:         Yeah, hi. 

           My name is George Wooding and I wanted to 

  agree with the gentleman that spoke first about the 

  RH1, basically saying on the RH1 neighborhoods. 

           I also want to talk about the secondary 

  units on the left side.  I understand through the 

  needs assessment, the community input which states 

  basically that they decided to facilitate the 

  occasional secondary units in RH1 zones but they 

  said it may take -- they would only able to do it in 

  the neighborhoods that want it. 

           So, my first question would be how are you 

  going to determine what neighborhoods would want 

  this and what would the notification process be like 

  and how will something like this be supported? 

           As to the EIR, we would want a detailed 

  assessment of the cumulative impact on parking, 

  traffic and noise in RH neighborhoods where garages 

  are converted to living spaces, forcing cars -- this 

  is a parking issue again -- to on-street parking and 

  additional -- having additional units with cars to
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  component removed, I would, completely from the 2009 

  housing element and I think the EIR would find that 

  this component cannot be supported in RH zones. 

  Thank you. 

           MR. CARNACHAN:       The next card I have 

  is for Jed. 

           MR. LANE:            Jed Lane, Miraloma 

  Park Improvement Club. 

           The second unit impact, we've all thought 

  of this as something very important to everybody on 

  the left side in the minority formed neighborhoods. 

  It creates overcrowding. 

           It has not been regulated, has not been 

  enforced.  It is a huge problem already and needs to 

  be studied, the impact needs to be looked at. 

           I would also like to see the study looked 

  at and the neighborhood benefits.  As the gentlemen 

  said, we have live in a series of villages in San 

  Francisco and there is a benefit living like that. 

           There is a resiliency.  There is a way to 

  be organized.  There is a cohesiveness of happiness 

  and every two weeks they break down as they 

  identify, as a self-identifier in the neighborhood. 

           Also, I would like to -- I don't know
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  love to be able to see if you could study the impact 

  on the City's tax base by building large amounts of 

  subsidized housing.  Thank you. 

           MR. CARNACHAN:            Okay, thank you. 

           The last card I have is for Lupe.  If there 

  are any other people that wish to submit speaker 

  cards, please do so -- great.  Thank you.  Lupe? 

           MS. ARREOLA:         Hi. 

           So, my name is Lupe Arreola.  It's 

  A-r-r-e-o-l-a.  I'm actually with the Human Rights 

  Commission of San Francisco. 

           We are a City agency.  We actually 

  investigate for discrimination in housing and one of 

  our charges is to look at additional zoning. 

           We know where -- how it impacts, actually, 

  different market housing needs.  So, a little bit of 

  the concerns that I have is looking to see if the 

  scope is -- one, the impact on open space like the 

  preventive space impact in terms of families being 

  able to live in San Francisco, people being able to 

  enjoy the open space.  Definitely the impact on open 

  space is very important. 

           Other than impact on light industrial, 

  light industrial is one of the areas that provides,
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  and so getting rid of those areas or, you know, 

  really puts a strain on being able to keep people 

  working in San Francisco in, you know, good union -- 

  with jobs that pay, you know, union wages, 

  basically, or pay even good wages to be able to stay 

  here. 

           The third one is the impact on other goals 

  for building on overcrowding and offset conditions. 

           I would actually say that the goal that's 

  set right now is being laid out for building 

  actually encourage overcrowding because they're 

  focusing so much more on the higher income but it 

  forces people under eighty percent to below with AMI 

  so they have to overcrowd to compensate for having 

  to pay as much higher rent and having to pay much 

  higher amounts to be able to buy property in San 

  Francisco. 

           So, I'm very concerned, actually, about the 

  impact of overcrowding and unsafe conditions and 

  what if that actually -- I would actually 

  respectfully disagree on -- I think, you know, we 

  have a lot of people who come in to our office who 

  live in in-laws in San Francisco because they are 

  not going able to regulate it by the Department of
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           There is a lot more room for those to be, 

  you know, for there to be conditions that are not 

  being corrected or they are not being cited by the 

  City and so, you know, I like the policy of 

  legalizing those units and then making them 

  accountable to not just the Rent Ordinance but also 

  to the Department of Building Inspection.  These are 

  ones that are able to be converted. 

           Economic diversity?  You know, 38.8 percent 

  of the -- of goals are being sent out for building 

  before it gets up to zero to eighty percent of AMI 

  where 61.2 percent focuses on eighty percent and 

  above by going above 120 percent AMIs. 

           That's really really really -- I'm very 

  very concerned about that because I mean that, you 

  know, two-thirds -- about two-thirds of the building 

  goals of San Francisco are actually focused on 

  people who earn more than eight percent of AMI and 

  that's, you know, that's a huge impact on the City 

  in terms of economic diversity, in terms of, you 

  know, cultural diversity, in terms of, you know, 

  working class people or middle class people being 

  able to live here, families being able to live here. 

           So, we're looking at a huge impact that
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           MS. RANGE:        Thank you. 

           MR. CARNACHAN:            Thank you. 

           The last card I have is for Joan. 

           MS. GIRARDOT:        Joan Girardot, 

  G-i-r-a-r-d-o-t. 

           I'm going to confine my comments tonight to 

  water supply.  Your NOP correctly states on Page 10 

  in order to have an adequate housing element, it is 

  necessary that the document contain an updated data 

  in needs analysis. 

           Your analysis in your document entitled 

  "Data in Needs Analysis" on water supplies contained 

  on Page 73, one paragraph, it's totally inadequate 

  and out of the date.  It's faulty and misleading and 

  it's wrong. 

           You are relying one hundred percent on the 

  adequacy of water supply to accommodate the maximum 

  development that may occur under the proposed 

  policies on the Urban Water Master Plan that the 

  SFPUC was mandated to produce in 2005. 

           Since 2005, we have another document, a 

  contract in effect July 1st called the "Master Water 

  Sales Agreement", a water supply agreement with our 

  wholesale customers in which we have guaranteed to
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  gallons per day from the Hetch Hetchy system of 

  which we have assured an explicit supply to our 

  suburban customers of 184 MGD. 

           That leaves San Franciscans with an 

  implicit assurance of eighty-one MGD.  However, that 

  supply is only implicit in the best of years.  We 

  may get 265 MGD from the Hetch Hetchy system but we 

  must recognize the system is a dynamic system 

  dependent upon hydrological conditions, system 

  integrity, meaning no breakdowns and storage 

  capacity in our reservoirs. 

           Let me address the 2005 document upon which 

  you based your very brief analysis. 

           That document forecasts or stated that in 

  2000, our demand was 93.6 MGD and projected demand 

  in 2030 to 93.4. 

           Remember, we are only getting eighty-one 

  now under the best of circumstances.  So, this is 

  totally inadequate, out of date, and cannot be 

  relied on. 

           You must examine your projections based on 

  the new contract, the new document. 

           Now, under the best of circumstances, we 

  may get 265 MGD from Hetch Hetchy but I want you to
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  this 265 is based. 

           That model was done by Dan Steiner, the 

  consulting hydrologist for the SFPUC.  We have had 

  independent experts look at the model and they have 

  found that the model has some fallacies in it. 

           Very briefly without going into detail now, 

  it assumes a reservoir capacity of 1.7 million acre 

  feet and that is not the case now.  Calavares is 

  down to one-third capacity and it won't be completed 

  by the time -- by 2014. 

           It doesn't assume any effects of global 

  warming.  There is no input in that in the model and 

  there is no input for system breakdown. 

           So, you cannot rely that 265 MGD is even 

  going to be produced, let alone that San Franciscans 

  will receive eighty-one. 

           I want you to break this down as I have 

  done and will submit later on a per capita, per day 

  consumption. 

           Consumption right now in San Francisco is 

  56.9 gallons per capita per day and at that amount 

  with an $800,000 population, we're using over 45.5 

  million gallons a day. 

           What does this mean?  What is 265?  184? 81
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  here's what happens with the eighty-one MGD 

  allocated to San Francisco, implicitly. 

           6.1 million gallons goes to our retail 

  customers outside of San Franciscans -- outside of 

  San Francisco.  They are not part of the wholesale 

  customer agreement. 

           5.99 million gallons is due -- it goes to 

  leakage, fire fighting, unaccounted for water and 

  thirty-eight percent of the remainder is consumed by 

  industrial, commercial, office, and municipal uses 

  which is the biggest user of water in the City. 

           So, that leaves 42.7 million gallons a day 

  for residential population and I want you to examine 

  that based on the 31,200 new units, the maximum 

  number of people that could inhabit those units 

  based on the current City law and I want you to tell 

  us what is the target for per capita, per day usage 

  in gallons for San Francisco based on the maximum 

  build-out envisioned in your proposed housing 

  element. 

           The last comment tonight would be about the 

  groundwater recycled and additional conservation. 

           The SFPUC believes -- has a plan not yet 

  implemented that we will be able to conserve more
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  per day. 

           We are now 56.9.  We are going down but 

  demand is hardening and there is no margin for error 

  at all.  We are already twelve percent under the EPA 

  target for indoor water usage nationally and that's 

  a pretty harsh target, their own target. 

           So, you have to calculate how much lower 

  can usage go on a per capita basis. 

           Secondly, as far as the recycle program is 

  concerned, they expect on average to produce two 

  million gallons a day and, in the best of times, 

  four. 

           We do not have recycle yet and the latest 

  developments are that it won't be online until 2014 

  which is past this five-year housing element.  So, 

  if something is not in effect now, you cannot rely 

  upon it as supply in your current plan, your current 

  proposal -- project. 

           As far as groundwater is concerned, they 

  will get -- they plan on getting two MGD more.  They 

  say four but the four includes two that we already 

  produce for irrigation at Golden Gate Park pumping 

  groundwater and .5 at the zoo. 

           So, will we get -- will we be able to get
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  programs? 

           In a CEQA, you can't use as evidence 

  something that doesn't exist.  It doesn't exist now. 

  It is not even planned to come online until 2014. 

  So, you can't use that. 

           So, you can see that the water supply is 

  insufficient.  Now, to cover what you envision for 

  development, let me say one last thing. 

           The 2005 urban water management plan relies 

  on -- perhaps you didn't know this -- it relies on 

  23,000,000 -- I'm sorry 23,000 acre feet of water 

  transfers and, to my knowledge, there are no 

  contracts for these water transfers and there, 

  again, you can't use that as evidence in CEQA. 

           So, I want you to analyze in detail 

  independently of the SFPUC the water supply to 

  accommodate the maximum build-out on a per capita 

  basis of your project. 

           MS. RANGE:        Thank you.  We have one 

  more. 

           MR. FUKUDA:          Yes.  I'll have just a 

  little bit more input. 

           Since the folks here are from the MTA, I 

  have a request.  I think that the housing element
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  already but, unfortunately, it's inadequate. 

           They have some information with regards to 

  on-street parking spaces estimated, including 

  metered spaces.  They have it as 320,000 spaces and 

  then they also have off-street downtown as almost 

  67,000. 

           I would like to know what that means, 

  "off-street downtown".  Does that mean, you know, 

  available parking only at night?  Or please justify 

  that, clarify that and then you also have this thing 

  called "Remainder of City", quote, "Estimated," 

  unquote, 225,000 spaces and it says:  "Total parking 

  space as estimated is 600,000," but I don't think 

  that really makes -- it doesn't mean anything unless 

  you tell us exactly what that means in regards to 

  can people park there?  And, if not, when can they 

  park there?  You know, is that spaces after 

  6:00 o'clock?  7:00 o'clock?  Or whatever. 

           So, please give us exact, you know, 

  information in regards to when you say off-street 

  parking, what does that mean?  When you say 

  off-street downtown, what does that mean? 

           And I guess you don't have off-street 

  residential.  Is that part of remainder of the suit?
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           MR. FUKUDA           okay. 

           So, we need those possibly updated 

  information not from 2000 but 2009. 

           Let's see...  also, you know, if you have 

  the parking -- parking -- 

           MS. JONES:        There is still a -- we 

  are definitely accepting written comments and I 

  would encourage you to use that instead to be able 

  to get all your comments in. 

           MR. FUKUDA:          One sentence, one last 

  sentence. 

           The parking policy in the City is 

  discriminatory against seniors, against disabled and 

  individuals who are unable to walk long distances 

  and also to families who need to run errands 

  throughout the day and I think that any parking 

  policy should also apply to City officials and City 

  departments. 

           So, in other words, if you are going to 

  reduce parking for, you know, for new construction 

  one-to-four, well, let that be for the departments 

  and City officials and take away all those parking 

  spaces reserved.  Let them take Muni and hike and 

  bike.
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           MS. WISE:       If I just can make, can 

  make one further statement?  Victoria Wise, Planning 

  Department staff.  So, we are established.  We have 

  a Planning Department and the main department, our 

  Environmental analysis division. 

           So, I just wanted to clear up that we are 

  not with the MTA. 

           MR. FUKUDA:          Oh, you're not? 

           MS. WISE:            And I didn't want the 

  public to think that but thank you for your 

  comments. 

           MS. JONES:        Okay. 

           MR. DUTIL:           You thought we were 

  going to -- we were going to beat you up here. 

                       (Laughter) 

           MS. RANGE:        Well, thank you.  Thank 

  you all for coming. 

           Be sure to have some cookies on your way 

  out and coffee, too. 

                (CONCLUDED AT 8:30 P.M.) 
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FROM: B PHONE NO. : 415 385 5575 Oct. 05 2009 11: 11RM P1

Barbara Austin
22 Rossi Avenue
San Francisco 94118
California

October 5,2009

Mr. Bil Wycko Environmental Offcer
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, 94102 BY FAX AND SNAIL MAIL

415-558-6409

RE: 2007.1275E

Dear Mr. Wycko,

It is my understanding from the information given at the scoping hearing
on September 30,2009, for the DEIR the departent has stated that the
2004 H.E. would be compared to the 1990 H.E. as one part of the DEIR.
The second part would be a comparison of the 2009 to the 1990 H.E.

This is comparing document to document ( It seems the EIR should focus
on and assess the actual physical envirnment of the city as a base.
This has not been done for 19 years. i think you would agree there have
been many physical changes to our city in that time period.

With the new presentation of documents to be examined it appears the
October 5,2009 deadline for comments does not give concerned
residents enough time to read all of the documents. We at Francisco
Heights Civic Associaltion request an extenseion to the deadline.

Another issus is that the 2009 Housing Element be avialable to those who
need to read all of the cocuments.

Res~I~., ~ ¿-t

BarC¿~

cc: Lisa Gibson



STATE OF CALIFORNIA BUSINESS. TRASPORTATION AND HOUSING AGENCY
ARNOLD SCHW ARZENEGGER. Governor

DEPARTMENT OF TRASPORTATION
111 GRAD AVENUE
P. O. BOX 23660
OAKLND, CA 94623-0660
PHONE (510) 622-5491
FAX (510) 286-5559
TTY 711

RECEIVED
@

Flex your power!
Be energy effcient!

SEP 1 8 2009

CITY & COUNTY OF S.F.
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

MEA

September 16, 2009
SFGEN032
SCH#2008102033

Ms. Jessica Range
Planning Department
City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Dear Ms. Range:

San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element - Notice of Preparation

Thank you for including the California Department of Transportation (Department) in the
environmental review process for the proposed City and County of San Francisco Housing
Element. The comments presented below are based on the Notice of Preparation for the Draft
Environmental Impact Report. As lead agency, the City and County of San Francisco is
responsible for all project mitigation, including improvements to state highways. The p.üject's
fair share contribution, financing, scheduling, implementation responsibilities and lead agency
monitoring should be fully discussed for all proposed mitigation measures. Any required
roadway improvements should be completed prior to certificate of occupancy. While an
encroachment permit is only required when the project involves work in the State Right of Way
(ROW), the Department wil not issue an encroachment permit until our concerns are adequately
addressed. Therefore, we strongly recommend that the lead agency ensure resolution of the
Department's concerns prior to submittal of an encroachment permit application. Further
comments will be provided during the encroachment permit process; see the end of this letter for
more information regarding encroachment permits.

Traffic Impact Analysis
In order to reduce traffic impacts on State facilities and meet the needs of all transportation users,
the City should consider and plan for multiple transportation modes including walking, bicycling
and transit use. Furthermore, the City should evaluate impacts on pedestrians, bicyclists and
transit users resulting from the transportation element update, in addition to the customary
analysis of traffic impacts. Mitigation measures aimed at reducing impacts on one mode of
transportation should also be evaluated for their unintended impacts on other modes of
transportation, such as traffic mitigation impacts on walking and bicycling.

The traffic impact analysis should analyze the effect this transportation element update will have
on State highway facilities and include, but not be limited to the following:

"Caltrans improves mobility across California"



Ms. Jessica Range/City and County of San Francisco
September 16,2009
Page 2

1. Existing Conditions - Current year traffic volumes and peak hour level of service (LOS)

analysis of affected State highway facilities.

2. Proposed General Plan Only with Select Link Analysis - Trip generation and assignment for
build-out of general plan. Select link analysis represents a project only traffic model run,
where the project's trips are distributed and assigned along a loaded highway network. This
procedure isolates the specific impact on the State highway network.

3. General Plan Build-out Only - Trip assignment and peak hour LOS analysis. Include current
land uses and other pending general plan amendments.

4. General Plan Build-out plus Proposed General Plan Update- Trip assignment and peak hour

LOS analysis. Include proposed general plan amendment and other pending general plan
amendments.

5. Mitigation measures should consider highway and non-highway improvements and services.
Special attention should be given to the development of alternate solutions to circulation
problems that do not rely on increased highway construction.

6. Ali mitigation measures proposed should be fully discussed, including financing, scheduling,
implementation responsibilities, and lead agency monitoring.

We recommend you utilize Caltrans' "Guide for the Preparation of 
Traffc Impact Studies"

which can be accessed from the following webpage:
http://www.dot.ca. gov /hq/traffops/ developserv / operati onal s ystems/reports/ti sguide. pdf

We look forward to reviewing the traffic impact analysis, including technical appendices, and
Draft Environmental Impact Report for the City and County of San Francisco Housing Element.
Please send two copies to the address at the top of this letterhead, marked ATTN: Yatman K wan,
Mail Stop #lOD.

Encroachment Permit
Any work or traffic control within the State ROW requires an encroachment permit that is issued
by the Department. Traffic-related mitigation measures will be incorporated into the construction
plans during the encroachment permit process. See the following website link for more
i nformati on: http://www.dot.ca. gov /hq/traffops/ developserv /permi ts/

To apply for an encroachment permit, submit a completed encroachment permit application,
environmental documentation, and five (5) sets of plans which clearly indicate State ROW to the
address at the top of this letterhead, marked A TIN: Michael Condie, Mail Stop #5E.

"Caltrans improves mobility across California"



Ms. Jessica Range/City and County of San Francisco
September 16,2009
Page 3

Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please call Yatman Kwan of my staff at (510)
622-1670.

Sincerely,

A.-J l'- ci.-,-(v\

LISA CARBONI
District Branch Chief
Local Development - Intergovernmental Review

c: State Clearinghouse

"Caltrans improves mobility across California"
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October 5, 2009 

 

 

Deland Chan 

Senior Planner 

Chinatown Community Development Center 

667 Clay | San Francisco, CA 94111 

(p) 415.984.1497 | (f) 415.986.1756 

 

 

Statement on the scope of the EIR for the 2004 and 2009 Housing Element 

 

 

The Chinatown Community Development Center has a 32-year history as 

affordable housing advocates, developers, and managers. We are actively involved in 

land use planning, development, and housing issues in the Northeast sector of the City. 

We urge that the scope of the EIR of the Housing Element address the environment 

impacts that may result in the following policies of the proposed 2009 Housing Element: 

 

 

Policy 1.2: Work proactively to identify and secure opportunity sites 

 

The proposed 2009 Housing Element identifies parcels suitable for residential 

development. The measure for identifying sites is the parcel’s ability to accommodate 

further development as determined by the zoning for that parcel. Currently, vacant sites 

are identified as developed to less than 5% of their maximum potential. Underdeveloped 

sites are classified as being built to 30% or 5% of their maximum potential.  

 

We ask for a comprehensive set of criteria for identifying sites. Community 

considerations and neighborhood character must be taken into account. Are these 

desirable sites to build residential units, especially affordable housing? Can these parcels 

support dwelling units that meet community needs, especially families and seniors? How 

will potential displacement be taken into consideration for those existing parcels? How 

will these residential units be linked to viable transportation and employment options? 

 

 

Policy 3.1: Preserve rental units, especially rent controlled units, to meet the City’s 

affordable housing needs. 

 

The EIR should examine the loss of rent-controlled affordable housing units to 

market forces via Ellis Act and other mechanisms. In addition, CCDC has identified a 

trend in Northeast neighborhoods where property owners are enacting the Ellis Act, 

evicting long-term and low-income residents of the building, and proposing a garage 

addition in preparation to convert the building into TICs. The scope of EIR should 

address the correlation between Ellis Act evictions and garage additions and how this 

trend has a devastating impact on loss of subsidized units and neighborhood character. 
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Policy 5.4: Provide a range of unit types for all segments of need, and work to move 

residents up that housing ladder. 

 

CCDC is based in the Chinatown neighborhood, and we are aware that some residents are 

less “movable” than others. Seniors are less mobile, require more services, and have fixed 

incomes. The EIR should address this issue to ensure that the City meets Objective 5 of 

the Housing Element in that all residents have equal access to available units. 



To: San Francisco Planing Commission and Dept. of City Planning
Fr: Bernard Choden
Re: Scoping Hearng on the Proposed 2009 Housing Element
Sept. 30, 2009

Appended and resubmitted to you are suggested means for the alleviation of the many
housing needs of San Francisco's residents. These professionally considered techniques,

or mitigations, should be included in the Housing Element and, therefore, be part of the
EIR scoping. Their absence from the Housing Element or its EIR scoping should also be
a topic for public discussion.

At the root of our concerns is the practice to treat "policies" as a vague wish, a goal
without implementation specifics. Planning practice must acknowledge that the state, in
order to receive federal funding, has acquiesced to the federal "Great Society" legislation
which defines "policy" to accord with the professionally accepted definition is "A
POLICY IS AN ADMINISTRATION DIRECTIVE INTENDED TO BE
IMPLEMENTED."

A policy, therefore, must be actionable and effectively time based. The Housing Element
excludes, for the most par, remediable, actionable, proposals, regardless of political
feasibility, that can alleviate the city's housing needs in terms of ordinances, institutions,
techniques and resources. The deparment over the past 19 years has taken an approach of
"MANY PROBLEMS BUT NO SOLUTIONS" so that the city can be permitted by the
state, per Gov. Code 65581, to get off of the hook of undertaking an effective, actionable,
public interest Housing Element. Your response is urgent:

The Environment Commission reports that housing tum-over last year was 20% or thee
times the normal rate for the city or the nation. This was primarly due to unemployment
and housing unaffordable exacerbated by city planning actions that curail employment
and housing availability for middle and low income families.

While the Housing Element prognosticates a population increase of 50,000 residents, the
city officially claims for infrastrctue needs a 200,000 population increase, a 25%
increase, for a futue total of 1,000,000 residents. Economics dictate that these new
residents will be affuent. Circumstaces involving competing demands for infrastructure
resources during an era of climate change and the city's inability to afford either curent
or future infrastructure requirements must be a vital par of devising means of providing
for the city's housing needs though recommendations provided in the Housing Element
for this larger population projection. The city must ration development.

Curent changes proposed for development in the city are !! considered in the Housing
Element. For example, the Planning Commission and BOS approved an EIR for a
dysfunctional, unaffordable Central Subway that would Manhattnize Chinatown that, by
estimates by representatives ofthe Mayors Office, would add 30,000 affuent residents
without public requirements for mitigation of these effects on the displacement of many
poor, elderly residents as well as many merchants. This is poor precedent.



Januar 27, 2009

To: San Francisco Planning Department

From: Bernie Choden

RE: F A TAL FLAWS IN PROPOSED HOUSING ELEMENT
POLICIES AND FININGS

In relation to State requirements for Housing Elements and recent pending court wrts
related to environmental review of prior housing element work, MUCH IS
INADEQUATE OR MISSING:

. Holding Capacity Analysis for San Francisco. No basic analysis has been done of

environmental and infrastructure constraints for San Francisco in terms of
proposed densities. Seismic risks have been ignored.

. Needs Analysis Fully Recognizing Diversity of San Francisco's Population. Who

can pay and who can't? And what are the detailed characteristics of those
needing subsidy? Are existing and proposed resources allocated fairly among the
various groups?

. Evaluation of Past Efforts. State law requires evaluation of past Housing Element

policies and programs. What worked and what didn't? What was left out that
now should be added?

. Policies Clear Enough to Be Implemented and Evaluated. The intent and

implementation for policies must be identified and progress must be measurable.
Policies should not be so vague as to be meaningless.

. Emphasis on Financial Tools and Institutional Changes. Too much attention is
focused on zoning and too little on variety of financial tools and institutional
innovations. Particularly missing is intelligent use of publicly owned land and
resources including the imposition of appropriate ground rents, as is done in Los
Angeles.

",
-"""
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To: San Francisco Dept. of City Planning:
Fr: Bernie Choden
Re: COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED 2009 HOUSING ELEMENT POLICIES AND
FININGS.

Jan. 27, 2009

My comments are based upon current state codes, professional criteria and the judicial
findings concernng the EIR for the 2008 Housing Element.

Findings and Analysis:

1. Required is an analysis of the adequacies and effciencies of previous Housing

Elements regarding proposals and solutions. Required is an analysis of 
housing

needs that need to be mitigated. Housing needs must encompass the needs of all
residents including all "below market residents" who might require mitigation.

a. Quality, quantity by location as to infrastructure adequacy, services and

the components of construction, operational and market costs. The
"holding capacity" of the city is a crucial factor for mitigation proposals.

b. Identification of the diversity of residents in terms, correlated, contributing

family incomes, ages, disabilities requiring special housing needs,
tenancies, household size, household composition, occupations and
journey to work within households, length of tenancies and special
financial information related to capability to afford housing such as rent
control and governent benefits. (Suggested, and notable for its absence,
is use of yearly federal housing reports and statistical simulations from
commercial regional resources such as Phelps-Dodge Repoits.)

c. Identification and costs attributed to the efficacies and efficiencies of

existing housing maintenance and development institutions and mandated
controls related to meeting housing conservation and development needs.

d. Identification of land available, by aegis, for housing needs, new or
transitional, that can be directed to meet such needs. ( Zoning alone does
not provide program implementation and can sometimes provide negative
market effects. Does the authority exist to make such land available?)

e. Identification of the effects from national causes that wil require

mitigation for purposes of individual and collective public safety and the
need to hold harless residential costs and dislocations. (For example,
seismic retrofit of perhaps 3,000 rent control structues will need
mitigation for costs to owners, tenants and maintenance of 

their rights.)

Proposals:

Critical must be acknowledgement that policies must be defined as
"administrative directives intended to be enforced." "Policies" cannot be used as
generalizations or hopes for improvements or enhancements. If a policy canot
be carred out as a program it cannot be a mitigation. Secondly, market forces



alone, as proposed by the plannng department staff, cannot alone mitigate
housing needs.

1. What are the varieties of financial instruments that can be use for mitigation
including private and public resources? (For example, public ownership of
land can be both a resource of "ground rents" and collateral for underwriting
loans. Los Angeles, for decades, has made permanent public ownership of
land for such purposes public policy.)

2. What are the varieties of institutional and code changes that can or must be
undertken to provide mitigations. (For example, some communities use a
form of "urban development corporations" to provide coverage for
private/public partnerships for cost savings for finance, construction and
materials costs.)



To: J. Clary
Fr: B. Choden
Re: SFT BOS HSG PROPOSALS.
3/12/09

1. Development should not exceed the city's holding capacity for infrastructure
or services as measured by law and best practices for health, safety and
welfare.

Currently the city does not have adequate holding capacity for its residents for
infrastrctue, such as sewer and water, or services such as schools. The city has

indicated that it is not wiling or unable to finance such capacity on a sustainable
basis nor is the city willng to commit to such funding and other necessar
development resources to such futue needs.

Therefore, the city should not commit to fuher development in the absence of
such holding capacity.

Should holding capacity be made available on a long-term, sustainable basis, then
development should only be granted on a measurable pro-quid-pro basis by
priority quota as determined overall by public needs criteria for housing and
employment inter-related citywide and by neighborhoods either on a first come
basis or by lottery and by development as best relates to the development pattern
of each area. This method of land control is termed "quota zoning."

Development should contrbute to the resource and funding of the holding
capacity needs of the city in accord with the city's needs for such development
including subsidies or surlus values.

2. Seismic safety assistance for rent controlled below market housing should be
subsidized in a manner that preserves the affordabilty of those housing
units.

Approximately 3,000 residential buildings with about 9,000 units under rent
control and that are presently affordable require seismic retrofit subsidies in order
to both achieve seismic safety and affordability of that housing. It is unlikely that
most of these units would remain affordable with such assistance that might
include:

1. Rehabiltation pooling of constrction resources and techniques such

"mass production" and builders' insurance and architectual and permit
assistances.



2. Applying for federal stimulus assistance for aid to contractors and owners
to offset costs given guantees of tenant affordability. These projects would
be shovel ready and income beneficent.



To: San Francisco Dept. of Plannng
Att: Wm.Wycko, Env. Review Offcer
1650 Mission St. Suite 400
San Francisco, Ca. 94103

Fr: Bernard Choden
85 Cleary Ct., # 11
San Francisco, Ca. 94109

Re: Scoping Hearing on EIR for 2004 Housing Element of the General Plan response.

Nov. 6, 2008

The following are from the Califomia Gov. Code 65580-65589.8 as violations of the
clear directives from that code. (RE. in initial form refers to the Housing Element.) that
affect the ErR requirements for mitigation.

65580: The purposes of the H.E. cited are variously unmet paricularly with regard the
diversity of needs and mitigations required.

65581: The limitations permitted local government require clearly defined competitive
priorities and resource limitations. The department's claim to resolve mitigations
primarly through market forces clearly ignores the possible use of ground rents from
almost $ 4 bilions in public land equities and other subsidy resources. A regional HUD
finding in 2003 indicated that 95% of households could not enter the rental or ownership
market with a form of public subsidy.

As previously testified, the 2004 RE. does not suffciently identify the diversity in
housing needs by cross-tabulation of household incomes with such variables as
disabilities, ages, tenure, occupations, location of occupations and condition of facilities
that would identify special occupancy and vocational needs. For example, the 1990 RE.
cited about 30,000 units occupied without permts; did they disappear in 2004 and what
might one surmise about the condition of those units?

65582(1): Requires a suffciency of water and sewer hookup. ClUTent PUC hearings

indicate that the city lacks sufficient infrastructure and resources to accommodate current
and expanded populations. What is the holding capacity of the city as to infrastructue,
services and income(iob generation? Clear commitment to such suffciency in advance is
required but is not furnished.

65583: Analysis is needed as to needs and mitigation for all income levels with inclusion
for dwelling requirements for conservation and rehabilitation.

65583(2): Again,~ requirement refers to the "availability of financing" and the "price
of land." If below market households cannot maintain themselves in the open market
because of they lacktinancing and because of the increasing price of land, then there are

,~i~y~t .,'



enviromnental displacement issues not addressed in the RE.. That issue is exacerbated
directly by City Planning policy to increase the price of land through upscale zoning
without mitigating for the effect such price increases have on housing availability for
ALL HOUSEHOLD INCOMES GROUPS REQUIRG HOUSING. To be perfectly
clear, the administration's desire to obtain increased property ta revenues through an
increase in the price of land violates in some degree the ability of most households to
afford housing in their city. The legal equivalent of such action is "inverse
condemnation. "

The departent fuher indicates that an adequate supply of land exists to meet curent
and futue needs. This is a non sequitur. Such sites are not identified to be suitable as to
safety (say seismic events), adequate services, employment location and infrastructure.
Secondly, all city land has other usage claims on it, some of which have more substantial
economic verity and community needs. Further, the city deliberately lacks a commitment
to the institutional and fiscal resources needed to make such land available, by priority,
for household developments when and where they are needed.

65583 (B): There are no stipulations for housing replacements resulting from public
actions or approvals.

65583 (D): The H.E. must identify all actions needed to make land available (as noted
above) during the five year period of the General Plan implementation. Given that the
General Plan is both obsolete and lacks an implementation policy mechanism, one canot
have an operable H.E. within, in effect, a General Plan that lacks policy implementation
means and, therefore, the General Plan cannot provide a mechanism for mitigation
particularly with regard such other required elements of the General Plan as
transportation and capital programs. That is, the Planning Department determines
"policies" to be a "goal", an encouraging wish. A legal and professional definition of
"policy" is "an administratie order intended to be enforced." If you can't enforce
the General Plan, it doesn't exist. Without a General Plan, there cannot be aRE..

The proposed RE. EIR is not a good faith document.



CA Codes (gov:65580-65589.8)
Page 1 of46

GOVERNNT CODE
SECTION 65580..65589.8

65580. The Legislature finds and declares as follows:
(a) The availability of housing is of vital statewide importance,

and the early attainment of decent housing and a suitable living
environment for every Californian, including farmworkers, is a
priority of the highest order.

(b) The early at.tainment of this goal requires the cooperative
participation of government and the private sector in an effort. t.o
expand housing opportunities and accommodate the housing needs of
Californians of all economic levels.

(cl The provision of housing affordable to low- and
moderate-income households requires the cooperation of all levels of
government.

(d) Local and state governments have a responsibility ':0 use the
powers vested i:i them to facilitate the improvement and development
of housing to make adequate provision for the housing needs of all
economic segments of the community.

(e) The Legislature recognizes that in carrying out this
responsibility, each local government also has the responsibility to
consider economic, environmental, and fiscal factors and community
goals set forth in the general plan and to cooperate with other local
governments and the state in addressing regional housing needs.

65581. It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting this
article:

(a) To assure that counties and cities recognize their
responsibilities in contributing to the attainment of the state
housing goal.

(b) To assure that counties and cities will prepare and implement
housing elements which, along with federal and state programs, will
move toward attainment of the state housing goal.

(c) To recognize that each locality is best capable of determining
what efforts are required by it to contribute to the attainment of
the state housing goal, provided such a determination is compatible
with the state housing goal and regional housing needs.

(d) To ensure that each local government cooperates with other
local governments in order to address regional housing needs.

65582. As used in this article, the following definitions apply:
(a) "Community," "locality," "local government," or "jurisdiction"

means a city, city and county, or county.
(b) "Council of governments" means a single or multicounty council

created by a j oint powers agreement pursuant to Chapter 5
(commencing with Section 6500) of Division 1 of Title i.

(c) "Department" means t:he Departnent of I-lousing and CommunityDevelopment. '
(d) "Emergency shelter" has the same meaning as defined in

subdivision (e) of Section 58801 of the Health and Safety Code.
(e) "Housi'ng eJem~" "1 tIt h-- -. enL or e emen. means t e housi.::g element of

the community' s genera1- plan, as required p:irsuant to thj_s article

httD:/ /ww.lelIInfo.ca.l!ov / CQj -bin disnlavcode1section=i:nv ~ O'i'niin=h" 001 _hh;Oriri.Rr.r 1 "'=k i: () in i') f\f\ 0
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To: San Francisco Dept. of City Planning

Fr: Bernard Choden
Re: Director's Report, Item 13,2009 Housing Element Update

Feb. 26,2009

Appended is a critique, to date, of 

the Department's work on the 2009 Housing Element:

1. Re: FAT AL FLAWS IN PROPOSED HOUSING ELEMENT POLICIES AND
FINDINGS. Jan. 27 2009

2. COMMENTS: a more detailed exposition on the above.
3. Scoping Hearing on EIR for 2004 H.E.. The 2009 RE. appears to repeat the

errors of the 2004 RE..

Please append this critique to the Commissioners' packet.

:'~,
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KATHRYN R. DEVINCENZI
ATTORNEY AT LAW

22 IRIS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94118-2727

Telephone: (415) 221-4700
Facsimile: (415) 346-3225

BY FAX TO 558.6409 October 5, 2009

City and County of San Francisco
San Fracisco Planing Deparent
i 650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Att: Bil Wycko

Re: Project Title: San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element

Case No.: 2007.1275E

I am the attorney for San Franciscans for Livable Neighborhoods, the association of
foureen (14) neighborhood organizations, which successfully sued the City and County of San
Francisco ("City") and achieved the decision ofthc Cour of Appeal which requires the City to
prepare the environmental impact report ("EIR") at issue. This EIR must comply with the
requirements of the decision of the Court of Appeal in all respects.

The San Francisco Superior Court enjoined the City and County of San Francisco
(UCity") from relying upon or implementing the changes from the I 990 Residence Element
embodied in the 2004 Housing Element which are identified in the enclosed Peremptory Writ of
Mandate issued on April 6, 2009 and the Amendment to Peremptory Writ of Mandate issued on
June 1,2009. As fuly set fort in the enclosed Writ and Amended Writ, these include:

1. New policy 11.8 and interpretative text,
2. New policy 11. I and interpretative text,
3. Modified policy 11.9,

4. Modified policy 11.6 and Implementation 11.6,

5. Modified policy i 1.5,

6. New policy 1.7,

7 . New Implementation 1.6,

8. New policy 11.7,

9. New policy 1.2 and its implementation by a specialized type of zoning called
"Transit Oriented Neighborhood Commercial District (NC-T) Zoning" controls
that "provide increased housing densities above the ground floor and reduced
residential parking requirements on linear shopping streets and along transit
corrdors,"

i o. New language added to policy 1.1 and interpretative text,
1 i . New Implementation 1.1,
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12. Language added to modified Implementation 1.3,

13. Modified Objective 11,

14. Language added to modified policy 4,4, and

15. Modified Objective i and interpretative text.

Accordingly your assertion at page 24 of your Notice of Preparation of an Environmental Impact
Report that the "seven new policies included in the 2004 Housing Element" are the seven items
listed is inaccurate and incorrect. The EIR must analyze the potential impacts of all the changes
from the i 990 Residence Element.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND EIR SCOPE

CEQA requires an accurate, stable, finite project description in order to provide a baseline
for the analysis of alternatives and mitigation measures which could reduce or eliminate
significant effects of the project under analysis. Without an adequate project description, it is
impossible to perfonn the analyses mandated by CEQ A.

Under CEQA, a "project" is an activity which a public agency proposes to "approve" or
"car out." (Public Resources Code §§ 21080 (a), 21065.

Does the City propose to approve or carry oul the changes embodied in the 2004 Housing
Element which the Cour enjoined that are set forth above (herein "enjoined 2004 changes") or
the changes from the 1990 Residence Element which are embodied in the 2009 Housing Element
(herein "2009 changes") or something else? In the event of conflct between enjoined 2004
changes and 2009 changes or other project which the City proposes to approve in connection
with the proposed project subject to this EIR, which changes would the City carr out?

The EIR must clarfy the confuion as to the nature of the project and identify which
changes the City proposes to approve or car out.

The City must clearly define the project which is under environmental review and the
objectives of that project. The EIR must clearly state the objectives of the changes to the 1990

Residence Element which the City proposes to approve or car out, including without limitation
the approximate number of new housing units which is the project's goal or objective, with any
pertinent affordabilty targets for such housing, and the time period in which the City seeks to
realize the pertinent construction tagets.

The EIR must analyze each and every potentially significant impact on the environment
which could result from any and all proposed changes in implementation measures which were
not approved in the i 990 Residence Element, proposed zoning, proposed area plans, area plans
approved between May 13, 2004 and the date of issuance ofthe notice of preparation of this EIR
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and any zoning approved between May 13, 2004 and the date of issuance of the notice of
preparation of this EIR that relates to residential or mixed use housing. The EIR must identitY
each area plan or rezoning which the City approved after May 13,2004 in which the City relied
in whole or in par on any change from the 1990 Residence Element.

Is the project which the City proposes to approve or carr out intended only to produce
enough new hou:sing unts to meet the City's share of the regional housing needs allocation
("RHA") as determined by the Association of Bay Area Governments ("ABAG") or the
California Deparment of Housing and Community Development CHCD") or other applìcable
government agencies, and, if so, for what time period does the proposed project seek to achieve
that goal? If not, what is the goal of the proposed project and amendments to the housing
element at issue, including without limitation the quantified objectives for the new housing unit
goal which the project seeks to achieve? If the proposed project and hou:sing element
amendments seek to increase the City's capacity for housing through measures such as zoning
changes or new area plans. the EIR must clearly state the amount of increased capacity which í!i
sought and identify the aras of the City which the City may seek to rezone or subject to new area
plans to achieve increased capacity.

The EIR must specifically identify each ara ofthc City, inclucting each neighborhood,
neighborhood commercial area, transit çorridor, or other area which could be subjected to the
changes from the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the enjoined 2004 changes Or 2009
changes to the Housing Element or proposed project.

The EIR must contan a description of each and every subsequent project that would be
within the scope of the program EIR for the enjoined 2004 changes, 2009 changes or proposed
project, and provide :ouffciem information with regard to the kind, size, intensity and location of
the subsequent projects, including but not limited to, all of the following:

A)
B)

C)
D)

The specific type of project anticipated to bc wid~rtakc:n.
The maximum and minimum intc:nsity of any anticipated subsequent project, such
as the number of residences in a residential or mixed use development, and with
regard to a public works facility, its anticipated capacity and service area.
The anticipated location and alternative locations for any development projects.
A capital outlay or capital improvement program, or other scheduling or
implementing device that governs the submission and approval of subsequent
projects.

The EIR must analyze each and every potentially significant environmental impact which
could result from the changes from the 1990 Rcsiden~c: Element that are embodied in the
proposed project that the City proposes to approve or rely upon (herein "changes"). Depending
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upon what the City proposes to approve, such changes would include without limitation the
changes embodied in the 2004 Housing Element, the proposed 2009 Housing Element and/or
~009 Hou~ing Element B. Such changes include the language of changed objectives, policies,
interpretative text, implementation actions, work programs, data, needs analysis, narative
discussions, and all other changed language contained in the proposed housing element
amendments which the City proposes to approve.

The EIR must contain a description of potential impacts of antìcipated subsequent
projects for which there is not sufficient information reasonably available to support a full
assessment of potential impacts in the program EIR. (Public Resources Code §21157) The EIR
must state whether wil be used as or serve as a master EIR under Public Resources Code
§21 i 57. If environmental assessments for any anticipated subsequent projects would tier off the
EIR for the enjoined 2004 changes, proposed 2009 changes or the proposed project, the EIR must
identify all such anticipated subsequent projects.

REASONABLE RANGE OF AL TERNA TIVES

Under the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), Public Resources Code
§2 1,000 et seq., a public agency is prohibited from approving a project which would have one or
more significant impacts on the environment if there are feasible mitigation measures or
alternatives which could lessen or avoid those impacts. So, due to these action-forcing
requirements of CEQA, CEQA does not merely require a disclosure of impacts. The EIR must
analyze and mitigate or avoid each and every potenlIally significant environmental impact which
could result from each of the changes from the i 990 Residence Element that are embodied in the
eitoined 2004 changes, proposed 2009 changes or the proposed project and all potential
implementations of those changes.

The EIR must analyze a reasonable range of alternativt:s to the proposed project,
including without limitation an alternative which would produce enough housing to meet but not
substatially exceed the applicable RHA target. The EIR must disclose and analyze all potential
zoning changes or area plans that would implement the housing element policies, objectives and
implementation measures which the City proposes to approve or carr out and state the number
of new housing units which the City anticipates could result from each such change.

The City must disclose the portion of the RHNA target which is intended to shift growth
from suburban or other ars to the City in order to attempt to discourage suburban sprawL. The
EIR should analyze the alternative of not taking steps to encourage development of housing units
in the City to accommodate that component of the RHNA and, instead, to accommodate only the
number of housing units which would likely be needed in the City to accommodate normal
anticipated growth without the additional component of growt expected elsewhere which
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ABAG or HCD has allocated, or attempted to shift, to the City.

SIGNIFICANT IMP ACTS

The BIR must analyze in detail all significant effects on the environment that could rcsult
from the changes to the i 990 Residence Element; any significant effect on the environment that
canot be avoided if the project is implemented; any significant cffcct on the environment that
would be irreversible if the ptoject is implementcd; mitigation measures proposed to minimize
significant effects on the environment, including but not limited to, measures to reduce the
wasteful, ineffcient and unecessar consumption of energy; alternatives to the proposed
project¡ the growth-inducing impact of the proposed project and an explanation of any reasons
for detennining that varous effects on the environment of the project arc not significant and
consequently have not been discussed in detail in the EIR. (Public Resources Code § 2 i 100)

The EIR must analyze all cumulative impacts of the project together with past, present
and probable future projects and analyze whether the project has the potential to degrade the
quaity of the environment. curail the range of the environment, or to achicve shon-t~nn, to the
disadvantage of long-term, environmental goals. The EIR must analyze whether the impacts of
the project are individually limited but cumulatively considerable. The incremental effects of an
individual project are cumulatively considerable when viewed in connection with the effects of
past projects, the effects of other current projects and the effects of probable future projects. Thc
EIR must analyze the effects of the changes from the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the
proposed project's work programs, implementation actions, objectives, policies, goals and other
chages.

TRAFFIC IMPACTS AND PARKING REDUCTION IMPACTS

The EIR must analyze the potcntially significant impacts on traffic flow and intersection
conditions which could result from the project's proposed concentration of new residential
constrction in neighborhood commercial areas. along transit corridors, and in the areas
descnbed in the 2004 Housing Element work programs, proposed 2009 housing clement
implementation actions or proposed project implementation actions. The EIR must provide data
as to the baseline conditions existing on the date ofissuance of the notice of preparation of this
EIR ~ to traffc flow conditions and traffc conditions at intersections in the morning and
afernoon peak periods in each area described in the 2004 Housing Element work programs,
proposed 2009 Housing Element implementation actions, proposed project implementation
actions or in areas which could receive rezoning Of new housing construction utilzing the
project's proposed increased capacity or parking reduction construction stadards or any
proposed changes from the 1990 Residence Element. The EIR must analyze and mitigate all
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potentially significant impacts on traffc flow and intersection conditions in each such area and
adopt feasible measurs to mitigate or avoid all such impacts or adopt feasible alternatives to
project implementation actions which could cause such impacts.

The EIR must analyze the potentially significant impacts on traffc flow and intersection
conditions which could result from the project's addition of the total number of new residences
expected to be constrcted using one or more project development standards that have changed
from those embodied in the 1990 Residence Element. The EIR must provide data as to the
baseline conditions existing on the date of issuace of the notice of preparation of this ErR as to
trafc flow conditions and traffic conditions at relevant locations in the City, including
intersections in the morning and afternoon peak periods in each area which could receive
constrction using such development standards. The EIR must analyze and mitigate all
potentially significant impacts on traffc flow and intersection conditions in each such area and
adopt feasible measures to mitigate or avoid all such impacts or adopt feasible alternatives to
project implementation actions which could cause such impacts.

The EIR must also analyze mitigation measures for the "Transit Oriented Neighborhood
Commercial District (NC- T) Zoning" and for all proposed Housing Element work programs and
implementation actions that could utilize less than one on.site parking space for each new
residential unit. In connection with its Market Octavia approvals, the City approved a new Ne-
T zoning classification that contains a maximum parking limitation of one parking space for
every two residential units, with parking sold separately form the unit as to new structures of ten
(10) dwellng units or more. (See SF Planing Code §§ i 5 1.1 and i 67) Mitigation measures for
such impacts, which the EIR must evaluate and adopt, if feasible, include consideration of
retaining the traditional requirement of at least one parking space per residential unit to mitigate
the potential impact on City traffc conditions and air emissions from displaced cars cruising for
parking that could result from implementing the City's change in parking policy. (See
attachments to my November 12, 2008 scoping comment letter) There is a greater likelihood that
alternatives and mitigation measures wil be adequately presented in the citywide EIR process on
the important Housing Element revision than if the City were permitted to pursue a divide and
conquer strategy of implementing the new parking reduction strategies area by area, where
citizen groups likely would possess less resources to adequately participate in the environmental
review process. (Ibid.)

The EIR must analyze whether providing one off-street parking spaee for each new
residential unit is a feasible alternative or mitigation measure which could reduce or avoid any
significant impact which could result from the proposed changes to the housing element or
proposed project.

The EIR must also analyze the adverse visual impacts from vehicles parking on sidewalks
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that could result from parking deficits potentially caused by changes from the 1990 Residence
Element embodied in the enjoined 2004 changes, proposed 2009 changes or proposed project.

Also, the City's argument that increasing residential densities in urban areas well served
by transit might significantly decrease impacts from suburban sprawl is questionable. (See
attchments to November 12,2008 scoping comments - Golick Dec.~ 30 (herein "Golick")) The
City has not submitted any data indicating that such strategy has successfully persuaded
signficant numbers of families to give up the "suburban home with the white picket fence."
(Ibid.) It is highly unlikely that the types of families whose values lead them to live in large
residences in outlying suburbs such as Brentwood would choose to live in a densely populated
urban area such as San Francisco. (Ibid.) Such a famly would more likely choose to live in an
alternative suburb closer to employment rather than in a densely populated urban area. (Ibid.)
The City has not pointed to any data showing that substantial numbers of people have migrated
from outlying suburbs to densely populated urban areas or changed their preference for suburban
living as a result of an opportity to locate in dense housing in an urban center. (Ibid.) The EIR

must analyze whether the idea of constructing substantial numbers of new residences in the City
will likely have a significant effect on reduction of suburban sprawl and present any data that
support that ileory.

The 2004 Housing Element's work programs include new area plans and rezonings for
downtown areas such as the Transbay Terminal and Rincon Hil areas. The EIR must analyze all
potential impacts on traffc from the constrction of new residential units or mixed use
developments in these areas, including potential impacts on bridge approaches and arteries
leading into the downtown in both the morning and afternoon peak traffic periods.

The EIR must analyze all potential impacts on traffc from the construction of new
residential units or mixed use developments in these area plans anticipated to approved in
connection with the proposed 2009 changes or the proposed project, including potential impacts
on bridge approaches and areries leading into the downtown in both the morning and afternoon

peak trffc periods.

AIR QUALITY AND NOISE IMPACTS

The EIR must analyze the adverse impacts on air quality and noise which could result
from the changes in the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the enjoined 2004 changes,
proposed 2009 changes or the proposed project, including without limitation from the additional
population which would likely be added to the City as a result thereof and the increased vehicles
miles traveled and increased noise genel'ted by such increases in population Or traffc.
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VISUAL IMPACTS

The EIR must analyze the adverse visual impacts which could result from the changes in
the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the enjoined 2004 changes, proposed 2009 changes or
the proposed project. These include adverse impacts on neighborhood character resulting from
the construction of new strctures of discordant height or bulk, or containing reduced setbacks or
reduced private open space in residential neighborhoods, neighborhood commercial areas, along
trsit corridors, in areas covered by new area plans and all other potentially impacted areas. The

EIR must analyze and adopt feasible measures which would mitigate and avoid all such impacts.

The EIR must analyze the potential adverse impacts on neighborhood character,
architectural quality and historically significant structures caused by the incentives to tear down
existing strctures which could result from the increased capacity measures contained in the

changes from the i 990 Residence Element, including without limitation the increases in heights
or densities and reductions in on.site parking requirements or private open space or set back
requirements the could result from the zoning changes and area plans described in 2004 Housing
Element work programs, proposed 2009 implementation actions, proposed project
implementation actions or other means which could implement the changes from the 1990
Residence Element.

WATER, PUBLIC UTILITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES

The EIR must analyze the amount of water potentially needed by the project which the
City proposes to approve or car out and whether the SF water system has the capacity to

adequately supply the project's water needs, given the demands for water expected from
increased population of the City and the demands for water expected from the City's customers,
including the suburban jursdictions having contracts for water delivery from the SF PUC and
any and all likely increases in those contractual commitments to suburban customers as discussed
in applicable environmental impact reports or documents relating to negotiations for contractual
water supply extensions or revisions. The EIR must state the amount of water needed by the
likely number of new residential units that could be built in the City pursuant to the rezonings,
area plans and other implementation measures described in the 2004 Housing Element work
progrs, proposed 2009 housing element implementation actions and work programs, proposed

project implementation actions and work programs and through all other potential
implementations of changes to the 1990 Residence Element embodied in the enjoined 2004
changes, proposed 2009 changes, or the proposed project. The EIR must analyze whether the
City likely can supply the water needed to serve the expected number of new residential units
that could be constrcted in the City in connection with the project which the City proposes to

approve or car out using development standards that are different from those described in the
i 990 Residence Element and analyze the efficacy of any measures proposed to increase the
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City's water supply or availability.

The proposed project calls for the construction of a substantial number of new residential
units, which will cause a potentially significant increase in demand for schools, police, fire,
medical emergency, power, water, sewer, landfill, MUNI and BART services. The EIR musl
analyze the potential increase which the proposed project could have on each of these City
services and other utilities and whether the City has the means or funds to supply the anticipated
increased demand for such services and utilties.

POPULATION INCREASE AND DATA

The project under evaluation in the EIR must base its assertion of the need for housing on
curent population projections given the currnt economic downturn. The EIR must adjust the
projected population increase which it uses as pwported justification for additional housing units
to account for the decline in demand due to the cunent recession. The EIR must analyze an
alternative consisting of implementing only those actions needed to construct the number of new
units that can be expected to be needed to meet such adjusted, or actual, demand.

The EIR must clearly state the estimated number of new residential unts that could result
from construction using any project construction stadards or implementation measures that have
changed from those set forth in the i 990 Residence Element, and the estimated increase in
population that would reside in those units and the estimated number of motor vehicles that
would be brought into the City by such new residents. The EIR must analyze and mitigate or
avoid all potentially significant impacts resulting from such population increases.

The Housing Element EIR must include the potential impact on the environment of the
new language in the Housing Element callng for extracting public benefits in return for
increasing the permitted density or intensity of housing, and alternatives thereto and measures
which could mitigate those effects. (Golick Dec. ~ 2 i) The Housing Element states that "these
density increases must be combined with the capture of some of the added development value
though the provision of public benefits." (1 AR 211) This statement follows the discussion of
the Cityide Action Plan ("CAP") and various areas proposed to receive increased density
housing and reduced parking requirements. (Go lick Dec. ~ 2 i) The approach of extracting public
benefits in return for increasing permitted density of housing can create a powerfl incentive for
the City to increase densities to generate additional revenues beyond the growth that they would
permit absent such an economic incentive. (Ibid.) An example of the types of significant public
benefits that can result from this approach are the new Community Improvement Impact Fees for
additional residential or commercial capacity recently adopted for the Market and Octavia
Community Improvements Fund in San Francisco Planing Code §§326-326.8 and the fees
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charged for exceeding the allowable floor area ratio in the Van Ness and Market Downtown
Residential Special Use Distnct as recently adopted in San Francisco Planning Code §§249.33,
as summarized in the excerpts from the agenda of the April 15,2008 meeting of the San
Francisco Board of Supervisors. (Golick Dec. ~ 21 and attached collective Ex. F thereto) It
appears that the increased housing capacity sought by the 2004 Housing Element, proposed 2009
changes or proposed project is intended to generate substantial revenue for the City rather than
meet the RHA.

At the scoping hearing, Planning Deparment staff stated that scoping comments on the
subject EIR could be faxed to the number above.

Very truly yours,

~/Z.c~z:
Kathryn R. Devincenzi

Attchments
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BVC:0RDnR~U~ Clerk
..6ilJ Cler

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA6

7

8

9

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN FRCISCO

SAN FRANCISCANS FOR LIVABLE
NEIGHBORHOODS,

) No.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Petitioncr and Plaintiff,

v.

CITY AN COUNTY OF SAN FRACISCO. and DOES
1.X,

14 Respondents and Defendants.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

TO THE CITY & COUNTY OF SAN FRACISCO ("City"):

WRT OF MANATE

Action Filed: November- 30, 2004

Hearng Date: Januar 27, 2009
Dept. 302, 9:30 a.m.

Honorablc Charlotte w.

YOU AR HEREBY COMMAED immediately upon reeipt of 

this writ to set aside

and void the approval ofthe Final Negative Declaration which you adopted and issued on May

13,200 in San Frlnc1sco Plann;ng Commi§l~ion Resolution No: 16786, in connection with your

approval of the 2004 amendments to the housing element of 
the City's generl plan and San

Fr-aneisco Planing Commission Resolution No. 16787_

YOU AR FURTHER COMMANED to pr-epare, consider and certify an

environmental impact report CEIR") plUuant to the provisions Qf the¡ California Environmental

25 Quality Act, Public Resources Code §§ 21,000 et seq. ("CEQA"), concexing any potentially
26

significant effects to the existing environment that may r-esult, based on a faiJ' arguent
27

28
Peremptory Writ of Mindate - Page i

case'" 504780
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suppored by substatial evidence, frm any and all bhanges in th City's 1990 Resi~:';, :.~ /~~ .:

Element ibat are embodied in Ihe amende housing llcmcnt, and to fully comply wi~ãf~A:-'t~;;I"'-~
requirements of CEQA by June 30, 2009, concering said proposed amendments to the housing

element of the City's general plan. Among the propbsed amendments to the housing element of

the City's gener plan thst will be anlyze as par ifthe project coider in sad EIR ar the

proposed omission of 1990 Residence Element poi¡L 2-4 to adpt specfic zonig distct that

would set density categories (Slip Op. i 7, 22; IN 8 \ -84) and the proosed omissiou of 1990

Residence Element Objective 2 "To increase the sutty of 
housing without overcrowding or

adversely affecting the prevailing character of existirg neighborhoods." '(Slip Op. p. 22; IN p.80) I
i

Until you prepare, consider and certity said 'IR and fully comply with the requirements

of CEQA in relation to the changes from the City i s ~ 990 Residence Element embodied in the
i

amended housing element, YOU AR COMMAN9ED to refrin from enforcing, relying upon,

approving or implementing the following changes om the 1990 Residence Element, together

with such matter in the 2004 Housing Element:

with the accompanying interetative text and impl entation actions which are stated along

1. New Policy i 1.8 to "Strngly cnco ge housing project sponsors to take full
advantage of allowable building den ¡ties in their housing developments while
remaining consistent with neigbborh od character as interted by explanator

text providing tht the "Department hould strongly supprt projects tbat
creatively address residential parkin and open space reuirements, resulting in
higher densities with a full range of 4nit sizes" and that the Deparent wil
"study the impacts of reduced parking and private open space provisions and will
consider revising the Planning Code ~ccord¡ngly." (Slip Op. p. 17.18; i AR 284-28~ l
New Policy 11.1 to "Use new housi development as a means to enhance

neighborhood vitality and diversity" I s interreted by explanatory text tbat
.or m )inimum density requirements and maimum parking standards should be

used to encourage a mix. of unit sizeJ in areas well served by trsit and

neighborhood retaii." (Slip Op. p. 1 ~j 1 AR 276)
i

l

PeRptor Wril of Mandaie - Page 2
Case" 504-780i

i
I

22

23

24

is

26

27

2.

28
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Modified Policy I 1.9 to "Sei allowle densities and parking sia~. iltc,..~.' .:, ;':. ~("';
residentiallleas at levels that promote the City's overall housing obJ ~l,' ,. è;~

respecting neighborhood scale and character:' (Slip Op. p. 17, 1 AR '~l,rJ\'~~~

Modified Policy i i.6 to "Employ flexible land use controls in residential areas
that can regulate inapproprately sized development in new neighborhoods, in
downtown areas and in oter aras thrugh a Beter Neighborhoods tye planing

process while roaxinúíng the opportity for housing near trnsit" together with
Implementation 11.6 which states that: "The City will continue to promote
increased reidential densities in are well sered by trsit and neighborhood
compatible development with the support and input from local neigbborhoods."
(Slip Op. p. 18; 1 AR 283)

5. Modified Policy i 1.S to "Promote the constrction of well-designed housing that
enhances existing neighborhood character." (Slip Gp. p. i 8; i AR 280)

6. New Policy 1.7 to "Encouge and support the constrction of quality, new family
housing." (Slip Op. p.IS)

7. New Implementation 1.6 tbat the uPlanning Departent will review the following
incentives for commercial project developments in the Downtown C-3 District:
"no residential parking requirement; and no density requirements for residential
projects." (Slip Cp. 18-19; 1 AR 220)

8. New Policy 11.7 stating that "Where there is neighborhood support, reduce or
remove minimur parng reuirements for housing, increasing the amount oflot
area available for housing wiits." (1 AR 284~ is AR 4196)

9. New Policy 1.2 to "Encourage housing development, paricularly affordble

housing, in neighborood commercial aras without displacing existing 
jobs,

paricularly blue-collar jobs or discouraging new employment opportities"
including its implementation by a spiaJizd tye of zoning called "Transit

Oriented Neighborhood Commercial Distrct (NC- 1' Zoning" controls that
"provide increed housing densities above the ground floor and reduced

residential parking requireents on linear shopping strets and along trit

corrdors." (1 AR 216; 204)

10. New language added to Policy 1.1 to "Set allowable densities in established
residential areas at levels which wil promote compatibility with prevailng
neighborhood scale and chsJlcter where there is neighborhoods (sic) support"
and accompanying new interpretative t6tt stating that "along trsit-preferential
streets" "residential parking requireents" "should be, if appropriate, modified,"
and that there "is a reduced need for automobile use" in "neighborhood
commercial distrcts" where "(Plarking and trafc problems can be furter

addressed by community parking facilties and car. 
sharing programs, and other

creative trnsportation programs," (1 AR 215)

Peremtory writ of Mandaie .- Page 3

Cue # 504780
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New.lmplementation ~.1 which states that a "city~de acti~n plan (C~el~\/'-'~'12
pryid~ a c~mprehensive fr~ewor~ rO.f the alloca~on of 

higher density! ~~ ~~~~r:
use residential development in transit-nch areas with stable uran amemties'lftSAlJ .'-~-'/
place. In these aras, spcific CAP strtegies should include: higher denities and
reduced parkng requirements in downtown ar or though a Better

Neighborhoods ty planing proces; pedestran-oriented improvements to
enhance the attctiveness and use of transit:' (1 AR 215-216)

11.

Notwthstadång the foregoing, with respect to 2004 Implementation i .6, YOU AR

COMMANDED to refrin from enforcing, relying upon, approving or implementing 2! the

new added language consisting ofl'oo residential parking requirement; and no density

reuirents for residential projects" and with respect to 2004 Implementation 1.1, YOU AR

COMMANDED to refrn from enforcing, relying upon, approving or implementing 2! the

new implementation added to Implementation 1.1 set fort above.

Your appoval oftbe above-speified policies or implementation actions as amendments

to the City's housing element on May 13,2004 as part of San Francisco Planning Commission

Resolution No. 16787 is hereby set aside and revoked until you comply fully with CEQA as set

fort herin.

The City need not conduct environmental review .ion policies that were evaluated

before the adoption of the 1990 Residence Element." (Slip Op. p. 15) Puuat to Public Resources

Code section 2 i 168.9, and for the reasons set forth in the argents of counsel and as set fort

below, the Coun finds that:

a) The policies, objectives and implementation measures of the 2004 Housing Element

22 listed above, are severable from the remaining policies, objectives and implementation measures.

23 This finding is based on the Court of Appeal's bolding tht environmental review of the entire 200

24 Housing Element is not necessaiy under CEQA and Black Prperty Owners v. City of Berkeley

25 (1994) 22 Cal.App.4lh 974 because the 200 Housing Element makes no changes to may policies

26 and objectives in the 1990 Residence Element; and,

27

28
Peremprory Writ of ~.nd.te - Piiie 4

CUll II 504780
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1

2

3

(b) The City's reliance on the remainder of the 200 Housing Element without the

above policies will not prjudice complete and fun compliance with CEQA. The Court relies on

the San Francisco Planning Depameni Director's sworn testimony that the City has begu an

environmental imact reprt oCme 2004 Housing Element in accordance wjth CEQA, and the

Cour's contiuing jurisdiction of ibis matter through il retu to the wrt will assure compliance

with CEQA miudates; and,

(0) Consistent with the Cowt of Appeal holding that "(s)everl Housing Element policies

incorporated no text change whatsoever frm the 1 990 Residence Element. and no purpse would b~

served in conducting environmenta review on policies that were evaluated before ine adoption of the

1990 Residence Blement, II the Court finds thac the rcmaining policies in the: 2004 Housing Element

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
do not vìolate CEQA.

12
In addition, the Court fUrter finds thai consistent with Public Resources Code section

13
21 168.9(c) and Laurel Heightslmprovtlment Assoc. v. Regents of 

the U"iv. oieal. (1988) 47 CaL.3d

376, the Cour exercises its equitable powers in fashioning an iippropriate remedy under CEQA, and

finds that there are compellng publìc policy reasons to allow the City and County of San Francisco t(
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

,

rely on the remaining ponions of the 200 Housing Element, save for the policies listed above. to wit

that the provision of housing, partcularly affordable housing, is a "priority of 
the highest order" as

açknowledgc:d by (¡Me law and the: stilie Legislatue, and that San Frandsco must strve to provide its

faii share of rçgiona housing needs.

YOU AR FURTIR COMMED to cerify the enviromental impact report and

fully comply with the provisions ofthe California Environmental Quality Act, Public Resoures

Code § § 21000 et seq.. concerning the proposed housing clement amendments described herein

by June 30, 2009, and to make and file a return to this Coun upon tang action in compliance

with this wrt, setting forth what you have done to comply, iind this Court shall retain jurisdic:ion

.. (()~~:: 'r' ¿:;.'-,
,...~~ _~.,;\ :,'iT~.i~"::i/Ç~.."..,
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23

:Z4

25

26

27

28
Pcnmpli; Writ ofMuidili- Page S

Cue ~ 504-780
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.."

over this action to determine whether the City's actions have fuly complied with the mandates

5 DATE: 0+-06 -OJ

6

7

8

9

10

11
DATE~ ll- (p-oei

2 of 
ths pereptory wrt.

3 IT IS ORDERD TIAT lH COURT SHALL ISSUE THE FOREGOING WRT:

4
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26
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28

~ i., (;@v
TH HO ORALE CHAROTT W. WOOLAR
JUGE OF TIE SUPERIOR COURT

GORDON PAR-LI, Clerk ofibe Superior Court

By= 2.~cputYC1erk
ERICKA LARNAUTI

Peror Writ of Mandllte - P1ge 6
Cas tl 504-780
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1 KATHRYN R. DEVINCENZI (SB #70630)
22 Iris Avenue

2 San Francisco, CA 941 1 8

3 Telephone: (4)5) 221-4700
Facsimile: (4 i 5) 346-3225

4
Attorney for PetitionerJPlaíntiff

5 San Fraciscans for Livable Neighborhoods

6

PAGE 18

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA7

8

9

10 SAN FRANCISCANS FOR LIVABLE
NEIGHBORHOODS,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO

11
Petitioner and Plaintiff,

12

lJ

14

v.

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO, and DOES
i~x,

) No. CPF04 504 780

)
) (PROPOSEB)
)
) AMENDMENT TO
)

~ PEREMPTORY

~ WRIT OF MANDATE
)

Action Filed: November 30, 200

Hearng Date: May 18, 2009
Dept. 302, 9:30 a.m.

Honorable Charlotte W, Woolar

20 TO TI CITY & COUNY OF SAN FRANCISCO ("City"):

15

16

Respondents and Defendants.

In addition to the changes embodied in the City's 2004 Housing Element which this Cour

restrined in the Peremptory Writ of Mandate issued by this Court on April 6, 2009:

Until you prepare, consider and cerify an environmental impact report ("EIR") pursuant

to the provisions of the California Environmental Quality Act, Public Resources Code §§ 2 i ,000

26 el seq. ("CEQA") concerning any potentially significant effects to the existing envirornent tht

17

18

19

21

22

23

24

25

27 may result, based on a fair argument supported by substantial evidence, from any and all changes

28
Amendmnllo PeremntoN Writ nrMQ....~.& D___ i
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I in the City's 1990 Residence Element that are embodied in the amended housing element, and

2 fuly comply with the requirements of CEQA concerning said proposed amendments to the

3

4
housing element of the City's general plan, YOU ARE FURTHER COMMANDED to refrain

from enforcing, relying upon, approving or implementing the following changes frm the i 990
5

6 Residence Element, together with the accompanying interpretative text set forth below:

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
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16
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18

19
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22

23

24

25

26

27

28

i 2. Laguae added to modified Implementation 1.3 which states with respect to

"Downtown aras and areas s~bject to a Better Neighborhoods tye planing
process" that U(p)laning and zoning code changes should include floor-to-ara
ratio exemptions." (See 15 AR 4187 J i AR 217, i 990 RE p. i 3 i)

13. Modified Objective 11 which states that "IN INCREASING THE SUPPLY OF
HOUSING, PURSUE PLACE MAKIG AND NEIGHBORHOOD BUILDING
PRICIPLES AND PRACTICES TO MAINTAIN SAN FRANCISCO'S
DESIRBLE URAN FABRIC AND ENHANCE LIVABILITY IN ALL
NEIGHBORHOODS." (See 15 AR 4195, 1 AR 276, 1990 RE p. 106)

14. Laguage added to Modified Policy 4.4 to: Consider granting "parking
requirement exemptions for the construction of affordable or senior housing."
(See 15 AR 4190. I AR 243, 1990 RE p. 97)

)8.1~. Modified Objective i, which states "TO PROVIDE NEW HOUSING,
ESPECIALL Y PERMANENTLY AFFORDABLE HOUSING, IN
APPROPRIATE LOCA nONS WHICH MEETS IDENTIFIED HOUSING
NEEDS AND TAKS INTO ACCOUNT THE DEMAND FOR AFFORDABLE
HOUSING CREATED BY EMPLOYMENT DEMAND" as interpreted by
modified explanatory text stating "New residential development must be of a
charcter and stbilty that enhances the City's neighborhoods and maintains the

quality of life for existing and future residents. How this new residential
development can be accommodated without jeopardizing the very assets that
make living in San Fracisco desirable must be discussed. In order to enhance the
city's livabilty, the supply of housing must be increased and new housing
developments should respet the scale and character of the surounding
neighborhood." (1 AR 213; 1990 RE p. 75, 15 AR 4 i 87)

Amendment 10 Pcremnlorv Wril nfU"'....... -" DA~. .,
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I

2

Your approval of the above.specified objectives, policies or implementation actions as

amendments to the City's housing element on May 13, 2004 as pa of San Fracisco Planing

J

4

S

6

1

8

9

Commission Resolution No. i 6787 is hereby set aside and revoked witH you comply fuJ1y with

CEQA as set fort herein.

The findings and other ordel"s set fort in the Cour's April 6, 2009 Peremptory Writ of,

Maidatc, including those beginning at page 4, line i 8 and continuing though page 6, line 2,

apply with equal force to the proposed chages in the 2004 Housing Element described herein.

which the Cour incorprates by reference.

10

11

IT is ORDERED THAT THE COURT SHALL ISSUE THE fOREGOING WRIT:

12

lJ

14

15

DAre: 05-~9-09

16

11

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

JUN 0 1 2009

~~
r----

DATE:

c: ~

Amendment 10 PçrcmplQr Writ of Mandatc - Page J
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"Ferguson, Charles A." 
<CFerguson@manatt.com> 

10/05/2009 02:46 PM

To <bill.wycko@sfgov.org>

cc <jessica.range@sfgov.org>

bcc

Subject San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element

October 5, 2009

Mr. Bill Wycko    BY E-MAIL
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Re:    San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element
    Case no. 2007.1275E

Dear Mr. Wycko,

In response to the Notice of Preparation (“NOP”) of an Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) 
issued by your department (“Planning”) on September 5, 2009 regarding the 2004 and 2009 
Housing Element, I submit the following response regarding the scope of the EIR.

The EIR’s study of traffic impacts and parking reduction impacts should not only analyze the 
current and prospective physical environment across the city but should also analyze how the 
proposed policies may coordinate with those of in-progress state and federal government efforts 
to control climate change and with those of the rapidly evolving transportation and energy 
industries.  I have repeatedly stated during meetings held by the Planning Department and in 
direct discussions with John Rahaim, Doug Shoemaker and other officials in charge of shaping 
the Housing Element that the clear direction of energy and transportation is toward plug-in, 
all-electric and plug-in, hybrid-electric vehicles.  The general concept is to charge such vehicles 
up at home during the night when electricity demand is at its lowest levels for the day and when 
the energy is being supplied mostly from a source (nuclear) that emits no greenhouse gases.   
Already the San Francisco area has become known as the home of the Tesla, the first all-electric 
vehicle to reach consumers,  but soon it will be followed by GM's Volt.  The ecological benefits 
of such vehicles, particularly when coupled with our state's leadership in installing renewable 
electric generation, is obvious and should be welcomed and supported by the Planning 
Department as it is the by the State of California, the electric utilities in the State and the 
residents of the Bay Area who are signing up to buy such vehicles as they come off the 
production lines.  But, instead of supporting this forward thinking development, the Planning 
Department seems mired in a backward looking philosophy based on the proposition that the 
only way to control greenhouse emissions from automobiles is to make it as difficult as possible 
for San Franciscans to use anything but a bicycle or Muni, hence the Planning Department's 
opposition to garages and the emphasis on building up housing density around so-called 
"transit-corridors,"  i.e., Muni bus lines.  Wouldn't it be better to align the foundation of the EIR 
with the obvious trend in automobile design rather than continue to presume that automobiles 



will always be the greenhouse gas emitting machines that they are currently?  If so, these 
vehicles require garages so that they can be plugged-in overnight.  Furthermore, there is no need 
to concentrate high density development around Muni bus lines. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of these important matters.

Sincerely, 
 
Charles Ferguson, Director
Presidio Heights Association of Neighbors
 
3398 Washington Street
San Francisco, CA 94118
 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To comply with requirements imposed by recently issued treasury 
regulations, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is 
not intended or written by us, and cannot be used by you, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal 
Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any transaction or matter addressed 
herein. For information about this legend, go to http://www.manatt.com/circ230 



     October 5, 2009 
 

Hiroshi Fukuda, President         
Richmond Community Association 
146 18th Avenue  
San Francisco, Ca 94121 
 
Mr. Bill Wycho, Environmental Review Officer 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission St., S.F. Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 9413 
 
Dear Mr. Wycho: 
 
  Project Title:  San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element 
  Case No.:       2007.1275E 
 
Please note in the NOP for the HE 2004 & 2009, the Project Objectives (pg 8) states: 
 

3. Ensure capacity for the development of new housing to meet the RHNA at all    
    income levels; 

 
4. Encourage housing development where supported by existing or planned  

                infrastructure, while maintaining existing neighborhood character. 
 
The scope of the EIR for the Housing Element 2004 & 2009, must include the following 
issues/considerations: 
 

1. Opportunity sites for development in San Francisco are extremely limited.  SF 
should not allow up to 85% of all new residential housing to be for market rate 
housing.  The term “market rate” housing should be changed to “wealthy 
housing” since only 10% can afford it.  If diversity is important, the City must 
only allow the type if housing which will maintain and sustain the diversity of San 
Francisco.  

 
2. The purchasing of housing and cars can be analyzed in the following manner.  If 

one can afford a luxury car there are many options, if one chooses to purchase an 
economy car, there again are many options.  If one can afford market rate 
housing, there are many options, if one can only afford “affordable” housing, the 
availability for “extremely low” and “low” income housing are extremely 
minimal, and for “moderate” and “middle” income, the availability is virtually 
non-existent.  The cost of housing and housing opportunities is one reason that 
moderate and middle income families are leaving the City.  A prime example is 
Supervisor Chris Daly.  San Francisco is becoming a City for the very rich and 
very poor.  How much important is diversity to San Francisco? 

 



3. ABAG projects a 6% increase in population between 2010 and 2020, and a 6% 
increase in employment from 2000 to 2020, the majority of the new population 
will have employment in the retail and food service sectors.  They will have 
incomes of approximately $18,000-$23,000 per year (HE 2009-part 1, pg 19).  
Will the HE 2004 & HE 2009 provide housing for the new residents?  The ABAG 
and RHNA would be much more meaningful if it reported the number of rentals 
needed and number of homes/condos needed for each income category.     

 
4. The City has one of the lowest home ownership in the USA, 39%, and one of the 

highest percentage of renters, 62%.  Please note that this is not by choice.  The 
ABAG projections and Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) cannot be 
taken seriously unless they understand the reality of home ownership in San 
Francisco.  They need to include rental housing needs because a very high 
percentage of the new residents will not be able to afford market rate housing and 
will require rental housing. 

 
5. We know about de facto demolition, now we need to recognize de facto 

discrimination against Afro-Americans and families.  The Afro-American 
population in San Francisco has decreased from approximately 13.4% in the 
1970s to 6.5% in 2008.  The percentage of children under 14 years age is only 
12%, which is the lowest of major US city.  Both housing affordability and 
opportunities are a major reason for both of the problems.   

 
6. San Francisco (SF) Planning Department policies acknowledges the significance 

of garages and parking in regards to how much space is required and how much 
cost is added to housing.  The Market Octavia and Eastern Neighborhood Area 
Plans significantly reduced parking requirements, and ignores the parking 
shortage in virtually all areas of San Francisco. The draft HE 2004 and 2009 does 
not provide data on how many cars and trucks are registered in SF, how many 
street parking there are for overnight parking, how many off street public and 
commercial spaces are available for overnight parking, and how many private 
garage spaces there are in SF.  Most importantly, the draft HE 2004 & 2009 does 
not predict how many more cars will be owned by the new residents and where 
they will be parked.  The increase in the number of commuters to SF is projected 
to be over 70,000 by 2020, how many will drive their cars, where will they park?  

 
The SF parking policies are discriminatory against poor people because they 
cannot afford off-street parking, disabled people because parking is limited, and 
seniors and families because parking is limited and public transit is not wide 
spread, time consuming, and unreliable.  The SFMTA makes an attempt to report 
data on parking availability in their “Fact Sheet” but their effort is lacking when 
they do not update the parking spaces from their 2000 data to the 2008 data.  New 
construction during the period required 1:1 parking. 

 
 
 



7. The holding capacity of San Francisco must be analyzed in a serious manner.  The 
routine inadequate and incorrect responses i.e. Planning Department’s response to 
water supply in the recent Market Octavia and Eastern Neighborhoods Area Plans 
are unacceptable.  

 
The infrastructure of San Francisco is inadequate in regards to sewer capacity 
during the rainy season in the Bayview District.  The water supply in the future is 
certainly questionable because of the binding contracts with neighboring counties, 
and reduced contracted supply to SF residents.   
 
Another major concern is the number of high rises recently constructed, and the 
number of high rises in the pipeline when seismic standards are only for safely 
evacuating a building and not for reoccupying the building.  Fire fighting in a 
single high rise is a major concern, what is to be expected if there are many in the 
event of a major earthquake?  Are there enough emergency services i.e. fire, 
medical, police to handle a catastrophic disaster? 
 

8. The Housing Element needs to have Policies which can be implemented and 
enforced.  It must not be merely a wish list of unattainable goals and objectives; 
otherwise, the Housing Element has no credibility and is an exercise in futility.  
 

The Richmond Community Association urges the MEA to include and consider all of the 
above issues in the EIR for the House Element 2004 and 2009.  An Environmental 
Impact Report must be accurate, adequate, complete, and sufficient.  Hopefully, if will be 
relevant, and possibly “out of the box” thinking, i.e. the City of San Francisco Health 
Plan.   
 
 
Yours truly, 
 
Hiroshi Fukuda, President 
Richmond Community Assoication 

 
 



Aaron Goodman 
405 Serrano Dr. Apt.#11‐H 
San Francisco, CA 94132 
Email: amgodman@yahoo.com 
Tel: 415.786.6929 

 
 
San Francisco Planning Department 
Attn: Bill Wycko 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400  
San Francisco, CA 94103 
 
Case #: 2007.1275E – San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element 
 

I attended the initial scoping hearing and have submitted prior similar written and verbal 
comments during the process of the EIR on the proposed 2004 and 2009 Housing Element and meetings 
with specific groups such as renter’s or tenancy interests. The following comments are in regards to the 
Notice of Preparation document received, and concerns for what has been already eliminated and not 
addressed as part of these documents.  The concern stems from specific language in the SF General 
Plan, and Citywide action plan, in addition to the 1990 Housing Element that note specifically the need 
to protect, preserve, and provide for “AFFORDABLE RENTAL HOUSING” as an “OPTION” and choice for 
residents of the city and county of San Francisco.  

The lack of sound rental housing being constructed with transit, amenities, and significant open 
space, has been a severe negative condition for families, and longer term working class citizens with the 
current financial impacts, and lack of options when job changes  and housing changes occur consistently. 
The consistent approach noted by planners, and developers in the projects and proposals of numerous 
“better‐neighborhood‐plans” and other similar developer based projects have consistently ignored the 
lack of, and consistent loss in rental housing units citywide.  Alone in district 7 we have lost over 1,000 
units of rental housing to institutional growth at SFSU/CSU, in the purchase of University Park South, 
and Stonestown Apartments coupled with consistent increased inhabitation of students in Parkmerced 
one of the largest rental apartment communities in San Francisco, that primarily served as low‐cost 
rental housing for families, seniors and working class citizens.  The consistent lack of new rental housing 
that provides a significant amount of units, at an initial base rent, under rent control laws and with 
significant vacancy decontrol laws that are non‐existent currently, and which end up being “flipped” by 
owners of sites, causes a huge problem for families, and working class citizens.  

Parkmerced was the solution initially to such long‐term needs, and to date there has not been a 
significant sized project that provides adequate quantity and quality of designed units, with amenities 
since world war 2. Parkmerced represents the ideal effort required to achieve this current need for 
rental housing, however we do not see at the city or statewide level any significant efforts to provide 
architects, developers and community organizations the tools financially and physically to promote, 
preserve, enhance and protect these properties from redevelopment. I therefore am submitting 
comments as a concerned architect and local community tenant advocate to ensure that the rent‐

1  EIR Case #2007.1275E – San Francisco 2004 + 2009 Housing Element Comments [Goodman] 
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control status our city has always provided is made to address the current lack of rental units and 
OPTIONS being provided in the current housing market.  

Regardless of the changes made in the 2004 and 2009 documents, the city and county of San 
Francisco has been negligent, and non‐effective in enforcing the need for equal development of options 
being the rental housing that so quickly has disappeared, and become ghost like in concept and 
generation in the ongoing construction booms in SF. I strongly urge the SF Planners  responding to this 
memo, to place this issue and memo, into the public eye, to ensure that ALL San Franciscans are 
provided the opportunity and option afforded to them based on the premise of equal housing, and the 
right and need for essential rental housing currently in SF.  The initial comments follow the EIR 
notification pages and sections, and I will try to consistently point out the section so that it is properly 
identified. 
 
Initial EIR Section Entitled “Project Description”:  ABAG and HCD are noted as the organizations that 
determine the Bay Area Housing needs based on regional data. Well this is negligent since the bay area 
has a distinct micro‐climate of being a) surrounded on three sides by water b) being a city with over 60% 
renters. To allow outside regional areas, that have been in‐undated by sprawl and in‐appropriate 
developer/bank based growth to determine the future needs of the city, immediately draws questions to 
whom the ABAG and HCD are beholden to as representatives of our city, and in what methods are they 
influenced in terms of making a determination for a city they have no physical connection to? The city is 
limited in its ability to absorb new units of housing, and already has become imbalanced due to 
developer based profit models, and institutional growth that has occurred un‐checked in terms of how it 
affects neighborhoods and existing communities in gentrification, and displacement. There is nowhere in 
the project description any discussion of how affordability, density, and their significant environmental 
impacts, and the additional issues of how transit, transportation, and the destruction of cultural 
resources (Parkmerced is an example) affect neighborhood character scale, and aesthetics.  The lack of 
rental housing being built, and the impacts on the communities based on a “0” increase of rental housing 
at affordable levels is what is missing from the details of this document. These are large scale significant 
environmental impacts which are ignored in the project description and scope. 
 
Per state CEQA guidelines sections 15063 (Initial Study), 15064 (Determining Significant Effect), and 
15065 (Mandatory Findings of Significance) this project is negligent and does not include EQUALLY the 
issue of RENTAL HOUSING as an OPTION and HOUSING TYPE that needs to be a part of the 2004 and 
2009 Housing Element EIR. Until the inclusion of Rental housing is given equal billing in the EIR, by 
reviewing past‐present and future needs and effects on our rental housing stock, the city and county 
of San Francisco, is legally and technically responsible for ignoring families with children which are a 
“protected class” under HUD whom require rental housing as an option of housing unit types.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

2  EIR Case #2007.1275E – San Francisco 2004 + 2009 Housing Element Comments [Goodman] 

 



Page 1 – Government Code Sections 6558‐ et seq.  
1) Local jurisdictions to adequately plan for and address the housing needs of ALL segments of its 

population, such that all communities contribute to the attainment of the state housing goals. 
2) Meet its “fair‐share” of housing needs for ALL income groups. (Those that can afford a “down‐

payment” and those that “cannot” would fall under this category. It could be termed red‐lining 
of rental communities in how neighborhoods with rental units typically low‐middle income, and 
with minorities and immigrant populations have been targeted as redevelopment sites 
throughout the city. 

3) Replace expected demolitions and conversions of housing units to non‐housing uses, and 
achieve a future vacancy rate that allows for the “HEALTHY” functioning of the housing market. 

4) No mention is made of the need to provide rental housing, amend for the total loss of units 
citywide, or provisions to measure and review vacancy rates of rental units, and the un‐healthy 
situation that has occurred in the design and development of rental housing citywide for 
“affordable” units. 

 
Page 2 – Type of EIR 

1) It is noted that this EIR is a “draft” EIR, per Section 15168 of CEQA, which further down is noted 
need only review or analyze “CHANGES” from the previous adopted element.  

2) This is negligent as it ignores project specific impacts on neighborhoods, city character, 
population growth, citizen health, and well‐being, and the need to accurately review housing 
vacancy, and prices to determine the affordability level of existing housing that is available 
citywide. 

 
Figure 1 – City and County of San Francisco Regional Map 

1) This map shows the limited boundaries and area of the EIR Housing element this document 
attempts to provide input on. In looking only at the city urban area, it does not take into account 
regional changes and types of housing being built and the costs of such housing and suburban 
sprawl with coupled with the lack of infrastructure to get people into urban areas for jobs and 
reduction in commuting. 

2) It ignores the types and density of housing in numerous surrounding counties that have more 
land and area in which to provide denser housing models.  

3) It ignores the safety, and health factor of consistently requiring San Francisco to provide equal 
density as outlying areas when the physical and geological issues clearly dictate that we are 
limited in growth and density citywide, and are the impact area of multiple natural hazard zones 
such as earthquake, tsunami and flooding due to rising sea levels. 
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Figure 2 – San Francisco Neighborhoods 
1) This map is inaccurate based on the shown outline of Parkmerced’s boundaries as a master 

planned community eligible for national landmark status based on the initial historic resources 
analysis by page and turnbull.  

2) The Lands purchased by SFSU are not shown in terms of the LOSS of over 1,000 units of rental 
housing (prior affordable social/community shared garden apartment complexes of stonestown 
and parkmerced).  

3) Density levels of the western side of the city are not shown in the Richmond, Outer Sunset, 
Inner Sunset, and Ingleside neighborhoods. This information is critical along with transit routing 
and speeds, to show accurately the problems of density development without adequate light‐
rail, and transit direct connections to major transit hubs. 

4) The portion of land not shown as part of SFSU or Parkmerced on the western side sandwiched 
between SFSU and Parkmerced is the prior OPEN SPACE and recreational areas of Parkmerced, 
the 800 Brotherhood Way site is also not shown, and is a site that could be used for additional 
park and recreational opportunities. The Cambon Drive shopping area along 19th avenue and 
also a part of Parkmerced is not shown as a specific developable area that could provide density 
options that counter the proposed tear‐down of parkmerced’s low‐scale character 
neighborhood. 

  
Page 7 – Purpose of the EIR 

1) It states clearly to inform the public of any potential significant environmental effects, and 
provide mitigation measures and reasonable and feasible alternatives. This MUST include the 
need to build affordable rental housing with amenities (ex: open space) in low scale single family 
neighborhoods in San Francisco, prior to tearing down denser rental developments per the 1990 
Housing Element.  

2)  As cited in sections 15121(a), 15632 of the CEQA guidelines, “and describe reasonable 
alternatives to a project.” To date no alternatives that include large increases in RENTAL housing 
developments of an equal level to that of “for‐profit/sale” housing has been shown as an option 
to alleviate the housing crunch in the city and county of SF. 

3) Standards for EIR Adequacy – do not relieve the SF Planning Dept. from adequately addressing 
the lack of rental housing built in San Francisco, and the increased displacement of families as a 
protected class from the urban areas of the city. The lack of affordable rental housing with 
amenities has been one of the leading causes for family displacement and gentrification in 
numerous areas of the city, and must be addressed due to the consistent lack of building for this 
unit type, citywide. 

4) The SF general plan has not followed up on the issues of the lack of rental housing being built 
citywide, and must provide full disclosure on the numbers of units and rental costs of these 
units in individual districts. Parkmerced has been influenced negatively due to increased housing 
demand by institutional growth of SFSU/CSU and this effect has not been reviewed studied or 
documented by the SF Planning Dept. for adequacy and completeness of RENTAL housing needs 
in multiple districts in SF. 
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Page 8 – Project Approvals  
1) In order to be certified as compliant with state housing element law by HCD, RENTAL housing 

needs must be addressed in equal measure to for‐profit/sale housing development. 
 
Page 8 – Project Objectives 

1) Per objective #2 “maintain the existing housing stock to serve housing needs”. This has not been 
followed adequately in terms of the loss of rental units citywide, and the in‐affordability of 
rental units being built and flipped to alternate uses, such as short‐term corporate housing, and 
institutional housing needs.  

2) Per objective #3+4, the need to review income levels for RENTAL housing, and provide a variety 
of options in rental units developed (currently only market rate rental has been created). 
Providing new housing supported by existing or planned infrastructure, has not been achieved 
throughout the better neighborhoods planning process, additionally private interests are 
pushing for development which does not serve the best interests of the residential districts 
where this density is being proposed. Direct lines for infrastructure have not been planned 
cohesively with neighborhood organizations input on the routing and effects of transit cuts city 
wide by the SFMTA TEP program. Maintaining Existing Character of the neighborhoods has not 
been achieved due to a lack of preservation review of western district neighborhoods such as 
Parkmerced that are national register eligible properties. 

3) Per objective #7, in order to comply with California Housing Element Law, as determined by the 
California Department of Housing and Community Development, sincere accurate information 
and demographics of RENTAL units, development, stock, location, costs, and access to 
transportation and amenities must be provided to ensure a complete picture of the housing 
issues not being addressed by the city and county of San Francisco, in the type of housing being 
developed citywide. 

 
Page 8 ‐ Section D Regulatory Setting  

1) State Mandated housing element requirements set forth in Govt. Code Section 65583 and 
federally mandated “Fair‐Housing Laws” require that EQUAL opportunity to choose the type of 
housing is required which is the choice between rental and for‐sale housing opportunities. The 
lack of rental housing has created a deficit of rental housing options for communities in San 
Francisco and forced many to leave the city. This has benefited real‐estate, and developer 
interests over state mandated housing element laws, which demand EQUAL development of 
rental and for‐sale housing types. 

2) Per section 65583 identification and analysis of existing and projected housing needs, a program 
for preservation and improvement and development of RENTAL housing has not been provided 
per the requirements of the State Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD). 

3) Local housing elements must meet regional projections even if against local interests, the local 
interest of real‐estate industry and development lobbyists have pushed against the required 
development of rental housing (example: Lennar’s threats against the city if forced to build 
rental housing in the bay‐view hunters point neighborhood). 
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4) Housing NEEDS Assessment – as noted states clearly to determine the existing and projected 
needs of the RENTAL housing population of San Francisco, due to its unique majority rental unit 
status. The need to review “overcrowded conditions” due to densifying neighborhoods like 
Parkmerced without “equity‐density” of other sections of the city. 

5) A Site inventory and analysis must include evaluation of the suitability, availability, and 
REALISTIC development capacity of the sites to accommodate new housing based on projections 
of income level, which in the case of San Francisco, income has not improved versus the costs of 
living, so adequate development of affordable rental housing and options must be accounted 
for and provided for in the analysis, based on mid‐income levels that have been stated as 
missing in the development type of the cities needs. 

6) Housing Programs – notes the need to promote EQUAL housing opportunity which includes 
again the need for low‐mid range rental housing and introductory levels of rent for people 
moving into the neighborhoods around the city.  

 
Page 11 – Regional Housing Needs 

1) “Existing needs” in terms of RENTAL housing is not broken down in the table 1 and 2 of the 
shown 2004 and 2009 housing elements.  There is no noted impact on loss of units  and the 
increased costs of the rental housing market, nor any information on the lack of priced 
range alternatives in rental housing citywide, where only new market rate rentals have been 
placed on the market after the developments failed to sell under market conditions. 

 
Page 12 – 2004 Housing Element Court of Appeal Decision 

1) The 2004 housing element eliminated housing protections for rental housing units, and in the 
case of the EIRs for both SFSU/CSU and Parkmerced’s masterplans both of which were issued 
and had impacts due to the initial purchases of Parkmerced and Stonestown in 2001‐2003 
should have been included based on possible future development projects area plans, and 
proposed re‐zoning that was shown in the planning documents. 

2) The elimination of rental housing protection, provisions, and sections under the 1990 element 
are eliminated further in both the 2004 and 2009 elements and thus continue to make the 
proposed revisions by the SF Planning Department as inadequate in planning for future rental 
housing needs of SF.  

 
Page 12 – Section E Background  

1) Demographics fail in the proposed changes to show adequately the impacts on RENTAL housing 
citywide and the effects of employment trends and layoffs in the city, which have created more 
problems for renters due to loss of income, and increased rental levels. The federal provisions 
for home‐owners was not provided for in terms of renter’s and therefore exacerbated the 
financial problems of renter’s without adequate provisions for protections.  Any shown increase 
in vacancy is a result of financial hardship and renter’s being forced out of the urban areas.  

2) Table 3 does not show any data on the effects on renters versus home‐owners in the data 
trends and projections shown from 1990‐2030 based on the primary rental character of SF.  
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3) Incomes are noted to have remained relatively flat, however no data is provided on how this 
correlates to rental housing conditions, vacancy, and the need for new rental housing since 
many home‐owners who lost their homes were forced to move into rental housing units 
reducing the availability of units for existing renter’s citywide. 

 
Page 14 – Proposed Housing Elements Analyzed in this EIR 

1) No updated data has been provided on the needs analysis for regional or local needs of rental 
housing. 

2) An assessment based on loss of rental housing, and lack of rental development citywide requires 
review and analysis in terms of the initial costs and initial rental prices of these units and how 
many people cannot afford the basic rents of new rental developments due to market rate 
conditions. 

3) 2009 Housing Element B – noted comments were not integrated from the scoping hearing 
documents into the housing element sections edited in this document. Specific sections dealing 
with rental housing its protection, preservation, and encouraged development, while protecting 
neighborhood scale and character, was eliminated against the comments submitted prior to the 
SF Planning Dept. under the scoping hearing held on this EIR. 

4) Existing Capacity – there has been no quantifiable data on the existing capacity of 
neighborhoods like Parkmerced, due to the lack of any data on open‐space per unit data, of this 
development and the proposed loss of acres of open space to developments and sell‐off of open 
space for institutional growth. The capacity and livability of Parkmerced based on the proposed 
density increases puts into question the data on how many people per acre is an acceptable 
max. Level of density for outlying neighborhoods.  We meet or exceed the 283 acres per 
dwelling unit due to the sell‐off of our open space areas which are not shown or provided for 
information wise in this analysis info. Parkmerced as one of the largest and densest rental 
neighborhoods in San Francisco should be provided in terms of data, and numerical info. To 
review how density proposals affect neighborhoods negatively, and what methods or strategies 
should be used to provide equity density in adjoining neighborhoods along major transit 
arteries. 

5) Existing Zoning – must take into account the development potential of single family 
neighborhood home areas, due to limited options and land areas for development. Equal 
provisions for eminent domain and the purchase of single‐family home lots must be required to 
ensure equal density development of ALL neighborhoods in San Francisco and not just targeted 
growth of existing denser zoned neighborhoods for redensification. 

 
Page 17 – Figure 3 Housing Densities by Zoning District 

1) Again this image improperly shows Parkmerced’s density and that of Stonestown in relation to 
adjoining neighborhoods.  Due to land‐sales, and the initial density level of Parkmerced, 
information needs to be accurately shown in terms of general housing and rental housing to 
show the disparity between where rental housing is located and the need for equal 
development on more northwesterly portions of the city areas for urban density. 
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2) Updated zoning controls for many of San Francisco Neighborhoods – are again improper 
changes in zoning of existing dense neighborhoods to meet the provisional requirements for 
housing, without addressing the need for equity‐density of development in single family 
neighborhoods.  

3) Table 6 clearly shows the (3) undeveloped sites adjacent to Parkmerced and shows a huge 
increase based on rezoning, without provision of any information on open‐space to density 
ratios, and effects on the existing neighborhoods character and scale.  

4) The majority of areas proposed for maximum density, are low‐income neighborhoods, in areas 
where gentrification, and displacement of working class citizens are a major issue.   

5) The Areas noted MUST include low‐scale neighborhoods for re‐zoning so that existing low‐
income neighborhoods are not affected disproportionately due to development pressures and 
increased costs for rental units in these neighborhoods. 

6) There is also in Table 6 no information on the LOSS of rental units, and the un‐affordability of 
rental units built, or market rate units switched to rental that remain un‐sold, or un‐rented 
currently due to unfeasible costs for families, seniors, students, and working class communities 
of these existing noted area districts. 

7) Table 7 shoes only the no. of units, with no breakdown of rental versus for‐sale units, or based 
on income levels. This information is required to make a sound judgment on the housing areas 
needing units. 

8) Figure 4 shows 6,000 units in Parkmerced, No noted numbers are provided for in the SFSU area, 
and surrounding neighborhoods show only an increase in approx. 100 units. This shows directly 
the disparity in density being created in some neighborhoods, and the need to adequately 
provide projects and rezoning in low‐density neighborhoods with few planned projects for 
development of low‐mid income rental housing. 

 
Page 23 – 2004 Housing Element  

1) It notes the themes of the 2004 housing element included “housing choice” which is the focus 
on provision of both rental and for‐sale OPTIONS of housing for all ranges of income. To date the 
2004 and 2009 updates ignore this provision and eliminate the requirements to build rental 
housing as “housing choice” in the Housing element updates. This is a direct point of negligence 
on the part of the city based on the 1990 Housing Element and Federal Housing Laws that state 
clearly the need to provide HOUSING CHOICE in the types of projects, locations, and amenities 
provided. 

2) Housing quality in terms of open‐space and the physical environmental impacts of DENSITY on 
existing dense neighborhoods is not analyzed, and is only given short input with no analysis on 
how this density affects neighborhoods already impacted by job‐loss, housing market loss, and 
increased density in rental areas of the city. 
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Page 24 – The following sections noted as removed from the 1990 Residence Element in the 2004 
Housing Element are direct violations of the need to promote HOUSING CHOICE and should be placed 
back into the revised versions. Many of the proposed changes in the new policies are developer/real‐
estate biased changes that promote density in existing housing developments that affect 
neighborhoods negatively. 
 

1) Policy 1.6 ‐ this needs to be changed included remaining with provisions for providing housing in 
single‐family home owner neighborhoods to promote density in ALL areas of the city. Many 
neighborhoods have prevented development in their areas, based on the location to historic 
districts, or adjacency to national park, or institutional growth zones. The issue needs to be clear 
on the review of housing worthy of retention based on “soundness” reports of existing 
condition, and adequate Historical review prior to proposed density increases. 

2) Policy 9.3 – needs to retained to include the need for RENTAL affordable housing priorities and 
very‐low, low, middle, and the full range of rental housing levels required.  

3) Policy 12.6 – needs to be retained so that the city maintains its ability to modify institutional and 
large scale development plans that conflict with SF Planning codes and the general plan 
elements.  (Ex: Parkmerced) and the huge adverse environmental effects on a master planned 
community based on a total tear‐down of the residential, and landscape open space amenities. 

4) Policy 6.5 – needs to be implemented in terms of the RENTAL units affected, and the need to 
accurately provide data and analyze the recent past changes in rental housing conditions 
citywide.  

5) Policy 11.1 – needs to be changed to protect neighborhood quiet, residential scale, and 
concerns for “vitality” being used to promote commercial, and in‐appropriate sized 
development. Effects on neighborhoods such as noise, light, traffic, hours of operation, must 
take into account the difference between residential and commercial areas and not integrate 
the two without review of their impacts. 

6) Policy 11.7 – This must be linked to transit first policies and direct funding and provisions for 
mass‐transit access, and connections, or new rail development routes to commercial centers. 
Parking is a severe issue in Parkmerced, and directly is affected by Institutions (SFSU/CSU) which 
have ignored impacts on our community for years. Provisions that protect neighborhood 
character, and require institutions, and businesses to provide for parking based on increased 
density changes must be amended under this policy to address impacts on residential 
communities. 

7) Policy 11.8 – This needs to be amended to ensure that SUSTAINABLE PRESERVATION is 
promoted and financial incentives given to promote density, while retaining neighborhood 
character.  Provisions for adaptive re‐use under AB‐093 must be provided in addition to larger 
funding for district wide improvements and neighborhood defining priorities to promote better 
respect for existing neighborhoods. 

8) Policy 12.4 – This must include information on the need for rental housing, as a step‐up to 
market sale purchases of housing.  The need to inform the public on the need for rent‐control, 
vacancy decontrol, and provisions for new rental housing in ALL neighborhoods should be 
included in this policy. 
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Page 25 – 2009 Housing Element 

1) “Strategies for further review” sounds more of a delay tactic in addressing EQUAL HOUSING 
OPPORTUNITIES citywide.  The delay in reviewing neighborhoods like Parkmerced for local, state 
or national level historic conditions has led to construction and rehabilitation that changed the 
scale and character of an entire neighborhood without adequate review.  The need to look 
immediately at transit and infrastructure needs such as a direct link from SFSU/Parkmerced to 
Daly city Bart, and the 1952 interchange at Junipero Serra Blvd. and Brotherhood Way, are 
immediate concerns that pre‐date the 2009 housing element and must be addressed prior to 
any development plans. This item shifts the decision making, and ignores the need to 
immediately address longstanding lack of infrastructure improvements in the city. 

2) Similar to the 2004 Housing Element changes, protections for rental housing, and neighborhood 
character are removed, and new policies placed that unequally affect rental neighborhoods like 
Parkmerced, in direct conflict with what was stated at the prior scoping hearing submitted 
comments. 

3) Policy 2.1 – this MUST be included so that density data and the compatibility of prevailing 
neighborhood character in denser neighborhoods are preserved over the protection of single 
family home neighborhoods.  There as a need to review density levels citywide and the 
elimination of this policy removes protections for any analysis for density citywide. 

4) Policy 2.2 – does not discuss the rent‐control laws, and effect of new rental housing built, since 
the new units are not included in the rent‐control laws as written. The provision of new rental 
units is currently being reviewed legally by decisions on affordable housing, and the need to 
review how permanently affordable rental and for‐sale housing is created is required. 

5) Policy 2.3 – is a negative impact due to the use of this statute to reduce sizes of replacement 
units for profiteering. There is a need to change this and include it so that flexibility is provided 
along with requirements for basic open‐space, light, air, and max. Density levels based on unit 
mix. Over‐crowding occurs when review of the mix‐of units is not included. 

6) Policy 12.5 ‐ removes protections on land‐use controls to regulate appropriate scale for new and 
existing neighborhoods, this un‐equally effects low‐mid income level neighborhoods and 
especially rental districts like Parkmerced. 

7) Policy 4.2 – must be retained to ensure institutional control of housing areas, (Stonestown and 
UPS in SFSU/CSU) are forced to maintain and provide for seismic reinforcement of buildings 
purchased. Seismic improvements or the removal of un‐sound housing buildings especially 
towers, and larger rental units (towers in parkmerced as an example) need to be addressed due 
to a general lack of information on their condition and need for retrofit, or removal. 

8) Policy 7.2 – needs to remain and include a portion on rental housing. 
9) Policy 9.1 – uniform definitions of permanently affordable must be included so that housing 

stock built at initial rental levels, can be retained to provide stepping stones towards home‐
ownership, or provide limited increases, and definitions of affordability for renters. 

10) Policy 9.3 – must include affordable rental housing priorities, and the need for rental housing as 
a priority. 
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11) Policy 10.4 – The elimination of this is again a direct threat to rent‐control laws, and the need to 
protect tenants from excessive rent increases, by landlords due to deferred maintenance.  
Predatory Equity Lending is also part of this section, and needs to be included to adequately 
review effects to rent‐controlled units based on landlord’s unfair practices on passing through 
general costs to tenants on implemented work, which is both unnecessary and cosmetic only. 

12) Policy 12.5 – needs to be retained to allow for addressing concerns and conflicts with the SF 
General Plan.  

13) Policy 16.4 – should be retained to include addressing an “affordable rental housing plan” 
statewide. 

 
Page 25 ‐ 2009 Housing Element polices included many disproportionately affect again rental housing 
and existing neighborhood character in a negative way. 

14) Policy 1.3 – The better neighborhoods planning process, excludes neighborhood and community 
input, inadequate notification and translation prevents community members from participating 
in the design changes being implemented. Addressing the need for community planning with 
representatives from a cross‐section of community representatives is required in all projects. 

15) Policy 2.3 – This must include the removal of parking structures, in institutional growth that 
negatively affects surrounding neighborhoods (SFSU/CSU) and promotes redevelopment and 
the reduction of existing rental housing stock. 

16) Policy 5.2 – should include increased access to rental housing stock, and awareness of the right 
to options, and choice in the type of housing being built, and provided for citywide. 

17) Policy 5.4 – should include a range of unit rental types, and prices, for all economic segment 
needs, and to assist in programs to help move families and seniors into and out of home 
purchases and sales, to provide better transitional living situation, and housing opportunities for 
density citywide. 

18) Policy 7.6 – should include rental housing, and the need to promote preservation as a 
sustainable alternative to redevelopment. 

19) Policy 8.2 – should include the requirement to provide rental housing opportunity for existing 
employees, and provisions for providing general housing increases in new developments 
proposed for institutional growth that effects neighborhood housing stock negatively in MOU’s 
and decisions made, to also include neighborhood organizations. 

20) Policy 9.2 – affordable preservation of rental units, and communities, eligible for state or 
national funding and preservation incentives, as the most effective sustainable, green means of 
rehabilitation of sound rental housing.  

21) Policy 11.3 – REQUIRE the inclusion of neighborhood organizations in ALL city, and institutional 
planning, and MOU’s Memorandums of Understanding, so that community input and changes 
are made based on concerns, that will positively affect the architectural design, and promote 
community based planning and interaction. 

22) Policy 11.6 – REQUIRE the review of local culture, rental housing concerns under needs and 
values of the existing communities, and inclusion of the communities input on the need to 
preserve or protect, enhance or rehabilitate the sense of each neighborhood and community 
and its historical and unique qualities including landscape, cultural issues, and open space. 
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23) Policy 13.3 – Require that the noted land‐use and transportation reports and policies, are 
adequately and properly reviewed for accuracy. Legislation 081281 at the SF Board of 
Supervisors did not include adequate review or public, community time to provide notice and 30 
day review. The ABAG/FOCUS information was not provided to the SF Board of Supervisors, and 
information included was filed incorrectly on subsections of this document. Adjacent 
institutional mast plans (CSU/SFSU) and concerns for other EIR’s were not included in the review 
of adequate transportation and integration with existing transit systems. Currently the 
developers push for transit adversely affects the need for a direct link to daly city bart in 
Parkmerced. Promotion of sustainable land‐use patterns must include and integrate 
COMMUNITY input on transit options and new transit routing and connections that adequately 
address inadequate infrastructure prior to density provisions.  

 
Page 28 – Public Scoping Hearing Nov. 6, 2008 

1) Issues I had addressed regarding open‐space, density, rental housing and the need for a 
thorough analysis and review of rental housing data, and needs analysis were not included in 
the provisions for this EIR of the 2004 2009 housing element updates.  

2) Many of the noted issues we raised have been eliminated in provision and policy changes 
proposed, and directly are attestable to sponsors, and developer interests that are swaying the 
provisions and policies of the 1990 Housing Element and will adversely affect our neighborhood 
character, density, and amenities. It is essential that all public comment at the Nov. 6, 2008, and 
Oct. 8, 2008 notice be reviewed due to changes in the UPN notification project, and the lack of 
communities, of varied ethnic and financial backgrounds be included in any and all updates, so 
that future housing element updates, are noticed properly to all communities affected, and that 
time and notice are given properly to engender comment and participation in these processes. 

 
Page 29 – Table 8 Policies with Potential for Environmental impacts 

1) Corresponding 1990 Residence Element Section on Retention of Existing Housing, Section 3.4 
Prohibit the conversion of rental housing to time share, and corporate suite or hotel use. This 
needs to be included and reviewed as part of the impacts on institutional growth, and the illegal 
transfer of affordable rental units to a deregulated decontrol situation of rental affordable 
housing. Parkmerced has corporate housing, and SFSU/CSU also has promoted such changes 
which make units more un‐affordable to existing residents due to a lack of vacancy decontrol 
laws. 

2) 2009 Housing Element – Conserve and Improve housing Stock Section 2.1 notes inappropriately 
to allow for demolition if a net increase occurs. There must be language here that addresses the 
tear‐down of sound units, and the need to provide rent‐control laws for new units constructed, 
to provide for new rental housing stock, and not at the costs of existing stock, based on our 
current laws that de‐regulate new construction of rental units. This must be also reviewed in 
terms of the existing sound housing, and its amenities, such as open space, and density, to 
prevent un‐equal displacement and gentrification of existing rental housing areas, due to 
targeted policies that promote density of rental neighborhoods that serve a larger segment of 
working class, seniors and students in all neighborhoods of the city. 
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3) 2009 Housing Element – Maintain the unique and diverse character of SF neighborhoods, there 
is not noted provisions and effects under this in that by protecting single family home districts 
other neighborhoods are affected disproportionately.  

4) Accessibility 13.7, and Housing Choice, and Equal Housing opportunity, show no impact on the 
issues of expanding home‐ownership opportunity and the need to provide rental housing and 
equal opportunity in rental housing. The affects of this are seen in suburban sprawl and outlying 
areas where home‐ownership in urban and outlying areas has prevented sound policies on the 
equal development of rental housing regionally. 

5) Housing Density – setting allowable densities does not impact the environment of those existing 
communities, it allows for a respectable level or balance of open space to housing density, 
regional needs in this issue in regards to environmental impacts must be tempered with true 
data on what types of housing and impacts have occurred in the valley of California, and other 
regional districts, where a lack of transit and proper infrastructure development has led to 
imbalanced and environmentally negative impacts. Protection of existing sound dense 
neighborhoods in San Francisco must be allowed to regulate the need to require outlying areas 
to provide and finance density, and infrastructural connections to the city of San Francisco. 
Infrastructural improvements must include quality of life improvements such as open‐space, 
playgrounds, neighborhood services such as hospitals, schools, libraries, and funding for our 
increasingly dense urban areas in SF. Fair‐share impacts must be assessed to outlying areas and 
regional partners, to ensure that SF and its denser urban neighborhoods are equally provided 
financing to ensure infrastructural improvements are done in a timely manner, to allow outlying 
access to urban areas. 

 
Page 33 – Appendix A – Summary of 1990 Residence Element Objectives and Policies 

1) It is key to emphasize the 1990 segments proposed for removal, or changes in the 2004‐2009 
updates, since these provisions protect and enhance rental housing and are being affected 
negatively by this EIR. 

2) Housing Density Objective 2 – increasing the supply of housing (rental or for‐sale) without over‐
crowding or adversely affecting the prevailing character of existing neighborhoods.  This is 
critical to setting density levels also at an increased level in single family home areas, so that 
equity density is achieved throughout San Francisco regularly increasing allowable density, and 
provisions for equal development of rental and for‐sale units of varied income levels. 

3) Retention of Existing Housing Obj. 3 Policy 1 – Discourage the demolition of sound existing 
housing.  – There is a distinct need to require ALL demolition of rental housing to undergo 
soundness reports, and review environmentally of the tear‐down of existing rental units versus 
adaptive‐reuse and rehabilitation citywide. This should not only be triggered by DR review but 
should be made policy that includes institutional growth and impacts on existing master planned 
neighborhoods or protected or eligible districts, so that developers and institutions are not 
allowed to “prey” on neighborhood areas and communities that cannot fight back against the 
proposed demolition of their neighborhoods. The need to provide independent review and 
analysis of housing stock, and there durability or need to preserve, and rehabilitate should be 
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made a requirement of the AB‐093 citywide legislation to promote sound decisions on 
development projects, and effects on neighborhoods.  

 
Thank you for addressing these issues raised in regards to the EIR on the SF Housing Element(s) of 1990, 
2004, and 2009.  I strongly believe that the SF Planning Department will try its utmost to include rental 
housing provisions and protections and want to emphasize the need to pro‐actively engender 
discussion, and review of rental housing policies, and the desperate need for affordable rental housing 
with amenities such as what was created in the last major housing crisis post world war two that 
developed such admirable projects as Parkmerced. The need for future housing projects that amplify the 
need to develop in ALL city neighborhoods, and promote affordable rental units as stepping stones for 
home purchases, and affordability for all citizens, students, seniors, families (as a protected class), and 
proper notification, and inclusion of comments and input in MOU’s and negotiation with the city and 
institutions promoting density plans within the city and county of SF, must be made more public, and 
create a better dialogue with community organizations for the benefit of all current and future residents 
and rental tenants, and home‐owners of San Francisco. 
 
Sincerely  
 
Aaron Goodman (District 7) 
Email : amgodman@yahoo.com 
Home Tel: 415.452.8745 
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September 30, 2009

San Francisco Planning Department
Attn: Bill Wycko
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Case #: 2007.1275E – San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element

The following comments are being submitted on behalf of the Parkmerced Residents’ Or-
ganization (PRO) Board of Directors. Parkmerced is the largest rental community in San
Francisco. PRO represents over 3,500 units and housing, and an estimated 8,000 to
10,000 residents living in one of the densest neighborhoods of San Francisco.

The communications committee was not able to review the entire document and come
to a consensus on the numerous issues and impacts on our district and community based
on the large number of changes and effects of noted policy changes included in the
initial NOP for the EIR on the 1990 Housing Element of the SF General Plan and proposed
2004 and 2009 updates, part of which in 2004 were found to be inadequate based on
legal action taken by neighborhood organizations. Our concerns stem from the following
issues and these do not represent all concerns of our neighborhood but a couple of im-
portant points in regards to the changes being made in policies that are complex, and
have major impacts on our neighborhood;

There is a need to address institutional growth into existing neighborhoods, addressing
transit, parking, and housing impacts, and “fair-share” remuneration that was ignored in
prior negotiations with city agencies in regards to the impacts on Parkmerced’s original
layout as a masterplanned community.

There is a need to review demolition policies to mandate adequate environmental review
of tear-downs, based on soundness reports, and independent review of the condition of
rental housing units prior to redevelopment approvals.

There is a need to ensure community input is realized in the planned developments, re-
specting neighborhood input, adequate notification, and multiple meetings must be
held. There is also a need to ensure that translation is adequate in neighborhoods , and
translation of documents due to cultural needs.

There is a need to ensure adequate transportation, infrastructure, emergency facilities
hospitals, fire, police, ambulance, and disaster services are available for the density of the
increased housing proposals.

There is a need to mandate a maximum density level allowable level per acre in San
Francisco, so that adequate equity in density is promoted in all districts of San Francisco,
and low-middle income and rental neighborhoods are not singled out unfairly for re-
densification prior to looking at alternatives to promoting all the density in neighborhoods
that have unique characteristics that provide urban change, scale, and quality to our resi-
dential districts.



There is a need to adequately review multiple developments in our neighborhoods with community
input, and multiple options being provided so that alternatives are visually selectable and can be
changed based on input by neighborhood/community organizations in coordination with and in
communication with landlords and developers in relation to the changes they propose.

There is a need to provide for new affordable rental housing in all districts of San Francisco, to en-
sure equal opportunity, and access to rental housing as the primary option to for-sale home pur-
chases in San Francisco.

There is a need to ensure healthy, and respectable density levels in all neighborhoods, and prevent
an imbalance of density occurring in targeted neighborhoods. There is a need for sound, bal-
anced development policies that promote adequate transit improvement, new transit implemen-
tation, and adequate provisions for open-space, based on limits to density in existing rental
neighborhoods.

Thank you for addressing these concerns in relation to the Housing Element EIR, and the effects it
has on the creation of sound new affordable rental units in San Francisco, and the amenities that
made Parkmerced one of the ideal locations, for families, seniors, and working class families for
generations.

Sincerely,

Aaron, First Vice President,
The Board of Directors,
The Parkmerced Residents’ Organization

cc: file



RECEIVED
September 30,2009

Bill Wycko
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

OCT'O 1 2U09

CITY & COUNTY OF S.F
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

via First-class Mail & Hand-delivered t\ E !'

Subject: Case No. 2007.1275E: SF 2004 and 2009 Housing Element

Dear Mr. Wycko,

Please change the "Tree Disclosure Statement" in the Housing Element document so
that, for Category B, Landmark Trees, the third option reads, "Trees on adjacent
propert" rather than "Trees on adjacent propert overhanging the project site." Not all
trees overhang and may stil be on adjacent propert.

One should also add another option which reads, "There is/are landmark tree(s) located
within the Block on Lot(s) X and Y, etc. Z feet away." The Urban Forest Department
should sign off on it and there should be a place for the signature of the land marked
tree owner's arborist

Some landmarked trees do not fall into any of the categories you show on this "Tree
Disclosure Statement" and therefore wil be overlooked and projects may be approved
that may potentially damage such trees.

I also feel that the Planning Department should not be the sole City department to make
the decisions on trees. It is important to let the Department of the Environment, Urban
Forest Council, Landmark Tree Committee, to weigh in on this part of the Housing
Element revisions.

I communicated to you earlier on September 4, 2009 about this as welL. The link to the
"Tree Disclosure Document" is :

http://ww . sfgov. org/site/uploadedfi les/plan ning/projects reports/treed ¡sci. pdf

Please accept this as offcial written comment for the Housing Element Meeting to be
held September 30, 2009, 6:30PM - 8:00PM, 1650 Mission St., Suite 400, SF, CA
94103, Room 431. Thank you for your time and serious attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

(/d#l&Ø'
Rose Hilson
115 Parker Avenue, SF CA 94118
Jordan Park Improvement Association

cc: /Jessica Range, Major Environmental Analysis, SF Planning

Monica Fish, Urban Forest Council Secretary



"Steve Lawrence" 
<splawrence@sbcglobal.net> 

09/17/2009 01:20 PM

To <bill.wycko@sfgov.org>, <jessica.range@sfgov.org>

cc

bcc

Subject EIR for Housing Element of 2004 and 2009: enough water?

Bill and Jessica:
 
I wish that you would seriously look into whether there is enough water to support the housing 
development and population it will bring to the City. 
 
This year we are in a very different place than we were in 2004. Then SFPUC planned to provide 300 
mgd capacity by 2015. (Mgd = million gallons per day, a volume measure.) Then, the city used about 91 
mgd; it expected that demand to continue, or perhaps it expected a slightly larger demand in the "teens" 
(2013-). (The rest of the water system's water goes to what may be called the suburbs. This year the 
suburbs gained a rather firm contract, and under it they are entitled to take even more water than they 
were taking, or have ever taken.)
 
Now, as of Fall 2008 when the "2018 Variant" was adopted by SFPUC, the City is by 2018 to receive less 
than 75 mgd from our regional water system. So the City needs to use a lot less water than it was using 
in 2004. At the same time, you hope to accommodate 31,000 housing units, or perhaps 62,000 more 
people. Or who knows, more: I've noticed that as the economy tanks, and as housing gets more 
expensive, people will live more tightly packed than they had--more people to one "housing unit". 
 
How does the City use less water while growing its jobs (hopefully), and its housing units and population? 
Answer: by using less water per person. Quite a lot less. 
 
And we are using less water per person, thanks to low flow devices, and thanks to cooperative people 
who "get" the need to conserve water to preserve fish and habitat.
 
But, while fish, habitat, and conservation has received lots of attention, and the people of our great city 
have responded in spectacular fashion to pleas, will this fade over time as it becomes just another 
familiar voice in the cacophony? 
 
Moreover, demand is hardening. Hardening is when it becomes harder and harder to reduce water 
usage. (Hard water is something else entirely; don't confuse.) Homeowners used to be able to not water 
lawns and landscaping during drought; now they've planted drought resistant yards and use drip 
irrigation, using much less water in normal times. That is good, but there is less to save in an emergency. 
People have low flow toilets; you can't just throw a brick in the back and use less water. Low flow 
washing machines may be fine, mostly, but when flu breaks out, sheets may need to be washed twice. It 
is harder to reduce by 10 mgd, as we used to do. 
 
Also, the water system has less storage. In 2001 state dam safety made us reduce Calaveras Reservoir 
to less than 40% capacity. That reservoir is the system's largest local storage, about 40% of it. In 2004 
the repair project was to be completed by 2010, or 2011 at latest. Now the repair will not be done until 
December 2015, according to schedule. In 2004 perhaps we were still increasing storage, such as 
building more at Sunol Quarry. By late 2005, though, that project had been dropped, and today it is long 
dead.
 
The Water System Improvement Program's regional work is recently said to be 16.6% done. It is $4.6 
billion in size. That is a lot of work remaining to be done. Until just recently, all of that was to be done by 
2014; now all by 2015. So during the relevant five years, something over $3 billion of work is to be done 



on the pipes, tunnels and facilities that bring our water 167 miles from Yosemite. That is a lot of work, and 
risk. Ninety-six shutdowns are required (as now planned ideally). This for a system that must supply 
water 24/7. So not only must the City reduce its water usage, it must do so with less storage, and while 
doing much construction. Sound risky and uncertain? It should. 
 
I'm all for providing more housing, so people can live close to their jobs, and in a green city where 
greenhouse gas emissions are minimized, but I also want to do so comfortably. How much less water per 
person can we use? Already SF residents use less water per person than federal authorities claim is 
minimum for good public health.
 
And we are going lower. How low can we go? Remember that California's nature is feast or famine: 
There will be droughts. About twenty percent of the time if the beneficent history to date continues to 
prove true. During drought the water system cannot provide San Francisco with nearly 75 mgd; we will 
need to cut back up to twenty percent more. So then each San Franciscan will get something under 45 
gallons per day instead of today's about 57. 
 
And then there are earthquakes. Not only must the water system survive these events--sizable ones 
happen about once each thirteen years, and we are overdue--but also they tend to shake things up and 
make things leak. That means more demand for water; water is leaking away before it gets to your tap. 
 
Not that I've covered all risks at all. Public health crisis, terror, aging population, fire...all of these can also 
suck water. Remember what was learned in 1906: when it comes to water supply, it is the extraordinary 
that must be planned for in a city like San Francisco.
 
So please consider whether there is sufficient water to support the housing planned in the Element. 
Previously a simple statement from Michael Carlin that the water system has it covered has sufficed. May 
I suggest that this time that is not enough? While the matter is complicated, it is important that we not 
over-commit limited water resources. 
 
Thank you for your attention to the matter of water sufficiency.
 
Steve Lawrence, resident of San Francisco



 
October 5, 2009 

Jessica Range 
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 - 2479 
 
Dear Jessica Range: 
 
In response to the request for public input as to the scope of the EIR for the 2009 Housing Element (HE), the 
Board of the Miraloma Park Improvement Club (MPIC), a neighborhood organization that represents 2200 
homes on Mt. Davidson, requests that the EIR study address: 
• The impact of increased housing density on "social cohesion" as used in the HE Plan. What level of density 

would be too high and thus adversely affect social cohesion, an what would these adverse effects be? 
• The impact of the reduction, restriction, and removal of destination parking before the public transit system 

is fully functional and all areas of the City are adequately served and connected to the "24 hour Rapid 
Network" referred to in the HE Plan?  

• The impact of secondary units on residential neighborhoods, including: 
o The extent of reduction of single-family housing stock that will occur if secondary units are allowed.  
o A clear definition of what is required to meet the criterion of “community acceptance” of secondary 

units aimed at preventing stacking with outsiders of community meetings voting on acceptance and 
assessment of the potential adverse effects on the community of such misrepresentation  .  

o Clear information for property owners who develop secondary units with respect to the legal protections 
the tenants will have once the unit is rented, and the restrictions the current and future owner would face 
if they want to remove the secondary unit and reconvert the building back to a single family home. 

• Whether the assumptions of ABAG regarding the amount of new housing needed are valid in light of the 
latest American Communities Survey (ACS) report showing that San Francisco has the second highest 
vacancy rate in the Unites States. 

• The assumption that 30% is the correct estimate of the percentage of income to be spent on housing. The 
impact on the built environment and our social system could be significant if that number were 
acknowledged to be higher, which it no doubt is.  

• The HE Plan calls for all neighborhoods to accept increased density and  fair distribution of growth. The 
environmental impact of this policy must be assessed, and thee impact on areas of the City that are zoned 
RH-1 and do not accept increased density, their “fair distribution of growth” or “fair share of affordable 
housing.”  This includes assessment of forced infill in areas that are already fully developed. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
Dan Liberthson, Corresponding Secretary 



ADENA ROSMARIN 
566 GELLERT DRIVE 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94132 
ADENAROSMARIN@HOTMAIL.COM 

 
 
 
October 5, 2009 
 
Mr. Bill Wycko BY E-MAIL 
San Francisco Planning Department  
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
 
Re: San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element 
 Case no. 2007.1275E 
 
Dear Mr. Wycko, 
 
In response to the Notice of Preparation (“NOP”) of an Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) 
issued by your department (“Planning”) on September 5, 2009 regarding the 2004 and 2009 
Housing Element, I submit the following response regarding the scope of the EIR. 
 
Most generally, given that this EIR is the first thorough analysis of the physical environment of 
San Francisco since the EIR prepared for the 1990 Residence Element and given that this EIR 
will serve as a reference document for EIRs prepared for Housing Elements in the decades to 
come, it is more that usually crucial that the scope be as comprehensive as possible and that the 
analyses of the physical environment and the potential impacts thereon be as detailed as possible. 
 
In the project description that introduces your NOP, you note that the project could result in 
impacts to “transit, transportation and cultural resources” and to “neighborhood character and 
aesthetics.” While analyses of these potential impacts and their mitigation are properly within the 
scope of the EIR, the EIR should also delve both more broadly and deeply and analyze each of 
the impact areas designated in the CEQA Appendix G: Environmental Checklist as well as their 
inter-relationship both with each other and with state and federal policies. 
 
For example, the EIR’s study of traffic impacts and parking reduction impacts should not only 
analyze the current and prospective physical environment across the city but should also analyze 
how the proposed policies may coordinate with those of in-progress state and federal 
government efforts to control climate change and with those of the rapidly evolving 
transportation and energy industries. 
 
Further, the proposed changes to existing traffic, parking, and housing density patterns will 
themselves have synergistic impacts in the areas of air quality, noise, visual, water, public 
utilities, and  public services, each of which factors must be thoroughly analyzed and any 
impacts mitigated. The impacts of the proposed policy changes on emergency services—fire, 
police, ambulance—will doubtless be particularly significant. Given the predictions of a major 
earthquake in San Francisco within the next 30 years, it is especially crucial that the EIR 
consider the impacts of the proposed policies on evacuation and emergency services in the event 
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of a major quake. Similarly, geology and soil analyses will be required to map and to assess the 
in situ impacts of increased housing density. 
 
Further, as has been well documented, the city is biologically both rich and fragile. The proposed 
policies must be analyzed to determine potential impacts on the flora and fauna of the city and to 
define in advance of development how impacts might be mitigated or, preferably, avoided. 
 
Further, the EIR must analyze all cumulative impacts of the project, including those aspects of 
the project which may appear to be individually limited and to have short-term benefits but 
which may accumulate considerably over the long term and thus result in the consequential and 
irreversible deterioration of the city’s environment. 
 
Finally, although this EIR has been designated a “Program EIR” (NOP, p. 2), the analyses 
therein should not avoid the detail and comprehension that is required of a rigorous EIR, one that 
may reliably serve as an accurate guideline for project level implementation of the proposed 
policies. To take just one example, it is both possible and desirable at the program level to 
inventory the city’s resident and migratory species and to map their migration routes and intra-
city movement patterns so that future projects can be sited and designed to avoid potential avian 
impacts. Each of the CEQA areas should be similarly analyzed so as to render this program EIR 
a fully formed pragmatic tool useful to developers, planners, and environmentally concerned 
citizens alike. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of these important matters. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Adena Rosmarin 
Board of Directors, Lakeshore Acres Improvement Club 
(member, San Franciscans for Livable Neighborhoods) 
566 Gellert Drive 
San Francisco, CA 94132 
adenarosmarin@hotmail.com 
 
 
cc: Jessica Range, San Francisco Planning Department 
 
 
 

mailto:adenarosmarin@hotmail.com


"carolyn squeri" 
<csqueri@sbcglobal.net> 

10/05/2009 11:31 PM

To <bill.wycko@sfgov.org>, <jessica.range@sfgov.org>

cc "'St. Francis Homes Association'" <sfwood@mac.com>

bcc

Subject Scope of EIR- 2004 and 2009 Housing Element

October 5, 2009

Mr. Bill Wycko    
San Francisco Planning Department 
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94103

Re: San Francisco 2004 and 2009 Housing Element
     Case no. 2007.1275E

Dear Mr. Wycko,

In response to the Notice of Preparation (NOP) of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) issued 
by your department (Planning) on September 5, 2009 regarding the 2004 and 2009 Housing 
Element, I submit the following response regarding the scope of the EIR.

Our concerns regarding the preparation of an EIR relative to the Housing Elements center for us, 
as a neighborhood, on three main issues.  
 
First, the EIR should fully explore the ramifications of policies such as increased density and the 
encouragement of in-law units on the infrastructure of each neighborhood and section of town to 
which the Housing Element applies.  The environmental impact of increased density on 
neighborhoods will certainly be great because existing infrastructure elements, such as water, 
utilities, transportation, police, and fire department are barely adequate now.  We have very poor 
water pressure on the west side of the City.  The Muni is not dependable.  There are not enough 
cars and those we have do not run on a predictable schedule.  Our police station has only two 
motorcycle cops to give traffic/speeding tickets throughout our entire district.  All of the 
residential neighborhoods suffer from cut-through traffic for which we are appealing to the City 
for traffic calming measures.  Your EIR review should ask your people in traffic calming about 
the impact of increased Muni and cars on the streets they are trying to calm.  The City’s current 
policy to discourage cars in general by allowing limited to no new off-street parking and 
increasing meter revenue is ill-informed and ill-advised.  It discriminates against businesses and 
families that we should be trying to encourage to stay in San Francisco.  Provide good mass 
transit for the City first, then you can consider policies discouraging cars.  Most major cities of 
the world have better mass transit that gets people to all corners of their cities quickly - NY. 
Chicago, Washington DC, Paris, London, Rome, Berlin, Moscow, Tokyo, etc.  We can get 
nowhere except downtown quickly.  Until you make major improvements to our transit system, 
families and most people who want to enjoy our city and the surrounding Bay Area need a car.  
The only ones who don’t are the young single people who come up with these policies. 



 
Second, our neighborhood, cares deeply about “neighborhood character.”  We greatly value the 
trees, birds and wildlife that live on our side of town.  Residents enjoy and patronize the 
family-run restaurants and businesses that we have on West Portal.  Any policy that might 
encourage developers to “max-out” on their property, building up, densifying, and going for the 
“big bucks” by squeezing out mom and pops in favor of wealthy generic chains would kill the 
life of the street.  The EIR should fully explore what the recommended policy changes in 
Housing Elements would do to the physical environments of our small neighborhoods.  San 
Francisco should be preserving our neighborhoods and their character.  There are plenty of 
places in San Francisco that would love to be developed to have their own little community like 
Laurel Village, Clement Street, Polk Street, North Beach, SoMa, Noe Valley, the Castro, 24th 
Street, Mission Street, West Portal, Irving Street, etc.  By the way, people in these 
neighborhoods do walk to their commercial streets.  Please explore impact on pedestrian safety 
and our senior citizens if density swells along these transit corridors.  You could build out Third 
Street, all along the Bay and east side, and on the eastern slope of McLaren Park and give these 
new communities bike paths to downtown, restaurants, bookstores, hardware stores, groceries, 
coffee shops, studios, workshops, artisans, and businesses – not to mention views and access to 
transit.  You could have ‘green’ transit villages that would enhance the lives of the residents and 
add to the fabric of the City, not to mention tax rolls, etc – without spoiling our existing 
neighborhoods. 
 
Third, and somewhat related, is that we have Covenants, Codes and Restrictions (CC&R’s) that 
have preserved the quality of life and neighborhood character that we value so highly.  
Homeowners are bound by these CC&R’s and rely on them to protect our neighborhood.  I have 
been led to believe that the City is not interested in blanket, one-size-fits-all policy changes that 
would forever damage our neighborhood by countervening our CC&R’s.  Elements such as 
secondary units, less than 1-1 off-street parking (which we will need to plug in our electric cars), 
smaller setbacks and higher height allowances would all go against our CC&R’s.  If there is a 
chance that any of these practices would be forced on our neighborhood, the EIR should fully 
explore all the negative environmental impacts that would occur to our land, parks, parkways, 
trees, wildlife, and birds – and the subsequent damage to the quality of our air.  Our little 
wooded community provides much more to the City with our trees removing carbon from the air 
than would be realized from an assault on our CC&R’s.  As I said, I have been reassured that we 
will not find ourselves having to defend our CC&R’s against the City.  I only mention this now – 
if there’s a chance that somewhere in the Housing Elements – someone will find a justification 
for going against our CC&R’s – then EIR must fully explore all the environmental impacts that 
would follow.  
 
Finally, this is earthquake country.  The natural geology of the west side is that it was mostly 
sand dunes all the way from Ocean Beach up to the hills, where we do have bedrock, I believe, 
but we also have major drainage and run-off issues when it rains.  During the Loma Prieta 
earthquake, the sandy soil on the west side liquefied, causing major damage to taller houses.  I 
know because I lived in one of them and got this evaluation/assessment from FEMA which 
yellow-tagged our house.  We were a three story house.  The EIR should fully explore the 
environmental impacts of what might happen to the neighborhood if buildings were higher and 
we had a lot more people and we have an earthquake – and the sand liquefies again – and NERT’



s have to do search and rescue, emergency vehicles need access, and people need to evacuate.
 
You should know and advise those doing the EIR, that we have many migratory birds that come 
through our neighborhood and linger for quite a while.  Over the last few years we have hosted 
red-tailed hawks, owls, woodpeckers, mourning doves, blue jays, robins, ravens, hummingbirds, 
and songbirds.
 
I urge you to take the high road and do a thorough, fully scoped EIR that will inform the City 
and its residents how best to proceed with planning, development and the preservation of 
neighborhood character, as well as handle any environmental situation.  Should the EIR 
recommend improved infrastructure, we urge you to bring the improvements with any 
development – and not try to figure out and remediate afterwards.  Forewarned is forearmed and 
the City would be well advised to meet the needs of its current residents before seeking to 
increase its population geometrically. 

Thank you for your consideration,

Very truly yours,

Carolyn Squeri, president
St. Francis Homes Association (St. Francis Wood)
Member, San Franciscans for Livable Neighborhoods
101 Santa Clara Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94127
415-264-7497 (cell)
csqueri@sbcglobal.net
 



"M K Venkatachari" 
<mkvenkat@sonic.net> 

10/05/2009 09:48 AM

To "Bill Wycko" <bill.wycko@sfgov.org>, "Jessica Range" 
<jessica.range@sfgov.org>

cc

bcc

Subject Case No: 2007.1275E, San Francisco 2004 and 2009 
Housing Element dated September 2, 2009

 

Dear Sir:

As a concerned citizen of San Francisco, I am deeply interested in the subject matter, and since I could 
not be present at the recently held public hearing concerning the scoping process of the related EIR, I 
wish to send you the following comments.

I believe that the entire process is being unduly rushed through, in haste, considering that the relevant 
notice came out, along with its fifty-page attachment, as late as September 2. Besides, as a result of the 
scheduled, single and solitary public hearing, a factor well within the letter of the law if not the sprit 
thereof, all possibility of significant public participation in the process has been effectively shut out on an 
issue that is of vital importance for all residents of the City. I therefore request that additional public 
hearing(s) be scheduled and convened, preceded by widely disseminated notices among the citizens. 
This is the minimum we should do for the sake of transparency and to, at the same time, protect issues of 
importance from being high-jacked by interest groups who do not necessarily represent community 
interests.

I would start this note with my overall assessment of the Elements as described in the planning 
department’s documents. We are keenly aware today that people of our country are living in momentous 
times in many respects with serious concerns being raised on all quarters about the future of the our 
economy, the environment and the financial well-being of the future generations. Considered in this 
context, the document seems to have a solitary and single-focussed drum-beat of a discordant and 
inappropriate theme: build as many house as possible nullifying in the process every code and every rule 
in the book with respect to housing. This message and or set of conclusions that the document conveys 
is reminiscent of the gas-guzzler age of the fifties and it is completely inappropriate today. Even a cursory 
perusal of the long list of policy changes from those of Housing Element 1999 onwards for subsequent 
and Elements shows how desperate the authors have been to dismantle every check and balance to 
reckless building of houses. As an example of the unhealthy changes that are contemplated with 
reference to Policy is the one that removes or dilutes earlier requirement that educational institutions 
must provide all housing needed for their students and staff out of their own resources. (Table 8, 2004 
Housing Element, item 1.9).

Imprudent and excessive investment in buildings would, unfortunately, occur at the expense of other 
productive investments that our society can make in order to ensure well-paying jobs for our people and 
thus empower them to compete in the global market. We find that the very mistakes of the recent past-- 
reckless building of houses with borrowed money with disastrous consequences -- is being planned once 
again as if the agony of the present economic situation were not enough. The prediction in the document 
that fully eighty five percent of the huge amount of housing said to be in the "pipeline" would be built is 
enough to spend a chill down the spine of any thinking person. 

Moving on a bit more into the details, I find that even a casual reader of the Notice of Preparation and its 
attachments finds several issues that need clarification and possible re evaluation, in my view. I have 
listed a few of them in this note.

The document is replete with "statistics" on matters such as the expected job growth, and the number of 
additional housing needed in San Francisco in the outer years and so on. The very fundamentals of the 



current proceedings rest on the dependability of these figures and the predictions that are listed in the 
document. Unfortunately, I have serious misgivings about the credibility of these figures and hence the 
conclusions that flow from these figures. 

All the predictions in the document are way out of line in the light of current day realities. We all are 
painfully aware that the country, and California in particular, is suffering, right at this moment, from a 
economic recession (with unemployment hovering at levels above 12 percent—not counting discouraged 
job seekers) the like of which has not been seen in more than seventy years. It is also true that until the 
very moment when disaster struck the economy, in 2008, the authors and the rest of their profession who 
should have known better, had no clue about the impending free fall of the economy. As such, any figure 
from these and such sources are deeply suspect. I am particularly concerned about their number for job 
growth in San Francisco for the decade after 2010 which is shown as a very "fine-tuned" figure of 90,940 
in Table 4. How does anyone trust this figure seeing all the suffering around and more importantly caused 
by recent prediction of this kind of "experts"? Besides, we not in for a paradigm shift in world economy 
that most serious international economists warn us all about? The chances are that most of the houses 
built based on these job estimates would remain vacant and all the loan money that went into them would 
become a burden on the shoulders of the poor taxpayer.

Another obvious question is the assumed sustainability of the increase in housing in San Francisco year 
after year, Element after Element, with no end in sight. Is there no limit to building? The document does 
not address this vital issue as well since it is not only the space on the ground that is important in this 
regard.

It is of deep a concern that, despite the near- unprecedented nature of the current recession, the entire 
document has no word for it or any reference to its significance in the current planning process. I suspect 
that the numbers, texts, and conclusions were generated long before the current economic downturn 
developed and as such the emphasis and focus of the document appears to be deeply flawed, being fully 
bereft of any lessons learnt form this economic downtown itself has had to offer. There are no references 
to the foreclosed housing crisis, the banking system that almost crept up to the point of no return, the 
resulting credit crunch that haunts genuine and worthy home-buyers and the over-all economic malaise 
that is hurting every segment of the country. There are also no discussions at all on how long the nation’s 
economy might continue to suffer. We all recall that it took a worldwide war to get us out of the last 
recession of a similar magnitude. In the midst of all this, the document chooses to promote building a 
huge number of houses in San Francisco in a grand scale, far in excess of author’s own figures for the 
demand which for all intent and purposes appear grossly bloated.

The tone and content of the document seems be designed to rekindle the very frenzy of housing 
construction, sub prime-loans and threatened bank failures on a massive scale that brought the entire 
country to its very knees just a few months back. Plans are being made to sow the very seeds that gave 
us a bitter harvest a few months ago in the form of massive foreclosures, and threatened bank failures 
that nearly brought the nation to its knees.

Are we to see a replay of the building-mania aided and abetted by one and all, including the willing and 
obliging bankers with their the sub-prime loans (that were sold, I am told, as "basically prime and only a 
little bit ‘sub’) that brought the nation to its knees even before the last nightmare is still playing out?

Besides, the authors do not also seem to have paid any thoughts towards current-day concerns about 
planetary carbon calculus. It’s mind-boggling to think of the impact that the planned and new construction 
as well as constructive-destruction activities would have on this calculus. We must remember that every 
pound of concrete demolished and hauled away, as does every pound of cement produced in the mill 
from limestone and consumed at the building site, represents the emission of several pounds of 
carbon-dioxide into the environment. Will the EIR address this vital issue? .

One would think that we should review the results of past activities before planing and implementing the 
next. It is noted that a comprehensive 1990 Resident Element (Page 23) was prepared and presumably 
implemented. However, if the reader wishes to see a comparison between the objectives and goals of the 



1990 Element along side actual achievements, he is badly disappointed. The current document says, 
"According to the EIR, meeting the housing goals in the 1990 Residence Element would reduce traffic 
congestion and thus improve air quality because people who work in the City would have shorter 
commutes." (Page 12) Have these goals been achieved? What does the progress report say on this?

The document on hand seems to make it clear that no factor, no item of code (which all figure under 
constraints!) or law would be permitted to stand in the way of building more housing. Even the zoning 
laws are not to be spared; they would be suitably amended. It is sad to note that the powers at the helm 
in the City seem to be only too willing to sacrifice public good and loosen all rules and codes enacted in 
the past to protect the residents of the City in order just to accommodate the building industry. For 
example, Table 5 (page 15) shows that 42, 951 units could be built—far in excess of the estimated needs 
of 31,193 housing units for the period January 2009 to June 2014 as shown in Table 2 Page 11—at 
available and potential sites in the city under existing zoning laws (with an additional 11, 800 units 
potentially in near virgin sites such as Mission Bay, Hunters Point and Treasure Island – Page 19). This 
being the case why does the City appear keen on changing the zoning laws, particularly in areas sought 
by developers, areas that are already saddled with some of the highest unit densities in the City?

Another point that need clarification is the apparent disagreement in the figures estimated for household 
formation in San Francisco given in Table 3, Page 13 for the period 2010 to 2020 at an average value of 
1910 per year as against the housing needs under 2009 Housing Element at a far too larger average of 
4159 units per year for the period 2007 thru 2014. At the indicated rate, the entire ten-year need of 
housing could be built up in less than half the time it takes for the household growth to catch up. An 
explanation on this would be appreciated. 

How come there is no mention of rental housing at all in these deliberations? This is very important for a 
large section of the population of the city.

In short, many responsible and reasonable citizens of the City have many questions and concerns about 
this Project. The first item of business should therefore be to call further public hearings that could help 
untangle the situation in a democratic manner utilizing to the full the benefits the synergy that such public 
meetings would help generate. We need a Product more in tune with realities of the day than the current 
one that seems to have been imported from a distant planet, completely out of touch with economic and 
environmental concerns of the City and the nation today.. 

Thanking you and with warm regards,

Sincerely,

M K Venkatachari

415-239-4180
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Statement on the scope of the EIR for the 2004 and 2009 Housing Element 
(2007.1275 E) 

2 October 2009 
 

Overview 
 
As the City’s primary producers of permanently affordable housing the members of the 
Council of Community Housing Organizations strongly urges the EIR on the Housing 
Element to discuss the primary the policy reasons and environmental impacts of the 
failure of the City to meet its Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) targets for 
affordable housing and the massive over development of market rate housing in the  both 
the 1990 and 2004 Housing Element periods.  From 1999 to 2006 the CCSF met only 
74% of its very low and low income targets but some 154% of its market rate housing 
goals.  CCHO argues that the two are not separate and distinct but in fact related and 
must be taken together when analyzing the environmental impacts of a new set of 
housing policies as proposed in the “project” under environmental review. 
 
This persistent bias in favor of massive preference for market rate over affordable 
housing is not an “act of nature” but instead a result of persistent public policy preference 
for market rate housing,  most notably in the Planning Department itself.  
 
Therefore the scope of the proposed EIR must address the environmental impacts of this 
persistent and historic policy and what actions can be taken to mitigate it. 
 
Specific Issues Needed to Be Addressed in the EIR 
 
1. Are there measurable differing environmental impacts of market rate housing as 
opposed to affordable housing.  What are the differing traffic and transit impacts of the 
population of market rate and affordable housing households.  What is the differing 
energy consumption impacts for the households.  What are the typical construction types 
(wood frame, steel construction, etc.) of the market rate as opposed to affordable housing 
buildings and what are the environmental impacts of these variations in building types.  
What portion of market rate developments are re-use of existing buildings and what 
portion of affordable housing are such types. What portion of market rate residents use 
public transit and what portion of affordable housing residents use public transit.  Are 
residents of both market rate and affordable housing employed in San Francisco or do 
they commute?  What travel mode do residents of  each type of housing  use? 
 
2. According to the most recent Housing Inventory (2008, page 4), 80% of the new units 
added between  2000  and 2008 have been in buildings of  more than 20 units.  Buildings 
of this size can only be located in certain portions of the City and are banned in the vast 
majority of existing neighborhoods.  What are the environmental impacts of such large 
buildings in areas of the city that do not have an existing infrastructure, including public 

mailto:sfic98@pacbell.net


transit, to support the resultant population increase ? What are the impacts of 
concentrating housing developments in only a small portion of the City while, in effect, 
banning significant development in established and already developed neighborhood in 
western San Francisco.  Does the development of these buildings in these locations  
where few neighborhood serving retail businesses exist require the use of private auto’s 
for every day shopping to a higher degree that market rate housing residents in existing 
neighborhoods to the west? 
 
3. What are the environmental impacts of meeting the RHNA target by new construction 
as opposed to re habilitation or the adaptive re-use of existing buildings? What portion of  
market rate housing is met by new construction as opposed to the sale of existing market 
rate housing? How many new market rate housing units would have to be built to lower 
market rate housing prices so that 50% of them  would be affordable to moderate income 
households (earning between 90% and 120% of SFMI) and where would the City locate 
these new units?  
 
 
 
Submitted for CCHO by Calvin Welch 
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